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OUTLINE OF THIS PAPER.

For tho benefit of those who desire to learu the more important <.oncliision8 reached

in this treatise, without the necessity of a thorough examination of tho entire re-

port, an outline of them is here presented

:

(1) That the mound-builders of the area designated consisted of a number of tribes

or peoples bearing about tho same relations to one another and occupying about the

same culture-status as did the Indian tribes inhabiting this country when first visited

by Europeans.

(2) That the archoological districts ;is determined by the investigations of the

mounds and other ancient remains conform, in a general way, to the areas occupied

by the dift'ercnt Indian tribes or groups of cognate trilies.

(3) That each tribe adopted several different methods of burial, these differences

depending to some extent upon the relative position, social standing, and occupation

of the individuals.

(4) The custom of removing the flesh before final burial prevailed very extensively

among the mound-builders of the northern districts, and was not uncommon among
those of the southern districts.

(5) Very often some kind of religious ceremony was performed at the burial in

which fire played a conspicuous part. Notwithstanding the common belief to the

ooutrary, there is no cxidence whatever that human sacrifice in the true sense was
practiced. It is possiljle that cremation may have been practiced to a limited

extent.

(6) In some of the southern districts, especially those of the valley of the lower
Mississippi, where the bottoms are much depressed, it was the custom to erect dwell-

ings on low mounds apparently constructed for this purpose, and, when deaths oc-

curred,to bury tlie remains in the floor of these dwellings, burn the houses, and heap
mounds over them before they were entirely consumed, or while the embers were yet

smoldering. The houses in these districts ajipear to have been constructed of up-
right posts set in the ground, lathed with cane or twigs, and plastered with clay,

having the roofs thatched precisely as described by the early French explorers.

(7) The links directly connecting tho Indians and mound-builders are so numerous
and well established that archeologists are justified in accepting the theory that

they are one and the same jicople.

(8) The statements of the. early navigators and explorers as to tlic habits, customs,
social condition and art, of the Indians when first visited by Europeans arc largely

confirmed by discoveries in the mounds and other ancient works of our country.

This is especially true as regards tho discoveries made by this l)urcau in Arkansas,
Georgia, and other southern states. They bear out, even to details, the statements
of the chroniclers of De Soto's expodifiou and of tho early French cxjdorers of the
valley of the lower Mississippi.

(9) The evidence obtained appears to be sufficient to justify the conclusion that
particular works, and the works of certain localities, are attributable to particular

tribes known to history ; thereby enabling the archeologist to determine in some
cases, to a limited extent, the lines of migration. For example, the proof is appar-
ently conclusive that the Cherokees were niound-buildcrs and that to them are to be

li: KTH -J. 17
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attributed most of the iiiouuils Dfeasteiu Tennessee and western North Carolina; it

also renders it probable that they were the antliors of most of the ancient works of
tlie Kanawha valley in West Virginia. There are also strong indieations that the
Tallegwi of tradition were Cherokees and the anthors of some of the jjriucipal works
of Ohio. The proof is e()nally conclusive that to the Shawnees are to bo attributed

the box-shaped stone graves, and the mounds and otlier works directly connected with
them, in the region south of the Ohio, i'S])ecially those works of Kentucky, Tennessee,

and northern Georgia, and possibly also some of the nmunds and stone graves in the

vicinity of Cincinnati. The stone graves in tlie valley of tlie Delaware and most of

those in Ohio are attribntal>le to theDelawares. There are snfficient reasons for be-

lieving that the ancient works in northern Mississippi were built chiefly by the

Chickasaws, and those in the region of Flint Kiver, southern Georgia, by the Uchees,
and that a large portion of those of the Gulf states were built by the Muskokee
tribes.

(10) The testimony of the mounds is very decidedly against the theory that the

mound-builders were Mayas or Mexicans who were driven out of this region by the

jiressure of Indian hordes and migrated to the valley of Auahuac or j)lains of Yuca-
tan. It is also as decidedly against Morgan's theory that they were related to the

Pueblo tribes of New Mexico. It likewise gives a decided negative to the snggestiou

that the builders of the Ohio works were pushed sonth into the Gulf states and incor-

porated into tlie Muskokee group.

(11) Although much the larger portion of the ancient monnmeuts of onr country

belong to prehistoric times, and some of them, possibly, to the distant past, yet the

evidence of coutaet with European civilization is found in so manj' mounds where it

can not be attributed to intrusive burial and in such widely separated localities,

that it must be conceded that many of them were built subsequent to the discovery

of the continent by Europeans.



PREFACE,

As the following report is based almost exclusively upon the results
of explorations carried on by the Bureau of Ethnology since 1881, it

seems desirable to set forth briefly the plan adopted and the methods
pursued.

During the first season the archeological work of the Bureau was as-

signed to Dr. Willis De Haas, but no definite and comprehensive plan
of operations was adopted. In 1882 the Director organized a small divi-

sion in the Bureau to which he assigned the work of investigating the
mounds and other ancient monuments in the United States east of the
Kocky mountains. This division was placed under my charge with
Dr. Edward Palmer, of Washington city; Col. P. W. Norris, of Norris,
Michigan, and Mr. James D. Middleton, of Carbondale, Illinois, as regu-
lar field assistants. Subsequently Dr. Palmer left the division, and
Mr. John P. Eogan, of Bristol, Tennessee, was engaged in his jjlace.

The division suffered the misfortune of being deprived of the valuable
services of Col. Norris by death, in January, 1885, while he was en-

gaged in exploration. His enthusiasm for the work kept him in the
field, although he was suffering from the disease which finally proved
fatal. Mr. J. W. Emmert, who had been temporarily employed, was
then engaged as a regular assistant.

The following-named gentlemen have also been engaged for short
periods in special fields: Mr. F. S. Earle and Mr. L. H. Thing, of Cob-
den, Illinois; Mr. William McAdams, of Otterville, Illinois; Eev. J. P.
McLean, of Hamilton, Ohio ; Mr. Gerard Fowke, of New Madison, Ohio

;

Eev. Stephen D. Peet, of Clinton, Wisconsin ; Mr. Henry L. Eeynolds,
of Washington City, and Eev. W. M. Beauchamp, of Baldwinsville,

New York. Mr. Eogan and Mr. Emmert having retired from the work,
]\Ir. Fowke and Mr. Eeynolds were appointed regular assistants.

The results of the explorations and field work of the division and a
discussion of results with special reference to the authors of the ancient
monuments of the area exploi-ed are given in the present volume.
Special papers relating to the collections made will be presented in

future reports or bulletins.

In attempting to formulate a systematic plan for a work of such
magnitude as the exploration of the mounds, great difiiculties were

19
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eucouutered. The region occupied is vast, and the works are scat-

tered over it in great numbers, not b.v hundreds only, but by thou-

saiuls. It was at once perceived that to attempt a systematic and
thorough examination of them all, or even of a large number of them,

including surveys and mapping, would involve many yearsof labor and
the expenditure of a very large amount of money. Neither the force

nor the money necessary for a work of such vast magnitude was avail-

able, for the lines of research undertaken by the Bureau of Ethnology
are necessarily many, and none may be unduly j^ushed at the expense
of the others. On the other hand, to attemjit the thorough investiga-

tion of the mounds of any single district to the neglect of the area as

a whole, could result only in a failure to comi)rehend the more impor-

tant problems connected with the mounds and their builders. More-
over, it should not for a moment be forgotten that the mounds are fast

being leveled by the encroachments of agriculture and under the stim-

ulus of commercial enterprise. Archeologic relics of all kinds have
attained a new value in recent years because of the great increase in

the number of private collectors. Those who gather specimens merely
for sale rarely preserve any data in connection with them, and, although
relics gathered in this haphazard manner have a certain value as

examples of aboriginal art or as mere curiosities, their scientific value

is compariitively small. As a consequence of the leveling of the

mounds by the plow and their despoiling by the relic hirnter, oppor-

tunities for acquiring a clear insight into the character and methods of

mound-building and into the purpose of their builders, are rapidly

diminishing.

Chiefly for the above reasons a plan was adoj)ted which comprises
the advantage of thoroughness in the case of single mouuds and single

groups, and yet permits the work to be carried o\'er a large area. No
attempt has been made to exhaust the local problems of mound-build-
ing by a comjdete examination of the works of any given section.

Nevertheless, such mounds and groups as are believed to be typical of

their class have been examined with care and thoroughness. By the
method of a careful examinntion of typical structures in the various

districts it is thought that the end aimed at has been secured—that is,

the collection of data necessary to an understanding of the more gen-

eral and important problems relating to the mounds and the mound
builders. The exhaustive examination of numy single groups and the
study of local problems is left to the future. It is hoped that this

important work may be undertaken largely by local societies whose
lesources, when inadequate, may be supplemented by state aid.

The questions relating to prehistoric America are not to be answered
by the studj' of its ancient monuments alone, but also by the study of

the languages, customs, arts, beliefs, traditions, and folklore of the
aborigines. If any of these monuments are the work of an extinct
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people, this fact can be satisfactorily determined only by a compreben-
sive study of the subject; if all are attributable to tlie races found
occupying the continent at tbe time of its discovery, tbe necessity for a
broad scieutitic nietbod is equally apparent.

The most important question to be settled is, " Were the mounds
built by the Indians?" If a careful examination and study of the
antiquities should result in deciding it satisfactorily in the affirmative,

then the questions relating to the objects and uses of these ancient

works would be merged into the study of the customs and arts of the
Indians. There would then be no more blind groping by archeologists

for the thread to lead them out of the mysterious labyrinth. The chain

which links together the historic and prehistoric ages of our continent
would be complete; the thousand and one wild theories and romances
would be itermanently disposed of; and the relations of all the lines of

investigation to one another being known, they would aid in the solu

tion of many of the problems which hitherto have seemed involved in

complete obscurity. Should the result of the examination give a decided
negative answer to the question, one broad field would be closed

and investigation limited in the future to other lines. In either case a
great step toward the ultimate solution of the problem would be taken
and the investigations restricted within comparatively narrow limits.

The director of the Bureau of Ethnology was desirous, therefore, that

this important question, the origin of the mounds, should if possible be
definitely settled, as it is the pivot on which all the other problems
must turn. By following the plan adopted and using proper care to

note the facts ascertained, without bias, not only would the facts bear-

ing on this important question be ascertained, but the data would be
l>reserved for the use of archeological students without prejudice to

any theory.

Premising that accuracy as to details and statements, without regard
to their bearing on any special theory, has been considered the chief

and all-important point to be kept constantly in view in all the opera-

tions of the division, the methods of work pursued (except during the

first year, when want of exjjerience caused some of the details of accu-

rate work to be omitted), have been substantially as follows

:

First, a full and correct description of the groups examined, giving
the topography of the immediate locality, the form, characters, and
dimensions of the works and their relations to one another was written

out, accompanied by diagrams and figures illustrating these descrij*-

tions.

As a rule each mound explored \\ as measured before being excavated,

and, if it varied from the ordinary conical type, a figure of it was made.
As the exploration proceeded the character and thickness of the strata

and the exact positions of the skeletons and relics found in them were
noted in a memorandum book. In many cases where there was i)rom-
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i.se of iiuportaut finds, outline figures, both of the horizontal and verti-

cal sections, were drawn on which the positions of the skeletons and
relics were marked as found.

Evei\v effort possible was made at the time oi collection to obtain all

the facts in reference to each specimen. The assistants made full

notes in the field and attached a number to each specimen before pack
ing and shipping. Descriptive lists, with corresponding numbers, were
forwarded with each shipment. All collections thus made were sent

direct to the Bureau of Ethnology, and there, after being opened, exam-
ined and compared with the field catalogue, the numbers of the Bureau
series were attached, and the collections forwarded to the National

Museum, where the Museum numbers were placed upon them. After
this a comparison was made, in most cases bj' the collectors themselves,

to see that the memoranda, numbers, and articles agreed and were
given correctly. The final catalogues contain not only the collector's.

Bureau, and Museum numbers, which form checks upon one another,

but also the name of the article, the locality, the collector's name, and
remarks indicating the conditions under which each was found. These
particulars are, of course, incomplete for specimens purchased and
donated.
As an illustration, the heading of the columns and one line from

the general catalogue are given here:

Col.
lee- Bureau

tor's num-
num- ber.
ber.

1
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not only almost every variety of material, form, and ornameutatioa
hitherto obtained in the United States east of the Kocliy ]Monutains,

bnt also many new and interesting kinds.

The chief value of the work to aiTheologists, however, it is believed

will be found in the descriptions of the mounds explored and groux)S

examined and surveyed. In order that students of American archeol-

ogy may have as complete illustrations as possible of groups and forms,

not only are figures given but in numerous instances the complete field

notes of surveys and measurements are added.
The sections in whicli operations have chiefly been cairied on are as

follows: Southwestern Wisconsin and the adjoining sections of Minne-
sota, Iowa, and Illinois; the northeastern and southeastern parts of
Missouri; the western part of southern Illinois; the eastern part of

Arkansas; certain points in northern and western Mississippi; tlie

Kanawha Valley of West Virginia; eastern Tennessee, western Korth
Carolina, and northern Georgia. Some work has also been done in

northern Florida, New York, Ohio, tlie Wabash valley, Kentucky,
western Tennessee, Alabama, southwestern Georgia, and the Dakotas.
Hundi'eds of groujis have been examined and in most cases surveyed,
platted, and described. Over 2,000 mounds have been explored, includ-

ing almost every known type of form, from the low, diminutive, circular

burial tumulus of the north to the huge truncated earthen pyramid of
the south, the embankment, the stone cairn, the house site, etc. Every
variety of construction hitherto known, as well as a number decidedly
difterent in detail, have been examined. Some of the latter are very
interesting and furnish important data. Particular attention has been
paid to the mode of construction and methods of burial in the ordinary
conical tumuli, because these fnrnish valuable evidence in regard to the
customs of the builders and aid in determining the different archeolog-
ical districts. Many ancient graves and cemeteries and also several
caches and cave deposits have been explored.

Perhaps the most important portion of the collection from an archeo
logical view is the pottery, of which some 1,500 specimens have been
obtained, including most of the known varieties and several that are
new in form and ornamentation. It is believed that this collection will

be found to contain most, if not all, of the hitherto known types of tex-

tile impressions and some that are unusual. As the history of each
specimen is known and its genuineness unquestioned, the collection

will be of great value to antiquarians.

An unusually large number of polished and pecked celts has been
secured, including every known pattern and variety yet found in the
area investigated. Special value attaches to this collection of celts

from the fact that it has been obtained mostly from mounds and hence
aflords a means of comparing true mound specimens with surface finds.

The number of stone pipes obtained is proportionally great, includ-

ing a large percentage of the usual forms and some new ones. But the
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most important fact in I'elation to this part of tlie collection is, tbat it

so supplements other collections that the archeologist is enabled to

trace the evolution of the comparatively modern and historic form from

the "Monitor," or supposed earliest mound pipe. Moreover the record

of localities whence the pipes have been taken may indicate the geo-

^^raphical line of this evolution.

A number of copper articles, including nearly all the types hitherto

kuowu, are in the collection. In addition to these, among the new
forms are specimens of two new types decidedly the most important

yet discovered. These were obtained from both mounds and stone

graves.

The collection of engraved shells obtained from mounds probably

exceeds any other in the country in number, variety, and importance.

The (specimens of textile fabrics and remnants of matting, though

not numerous, are important and valuable. Among these is a large

and well-preserved specimen of each class found in a cave deposit

where the burial could not have taken place more than a hundred
years ago

;
yet they are of precisely the pattern and stitch found in tlie

mounds and impressed on tyi^ical mound pottery. With the cloth and
matting were also the bone implements used in weaving the former.

The collection of chipped flint implements, stone axes, discoidal

stones, gorgets, etc., is large. Among the stone articles are parts of

three well-made stone images which must have been nearly one-half

life size. Bone implements, shell, etc., are in fair proportion.

As it was important that the explorations should be carried on dur-

ing the winter as well as the summer, it was found advantageous to

work in the uoithern sections iu the summer and move southward as

tlie cold advanced. Each assistant at the close of the working year

made a report of his operations during that time. These reports would
have been incorporated as furnished, but, as in most cases they related

to different sections investigated during the same j'ear, this would
have prevented a systematic presentation of results, and hence the idea

Avas abandoned, and the data obtained have been arranged geograph-

ically by states and counties. This method, however, is subject to the

objection that county lines are liable to frequent changes and seldom

correspond with the natural lines which influenced primitive settle-

ment. Xotwith.standing this objection, the fact that these political

divisions afford the only means of defining localities on the maps of the

present day has governed iu selecting the method for this report.

Mounds are frequently deseril)ed and illustrations introduced which
are seemingly unimportant. The object of this will be apparent to every

archeologist, for seemingly unimportant works afford the student a

means of comparison and furnish him with valuable negative evidence

wliicli otherwise would not be available, iloreover, in the preparation

of the report, I have proceeded upon the theory that no fact should be
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omitted, ho^Yevel tri\ial it may now appear, as a time may come when
it will supply ueeded evidence iu arclieological investigations.

The geographical order iu which the report is arranged is as follows:

First, the Mississippi valley proper, commencing with Minnesota and
Wisconsin and proceeding southward; next, the Gulf States from Mis-

sissippi eastward, after which follows the Appalachian district, Includ

iug North Cai-olina, eastern Tennessee, and West Virginia, then Ohio,
Pennsylvania, New York, and Michigan.
The territory over which the explorations have been carried is large,

and, from necessity, no one section has been exhaustively examined for

reasons given above. Suffice it to say that the chief object kept con-

stantly in view was the search for types. But this included types of
form, of modes of construction and internal arrangement, of methbds of

burial, of contents, and of indications of uses, etc.

The illustrations are original with a few exceptions. Those which
are copied are chietly from previous publications of this Bureau. A
few, however, are from the annual reports of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion, the electrotypes being kindly loaned for this purpose.
Before concluding this preface I wish to acknowledge the many favors

the division has received both in prosecuting the field work and iu pre-

paring the report. We have been kindly received iu all portions of the
country to which our operations have extended, the citizens always
showing a commendable desire to encourage our work and to give us
all the information possible. Here and there permission to explore
mounds has been refused, but such refusal has generally been based ou
valid reasons.

To the assistants who have carried on operations in the field I extend
thanks for the zeal and faithfulness with which their work was per-

formed. I am also indebted to Mr. W. H. Holmes, Eev. W. M. Beau-
champ, and Mr. Gerard Fowke; and also to Mr. Reynolds for val-

uable papers, and to Mr. James D. Middleton for the plats and results

of the surveys made by him of works in Ohio and elsewhere.

It is proper to state here that only a partial study of the articles col-

lected has as yet been made. Papers by specialists, describing and
discussing them, are being prepared and will appear hereafter.

C. T.





REPORT ON THE MOCND EXPLORATIONS OF THE
BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY

By Cyrus Thomas.

INTRODUCTION.

Before introducing the report of field work it will not be amiss to call

attention to the various kinds of ancient monuments found in the area
over which the explorations extended.

It is somewhat strange that, notwithstanding the large number of
works devoted wholly or partly to the antiquities of our country, which
have appeared since the publication of the " Ancient Monuments," by
Messrs. Squier and Davis, no attempt has been made to rectify their

imperfect and faulty classification. Their division of these antiquities

into " Constructions of Earth," " Constructions of Stone," and " Minor
Vestiges of Art," is sufficient for practical purposes so far as it goes,
and the same may be said of the divisiou of the first class into " En-
closures" and ''Mounds." But their further classification into "En-
closures for Defense," " Sacred and Miscellaneous Enclosures," " Mounds
of Sacrifice," "Temple Mounds," etc., is unfortunate, as it is based
on su])posed uses instead of real character, and has served to graft
into our archeological literature certain conclusions in regard to the
uses and purposes of these various works that, in some cases at least,

are not Justified by the evidence. For example, there is not a particle of
evidence that any iuclosure was formed for religious or "sacred" uses,
or that any mound was built for "sacrificial" purposes in any true or
legitimate sense of the term. Yet author after author, down to the
present time, has adopted this classification without protest. It is only
in some very recent works that objections to it begin to appear.

Failure to correct this faulty classification is doubtless due to the dif-

ficulties which lie in the way of satisfactorily grouping the variety of
forms presented and to our imperfect knowledge of the uses and
objects of these works. Nadaillac, after alluding to the various forms,
remarks that " these fiicts will show how very diflacult, not to say im-
possible, is any classification,"' • a statement which anyone who

'Preli. AnuT. Fn-n.Ii Kdii. |i. W-En;;!. Kiln. p. 87.
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attempts a systematic arraugement will be disposed to accept as true.

Any attempt iu this direction must be, to a large extent, arbitrary and
a tentative arrangement. Nothing more than this is claimed for the

classiticatiou here presented, which is limited to the works of the area

now under consideration. Were it not for the absolute necessity of

grouping under <lesignated heads in oi'der to simplify the work, uo
attempt in this direction would be made at this time.

It is undoubtedly desirable to adopt some arrangement agreeing

with the European classification if this be possible, but a comparison of

European antitiuities with those of North America will soon satisfy

any one of its impracticability. The cln-ouological arrangement into

four classes, to wit, Paleolithic, Neolithic, Biouze, ami Iron, is con-

ceded to be inapplicable to America. Evidences of the two stone ages

may possibly yet be found, and a copper age be substituted for the

bronze, but the likeness will extend uo farther. I may add that, per-

sonally, I iloubt very much if this classification into ages has been of

any advantage to archeology.

As the first step, all antiquities of this region are considered as be-

longing to three general divisions

:

(1) Monuments, or local antiquities.—Those antiquities that are fixed

or stationary, which necessarily pertain to a given locality or place, as

earthworks, stoneworks, cave dwellings, mines, quarries, etc.

(2) Movable antiquities, or relics and remains.—Those which have no
necessary connection with a given place or locality, such as implements,

ornaments, and other minor vestiges of art; also human and animal

remains, etc.

(3) Paleographic objects.—Inscriptions, picture writings, symbols, etc.,

whether on fixed stones or transportable articles.

Although this arrangement is confessedly an arbitrary one, it is

adopted because it appears to be a practical working system by
which the lines of distinction are somewhat rigidly drawn. Moreover,

it is adapted to the two methods of investigation and study, viz, in the

field and in the museum.

THE FIXED OR LOCAL ANTIQUITIES.

The fixed or local antiquities of the section under consideration con-

sist chiefly of earthworks, stoneworks, cave deposits, mines and quar-

ries, and might be classed under these heads but for the fact that some
belong partly to one class and partly to another; for example, while

most nu)unds are built entirely of earth, soiue consist wholly of stone

and others are i)artly stone and partly earth; then there are other

local antiquities which can not be properly classed under either ofthese

headings. The nearest approach, therefore, which can be made to a
satisfactory classiticatiou is to group the individual monuments accord-

ing to types of form and external cliaracters, reference being made to

uses only where these are obvious.
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The variety of ancient works so far as form and modes of coastruction

are concerned, is almost endless, but all may be included, in a general

way, under the following primary headings, viz. Mounds, Refuse Heaps,
Mural Works (such as inclosures, embankments, etc.), Excavations,

Graves and Cemeteries, Garden Beds, Surface Figures, Hearths or

Camp Sites, Hut Rings or House Sites, and Ancient Trails. Besides

these as belonging to separate heads are Mines and Quarries, Cave
Deposits, and Petroglyphs.

MOUNDS.

The term '-mound," as used throughout this report, is limited to the

artificial tumulus and is not intended to include walls, embankments,
reftxse heaps, or other works not usually classed as "mounds" in this

country, though the lines of distinction between the examples which
approximate each other in form are apparently arbitrary.

The tumuli or mounds are the most common ami most numerous of

the tixed works, being found throughout the region under consideration,

and, in fact, constituting the larger portion of most of the groups.

The forms are so varied that it would tax the imagination to devise one
that is not represented. There is probably one exception and a some-
what remarkable one, as it is that which enters into the idea of a true

pyramid. The form alluded to is the pyramid with true successive

stages. There has been, it is believed, no mound found in the United
St.ates east of the Eocky Mountains, with successive stages running
entirely around the structure. In other words, the form figured by
Pidgeon in the frontispiece to his "Decoodah" as the type of the

"ancient American battle mound," is without a representative in the

United States.

Although so varied, they may for convenience be arranged in four

classes, as follows : Conical tumuli, elongate mounds, pyramidal mounds,
and effigy mounds.

CONICAL TUMl'LI.

Under this head are placed all those rounded, artificial heaps or hil-

locks which seem to have been cast up with so:ne special object in view

—

that is to say, are not such mere accunuilations of rubbish as the refuse

heaps. The form is usually that of a low, broad, round-topped cone,

but as at present found, is, in consequence of wear by the plow and
the elements, often that of an irregular heaj) distinguished from the
refuse heap only by internal evidences.

Mounds of this type are the most common of our ancient monuments,
being found throughout the region under consideration, sometimes iso-

lated, but more usually in association with other works. There are, in

fact, few groups of ancient works to be found where mounds of this

kind are entirely wanting.
They vary in size from a slight, scarcely perceptible swell in the sin--

face of the ground to elevations SO or 90 feet high, and from or S feet
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to 300 feet in diameter at the base. As a general rule the burial mounds
are of this form.

The term " conical," although used in its widest and most general

sense, is scarcely broad enough to include all tumuli that are referred

to this class. The circular or nearly circular base is the usual form,

but oval and pear-shaped mounds, especially the former, are not rare.

Some t^yo or three of a crescent shape have been observed, but these

are exceptional cases. There are also some irregular forms which must
be placed in this class if we would avoid multiplying divisions in our
classification to an unwarranted extent. These are mostly irregular

heaps, similar to " refuse heaps," but which, as internal evidence shows,

can not be properly placed in the latter category.

As the further subdivision of the class must be determined chiefly,

if not wholly, by what the interior of the works presents, this part of

the subject will be left for a subsequent chapter. However, it may be
stated here that no attempt has been made to divide the conical tumuli

into any further subclasses than burial mounds, and those not designed
for burial purposes.

ELONGATE OR WALL JIOUNDS.

This division is intended to include those singular elongate works
which seem to be confined strictly to the efflgyimmnd district. The
only characterisiic which distinguishes them from the conical type is

their wall like form ; in fact many of them, as may be seen by referring

to Dr. Lapham's "Antiquities of Wisconsin," might very properly be
called walls. This wall-like form is apparent even where the length
is not great compared with the width ; in other words, they seldom
assume the oval shape. The width varies from 20 to 40 feet; the length
from 50 to 900 feet, though the height seldom, if ever, exceeds 4 feet.

They appear to be simple lines of earth cast up from the adjoining

surface, and are seldom used toi' burial purposes, and even in these few
cases it is evident the burial in them was a subsequent thought, their

construction having no reference to this use. The object in building

them is yet an unsolved riddle.

rVKAMIDAL MOUNDS.

The typical form of this class is the truncated, quadrangular pyra-

mid. In some examples these are so reduced in height, compared with

extent, as to assume the appearance of mere earthen platforms; others

have a terrace extending outward from one or two sides. Although
the mounds of this class are usually four-sided, some are circular or

rounded, and a few pentagonal, but all are flat on top. The wearing
by the i)low and the elements has in most cases destroyed the sharp
outlines of the original form, so that it is difficult, sometimes, to deter-

mine this satisfactorily. In such cases the statements of the early

observers become important. But few w(U'ks of this class are found

in the northern districts.
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KFFIGY MOUNDS.

These are the singular eartheu structures desigued to represent ani-

mal figures, the humau form, or some iiiauimate object. They are lim-

ited almost exclusively to the Wiscousiu district, the ouly known excep-

tions being two or three in Ohio and two in Georgia. It is more thau

probable that most of those to which the name " Man-mound " has been
applied are really bird effigies.

Although not belonging strictly to the mound (ilass in the restricted

sense, yet, as being nearest allied thereto, we may arrange here the

refuse heaps and house sites.

REFUSE HEAPS.

Although the ancient heaps of rubbish in America are composed
chiefly of marine and fresh-water shells, the more comprehensive term
refuse heap is given here, as under it may be placed not only the accu-

mulations of shells but other heaps known as kitchen-middens and open-

aii- workshojis or accumulations of flint chips. The heap is distin-

guished from the mound by the fact that the former is a mere accumu-
lation of rubbish, while the latter is constructed with a specific design

in view.

HOUSE SITES AND HUT RINGS.

The works to which the latter of these names is applied are usually

small rings or circles of earth fi'om 15 to .50 feet in diameter, the inclosed

area being more or less depressed. This name is given them because

it is now conceded that they are the remains of circular houses or wig-

wams. In Arkansas and some other soiithern sections these rings ap-

• Ijear to be replaced by low, flattened, luostly circular mounds in which
are found the indications or remains of houses which in most cases appear
to have been consumed by fire. To these and other similar remains,

though not covered by mounds, the name " house sites" has been applied.

CAIRNS.

With the exception of two or three efiflgies and the accumulations of

.flint chips the only stone mounds found in the United States east of the

Rocky Mountains are of the conical type. The term "cairn" is some-

times applied to the smaller and more regular ones, though "mound"
is the word usually employed in this country in referring to tliem.

INCJ.OSURES, MYALLS, ETC.

The works included in this class are inclosures, usually formed by a
more or less complete surrounding wall of earth or stone; lines of walls,

sometimes single, sometimes in pairs forming parallels; embankments,
and other mural works.
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INCLOSURES.

Ill this class are iucludcd some of the most important and most inter-

esting ancient monuments of our country. In form they are circular,

square, oblong, oval, octagonal, or irregular. Those which approach
regularity iu figure and symmetry in their parts are either circular,

square, or octagonal, and with a few exceptions are found in Ohio and
in the immediately adjoinining sections of Kentucky and Indiana, and
iu West Virginia.

Of the irregular iu form there are several types; some, especially

those located on level ground where the space is ample, are irregularly

circular and in most cases are Hanked by a ditcli. This form is common
in the region bordering the northern lakes ; others, often of stone or

stone and earth combined, are found on elevated points, the figure

being determined by the boundaries or character of the area inclosed,

luclosures of this tyjie are frecjuently incomplete, a steep blufl', river,

or lake shore forming one or two of the sides.

In this class are included a few works where there is iu reality no

wall, a ditch or line of picket holes alone marking the boundary.

WALLS AND EMBANKMENTS.

Double or jDarallel lines of walls are iu most, if not all, cases connected

with otlier works. Single lines of wall are mostly those of earth or stone

built across the neck of some projecting bluff or promontory or across

some peninsula formed by the bend of a river or curve in a lake shore.

These are evidently works thrown up for defensive purposes, often to

protect a temporary or permanent village.

EXCAVATIONS.

This term is usually applied to those basin-shaped or irregular, arti-

ficial depressions often observed in connection with the more extensive

groups. It is apparent in many cases that they have been dug with no
other object in view than to obtain dirt with which to build a mound
or construct a wall. But in other cases they have evidently been made
for some specific ])urpose.

CANALS AND DITCHES.

Indications of what may be properly designated as " ancient canals"

have been discovered at a few points, mostly in the south.

Ditches are seldom found except in connection with inclosures or de-

fensive works. Yet, a few instances occur where they seem to replace

the walls of inclosures, one of the most important groups of the South
being thus surrounded.

PITS AND CACHES.

Pits as a matter of course are excavations and iu a strictly system-

atic arrangement should be placed under that head, nevertheless us the
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present object is to indicate the various works by the terms which liave

come into use in this country, they are given separately. They are fun-

nel-shaped or deep, cup-shaped excavations, the depth being greater in

projiortion to the diameter than the ordinary basin- shaped excavations.

Those works, to which the term is applied, appear to be of two classes:

First, the holes or pits made in digging for flint, which are usually

known locally as "Indian diggings," and which, as a matter of course,

are irregular as to form and size; second, the regularly formed pits of

but a few feet in diameter and depth, and used chiefly as places for

secreting food and other articles, and hence often called "caches."

GRAVES AND CEMETERIES.

The ancient graves of the area under consideration in this report are

of various types, nevertheless there are one or two of these which form

such important factors in discussing the question of the origin and
builders of our ancient monuments that it is proper they should be
mentioned here.

One of the most common and mostimportant types is the " box-shaped
stone grave" or cist. This is in the form of an oblong box, constructed

of unhewn stone slabs. Graves of this kind are found isolated, in

groups forming cemeteries and also in mounds.
Stone graves of other forms occur usually in mounds, but as these

will be noticed hereafter it is unnecessary to describe them here.

The term "cemetery" is, of course, used in its ordinary sense.

GARDEN BEDS.

These are certain surface indications, found chiefly in Michigan and
Wisconsin, leading to the conclusion that the limited areas covered

were formerly under cultivation. These indications are generally low,

parallel ridges, as though made in planting corn in drills. They .aver-

age about 4 feet in width, and the depth of the space between them a

few (C to 8) inches. They are generally arranged in beds or plats.

OTHER FEATURES.

Fire beds or hearths are nothing more than the indications of local

fires, found in mounds and in the ground. Camp-sites are usually indi-

cated by marks of fire and other signs of temporary camps found near

the surface of the ground.

Ancient trails are sufiQciently indicated by the name.
Surface figures are outline figures of the human or animal form or of

some object formed on the surface of the ground with pebbles or bones.

Cave deposits are sutficiently indicated by the name.

So far as ascertained the ancient mines of this country were limited

to those of copper, flint, and other stone and mica,

12 ETH 3





FIELD OPERATIONS.

MANITOBA AND THE DAKOTAS.

Within the area wnbraced by the province of Manitoba and the two
states of Dakota five distinct types of ]>iehistoric works have been

observed. First, the mounds of the Red river valley, extending from

Grand Forks, Nortli Dakota, down to Selkirk, Manitoba. Secondly, the

mounds along the Souris river in Manitoba and North Dakota, and in

Benson, Ramsey, and Walsh counties. North Dakota. Thirdly, the

mounds along the Big Sioux river in southeast Dakota and Iowa asso-

ciated with bowlder circles. Fourthly, the bowlder circles found upon
the highest lauds of the Missouri and James rivers and their tribu-

taries, associated with bowlder outlines of animals. Fifthly, the house
sites in the form of basin-shaped depressions found along the Missouri

river from the mouth of the Niobrara to 10 miles north of Bismarck.

Of the first class, namely, the mounds bordering the Red river of

the North, there are but few, scarcely more than twenty now visible.

Those visited by the Bureau agent were in the vicinity of Grand Rap-
ids, North Dakota, St. Andrews, and East Selkirk, Manitoba. All had
been exjilored. They occur singly rather than in groups. The soil of

which they ai'e composed appears to be that of the surrounding laud.

They are couicial in form, and none at present exceed nine feet in diam-

eter, though originally, before they were cultivated and excavated, they

were doubtless higher. Human burials were found in all.

SOTJRIS RIVER MOUNDS.

Along the Souris river, in southwestern Manitoba and south of the

junction of the South Antler, numerous mounds were discovered. They
extend over au extensive area up the river, and it is not improbable that

they may be found following the stream across the border into Dakota.
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Flu. 1.—Elongate mound, Souris riyer, Manitoba.

They occur in large groups, are conical in form, and range from 1 to 5

feet in height and from 30 to 40 feet in diameter. In their midst were

.seen the two forms of elongate mounds, one as shown in Fig. 1, the

other the ordinary oblong form. As the discovery of these mounds was
incidental, and our assistant carried no instruments upon the trip, no

35
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survey of any of tlic. groups could be made. Tlie elongate mounds or

euibaidvmeuts range from 1 to 2i feet higli aud from 100 to 300 feet

long. In tlie form sliovring espansious or mounds at the ends, no per-

ceptible difference was noticed between the height of tlie mounds at

the ends and the bank between them. They are composed of gravelly

soil and in size are, as a rule, quite low and broad. Seven of these

peculiar mounds were noticed just south of the junction of the South
Antler, within 1 mile of Sourisford post-ofBce. Two or more of this

form sometimes occur either in an imbricated iiosition or at right

angles to one another, as in Fig. 2. Their jiositions and appearance
are such as to prechule the idea that they were used for defense.
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Fig. 2.—Elonj;ati- nupuiKLs, Souris river, Mauiloba.

Some are situated along the brink of the precipitous river bluff, while
others lie farther inward ujion the prairie level. The mounds or expan-
sions at the extremities of one were ilug into but without any result.

Mounds of this character were also seen down the Souris river across
the South Antler. Large numbers of them lie between that stream
and the junction of the North Antler, 14 miles distant. They range
from 2 to 8 feet in height. The larger ones had been explored by set-

tlers. One, 5 feet high, situated near the left bluff of the South Antler,
was composed throughout of the gravelly jirairie soil, intermingled con-

siderably with buffalo bones. The bones of four skeletons were found
in a confused condition in a pit dug in the originid surface of the ground.
A catlinite pipe of the tubular variety, curving towards the base, and
many pieces of broken pottery were found with them. These pottery
fragments are ornamented with straight incisions, and are composed
of ill mixture of clay tempered with tine sand or pulverized granite.

In another, 8 feet high, composed, like the last, of the gravelly prairie

soil, the bodies or boues of live skeletous were found buried beneath
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tlie original surface. They appeared to liave been originally placed in

a sitting posture in a circle facing one another. The bones bore no

signs of decay. The decayed remains of timbers were found just above

them. Five catlinite pipes of tlie tubular variety, a polished sandstone

tablet engraved on one side with the rude figure of a turtle, and two
snuill clay cups about the size of an ordinary finger bowl, accompanied
the skeletons. The pottery has an incised spiral ornamentation extend-

ing all around the bowl and a corrugated rim. The composition is a

mixture of clay with fine sand or pulverized gi'auite. Quite a fresh

piece of bark, apparently bearing the marks of a steel knife along

one edge, was also found accompanying these remains.

In front of the residence of Mr. Amos Snyder and near the junction

of the North Antler with the Souris there is a mound 3J feet high.

This, not having been previously disturbed, was examined by Mr. liey-

nolds. He found the mound composed throughout of the uppermost
prairie soil, very compact and hard, and the remains of a single skele-

ton on the original surface of the ground. The bones, which were
extremely well preserved, were disarticulated and piled together, as

though interred after having been denuded of the flesh, and the cranium

placed on top. Fragments of bufialo bones and pottery, similar in type

to that above described, except that some of it was ornamented with

straight parallel incisions, were found mingled among the earth. Also,

three fine specimens of arrow heads of a light grayish flint and a por-

tion of some polished implement of bone, ornamented with straight

incised lines which appear to have been produced with a sharp steel

knife.

Another mound, 4 feet high, about 50 rods westward from the last,

was opened the same day. A trench 3 feet wide was cut through it to

the original surfixce, but no burial remains were found. Many broken

buffalo bones, and pieces of pottery similar in description to those

found in the other mounds, were intermingled in the earth throughout.

A cross trench was abandoned for lack of time.

Other mounds similar to these in appearance were seen on the oppo-

site or right bank of the Souris river on the Eumball farm, 3 miles

from Sourisford post-office. One situated near the dwelling is 3 feet

high and 30 feet in diameter. It appeared to be composed, like those

just described, of the soil of the surrounding land. Not far from the

dwelling were also four oblong mounds, similar in form to that shown
in Fig. 1. One of them measured 225 feet long and 24 feet broad.

Their height is scarcely more than 1 foot above the surrounding level.

While at Grand Forks, North Dakota, it was learned from Prof.

Henry jMoutgomery that elongate, conical, and connected mounds,

resembling these in character, and containing specimens of the types

found in the mounds of this region, exist in Benson, Ramsey, and Walsh
counties. North Dakota.
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SIOUX RIVER MOUNDS.

Along the Big Sioux river, within 10 miles soutli of Sioux Falls, and
principally where the river forms the boundary line between Minne-
haha county, South Dakota, and Lyon county, Iowa, there are said to

be about 275 mounds. Many of tiiese our assistant visited. They
were found situated on both sides of the river in clusters or groups
upon the highest points of the river hills, or upon the broad terraces

of the valleys. One of the groui)s visited dein:inds special attention.

It is situated in the extreme northwest corner of Lyon county, Iowa,
and comprises about 50 mounds of tlie simple conical type, averaging
about 4 feet in height. In the midst of the mounds, at times touching
the skirt of them, are seen stone rings, cii'cular and oblong, made with
the granite bowlders of the prairie. It is evident that these mark the
site of an old village, the circles and oblong outlines indicating the
positions of the lodges, the skin coverings of which were held down
by stones. With i)robably one or two exceptions every circle or oblong
form presents a break, namely, a place about 3 or 4 feet wide where the
continuity of the tigure is broken by the absence of stones. This
appears to have been the entrance, and in most instances it is at the
southeast, or the ijoint most protected ft-om the cold northwest winds.
They average about 30 feet in diameter. The number of lodges consti-

tuting the original viUage could not be counted, since about half of the
group lies in a field, the original prairie sod of which has been disturbed
by the plow of the settler and the stones utilized by him upon his farm.
In the undistiu-bed portion they outnumber the mounds about three to

one. The mounds are so intermingled with the stone figures as to show
that the two were constructed by the same i)eople. In some instances,

where the stone circles nearly touch the skirt of a mound, the wash
from the latter has covered the stones upon that side while those on
theother side are fully exposed. This seems to indicate that the mounds
had been constructed alter the circles or lodges had been placed. These
boulders are, as a rule, half imbedded in the prairie sod, but this fact

does not necessarily imply great anti(iuity. Investigations had been
made among these mounds by Mr. F. W. Pettigrew, of Sioux Falls, but
the result did not iinlicate that they were used for burial.

About half a mile up the valley, on the same river tei-race, there is

another large village site consisting of mounds and circles similar in all

respects to those just described. Eachof these groups is upon a most
beautiful and expansive terrace peculiarly adapted for a permanent vil-

lage. Groups of mounds, fewer in number and smaller in size, are to

be seen in the vicinity upon the most commanding poiiits of the river

heights, and in these human interments have been discovered. These
may therefore be considered as the burial places of this people.

About 100 rods to the south of the village remains above described
there is an irregular earthen inclosure somewhat octagonal in outline,
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formed by throwing up the dirt from the inside. At one point it inter-

sects a low niouiid, seated upon the original surface, in which the owner
of the land discovered a skeleton. The inclosure embraces about 10

acres, but uo survey could be made at the time it was visited on account

of the high corn crop that covered it. The group of mounds and stone

circles above described has been accurately surveyed by Mr. F. W. Pet-

tigrew, of Sioux Falls.

BOWLDER CIRCLES.

In addition to the bowlder circles above described there are some of

another class, which, from all accounts, appear to be finite common
throughout the Dakota country. They differ from the others in that

they are unaccompanied by mounds, and average as a rule oidy

17 feet in diameter. The bowlders are much smaller and are scat-

tered about irregularly instead of approximating a perfect circle like

the others. They are, however, like these, half imbedded in the soil.

Formerly they were doubtless much more common, but now they are

found principally, if not altogether, upon the highest ridges or buttes

overlooking the valleys. Those visited by the Bureau agent were sit-

uated on Medicine Butte, near Blunt, South Dakota, and Snake Butte,

G miles up the Missouri river from Pierre, South Dakota. They occupy
the most commanding ])oints of the buttes. In fact theu" locations are

the very best in all tliose regions for grand, extensive views. No relics

of any description are found about them, and everything seems toijoint

to temporary occupation only. Their positions and character indicate

that they are the sites of old teepees, and this is confirmed by the tes

timony of all the old Indians and " squaw men " who were questioned

as to their arigin. In former times, they say, bowlders were the chief

means by which the Indians held down the skins of their lodges, and
even now it is resoi'ted to in some of their teraijorarj' camps. Bacli of

these groups of stone circles is accompanied by the outline figure of an

animal, made with such small bowlders as are available upon the site,

and similar to tliose composing the circles about them. Like the lat-

ter, they are half embedded in the grouud. The figure accompanying
the group upon Medicine Butte is a snake outlined with two rows of

bowlders. These boulders vary in size, those of the body being larger

than those of the tail, and that forming the nose or mouth larger than
those forming the head. The curvature of the body, the head, and the

eyes are all well defined. A sketch of this snake figure is given with
others of the same type by Mr. T. II. Lewis in the American Anthro-
pologist, vol. 9. His description is full and accurate. The figure ac

compauying the group on Snake butte above Pierre is that of a turtle,

the figure of which, with dimensions as ascertained by our assistant, is

given herewith (Fig. 3). It is 15 feet in length, and 7 feet across the

body, and is composed of 83 stones varying somewhat in size, though
not as much so as those forming the snake above described. A uum-
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ber of smaller stones, as seen in the figure, ran from the neck through
the body, which probably was intended to represent the " life line," thus

giving the figure a mythical significance. This effigy lay in a direction

S. 380 Yj. and was situated not far from the bluff of the Missouri river,

to which it lay parallel. Tepee remains, or stone circles, are to be
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Flo. 3.—Turtle figure, Hughes eounty, South Dakota.

seen between it and tlie edge of the blutt, and on the other side, to the

east, commencing about 150 feet to the south, is a long line of bowlders
of siunlar description, which extend nortlierly fully 200 rods. In some
places these stones are comi>act and set closely together, but towards
each end they thin out by becoming farther and farther apart. At the

north end this line terminates in a small heap of stones. This was
toin down, and the earth beneath dug into, but without result. There
are about 35 stone circles in this group, and the turtle figure lies in

the midst of them, as does also the line of bowlders Just described.

They are seen on both sides of it to a certain distance. Some are also

to be seen upon the high crest of the butte. These circles are of the

same dimensions as those seen on Medicine butte, but the stones did

not seem to be so deeply buried, in fact, they were as much above the

surface as could be expected. Ashes were found upon digging in the
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center of one of the circles, thousli no sncli traces were seen in others

that were examined here and ai>on Medicine Bntte. The animal fig-

nves on each of these sites are poorly situated, and in each case there

are circles that almost tonch them. Indeed, their position with refer-

ence to the latter is such as to make them seem incidental to the prior

location of tlie tepees. If they were intended as objects of veneration

and worship, as has been conjectured, there are sites in the immediate

vicinity of each better adapted for such purposes—sites where the

archeologist more naturally expects to find them.

HUT RINGS.

Many old village sites, resembling each other in every res^iect, are to

be seen on either side of the Missouri river from the mouth of the

Niobrai'a to about 10 miles above IJisnuirck. Unlike the house sites of

this type in southeast Missouri and Illinois no mounds accompany them,

though kitchen-middens, resembling mouiuls, are seen among those

farther up the river. Two of these village sites were examined by the

agent of this Bureau near the town of Pierre, South Dakota. They
occupied the second terrace of the river and were indicated by numerous
basin-shaped depressions, sometimes, esijecially in the larger cases,

with a distinct rim or bank around the edge. They are, at picsent,

from 1 to 2 feet deep and 75 feet in diameter. Occasionally one is seen

fully 4 feet deep and 75 feet in diameter. In some instances the en

trance was indic^ated by a graded depression leading outward. At
least lifty such hut rings were counted on each of these sites. It was
apparent, however, that originally there were many more, for many had
disappeared before the encroachments of the town. Numerous signs of

former occupation abound, and refuse heaps are seen about alm(jst

every depression. Some of these refuse heaps were examined and
found to consist chiefly of river loess, and to contain invariably much
fragmentary pottery, discarded stone implements, and the broken bones

of the buffalo and other food animals. Indications of fire were dis-

covered in the center of the depressions or house sites. The ornamen-

tation of the pottery is, as a rule, similar to that of the Maudans, except

that it appears to be a trifle ruder. The characteristic incised lines of

the Mandan pottery are constantly met with. The tempering material

employed is also the same, it being a fine silicious sand. Quite a large

group of these renjaius is to be seen farther down the river at the month
ofOhappelle creek, accompanied by tlie remains of an earthen inclosure.

It was situated on the edge of the bank of the creek near its junction

with the river. A distinct outside ilitch was apparent on the side un-

protected by the bank. It had a single entrance way and the interior

was well filled uj) with house sites of the above description. Tlie num-
ber of these depressions within and without the fort indicate a much
larger population than is known of any of the villages of the Missouri

when first visited by whites. Another very large group, similar to these
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in every respect, is, according to Mr. J. C. Collester, of Redfield, Soiitli

Dakota, to he. seen at the moutli of the Moreau river. These are doubt-

less the remains of the Arikara village that was visited by Lewis and
Clarke in their passage irp the Missouri in 1803. The houses of the
Arikaras were described by these explorers as circular dome-like struc-

tures, the floor of which was about .'^> feet below tlie level of the sur-

rounding land. But in house-building, as in the manufacture of pottery

and other things, the customs of the Arikaras, though somewhat ruder,

resembled those of the Mandans, and the similar remains farther up the
river may therefore be due to that people. Some are probably the re-

mains of the Mandan villages described by Lewis and Clarke in ISOli,

and by Catlin in 1833.

MINNESOTA.

The only explorations made in this state on behalf of the Bureau
were at and ab(nit the noted Pipestone quarry in Pipestone county and
in the extreme southeastern county.

PIPESTONE COUNTY.

The only group known in this county is that in the vicinity of the
sacred Pipestone quarry.

A sketch and description of the locality as it formerly appeared, to-

gether with an account of the Indian traditions relating to it, may be
tbund in Catlin's '' North American Indians.'" These works consist of

low mounds and an irregular inclosure in the vicinity of Pipestone.

One of these mounds, which for convenience is designated No. 1, is

of the usual low conical form, 28 feet in diameter and 3 feet high. An
exph)ration revealed nothing but the dark, adhesive soil of which it

was chiefly composed, and stone fragments, a few of which were catlin-

ite, bearing traces of tool marks. No bones, ashes, or charcoal were
observed. Possibly it was nothing more than a refuse heap.

No. 2 is the mound represented in Catlin's sketch ^ of which he gives

the history, and which, according to his statement, was built two years

before his visit, probably in 1S30 or 1S37. lie does not give the diam-

eter, but estimates the height at 10 feet. Nicollet saw and noted it in

1838. Col. Norris noticed it in 1857, when, although apparently undis-

turbed, it was but little over 6 feet in lieight. When he saw it again
in 1877 it bore the marks of having be(Mi opened, and he then learned

that a cranium and some of the weapons and trinkets deposited with

the Indians buried had been unearthed and carried oft". He found a
perforated bear's claw and some glass beads among tlie angular frag-

ments of rock lying in the excavation. Making a thorough excavation
when he visited it in 1882 on behalf of the Bureau, he found near the
center some decayed fragments of wood, one of them apparently the

' Vol. 2, p. 144. '' North American luaiaus, Vol . 2, p. 104, PI. 270.
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short, thick, perforated stock or haniUe of an ludian whip. With the

dirt of the mouud were mingled many fragments of stone.

No. 3, composed of earth and angular fragments of stone, was prob-

ably a refuse heap from the diggings.

Nos. 4 and 5, similar to No. 3.

No. is a conical tumulus on the bank of the ci'eek about a hundred
yards above the fsills, and is G feet high. Projecting through the sod

was a stone slab 2 feet long, nearly as wide, and 9 inches thick, stand-

ing nearly perpendicular in the center; beneath it, lying ilat, was
another of similar form and size. Beneath the latter was a pile of

broken stones, mostly of smaller sizes, among which were pieces of

pipestoue, badly decayed fragments of human and coyote bones, but no
entire skeleton. In this were found charcoal and ashes, the only

instance of their presence in any of the mounds at this place. They
were underneath the pile of stones. A small stone drill was found

with them.
No. 7, which is nearer the cliff than No. 6, is about 30 feet in diame-

ter and i feet high. It was but little else than a pile of angular stones.

No. 8 is simply a bastion-like enlargement of the large circular

earthwork at one of its numerous angles (see No. 8, Fig. 4), about 4

feet high. Nothing was found in it, not even the angular stones so

common in the other mounds.
No. !) is a circular mound inside the earthwork, 20 feet in diameter

and 4 feet high. In this was found a single skeleton lying at full

length upon the right side, head north, on the original surface of the

ground. It was covered with a. layer or pile of stones about 2 feet

thick, and was so much decayed that the bones and even the teeth

crumbled to dust when exposed to the air. No implements or orna-

ments were found with it except a flint lance head, some arrow points,

and two or three rude scrapers which were near the breast.

No. 10 is merely an enlargement of the west horn of one of the circu-

lar works lying east of the large inclosure, of which more particular

mention is made hereafter. Its diameter was found to be 20 feet;

height, 3 feet. Nothing of interest was found in it.

CIRCULAR AND CRESCENT EARTHWORKS.

These interesting woiks are situated about 2 miles a little north of

east from the quarry; a plan of them is given in Fig. 4. It is not cer-

tain that Catlin saw these works, although they are situated near the

great war trail from Flandrean and the pipestoue quarry to the Minne-

sota (formerly St. Peters) river. Nicollet, however, noted them in

1S38, and makes special mention of two circular inclosures, or " camps,"

as he calls them, estimating the circumference of one at 2,000 feet.'

The shape of this inclosure, which ai)T)ears to be the only complete

one in the locality is shown at a. The circumference, according to

' Senate Keport No. 237, 26tli Congress, 2d session, p. 14.
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Col. Norris's measurement, is 2,.380 feet, the wall varying in Leiglit from

a few inches to 4 feet. It has two well-marked and distinct openings,

or gateways, one at the north, the other at the southeast, besides

smaller and less evident ones. In the southern half is mound No. 9,

heretofore mentioned.
The crescent-shaped embankments, which are roughly sketched in

tlie figure, are about half a mile east of the large inclosure. They are

simply earth embankments of slight elevation and are possibly parts of

unfinished works.
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Fig. 4.—Inclosnres aud luoiinds, Pipestone county, MinDesota.

^y

After having recounnitered distiiut marks of a buil'alo path, we unexpectedly fell

upon a circular breastwork of about 2,000 feet in circumference and sufficiently ele-

vated to protect the bodies of those who are defending themselves within. The
principal entrance is .still marked by the places where the chiefs or principal person-

ages of the nation had their lodges, the situation of these always indicating not

only the main access to the caniii but also the direction whence the enemy was
advancing.
Two miles further on, accordingly, we met with another camp of a similar eliarac-

ter. As the system of defense was on neither side more complicated than .just

described, it would seem that they had becu erected during a long talk the result of

which might lead to a war; whilst the small number of tumuli that are found

withiu the breastwork would seem to imply that both parties remained in jiresence

for some time, though there was uo important l)attle fought.

The Sioux have lost the reminiscences of these camps, aud merely conjecture that

they were occupied during the settlement of difficulties between the Tetons and
Yanktons.

Col. Norris thinks he saw in 1842 the second inclosure mentioned by
Nicollet, but did not find it in 1882.
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HOUSTON COUNTY.

Tbe extreme southeast corner of this county, which is also the south-

east poiutof the State, is Just north of the town of New Albin, Iowa,

at the confluence of Winnebago creek with the Mississippi river.

About 1 mile uortli of this point, upon the summit of a cliff rising

vertically 400 or 500 feet from the eastern or Mississippi valley side,

and barely accessible for a pedestrian up the steep and somewhat rocky
slopes on the south, west, and north sides, three mounds were found
and excavated, with the following results:

No. 1, about 30 feet in diameter a-nd 6 feet high, of the usual conical

form, on the summit of the cliff, had already been opened sufficiently to

remove therefrom the skeleton of an Indian warrior, together with his

gun, hatchet, etc. The excavation which had been made was still

partly open, and extending downward only about half the depth of the
mound. Digging down about a foot farther into the hard, lightcol

ored earth, apparently a mixture of clay and ashes, a stone slab was
encountered something over 2 feet long, something less in width, and 5
inches thick, of the same kind of rock as that found in the clift".

This was lying flat upon others of various sizes, which were placed
edgewise, so as to form an oblong cist or coffin, but so small that its

contents, the decayed bones of an adult, were nearly in a heap, as
though the skeleton had been folded and deposited after the flesh was
removed. No implements oi' other vestiges of art were found.

Fig. 5.—Mound vault, Houston county. Minnesota.

No. 2. This interesting mound, situated about 50 feet south and
somewhat down the slope from No. 1, is circidar, about 25 fee^in diam-
eter and G feet high. An excavation had been made in the top to the
covering or top slabs of a stone vault or chamber which further explo-

ration showed the mound to contain. The form of this vault is shown
in Fig. 5. It was about G feet in diameter throughout, and before it

was disturbed probably reached nearly or quite to the top of the
mound. 8ome of the top rocks had been thrown down, and, with some
small human bones, were lying on the slope of the mound. The floor

of the inner area was filled to the depth of about 2 feet with charcoal,

ashes, and split bones of animals, among which were found two roughly
chii)ped scrapers or skinners. This accumulation had not been dis-

turbed by those who made the first partial opening above, and who, as
was learned, had unearthed the skeleton of an Indian child, with some
modern beads and other trinkets.
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No. 3 is situated about 100 feet north but mucli below No. 1, and is

about 20 feet in diameter and i feet high. Nothing whatever of inter-

est was found in it.

Nothing was observed in rehition to these worlvs differing from the
usual conical mounds fouud iu this region except tlie peculiar coni-

FiG. G.—Mound group near Madison, Wisconsin.

manding position they occupy and the walled structure iu No. 2. Of
the numerous blutts in this region no other affords sucli a clear and
extensive view of the surrounding country as this. An unobstructed
view of the Mississippi for a considerable distance above and below,

also \\]} the Little Iowa, Winnebago, and other streams, is here ob-

tained. Prom this position can be seen the mouth of lioot river on the
west, and on the east the deep-gorged Badaxe, and the last battlefield

on which Black Hawk fought. It must therefore have always been a
favorite lookout point or station
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Mound No. 2 seems to have been purposely built upon the sunny
slope of the cliff just below the summit, so as to be sheltered from the

cold northwest winds and partly also from observation, while its oc-

cupants had a nearly unobstructed field for observation aud signals.

Unlike the other mouiuls near it which were opened, it was composed
wholly of the rock and soil taken fr(jni around it. Possibly it may
have been used as a sentry post or signal station. The charcoal, ashes,

aud split bones of animals wei'e doubtless the remains of the feasts

and fires of the watchmen; the burial of a child in the uKmnd was
intrusive and by modern Indians. Not a fragment of pottery was found
at this locality, although within 10 miles of the pottery circle in Iowa,
which will be noticed hereafter.

WISCONSIN.

The explorations in this State were confined chiefly to the southwest-
ern counties, though brief visits were made to some other localities,

where a few mouuds were opened aud some interesting groups sketched.

DANE COUNTY.

One group near Madison, which does not appear to have been no-

ticed by other explorers, was examined. This is situated about 2 miles

southeast of the capital and just Ijeyond the mounds near Lake Wiu-
gra, described by Dr. Lapham. The works consist chiefly of earthen
circles and ovals, which in some cases surround excavations, and are
shown in the annexed Fig. 6. As will be observed, with the exception
of No. 8, which is a low mound, situated a short distance southwest of

No. 7, they are in a single straight line running northwest and south-

east. No. 1 is a double excavation, one portion oval, the other in the
form of a horseshoe and surrounded by a ring of earth 1 foot high

;

depth of excavation from 3 to feet. Nos. 2, (J, and 7 are low mounds,
but the others, which are rings of earth, are about 5 feet high on the
outside and 4 feet on the inside, the surface of the inner area being
raised about a foot above the surrounding level. The respective diame-
ters are as follows: No. 2, 32 feet; No. 3, 3-4 feet; No. 4, 36 feet (great-

est diameter) ; No. 5, 28 feet; No. 6, 2G feet; No. 7, 28 feet. No. 1 is 45
feet long. No. 4 is not a complete circle, having a wide opening toward
the southwest.

These are certainly not the work of the white man, as they present
nothing in common with his habits or customs. They appear now just

as they did in 1844, except that some of those in the field at the north-

west cud of the row have since been nearly obliterated by the plow.

CKAWFOBI) COUNTY.

The first group of mounds of this county noticed here is found on the
bluff just above the confluence of the Wisconsin and Mississippi rivers,

and about 5 miles southeast of Prairie du Chien. The blutts at this
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pointformiishari) iJioniontoiyjuttiiig out toward tlic west, with remark-

ably steep and partially precipitous sides on the soutli and west, rising

about 150 feet above the general level. This is capped by a sharj)

sandy ridge, rising in the central portion another hundred feet. On
the crest of this ridge arc^ four mounds, whicli maybe numbered 1, 2,3,

and 4. Between 1 and 3 is a somewhat broad and tiatteued depres-

sion, in which mound No. 2 is situated. The ridge beyond the point

gradually descends toward the east, becoming broadened and tlattciicd

as it recedes. On this portion there are 10 small circular mounds in a

single line.

Fill. 7.—Wallod vault iu luoimil, riairio ilu Cbiuu, Wiaimusin,

Mound No. 1 (Fig. 7) was 0])ened in 1.S76 by Judge lironson, who
fouiKl at tlie base of it some six or eight skeletons lying stretched out

horizontally, and covered by a. dry, light colored mortar, which had run

between and incased the bones and even filled some of th(^ crania. As
only the southern portion had been opened, the remainder was carefully

'"*ffiiffi;i:,i,,r»i»iaa* iiKlfflfflMWIIIBlttB***'

''''wraiiinii**'™*'

Fid. 8.—Bird moiinil, Prairin dii Cliii-n, AA'iseonsin.

explored. The dried mortal' was very hard and diHicult to dig through,

but the pick soon struck some Hat limestone rocks, which, when
fully exposed, were found to be i)arts of a rough wall about 3 feet high,

from the natural surface of the ground, and S feet long. In the oi)po-

site sid^^ of the mound, about 12 feet from this and parallel to it, was
another similar wall.

'rii(> ends of these walls are shown in Fig. 8. Between them on the

natural surface had been placed side by side a number of skeletons
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lyiug tlat aud leugthwLse, parallel with the walls. The heads of these
are indicated by the row of little circles at the bottom. Immediately
over these was the layer of mortar; next above this, between the walls
and also over the vault forminj;' the body of the mound, was a layer of
very hard, light-colored clay mixed with ashes, but no charcoal. The
top covering- was of sand and soil to the depth of 18 inches. Before it

was disturbed this mound was about 3") feet in diameter and 6 feet

high. There was no evidence of Are, but much tending to show that
the builders intended to incase the skeletons in a water-tight covering
of mortar, which, wlien originally placed there, must have been suffi-

ciently soft to run into all the interstices between the skeletons, these
all being filled, as were also some of the crania.

On the depression of the ridge heretofore inentioued, between mounds
1 and 3, is mound No. 2. This is an effigy representing a bird (see Fig.

8), the dimensions of which an; as follows: Length of body, 42 feet, or

total length, including the head and neck, GO feet; of each wing, 42 feet;

greatest width of body, IS feet, and greatest elevation 3 feet. Several
pits dug in it proved it to ha\'e been constructed wholly of the yellow

a-—1&

Fig. 9.—Section of mound and pit, Prairie du Chien, Wiaconaiu.

sand and soil of the ridge. No bones or relics of any kind were found
in it. The indications lead to the belief that it was carved out of the
ridge, rather than thrown up, the wings still forming the crest irom
which the head and body slope gradually in opposite directions.

Mound No. 3 (Fig. 9) is a few paces to the west of No. 2 and on
slightly higher ground. This was also partially exiilored by Judge
Bronson in 1870, and, with the further examination by the Bureau
agent, gave the following results : First, a covering of soil and sand a
foot or more in depth (No. .5), next a layer (No. 4) of calcined human
bones nearly 2 feet in depth, without order, mingled with charcoal,

ashes, and reddish brown mortar (clay and sand), burned as hard as a
brick. Immediately below this was a layer (No. 3) 1 foot thick of mor-
tar consisting largely of sand burned to a brick-red color. Below this

in the layer marked 2 were found the skeletons of 15 or 10 individuals

without any arrangement, mingled with which were charcoal, firebrands,

and ashes. The bones were charred and portions of them glazed
with melted sand. The mass appears to have been first covered M'ith

12 ETH 4
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soft mortar, which filled the spaces, aud the burning done afterward.

Scattered through the mass were lumps of clay appaj'ently molded iu

the hands, which the fire had converted into rude bricks. The bottom
of this layer corresponded with the original surface of the ground.

Further excavation to the depth of '2 or 3 feet revealed a circular pit iu

the original soil (marked 1 in the figure) about 6 feet in diameter, the

bottom of which was covered an inch deep with fine chocolate-colored

dust. The strangest fact regarding this jjit is that, although the inter-

mediate filling between the Ifoot depth at the bottom and the layer

above (the bottom of the mound jiroper) was similar in appearance to the

ordinary soil of the ridge, yet the under portion of it lemained arched

over the 1-foot space beneath. It was probably hardened by the fierce

fire above.

Eleven paces west of this mound, situate I on the brow of the bluff,

is No. 4, only 12 feet in diameter and i feet high. This mound, like

the others, was built up chiefly of very hard material resembling mor-

tar. In it was a single skeleton lying on its right side; placed in the

form of a circle on the left hip were 140 shell beads. The left arm lay

extended along the upper side; the knees were drawn up at right

angles to the body. Although now so dry and hard, the mortar at

some former time had made its way into and filled the skull and fitted

neatly around the bones which were all well preserved and had not

been disturbed since they were first i)laced there. Around the neck
were 12 shell beads and 5 small perforated sea shells.

On the lower, broadened portion of the ridge, in its eastern exten-

sion, as before remarked, is a row of ten small cu'cular mounds, which
vary in lieiglit from 2 to 4 feet and in diameter from 19 to 32 feet. In

addition to these there are also here two elongate mounds or embank-
ments in a line with each other, their nearer ends being about 3 paces

apart. The longest of these is 192 feet in length, the other 45 feet.

Two of the circular ones were opened, in both of which were found

some indications of their having been used for burial purposes, but iu

one only were any bones obtained. No relics of anj' kind were discov-

• ered. From the larger ones which had been previously opened a num-
ber of stone and copper implements were obtained.

A sbort distance to the iiorthwest of the foregoing group are traces

of many circular mounds, some long earthworks, and effigy mounds.

In fact nearly the whole area of the valley of Prairie du Chien town-

ship appears to have been once literally dotted over with ancient

works. Many of these are efiigy mounds representing deer, bears,

rabbits, etc., apparently in droves, sometimes with and sometimes

without other works intermingled. But in all cases the effigies are

heading southwest, trending with the general course of the river in

this section.

At the upper end of the prairie are a number of effigy mounds and
long works as yet but little injured, wliile others in the fields are
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nearly obliterated. Some of these have been opened and various relics

obtained, mostljT those accomi>auying intrusive burials.

The greater number of a row of large circular mounds, situated on a
high bottom between the old bayon and the river, have been removed
to make way for buildings, railroad tracks, etc., this being the only
part of the immediate area which is not overflowed when the water is

very high. Many articles of stone, copper, iron, and silver were found,

but mainly from intrusive burials, though obtained at or beneath the
base.

One large mound, 70 feet iu diameter and 10 feet high, was still unex-
plored. This was opened. It had been considerably defaced, especially

on the western side. According to tradition it was a noted burial place

of the Indians, which was certainly confirmed by the result. The
surface or top layer was composed mainly of sand
and alluvial earth to the depth of some 3 or 4 feet.

Scattered through this in almost every part of the

mound were found human skeletons in various

stages of decay and in different positions, but mostly
stretched horizontally on the back. Mixed with

these I'cmains were fragments of blankets, clothing,

and human hair; one copper kettle, three copper
bracelets, one silver locket, shown in Fig. 10; ten

silver bracelets similar to the one shown in l<'ig. 11,

ouehaving the word "Montrear' stamped on it; and
another the letters "A. B.;" two silvei' ear-rings; six

silver brooches similar to Fig. 12; one copi)er finger

ring; one double silver cross (Fig. 13); one knife

handle; one battered bullet, and one carved wooden
l)ipe similar to those at present in use. In fact, the

top layer to the depth of .S or 4 feet seemed to be packed as full of skel-

etons as possible without doubling them, and even that had been re-

sorted to in some cases.

Flu. 10.—Silvc-i- Icicket

I'roui luouiid, I'rairie

du Cbien, Wisconsin.

. 11.—Bracelet of silver from toouikI,

Pniirie ilu Cliien. AVisconsiii.

Fig. 12.—Silver hrn<)( h frnm mound,
Prairie du Cbu'ii, Wis4-(tnsin.

Carrying the trench down to the original surface of the ground there
was found, near the center, at the bottom, a single skeleton of an a<lult,.
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in the last stages of decay, and witli it a stone skinner, stone drill,

scraper, fragments of river shells, and fragments of a mammoth's tooth.

The earth below the thick np-

'^iC3^ 1'*"" layer was mixed with clay
^.u-.^\.r ^^ij ashes or some other snb-

stance evidently different from
the surrounding soil, but not
so hard as the mortar-like ma-
terial found in the mounds on
the blufi'.

The main road from Prairie

du Chien to Eastman follows

chieily the old trail along the

crest of the divide between the
drainage of the Kickapoo and
Mississippi rivers. Along this

are a number of efflgy mounds

;

some of them in cultivated

fields, but the larger number in

the forest, the trees upon them
being of the same size as those

on the surrounding ground.
Most of these, which are in part

referred to in Mr. Strong's notes

and figures,' were surveyed and
platted. A i^lat of the south-

west part of Crawford county
showing the location of the
groups mentioned is given in

Fig. U.
Fig. 13.—Silver cross from mound, Prairie du Chien. Wis. ,^, ,, , , .The tirst group measured is

situated about a quarter of a mile north of Eastman, on Sec. 18, T. 8 N.,

K. 5 W. These mounds lie west of the road, partly in the woods and

Fig. 15—Earthworks near Kastman, Crawford county, Wisconsin.

partly in the field. The group is in fact a series or chain of low, small
circular tumuli extending in a nearly straight line northwest and south-

east, connected together by embankments as shown in Fig. 15. They
are on the top of the ridge.

> Smithsonian Report of 1877, pp. 239-246.
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Fig. 14.—Plat of southwest part of Crawford county, Wisconsin.
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Commeuciug with mound No. 1, at the southern end of the line, the

direction and distances from center to center and the diameters and
heights are as follows:

Number
of mound.
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ated iu a little strip of woods near the crest, but on the western slope

of the watershed and near the head of a coulee or ravine.

This is the group which Mr. Strong represents in his Figs. 12, 13, and
14.' The two effigies representing quadrupeds (bears) are headed to-

ward the south, while the other (probably representing some swallow-

tailed bird) is headed eastward; the long mound runs northeast and

MfMteni. Cefn^tery

/

¥
/

.-• V* ..:*"

M00N03 ON FARM O^ 9.G ThOMAS.

Ea3tm*n Township, Cfmm/foro Co

Wisconsin

Fig. 17.—Mound groii]> aX, Hazen Corners, Crawford county, Wisconsin.

southwest. The dimensions of these are as follows: The total length

of each of theqifadruped figures is about SO feet, greatest height about
2 feet. The expansion of the wings of the bird from tip to tip is 207

feet; length of the body from top of the head to the tip of the longer

branch of the tail, 110 feet; height of the center of the body, 3 feet.

' Smithsonian Report, 1877, p. 244.
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As will be seen by reference to Mr. Strong's figures, these measure-
ments differ considerably from his. This is due in part, but to no great
extent, to the wearing down and consequent expansion since the date
of his examination.

The length of the long mound is 120 feet, average width 15 feet, and
height from 12 to 15 inches.

HAZEN CORNERS GROUP.

The next group surveyed is situated on Mr. B. G. Thomas's farm,
Sec. 36, T. 8 N"., E. 6 W., at what is known as Hazen Corners. The

mounds are on the crest of the
ridge heretofore mentioned and
on both sides of the Black River
road, 9 miles trom Prairie du Chieu.
This is the group represented in

Mr. Strong's Pig. 4. It is mostly
covered with a growth of small
trees, which confirms Mrs. Thom-
as's statement that when her fam-
ily first came to this place the ridge
here was almost bare of trees.

The main ridge runs a little east
of north before reaching this point,

but here it curves and branches,
one branch running north, the other
eastward. A few of the mounds
are on the crest, the rest on the
southern slope of the ridge that

runs eastward and on the eastern

slope of the main ridge close to the
junction of the branches.

The group consists of 24 mounds,
1 quadruped, 3 birds, 13 long and 7

round mounds, all of which, except
two of the birds, are shown in the

diagram (Fig. 17); the latter are

shown in Pig. 18.

The dimensions of mound No. 1

(([uadruped) are as follows: Total

length, 98 feet; mdth over the

shoulder to the fore foot, 41 feet;

width of body between the legs, 27

feet; width of fore leg near the

body, 23 feet; width of the hind leg

near the body, 17 feet; distance between the legs at the body, 32 feet;

height at highest point, 3 feet. The natural curves of the animal's

body are remarkably true to nature.
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The foUowiug table gives the dimensions (leugth aud width of the

long and diameter of the round mounds) of those numbered M to 21.

No.
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the mounds uumbered 17, IS, and I'J stand on the h)west ground of

any of the group. It is about 3 feet high at the point c if the measure-

ment is taken from the surface about the head, but only about a foot

and a half if taken under the right wing. The surface of the wings
and body is rougli and rounded, the slopes to the surface of the ground
abrujit to the east and gradual to the west. The wings taper and
decrea'fee in lieight to the tips, but the body keeps its height and form.

Mound No. 23 (Fig. 18) is also in the form of a bird with outstretched

wings. It lies to the southwest of 22, on top of the ridge, with the head
lying crosswise of the highest point.

Mound No. 24 is close to the right or east, on the high part of the

ridge, extending in the same direction as 23.

The outlines of both are clear and the slopes to the siu-face abrupt.

The wings curve and taper and decrease in height to their tips, while

the bodies of both preserve their height and form. Tliey are covered
by a thick growth of young trees. The dimensions of No. 23 are as fol-

lows, commencing at the end of the left wing:

Feet.

flto b 94

bto c 37

c to d 56

dtoe 90

cto/ 37

c to if 72

Jtog 109

Otoe 240

c to A 22

c to i 23

c to t 28

c to / 25

c to « 44

c to 56

Feet.

Width of left wiug at tip 9
Width of left wiug midway between

til) and curve 18

Width of left wiug at body 25
Width of body at tail 31

Width of body at A to / 29
Width of neck at i to fc 25
Width of head at end 24
Width of right wing at body 30
Width of right wing at curve 25

Width of right wing midway be-

tween curve and tip 18

Width of wing at tip 7

The measurements of mound 21, also commencing with the left wing,

are as follows :

Feet.

a toll 94

7» to < 35

e to d . - 45
dtoe 95

cto/ 39

(tog 71

ftog 110

a to e 230

c to A 26
cto i 23

c to fr 22
cto I 24

c to « 35

Feet.

c to 46

Width of left wiug at tip 6

Width of left wing midway between
tip and ben<l 18

Width of left wiug at bend 21

Width of left wing at body 25

Width of body at tail 23
Width of body at /i to ? 29

Width of neck 27

Width of head 23
Width of right wing at body 25
Width of right wing at beud 23

Width of right wing at tip 6
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The nearest spriiijf i.s some 300 or 400 yards northeast of the group

at the foot of the ridge.

Three of the rouud mounds of this group were explored, in each of

which were found skeletons much decaj'ed. In two of tbem no speci-

mens, but in the other, on the original surface of the ground at the

center, a small stone celt, some pieces of melted lead, and a regularly

formed gunfliiit. These articles were close together and about 2 feet

from the skeleton.

Trenches were also cut through the long mounds, which showed that

the first 10 or 12 inches were of the ordinary vegetable mold, but the

remainder to the original sm-face, of yellow clay. In one or two places

small pieces of charcoal were observed, but nothing indicating burial.

The result was the same in all the trenches.

Flfi. 19.—QniulnipeiT effigy on Sec. 3fi, T. .S N.. I!, fi W., Wi.9,onsin.

Northward of this group some 400 yards there is a mound in the

form of a quadruped, probably a fox (Fig. 10), partly in the woods and
partly in the field on the west side of the road. It is built on the crest

of the ridge with the head to the south. The outlines of the body are

clear, but those of the head are somewhat indistinct. It gradually

decreases in height from the head, where it is about 18 inches, to the

end of the tail and legs. It is in the same section as the mounds at

Hazeu Corners. The nearest water is the spring before mentioned.

The ridge slopes to the east and west from the mound and also falls

slightly to tlie north and south. A partial exploration has been made,
but nothing save a good sized rock was dug out of it.
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The measurements of this mound are as follows

:

Feet.
Length of nose to end of tail, « toe.. 145

Length of body, ft to m 62

Length of tail, n to e 35

Length of fore leg 32

Length of hind leg 30

Width of fore leg at body, hto k lis

"Width of fore leg at end 16

Width of hind leg at body, I to n 19

Width of hind leg at end 13

The tail is pointed and the ends of the legs are round.

Feet.
Width of tail at body 17

Width of tail at end 3
Width of body at fore leg, k to jj 21

Width of body between legs 19

Width of body at hind legs 20
Distance between legs at body, kto I 31

Distance between legs at toes, i toni. 50
Tip of nose to fore leg, a to i 64

MOtTNDS ON SECTION 35, T. 8 N., R. C W.

About a mile southward of Hazen Corners on the Blake river road
is a group of foiu-

bird-shaped and
one long mound
situated on the
NE. of sec. 25, T. 8

N., E. 6 W., at the
cross roads. The
effigy mounds are

west of the road
and the long one
is east of it. They
are all situated on
the northern slope

of the ridge not far

from the top; the

heads of the effigy

mounds are, as
usual, to the south

and up the hill.

Three of these ef-

figies are of about
the same form, the

only difference be-

tween Ko. 3 and
the others being in

the shape of the

wings, which
stretch nearly at

right angles with
the body instead

of curving like the

others. Their
bodies are shorter

than those at Hazen Corners; otherwise there is but little difference.
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The tops of all the mounds iu this group are rounded and the slopes

abrupt. Like the others they gradually narrow and descend to the tips

of the wings.

No. 1 (Fig. 20) is about 3 feet high; No. 2, 3J feet; No. 3, 2^ feet;

No. 4 (Fig. 21) 2i feet, and No. 5 (Fig. 20) (the long mound), 2 feet.

Fig. 21 Bird effigy, Sec. 35, T. 3 N., E. 6 W., Wisconsin.

The dimensions of No. 1, commencing with the tip of the left wing,

are as follows

:

Teet.

« to* 82

i toe 28

ctod 27

<J to e 59

rt to e 161

c to/ 2.5

c to 3 56

ftog 81

ctoh 21

e to ( 20

c to it 21

ctol 17

c to m 24

c to « 37

c to 36

In No. 2, they are as follows

:

Feet.

« to 6 , 71

6toc 40

c to rf 48

dtoe 74

a tof 209

cto/ 15

c to J 54

Feet.

Width of left wing at tip 7

Width of left wing midway between
bend and tip 21

Width of left wing at body 26

Width of body immediately under the

wings 25

Width of tail 20

Width of head at the front 18

Width of light wing at Viody 23

Width of right wing at bend 21

Width of right wing between bend
and tip 17

Width of right wing at tip 8
Width of left wing at bend '..... 22

Feet.

ftog 6!)

ctoA 18

c to i 29

c to fe 22

c to J 18

c to m 34

c to n 56
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Feet.

e to 54

Width of left wing at tip 5

Wiilth of left wiug Ijetweeu tip and
beud 17

Width of left wing at road 18

Width of left wing at body 23

Width of body at butt of wings 41

In No. 3, they are as follows

:

Feet.

o to 6 121

ft to c 98

btod 28

5 to e 56

6 to/ 18

6 to </ 21

fc to 7i 17

ft to i 20
Width of left wiug at tip 4

Width of left wiug between tip and
body 17

Of No. 4, the measm-eiiieuts are:

(( to ft ,

ft to c .

c to t? .

d to e .

Feet.

. 88

. 36

. 39

. 83

a to e 214

c to / 24

c to i; 61

c to 7i 22

e to i 20
e to i- 23

c to ? 25

e to )» 44
( to « 35

r to 44

Feet.

Width of body at tail 23
Width of right wiug at body 18
AVidth of right wing .at road 12

Width of right wiug between beud
and tip 15

Width of riglit wiug at tip 6

Feet.

Width of body at butt of wing.s 25
Width of body near the end 26
Width of head 20
Width of right wiug at body 25
Width of right wing between body

.and tip 16
Width of riglit wiug at tip 5

a to c 219

Feet.

Width of left wing at tip 7

Width of left wing l)etween tip and
beud 18

Width of left wiug at beud 24
Width of left wing .at l>ody 30
Width of body at butt of wings 30
Width of body at tail 22
Width of neck .at butt of wings 25
Width of head at front 17
Width of right wiug at body 28
Width of right wing at bend 23

Width of right wiug between beuil

and tip 17

Width of right wing at tip 5

No. 5, the loug luoiuid, i.s 152 feet long and 1!) feet wide at the

north end, 22 in the middle, and 20 at the south end.

The tips of the wings, the heads, and tails of the effigy mounds and
the ends of the long mound are rounded.
These mounds do not apjiear to be included in those mentioned in

Mr. Strong's paper.

MOUNDS ox SLAUMKIt's I..\Nr).

This is a small group consisting of but two mounds, an effigy, and a
long mound. Tbej- are situated west of the Black river road, just north

(10 or 15 rods) of the line between Prairie du Chien and Eastman town-
ships, on SW. i Sec. 35, T. 8 N,, E. 6 W., on the top of the ridge in the
woods. The ridge slopes from them to the east and west. The group
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is shown in Fig. 22. 'No. 1 (tlie long one) is 142 feet long, 21 feet wide
at the north end, 20 in the middle, and 13 at the south end. It is about
2 feet high and extends northwest and southeast.

No. 2, the effigy, 410 feet

south and a little west of No.

1, is about 3 feet high, the top
round, and the surface tolerably

even, with highest point on the

back ; the slopes to the east ab-

rupt. It measures from

—

Feet.

a to & 75

6 to e 38

ctof7 41

dtoe 72

c to f 36

e to ;/ 70

fto/j 106

c to /( 22

c to J 20

cto A; 24

c to ; 26

c to «i 49

c t(t « 42

e to 45

Width of left wing at tip 8

Width of left wing between tip

and bend 17

Width of left wing at bend 21

Width of left wing at body 23

Width of Iiody at end 20

Width of body at butt of wings. 30

Width of nei'k atbntt of wings. 28

Width of head from ]> to fj 31

Width of head at end 14

Width of right wing at body ... 24

Width of right wing at bend ... 21

Width of riglit wing between
bend and tip 19

Width of right wing at tij) 7

Expanse of wings, from a to e. .

.

200

The ends of the wings and body are roughly semicircular.

THE COURTOIS GKOLP.

About 3 miles north of Prairie du Chien is a group of ordinary con-
ical mounds situated on Sec. 12, T. 7 N., R. 7 W., the general plan of
which is seen in Fig 23. The mounds numbered 1 to 9 are on a long,

narrow, sandy swell, about 70 or 80 feet wide, which runs north and
south, and is just high enough to place them out of reach of the high
water of the Mississippi; the others, numbered 10 to 33, are in the
adjoining fields.
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No. 1. Circular in outline, rounded on top, 60 feet in diameter at the

base and 3 feet high. Made of black sandj^ loam.

No. 2. An oblong, flat-topped mound; length, 60 feet; width, 35 feet,

and height, 3 feet. As it was occupied in early times by the house of

a Frenchman, and looks as though it had been plowed or graded down,
the present form is

probably not the ori-

ginal one.

No. 4. Similar in

size and form to No.

1 ; 5 feet high. A par-

tial examination of

this mound had pre-

viously been made,
when some specimens

were found, but no
particulars could be
learned in regard to

them. It consisted of

three layers; first, a

top layer, 2i ft. thick,

of black sandy loam;

next a thin stratum

of silver sand, and a

bottom layer, 2 feet

thick, of dark muck,
slightly mixed with
sandy loam. The re-

examination revealed
nothing save a few
fresh-water shells.

No. 5. Conical, 40

feet in diameter and
3i feet higli, had pre-

viously been opened
by a trench through
it from north to south.

A further examina-
tion brought to light

some badly decayed human bones, which had been partially disturbed

by the previous explorers, but enough remained in position to show

that the bodies, or skeletons, had been folded when buried. These lay

on the gravelly substratum of the ridge; hence it is presumed that

the thin surface soil had been removed before burial. Nothing more,

save a few decayed shells scattered here and there through the mound,

was observed.
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Mound No. 6. Courtois sroup, Prairie du
Chien, Wis.

No. C. Similar in size and form to No. 1 ; 4 feet high and composed
throughout of dark sandy loam, similar to the sirrroundiug surface soil.

The plan of this mound, showing the relative positions of the skeletons
and articles discovered, is given in Fig. 24.

In the western side
i at/), about

2 feet below the surface, was a
small deposit of Ircshwater shells,

but so far decayed that no speci-

mens were saved. At e a folded

adult skeleton was discovered, with
head south and face west; under
it lay a small stone perforator and
above it a small arrow head. The
bones were broken and very soft

and the skull was crushed flat;

from the indications it would seem
that they had been broken before ^"*- -*

burial.

At A the original surface of the ridge had been excavated to the
depth of a foot and over an area about 12 feet in diameter. In this
layer were some or 7 adult skeletons, all folded, with the heads in
various directions, but all so soft and badly decayed that none of the
skulls could be saved. At </, near the eastern side, at the depth of 2
feet, was part of an iron knife Ijlade.

Nos. 3, 7, 8, and 10 were fouiul to consist of dark loam throughout,
but furnished no specimens or any evidence of having been used as
burial places.

No. 16 is a very small and insignificant mound, scarcely exceeding 20
feet in diameter and not more than a
foot in height, though it has evidently
been considerably worn down by the
plow. Nevertheless it is important as

presenting the characteristics of a
somewhat peculiar class of mounds
quite common in this State, but seldom
met witli elsewhere; for this reason
the figures and details are given more
fully than would otherwise be required.

Circular in form, as shown by the

plan given in Fig. 25, low, rounded,
but somewhat flatfish, it was con-
structed of material similar to the sur-

rounding soil, and of the same character throughout, without any indi-

cations whatever of stratification. A circular, basin-shaped excava-
tion had first been made in the ground to the gravel, in this case to the
depth ot :J feet. Tlie boundary of this excavated portion is indicated
by the dotted circle.

12 ETH .')

Fio 25.—Plan of monnd No. 16, Coartoi.s

group, Prairii' du Chien. Wis.
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Four skeletons were fouud at tlie poiuts indicated in the figure, all

lying horizontally at full length; 2 side by side near the center on
the gravel, with heads south and faces up; 1 at the north side on
the gravel, with head west and face northeast, and the other on the
south side, with head to the east. No implements or ornaments of any
kind were observed. It is probable that tumuli of this character are
the burial places of the common people.

No. 17 was similar in every respect to No. 16 except that the excava-
tion was only to the depth of 1 foot, and that in it were S folded skele-

tons in no regular ordei', heads being in all directions. On the margin
of the excavation and rather above the natural surface of the ground
was a broken skull.

No. 18, 20 feet in diameter and 2 feet high, unstratified, was com-
posed of earth similar to the surrounding soil. There were no indica-

tions that the original surface had been hollowed out in thie case, as in

most of the others of the group, nevertheless 2 broken skulls were
found a little south of the center at the depth of 3 feet, hence 1 foot

below the original surface. A few feet northwest of the center, scarcely

a foot below the surface of the mound, were 3 folded skeletons, and in

the center another lying at full length, head west and face up. The
height of the mound had been reduced by plowing.

Fig. 26.—Mound No. 20 (section), Courtois group, Prairie du Cliien, Wis.

No. 19, 25 feet in diameter and 2 feet high, was similar to No. 18.

Broken human bones were found in this tumulus to the depth of
6 inches, and 3 folded skeletons at dift'erent depths in no regular
order of burial. But, what is somewhat singular, the skull in each
case had been disconnected from and placed on top of the bundled
bones of the skeleton.

No. 20, 70 feet in diameter and 5 feet high. This mound, as will

be seen by the section shown in Fig. 26, was stratified as follows: Top
layer of soil, 18 inches; next a hard mortar-like substance, or clay

mixed witli ashes, 2^ feet; below this a layer of black, sticky, wet
earth, 1 foot, and a bottom layer of sand 1 foot thick, extending to the
gravel 1 foot below the original surface of the ground. On the west
side, in the top layer, at the depth of from 9 to 12 inches, were 6
folded skeletons, and at the head of eacii a single sandstone of con-

siderable size. Other human bones occurred in the same layer at a
depth of from 6 to 9 inches,' which had been disturbed by the plow.
In this layer was also a small pile of lead ore, on it some burned

The measurements indicating the depth of skeletons and articles are always to be understood to

theupp<T .surface tliereof from tlie top of the mound.
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bones, and ou these a folded skeleton with the head west, a lance head
by one shoulder, and a stone implement near by.

'Near the center, in the hardpan or mortar-like layer (No. 2) immedi-
ately under layer No. 1, was a folded skeleton with head east. By the
head was a broken clay vessel. Directly under this, in layer No. 3,

was a broken clay pot. At the west side, in the bottom or sand layer,

was an extended skeleton, head east. Under the body a si)earhead,

and under the head a few copper beads. Some copperheads were also

found around the ankles.

No. 21. Sixty feet in diameter and 3 feet high. The first stroke of
the spade brought to light broken human bones, which lay close to the
siu'face and appeared to have been disturbed by the plow, as they
were not in regular order. Near the center, a foot down, lay a folded

skeleton with head west, and by it a broken pot. A little to tlie east

of the last, and 3 feet down, was another skeleton stretched at full

length, with the head and face up. Under the head were a few copper
beads. South of this, and at the same depth, was a small copper orna-
ment, and a short distajice southeast of the center, also at the same
depth, a fine lance head.

No. 22. Sixty feet in diameter and o feet high. First foot, soil; the
rest black, mucky earth, with a slight admixture of sand. At the depth
of 2 feet were seven skeletons, with heads in various directions, some
stretched out with the faces up, others folded, also other bones. At
the center, about 3 feet down, were a few rib bones, apparently the
remains of a skeleton, over which lay a copper plate. At the same
depth, a little south of the center, three silver beads were discovered.
Although the excavation in this case, as in the rest of the mounds,

was carried down into the gravel beneath, nothing was found below the
depth indicated.

No. 26. Sixty feet in diameter and ."> feel high. Composed of earth
similar to the surrounding soil. Near the center, 2 feet down, were two
folded skeletons, with the heads northeast. At the heads were two
pots, one with the mouth up, the other on its side, aad in it a lump of
lead ore. Under one of the skulls were two perforated bear's teeth.

Several soft sandstones were found in the southwest portion, and under
them some very soft human bones, the remains of a body buried here.

Southeast of the mound, and almost adjoining it, is a long, narrow,
pear-shaped pile of dirt (not shown in the plat) about 40 feet long, 10
feet wide at the widest point and 2 feet high. A broad trench across
the middle revealed nothing except the fact that it was composed of
earth similar to the surrounding soil.

No. 23. A small mound 15 feet in diameter, 1 foot high, and of the
same type as No. 16. In the excavation originally made in the natural
surface was a single skeleton stretched at full length, head southeast
and face up and near by it a broken pot.
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The sm'face of tlu' field around the mouuds is xiueveu and looks as

though the latter had been heaped up with dirt taken from about theui,

leaving irregailar depressions.

THK DOUSF.MAN MOUND.

A mound of the usual conical form, about a mile and a half north of

Prairie du Chien, 75 feet in diameter and 5 feet high, situated on the

land of Mr. H. L. Douse-

man, was opened with the

following result: It was
composed throughout of a

black sandy loam, like the

surface soil of the field in

which it stands, the mate-

rial probably coming from
what seems to be an artifi-

cial depression immediate-

ly southeast of it. The an-

nexed figure (Fig. 27) is a

horizontal plan showing
the relative positions of the

skeletons and other things

discovered therein. Fig. 28

is a vertical section. About
(i feet east of the center (at

/>), and 2 feet below the sur-

face, was a regularly built, solid, oblong pile of small rough sandstone
and limestone fragments 2 feet long east and west, 18 inches wide, and
15 inches high. Under it were portions of a human skeleton, but the

skull was wanting ; the bones were very soft and badly decayed.

Fig. 27.—Douseman mound (pl.in), Prairie du Chien.Wis.

North of the center, at c, 2 feet below the surface, was another pile of

similar dimensions, but oval and hollow. At d was a third of similar

size and form, and at e a fourth. These three were regularly built of

soft, coarse-gi-ained sandstones, which bear indications of fire, though
no charcoal or ashes were on or about them. No bones were seen in

or under either of these three piles or little vaults. Quite a number of

shell beads were found some 10 or 12 inches below the surface, imme-
diately under which was a folded skeleton /, head south, face west. Re-

mains of two other skeletons were found, one in the center at f), at the

base of the mound. This was so completely decayed that fragments of
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the skull ouly were left. The other, at /(, '2 feet below the surface,

was siinilarly decayed.

THK VILAS MOUNDS.

This group, shown iu Plate i, is a large one, containing 56 mounds,
and is situated on the area bounded by the Mississippi and Wisconsin
rivers and the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad, on Sees. 7

and S, T. 6 N., K. 6 W., about 3 miles south of Prairie du Chien. They
stand on the high sandy bank of the Wisconsin river, in a growth of

small trees, some of them being flush with the brink, some on a small

table land 10 or 15 feet higher than the others, and the rest on the gen-

eral level of the prairie, all above high water.

The river banks are about 40 feet higher than the usual water level,

the slopes steep, the surface where most of the mounds are situated

comparatively flat, but to the northwest it rises in a small table some
10 or 15 feet higher than the prairie that borders on the Mississippi

river, and commands an extensive view of the bottoms. The soil is

sandy and easy to work, although not deep nor very productive. The
trees api^ear to be of recent growth.

No. 18, S. 77° E. of 49, 62 feet long, extends east and west, and was
intended to represent some kind of a quadruped, probably a bear.

The eastern end at the time of examination was covered by a heavy
growth of corn, and has been so plowed down that its form ('ould not

be fully ascertained.

Nos. 23, 24, and 33 were carefully excavated, but furnished no indi-

cations of having been used for burial purposes; nor were ashes, char-

coal, or relics of any kind found in them; yet under each there was an
excavation to the depth of a foot or more. They were composed of

dark, sandy soil. Others were examined, but nothing discovei'ed.

THK I'OLANDER GROtTP.

This group is about a mile up the Mississippi river from Lynxville,

Crawford county, on Lot 2, Sec. 14, T. N., E. 6 W., at the mouth of a
deep, narrow ravine.

The mounds are located j)artly on top of a nari'ow bench that runs
around the foot of the bluff to the northwest and partly on its western
slope. One of them is in the bed of a small creek (now dry) that

drains the ravine. A plan of the group is given in Fig. 29. They are
mostly simple conical heaps of earth, although there are some long
ones in the group. Two of the large ones, close to the foot of the slope,

are connected by a long, low embankment, like those found on the
Souris river in Manitoba. The majority of them are small and low.

The bank upon which they stand is probably 75 feet higher than the
road that runs close to its foot on the west side. The bench is covered
l>y a growth of trees, which the owner says have grown up within the
last twenty-seven years.
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Mound No. 3, sitixated on the western slope of tlie beucli, is conical

in form, about 45 feet in diameter and 7 feet high. Commencing at

the top, there was first a thin layer of vegetable mold 2 inehes in

thickness {a, Fig. 30) ; next a layer, mostly of clay, slightly mixed with
sand, which had probably washed from the bluffs, 3i feet thick (c);

below this a layer of clay, very hard, 18 inches {d); then a layer (b)

of loose, fine, dry dust, wliich gave out a peculiar odor; and lastly,

corresponding to

the original sur-

face of the ground,
a thin layer, appar-
ently composed of

decayed vegetable
matter (e). Be-
neath this was an
excavation about
1 foot in depth, 8

feet wide, and 12

feet long. Owing
to the slope on
which the mound
was placed, this

had been cut into

so as to make a
level bed, on which
the bodies were
deposited. Here
were twelve skel-

etons—ten of ad-

ults and two of

children. The two
children were in

the northeast cor-

ner of the pit; the

bones were in con-

fusion. Three of

the adult skeletons

were in the middle

ofthe platform ; the bones were disarticulated, but those ofeach skeleton

formed into a bundle. Two skulls and a few of the bones of the body
were found between the children and the other three, one of the skulls

lying on top of the other. In the south end of the pit were three skulls

in fragments and the remains of five skeletons in a confused heap. A
single skull, but no other bones with it, was found in connection with

a few flat stones in the hard clay layer at the depth of 2 feet.

Mound 9, 26 feet in diameter and between 2 and 3 feet high, stood on
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the same slope as the jireeedins and, like it, had an excavation in the

original surface of the gruund, but much smaller, the length being only

4 feet, the width a little less, and the depth 1 foot. A foot from the top,

near the center of the mound, lay a bundled skeleton, apparently an
intrusive burial. Notliing was discovered in the pit except what were
supposed to be decayed remains of two bundled skeletons.

Mound 8, one of the smaller tumuli of the group, presented some
marked variations from those described. The diameter was scarcely

20 feet and height ''> feet, lu the central portion, 2 feet distant from
each other, were two stone graves, oval in outliue, eachS.i feet long by
3 feet wide, built up of cobblestones, and had probably been closed

over dome-fashion at the top, though this portion had apparently fallen

in. Over these, covering the tops about G inches and filling the spaces
between and each side of them, was a layer of surface soil, and cover-

ing this a single layer of loose sandstones about 6 inches thick. In
one grave were two bundled skeletons ; in the other, three.

FiQ. 30.—Mounil No. :) (section), Polander group, Crawford county, Wis.

Mound 6, circular, 23 feet in diameter and 3 feet high, was con-

structed as follows: Commencing at the top, there was first a layer, 2

inches thick, of vegetable mold, then a foot of surface soil ; next a sin-

gle layer of rough stones of various sizes ; next a layer of earth 1 foot

thick. Immediately under the layer of stones, nearly in the center of

the mound, were two folded or bundled skeletons, lying on some loose

stones. These stones were found to be part of a wall lining a pit in

the original soil. This pit was 4 feet long by 3 feet broad between the

walls, which were of a single thickness of cobblestones, the sides

somewhat flaring, the corners nearly square, 18 inches deep, and sides

lined entirely around with stones. Lying on the bottom were the skele-

tons of three adults and one child, all folded.

In mound No. 1 nothing was found save three good-sized stones. In

No. 17 were three folded skeletons. In 29 there was a pile of stones

somewhat in the form of an inverted cone, measuring 10 feet across the

upturned base and tapering to a itoint at the depth of 3 feet; a few

coals lay on the upper surface. At the bottom of the mound, on the

original surface of the ground, were a copper drill and an arrow point.

Trenches were cut across the long mounds, but nothing observed,

except that they were formed of loose surface soil.

No. 4 measured 26 feet in diameter and 3 feet high. In the center

was a kind of vault formed by a circular stone wall (i feet in diameter

from outside to outside, and 4 feet inside, built in a pit dug in theorig-
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iiial surface to the depth of a foot or 18 inches. In this vault or grave
was a skeleton very well preserved, doubled up and lying on the right

side, at the depth of 4 feet from the top of the mound. The vault was
covered very carefully with flat limestones like those of which the wall

was built. No implements, ornaments, or relics of aiiy kind were found.

Xo. 11 was about the same size as No. 4. Lying on the natural sur-

face of the ground near the center were four large flat stones, placed

so as to tbrm a square. These bore distinct evidences of having been
burned. In the area between them lay a single skeleton, folded and
placed on its side. There were coals and ashes immediately about and
on the stones, but none in direct contact with the skeleton.

Mound No. 12 was like No. 4 throughout, with stone vault and single

skeleton, differing only in the fact that the skeleton was stretched out

horizontally and that the covering

of stones over the vault was less

complete.

No. 16, though a small mound
only 17 feet in diameter and 2J feet

high, presented some interesting

features. It also contained an
incomplete stone vault (Fig. 31),

which, though only about 3i feet

wide, and of the form shown in the

flgure, extended from the top of

the mound down a foot or more
below the natural surface of the

ground. This contained a single

skeleton in a half upright position,

the head being only about 2 feet

below the surface of the mound
while the feet were down some 3i or 4 feet below the surface, or nearly

2 feet lower than the head. The head was southwest, the feet north-

east. Near the right hip was a discoidal stone. There were no traces

of coals or ashes in this mound.
No. 30 contained neither stones, vault, nor skeleton, the only things

found in it were a few badly decayed Unio shells near the bottom.

THE FLfCKE MOUNDS.

This group, shown on plat (PI. i) in connection with the Vilas

group, is on the farm of Mr. Joseph Fliicke, 2 miles south of Prairie du
Chien, and in the vicinity of the Vilas group. It contains twelve cir-

cular mounds, the relative positions of which are shown in the flgure.

Of these, numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 were opened with the following

result

:

No. 1, 05 feet in diameter and 6 feet high, was composed of dark,

sandy soil throughout, except near the bottom, where there were some

Fig. 31. -Mound No. 16 (horizontal section), Po-

lander group.
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very tliiu layers of 1>lack eartli, hut tliese wei-e of limitod extent,

not reachiug across the mound, and not exceeding 2 inches in thickness.

Beneath- the central portion was an excavation in the natural soil,

about 12 feet in diameter and extending ilown to the yellow sand, a
dei)th of something over a foot. On the bottom of this excavation
were three skeletons, all lying in a horizontal position. No. 1, on the
back, head east, elbows out and hands turned towards the Lead; near
each hand was a fine, large obsidian spearhead, one of which is !t

inches long. Near the head, on each side, were two spool-shaped arti-

cles of copper. From the position iii which these were found, relative

to the head, it is presumed they had been used as ear ornaments.
Skeleton 2 was lying close to and on the north side of No. 1, the bones
much decayed; noreli<!Swith it. No. 3 lay with the head northeast. The
bones were partially burnt and charred from the head to the hips and
more or less covered throughout with charcoal and ashes. The skull

was crushed to pieces and charred until it was black; near it were sev-

eral large copper beads, or perhaps ear pendants, made of sheet cop-
per rolled into the form of long cones, varying in length from three-

fourths of an inch to an inch and a half.

Mound 2 stands on the same elevation as No. 1. It measured about
00 feet in diameter, and a little less than 6 feet high. This, like the
other, had beneath it a slight excavation in the natural soil. In this

were the bones (except the skull) of au adult, in a close, compact bun-
dle; with them were some of the teeth, but no ])art of the skull. The
flesh had evidently been removed befor*^ burial here. Near by was a
single arrowhead, the only article found in the mound.
Mounds .'3 and 4, ea<;li 3 feet liigh, and respectively 42 and 30 feet iu

diameter, were similar in constructian to 1 and 2, with the usual exca-
vation beneath, but without any evidences of Imrial in them.
No. 5, a beautiful mound measuring 08 feet in diameter and 7 feet

high, stands on the same elevsition as 1 and 2. In the center was a
circular or inverted conical mass of yellow sand and gravel, extending
from the top of the mound to the depth of 3 feet. In this mass were
the much decayed bones of a child. One side of the skull was colored
by copper; a small copper bracelet inatle of two pieces of slender copper
wire twisted together and a coil of copper wire were found with the
bones. As these are evidently of European manufacture this may
have been an intrusive burial. At tlie bottom of the mound, in an
excavation in the original surface, were other human bones, but so
decayed that it was impossible to tell whether they belonged to one or
two bodies.

THE ARMSTRONti (iROUP.

This group, which is situated near the Mississippi, one-fourth of a
mile below Lynxville, at the mouth of a deep and narrow ravine, and
<-onsists of eleven round mounds and one effigy, is represented iu

Fig. 32.
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Mound No. 11, somewhat oval iu forui, measured 48 feet iu diameter

fi'oui north to south, 33 feet from east to west, and a little over 4 feet high.

Near the center was a skeleton lying on a circular platform of stones.

This platform or layer of stones was about 5 feet iu diameter and
rested on the original surface of tlie gouud. The slieleton was so far

decomposed that it was impossible to determine precisely its position.

No. 12 occupies the lowest point in the group and is only about
200 yards from the river's edge, on a level about 20 feet above the usual

water mark. It measured only2(i feet in diameter and 4 in height, and
was composed almost wholly of stones, packed so tightly that it was

Fig. 32.—Plan of the Armstrong group, near Lynxville, Crawford county, Wis.

difficult to remove them. The stones being removed to the depth of 2J
feet, a layer of dark earth was reached, though still filled with stones.

At the bottom of this layer, which extended downward IS inches, was
a mass of human bones so closely packed that but little earth was mixed
with them. They occupied a space about f> feet in diameter and rested

on a i^latform or layer of stones which extended under the larger portion

of the mound. As there were uine skulls, there were at least nine individ-

uals or rather skeletons buried here. Among the bones were two bear's

teeth, a few bone articles, some fragments of lottery, a piece of deer's

horn, and the claw of some bird.

On top of the high bluff immediately back of this group is another

larger group of mounds, some of which are effigies.

IN IMtAIlJIK DV CHIEN.

This mound,which is situated just below Old Fort Crawford, and meas-

ures 60 feet in diameter and 7iearly 5 feet in height, is noticed here on
account of the excavation beneath it. This was 12 feet in diameter,
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exteiidiug 5 feet below the origiual surface of the ground, and was filled

with dark, sandy earth similar to that of which the mound was com-

IKjsed. No specimens of any kind, charcoal, ashes, or indications of

burial were discovered.

RUE COULKK GROUP.

This group, a plat of which is given at A in Fig. 33, is situated near

the Mississippi river at the mouth of the ravine known as " Sue Coulee."

It consists of eighteen beautiful round mounds, standing on a level

bench or table, some 30 feet high; which runs back to the bluff. They

have been plowed over for about sixteen years. Several of them had

been partially exploied ]nevious to the visit of an employe of this Bu-

reau, but nothing could be learned of the result.

At B, Fig. 33, is shown a cross section of Sue Coulee at a-h; 1 is the

creek channel; 2, the table or bench on which the mounds are located;

3, the bluff on the soutii

side; and 4, the bluff on m^ Iff
the north side. "'

\

^ / b
Mound 1, 42 feet in di-

ameter and 5 feet high,

was composed of yellow,

sandy soil similar to that

of the surrounding sur-

face, unstratified and no
excavation beneath it.

Near the center on the

original surface were ten

skeletons all piled to-

gether, with their heads
in almost every direction,

the leg and arm bones
crossing one another.
Some stones were lying

immediately on them.
Among them was a very
large flint spear-head

and some bear teetli.

Mound 4, 44 feet in di-

ameter and 4 feet high,

was composed of the same yellow, sandy soil as No. 1. In the center^

lying on the natural surface, were three skeletons, two of them side by
side, heads east, the third with the head northeast, the feet of the latter

touching the feet of the other two, and all stretched at full length in a

horizontal position. They were covered with stones as those in No. 1.

Mound 9, but 30 feet in diameter and 2i feet high, was composed of

darker earth than those already mentioned. A single skeleton, very

Fig. 33—Plan of the Sue Coulee group. Crawford county,

Wis.
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much decayed, probably of a comparatively young persou, was found
lying on the natural surface of the ground near the center of the mound.
Some scattering pieces of charcoal were observed, but no stones.

Mound 12, 48 feet in diameter and 8 feet high, was
/ composed throughout of the yellow earth heretofore

mentioned, but the portion extending from the deptli

of 3 to 5 feet was packed very hard and tight, Jimch
more so than that above or below it. No articles or
indications of burial were observed.

No. 16 is the middle one of the row (see Eig. 33) of
five mounds running parallel to and on the side next
the Mississippi. It measured 45 feet in diameter and
4 feet in height. In the central portion, at the bot-

tom, were eleven skeletons close together, with the
heads in every direction; no implements or orna-

ments accompanied them, but at some distance from
them, and about a foot above the level at which the
skeletons lay, was a large broken pot. At the bottom
a pit had been dug to the dejith of 3 feet in the natu-

ral soil, in which were four skeletons, two lying with

M heads southeast and the other two, one a child, with

i heads northwest. Near the head of the former lay a
copper plate. This is lOJ inches in length and 2f
inches in width at the widest part, a thin sheet less

than one-twentieth of an inch thick, but slightly un-

even. Near each end, on one side, are four rows of

small, circular indentations (some of them entirely

through), which must have been made with a metallic

instrument, as is evident from the raised points on
the opposite side of the plate. This lay just below
the skull and near the under jaw. Near the hand of
the same skeleton were two long, slender, square
copper drills or spindles, one about 9 inches long and
one fourth of an inch thick, pointed at one end and
chisel-shaped at the other; the other 7 inches long
and pointed at both ends, shown in Fig. 34. NearFig. 34

(lies

—Copper spin-

from the Sue

Coulee group, Craw-

ford fount.y, Wis.

the head of one of these slvcletons was a thin, cup-
shaped ornament of copper, probably part of an ear-

pendant.

Mound 7, which stands on the highest ground of anj' of the group, is

quite symmetrical, 00 feet in diameter and 8 feet high, and, with the
exception of a column running down in the center, it consisted of

yellow, sandy soil. The column, circular in outline, 5 to feet in diam-
eter, and composed of loose dark earth, extended from the highest
central point to the original surface of the ground. The yellow earth
immediately surrounding it was very hard.
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In this (;oluiiiii, at the depth of o feet from the to]), lay a mass of

huiiian boues about - feet thick which spread over the entire circuit

of the pit. Although but slightly decayed, they were mostly broken
into pieces; even the skulls were in fragments, and all were heaped
together in such confusion that it was impossible to determine the

number of individuals represented, but there could not have been less

than 10 or 12.

Immediately below them a small copper spindle was discovered simi-

lar to those already mentioned, and some split bear teeth with holes

through them. At the bottom of the mound was a complete skeleton,

lying at full lengtli on the original surface, face up, head east, and
arras by its side. Near the left hand lay a fine copper ax, weighing 1

pound 9 ounces, a little over 9 inches in length. By the side of this

was a large round implement of chipped obsidian, and near the right

hand were 67 small copper beads, a bear tooth, and the jaw bone and
some teeth of a small quadruped.
The respecti\e distances of the mounds of this group from one another,

measuring from center to center, are as follows: From 1 to 2, 365 feet;

from 2 to 3, 88 feet; from 3 to 5, 88 feet; from 5 to 4, 210 feet; from 5

to 6, 55 feet; from 6 to 7, 238 feet; from 7 to 8, 105 feet; from 8 to 9,

108 feet; from 9 to 10, 112 feet; from 7 to 12, 200 feet; from 12 to 11,

180 feet; from 12 to 13, 90 feet; from 13 to 15, 95 feet; from 15 to 14,

65 feet; from 15 to 16, 101 feet; from 16 to 17, 80 feet; and from 17 to

18, 85 feet.

During the grading of a street that runs by Old Fort Crawford in

Prairie du Chien, in a rise near the fort, a number of skeletons were
unearthed. One of these had been buried in a small canoe about 9
feet long. Most of the skeletons lay with the head to the southeast;
with some were brass or copper kettles with iron bails ; on the arm
Ixnie of some were bracelets made of thick copper wire. Among the
articles found was a tine catlinite pipe and one or two other stone
pipes.

VEBNON COUNTY.

There are several mounds on the foot hills or lower benches of the
bluffs in Sec. 15, T. 11 N., R. 7 W., in the extreme southwest corner of
the county. The bluffs are very high and steep with a narrow strip
of land between them and the Mississippi river, sloping, but not too
steep to cultivate, the soil being very productive. A diagram shomng
the relative positions of those examined is given in Fig. 35.

No. 1,40 feet in diameter and 5 feet high ', unstratifled. Nearthe cen-
ter, a foot and a half below the surface of the mound, was an irregular
layer of burned sandstones, some Hat and others irregular in form.
Immediately beneath these lay some partially t|urned human bones,

' Wlien nil re li'reiuM' irt iiiaiU* to the form it is to lin imilcratooil tliiit tlie mounds ;iro of the simple
eoiiioal type.
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and near them a siugle chipped stone hoe. A little northwest of the
center, at the depth of 5 feet and apparently lesting on the natural
.surface of the ground, were the remains of five folded skeletons, heads
north and faces west. Under one of these was a single perforated
bear tooth. The skeletons had been covered with a mortar-like sub-

.stance which was dry and very hard.

Ko. 2, 100 feet northwest of Xo. 1 (measuring from base to base), 75

feet in diameter and 7 feet high. This was composed throughout
(except the surface layer) of blue clay mixed with sand, very hard and
tough. Large sandstones, weighing [from 10 to 100 pounds, occurred
at all depths, but not placed with any regularity or according to any
perceptible plan. At the depth of 8 feet, and hence slightly below the

original surface of the groiuid and a little southwest of the center, were

Fig. 35.—Mound group near BattUs ialaud, Vernon county, Wis.

six folded skeletons, lying on the bottom with the heads east and faces

north. As soon as they were uncovered the bones fell to pieces so that

not even the skulls could be saved. The dirt immediately around them
was wet and sticky.

No. 3, 60 feet north of No. 2, 40 feet in diameter and 3i feet high.

The top layer, li feet in depth, consisted of black, rich loam, the re-

mainder of blue clay. The original soil had evidently been removed to

the depth of a foot or more—in one portion to the depth of 2 feet

—

before burial. On the north side, not far from the margin, the clay, for a
considerable space, was very hard and dry, immediately beneath which
were some four or five folded skeletims, with heads, so far as could be
determined, in various directions. Near the southeast margin, at the

depth of 6 feet, lay six other skeletons at full length with heads in

dift'erent directions. llTiderone of them were three bears' teeth. The
owner in a previous examination found near the center, at the depth of

15 or 18 inches, a long string of glass beads.
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No. 4, 300 feet nortli of No. 3, <i5 feet in diameter and 4 feet hij;li.

At the depth of 4 feet eight skeletons were lying at full length on the

natural surface of the ground, with heads east and faces up. They lay

on the natural slope of the bench, so that the heads were higher than
the feet. Their relative positions are given in Fig. 36 (a horizontal

section of the mound), the larger figures indicating adult skeletons

and the small one that of a child. Under the one at the northern end
of the row were se\eral bear

teeth, and near them and at

the same depth lay the under
jaw of some animal. At the

head of each skeleton was a

large, irregular piece of sand-

stone. The composition of this

tumulus was chiefly a mixture
of sand and light yellow clay

nnstratitied.

No. 5, 30 feet northwest of

No. 4, was 80 feet in diameter,

5 feet high, and more flattened

on top than is usual with tumuli

of this type. On the northern

side, at a depth of 3 feet, two
folded skeletons were discov-

ered, under one of which were
several copperheads, and under
all bears' teeth. About the center and near the bottom was a single

skeleton also folded and under the head were several bears' teeth. In

the southern side, at the depth of 5 feet, a single very fine lance head
was discovered; no bones were near it.

No. G, 125 feet northwest of No. 5, 85 feet in diameter and 4 feet high,

M'as composed of rich black earth interspersed with sandstones. Near
the center, at the bottom, lay a single badly-decayed skeleton, over
which was heaped an irregular pile of sandstones of various sizes.

No. 7, 20 yards northwest of No. 0, .50 feet in diameter and 5i feet

high, consisted chiefly of dry, yellow clay. In the northern side at the
depth of 5 feet were three or four much decayed skeletons, apparently
folded, with heads east and faces north and in the southern portion at

the depth of 2 feet the fragments of a stone pipe. Under the latter

was an irregular pile of burned sandstones; but no ashes or coals

were discovered, from which fact it is inferred that the stones were
placed here after having been subjected to tire.

Flo. 36.- V\(iTi of Mimnd No. 4, Battle iwliiiul, Vt*ruon

rounty, Wisconsin.

white's GROCF'.

In the northwest corner of the county, in Sec. 28, T. 14 N., R. 7 W.,
on land owned by Mr. H. White, is a group of small circular mounds
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extending in a nearly straight line along the margin of the sandy level

known locally as "Sand Prairie," where it descends to the lower bot-

tom lands of Raccoon river. This level extends to the bhiffs about a
half mile distant, which are here very high and steep. A plan of the
group is given in PI. ii, from which it will be seen that it contains 22
mounds of various sizes.

No. 1 of this group, 35 feet in diameter and 3J feet high, was composed
throughout of black, sandy soil similar to that around it. Six inches

below the surface, at the center, fragments of a red earthenware vessel

were found, but so rotten that they fell to pieces on being handled. A
little north of the center, at the bottom, lying on the natural sand
stratum, were the remains of four skeletons, heads north. Another
skeleton was found in the .southern side at the same depth, folded,

head south, face east; over tlie skull was a snuill lance head.

No. 2, immediately north of No. 1, touching it at the base, was 45 feet

in diameter and 3 feet high. It was composed throughout of earth
similar to the surrounding soil. Five skeletons were found at various

depths, from 2 to 4 feet. Some weie lying at full length, others folded

with heads in various directions, but were all so soft that none could
be saved.

No. 3, 100 feet north of No. 2, 40 feet in diameter and 4 feet high, was
not stratified. The skeleton of a child was lying near the center at the
depth of IS inches, head west. Under the head was a brass ornament
wrapped in cotton cloth, and about the position of the brea.st the frag-

ments of another metallic ornament, also a few glass beads. This skele-

ton had evidently been incased in a wooden coffin of some kind, but
whether of bark or boards could not be determined. In the southwest-
ern side the skeleton of an adult was discovered at the same depth,
folded, with head south. Nothing else was observed, save a few fi-ag-

ments of pottery near the surface.

No. 4, about 100 feet northeastof No. 3, measured oO feet in diameter
and 4 feet high, unstratified. Nothing was discovered in this mound.
No. 6, 160 feet northwest of No. 5, oblong, 50 feet in diameter north

and south, and 4 feet high, was composed of black, sandy soil from the

fields. In the northern side, at the depth of 2 feet, were ten skeletons,

some folded and others stretched out on their backs, heads in every
direction. A little west of the center, at the depth of 4 feet, two more
were found'fokled, with the heads west. On the skull of each of these

was a thick copper plate, apparently beaten out of native copper with
rude implements. The larger, over the southern skull, represented in

Fig. 37, is 8 inches long by 4i inches wide. About G inches above it

was a fine large lance head. The other plate is nearly square, 4^ inches

by 4J inches. The bones were so rotten and soft, except immediately
under the copper plates, that none of them could be i)reserved. Fresh-

water shells were scattered through the mound at various depths.
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111 No. 7, 25 feet in diameter aud 3 feet liigb, nothing was discovered

save a single skeleton near the northern edge, a foot below the surface,

and a few fragments of pottery near the head.

No. 8, diameter, C5 feet ; height, 6 feet ; unstratitied ; disclosed

nothing.

No. 0, diameter, 60 feet; height, i) feet; unstratitied ; contained

nothing worthy of notice.

Fia. a?.—Copiier plate from Mound No. 6, Whltu's group (No. 8833ii. National Museum).

No. 10, 50 feet in diameter and 4^ feet high. A vertical section

of this mound is shown in Fig. 38. The top layer, li feet thick, consisted

of black, loose, sandy loam similar to the surrounding soil of the field.

Six skeletons were lying in this near the center, some folded, others

stretched at full length, heads in different directions. The next or

lower layer, 3 feet thick, and extending downward slightly below the
original surface, consisted of red clay very largely mixed with sand.

Skeletous were found in this at various depths. A little south of the
center the original soil, below layer No. 2, had been hollowed out to the

Fig. 38._Seetion of Mound No. 10, Wliite's group.

gravel. This excavation was about 7 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 1 foot

deep. In it were the remains of a single adult skeleton, stretched at

full length, face up, and covered with a layer of hard black muck. The
bones were nearly all gone, but their forms and positions could be
traced. Under the skull was a fine lance head, and about 2 feet south,

in the same excavation, a magnificent chipped implement of obsidian,

represented in Fig. 39.

12 ETH b
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No. 11, touching No. 10 at tlie uortUeast, 50 feet in dianietei' and 4

feet high, was composed chiefly ofa dark, sandy soil, about 10 feet of the

central portion being of yellow clay and sand mixed. In the southern

portion, at the depth of 2 feet, were two very soft, folded skeletons,

heads west. A little southwest of the center, at the depth of 3 feet, a

few human bones were found incased in hard, black muck or mortar-

like substance, and immediately under them some copper beads. Near
the center, at about the same depth, was a folded skeleton, \vith the

-Obsidian implemeut from Mound No. 10. White's grou]i.

head northeast, also incased in the hard, black muck. By the skull was
a broken earthen pot and a bottle-shaped vase, short neck and flat bot-

tom. The broken pot, which has been partially restored and is repre-

sented in Fig. 40, is equal, if not superior in the quality of the ware, to

any mound pottery discovered in the Mississippi valley. A jasper
lance head was discovered a little north of the center near the base.

The other mounds of the group, which are small, simple tumuli of the
conical type, were not opened. Their sizes are as follows:

No.
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About half a mile south of No. 1 of this group, on Sec. 3.'?, same
towuship, stands an isolated mound of tlie same type, which, upon
opening, proved to be unstratitied, as most of the others already men-
tioned. Diameter abont 50 feet and height 7 feet. On the west side a

few soft and badly decayed human bones were discovered at the depth

Fig. 40.—Pot from ilounrt Ko. II, White's yroup.

of 2 feet. On the east side similar bones were found at the depth of 4

feet, and on the soutliwest, at the same depth, the fragment of a large

sea shell (Bunyvon pcrvernum).

aKANT COITNTY.

On the blutt's north of Sinepy creek are the remnants of two groups
or lines of mounds. These were visited in 1880 by Col. Norris, and in

1890 a second visit was made. Such portions of the groups as have
been subject to cultivation have entirely disappeared. On the narrow
promontory overlooking the river is a row of small conical mounds, com-

posed hirgely of rough stones from the adjoining bluff. Five of these

mounds were opened in 1880. All contained human bones, which in

two cases were charred.

Many of the bones in these mounds were disconnected and often

broken as though deposited after the flesh had been removed, i^robably

after exposure of the bodies on scaffolds or after previous burial.

On a second promontory, east of the first, across a deep ravine, is a

group of works consisting of two effigy mounds and one oblong mound.
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Other oblong mounds, said to have been situated to the north of these,

have been obliterated by the plow. The most sonthern of the effigy

mounds would seem never to have been linished. The body is represented

by a well-rounded ridge, and the head and forelegs are present, but only

a trace of one of the hind legs appears. These mounds are in a forest

and have not been disturbed by the whites. The other animal figure

is somewhat larger, the body being 90 feet long. The legs are unusually

long, the length from the toes to the back line being upwards of 40 feet.

The head is merely a heavy rounded projection, and the tail is so ob-

scure as to be barely traceable.

WORKS NEAR CASSVILLE.

About 1 mile south of Cassville the road traverses a bench or level

bottom, which is seldom overflowed, extending from the bluft's to a
bayou, a distance of nearly 1 mile. Near this road on one side, when
visited in 1880, were two lines of works, consisting of effigy, circular,

and elongate mounds, and on the other a single row of circular mounds.
These, except 1 and 2, are shown in their respective forms and positions

in Fig. 41.

No.
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Stone cairns containing fiagnients of decaying bnman bones were
found on top of the adjacent blutt'; and upon tbe bank of tlie bayou near

Cassville is a circular mound 40 feet in diameter and 4 feet high, in tbe

base of which, beneath theliard earth, were four skeletons of adults in

a much better state of i)reservation.

Fig. 41.—Effigy mouDda near Cassville, Grant county, Wisconsin.

The large Dewey farm, now owned by Gen. Newberry, extending
from 1 to Smiles north of Cassville, is literally dotted over with mounds
and other works. This was a favorite haunt of the modern Indians,

who used these earthen structures as depositories for their dead, hence
intrusive burials are very common here. In a number explored, of

which only the bottom central core remained undisturbed, nothing was
found except decaying human bones and very rude stoue iniplemeuts.

A remarkable series of mounds is situated upon the bluff's about 3
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miles north of Ciis.sville. These, remarks ^Ir. Hohiies, may be taken
as an illustration of the earthworks of this region. The bluffs are

here ujjwards of 300 feet in height and are very abrupt on the margins
overlooking the river. The horizontal beds ofmassive masnesian lime-

stone outcrop along the
brink, giving a series of
gray escarped promon-
tories, between which
are notch-like recesses

cutbythedrainage. The
steep faces of the bluff
are without timber, but
the recesses and the up-

per surfaces are covered
with forests; this, to-

gether with the dense
growth of underbrush,
make exploration ex-

tremely difficult.

BetweenMuddy creek,

which comes out of the
bluflt's at right angles
to the river escarpment
and the Sandy, a rivulet

emerging three-foui'ths

of a mile farther south,

there is a tongue of the
I plateau divided into sev-

eral parts at the outer

end and connected by a
narrow ridge with the

main plateau. This out-

standing mass is a mile

in length and at the

widest part not more
than one-fourth of a

mile wide. Mounds are

found upon the main crest as well as upon most of the spurs. This

distribution in groups was determined apparently by the topography,

as will be seen by reference to the accompanying map. (Fig. 42.)

The main lines of works occupy the crest of the principal ridge,

which borders Muddy creek on the south. Beginning at the outer

point we follow the curved ridge encountering first six oblong mounds
of the usual cliaracter, then a conical mound standing somewhat alone,

and beyond tliis a series of eight conical mounds connected into a chain

by low ridges. Traversing a distance of about 700 feet a second chain-
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group is encountered, and at the eastern extremity of this lies the only

effigy mound of the system so far as observed. East of this a broken
series of oblong and chain mounds continues indefinitely. On the
southern spurs of the promontory are three additional groups of con-

ical and oblong mounds following the crests of the ridges and termi-

nating near the escarped i)oints.

All of these works are in an excellent state of preservation. A few
have been dug into by relic hunters. The two isolated conical mounds
are of average size, being about 25 feet in diameter and between 3 and
4 feet high. The oblong mounds are straight even ridges, ranging from
80 to 125 feet in length and from 10 to 20 in width, and in height rarely

exceeding 3i feet.

The chain mounds are of particular interest. They have been built

with much care and are wonderfully preserved. The cones average
less than 20 feet in diameter and are from 2 to 4 feet in height. The
distance from center to center varies from 30 to 40 feet and the con-

necting ridges of earth are about Hi feet wide and from 2 to 3 feet

high.

The most noteworthy member of the series is the efflgy mound. It

is perhaps more suggestive of the puma than of any other quadruped.
This work is well preserved, but the loose vegetable mold of which
it is composed does not admit of the preservation of more than a gen-

eralized form, no matter to what extent the individuality of the original

shape was developed.

The full length of the figure may be given as 144 feet, although the
tail is very indistinct toward the extremity. The head is toward the

east and exhibits no other feature than a slight projection for the nose.

The characters of the animal have received proper attention. The body
is full and rounded and the extremities fall off gradually in width and
height. The curves of the back and legs are well rendered, and the

whole conception is presented with sufficient spirit. The distance from
the toes to the back line is 36 feet. The body, at the point of greatest

relief, is not over 3J feet high.

The mounds of this group appear to be composed mainly of vegetable
mold obtained on the spot.

The conical mound, situated upon the very brow of the bluff, is 25 feet

in diameter and 4 feet high. Abroad trench carried through it revealed
only the decayed bones of a child, extended at full length beneath the

central core of hard, dry earth. Pits sunk in the oblong mounds
brought nothing to light. A number of circular mounds on the adja-

cent bluffs was also opened, but nothing save decayed human bones
was found in them.

WORKS NKAK WYALUSING.

Pour excellent illustrations of the remarkable mound groups of Wis-
consin are to be seen near Wyalusing, a station on the Burlington and
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Northeru Kiiilroad. The village of Wyalusing is picturesquely situ-

ated on a narrow strip of alluvial land between the Mississippi river

and the bluff, which here rises abruptly in a single step to the height
of 350 feet. These bluffs, as those elsewhere in Grant county, are the
margin of a plateau which extends eastward from the escarpment.
The margin of this plateau is cut by numerous streams and is for the
most part too rugged for cultivation. In the marginal region the

ridges separating the streams are often narrow, but have rounded
and somewhat level crests, which were favorite resorts of the mound
builders.

Upon the steep timbered bluff that rises above the village of Wya-
lusing is found a line of earthworks following the crest of a nearly
straight ridge. The principal work of the group is an animal effigy, a
quadruped. It is of large size and is in an excellent state of preser-

vation. Singularly enough it does not occupy the crest of the ridge

which runs parallel to the river, but lies in a shallow depression in the
slope between the crest and the margin of the steep bluff overlooking
the village. The head is toward the south and the legs extend down
the gentle slope toward the river. The form is perfectly preserved,

the body is well rounded and the outline is everywhere distinct. So
perfect is the preservation that the extension representing the ears or

horns shows a slight parting at the outer end, and the two legs of each
pair are separated by a shallow depression throughout their entire

length. The feeling for correct form possessed by the builders even
in this rude method of realization is indicated by the outline which
defines the forehead, by the curves of the back and belly, and of the

gambrel joints of the legs, as well as by the relief which expresses

something of the rotundity and relative prominence of the ijarts.

What additional details of form have been effaced by the lapse of

time can not be determined.

The length of the work from the forehead to rump is 115 feet; the

length of the head is 47 feet; the distance from the feet to the back,

representing the full height of the figure, is 50 feet; the width of the

body is 28 feet, and the width of the legs about 20 feet. The relief

does not exceed 34 feet at any i)oint, the ears, nose, and legs not

exceeding half that.

Some years ago Mr. D. W. Derby, an enthusiastic collector of movind

relics, dug into the body of this ertigy about the locality of the heart,

and found human bones and an earthen vessel about the size of the

crown of ail ordinary hat. The vessel had a flat bottom, but was so

fragile from decay that no part of it could be preserved.

liunning apjmtximately parallel with the greatest length of the ani-

mal figure and occupying the crest of the ridge is a row of oblong

mounds. These vary from a straight line to accommodate themselves to

the crest, and in orientation vary from S. 25° E. to S. 15 W. The largest

one is 100 feet in length and the shortest 60 feet. The width averages
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about 20 feet and the height is in no case greater thaii 3ifeet. On the
rounded surface of the north end of the ridge is a number of small
circular depressions that may represent okl dwelling sites; others are

seen on a level space about 100 feet noith of the animal figure. The
ridge terminates at the north in a rounded point and at the south in

a long narrow one, and is con-

nected with the chain of ridges

on the east by a broad saddle;

along this, and extending for an
indefinite distance, is an almost
continuous series ofmounds most-

ly of the oblong type. In the older

cultivated fields only traces of the

works are found, but in the new
ground, and in the wooded areas,

the forms are fully preserved.

There is no telling what was the

original extent of these wonderful
lines of mounds, or what their

connection with the other series,

the remnants of which are found
on nearly every part of the bluff's

where tillage has not destroyed
them.
A second group of more than

usual interest is located upon the

promontory that overlooks the

village on the north. This prom-
ontory extends to the northward,
as a narrow ridge with an uneven
crest, to the residence of Mr.
Derby and beyond. Its trend is

parallel with the river, from which
it rises at an angle of 40 degrees
or more. On the opposite side it

falls off' with abruptness to a
little stream which runs to the

southward and passes out at the

north end of the village. From
the railroad bridge at the cross-

ing of the stream we ascend the

point of tlie promontory by a series of slopes and cliffs to the height of

about 200 feet; beyond this point the ridge extends to the uorthward
and is narrow, and for about one-quarter of a mile nearly horizontal.

Upon the level crest, which is forest covered, ai-e four mounds ; at

the south are two conical mounds and at the north two mounds I'epre-

3 tiyn^ii^lnff

Fig. 43.- -Mound group near Wyalusing, Graut
county. Wisrnnsin.
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seating' iiuiinals, distributed as shown in Fig. -t'.i. All are in an excel

lent state of preservation save where recent excavations conducted by
Mr. Derby have mutilated them. The southern mound was conical in

shape and about 20 feet in diameter and 6 feet high. When iVIr. Derby
began his excavations the eastern half of the cone was covered with
rough stone slabs obtained from the vicinity. In digging into the cen-

ter of the mound four stones as large as a human head were found near

the surface. At the depth of a foot a circle of stones was encountered,

having a diameter of 4 feet; at a depth of about 2 feet the top of a cis-

tern, 3i feet in diameter, of well laid stones, was uncovered. This was
3 feet deep and had been built upon the surface of the limestones of

the blufi'. The well was filled with black earth, in which were found
seven oblong shell beads, a copper celt of ordinary shape, and a red

pipestone, platform pipe; outside of the well a tlake of flint was found,

and some curious lines of colored sand were observed. These seemed
to radiate roughly from the center of the mound and were followed to

the circumference by the explorers. Wide trenches were carried across

the mound from east to west and from north to south.

The second mound was much like the first and is still perfect, save

for the sinking of a pit in the center. Nothing of interest was found.

The present diameter is over 30 feet in the line of the ridge and some-

what less across it. The height is feet.

A little over 100 feet to the north of this mound is the first animal

mound. The creature, possibly a bear, is represented as lying upon its

side with the head to the south and the feet to the east. The body is a

neatly rounded ridge 70 feet long and nearly 25 feet wide, and has a

relief of nearly 4 feet. The head is about 30 feet long, the projection

representing the ears being very slightly indicated and diflBcult to

define. The low ridge representing the forelegs is straight, while that

for the hinder ones is bent, thus defining the ganibrel joint. The dis-

tance li'oni the toes to the back line is a little less than 40 feet. This

figure is of the most frequently occurring type of effigy works.

The other effigy mound, 150 feet to the north, is of a form somewhat
unusual. It is spread out upon the ridge, after the fashion of a lizard

or alligator. The head is toward the south, and is merely a rounded
projection of the body embankment. The tail at the opposite end is

upwards of 35 teet long, but is very attenuated and indistinct toward

the tip. The body is a rounded ridge 3J feet high and less than 20

feet wide, and the legs, extended to the right and left, are low embank-
ments of earth, the forelegs being bent forward and the hinder ones

backward, as shown in the illustration.

Passing north along this ridge, another series of mounds is encoun-

tered. The first member is an oblong mound, about three-fourths of a

mile beyond the residence of Mr. Derby. This is followed by a series

of works in which are oblong, conical, and animal mounds, some of

which are almost obliterated by the plow.
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On the ciest of the bluff, north of the last mentioued mounds and

just south of the Wisconsin river, is a continuous straight line of

mounds, all of which, except two, are elongate, embankment-like struc-

tures, giving to the line the appearance of an interrupted wall. Of the

two exceptions one is oval and the other is an effigy mound, probably

intended to represent an elk. Several of these mouuds were oi^ened,

but in none, except the third from the south end of the line, was any-

thing found. This is somewhat oval, 24 feet in diameter, and 4 feet

high. In the center was a rude, irregular stone coffin or vault of flat

sandstones, so arranged around the single skeleton that a large one

sufficed to cover it from animals. The bones were in the last stages of

decomposition.

The top of this bluff, for the distance of half a mile, is literally cov-

ered with these works, which are uniformly placed so near the brink of

the descent to the Mississippi as to present a clear cut outline, except

where the view is obstructed by trees. As the position is a command-
ing one, and as very few of the works were intended or used for burial

piirposes, it is difficult to conceive of any other object the builders could

have had in view in their construction than that of defense. But how
they were made available for this purpose without encircling any area

or without closing the numerous openings is difficult to understand.

On the NW. i of Sec. 20, T. 6 N., E. 6 W., about 1 mile east of the

works just mentioned, is another group of considerable interest. This

consists of one continuous line of circular and effigy mounds, number-

ing 30 in all.

THK KLEPHANT MofNIi.

This effigy, of which so much has been said and written, is situated

on the southeast quarter of Sec. 21, T. 5 N., E. (> W., in Bloomington
to\vnship, 4 miles south of Wyalusing. It lies on the right side, head
south, in a depression between two drift sand ridges, in what is known
as the Cincinnati bottom. This bottom extends from the bluff on one

side to a large bayou on the other, and is just above the overflows of

the Mississippi. Although the mound has been under cultivation for

five years, the outlines are yet distinct. " By a hasty measurement,"

says Col. Norris, who incidentally visited it while engaged by the Bureau
in the northwest, " I made its entire length to the front of the head 135

feet, the width across the body from 55 to 60 feet, the height varying

from 3 to (» feet. I made a rude sketch of it on the spot with pencil, for

the purpose of showing the so-called trunk as I saw it. There is a

depression some 4 or 5 teet deep between the trunk and breast, and a

kind of slight platform or apron-like extension on the upiier or back
part of the head, from 2 to 3 feet high, or half as high as the rest of

the head. Whether the resemblance to an elephant, which arises

almost wholly from the proboscis-like extension to the head, is due to

intentional work done by the builders or has resulted from the drift-

ing of the loose, sandy soil, of which it is mainly composed, is a ques-
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tioii difficult to decide. I cau only say that I represent it a.s 1 found
it." This sketch, which is not reproduced here, shows the trunk some-
what distinctly as curved inward toward tlie fore legs. It is very
doubtfiU whether this should be considered a part of the efflgy. If

both Mr. Warner and Col. Norris show correctly what they saw, the
trunk was evidently a shifting line of sand.

Fig. 44.—Elephant nioimd, according to Middleton's survey in 1884.

In November, 1884, Mr. Middleton was directed to call to his assist-

ance a civil engineer and make a regular and careful survey of this

mouud for the purpose of modeling it for the New Orleans Exposition.
This was very carefully done, and the result is shown in outline in Fig.

44. His ix'port in reference to it, as seen at that time, is as follows

:

" The ' Elephant mound ' is located on the southeast quarter of Sec.

21, T. 5 N., R. C W., Bloomington township, in a long rectangular
depression or rather cul de sac as shown in PI. iii, the level of which
is a few feet only above high water. The immediate spot on which it

stands is a little higher than the general level around it. For 200
yards north the surface is even, with a slight rise to the foot of the
bank. This bank is about 20 feet higher than the mound level. Going
east along line a h (PI. in) the ground at first dips slightly, but rises

a little as it approaches the foot of the bank, which is here about 30
feet above the mcnind level. South towards c the surface is flat for

more than 600 yards. The bank on the west is about the same height
as that on the east. About 200 yards south is an eflBgy mound, a bird
with outspread wings, head south. Near by there are a number of
round mounds placed in a line and two or three long mounds.

"Plowing over it for a number of years has considerably reduced
the height of the elephant effigy, and has rendered the outlines of por-

tions of the head and back somewhat indistinct, but the body between
the legs is quite plain. It is gently rounded on the surface, the high-
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est points teing at the hip, where it is nearly 4 feet high. Entire
length, 140 feet; width across the body to the farther end of the hind
leg, 72 feet; across the body between the legs, 55 feet; across the body
aiid fore leg, 77 feet; across the neck, 40 feet; length of head from back
to nozzle, 60 feet; width of hind leg at the body, 32 feet; at the foot,

15 feet; length of hind leg, 22 feet; across the fore leg at the body, 28
feet; at the foot 15 feet; length of fore leg, 28 feet."

Fig. 45.—Elephant mouini. aftor Waruer'.s figure.

Fig. 45 is another view of this mound, which is an exact copy, re-

duced to half size, of the original manuscript pencil sketch by .Tared

Warner, from which the figure in the Smithsonian Eeport for 1872 was
made.

S"ilEBOYGAN COUNTY.

MANITOWOC AND .SHEBOYGAX .MOUNDS.

There are some scattering mounds on the hills bordering the Sheboy-
gan marshes on the north. These are usually isolated, simple conical

tumuli, though some are in irregular groups on elevated situations.

The only one opened (the rest had been previously explored) was
situated on a sandy ridge half a mile north of the marsh and 100 feet

above it. It was about 50 feet in diameter at the base and 5 feet higli.

After passing through 18 inches of surface soil the central mass was
struck, which appeared to be compositd of earth mingled with flrebeds,

charcoal, ashes, and loose stones. Near the center of this mass, at the
bottom of the mound, a large human skeleton in a sitting po.sture was
discovered, apparently holding between its hands and knees a large
clay vessel, unfortunately in fragments. These were covered over by
an irregular layer of flat bowlders. Nothing else worthy of notice was
found.

About 2 miles west of this, on a bluff overlooking the marsh, was
another mound of similar form and slightly larger, which had been pre-

viously opened by Mr. Hoissen of Sheboygan. It was found literally
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Fig. 46.—Inclosure near Sheboygan, SlifbuygaD rounty

Wisconsin.

filled, to the depth of 2i feet, with hiuiiau skeletons, many of which were

well preserved and evidently those of modern Indians, as with them
were the usual modern weap-

ons and ornaments. Beneath
these was a mass of rounded
bowlders aggregating several

wagon loads, belowwhich were
some 40 or 50 skeletons in a

sitting i)osture, in a circle,

around and facing a verylaige

sea shell. This specimen,which
with the other articles taken
fi'om this mound is in Mr. Hois-

sen's collection, measures 21

inches in length and 29 in cir-

cumference at its greatest

girth.

Just south of the outlet of

the marsh is a small, oval in-

closure, with an opening at one end of some 4 or 5 feet. It consists of a

single wall 3 feet high and a ditch about two feet deep (shown in Fig. 46).

BARRON COUNTY.

THE RICE I-AKE MOUNDS.

The only explorations in this county were around Rice lake. This

group, a plat of which is given in PI. iv, is situated at Rice lake

village, on sec. 16, T. 35 N., E. 11 W., about half a mile above Red
Cedar river. The land at this point is somewhat broken, and the

area occupied by the group is cut by a small ravine that runs northeast

to the lake. Some of the mounds are on gravely knolls, a few in the

ravine, some on the slope up to the level which runs back to a ridge a

quarter of a mile distant and some on this level. The location was well

chosen for hunting, fishing, and procuring a supply of food, as game
and fish are still abundant and wild rice formerly grew on the lake.

The group consists of fifty-one mounds, chiefly of the ordinary coni-

cal form. There are no efiQgies or long slender embankments in it. Two
of the long tyi^e, however, were found at the other end of the village.

The construction varies so little that few only will be described as

samples of the rest, No. 1, for in,stance, as representing Nos. 24,26, 35,

39, 46, and 45. This stands in the bottom of a ravine about 10 feet

above the water level and about 500 feet from the shore of the lake;

diameter, 28 feet; height, 4 feet. The construction, as shown in figure

47, was as follows, commencing at the top: First, a layer of dark vege-

table mold (rt), 2 inches thick which had formed since the mound was
abandoned, next, a layer (h) of sandy loam with a slight admixture of

clay; third, the core (c), forming the central and remaining portion of
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the strut'tiire and resting on the original surface of tlie gully. This
consisted of clay mixed with sand and was very hard. It appeared to

be composed of small, rounded masses about 10 to 18 inches in diame-
ter and 6 to 10 inches thick, doubtless representing the loads deposited

by the builders. Lying on the original surface of the ground, under-

neath the core, were two skeletons (1 and 2) bundled, as was the case

with nearly all found in this group. The bundling was done by plac-

ing the long bones together as closely as possible around the ribs, the
vertebral bones being placed here and there so as to render the bundle
as compact as possible. Close to these were the charred remains of

another skeleton (3) pressed into a layer scarcely exceeding an inch in

thickness, but, as there were no signs of fire, ashes, or coals on the sur-

face beneath, burning must have taken place before burial. As all the

skeletons were under the core, and the small masses heretofore men-
tioned showed no signs of disturbance, they must have been buried at

one time.

Mound 24 measured but 22 feet in diameter and 3 in height. It dif-

fered from No. 1 only in containing four skeletons, none of them charred.

Fio. 47—Mound No. 1, Rice lake group.

Mound 26, but 25 feet in diameter and 4 feet high, contained four
skeletons of the original burial and three of intrusive burial, as did also
No. 35.

In No. 4(J there had been seven original burials, at the base of the
core, as usual, one of a child,—no intrusive burials.

No. 8, oval in outline, 36 feet long, 26 feet wide, and 5 feet high,
differed from the others, as it lacked the core and layer of sandy loam.
With the exception of the top layer of vegetable mold it consisted of
yellowish clay mixed with sand, probably taken from the immediately
surrounding surface. Six skeletons were found in it; the first, 3 feet

south of the apex and at a depth of 2 feet. No. 2 a foot and a half
south of the first. These two api)eared to have been buried at the
same time, or nearly so, and most likely were intrusive burials. No. 3
was at the bottom, on the original surfece, under No. 1 ; No. i a foot
northeast of 3; No. 5 two feet east of the last; and No. 6 a foot north
of No. 5. The last four skeletons were probably the first interments
in the mound, and appear to have been buried about the same time
from the fact that they were bundled, and the bones clean and white,
although so soft as to fall in pieces when exposed to the atmosphere.
Mound No. 11, standing east of No. 8, is also oblong, 35 feet long,
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and 23 feet wide. The construction the same as the preceeding. There
had been five original and five intrusive burials, the latter in the cen-

ter at the depth of 3 feet, the others at the bottom of the mound,
in the north end. All of the skeletons were bundled, those near the

surface being in. a better state of preservation than those in the bot
torn. A large pine stump was standing over the latter, the roots of

which had broken them up to a considerable extent.

Mound 42, standing in the ravine, measured 27 feet in diameter and
4 feet high. The construction was found to be similar to that of ITo.

1; first, the thin layer of vegetable mold; then sandy loam and the

clay core; but here was a pit in the original soil, rectangular in

form, 3 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 1 in depth, the sides and ends flar-

ing. In this mound there had been three intrusive and two original

burials. Two skeletons of the former were in the southwest part, at the
depth of 2 feet; the third in the center at the depth of 4 feet, a cut

having been made in the top of the core to receive it. The material of

the layer over it had a disturbed appearance; indicating that these
were intrusive burials.

Two other skeletons were found on the bottom of the pit, bundled as

usual. The bones of these two are larger than those of any of the
other skeletons of this group. Mounds numbered 41, 47, and 48 were
so similar in every respect to 42 as to need no further notice.

Mound 49 stands on the lower margin of the gravelly ridge south of

the gully, 20 or 25 feet above the water level of the lake; its diameter
being 2G feet and height 5 feet. It was found to consist, except the top
layer, of an uustratifled mass of dark brown loam with a considerable

mixture of sand and gravel, having the same appearance as the soil of

the ridge on which it stands; an occasional lump of clay, similar to the
load masses heretofore spoken of, was observed. Under this main layer

or body of the mound, near the center, was an oval pit, diameters 2 and
2^ feet, and 1 foot in depth. This mound furnished evidence as usual
of both Intrusive and original burials. The original burials were two
adults in the pit; these, as also the skeletons of the intrusive burials,

being bundled, an indication that the two peoples who buried here be-

longed to the same race. Mounds 28 and 36 were similar throughout
to JSo. 49.

GEOtrp ON SEC. 10, T. 35 N., E. 11 W.

These mounds, which are on the opposite side of the lake from the

preceding, are all of the round or conical type and are located on a
point of land some 25 feet above and overlooking the lake and the other

village just described. No. 8, one of the largest of the group, meas-
ured 45 feet in diameter and 5 feet high. Commencing at the top, the

first 3 feet was a layer of sandy loam ; the remainder was a hard core

of clay mixed with sand, made up of small masses, like those heretofore

described. The latter rested on a layer, about an inch thick, of what
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seemed to be tbe decayed vegetable material of the original surface of

the ground. A skeleton was discovered southeast of the centei", only
3 inches below the surface, bundled. Fragments of a skull were found
near the center at the depth of 2 feet. Here there were evidences that

a grave had been dug in the mound after it had been completed, and a
body buried in bark wrappings, but all save these fragments of the
skull had comjiletely decayed. A third was at the same depth. Four
feet east of the center was another at the depth of 3 feet, but the skull

in this case was wanting from the bundle. In the apex of the central

core, in which a cut had been made for its reception, was a fifth at a
depth of 3J feet from the top and 6 inches in the core. No skeletons

were found in the lower part of the mound, though at two points the

earth was similar in character to that which results from decayed bodies

and probably marked burial places. At the bottom of the mound,
south of the center, was the only relic obtained, a copper drill or spin-

dle, similar to that shown in Fig. 34; this is 7i inches long, a little over
one-fourth of an inch square, and pointed at each end. When found it

was upright.

Mound 12, situated west of No. S, in a thicket, measured 32 feet

in diameter and 3J in height. The upper layer consisted of loose sandy
loam, like the surrounding surface. Theremainder, of sand and clay, very
hard, rested on the original surface of the ground. Under this was a
pit, length 7 feet, width at one end 4 feet, at the other 5^, depth 2 feet,

its walls perpendicular and bottom flat. Three bundled skeletons, the

only ones found in the mound, were in this pit. With one wei'e a few
copper beads.

Mound 14, standing 120 feet from the lake shore, measured but 26 feet

in diameter and a little over 3 feet in height. The construction was
similar to that of No. 8; first a layer of sandy loam, 1 foot thick, then
the core, 2 feet thick; but in this case there was, immediately below
tbe second layer, a stratum of charcoal 4 inches thick, covering an area

6 feet in diameter, and immediately below it a layer of burned earth 3

inches thick and covering the same area. Underneath this, on the

original surface, were the remains of three bundled skeletons partially

burned. The remains of two logs, which had been nearly consumed by
fire, could be traced in the layer of burned earth. They must have been
about 6 feet long and 4 or 5 inches in diameter. They were parallel,

within a foot of each other, and had evidently been laid on the earth
covering the skeletons, but there were no indications of a wooden vault.

The evidence seemed conclusive that the fire had been kindled here
after the skeletons and logs were in place. The first skeleton was in

the center under the two burned logs, and the indications were that it

had been wrapped in birch baik, parts of which, although both wrap-
pings and bones were charred, were obtained. The other two skeletons

were north and west of this central one, and one of them showed but
little of the effects of the fire, while the other was' nearly consumed.

12 ETH 7
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Southward, outside of this burned area, but under the core or layer,

were two other skeletons, which seemed to have been buried at the same
time as the other three.

ROCK COTJNTT.

In 1886 Rev. S. D. Peet explored au efBgy mound, probably repre-

senting a turtle, in the group near the waterworks at Beloit. The
results of this examination he reports in substance as follows:

This mound was found by measurement to be 80 feet long, the length

of the body and tail being equal, each 40 feet ; the width of the body
across the middle 15 feet, and across the ends 30 feet.

Other parties had taken off the top before his examination. Abroad
trench running through the middle, lengthwise, was carried down to

the original surface of the ground. Here he found S skeletons, bun-
dled, lying on the original surface of the mound. The dirt over them
showed evidences of fire, but was not baked. The particulars, which
resemble closely those observed in another efiQgy of the same kind
belonging to the same group opened by Prof. S. Eaton, may be summar-
ized as follows : First, the mound consisted of black loam ; second, the

earth was packed tightly about the bones ; third, no gravel was found
above the skeletons, but the original gravel of the bluff was immedi-
ately below them, indicating that the top soil had been removed before

burial; fourth, the bodies were laid on the surface and the material of

the mound, scraped from the surrounding area, thrown over them ; fifth,

the bodies or skeletons were evidently not interred in an extended posi-

tion, for the bones of each individual were folded or heaped together,

pieces of the skull in some instances resting upon them; they were
probably "bundled" skeletons, buried after the flesh had been removed;
sixth, there were no implements or ornaments of any kind with them;
seventh, some of the bones were tolerably well preserved, others much
decayed ; and eighth, all of the skeletons were those of adults.

The bones of each skeleton were in a separate pile or bundle, those

of the lower extremities being doubled up along the trunk, but the

skull in most cases placed on top. It is, therefore, evident that the
burial had taken place after the flesh had been removed, probably by
exposure on platforms or scaffolds—a custom which seems to have been
followed by the mound-building clans of this section. Under one body
there was a small layer of stones. These stones wei-e burned, smoked,
and cracked, as if they had been subjected to great heat. Two or three

pieces of dirt were taken out which were flat on one side, as though
the dirt had been wet and packed down upon bark and then left to dry
out, or, possibly, a fire had been kindled upon it, so as to take the color

out of it. It was difficult to tell where the fire had been placed. Pieces
of coal were scattered through the dirt and some of the bones showed
signs of fire, though it was apparent that the bodies could not have
been cremated.
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IOWA.

The explorations made in this state on behalf of the Bureau were
couflued to the couuties bordering on or adjacent to the Mississippi

river, and chiefly in the extreme northeastern section.

Some of the works of this section evidently belong to the same type

as those of Wisconsin, effigy or figure mounds being found in one or

two of the extreme northeastern counties of the state, showing that

the tribes which reared the singular structures in Wisconsin were not

limited geographically by the Mississippi, although they extended
beyond it but a short distance and over a comparatively small area.

As we proceed southward a change in the mode of construction and
in other respects becomes apparent, indicating the presence of different

tribes; yet there is sufticicnt resemblance in the two classes of works
to indicate ethnic relationship, or at least that they belong to the same
culture state.

ALLAMAKEE OOUNTY.

This northeastern county of the state is bordered on the east by the
Mississippi river, and much of it watered by the Little Iowa and its

branches, all of which have worn deep channels through the Potsdam
sandstone, which, whether remaining as castellated cliffs 300 or 400
feet high or rounded off to bold bluffs or terraced slopes, results in giv-

ing the charming contour and sheltered valleys of a mountain region.

I'OTTEKY CIHCI.K AND OTHEU WORKS.

About 7 miles above New Albin, on the Little Iowa river, is an exten-

sive group of earthworks, consisting of inclosures, lines of small mounds,
excavations, etc., situated on the farm of Mr. H. P. Lane, and repre-

sented in PI. V. The largest work is an inclosure, marked A, and
shown on a larger scale in Fig. 48, to which the name " pottery

circle" has been applied. It is situated on the margin of a bluff

overlooking the Little Iowa river and an intervening bog beyond, prob-

ably the former channel of the river. It is almost exactly circular in

form with clear indications of straight stretches (not shown in the
figure), as though somewhat polygonal, the curve being broken on the
eastern side, where it touches the brink of the bluff, is there made to

conform to the line of the latter. The ends at the southeast overlap
each other for a short distance, leaving at this point an entrance way,
the only one to the inclosure. A ditch runs around the inside from
the entrance on the south to where the wall strikes the bluff on the

north, but is wanting along the bluff side and overlapping portion.

The north and south diameter, measuring from center to center of the

wall, is 251 feet; from east to west, 235 feet; the entire outer circum-
ference, 807 feet; the length of the straight portion along the bluff,
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100 feet, ami of the overlapping portion at the entrance, 45 feet. The
wall is quite uniform in size, about 4 feet high and from 25 to 27 in

width, and the ditch about 8 or 10 feet wide and from 1 to 3 feet deep.

The entrance is 16 feet wide, but there seems to have been no ditch

along this portion. On the north, adjoining the wall on the outside

Fig. 48.—Circular inclosnre near New Albin, Allamakee county, Iowa.

and extending along it for about 100 feet, is an excavation, Fig. 48

(see plan and section), 35 feet wide at the widest point and 3 deep.

As this ground, including the circle, has been under cultivation for

fifteen years, it would be supposed that the height of the wall is con-

siderably less than originally, but this is doubtful. On the contrary, it

is probable it was originally about 20 feet wide and not more than 3
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feet liigb, composed maiuly of yellowish-brown clay, obtained, in part
at least, from the ditch, but that, daring occnpancy, the accumulation
of numerous bones of animals used for food, stone chips, river shells,

broken pottery, and dirt, and since abandonment the accumulation of

sand, drifted by the winds from the crumbling sandstone butte over-

looking it, liave not only filled the ditch, but elevated the whole inte-

rior area and the wall 2 feet or more. This accumulation of sand is so

great and so uniform over the adjacent plateau that fifteen years of cul-

tivation has not reached the clay of the original natural surface, nor
has it unearthed or penetrated to the bones, pottery fragments, and
other refuse matter covering the original surface in the circle.

Three trenches 4 feet wide were dug through this wall from side to

side and down to the original soil. The first was run through the
northern portion opposite the large excavation. Here was found, first

a layer of sand about 1 foot thick; next, an accumulation of refuse

material mixed with earth, forming a layer from 1 to 2 feet thick; and
below this the original clay embankment 2 feet thick, resting on the

original surface. A section of the ditch, embankment, and excavation
at this point is shown in Fig. 48. The dotted line a b indicates the
natural surface; No. 1, the original day layer of the embankment or

wall; No. 2, the layer of earth and refuse material with which the ditch

is filled; and No. .3, the top layer of sand.

In No. 2 were found charcoal, ashes, fragments of pottery, fractured
bones, etc.

Trench No. 2, opened thi'ough the west side, gave a similar result.

No. 3, in the southern part, across the lap of the walls and entrance
way, varied in showing less clay and no distinct ditch.

A broad belt of the inner area on the east side next the bluff' wall

was excavated and carefully examined. It was found to consist of the
same kind of accumulations as No. 2 in the first trench, except that

here the shells were more numerous and there were many burnt stones.

SQUARK HARTHWORK.

B, PL V, is situated at the southwest corner of the plateau, on the
margin of the bluff', facing west. * It consists of a wall from 12 to 15 feet

broad and 2 to 4 feet high, along three sides of a nearly regular par-

allelogram. The length of the wall ou the south is 175 feet, that on
the east 150, with traces of a ditch on the outside ; that on the north,

200 feet.

AboutSOfeet eastof the northeast corner, which is the highest point

adjacent to the work, and above the inclosed area, is an excavation now
about 3 feet in depth.

Within this square iuclosure are three small mounds, which were
opened with the following results:

No. 1, .30 feet long by 20 wide and 4 high, was found to consist of atop
layer of loose sand 1 foot thick, the remainder of hard yellowish clay.
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In the latter were several flat sandstone fragments, and beneath them,

on the original surface of the ground, a much decayed liuman skeleton,

with a few stone chips, Unio shells, and fragments of pottery.

No. 2, IS feet in diameter and 3 feet high, was mainly a loose cairn

of sandstones, covering traces of human bones, charcoal, and ashes.

No. 3, 15 feet in diameter and 3 feet high, a stone pile or cairn cov-

ered with earth and heaped over a mass of charred bones, charcoal,

ashes, and some fragments of pottery.

This iuclosure is about half a mile from the pottery circle, and, like

it, well situated for defense, but not so well constructed and apparently

more ancient.
THE OBLONG WORK.

This is an oblong inclosure, situated south of the group just men-

tioned, and just across an impassable slough, and is the one marked E
in PI. V. It is on a sloping terrace at the foot of a bluff, which rises

abruptly behind it to the height of 200 feet. The end walls run from

this bluff to the margin of the slough, where there is also another

descent. Along this margin runs a connecting wall some 300 feet in

length. The wall at the west end is 160 feet long; that at the east eud

175. The height varies from 1 to 3 feet and the width from 10 to 15

feet. On the outside of each eud wall is a washout, possibly marking

the ditches from which the dirt to form the walls was taken.

Extending southward from the pottery circle to the bluff bank that

margins the slough, a distance of about half a mile, aud expanding at

the southern end to an equal extent, is a dry, undulating plateau. On
the eastern half of this area are six parallel lines of mounds running

northeast and southwest (marked B in PI. V ), mostly circular in form,

varying in diameter from 15 to -10 feet and in height from 2 to G feet.

A few, as indicated in the figure, are oblong, varying in length from 50

to 100 feet. The number in the group exceeds 100.

An examination revealed the fact that, in addition to the mounds,

much of the area between them was used as a burying place, and that

scattered here and there between the graves were charcoal and ashes,

stone chips, shells, etc. Both in the mounds and these graves there

was a compact layer of hard, light colored earth, having much the

appearance of lime mortar, probably clay and ashes mixed together,

which had undergone the action of tire. As the burials in these inter-

mediate spots were seldom over IS inches deep, the only soil above the

hard layer which covered them was the sterile sand from the sandy

butte marked C on the plate, while the mounds were uniformly covered

with a layer of richest soil, although below this and covering the skel-

etons was the layer of hard, light colored earth.

A trench cut through the oblong mound of this group (No. 1)

revealed near the center an oblong ])ile of loose sandstoues, beneath
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which was found a crypt or rude stone coffin about 6 feet long and 18

inches wide, formed by first placing flat sandstones on the natural clay

surface of the ground, then other slabs edgewise at the sides and ends,

and a covering of similar stones. Within this, extended at full length,

with the head nearly west, was the skeleton of an atlult, but too much
decayed f(jr preservation. With it were some stone chips, rude stone

scrapers or skinners, a Unio shell, and some fragments of pottery sim-

ilar to those found in the pottery circle.

THE SAND BUTTi:.

This prominent feature of the area (marked C in PI. v), which, by
the eroding influence of wind and rain, has covered the plateau to the
depth of a foot or more with sand since the works were constructed, is

about 100 feet high at its northern end and laO at the southern extrem-

ity. On the narrow crest are three small cirimlar mounds, in which
were found human bones, fragments of i)ottery, etc. The same com-
pact earth as found elsewhere was also encountered in these, showing
them to be the work of the same people.

WALLED VAULT.

In the side of the eastern bluff, about half way down from the top,

is a somewhat singular work (marked F). This is a room or vault

about 11 feet square, excavated in the face of the bluff and roughly
walled up with flat sandstones. Although many of these stones are

too large to be handled by an ordinary man, they were evidently

brought by some means from the sand butte, and several are still on
the top of the bluff above the vault. The back and most of the end
walls are sustained by the bank, standing from 4 to 6 feet high, but the

front, although built of the larger pieces, especially about the door-

way, is only about half as high. A careful examination of the interior

revealed nothing but charcoal, ashes, and decaying firebrands, which
might possibly have resulted from the burning of a timber roof.

The regularity with which the walls were built, and the square corners,

aside from all other indications, suggest that this is of comparatively
recent date, and the work of a diflerent people from those who con-

structed the circle and mounds of the plateau. It was probably made
by some white or half-breed trapper within the past two centuries.

Among the results of the exploration of this interesting group may
be noted the following: That, although human skeletons and bones
were found in great numbers in the mounds and under the surface

of the plateau, none were found within the pottery circle or nearer than
200 yards of it. Those found were sometimes mingled promiscuously
with charcoal and ashes, but were usually whole skeletons, frequently,

but not always, lying horizontally near the natural surface of the
ground, without any apparent system, except that they were uniformly

covered with from 1 to 3 feet of very hard earth, seemingly mixed with
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ashes or something of a siinihir nature and color, giving this covering

the appearance of dried lime or mortar.

Fragments of iiottery were found in abundance in the circle, in the

mounds, in the washouts, and in fact at almost every x^oint in the area

covered by the group. Judging by the fragments, for not a single

entire vessel was obtained, the prevailing forms were the ordinary

earthen pot with ears, and a flask or gourd-shaped vase with a rather

broad and short neck. The latter were the larger ones and were usually

too thin for use in cooking, or even for holding liquids. The paste of

which this pottery was made had evidently been mixed with pounded
shells. The only ornamentation observed consisted in the varied forms

given the handles or ears, and indentations or scratched lines.

Nearly all the implements found were of stone, exceedingly rude,

being little Ise than stone flakes with one sharp edge, many of which
appear to have been resharpened and used as knives, scrapers, and
skinners. Some had been worked into moderately fair perforators or

drills for making holes in horn, bone, or shell, specimens of all these

with holes having been found.

The immense quantity of charred and fractured bones, not only of

fishes, birds, and the smaller quadrupeds, such as the labbit and fox, but
also of the bear, wolf, elk, and deer, shows that the occupants of this

place lived chiefly by the chase, and hence must have used the bow and
arrow and spear; yet, strange to say, less than a dozen arrow or spear

heads were found, and these so rude as scarcely to deserve the name.
A single true chipped celt, three sandstones with mortar-shaped cavi-

ties, and a few mullers or flat stones used for grinding or some sim-

ilar purpose, were obtained. The specimens of other materials obtained

consist of fragments of horn, evidently cut around by some rude instru-

ment and then broken off at about a finger's length and possibly

intended to be shaped into more perfect implements, or probably

handles for knives. Several horn and bone punches and awls were
also found, and among them one that is barbed, and another with a per-

foration through the larger end.

ANCIENT INCLOSrKK ON UAYs's FARM.

On the farm of Mr. A. D. Hays, 2 miles southwest of New Albin, is

the circular inclosure shown in Fig. 49. This is situated on the lower

bluff just above the i)oint where the Little Iowa river enters the Mis-

sissippi. The bluff here is about 100 feet higher than the bottoms

which border these streams, and continues along the Mississippi for

some distance at about the same height, with small circular mounds
scattered over its surface; but the plateau slopes gradually to the mar-

gin of a deep ravine which enters the Little Iowa upon the western

side. This area, including the circle, has been under cultivation for

twenty-one years ; but, notwithstanding the wear, the lines of the works

were distinctly traceable throughout.
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The circle consists of three parallel ditches and two intermediate
earthen walls. The inside ditch (before the works were distnrbed) was
probably 5 or fi feet deep and 12 feet wide ; the inner wall the same
width; the middle ditch 4 feet deep and a little over 12 feet wide; and
finally, the onter ditch 4 feet deep and about the same width as the
wall. As will be seen from the figure, the inclosure is circular, with a

'-....:,.. .'i'.''-''-v,iv;'''-;^#v

Fig. 49 Inclosure on Hays's farm, near New Albin, Allamakee county, Iowa.

break on the side where it strikes the southern margin of the bluff

overlooking the slough that runs into the Little Iowa river. The cir-

cumference of the circle, exclusive of the break, is 996 feet, and the
extent of tlie break along the bluft" 225 feet. At the southeast an
embankment some 10 or 12 feet wide and from 3 to 5 feet high runs
down the crest of a narrow spur about 150 feet, gradually tauering to a
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lioint. The slope on which this work is situated, like that at the pot-

tery circle, is considerable, but very smooth and even. The location is

a good one for defense and was in all probability selected by the ancient
people who erected the works on this account.

The most singular parts of the works at this place are three stone
structures, to which the name " furnaces " has been applied by the peo-

ple of this locality. One of these was found in a small mound within
the inclosure (marked A in Fig. 49) and two not in mounds, outside

and about 80 or 90 paces from the northwestern part of the circle.

Light traces of those outside of the wall remain, while of that in the
inclosed mound ouly about 1 foot of the wall was visible. But Mr.
Hays, who has owned and occupied the land for twenty-one years and
since it was first opened for cultivation, gave the following information
in regard to them: The one in mound A, and the other, not shown in

the figure, were each 18 feet long, each formed of two parallel walls

about 3 feet high and 3 feet apart, composed of flat sandstones (yet to

be seen close by), roughly laid up, and gradually drawn in near the top
until one layer would cover the opening left in the top near that end.

The inner stones stood fire well, as shown by the indications on them.
Mound A in the circle is 24 feet in diameter, and now only about 1

foot high. Fragments of pottery, stone chips, Unio shells, and jneces

of bone are still abundant in and about the work, and especially among
the stones in the mound.

fish's mounds.

These are situated on the lauds owned by Mr. Fish, near the Missis-

sippi river, a short distance below the point where the Little Iowa joins

it. Those of one group are placed along the crest of a ridge running
parallel with the river, and about one-fourth of a mile therefrom. They
number about 30 ; circular in form, and varying from 20 to 40 feet in

diameter. One siugulai' feature was observed; those on the higher

and sandy ground having a core of clay about the same size and form

as those on the firm clay portion of the ridge, though to the latter a

layer of several feet of sand was added, making them appear much
larger and more recent than the others; yet upon opening the two
classes, the contents, consisting of decaying human bones, fragments
of pottery, and rude stone implements, showed no perceptible differ-

ences.

In one of the mounds opened two skeletons were found, lying hori-

zontally side by side, fsicing each other. They were at the base of the

hard clay core, which seemed to have formed a perfect roof, while the

sand, upon a sharp ridge, formed the flooring, thus protecting them
from moistui-e and i^reserving them longer from decay than where less

favorably situated; the skulls were obtained almost uninjured.

Many mounds similar to these were found along the foothills of these

rocky bluffs.
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Upon tbe terrace below these mounds, where the railroad track has
been graded lengthwise, was a line of comparatively large mounds, the
remaining portions of which show that, although from to 15 feet

high, and composed mainly of sand similar to that around them, they
had a hard central core of clay mixed with ashes, from 2 to 4 feet high,

under which was generally found at least one skeleton. Several stone
hatchets, arrow and spear heads, and a few copper chisels, were found
by the first explorers. One of the mounds, 32 feet in diameter and 8

feet high, contained a walled circular vault, represented in Fig. 50;

this, like the stonework in the furnaces, did not have the true arch,

but, as the main portion of it, which still remains standing shows, it

was built of Hat stones, and gradually lessened in diameter as it rose.

Fig. 50.—Walled mound. Fish eroup, Allamakee county, Iowa.

being covered at the top by a single stone. It contained a single adult

skeleton in a squatting posture, with which was a small earthen vase
of the usual globular form.

KISH'S CAVE.

This is simply a fissure in the vertical face of the sandstone bluff

facing the Mississippi, about miles south ofNew Albin, which by the

action of the river or other means has been enlarged to a cave or rock
house 40 or 50 feet long and 12 feet high. The elevation is so little

above the Missis.sippi that it must be at least partially flooded during
high water. Tbe walls and ceiling are literally covered with rude etch-

ings, representing quadrupeds, birds, turtles, bird tracks, totems, and
symbolic or fanciful objects. These figures range in length from 2 or

3 inches to 2 or 3 feet, and proportionally in width, and are cut into

the soft rock from one-fourth to a full inch in depth, the width of the
lines exceeding their depth. The width of these lines appears to have
been increased by a crumbling process which must have gone on for a
time after they were cut, but was checked by the formation of a dark-
colored and hard crust over the surface, which now protects them.'
The floor was covered to the depth of 2 feet with a mass of refuse mate-
rial consisting of fish and other animal bones, fragments of pottery and
stcne, charcoal, and ashes mingled with dirt.

'A tracing of the figures was made and handed to Col. Garrick Mallery, for use iu

his study of Sign Language.
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CLAYTON COUNTY.

The ancient remains of this county are chiefly effigy mounds or em-
blematic works similar in character to those found in Wisconsin, and
evidently attributable to the authors of those singular structures. So far

as could be ascertained, these works are only found on the west sideof the
Mississippi, between Yellow river on the north and the Maquoketa on the
south and westward, a distance of some ten or twelve miles. As will

be seen by reference to a map of this region, this small belt is directly

opposite that portion of Wisconsin which seems to have been the chief

home of the effigy mound-builders, where, as well as in this small por-

tion of Iowa, they have left enduring evidences of a dense population

or long occupancy, as the bluffs, the terraces, and even higher bottoms
of the river subject to occasional overflow are alike dotted over with
effigies and the usual accompanying small circular mounds and lines of

earthworks.
ELKPORT EFFIGY.

This is situated on a bluff overlooking Turkey river near Elkport,

about 10 miles west of the Mississippi, and is 120 feet long, nearly one-

half its length consisting of an extremely elongated tail, which is in

strong contrast with the short legs. It is probably intended to represent

the otter. The greatest height of the body is 5 feet, the main portions

of the extremities fi'om 2 to 3 feet, but the tail tapers to a i)oint.

There are many other interesting works along Turkey river and
upon high bluffs above McGregor, notably effigies of antlered elks,

uniformly in lines or groups heading southward. Unfortunately the

sketches made of these were so defaced by subsequent exposure to a

heavy rain as to render them valueless for reproduction.

Near the town of Clayton is another group of these works, which con-

sists of an extended line of effigy and circular mounds.

DUBUQUE COUNTY.

Near the town of Peru, immediately south of the mouth of Maquoketa
creek, situated on a dry, sandy bench or terrace some 20 feet or more
above a bayou which makes out from the Mississippi, is a group,

mostly of small circular tuniuh. As the relative positions may possi-

bly furnish some aid to the archeologist in studying their several uses,

a sketch of the group is given in Fig. 51. Fifty years ago, according

to the old settlers, this ground was covered with a heavy growth of

timber, which was removed for the purpose of cultivation ; but the

larger portion having afterwards been abandoned, most of the mounds
are again covered with a young forest growth. A number were opened,

but only detached portions of a skeleton were found, as a skull in one,

a leg, arm, or other part in another, foiu' or five adjacent ones appar-

ently aggregating one entire skeleton. Some of these bones are

charred and all are much decayed, indicating great age. Otherwise
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nothing peculiar was observed in this group, except the arrangement
of the mounds, which is shown in the sketch. Nos. 34, .35, .30, and 37

are four oblong mounds, vary-

ing in length from 40 to 110
feet, and from IJ to 4 feet in

height. The inner portions

were found to be of hard, com-
pact earth, as is usual in this

region.

EAGLE POINT GROUP.

This group is about 3 miles

above Dubuque on the bluifs

and terrace fronting the Mis-

sissipj)i. The larger number
of the mounds—about 70

—

all of which, except two ob-

long ones, are small and con-

ical, are on a level terrace

about 50 feet above high-

water mark. On a bluff im-

mediately west of these is a

single embankment or mound
about 300 feet long, 20 feet

broad, and 3 feet high; and
on Eagle point proper, imme-

.

diately north, which is the

point of a bluff some 200 feet

high overlooking the river,

are several low circular and
two long mounds and a stone

cairn.

Eleven of the small circular

mounds on the terrace were
opened thoroughly, but noth-

ing found in them except
some charcoal, stone chips,

and fi'agments of pottery.

In an excavation made in the center of the long mound on the west-

ern bluff two decayed skeletons were found. Near the breast of one of
them were a blue stone gorget (shown in Fig. 52) and five rude stone
scrapers; with the other, thirty-one fresh- water peai'ls, perforated and
used as beads.

An excavation was made in one of the long mounds on the point, and
also in one of the circular ones. Both were found to be composed of a

Fig. 51.—Group near Peru, Dubuque county, Iowa.
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very hard eeineut or prepared eartb, which could be broken up only
with the pick, when it crumbled like dry lime mortar, and was found
to be traversed throughout with flattened horizontal cavities. These
cavities were lined with a peculiar black felt-like substance, sj)ecimens

of which were carefully preserved. There is scarcely a doubt that
these cavities mark the 'spaces occupied by a body or bodies buried
here, and it is possible that this felt like substance is the remuaiit of

the fleshj^ j)ortion of the bodies. An examination for the purpose of
deciding this point \\ill be made and reported hereafter.

WAPELLO COUNTY.

\« m

The diagram of the area between Eldon and lowaville along the Des
Moines river, shown in Fig. 53, is constructed from a careful examina-

tion of the ground
aiul the statements

of Mr. J. H. Jordan,
who has resided
here since the close

of the Black Hawk
war, and was the In-
dian agent to the
Sacsand Foxes from
the time of their re-

moval thither after

the war until Black
Hawk's death, Sept.

15, 1838. Between
the t w o points
named stretches the
noted Iowa bottom,
which is at least 2

miles wide at the
middle, about which
point formerly stood
the old agency; near
the same point is the
present residence of

j\Ir.. Jordan. The
Flu. 52 Stone gorget, DubucjUL- coimty, Iowa. pOSltlOU of Black

Hawk's grave, the
race tracks, the mounds of the lowas, the mounds of the Pottowata-
mies, and the place where the scaflblds for their dead stood are also

indicated on the plat.

This valley had long been a famous haunt for the Indians, but at the

time of Mr. Jordan's first acquaintance with it was in possession of the

lowas, whose main village was around the point where his house stands.
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The race course coiivsisted of three parallel hard-beateu tracks nearly a
mile in length, where the greater portion of the Iowa warriors were
engaged in sport when surprised by Black Hawk and a large portion

of them slaughtered, in 1830. After Black Hawk and his warriors had
departed with their plunder the remaining lowas returned and buried

a
DO ,

a

Fiti. 53.—Diagram of Indian battle grouuii, Wapello county, Iowa,

their dead in little mounds of sod and earth from 2 to 4 feet high at

the point indicated in the diagram.
After the Black Hawk war the remnant of the lowas, by a treaty,

formally ceded their rights in this valley to the Sacs and Foxes. Here
this noted chief was buried, in accordance with his dying request, in

a full military suit given him by President Jackson, together with the

various memorials received by him from the whites, and the trophies
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won from the Indians. He was placed on liis l)ack on a puncheon

slanting at a low angle to the ground, where his feet were sustained

by another, and covered with several inches of sod. Then a roof-shaped

covering of slabs or puncheons, one end elevated and the other lowered,

was placed above. Over all was thrown a covering of earth and sod

to the depth of a foot or more, and the whole surrounded by a line of

pickets some 8 or 10 feet high. The subsequent steahng of his bones

and their return to his friends have been recorded by the historian and

poet, and need not be repeated here.

VAN BUREN COUNTY.

MOUNDS NEAR l>OUD.

These mounds are some 18 in number, circular in form, of rather

small size, and placed in a nearly straight line upon the very crest of

a remarkably straight and sliarp ridge, 30 or 10 feet higher than the

plateau upon which the town is built.

One denoted No. 1, about 25 feet in diameter and 5 feet liigh, had

been previously opened by Mr. Doud, and yielded two gray disks each

4 inches in diameter, a grooved stone axe and stone chips.

No. 7, about 20 feet in diameter and 3i feet high, was explored and

found, as usual, to contain a core of hard earth, but nothing else.

No. 12, diameter 25 feet and height 4 feet, was found to contain, be-

neath the hard core and lying on the original surface of the ground,

decayed human bones and three fragments of dark colored pottery.

No. 14, opened, nothing found.

No. 15, same size as No. 12. In this, beneath a very liard core and

lying horizontally on the original surface with head north, were the

remains (scarcely more than traces) of a human skeleton.

LEE COUNTY.

Upon the bluffs near the junction of the DeS Moines river with the

Mississippi were many cii-cular mounds, most of which have been opened

and inimerous articles mostly of intrusive burials obtained therefrom.

Several were opened by the Bureau agent, but nothing found in them

save decayed human bones, fragments of pottery and stone chips.

) ILLINOIS.

JOE DAVIESS COUNTY.

Overlooking the city of East Dubuque (Dunleith) is a line of blufts

whose grassy slopes and summits ai-e dotted over with ancient mounds
of unusual symmetry, some of them above the usual size for this section

of the country. The relative positions of these mounds to one another,

to the bluffs, and to the river are shown in the diagram (Fig. 54).
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The following list giv-es the respective sizes and a brief statement of

the results of the explorations made in them. They are all of the usual

conical form

:

No.
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the fringe of a limiting sliirt. These -weie formed by rolling slender

wire-like strips into small rings.

A partial exploration of No. i was made in 18.57, revealing masses of

burned earth and charred huiiiau bones mingled with charcoal and
ashes. A further examination revealed, on the lower side, the end of a

Fig. 54.—Mound group, Dunleith, Illinois.

double line of flat stones set on edge, about a foot apart at the bottom
and adjusted so as to meet at the top in a roof-shaped arch or drain (for

whicli it was probably intended). This extended inward nearly on a
level, almo.st to tlie center, at which point it was about 3 feet beneath
the original surface of the ground. Here a skeleton was discovered in

a vault or grave which had been dug in the ground before the mound
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was cast up. Over that portion below the waist and tlie dislocated

right arm, which was drawn below the waist, were placed flat stones

so arranged by leaning as to support each other and prevent pressure

on the body; no traces of fire wei-e on them, yet when the upper por-

tions were reached, although extended in a natural position, they were
but charred remains, scarcely traceable amid the charcoal and ashes

of a fire that had nearly consumed them.
It was apparent that a grave had first been dug, the right arm of the

skeleton dislocated and placed beside it below the waist, and this part

covered ; then the remainder burned to a cinder and over all a mound
raised, which covered, in addition thereto, a pile of charred human
bones, charcoal and ashes. The mound, vault, and drain are repre-

sented in Fig. 55. (1, outline of the mound ; 2, the vault, and 3, the

drain.)

A partial examination was made of mound 'No. 13 in 1857, showing it

to be similar to the preceding, so far as then explored. Further explo-

ration brought to liglit a circle of stone slabs 10 feet in diameter, set on

Fig 55.—Vault in Mound No. 4, Dunldth, Illinois.

edge at the natural surface of tlie ground. Within this circle, at the
depth of 3 feet, were five skeletons, two of adults, two of children, and
one of an infant. They were all lying horizontally side by side, heads
south, the atlults at the outside and the children between them.
No. 15, except a roof or arched stratum 2 feet thick of prepared earth

or mortar, so firm as to retain its form for several feet unsupported,
was found to be an ossuary or heap of human bones in a promiscuous
mass, many of them decayed. Only an ankle bone which had reunited
after being broken was saved.

The most interesting feature of the group was found in Xo. 16, a.

symmetrical mound 05 feet in diameter and 10 feet high.

The first G feet from the top consisted of hard gray earth, seemingly
a mortar-like composition, which required the use of the pick. This
covered a vault built in part of stone and in part of round logs. When
ftdly uncovered this was found to be a rectangular crypt, inside meas-
urement showing it to be 13 feet long and 7 feet wide. The four

straight, surrounding waUs were built of small unhewn stones to the
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height of 3 feet and a foot or inoie iu thickness. Three feet from each

end was a cross wall or partition of like character, thus leaving a cen-

tral chamber 7 feet square, and a narrow cell at each end about 2 feet

wide and 7 feet long. This had been entirely covered with a single

layer of round logs, varying in diameter from 6 to 12 inches, laid close

together side by side across the width of the vault, the ends resting

npon and extending to uneven lengths beyond the side walls.

.J.ltilf[!».,.V.

^',^:

fj-^'

Fig. 56.—Seetion of ilouud No. 16. Dmilcith Illinois.

In the central chamber were 11 skeletons, adults, 4 children of dif-

ferent sizes, and 1 infant, the last evidently buried iu the arms of one
of the adults, presumably its mother. They had all apparently been
interred at one time as they were found arranged iu a circle in a sitting

l)0sture, with backs against the walls. In the center of the space

around which they were grouped was a fine large shell, Busycon per-

versum, which had been converted into a drinking cup by removing
the columella. Scattered around this

were quite a number of pieces of bro-

ken pottery.

The end cells, walled off as hereto-

fore stated, were nearly- filled with a
fine chocolate-colored dust, which,

when first uncovered, gave out such
a sickening odor that it was found
necessary to suspend operations until

the next day in order to give it time

to escape. This dust may be the

ashes resulting from burning the

fleshy portions of the individuals buried in the central chamber. A
bottle of it was saved for future examination.

A vertical section of the mound and vault, lengthwise of the latter, is

shown in Fig. 56. In this can be seen the end and partition walls of

the vault, the cells, the skeletons, the ends of the logs forming the cover

and the hard central mass of the mound. Fig. 57 shows the plan of

the vault, the positions of the skeletons, and the projecting ends of the

logs on one side. The covering consisted of oak logs, nearly all of which
had been peeled and someof the larger ones somewhat squared by slab-

bing otj,' the sides before being put in place. The slabs and bark thus

removed, together with reeds and twigs, had been laid over the logs

Fig. 57. -Vault iu Mounil No. IG. Duuleith.

niiuois.
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to fill the crevices. It was uot possible to decide from the iudications

what kiud of implement liad beeu used in peeling and slabbing the logs.

The larger logs extended a foot or more, irregularly, bej^nd the side

walls. Over the whole vault had been spread layer after layer of mor-

tar-like material evidently containing lime or ashes, a foot or more of

ordinary soil, forming the outer or top layer, completing the mound.
No. 12 was opened some years ago by Dr. Campbell, who found in it

a vault similar iu character to the one described.

PIKE COUNTY.

On the spur of the ridge upon which the Welch mounds of Brown
county, hereafter noticed, are situated, and about midway between
them and Chambersburg, in Pike county, is a group of circular mounds,
possibly the work of another people than those who built the effigies.

They are mainly on the farm of Mr. W. A. Hume, who assisted in

opening eight of them, of which but two are specially noticed here.

The first was 5 feet high and but 2.5 in diameter, of true conical form.

It was composed of the usual hard "burial earth" throughout, with

nothing of interest at the bottom ; but near the top, scarcely covered

with earth, was found the skeleton of an adult, doubtless an Indian

intrusive burial.

Tlie other, situated on the iioint of a commanding bluff, was also

conical in form, 50 feet in diameter and S feet high. The outer layer

consisted of sandy soil, 2 feet thick, filled with slightly decayed
skeletons, probably Indians of intrusive burials. The earth of the

main portion of this mound was a very flue yellowish sand which shov-

eled like ashes and was everywhere, to the depth of from 2 to 4 feet, as

fullof liunian skeletons as could well be stowed away in it, even to two
and three tiers. Among these were a number of bones not together as

skeletons, but mingled in confusion and probably from scaffolds or

other localities. Excepting one, which was rather more than 7 feet

long, these skeletons appeared to be of medium size and many of them
much decayed. Some feet beneath all these was a single skeleton of

ordinary size, much decayed, and with it a bone and skull of some quad-
ruped.

The other mounds of the group are circular, varying in diameter
from 30 to 50 feet and in height from 4 to 8 feet. In the six opened the

only things found were the bones of intrusive burials near the top and
sides, with a few arrow points and rude, chipped stone implements,
probably scrapers.

From a line of ancient fire beds and kitchen heaps along a rivulet

that runs into ilcGee creek, near these mounds, some pieces of bones,

a number of rude stone implements and ft-agments of pottery were
obtained.
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BROWN COUNTY.

THE WELCH GROUl".

This group, of which a plan is given in Fig. 58, is on the farm of Mr,

Edward Welch, 3 miles west of Perry Springs station, Wabash and
St. Louis Eailroad, on a

^ narrow ridge some 200

^ feet above the bottom

^^ lauds. It consists of six

mounds (Nos. 1 to 6 in the

plan), and a number of

small saucer-shaped ba-

sins surrounded by low,

earthen ridges, doubtless

the sites ofancient dwell-

ings or wigwams. The
latter are indicated onthe

l)lan by small circles.

Mound No. 2, about 100

feet in diameter and 8 feet

high, had a very marked
depression in the top. A
pit G feet square carried

down to the natural sur-

face brought to light three

Are beds at different
depths. Numerous frag-

ments of pottery, stone

chips, pieces of sand-
stone, which had been
used as tool-sharpeners,

and a flat sandstone

nearly 2 feet square, on
one side ofwhich were sev-

eral long, deei) grooves,

^^ probably made in sharj)-

ening tools, were also

found.

No. 6 was also opened,

but only disclosed the
•' ^ ^«ff

"

****"'
T^ fact that it consisted of

an outer layer of soil 1

foot thick and the remainder, soil, clay, stone chips, and fragments of

pottery commingled.
As the land was in wheat at the time of examination, permission to

nuike further excavations in the mounds was reflised.

c^¥^

.ss
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The dwelling sites vary considerably in size, some being as much as

70 feet in diameter, and some of them 3 feet deep in the center after fifty

years of cultivation.

Mound Xo. 4 is oblong in form, the longer diameter 165 feet and the

shorter 90, height 15 feet ; regularly truncated, with flat top, the length
on top about 100 feet.

ANCIENT WORKS NEAR LAGRANGE.

These works are on the top of the bluff facing the Illinois river,

just below the mouth of Crooked creek. The principal area occupied
is the top of a spur tianked by a ravine on each side and extending
back from the river with a level plateau. At the back, where the side

bluffs cease to form a sufticient natural defense, an embankment has
been thrown up. This extends across the area irom one ravine to the

other, measuring 597 feet in length, leaving a slope of 48 feet to a

ditch 30 feet wide and 8 or 10 feet below the level of the plateau beyond.
Immediately within the wall was evidently the main village, as here
are numerous saucer-shaped depressions or hut rings, and between
these and the margin of the bluff in a nearly straight line are three

mounds, one oblong, the others circular. With or without palisades the
place must have been easily defended in this direction.

The only other assailable part of the bluff is a sloping ridge extend-

ing down toward the river on the left. This is fortified by an earthen
wall, breast high, which follows the windings of the crest and which has
a mound-like enlargement at each turn or change of sloi)e.

The length of the nefirly level area from the rear wall to the oblong
mound or embankment is 492 feet; thence to the mound which is

on the very edge of the bluff the slope is marked and the distance is

315 feet. There are other mounds outside of the fort on the point of a
spur across the ravine to the right.

A considerable collection of stone implements, mostly in fragments,
was made at this place, gathered from the surface. Onfy four mounds
were examined, as the remaining ones had been opened by others, who
found a number of tine stone hatchets, pipes, arrowheads, gorgets, etc.,

mostly at the tops of the mounds. The dwelling sites are from 30 to

50 feet in diameter and from 1 to 3 feet deep.

The four mounds opened yielded only human bones and a few Irag-

nients of stone implements.
In one, diameter 50 feet, height 15 feet, lay a human skeleton at the

bottom, much decayed.
In the second, diameter 40 feet, height 10 feet, were decaying bones,

stone chi^js, and fragments of pottery.

No. 3, diameter 60 feet, height 15 feet, full of bones.

No. 4, diameter 50 feet, height 15 feet, many bones.

As all the human bones found in the last were near the surface, at

the toi) or sides, they are iiresutnably those of modern Indians, and the
mounds may have been tuilt for other than burial purposes. But those
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upon the bluff to the right are probably all burial luouuds. They are

mainly of very hard prepared earth, and one of those explored was
certainly a depository of skeletons lemoved from elsewheie.

Upon the level bottom between the bluff and a lake or bayou con-

necting with the Illinois river, and about 2 miles south of Lagrange, is

a small group of mounds, very interesting from the fact that here we
see the i^yramidal form so common in the south, but so rare in this

northern region.

The dimensions- of these mounds are as follows (the numbers are

given merely as means of designating them)

:

No. 1, circular; diameter, 100 feet; height, 5 feet.

No. 2, rectangular ; base, 198 by 117 feet; top, 111 by 30 feet ; height,

30 feet ; regularly truncated ; top level.

No. 3, rectangular; base, 165 by S2 feet; top, 10.5 by 30 feet; height,

24 feet ; regularly truncated ; top level.

No. 1, circular; diameter, 90 feet; height, 15 feet.

No. 5, circular; diameter, 33 feet; height, 6 feet.

The size, form, appearance, and surroundings of these mounds seem-

ingly indicate that they are the work of southern mound-builders.

The neighboring bluffs are covered with the ordinary circulai^ mounds,
20 to 60 feet in diameter and 4 to 8 feet high. The tops of these had
already been rifled of the intrusive burials of Indian skeletons, stone,

and occasionally iron Implements and other modern articles. Further

exploration of the hard central core of many of them revealed only

decaying human bones and unimijortant articles. But those on the

bottom are of a very different type from those on the bluffs, and prob-

ably are the work of a different people. The bottom on which these

stand is subject to occasional overflows. Many acres of a dry, sloping

terrace 2 miles south of this iioint are strewn with the finest lance and
arrow heads and other stone iiiiplcinents found in the valley of the Illi-

nois river. Fragments of a better quality of pottery were also abun-

dant, but no entire vessels were found.

ADAMS COUNTY.

Upon the east bank of the Mississippi opposite Canton, Missouri, is

an irregular line of mounds, nearly all of which are circular and vary

in diameter from 30 to 120 feet, and in height trom4 to 10 feet. Two
of these were opened with the following result

:

No. 1, about 100 feet in diameter and 10 feet high, was composed ofV

first, a layer of soil 2 feet thick, the remainder of compact earth so hard

as to require the use of the pick. At a depth of 1 foot in the latter, or

3 feet from the top, was a much-decayed skeleton of ordinary size lying

horizontally with the head toward the west, about which were some
fragments of pottery. Nothing else of interest was found.

No. 2, 60 feet in diameter and 5 feet high, was of similar construction,

but nothing was found in it.
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INDIAN GRAVE PRAIKIf;.

About 5 miles southeast of tlie preceding on the western shore of a
small lake is a spot known as "Indian Grave praiiie," which in former
times was a favorite haunt of the Indians. It is a circular area contain-

ing some 50 acres, rising about 5 feet above the surrounding lands, with
a steep descent all around the margin, and is now a part of the levee.

Mr. E. E. Thorn, who noAv occupies and cultivates it, says there is

neither trace nor tradition of timber having ever grown upon it, but
that he has found abundant evidence of long-continued occupancy prior

to its possession by white men.
Excavations made in several oval-topped mounds brought to light

nothing except the fact that they were composed mainly of sand like the
surrounding soil, although decayed human bones are said to have been
found in some of them.

Three or four feet in depth of the bank fronting the lake is, in fact, a
refuse heap mixed with charcoal, ashes, stone chiijs, and other evidences

of long occupancy. However, a single bone awl and some pieces of

pottery were the only articles obtained by the Bureau assistant.

A small image of pottery, found while plowing near one of the mounds
on this area, is in possession o/oue of the residents.

CALHOUN COUNTY.

This county is a long narrow belt of land lying between the Illinois and
Mississippi rivers immediately above their junction. It con.sists chiefly of
an elevated ridge from 250 to 300 feet high, flanked on each side by
rich alluvial bottoms bordering the two rivers, its sides being cut by
numerous deep ravines. The upland is irregular and broken, some of

it too much so for cultivation, though the soil is rich.

Mounds are comparatively numerous over this area, the larger i)or-

tion being found on the uplands.
The first group examined was one consisting of four mounds situated

on the NW. i, Sec. 34, T. 10 S., E. 2 W. These are placed along the top
of a spur of the ridge, about 250 feet above the bottoms; the immediate
position being flanked on the east and west by deep ravines. The fol-

lowing table shows the respective sizes of the tumuli and their courses
aud distances from one another, commencing with IsTo. 1 at the north-

west end of the series and measuring from center to center:

No. of
mouud.
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The construction of No. 1, wliicli stands on the highest point occu-

pied by the group, proved to be very simple. Passing through the

vegetable mold Fig. 59, c, some 3 inches thick, a layer of earth d was
reached which formed the mass of the mound, and was similar in char-

acter to the soil of the surrounding surface of the ridge. Under this

was a pile of stones b resting on the original surface,

except where excavated, the area covered measuring
13 by 9 feet. Below this at (/ was an excavation in the

original soil, 7 feet long by 2 feet wide, and a little more
than a foot deep. In the bottom of this grave was a

single badly decayed skeleton lying at full length on
its back. Over it was earth mixed with stones, which
filled the grave. There were no indications that bark

"^ S or any other wrapping had been used.

Mound No. 2 was in fact nothing more than a single

layer of stones covering an area of about 16 feet in di-

ameter, placed here doubtless to shield from the wild

beasts the half dozen bodies or skeletons buried beneath
them. On top of the stones was a fire bed, showing
that a fire had been built immediately after the stones

were placed, as it lay on the stones but not on the mold
which covered them.

Mound No. 4 was found to consist—after passing

through the vegetable mold (t)—chiefly of yellow clay

from the surrounding surface. This was interru^Dted

3535 ^ only by two small heaps of stone, as shown in Fig. 60

(plan and section), /indicating the clay layer and g and
/t the stone heaps ; mis an excavation in the original

siu'face. In this grave, which was but little more than
6 inches deep, was a single skeleton, resting on the

right side, head northwest. There were no indications

of wrappings or other covering than earth.

Mound No. 5, which stands on the edge of the ridge,

had been iiartially opened before. Its construction was
similar to that of No. 1, except that the stone heap was
smaller, and the form and arrangement of the grave be-

neath diiferent. This grave was nearly 6 feet by 5, and
18 inches deep. Slabs of limestone were set on edge around the sides.

It contained a single skeleton, resting on the left side, accompanied by
a shell needle, and surrounded by a quantity of light ash-like sub-

stance almost filling the grave. The bones were slightly decayed and
the skull was crushed.

The next group examined is situated on the SE. J Sec. 29, T. 10 S.,

R. 2 W., on the main ridge, probably 300 feet higher than the river bot-

toms. This consists of 12 mounds, two of which were excavated with

the following results

:

a
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Mduud No. 1, between 3 auil -t feet high, diameters .31 and 22 feet,

is oval in outline and somewhat flattened. It proved to be a simple

heap of earth covering a single grave or slight excavation, in which
lay a single skeleton at full length on the back.

Moirnd No. 2 of this group presented the same method of construc-

tion as No. 1.

In Fig. 61 is presented the plat of a group on the NE. ^ Sec. 31, T.

10 S., E. 2 W., the laud of Mr. William I. Wilkinson. It consists of

twelve mounds, situated on the top of a ridge some 200 feet above the

river bottoms. They are all of the ordinary conical tji^jc, varying in

diameter from 20 to 50 feet, and in height from 2 to 5 feet, as will be
seen by reference to the following table (measurements from base to

base).

No.
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edge of the tumulus. Two bird-shaped stoue pipes (Nos. 134706 aud
134767) were taken from the layer of burnt earth and three chii^ped

implements were also found in the same layer.

No. 8, a section of which is shown in Fig. 63, also presents some vari-

ations worthy of notice. In this figure, e is the surface accumulation of

vegetable mold, 3 inches thick; / the yellow clay body of the mound,
2 feet thick; h a mass of burned clay; 7i a layer about 2 inches thick

of dark, greasy earth; m an excavation in the original soil. The clay

mass h had been burned to a brick red, and in the center was as hard
as a brick. The grave was about 6 feet long by 2^ in width, and cou-

FlG. 60.—Mound No. 4, Sec. 34, T. 10, E. 2, Calhoun county, Illinois.

tained the skeleton, probably of a female, lying on its back at full

length. Immediately under the southwest end of the burned clay

mass were the charred remains of three skeletons; and at g fragments

of charred animal and human bones.

A mound on the NE. ^ Sec. 15, T. 10 S., R. 3 W., standing on the

brink of a blutf, presented the following features : It measured a little

over 4 feet high aud 30 feet in diameter, and was composed entirely of

clay from the surface of the ridge immediately to the west, as was
apparent ti'om an excavation at this point some 2 feet deep. Contrary

to the rule, this contained no covering of vegetable mold. The north-

ern, eastern, and southern margins were strengthened by flat stones

(see Fig. 63), probably to prevent washing, as the sui'face of the ridge

sloped rapidly away in these directions.

The important feature of the mound was the number of skeletons
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foiind scattered tliioufjli it, most oftbeni intrusive and at various depths.

The mode of l)urial was somewliat different from the usual custom in

this region, thongh resembling that in mound No. 2 of the first group
mentioned. The first three ^yere in the eastern side at the depth of 12

inches, lying at full length; the fourth at the depth of 9 inches, the

bones of which had been charred before burial ; the fifth at the depth
of 6 inches, bundled, lying on one flat stone and covered by another. At
another point were three skeletons, at the depth of 9 inches, one of them
at full length, the other two bundled. Four other skeletons, atthe depth
of a foot, were lying at full length on one layer of stones and covered by
another. Nine others were scattered through the mound at various
depths, some between stones and most of them bundled.
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Undemeatli the inouml were two excavations in the original soil,.

the one marked a being but 2J feet long, 2 feet wide, and 18 inches deep.

In this were the bones of a single skeleton, but in sach coiifusion as to

make it evident they were buried after the flesh had been removed.

The other excavation, 6, 7 feet longby 2i wide and 2J feet deep, contained

a single male skeleton lying at fidl length, face up and head south. The
bottom of the grave under this skeleton was covered with decayed

vegetable matter to the depth of 2 or 3 inches.

Several relics were found in this tumulus, all with the skeletons.

These were as follows: Two arrow points, a banner stone (134776); a

broken pot (134772) with the -skeleton in grave &; a stone celt (134775),

a shell, a lot of bone beads (134770); a piece of lead ore (134773); and a

grooved stone axe (134771).

The next group examined, consisting of twenty mounds, is in the

northwest quarter of Sec. 2, T. 9 S., K. 2 W., located along the narrow
crest of a ridge rising from 125 to 300 feet above the Illinois river.

The distance from 1 to 20 (at the opposite ends of the line), following

the bend, is above three-sevenths of a mile. The following table gives

the courses and distances of the mounds from one another, measuring
from center to center, and the size of each

:

Number.
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In these, e is the surface sod, 2 inches thick; the remainder,/, down
to the natural ground, consisted of yellow clay taken from the top of
the ridge; g-<i, the line of the original surface; Xos. 1 to 10 skeletons, h,

a small fire bed, and A-, a flat stone resting on it. Skeleton 1, (! inches

below the sod, lay at full length, face up, head south ; 2 and 3, at full

length, faces up, heads northeast, at the depth of 10 inches; 4, on the

original surface of the ridge, stretched out, head northwest, face toward
the river. The bones in this case were more decayed than those fur-

ther up in the mound ; and near by was the fire bed, 7( also on the
original sm-face. This was small, measuring but 2 feet in diameter,

Fig. C2.—Vertical section of Moun.l Xo. «. XE. J Sec. .'il, T. 10, R

and not more than 2 inches thick ; it was covered by a flat stone, fe,

which bore no indications of fire. !No. 5, a skeleton at the depth of 9

inches, face up, head southwest; 6, at the depth of 15 inches, head
southwest, face down, an unusual position; 7, at a depth of 3 feet,

bones in a heap with the skull on top, the heap resting on the natural

surface. No 8, but 3 inches below the sod, at full length, tace up, head
southwest; and 10, at the depth of 10 inches, heads northeast.

Most of the burials in this mound seem to have been intrusive or

made at different periods. A few shell beads with skeleton No. 1 were
the only relics found.

Fig. 6:).—Vertical aection nf mouurt on SE. J Sec, 15, T. 10, E. 2 W., lUinnis.

Mounds 2 and 5 were constructed much like No. 1; the former con-

taining no skeletons; the latter, which had been partially opened be-

fore, containing several skeletons, three of which remained. These
were intrusive, all at full length, faces up.

Mound 6 was similar in construction to the preceding. Under the
northern end and resting on the natural surface of the ridge was a
fire bed some G inches thick and 3 feet in diameter, of charcoal, ashes,

and burned human bones. Judging by all the indications Mr. Middle-

ton, the explorer, concluded that the body or skeleton of a medium-
sized person had been placed on the surface of the ridge, face up, head
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eastward, aud a fire kindled over tlie middle portion, cousumiug tho

larger boues. The skull does not seem to liave been affected by heat.

Another fact worthy of notice is that the earth immediately over the

bones showed no indications of fire.

In the southern end of the mound lay another skeleton at full length

on the surface of the ridge, with the head south.

Mound 7 was not thoroughly explored because of a large hickory tree

standing on it. The coastruction so far as it could be made cut was as

follows: 2 inches of sod, then the body of clay as usual; below this,

resting on the surface of the ridge, was a layer of thoroughly burnt

clay stretching nearly across the mound; this was covered with coals

and ashes to the depth of 2 inches. Under this layer of burnt clay

were the charred remains of a skeleton. The indications were that the

body in this case had been buried in the flesh.

FiQ. 64.—Vertical seclion of Moiinrt No. 1, NW. Sec. 2, T. 9, E. 2 W., IlliDois.

Another group examined is situated on the W. i of Sec. 2 and B. J

of Sec. 3, T. 9 S., R. 2 W. This consists of 5 mounds varying in diam-

eter from 30 to 60 feet aud in height from 3 to feet; on the crest of a

ridge as usual.

All except one liail been previously explored, and in one of them a

box-shaiied stone grave found.

No. 4, the smallest of the group, the one which had not been dis-

turbed consisted of a top layer of vegetable mold and a body of clay

as usual. Resting on the surface of the ridge near the center was

a pile of flat limestones, which were probably brought from the

eastern end of the ridge near by. This pile covered a space 12 feet

in diameter, being 2i feet high in the center. The spaces were filled

with decayed vegetable material, and the outer stones bore indications

of weathering as though the pile had remained uncovered for some

time after it was built. At the northern base of the heap, partly sirr-

rounded by it, was a box-shaped stone grave 5 feet long and 2 feet wide.

It was complete, having stones both at bottom and top, though the latter

had fallen in. In it were two skeletons appareiitly of young persons,

on their backs, but faces turned towards each other, heads east. They
were surrounded by decayed vegetable or animal matter. Immedi-
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iitely east of the center of the mouud and partially covered by the

stone pile was a decayed skeleton lying at length on its back, head to

the south. '

There are a number of groups on the western side of the couuty in

the vicinity of Hamburg, most of which have been explored ; one, how-
ever, appears to have been overlooked. This is located on the NW. ^
Sec. 1, T. 10 S., li. 3 W., on the crest of a ridge some 200 feet or more
above the river level, and consists of six mounds.
The dimensions of these are as follows : No. 1, diameters 01 by 23 feet;

height, 4 feet. No. 2, diameters, 50 by 34 feet; height, 5 feet. No. 3,

diameters, (iO by 37 feet; height, 6 feet. No. 4, diameter, 25 feet; height,

4 feet. No. 5, diameters, 60 by 35 feet ; height, 6 feet. No. 6, diame-
ters, 57 by 30 feet; height, 3 feet.

In No. 4 nothing was observed of interest except a small flre-bed on
the natural surface of the ridge under the center of the mound. There
were no indications of burials.

The construction and contents of No. 5 were as follows : A layer of

vegetable mold 3 inches thick ; then 2 feet of clay surface soil very hard
and difficult to work; under this, conforming to the shape of the mound
and resting on the surface of the ridge, was a layer of earth about 9

feet in diameter. This covered a mass of burnt clay 5 feet long, 3 feet

wide, and 18 inches thick, which had been burned to a brick red and
was in fragments. At the south end was a small heap of ashes which
had probably been raked ofl' the Are beds, and in the same locality

but at the depth of 18 inches, was a skeleton resting at full length

face up, in or under a small fire-bed. Judging fi'om the indications,

clay had been placed over the middle part of the body on which a fire

had been kindled. As the bones were not charred it is probable the

flesh had not been removed before bmial. In the northern part, at the
depth of 3 feet, was another badly decayed skeleton.

Mixed in the tire bed were a number of charred human bones; parts

of two skeletons, apparently intrusive burials, were found in the upper
layer.

Another group situated a short distance north of Hardin on the NE.
4 Sec. 27, T. 10 S., R. 2 W., stands on the margin of a bluff, about 200
feet above the Illinois river. Directly in front of the mounds the blufl'

breaks down perpendicularly for about 40 feet.

The dimensions are as follows

:

No.
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No. 1, the only one of tlie groiiii explored, proved to be very inter-

esting. As will be seen by reference to Fig. 05, showing a vertical

section, it is located on the very btink of the precipice.

The upi)er portion (a) to the depth of 14 feet was a single layer com-

posed chiefly of yellow clay obtained from the surrounding surface of

the blutt'. Near the center, at the depth of 4 feet, was a horizontal

bed (6) of hard, gray earth—ai)parently muck from the river, 8 inches

thick and covering an area about 20 feet in diameter, and three feet

lower another bed (c) of burnt clay about the same thickness and
extent as the preceding. Although particles of charcoal were mixed
through the latter no ashes were observed on or about it.

At the deptli of 14 feet the top of what seems to luivc been the nucleus

or original mound was reached, over which the heavy mass of clay had
been cast at some subsequent period. Over this lay a thin covering of

Fl<i. 65.—Vertii'al sictioii of Mound Xo. 1. NE. Sec. 27, T. 10, I;. 1! W., Illinois.

white, ash-like material (//) not more than 2 inches thick and extending

on all sides to the original base. This rested, for the most part, on a
single layer of stones ((/</), the latter lacking several feet of extending

to the outer margin. Examining carefully the stones which formed
this layer, evidences of weathering on the upper side were distinctly

visible, showing that the mound must have remained undisturbed at

this height for a considerable length of time. The thin stratum of ash-

like material seems to confirm this view as the decayed stems of grass

found near the outer margin show that it was produced by l)uruing a
covering of grass which had probably grown over it. The dark spots

{d and e) indicate two small fire beds resting on the layer of stones.

Removing the stones and cutting a trench through the low, broad
original mound or nucleus to the natural surface of the bluff, the con-

struction was found to be as shown in the figure. By z is indicated

an oval basin, 10 by 13 feet, lined throughout with a layer of stones (»«),

similar to those above. It was filled with the yellow surface soil of the

ridge and covered with the layer of stones g g. The stones below also

bore distinct marks of weathering, and were covered with a thin layer
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of a white material like ashes mixed with decayed leaves and grass.

Under these stones and resting on the natnral snrface of the ridge was
a thin layer of decayed vegetable matter {>). The slopes i i surround-

ing the basin were of yellow clay similar to that of the thick upper
layer of the mound. The dark spots h and k indicate small fire beds.

Partly under and partly in the bottom layer of decayed vegetable
matter and exactly in the center of the mound was a single skeleton (o)

lying on the back at full length, the feet to the south, but the head was
wanting. Not a tooth or particle of the jaw or skull was to be found,

though careful search was made. As all the other bones were well

preserved and comparatively sound, except that the pelvis and some of

the ribs were broken, it is presumed that the head must have been
removed before burial. This is the second instance observed in which
the head had been thus removed. The first was noticed at Pecan
Point, Arkansas.

Six feet south of the center of the mound was a small deposit of

burned bones lying on the natural surface of the bluif. Seven feet

west ot the center, lying on the original soil, were the remains of an
infant (s), which had been doubled up until the knees touched the

chin, wrapped in a grass covering, and placed upon its left side.

A seashell (Busycoii perversum) from which the cohimella had been
removed, converting it into a drinking cup, which was at the right

shoulder of the skeleton, and a fragment a])parently of another similar

shell, were the only relics found in the mound. The latter was in a
stone box or cist lii feet square and 1 foot deep, resting on the natural

surface of the ridge. Not a fragment of bone was found in this box.

Another singular feature observed consisted of three small pits (», v,

x) under the eastern base of the upper layer. These were three holes,

from 15 to 18 inches in diameter and 1 foot deep. One of them con-

tained particles of rotten wood. There wcri' several intrusive burials

in the thick upper clay layer which presented nothing of special inter-

est.

It would seem from the facts and figure given that we have in this

tumulus a specimen of the Ohio "altar mound" type, as what we have
called the nucleus or original mound is in fact one of the so-called

"altars" of the type described by Messrs. Squier and Davis.

MADISON AND ST. CLAIR COUNTIES.

On the line separating these t\\o counties is the celebrated Cahokia
group, which includes the giant structure known as the Cahokia or

Monk's mound.
In the fall of 1882 Mr. William McAdams was engaged by this Bureau

to make an exploration and preliminary survey of this interesting re-

gion, but his work was suddenly cut short at the end of a month by
severe winter weather.
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The first mounds visited were those on Wood river where it emerges
from the highlands and enters the bottom. This bottom, which extends
southward from Alton along the Mississippi, is generally known as the

"American bottom." Many small mounds are found on the bluffs in

this vicinity, as shown in the accompanying map. (Fig. 06.) An oval-

shaped one some 5 feet in height, situated on the sloping bluff between
the forks of the stream, was of a yellowish clay nuicli more compact
and tenacious than the loess of the bluff. At the depth of 5 or feet

were the crumbling bones of a human skeleton. The body had evi-

dently been buried extended, with the face upward. With the bones
were some ashes, but none of the bones showed any indications of

having been burned. No relics of stone or other material Avere found.

Fl<:. G6.—AViiod river mouuds, iladisun coiiuty, Illiiioie.

An adjoining mound on the west and of nearly the same size was
ojiened, but presented nothing materially different from the first. Sub-
sequently, however, in a small mound on the bluff above the railroad

track, on thewest sideof Wood river, a human skeleton was discovered,

at the depth of about 2 feet, much decayed ; the skull, however, was
preserved.

On this bluff there had been, in times not very remote, numerous
burials without the erection of mounds. Some of the bones were but a
few inches beneath the surface of the ground.
The next excavation of any importance was made iu a mound on the

bluff in St. Clair county, near the line between St, Clair and Madison
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counties and nearly east of the Great Cahokia mound. This was con-

ical in shape and formed a landmark for some distance around. At
the depth of about 3 feet the earth, which was a yellowish clay, became
dry and very hard and quite different in character from the loess of the

bluff on which the mound stands. At the depth of about 12 feet a
layer of ashes, nearly an inch thick, was disclosed, and a foot below
this another layer of ashes a foot or more in thickness. Excepting some
thin, flat pieces of sandstone there were no relics nor other remains, not

even a portion of bone. Below the ashes the eai'th showed the effect

of heat for a few inches, but seemed to be the undisturbed surface of

the bluff.

Near this mound the projecting point of the bluff has been changed
to form a flat circular platform that nuglit, in times past, have served
for some aboriginal purpose, possibly an outlook or signal station, as

it occupies one of the highest points and overlooks the whole plain of

the Cahokia. Numerous excavations in this vicinity revealed the fact

that at one time the top of the bluff had been a burying place, and
from a small elevation in the loess, that might originally have been a

mound of some dimensions—for the place is under cultivation—a toler-

ably well-preserved skull was obtained. There were three entire skel-

etons in the mound, the skulls of two being crushed.

These burials were made by laying the bodies on their sides or backs,

with the limbs straight. The form of the skull seems to be a conuiion

one on the bluff, but, as the exi)lorer thinks, somewhat diflerent from
those found by him in the bottom or low lands. No relics of any kind

were found witli these bones.

It is worthy of note that nearly all the relics found at the Cahokia
group of mounds have been taken from the low ground between the

mounds. The remarkable find of pottery, implements, and shells made
by Mr. McAdams in the winter of 1881 was in the low land a short dis-

tance from the northeast corner of the great mound. The articles were
nearly all taken from a square rod of ground. This has been to some
extent Dr. Patrick's experience in making his fine collection of pottery.

The real burial place of the builders of th e Cahokia mounds probably
is yet to be discovered.

The bank of Cahokia creek during the occupation of the mounds was
evidently more to the south than its present line alon g the eastern part

of the group. The old bank is still plainly visible, as shown in PI.

VI. The low laud between this old bank and the creek is now cov-

ered with forest trees. All along this bank, which forms the edge of

the plateau on which the mounds stand, are abundant evidences of

occupation in remote times. In digging 2 or 3 feet at almost any point

along this bank indications of fireplaces are found, with numerous river

shells, broken pottery, and kitchen refuse. As all the arable ground
about the mound has been iu cultivation many years, it is quite possi-

ble that some of the burial places, which are usually quite shallow, have
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been destroyed, as pieces of human bones are very common in the

plowed fields.

The location, forms, and heights of the various mounds of the Cahokia

group as given in theannexed diagram (PI. vi) are from Mr. McAdams's
survey and are believed to be strictly correct. The figures on or by

the mounds indicate the height.

The next excavations were made in the mounds at Mitchell, on Long
lake. The principal digging was done in the base of the large mound
through which the railroad tracks rnn. Bones and sea shells had beeu

discovered here by some workmen in digging a trench through the base

of the mound between two railroad tracks for the purpose of laying a

water pipe to the lake. This ditch was reopened, then widened out, and

the spot fully exploited. There seemed to have been 4 or 5 skeletons of

adults, which lay east and west. A great number of whorls of sea

shells had been buried with them, probably taken out in forming drink-

ing cups or water vessels. These shells are from a few inches to a foot

or more in length and belong mostly to the genus Busycon.

The mound from which these shells were taken was nearly square in

shape, 100 paces on each of its sides, 25 or 30 feet in height, with a flat,

level summit. It is now, with the exception of a small portion in the

center between two railroad tracks, obliterated, a part only of the base

remaining.

In removing the western side of the mound a few years ago, to make
a road across Long lake, many human remains were found and, with

them, implements of stone, bone, and copper. The mound was composed

principally of black dirt or soil, and wherever excavations were made
in the base, at the depth of 3 or 4 feet, the original under soil of the

surrounding praiiie, a yellowish sandy loam, was reached. This is the

mound ftom which Mr. Henry R. Howland obtained the copper articles

described and figured in his paper in the bulletin of the Buft'alo Acad-

emy of Sciences, 1877.

In addition to the maps already given, Mr. McAdams prepared a map
of the western part of Mswlison county, including one range of sections

in the northern part of St. Clair county, showing the location and rel-

ative positions of the various groups of mounds named. This map is

shown (on a reduced scale) in PI. vii.

RANDOLPH COUNTY.

STONE GRAVES ON THE MILL TRACT.

These are situated aboul half a mile north of Prairie du Rocher, on

a long ridge that runs in a westerly direction nearly across the nar-

row bottom of a small creek that flows through the village. This

ridge, which is about 25 feet higher than the bottom land, descends

gradually from the hills to the west, having a steep slope on each side.

The soil is yellow, tenacious clay. The graves were on the rounded top,
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some little distance back of the point. All were of the usual box shape
and all but one more thau G feet long ; some of them were so near the

surface as to leave the tops exposed. The position of the head of the

skeleton could easily be determined in all but three of them before the

cover was removed, by the form of the grave, as the cists were wider at

one end thau the other, and somewhat coflSu-shaped. They usually

measured from H to 2^ feet in width at the head, but only a foot or even
less at the other end, the depth from a foot to IS inches. In fact, it

seems that in some cases the body nmst have been placed in position

and the side and end stoues fltted to it. In these cases slabs of lime-

stone were first placed iu the bottom of the excavation, as the pieces

forming the sides and ends rested edgewise on these, usually two pieces

,>^^^^^^^/,.v^•

,1

CreeJC

Ro€Ld to Pwiri^ da Jlocfier

Fig. 67.—Stouo graves on Mill tract, Kaiidolpli couuty, Illiuois.

to a side and one at each end. Where the two pieces at the sides

joined, there was a smaller piece thrust at right angles between them,

the main projection being outward. The cover consisted of a single

layer of these slabs, in some instances without breaking the joints, in

others overlapping each other. In other cases the pieces forming tlie

walls and ends appear to have been put into position before the bot-

tom was lined. In some of them a single slab formed one side; if

more than one slab was used, they either overlapped or another was
added to strengthen the joint. The stones were obtained from the
hillside a few rods farther up the ridge.

The bodies buried in these graves were covered to a depth of 2 or 3

inches with the yellow clay of the ridge; the covering over the graves
consisted of linu\stoue. The respective positions are shown in Fig. 07.
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The positions of tlie bodies in tlie graves were as follows

:

Grave No. 1: Skeleton on the back at full length, head to the

south, face up.

Grave No. 3 : Skeleton on the back at full length. A small earthen

pot was buried with it, but was so soft when found that it could not

be moved before it had crumbled to pieces.

Grave No. 4: Skeleton at full length on the back, head to the east,

but face turned over toward the south.

Grave No. 6: Skeleton bundled, but the skull in the east side of the

cist with the face up.

Grave No. 7 : Skeleton at full length on the back, head south, but

face tui'ned toward the west.

Graves Nos. 8 and 9 : Skeletons at full length on the back, faces up,

heads to the south.

Graves Nos. 11 and 2: Skeletons at full length on the back, heads

east.

With the exception of that in grave No. G, the bodies appear to

have been biuied without removing the flesh.

THE DE FRENNK STONE GRAVES.

These graves are just outside of the limits of the village of Prairie

du Rocher, on the steep point of a ridge of dry, yellow clay, which ter-

minates at the junction of the two branches of the creek, about half a

mile below the graves previously mentioned. The ridge at this point

is about 30 feet higher than the road which runs along the side of the

creek.

Although a plan of the cemetery and a section of the ridge was
obtained, as shown in Fig. 68, the respective positions of only a part

of the skeletons can be given, as several of the graves had been opened

by other parties. All the cists Avere built in the same manner as those

heretofore described, and differed from them only in having the head
and foot of the same width, and a few of them also contained more
than one skeleton. Five of them—Nos. 21, 22, 23, 26, and 28—were
graves of infants. The largest of these. No. 21, was only 15 inches

long; the smallest. No. 26, only 9 inches long, 6 inches wide, and 4

inches deep (inside measurement in all cases). Mrs. Morude, an old

Belgian lady, who lives here, informed Mr. Middleton that when they

were grading for the foundation of their house she saw skulls with

the hair still hanging to them taken from these graves. It is there-

fore more than probable, and, in fact, is generally understood by the

old settlers of this section, who derived the information from their

parents, that these are the graves of the Kaskaskia and other Indians

who resided here when this part of Illinois began to be settled by the

whites.

At the point of the hill the graves were but slightly covered with

earth. In some instances this covering was not more than 6 inches
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deep, but toward the back part of tlie cemetery it reached a depth of

4 feet. This was probably due in part to washings.

In grave No. 1 the skeleton lay at full length on its back, head west.

The skull was saved in good condition.

Grave No. 2: There were two skeletons in this grave, heads west,

both at full length on the back. Both skulls were saved.

Grave No. 4: Skeleton at full lengtii on the back, he<id west.

Grave No. 6: Tliis proved to be the largest gi'ave in the cemetery
measuring 6 feet in length, 5 in width, and IS inches in depth (inside

measurements to be understood in all cases). As seen by reference to

the diagram (Fig. 68), this grave occupies a central position in the

f^'

Fig. 68 The De Freune stonii graves, Randolph county. Uliuois.

cemetery. It contained five skeletons, four of adults and one of an

infant; one of the larger was that of a female. They all lay at full

length on their backs, faces up, and heads north.

Grave No. 7 : This contained two adult skeletons, both at full length,

on their backs, heads east, but faces turned toward each other. Both
skulls were secured in good cordition. A clay muller was found with

the skeleton on the north side and a stone muller with the other.

Grave No. 9: The skeleton, apparently of a female, at full length,

face up. With it were four bone implements, one a tube, one an awl or
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perforator, one stone chisel, one stone drill, a shell ornament, a stone

implement, the fragment of an unusually fine flint knife, some green
paint, red paint, lead ore, and a chipped celt.

Grave No. 10 : Skeleton at full length on the back, face uj), head east.

Grave No. 14: Skeleton at full length on the right side, head east,

face north. With it were six hone implements, some shell sjmons, and
two shell pendants, the last from the sides of the head.

Grave No. IG: Skeleton at full length on the back, face up, head
west. With it were two earthen bowls by the head, and a single shell

bead in the right hand.

Ajtrave No. 18: The sTicleton in this grave appeared to be that of a half-

grown person. It was, as usual, at full length on the back, head east,

face north. With it was a single quartz crystal, apparently from the

region of Hot Springs, Arkansas.

Graves Nos. 21, 22, 23: The skeletons in these graves all lay on

their backs with heads east. A pot and shell spoon were found by the

right cheek of the one in No. 23. The pot stood upright, with the spoon

in it.

Grave No. 24 : A single skeleton occupied this grave. It was, as

usual, at full length on the back, head northwest. Two pots were by
the head, one on each side, in an upright position.

Grave No. 27 : In this grave there were two skeletons, at full length,

heads northeast. Nine bone implenumts were found with them.

Grave No. 29: A single skeleton and with it a pot.

Grave No. 31 : A single skeleton and with it a piece of lead ore.

No particulars were ascertained in reference to other graves which
had been opened by other parties, except that all the skeletons were

lying at full length, as those mentioned.

STONK GRAVES ON THK BLUFF.

These are situated on the bluff, just within the Eandolph county line,

at the mouth of the first large ravine on the road from Glasgow to

Prairie du Rocher. They are probably the graves mentioned by Dr,

Wislizenus.'

They are located more than 100 feet above the bottom lands, on the

point of a narrow steep spur. The cliff's immediately south of them
are perpendicular. Their respective positions, with sections of the

spur, are shown in Fig. 09.

As all but three of these graves had been opened previous to the

visit of the Bureau agent, and nothing peculiar was observed, a detailed

description is deemed unnecessary. In one of the three which was
undisturbed the skeleton was bundled, in the other two they lay at

full length, heads east, faces up. The skull of the bundled skeleton

was in the east end of the grave.

> Ti'aua. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 68.
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Southeast of Prairie du Roclier, on the blutt's, is auothcr cemetery of

stone graves situated much as the one last mentioued, and uear by is

a fine spring. These had all been examined by previous explorers.

The arrangement was found to be much like the last, one large grave

with the others around it.

t5

FKi. G9.—Stone grave.s <ui blufi", Raudotph comity. Illinois.

STONK GRAVES AT ROCKWOdD.

These are situated close to the village of Ruckwood on the land of Mr.
Eeed, on a high bench or terrace that stands about 75 feet above the

bottom lands.

The larger portion of them had been explored; some had been carried

down by a caving of the bank near which they were placed and others

removed to make way for foundations of houses. This must have been
a very extensive cemetery, as the area over M'hich the remaining graves
extend is comparatively large. The surface, which was level originally,

seems to have been rounded up somewhat, as though iutended for a
low, broad mound, but so much excavating had been done that no posi-

tive conclusiou could be reached on this i>oint.
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The graves were of the usual bos shape, and all those which remained,

except one, measured 5 feet or more in length. The small one, which

had not been disturbed, was 2 feet square and IS inches deej), but in

place of bones were four uninjured earthen pots.

In addition to the works mentioned, the following antiquities are

found in this coiinty:

MOUNDS.

AtRockwood; at Prairie du Rocher; 3 miles south of Prairie du
Rocher, on the Simpson place; on the Mudd place; above Old Lafay-

Fig. 70.—Hut rin;j:s near the liank of Big Mary river, Ulinois.

etteon theKaskaskia river; at Chester; 3 miles south of Sparta, along

Big Mary river, and at Evansville.

STONK GRAVES.

At the Bluff ferry ; 1 mile south of Rockwood ; on the West fork of

Degognia creek, li miles from the bridge near the Brown farm ; 7 miles

west of Sparta; 3 miles southeast of Sparta; on Henderson's place on
Nine-mile creek west of Sparta; on William Cox's old place on the

Kaskaskia river below the Mobile and Ohio railroad bridge, and on the

Widow Boyd's place, 3 miles south of Baldwin.
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VILLAGE SITES.

Three mile.s .southeast of Sparta, on the left bank of Big INIaiy river,

near the .stone graves and mounds mentioned above, are the hut rings

shown in Fig. 70. These are situated upon a flat-topped ridge about
30 feet higher than the creek bottoms. They are h)w, with the usual

depression in the center, but the outlines are rather indistinct. Mr.
Gault, of Sparta, who has long resided here, states that when he first

moved to this section the Indians lived in houses or wigwams which,

when decayed, left such remains as these. They hollowed out a shal-

low circular cavity in the surface soil, then, standing poles around the

margin of this basin, brought them together at the top, and having cov-

ered them with bark or other material—in other words, having con-

structed wigwams of the usual circular form—covered them in whole
or in part, especially the lower portion, with earth. He also said that

after a camj) was abandoned and the wood rotted away it left these

rings of earth. Another of these camping places is situated 8 miles

west of Sparta.

JACKSON COUNTY.

THE SORRELS MOUND.

This is situated 1 mile directly north of Carbondale, on the upper
level bordering a small creek, at the margin or break where the land

descends to the lower level and has been in constant cultivation for 15

or 20 years. It is now nearly circular in outline, a little over 150 feet

iu diameter, 3 feet high, and composed throughout of dark sandy loam,

with a slight admixture of clay, similar to that of the surrounding sur-

face of the ground, without any indications of stratification.

Two skeletons were discovered in the central portion at the depth
of 2J feet and about 10 feet apart. Both were closely folded and lying

on the side, one with the head north, the other with the head south-

west. Judging from the manner in which they were folded it was evi-

dent they were buried after the flesh had been removed, as it would
have been imi>ossible to press the bones so closely together with the

flesh on them, nor could they have assumed this condition in conse-

quence of the decay of the flesh and the jiressure of the earth.

Considerable pottery in fragments and varying in quality was found
in and on the mound. Some of the pieces in the mound were so situ-

ated in relation to one another as to indicate that the vessels of which
they had formed parts had been intentionally broken before they were
buried. Most of the i^ottery found in the mound was very rude and
coarse, made of materials not well pulverized and but slightly burned.
By putting the i>ieces together one of the vessels proved to be a small

jar with a flat bottom and, although the form gives it a decidedly modern
appearance, it is probably the rudest piece of pottery in the National
Museum. It bears on the outside marks of the grass with which it was
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surrounded before being burued. The chief interest -whicli attaches to

this rude specimen 'shown in Fig. 71) is its close resemblance in form
and material to an undoubted specimen of Iroquois pottery in the
National Museum and its marked contrast with the pottery usually
found in this part of the immediate valley of the Mississippi. One
other vessel of similar character and closely resembhng it was obtained
by Mr. Perrine from a mound in Union county, and anotli^r similar in

form but of better quality was found
by Dr. I'almer in eastern Arkan-
sas; it is believed that these are

the only ones of this tyi)e which
have been found in the immediate
valley of the JMississippi. The two
found in southern Illinois are made
of dark-colored clay, very slightly

mixed with pulverized shells.

On the surface of the mound
were many small pieces of pottery

which had probably been turned

up by the plow, some of them
undoubtedly attributable to the

mound-builders. These were of

much better quality than those

touud near the skeletons, showing
FlQ. 71.—Pot fioiii Jackaun county, Illinois. „„,^^,^ r.f*-««-»-.v^- r.4- ^-.^»..i.*^ri..*-.-.4^;^.^ .' some attempt at ornamentation;

some bearing traces of the red coloring often observed in southern

mound pottery.

Arrowheads, fragments of flint and greenstone implements, nodules
of red and yellow paint, two bone awls, part of the carapace of a tor-

toise, Unio shi'lls common in the streams of this section, and fragments
of deer's horn, were also found.

MOUNDS NEAR AVA.

Two of these, small and circular, were discovered on the land of Mr.
Henry Thompson, 5 miles southeast of Ava. One of them, about 3

feet high and 20 feet in diameter, contained two empty box-shaped
stone graves of the usual form, but without cover or bottom. They
measured 3 feet in length and 2^ in width. In the other mounds nothing
was found except a jiile of stones thrown together without order or

arrangement. They probably formed a stone grave which had been
disturbed, as the mound had jireviously been opened.

On the bank of Kattlesnake creek, a short distance from the preced-

ing, another small conical mound, which was thoroughly explored,

revealed nothing except a small piece of charcoal. Au ancient grave
close by was excavated with a similar result.

Three small circular mounds on Mr. Dempsey Williamson's place were
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next examined. These are similar in size and form to those above
mentioned, each being about 25 feet in diameter and 3 feet high. In

one two empty stone graves without covering or bottom were found.

They were about 10 inches below the surface, one of them 2 feet 3

inches long by 2 feet wide and 16 inches deep. In the other was a
single stone grave 2 feet 5 inches long, 20 inches wide, and 15 inches

deep. This, like the others, was empty. In the third nothing was dis-

covered but some flat stones.

That these graves formerly contained human bones can not be
doubted, but whether they were removed by explorers of modern
times or not could not be determined. Though of such small size, it

does not follow that they were used as depositories of children only, as

it is not uncommon to find in the stone graves of southern Illinois

adult skeletons crowded into as small a space as indicated by the

measurements above given.

THE VOGEL GROUP.

This group, consisting of eleven mounds, is situated on the farm of
Mr. Henry Vogel, about 3 miles from the following, both groups being
in the Mississippi bottom near Fountain blutt'. The relation of these
mounds to each other is shown in Fig. 72.

The largest of the group, No. 1, is 12 feet high and 190 feet long by
130 wide. A trench 15 feet long and i feet wide, through the central

portion, was carried down 12 feet, to the original surface. Considerable
broken pottery and also a number of animal bones, most of them split

and broken, were found between 8 and 11 feet from the toj). At the
depth of 11 feet was a bed of ashes mixed with earth and charcoal. In
this fragments of pottery and bones were more abundant than elsewhere.

The surrounding land, which is subject to frequent overflows, is com-
posed of a black waxy soil to the depth of 2 feet, and below this of sand.
The mound was built entirely of this stiff waxy soil; at the depth of 12
feet the sand was reached. A wild-cherry tree 6 feet 3 inches in cir-

cumference, stands on the east end. On No. 2, which is 200 feet in cir-

cumference and 4 feet high, there is a walnut stump 9 feet 6 inches
in circumference.

No. 3, about 150 feet southwest of No. 1, is 4 feet high and 120 feet

long by 75 in width.

No. i is 250 feet in circumference and 6 feet high. In this a trench
22 feet long was dug through the center. For most of the length it

was carried down to a depth of 9 feet, or 3 feet below the original sur-

face of the groixnd. Human bones in considerable numbers were found
at various depths from 6 inches down to 6 feet. Below this no human
bones were observed, but at the depth of 9 feet some animal bones were
obtained. As many as 12 skeletons were unearthed, but only 1 whole
skull was obtained.
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At the depth of 3 feet, and lyiugby a skeletou, were the spool-shaped

copper ornameuts shown in Fig. I'.i. At the depth of 5J feet, imme-

diately under a root about 2 inches in diameter, a small earthen pot

was discovered near a skeleton. At the same depth, near the feet of

Fig. 72.—Vogel group, Jackson county. Illinois.

another skeleton, were the skull and teeth of some large animal.

At the depth of 6 feet, by the knee of a large skeleton, was a lozeuge-

.shaped gorget of slatestone 4 inches long and IJ inches wide in the

middle. Under the head of this skeleton was a whole shell and some
pieces; also a small curiously-wrought stone which was probably an
ear ornament, as it was at the side of the head. The skuU of the skele-

ton, though damaged, was saved.
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Fragments of pottery, also a few shells
(
Unio.s), were scattered

through tlie mound at various depths. The earth in this mound was
more sandy than that of those in the field, and was in alternate layers

of black soil and sand.

Mound No. ") is a little nortli of west from No. 4, tiie bases of the two
approaching within 10 feet of each other. This is about ISO feet in cir

cumference and something over 5 feet high. On the southern part
stands a walnut stump 10 feet in circumference, and on the nortli side

an ash 7 feet in circumference. Two trenches were carried down
about a foot below the original surfaceof the ground. At one point, 5J
feet below the surface, a skeleton lay immediately beneath roots from
both trees. One of the roots from tlie walnut, although lli feet from
the stump, was i inches in diameter. At another point, at the depth
of 4 feet, were two small Hint implements, and a foot below this some

Fig. 73.—Spool-shaped orDument of copper.

human teeth, but no bones, tliough by looking carefully at the earth

indications of the other parts of the skeleton, which bad decayed,

were discovered.

GKOCP ON .SCHLUIPKKT's I'LACE.

These mounds are situated on Mr. Joseph Schlinqiert's land—the W.
i of the NW. ^ of Sec. 22, in Fountain Bluff township—and are located

in reference to each other as shown in the annexed plat (Fig. 74). The
soil around them is of a black waxj' character, from 1 foot to IS inches

in depth, underlaid by sand. They lie near a slough which borders the

farm on the nortli side, as shown in the plat. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,0, and 7

are mounds, No; 8 a sink or excavation, and No. a platform or terrace.

No. 6, circular in form, is 60 feet in diameter, a little over 4 feet high,

and has growing on it several trees, the largest a hackberry 7 feet in

circumference. It was excavated to and slightly below the original

surface of the ground, but nothing was found except a few small sand-

stones. The interesting feature of this mound is its internal structure,

which will be understood by reference to the vertical section shown in

Fig. 7~>.

In the first place a central core of sand c appears to have been
thrown up 40 feet in diameter at the top (1 to 2), and about 4 feet high.

Around this apparently in order to secure it, was placed a ring of the

black waxy soil (hh), so as properly to round it off. The V-shaped de-

pression in the top (d) measured 3 feet in diameter at the top and ex-

12 ETH 10
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tended downward about 2 feet. It was filled with a mass of hard
white sand. Over the whole was a layer of sand about 1 foot thick.

The structure of this mound is suggestive of the so called " altar

mounds" of Ohio. Squier and Davis speak iu one place of an altar or

altar-shaped mass of sand found in a mound.'

I
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Fig. 74.—Schlimpert mounds, Jackson county, Illinois.

No. 7, 60 feet in diameter and 5 feet high, was composed almost
wholly of the black waxy soil, with here and there small masses of

sand. Nothing was found in it.

No. 4 was composed entirely of sand except the toi) layer; nothing

was found in it.

* Ancient Monuments, p. 156.
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No. T), a small inouiid, was coinpoiseil wholly of sand; No. 2, of the
black waxy soil; No. 1, the largest of the group aud somewhat oval in

form—longest iliameter, 110 feet; shortest, 100 feet, about 8 feet high

—

bore a sti'ong resemblance in its construction to No. 6.

The central jiortion of the last was filled with black waxy soil mixed
with sand containing particles of wood coal. The diameter of this por-

tion was 44 feet. A few flint implements such as spear heads and
arrow i^oints were obtained from the surface of this mound.
A very iuteresting feature of this group is the platform or low, flat,

rectangular mouiul, marked No. 9 on the plat. This is about 100 feet

Iffiig, 50 feet wide, and 2 feet high. It is quite level on top and stands

on the edge of a low bench, so that the eastern side is somewhat higher

than the western. The sides run a little west of north.

A short distance northeast of mound No. 4 is a circular sink (No. 8

on the plat), about 80 feet in diameter and li feet deej), which appears
to be an artificial excavation.

Flo. 75.—Section of mouud on Schlinipert's place, Jarkson county, Illinois.

Some small mounds on Big Muddy river, in Sec. 22, T. 10 S., K. 3 W.,
were also examined.
No. 1 is about 75 feet in diameter, 4 feet high, and flat on top. At

the depth of 4 feet, on the natural surface of the ground, but at dif-

ferent points, were two skeletons of adults extended, with the heads
west and faces up. Several layers of stone were placed over them, in

fact the mound, to the depth of 3 feet, was comjjosed in great part of

flat stones, some of which would weigh probably 150 pounds. The only
relic found in this mound was a broken flint implement.
No. 2, a quarter of a mile south of No. 1, although only 3 feet high

and of the same diameter as the preceding, was largely occupied by
stone graves.

Grave No. 1, 2i feet long aud 9 inches wide, contained the badly
decayed bones of a child.

Grave No. 2, 3 feet long aud 10 inches wide, also contained the bones
of a child; badly decayed.

Grave No. 3, 3i feet long and 1 foot wide, was occupied by the bones
of an adult. There was no stone layer in the bottom of this cist.

Grave No. 4 was 6 feet long and 1 foot wide; No. 5, 4 feet long and 1

foot wide; No. fi, same size as No. 5, and No. 7, 2 J feet long and 1 foot

wide; each contained the bones of a single adult.
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ALEXANDKK COUNTY.

WOUKS ON male's PLACK.

About half a luik' below tlie littl(( village of Mill Creek, Uuion county
(but just across the county line), a long lidge extending southeast ter-

minates in the low ground in the angle at the junction of Cooper with

Mill creek. On the top of this ridge, at its lower terminus, are two or

three low mounds and many stone graves, some of whieh had been pre-

viously opened and pottery, beads, and other articles taken from them.

These appear to be in the midst of, or rather on, an immense refuse

4>
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Fig. 76.—Mounds on Hale's place. Jackson conntv, Illinois.

heap; in fact, the whole top of the ridge ai)pears to be covered to a

depth of from 3 to C feet with an accumulation of flint chips, broken
deer bones, broken pottery, mussel .shells, etc. Charcoal, burned lime-

stone, and other evidences of Are are plentifully scattered throughout
the mass. The locality would probably be better described as a
"kitchen heap," averaging i or 5 feet in depth and covering several

acres.

The works and the grounds are shown in the annexed diagram (Fig.

76). The line a a running across the ridge marks the boundary line at
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this point between Union and Alexander counties ; and Mill creek b h the

boundary line between Alexander and Pulaski counties. The remains

are, therefore, at the point where these three counties meet, but in

Alexander. The line e e represents the fence which separates the land

of Mr. Hale on the right (Sec. 5, T. U S., R. 1 W.) from that owned by
Mr. Hilemau on the left. The boundary of the refuse heap is desig-

nated by the heavy shadings, the mounds by the Figs. 1, 2, and 3. No.

1 is nearly square and some or 8 feet iiigh; on it Mr. Hilemau has
built his dwelling house. No. 3 is a small pile of flint chips. No. 2 is

irregular in outline, as shown in the figure, and about 4 feet high.

Permission was granted to make excavations on the east side of the

fence only.

Mound No. 2, as before stated, is about -i feet high. Its length was
found to be about KtO feet and average width 40 feet. The direction

of the length is a little west of north. Tlie surface was covered with
loose flat stones thrown out by former explorers who had made a par-

tail examination. A trench about 5 feet wide was carried obliquely

across the middle directly east and west. Scattered through the soil to

the depth of 5 or G inches were flint chips, fragments of stone and pot-

tery and bits of bones. Lying lengthwise with the ditch, about C feet

from the east end, was an open stone grave or cist, the side stones

reaching to the surface of the mound but still in place. This we called

by way of distinction "Grave No. 1." It was 3i feet long and 14 inches

wide (inside measurement). The top had been removed. The sides

and ends were of limestone slabs from 1 to 2 feet long by 1 to li wide
and from 1 to 2 inches thick. The contents of the grave had been
removed by i)revious explorers.

Immediately west of this, and 1 foot below tlie surface, were four

large, roughly worked flint implements.
No. 2, immediately east of No. 1, had been partially rifled, but some

bits of a skull and other bones and some small fragments of pottery

were found in it. Below the bottom layer of stone, which was still in

place, was a layer of charcoal and other evidences of fire; the char-

coal stratum rested on a layer of ricdi black dirt about 10 inches thick,

which lay on the yellow clay 2 feet below the surface. In this were
some Unio and turtle shells and bits of pottery.

No. 3, immednitely west of No. 1, was near the surface,but had been
rifled.

No. 4, by the side of No. 3, but at a lower level, (J feet long, 1 foot

wide by 7 inches deep at the foot, and 14 inches wide by 12 deep at

the head, had the boxing stones all in place, those of the cover laid on
like shingles, beginning at the foot. This contained a single skeleton,

stretched full length on the back, feet to the east; the head was sup-

ported on deer horns. The skull was secured entire as were also most
of the long bones. Two roughly di-essed flints were found near the

head, and in the same locality a small perforated bone.
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No. .5, above and just west of No. 4, and near the surface, measured
but 2 feet and 10 inches in length. It had been disturbed and, besides

the dirt, contained nothing but some small bones.

No. G lay obliquely across the trench ; the feet of the skeleton toward
the southeast at the surface of the ground and imcovered. The bones
were much decayed. Length of the grave, Ca feet.

No. 7, just west of No. G, parallel to it, and less than G inches from it,

was 7 feet long; width, from 12 to 10 inches.

No. S lay with head resting below the feet of Nos. 6 and 7; h^ngth, 6

feet 9 inches. It was covered with several layers of thin flat stones,

the lowest of which rested directly on the bones; skeleton at full length

lying on the back. The skull was crushed by the weight of the stones
that lay upon it. A fewwaterworn pebbles were noticed in this grave
and also in No. 7. Signs of lire were observed immediately under the
layer of stones forming the bottom, indicating that a Are had been
kindled here and the stones afterward laid on the ashes. Some bits of

chaicoal were mixed with the dirt in nearly all the graves.

No. 9, immediately north of the east end of No. 8, formed in pai-t by
the same side stones and covered by the same slabs, was evidently the

grave of an infant, being but 2J feet long by 14 inches wide. The bones
were mostly decaye<l. Near the head in a triangular cavity between
two stones was a quantity of peculiar pinkish material which contained
bits of lead ore. At the foot were four or five roughly worked flints

and as many smaller ones at the head.

No. 10 was 071 the north side of No. 9, and very near it, and measured
2^ feet in length by 9 in width. A few infant bones were found in it,

but mostly decayed. Under these were two rough flints.

No. 11, near the surface, contained the bones of a child that had not
lost its first teeth.

No. 12, also near the surface, contained an adult skeleton lying on
the back with feet to the south; the skull was broken. A small pot,

with handle on one side, stood near the back of the head.
No. 13 was the grave of an infjiiit, being 2J feet long and S inches

wide. This was under No. 5 and on the same level as No. 14.

No. 14.—This was immediately below No. 8, the sides almost corre-

sponding with the latter, and on the same level as No. 13, that is to

say, 3 feet below the surface. Length, ."> feet 8 inclies. Two fragments
of fossil wood, placed near the neck of the skeleton, were the only ob-

jects found.

Below this grave was black soil several inches thick, and then yellow

clay. The latter lay 4 feet below the surface of the mound. The size

of this grave and the small rounded skull render it probable that this

was the resting place of a woman.
Nos. 15 and IG.—No IG was on the same level as No. 14, l)ut lay with

its foot toward the head of the latter. It contained the remains of an
adult. No. 15 lay in the same direction as and immediately above No.
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16. It also contained the well-preserved skeleton of aii adult, the skull

of which was secured.

No. 20, near the surface was (5 feet long and 16 inches wide at the

head. This grave contained two skeletons the bones of which were
very well in'cserved; they were lying side by side, the head of one a

few inches nearer the end than that of the other. A quantity of red

paint had been deposited near the chin of the one nearest the end while

some flat, circular l)eads, made of mussel shells, placed between their

breasts.

Fio. 77.—Slvull from iiioiind on Ilale's place (sido view).

From about the foot of grave No. 20, trench No. 1 was carried through
a kitchen heap consisting of an immense number of flint chips, showing
charcoal, burned limestone, broken bones of animals, broken pottery,

etc. This was 2i feet deep here and rested on yellow clay. In a pros-
pect hole sunk just west of the foot of grave No. 20, the clay proved
to be only a layer less than a foot thick, resting on a layer of pure (char-

coal. There were no flints in either of these layers, but some broken
bones, deer horns, and ijotterj' were found in the charcoal stratum. A
short distance west of this prospect hole, about 18 inches below the sur-

face, the trench cut through some human bones that were not inclosed
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ill stone cists; the leniorii and sliiii l)oiies were lyiiiy side hy side and
some fragments of the skull and lower jaw bones with them.
About 1 2 feet Avest of ])it No. 1, in another ])r()Si)e(^t i)it, tlu^ flint

layer was from 14 to 2 feet thiok and oontained fewer bones and pot-

tery; at a depth of about .'? I'eet were some pockets of charcoal but no
continuous layer.

A i'o\Y f;ra\'es were found immediately south of trench No. 1, from one
of which, that of a^ child, were obtained some univalve shells that had
been perforated and worn around the neck. This small grave, only 2.'?

Fin. 78.—Skull (fnuit view).

inches long' by (! inclies wide, contained some bits of a heavy mineral,

perhaj)s i)ul\erizcd lead ore.

Another child's grave contained a single g'asteropod shell at the
chin, another the skeletons of two children; the skull of the lower one
of these two skeletons was fdlcd with pure light-colored sand, the only
sand seen in the mound.
Trench No. 3 was run from near the northeast corner of the mound.

Graves 1 and 2 of this trench liad been disturbed.

In grave .') about a foot below the surface, the skeleton was well pre-

served. lI(M'e a number of shell beads wert^ obtained which biid been
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worn arouiul tlie waist. A skull and some other bones were found in

the same grave at the feet of this skeleton.

No. 4 lay direetly below No. .S. From this was obtained a nearly

perfect sknll. It is small and the front narrow. (See Figs. 77 and 78.)

This grave was one of the lowest tier, as it rested ou the iiatnral clay.

No. 5 was also in the bottom layer. Near the head of the skeleton

which this contained were two wooden trinkets in the form of elongate

beads jjerforatcd lengthwise. They are abont 1 inch long and half an
inch thick and bear copper stains, rendering it probable they were
originally covered with a thin plate of this metal. Their position near

the head probably justifies the belief that they were used as ear pend-

ants.

No. G was on the same level as No. 5, and close by the side of it.

There were no indications that this grave had been disturbed, yet the

skull was standing upright facing the feet, and
directly in front of it, lying across the skeleton,

were the femora and shin-bones. The lower

jaw had been dislocated, and placed at the left

side of the skull. The other bones were in their

proper position. A long bone needle was stick-

ing up above the jaw, and some flakes of copper
marked with fintiugs or ridges, like a piece taken

from this mound by Mr. IJaukstone, were found
scattered through the dirt. On the bottom of

the grave, to the left of the skull and under the

lower jaw, were the remains of some woven bark
matting stained with copper, and near the elbow
of the right arm was an oblong bead of wood
coated with oxide of copper similar to those

heretofore mentioned.

No. 7 was near the suiface of the mound. From it was obtained a

very perfect skull and other bones; one femur is curiously deformed.

No implements or ornaments accompanied the skeletoii.

No. S was iibout 1 foot below the surface with to]) open. This small

grave, which was only IS in<'hes long aiul ll! inches wnde, contained the

bones of a single skeleton closely packed. The lower jaw, however,
was missing. The skull was marked on both sides with copper stains.

Trench No. -1 was run from near the sctutheast end of the mound,
revealing two or three disturbed graves. In one of these was a skull

with jaws open; in anoth<^r the feet were lying in the wrong direction,

the only <'ase of the kind noticed. Near the head stood a small mug in

the shape of some animal. Some thin plates of bone or turtle shell,

each about iJ inches long, 1^ inches wide, very thin, a little cup-shaped,

and drilled with four or more holes (see Fig. 79), were found lying

closely packed together in a separate stone grave or box hardlj- a foot

long. There was nothing else in the box.

I''iri. 79.—liono plnte from
mouiifl on Hale's plucc.
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In a grave a little to the west of tliis trencli, near the surface, lay
a skeleton stretched at full length. The skull was small and curiously
flattened at the back and lying face down.
The northwestern end of this mound is its highest point, l)ut there

were no burials in this portion. From the dirt thrown out of one of
these graves was obtained the Catholic medal shown in Fig. 80.

Subsequently to the exam-
ination ofthe works on the Hale
place above referred to, some
further explorations were made
in the large mound, which was
not completely worked over by
the agent who first visited it.

Two additional trenches were
carried through it, running
north and south. These re-

vealed the fact that the south
Fig. 80.-C=.tholic medal fr.„n,no,m,l on nah-'splac.

^j^^^ ^^^^ COmpOSCd Of rcfuSC

matter, mostly flint chips, with some fragments of pottery, bones, deer

horns, etc. In this part there were no stone graves.

In a child's grave in the upper tier near the center of the mound was
a small pot placed by the head of the skel-

eton. In the same part of the mound, 3

feet below the surface and immediately
beneath a small walnut tree, was a stone

coffin 7 feet long, of the usual width, which
contained three skeletons. The heads of

two of the skeletons had been separated

from the bodies to which they l>elonged

and laid side by side at the end of the cof-

fin, and the other bones placed at the
sides near the foot. The head of the thu-d

skeleton lay on the other skulls. (See Fig.

81.) The head of this coftin, like most of

the others in the mimnd, was toward the

west. The three skulls were saved. One
of them is somewhat broken, but was pre-

served becaxise of a singular ])rotuberance

on the top. In this coffin were S(mie yellow
paint, Unio shells, and two round stones,

Fig. 81.—Stiinosraye unUale's place. ,, , . ., , ,,
all lying near the upper skull.

Several other graves were explored—all in fact wliicii had not been
previon.sly disturbed, but nothing found except skeletons and a few
riv<n' shells.

INDIAN DIGGINGS.

Not far from the little town of Mill Creek, and situated on Sees. 35
and 3G, T. 13 S., It. 2 W. are the so-called Indian Diggings. These
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consist of numerous pits wliicli have been dng at some distant day
along tlie sides and on the tops of narrow ridges in quai-rying the flint

or cliert found here. They are now partially filled up and covered by
the forest growth no way differing fi'om that about them. Scattered

all over the ground in the vicinity of these pits are immense numbers
of flint or chert nodules, nearly all of wliich are broken; two only were
discovered that were unbrolien. Several large flint implements were
also found.

There are several places in this neighborhood where the iiint taken
from these pits was manufactured iuto implements, as large bt>ds of

flint chips of the same stone occur in which are many unfinished tools

some of them showing good workmanshiji.

In the same neighborhood as the preceding, on Sec. 30, T. 13 S., R. 1

W., a number of stone graves were found and explored, but presented

nothing different from those already described. However, a discovery

was made here which deserves notice.

In the immediate vicinity, in fact but a few feet from some of the

gi'aves, a stone pavement was discovered about a foot below the sur-

face of the ground. When fully exposed by removal of the earth this

proved to be level, nearly circiiLir, and about 9 feet in diameter. It

was composed of flat pieces of limestone so neatly and closely fitted

together that it was difticult to find a place where the steel prod could

be thrust down between them. These showed the eflect of fire, some
of them crumbling into lime when disturbed; mingled with and scat-

tered through the earth which covered them were ashes, charcoal, and
charred fragments of human bones. In this earth was also discovered

a small clay pot. The graves and pavement are not in or near a mound,
but on the highest point of Ji hill and in a cultivated field.

A number of rude stone implements werefound on the surface of the

ground. There is also one point on the farm where these discoveries

were made, where the surface is covered with flint chips to such an
extent that it is difticult to plow it. As the flint diggings are near by,

it is probable that stone implements were manufactured here, many
unfinished and imperfect specimens being scattered over the ground.

UNION COUNTY.

ANCIENT WORKS ON I.INN'S PLACE.

The first published notice of these interesting works was given by
Mr. T. M. Perrine, of Anna, Illinois, in the Smithsonian Iteport for

1872.1

They are situated in the southwest part of Union county (Sec. 30,

T. 13 S., R. 2 W.), on the bottom land of the Mississiiipi, a mile or more
from this river. The immediate spot upon which they are located is a
portion of the upper level of the bottom land, which is here some 10 or
12 feet above the swamp land which surrounds it on the west and

1 Pp. 418-420.
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northwest. This area, however, was overtiuwed in the great rise of 1844,

and also in 1SS2, tlie hirge mound hereafter described being the only

part not under water. A creek ruus along the east and northeast, sep-

arating the area from the blufl'. The soil is a rich deep alluvium, under-

laid by sand, with neither rock nor gravel in place.

Eeferring to the annexed plat (Fig. 82) made by Prof. Hull from a

careful survey taken by him during our visit, we see that a wall, start-

ing on the west side of the creek at the east end of the inclosurc, runs

thence southward to the beud, a distance of 400 feet, where it curves

southwestward 126 feet. From this point it runs almost directly west
to the corner 1,108 feet; thence north l,0;i(> feet to the northwest cor-

ner, thence east to the bank of the creek 50!) feet, embracing in these

boundaries about 28 acres.
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The portion of the w;ill in the field, where it is mucli worn dowu, is

not more than 2 feet high, while that part north of the fence and in the
woods is from 4 to 5 feet liisli with indications of a ditch along the in-

side, tliongh nothing of the kind is observable in the field. The width
in the field varies from 20 to 25 feet, but is somewhat
less in the woodland where not so much worn down. '=

On this i^art there ai'e a number of oak trees from 1 to

2 feet or more in diameter.

A rough outline figure of the large mound (marked *
in the x^lat) as seen from the east at a distance of about
300 yards is shown in Fig. 83. The little rise at c is a

low flat mound composed chiefly of fragments of lime-

stone partly calcined, situated a few yards immediately
south of the large mound. The length of the eastern

side of the large mound, from 1 to 2, is 160 feet; the
height at a is 13 feet; at b Hi feet and at m 12 feet.

These letters, a, b, and w, also mark the places where
pits were sunk during the first examination. The cir-

cumference of the base is 544 feet.

At a, the highest point, a pit about 4 feet wide and
10 feet long was sunk to the depth of 10 feet; some
pieces of burnt clay, small fragments of human bones
and flakes of flint were found scattered irregularly

through it for the first 5 feet, but below this only sand.

Three other pits were sunk in the depressed portion

(b). In the first, at the depth of 3 feet, a bed of light,

dry ashes was discovered, nearly a foot thick but only
a few feet in extent horizontally. In this were two
rather large fragments of pottery, one inside of the
other, as though they had been so placed originally.

At the depth of 4 feet a pot with ears was found,
mouth upward. It still retained, in part, its original

reddish-brown color.

Below this was a layer of sand similar to that found
in pit a. Near the surface were some small irregular

pieces of burnt clay. In the second i)it, some 3 feet

nortliwest of the first, nothing of interest was found until a depth of
4 feet was reached. At this point a considerable quantity of charred
grass and ashes was observed.

In the third of these three pits a number of rather large irregular
pieces of burned clay, similar to that already mentioned, were found
near the surface. About 3 feet from the surface lay a flat rocik of con-
siderable size. A foot below this a layer of burned clay was encoun-
tered, the upper surface of which was as smooth and even as ijottery.

This proved to be part of an arch, the central portion of which had
been broken and thrown down.
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As the. pit suuk by Mr. Perriiie was very near tliis poiut there can

be no doubt that this was a j)ortion of the arch he speaks of. He also

speaks of a wall of stone. This was not found, unless the large stone

mentioned formed a part of it.

This arch or dome of clay had evidently been spread over the surface

of the mound when it had reached a height of 5 or G feet and over this

dry grass and brush liad been spread and burned. A large quantity

of the charred grass and bits of wood-coal were found around the mar-

gin of this arch as far as explored, making it apparent that the fire had
been extinguished probably by tlirowing dirt upon it before the grass

and bi'ush were entirely con.sumed. Immediately below the arch we
came upon a thick loose bed of ashes.

In another pit the strata were as follows: First, a layer of earth with
particles of charcoal mixed through it, 3 feet 8 inches; next, a layer of

burnt sand and clay with evidences of straw having been used, 3

inches; then another layer of earth 1 foot 10 inches; then a second
layer of burnt sand and clay 4 inches thick, with indications of straw;

next, a layer of sand 5 inches ; then a third layer of burnt saud and clay

3 inches (similar to the others); a layer of sand, 3 feet; and last a layer

of ashes, 3 inches.

But few things were found during these excavations ; still they are of

some importance in our eflbrts to learn the method and object of build-

ing this mound. They consist of burnt straw, grass, and charcoal found
on the upper side of each layer of burnt clay, the clay itself showing
evidence of having grass mixed with it. Possibly this admixture may
have resulted from tramping the grass into tlie soft clay while spread-

ing it over the surface previous to tiring it.

Fragments of burnt, cherty limestone, similar to that composing the

little mound at the south end, marked c in Fig. 8.'?, were found all through
the second trench. Numerous fi'agments of pottery and several frag-

ments of human bones ; irregular pieces of burnt clay resembling brick

;

a few fragments of river shells ( Unio); and some rnde flint implements
were also found. Among tlie ashes at the bottom were some fragments
of bone and pottery; one of the pieces of bone was found in the concave
side of a large fragment of pottery. At another jioint in the same layer

were fragments of pottery, bones, and sliells.

Firmly imbedded in the middle layer of burnt clay, was a broken
pot and with it were pieces of bone. Three feet from the surface and
abov(^ the upper layer of clay, another broken pot was obtained; this

was filled with ashes, firmly packed and mixed with particles of char-

coal. Under the second layer of clay was a small pot filled with saud
with a thin layer of ashes on the top. At one point between the upper

and middle layers of clay was a small bed of ashes mixed with frag-

ments of lottery, animal bones, and a piece of shell. In a snmll bed
of ashes under the middle layer of clay were potsherds and some
broken and split bones.
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At a point between the upper iiud middle layers of clay, witli frag-

ments of pottery, pieces of bone and charcoal, was discoveied a piece

of charred wood.
Mound b, about 450 feet east of a, of the form shown in the plat, is

190 feet long- by GG in width, and 5 feet high. Two pits were dug in

this and a few detached pieces of human bones found.

Mound c is 100 feet in diameter and 9 feet high; d, a little smaller

and 6 feet high; e, about 150 feet in diameter and a little over 4 feet

high; / and g are circular excavations outside of the wall; the for-

mer 120 feet in diameter and 5 feet deejj; the latter with the longer

diameter 154 feet; depth, 7 feet. Excavations made in the bottom of

these indicate that they were artificially lined ^^'ith ai coating of stifi"

clay. At s is another sink, ai^parently artificial, but now partially

filled with mold of decaying vegetation, leaves, etc.

The "hut rings" or small circular depressions surrounded l>y slight

earthen rings, indicated in Fig. 82 by little circles, are scattered irregax-

larly over the wooded portion of the inclosure, the number exceeding

100. They vary in diameter from 20 to 50 feet, and in depth from 1 to

3 feet aud are often but a few feet apart.

MOUND ON KUNNING LAKE.

Tliis mound, or rather remnant of a mound, is near Running lake in

the Southwestern part of Union county. A part of it had been removed
for filling purposes on the line of the Mobile and Ohio railroad, which
runs near it. It appears to have been about 9 feet high, and GO feet in

diameter and composed of sand, with the excejition of 2 feet of top soil.

At one point, about 2 feet below the surface, the leg bones of a single

individual were found ; no other bones were with them ; at another and
about the same depth were the bones of two feet and a deer's horn.

Some iiots and other implements were obtained from it by parties who
had i)reviously examined it. The parts of the skeleton found scattered

through the mound appear to havebe(^7i separated previous to burial.

MOUNDS ON ROUND I'OND.

These mounds are situated by the side of the public high-n-ay near
the Eeynolds place 2 miles from the Mississippi river aud on the bank
of a little lake known as Eound pond. Two of them are so close to-

gether that one appears partially to overlap the other as shown in the

accompanying sketch (Fig. 84j.

No. 1 is 40 feet in diameter, G feet high, and of the usual conical form.

Two trenches near the uwddle carried do^^^l to the original surface

showed it to be composed entirely of sand excejit the top layer of soil

IJ feet thick, but no bones or remains of any kind were observed.
The toj) had been nearly covered with graves, but they were empty,
having been rifled of their contents by previous explorers.
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No. 2 is only al)oiit iT) i'cc.t in diaiiK'ter and 3 feet liij;h, and, likti the

other, is composed entirely of sand, except the to]) layer. On the west
side, near tlie middle, were two empty stone graves (c c), each 7 feet

long, 18 inches wide, and about 1 foot in depth, covered with a thin

layer of soil. In the road where it ci'osses the connecting portions

ofthe two mounds were
three stone graves (« a

a). These, like the two
in the mound, lay east

and west,but were much
smaller, being only 20

inches long, IG inches

wide, and 15 inches

deep, and were at the
surface of the ground.

Two were empty, but
in the other was a skel-

-e:

etou doubled up, the

Fig. 84.—Rouiid pond mouiuls, Unitm county, Illinois.

skull and trunk lying

on the left side, the

lower jaw totrching the

west end of the grave; the trunk was bent double, the backbone touch-

ing the south side. Although confined in this narrow space, this was
the skeleton of an adult.

A few flint specimens were pi(;ked up from the surface of the ground
about the mounds.

ANCIKNT GKAVES.

These box-shaped stone cists are on a spur of the blufts which bound
the Mississippi bottoms in the NW. i Sec. 16, T. 13 S., E. 2 W. This

spiu' is about 400 feet high, has steep sides ami a narrow top.

Grave No. 1, 2 feet ixnder the surface, lay northeast and southwest;

length, 6 feet; width, 2 feet; depth, 1 foot; bottom formed of two flat

stones; each side of live similar stones and each end of two; the cover

was in tbree layers, eacb formed of two rather thick flat stones. In

the grave were two skeletons, an adult and a child, stretched at full

length, faces wp, and heads southwest. Under the skull of the adult

were a bone needle and two stone implements. At the feet was a long-

necked bottle-shaped vase. These remains were covered with very dry,

yellow earth which well-nigh tilled the grave.

No. 2, 10 feet north of No. 1, was of the same size and form, but the

top in tliis case had fallen in. It was 3 feet under the surface, lay east

and west, and contained one skeleton, at full length upcm its back,

head west, bones comparatively sound. Under and near the skull

were a small, circular, shell ornament, bone awl, bcme needle, and bone
punch. Two small ^lieces of thin copiier plate were discovei'cd, but
were so corroded and H'agUe that they fell into minute particles when
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handled. This grave was very dry, and nearly full of a loose, dry,

yellowish earth.

Four other stone graves were opened in section 20, same township
and range. These were on a stony bench, east of the bottom, about 30

feet high. They were of the same form and size as the others, but

were only about inches under the sivrface. These graves contained

nothing but rotten bones.

Another ancient cemetery is situated on the brow of a high, abrupt

hill, NW. i Sec. 16, T. 10 S., E. 2 W., at the foot of which is the " Upper
Bluff lake." The graves are of stone, similar to those mentioned.

Quite a number had been previously opened by Mr. T. M. Perrine.

Grave No. 1 contained the skeleton of an adult, extended, face up,

head west. The cover to the cofiSn, which had not been disturbed,

was 2 feet below the surface.

In this grave were one discoidal stone, one shell, and several pieces

of copper plates. One of the latter, badly corroded, bears the impressed

figure of a bird, similar to that

shown further on in PI. xviii, but
wanting the head; the other,

bearing dancing figures, is fortu-

nately but slightly corroded; it

measures 6 by 6^ inches, and is

shown in Fig. 85. The latter

plate was lying flat on the bottom
rock of the grave at the left of

the skull immediately above the

shoulder.

No. 2, only 2 feet long, was evi-

dently the grave of a child, as

indicated by the skeleton. In it

was an earthen bowl.

No. 3 contained all the bones

Fig. 85. -Copper plato bearing dancing figures.

Union county, niinois.

of a fiill- sized adult, but they were piled together in a coffin only 2

feet long. Most of them were quite firm, but the skull was broken.

With them was an earthenware pot with two handles or ears.

No. i was the grave of a child and contained, besides the skeleton,

two earthern vessels, one a small dish, at the head, the other, a bowl,

at the feet. Over this grave stands a black oak 9 feet in circumfer-

ence which has evidently grown there since the grave was made, as

some of the largest roots ran into it. Immediately under the trunk
was another grave which was partially explored through the large hol-

low of the base. From it was obtained a broken dish. Upon one of

the graves had been piled as much as a wagonload of stones. This

was a few feet down the slope of the hill, and contained three skeletons

and one long-necked water vessel.

In the majority of the graves opened at this place the skulls were
12 ETH 11
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broken. Although most of the stone coffins were from 5 to 7 feet hing

and the skeletons in them lying at full length, others did not exceed 2

feet in length and 1 in width. In the latter the bones were in a con-

fused heap, showing that the flesh must have been removed before

burial.

In section 29, same township, on land belonging to Mr. Joseph Hind-

man, is anotlier cemetery of stone graves. It is on a bench about 50

feet above the creek bottom. Fifteen of these graves were examined.

The bones in most of them were comparatively firm and well preserved.

Grave No. 1, 2 feet 3 inches long and 18 inches wide, contained all

the bones of an adult and a water vessel.

No. 2 contained only a few badly decayed bones.

No. 3, 2| feet long and 1.5 inches wide, contained all the bones of an
adult, rather firm but the skull broken.

No. 4, 2 feet long, 18 inches wide, and 15 inches deep, contained the

bones of an adult.

No. 5, 6J feet long and 15 inches wide, contained a single, extended
skeleton, head west, face up.

No. 7, 2 feet 4 inches long, 2 feet wide, and 15 inches deep, was filled

with bones, apparently of three adults, as there were three skulls ; they

were piled in without order.

In grave No. 9, 5i feet long and only 15 inches wide, were two ex-

tended skeletons, quite firm, the skulls of which were secured.

Nos. 6, 8, and 10 contained only badly decayed bones.

No. 12, 5^ feet long, 18 inches wide, contained one skeleton, extended,

head west. Bones firm, but skull broken ; by the latter stood a small

water jar.

No. 13 was of the same length as No. 12, but only 1 foot wide (inside

measurement in all cases) ; skeleton extended and bones badly decayed.

No. 14, length 4J feet, contained the skeleton of a child, extended;
near the skull a small water jar and a bowl.

No. 15, 6 feet long, 16 inches wide, contained a single skeleton,

extended, head west, face up.

The graves here were not so deep in the ground as those in section

16, the tops of some of them being only 6 inches below the surface and
the deepest only 18 inches.

In the cemetery situated on the NW. + Sec. 16, T. 13 S., R. 2 W.
is a circular stone grave south of the black oak tree. This grave, about
5 feet in diameter, was formed by standing on end short slabs of stone

around the circle. The sides of the grave wei'e slightly flilring. There
are some reasons for believing that this pertains to an earlier period

than the other graves, though nothing positive on this point could be
ascertained.

The graves on the Ilindman place are only about half a mile from the

Linn mounds, those on the llileman farm about 2 miles from them, and
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those oil tlie hill 3 miles. It is possible, thereloie, that the people who
lived at the Liun farm and bailt the mounds and other works there
buried their dead at one or more of those places.

LAWRENCE COUNTY.

It was ascertained by the Bureau agent that some of the supposed
mounds on the bluff or ridge opposite Viiicennes, in which skeletons
have been found are natural hillocks but used as burying grounds by
the aborigines.

brown's mill MOrXDS.

These are on Embarrass river 6 miles west of Vincennes, on the farm
of Dr. F. E. Austin. There are but two in the group, one 4 and the

other 6 feet high. Excavations to the base revealed nothing but sand,

though .stone implements and fragments of pottery have been plowed
up here, some of which were obtained.

MOUNDS NEAK RUSSELLVILLE.

These are situated near the bank of the Wabasli-abont a mile south-

ea.st of the town on the farm of Mr. William Wise. One had been
opened a short time before the Bureau investigation and a skeleton

found at the depth of 2 feet; a flat rock was lying over it, but no
relics of any kind with it. Two others formerly stood near it, but have
been removed. According to local information several skeletons were
found at the bottom and with them two iron tomahawks, some pipes,
some shells and glass beads, and parts of three pairs of beaded buck-
skin moccasins.

Another mound on the Lawrenceville road, about 3 miles .southeast

of Eussellville, had also been opened and several skeletons found about
2 feet below the surface, with heads outward and feet toward the center.
No articles of any kind were with them.

Near the town of Eussellville formerly stood several mounds, but
they were excavated in repairing the road. In these were found arrow-
heads, a silver breast ornament, two iron tcmiahawks, a crescent shaped
earring, two stone turtle'!, two copper kettles, a brass ring, and several
skeletons, all at the bottom of the mound.

MISSOURI.

CLAEK COUNTY.

Between Fox river and Sugar creek a sharp dividing ridge, about
100 feet high, extends for a distance of nearly 2 miles, in a northwest-
erly direction, fioni where these streams debouch to the open bottoms
of the Mississippi.

At an abrupt turn to the east, near the middle, there is a bold point
much higher, capped by an ancient mound wliicli is surmounted by a
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station of the U. S. Coast Survey. This is one of a line of circular

mounds scattered irregiUarly along the crest of this ridge, as shown in

the accompanying diagram (Pig. 86). These range in size from 15 to

50 feet in diameter at the

til o ^

base and from 2 to 6 feet

high. The entire ridge is

now covered with scatter-

ing large red and white
oaks and dense thicliets.

The following circular

mounds, numbering fiom
the south end of the line,

were opened

:

No. 1, 30 feet base, 3 feet

high, in which were found
only fi'agmentsofrude pot-

tery.

No. 2, very small; noth-

ing found in it.

No. 3, diameter 35 feet,

height 5 feet. In the cen-

tral part of this was a box-

shaped stone coffin, or cist,

2 feet wide and 7 feet long.

This was covered by stono

slabs, as usual, and thea

with enough rougher ones

to form a heap over it.

Over this was hard earth

which filled the interstices

as though it had been a

mortar when placed there.

Over all was a foot or more
of yellowish earth similar

to that forming the ridge.

In the coffin was the skel-

eton of an adult, lying hori-

zontally on the back, but
too nuich decayed for re-

moval. No stone imple-

ments or other articles of

any kind were with it.

No. 4, a trifle smaller than No. 3, was opened by running a trench
from the eastern side. For a distance of 15 or 16 feet only ordinary
earth was encountered, with which the whole mound to the depth of 2

feet appeared to be covered ; then a layer of rough stones, charcoal,

''/ii\v

a
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and ashes, with bones intermixed. In fact, the indications were that

one or more bodies (or the bones) had been burned in a fire upon the

natural surface of tlie earth near the center; the coals and brands then

covered with rough stones thrown on without system to the depth of

3 feet over a space 10 or 12 feet in diameter, and these covered with

hard, light-colored earth. Only fragments of charred human bones
and rude pottery and stone chips were found commingled with the

charcoal and ashes of the tire.

Several of the next (and larger) mounds had been previously opened
by other parties.

Nos. IG, 23, 25, and 2(5 were excavated, but nothing of interest was
obtained from them. All except the last (No. 26) had a hard core in

the center at the base, but this (No. 26) was composed wholly of ordi-

nary earth similar to that about it, and was easily spaded to the bot-

tom.
ANCIENT WORKS ON J. N. BOULWARE'S PLACE.

These are in Clark county, but near the line between it and Lewis
county, and on the land of Mr. John N. Boulware, 10 miles north ot

Canton. Ordinary circular mounds are found scattered along the bluffs

and terraces of the Mississippi for 7 miles southward from those here-

tofore mentioned near Fox river, to the group on Mr. Boulware's place.

This group is on a bench or terrace, from 20 to 40 feet above the open
bottoms of the Mississippi, and extending less than half a mile there-

from to the blufls, which rise nearly 100 feet higher. Of these, tifty-one

are in a woods pasture from which the undergrowth has been removed,
afl'ording a tine opportunity for exploration. A diagram of this group
is given in PI. viii.

No. 4 was opened, and in it, near the top, were found the much
decayed fragments of a human skeleton and some broken pottery encir-

cled by a row of flat stones, set up edgewise and covered by others

lying flat above them. Beneath these was a layer of very hard, light-

C(jlored earth, scattered through which were fragments of charred

human bones, pottery, charcoal, and stone chips.

No. 5 was examined, but nothing was found except a core of hard
earth having the appearance of dried mortar, in which were patches of

soft charcoal, fragments of pottery, and flakes of stone.

The road runs near No. 50, and has cut away the eastern portion. A
trench through the remainder brought to light the femora of an ordi-

nary sized skeleton, but no trace of the other portions could be found.

With this were some rude stone scrapers, fragments of pottery, char-

coal, and ashes.

No. 46 is about 60 feet in diameter and 6 feet high, conical and unu-

sually symmetrical. A trench 6 feet wide was carried entirely across

it. The exterior layer, scarcely a foot thick, consisted of ordinary
top soil; the remainder was unmistakably composed of dried mor-

tar, in which fragments of charred human bones, small rounded pieces
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of pottery, stone scrapei's, aud fleshers were commingled with charcoal

and ashes.

As all the mounds opened here presented this somewhat singular '

feature, a very careful examination was made of this mortar-like sub-

stance. It was found that there was a difference between different por-

tions in the same mound, sufticiently marked to trace the separate

masses. Tliis would indicate that the mounds had been built by suc-

cessive deposits of mortar thus mixed with charred bones, etc., not in

strata, but in masses.

All the facts seem to indicate that the builders of these mounds
bunied their dead, and that possibly each family mixed together the

charred remains, ashes, etc., forming one of these masses, 1 or 2 bush-

els iu amount, and then deposited it with others to form the central

part of the mound.
The following is a list of the mounds of this group, showing the size

and form of each

:

No.
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No.
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fragments of pottery fully an inch thick, being the heaviest ancient

pottery yet discovered in this country. As may be seen by the form of

specimens collected, the vessels were of unusually large size. No entire

vessels, however, have been found, but the fragments show that they

were low and shallow, like a salt pan or kettle, and destitute of ears or

handles.

As its popular name, " Salt-kettle pottery," indicates, it is generally

supposed to have been used in making salt.

A careful examina-
tion of the pottery was
made and the channel
of the brook enlarged

and deepened above
and below, and a large

drain made through
the lowland beyond it,

without discovering a

fragment of the pot-

tery or of the charcoal

or ashes of any ancient

fires. As no indica-

tions of a change in

the location of these

springs or of the qual-

ity of their waters,

which are as near sul-

l)hur as salt, were
found, it is very doubt-

ful whether the pot-

tery was ever used for

salt-making purposes

here or elsewhere, as

it was too heavy to carry without canoes, which could not have been

used at this locality, or horses and wagons, which the pottery makers
did not possess. Besides this, no traces of salt are observed on the

fragments seen, and according to Prof. CoUett, none has ever been

found on them by chemical analysis. It is stated that at various local-

ities in this valley, including one not remote from this point, crypts or

rude stone cofflns containing human skeletons, weapons, and orna-

ments of considerable interest have been found, but none were ob-

served by the Bureau agent.

Fig. 87.—Tbe Ben Proffer nio\iTid, f "aiie Girardeau county, Mi.s.sonri.

CAPE GIRARDEAU COUNTY.

THE BKN PROFFER MOUNDS.

These are situated partly on the end of a high ridge, at the point

where Bird creek unites with Whitewater river, and partly on the

river bottom, as shown in Fig. 87. "
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No. 1, the largest, occupies a commanding position overlooking the
valleys of both streams. Though not large, being only about 35 feet

in diameter and 5 feet high, it is quite a conspicuous object, and has
some local notoriety. It is rounded with steep slopes that contrast

strongly with the low flat outline of the small mounds of the valley

below (at a a). A number of chert stones were observed embedded in

its .surface. No. 3 is forty paces from No. 1 in an open field ; it is 30
feet in diameter by 2 in height. There are two piles of stone on it, but
these were probably placed there receTitly to get them out of the way of

the plow. Flint chips are scattered around it in considerable numbers.

Fig. 88.—The Witting luounda, Cajte tJirardean county, Mi.sBOuri.

Nos. 3 and 4 are quite small and near to No. 1. The mounds in the bot-

tom at a a are circular, quite small, low, and flattened on top. They
are probably the sites or foundations of former dwellings or wigwams.

THE WITTING MOUNDS.

These compose a small group on the farm of Mr. August Witting, 5
miles west of Jackson, and seem to differ somewhat from the ordinary
type. Their position is also peculiar, as they are near the top of the
divide between Cane and Bird creeks and on the north slope of the hill,

the only instance of this kind noticed. Their relative positions are
shown in Fig. 88. Some two years ago a trench was dug through No.
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1, but no specimens or remains, except some broken stones, were found.
A few sandstones and chert fragments are still lying in the trench.

The following measurements, though made in haste and without
strict accuracy, are probably of sufficient value to be recorded here

:

No. 1: 40 feet in diameter, 4 J feet high.

No. 2: 55 feet northwest of No. 1; 35 feet diameter, 2i feet high.

No. 3 : 85 feet north of No. 1, and same distance from No. 2 ; 30 feet diameter, 2

feet high.

No. 4: 55 feet north and a little west of No. 3; 25 feet diameter, 2 feet high.

No. 5: 55 feet northeast of No. 4; 35 feet diameter, 2i feet high.

No. 6: 80 paces southwest of No. 1; 20 feet diameter, li feet high.

No. 7 : 70 paces west of No. G: 20 feet diameter, 2 feet high.

nOLLINGEll COUNTY.

This county lies west of Cape Girardeau county, and like the latter

is nearly all high land, but the southern end extends a short distance

into the swamps. In the southeast corner is one of the inclosed "set-

tlements," which is here named after the owner of the land.

THE PETER BESS SETTLEMENT.

This is situated 5 miles west of Lakeville, on the western bank of

the Castor river, near where the line of the Cape Girardeau and State-

Line railway crosses that stream. The "settlement," as these groups
are locally named, is a small one, the embankment inclosing only about
12 acres. With the exception of a small strip on the east side, it has
been under cultivation for forty years, so that the rings or residence

sites have long since beeu obliterated. The wall extends entirely

around the inclosure, excepting a small space at the northeast corner,

where it is open toward the stream. A plat of it is giveu in Fig. 89,

on which 1, 2, 3, etc., indicate mounds, a a embankments, and c c jilaces

where hitman bones were exposed.

From the direction of the current of the river it seems quite possible

that the wall once entirely sitrrounded the area, but that the northeast

corner has been wa.shed away. In the strip of woods on the eastern

side the wall is a little over 3 feet high. In the field it is considerably

worn down by the plow, but the line of it can still be easily traced.

The land inside of it is fully 2 feet higher than that outside, and is so

much richer that the owner says it yields 75 bushels of corn per acre

in favorable seasons, while that outside yields but 50. Frequent traces

of burned earth and ashes are seen in the iields, and great quantities

of broken pottery are scattered about. Where the land slopes a little,

in the northeast and southeast corner (at c c), fragments of human
bones have been washed out in considerable numbers. The large

mound. No. 1, is situated a little north of the center of the inclosure.

It is 150 feet across and about 10 feet high, nearly circular, but has
been worn so much by forty years' tillage that its original outline can
not be satisfactorily determined. An old log house and some out-
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buildings occupy the nearly level toj). In digging post boles some
bones and pottery were found, but no excavations bave been made in

it deeper than 2 or 3 feet.

Mound jSTo. 2, near the east wall, is circular in outline, 75 feet across,

and G feet high. It has never been explored.

Nos. 3 and G are quite small. A few stones have been plowed up on
No. 3. In the same field, some little distance south of the inclosure,

are two small mounds, Nos. 4 and 5. Mr. Bess stated that a few years

Fig. 89.—The Peter Bess settlement, Bollinger county. Missouri.

ago, while plowing over No. -i, his plow struck something and on dig-
ging down he found two stone coffins, each containing a skeleton. In
one of them he found a gourd-shaped vessel, ornamented with red
stripes and filled with lead ore so pure that he afterwards made bullets
from a part of it. An examination of this mound confirmed Mr. Bess's
statement, as the disturbed remains of the stone cists were found.
These were of the box-shaped type. Portions of a skeleton, including
a well preserved lower jaw and a few bits of painted pottery, were
also discovered here.
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STODDARD COTINTY.

Although this county lies wholly within what is known as the " swamp
region," the central portion of it consists of a high clay ridge or table-

land which may be considered a spur from the Ozarks. This table-

land is seijarated from the bluffs of Cape Girardeau and Bollinger

counties to the north by a strip of lowland known as the Mingo swamp.
During high water a portion of the overflow from the Castor reaches

the Whitewater through this swamp.
The county is bordered on the east by the Whitewater or Little river,

which flows through an extensive tract of low, sandy swamp, which in

places is as much as 20 miles wide. It is known to the people of

Stoddard and Dunkliu counties as the " East swamp," and the Bureau
agent heard no other name for it. Mr. Potter, in his report,' refers to

it as "West swamp" and "West lake" in his description of New
Madrid and Sikeston ridge. This is confusing, since the name of " West
swamp" is given to a similar tract along the St. Francis, which forms

the western boundary of the county.

A little south of Dexter city the clay hills come to an end, and the

divide between the East and the West swamps consists only of a low,

sandy ridge. Under the local names of the " Rich woods " and the

'•West prairie" this extends in a southerly direction to the state line.

Through Dunklin county it is crossed by sloughs that impede travel

during wet weather. The swamps in this county consist of parallel

sloughs of no great depth, with low, sandy ridges between tbem, which
are for the most part above overflow. They are crossed at intervals

by lower places that are covered during high water, thus converting

the higher portions into islands. A good many farms have been

cleared up on these ridges, so that the swamps support a scattered pop-

ulation. The sloughs are filled With a heavy growth of cypress {Taxo-

dhim disHehum) and Tupelo gum {Nyssa uniftora). On the ridges the

timber is principally ditterent species of oak and hickory and sweet

gum (Liquidamber styracijtua).

Earthworks of different kinds are very numerous throughout this

county. Two settlements were examined during the preliminary visit,

one near Lakeville, in the northern part, and the other in the extreme

south, on the county line.

Groups of small mounds are to be found along most of the little

streams among the hills. Several were observed on the low ridges in

the East swamp, south of the railroad.

What is said to be the most extensive system of mounds in south-

east Missouri is found 7 miles south of Dexter city, on that portion of

the sandy divide between the swamps, which is known as the " Eich

woods." There seems to have been, as is shown further on, no wall or

ditch here, and there are few circular depressions or lodge sites.

' Contributioua to the Archaeology of Missouri (188U) pp. 5-8.
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THE LAKEVILLE SETTLEMENT.

This settlement or grouiJ of works, which is shown in Fig. 90, is

located 2 miles southwest of the village of Lakeville, ou a narrow but
rather high east-and-west ridge, between two cypress swamps. It

consists of an inclosing wall, and includes mounds and hut rings. The
inclosure is oblong, but when complete was probably rectangular; it

extends, however, at each end into fields which have been cultivated so
long that the traces of it are lost here. The central portion (that shown
in the figure), extending east and west about 360 yards, is still covered
by heavy timber and a thick growth of underbrush and briers. Here
the walls and other works are uninjured.

m
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Nearly the whole space between the walls is occupied by the hut-

rings or circular depressions.

They are of the usual size, 20 to

50 feet across, and 1 to 3 feet deep.

In all that were excavated, beds
of ashes, containing broken pot-

tery, burned clay, bits of bone,

mussel and turtle shells, etc., were
found at the depth of from 6

inches to 1 foot. In one of these,

near the southwest corner of the
wooded portion, the sandstone
pipe shown in Fig. 91 was discov-

ered. Fio. 91—stone pipe, Lakeville settlomfnt.

SETTLEMENT AT THE COUNTY LINE.

4*%

JV

This settlement, shown in Fig. 92, on which a a denote the county
line between Stoddard and Dunklin counties, is situated in an oak
opening on West i)rairie, 500 yards east of the Dexter and Maiden
road. It borders on East swamp and is surrounded ou the other three

sides by a ditch {b b)

that averages 10 feet

wide and 3 feet deep.

The dirt seems to have
been thrown out about
equally on each side, but
there is nothing that can
be called a wall or an em-
bankment. The inclos-

ure is 330 yards long by
220 in width, and con-

tains about 15 acres.

Nearly the whole of this

space is occujjied by cir-

cular depressions or hut-

rings of the usual size

and appearance, contain-

ing the usual amount of

ashes, broken pottery,
Fig. 92—County line settlement, Stoddard county, Missouri. boneS etc There ire

no mounds in the iuclosure, but just outside, near the northwest cor-

ner, is a low, circular cue about 4 feet high and 100 or more feet in

diameter.
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RICH WOODS MOUNDS.

These mounds, shown in Fig. 93, arc located 7 miles south of Dexter
city on the road leading from that place to Maiden, and are doubtless

the ones referred to in the Summary of Corresjiondence, Smithsonian
Report, 1879, as re-

ported by Mr. Q. 0.
'

Smith.

The low sandy ridge,

known as the Rich
Woods, is here between
1 and 2 miles wide. The
surface, which is quite

level, stands generally

about 15 feet above the

ordinary water line of

the swamj) and is com-
posed chiefly of sand.

The swamp bordering it

on the east is known
hei'e as East swami>.

The margin of the gen-

eral level, which breaks
abruptly down, as is

usual with the banks of

Western rivers, is some-
what irregular, as shown
in the figure, the inden-

tations being numerous,
yet the general course is

almost directly north

and south. The mounds
are principally located

along or near the mar-
gin, the distance be-

tween the extreme
northern one of the
group and the most
southern being about
1,600 yards, or a little less than 1 mile, and the greatest width of the
belt occupied, about 500 yards.

AU of the mounds except No. 1 stand on the upper or general level.

Nos. 1, 2, and 3, near the central part of the group, are large, varying
in height from 20 to 26 feet, obscurely pentangular in outline and flat-

tened on top. No. 3 forms, with 4, what may be called a composite
mound. This appears to be the case also with 15 and 16 and with 23,

a
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'?4, and 25, which will be described further on. No. is oval iu shape,

the diameter 266 by 110 and the height nearly 8 feet. There are some
indications that it was formerly connected at its northern extremity
with the double mound 3 and 4 by a graded way, though there are hut
rings there now. Between this and Ko. 1 the ground suddenly descends
to the lower level, as is seen by the abrupt bend in the hachured line

marking the margin, which here makes a sudden turn to the west.

No. 7, which lies directly west of No. 2, is the longest tumulus of the

grou]i, irregularly oblong in form, the diameters being 340 and 200 feet

and height 15 feet, the top flat. The south end is irregularly jiointed,

but this condition may have resulted wholly or iu i^art from washing, as

the surface has been in cultivation for several years aud was for some
years the location of a schoolhouse. At the north end is an apron 6 feet

high, extending northward about 60 feet. This is irregularly rounded
at the extremity. It is iiossible, and, in fact, probable, that this was
a regular oblong mound, with a rectangular apron, as are many mounds
in easterii Arkansas. The top is perfectly level. No. 8, west of 7, is

circular, flat on top, and about 7 feet high.

No. 9, immediately north of 7, is peculiar iu form, being a regular

crescent, as shown iu the plat, the distance between the tips of the

horns about 75 feet, height 6 feet. Nos. 10, 11, 12, and 14 are circular

mounds, ranging from 8 to 12 feet high. Nos. 13, 17, 18, 19, 31, 32, 33,

20, 28, 29, 30, 26, 27, 34 are small, circular mounds, varying from 1 to 4 feet

in height. The shape of 22 is peculiar. It appears as if a broad ditch

had been dug from the east side to the center. A large oak stump in

the middle of this supi^osed ditch shows that it is certainly not a recent

excavation. Possibly the mound was for jome reason thrown up iu

this form. The figure is too small to bring out the evident difference

between this aud the crescent.

No. 21, near the road, is of the ordinaiy conical form, 45 feet in

diameter and 5 feet high.

No. 15, about 230 paces northeast of 14, is a large, oblong, flat-topped

mound, the length east and west 170 feet and width 110 feet, height

nearly 11 feet. There is a graded way running east from this aud curv-

ing south to mound 16, which is circular aud 6 feet high.

Mounds 23 aud 24 are oval iu outline and of considerable size, the

former measuring 223 by 180 feet and 8 feet high, the latter 213 by 112

feet and 9 feet high. The line between their approximate ends is some-

what higher than the surface of the surrounding area, and may be the

remains of a connecting graded way.
No. 3, the tallest of the entire group, is fully 25 feet high. It is con-

ical iu form aud very steep, except on the side toward the ramp. This

elevated way or ramp, commencing on the side some distance below the

summit, descends regularly eastward to No. 4, which appears to be a

landing or halting place rather than a true mound, and is, iu fact, but
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an enlargement of the rami) or way at tUis point, with a tlat or level

top. This ramp seems to have extended to No. 5, and, as before stated,

to No. 0, forming- here a grand platform. The hnt rings which are so

scattered around and over this immediate area are probably the

remains of a subsequent occupancy to tliat by the builders of the

mounds. Mound (i presents more the appearance of an elongated plat-

^^ij^iS

''/ii'l'i'.;''-"

Flii. 1)4,—Plan of M011111I3 Noa. ;i. 4. .'J. auci fi. Rich Woods inoumls.

form than a true mound. A plan of these four mounds and the graded
way, prepared from a careful survey, is given in Fig. 94, and a section

of .S, 4, and 5 in Fig. 95.

As the surface of the area occupied is comparatively level it was
thought best to make the survey of the group dependent upon one
base and one auxiliary line. These in the reduction of the plat have
been omitted. The base runs north and south, east of the group along

the margin of the swamp, and makes three bends, on account of the

changes in the direction of the margin of the upland and the obstruc-

12 KTH 12
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tious which woukl have to be encountered in

the attempt to run a single straight line. The
auxiliary line runs westward from station 46 on

the chief base. The stations on these lines are

numbered from 3.5 to .58, respectively, No. 36 be-

ing taken as the starting point, 35 simply in-

dicating an after northern extension to connect

with mound 18. The positions of the mounds
nearest these bases are indicated by lines run-

ning at right angles therefrom. The other

mounds more distant are located by courses

and distances from those determined by means
of the base lines.

Measurements are in all cases to the center

of the mound, hut ring, or other work, unless

otherwise expressly mentioned. The various

measurements made are shown in the following

tables.

Table i contains the measurements of the

chief base line; ii, those of the auxiliary line;

III, the po.sitions of the mounds by the offsets

from the base line; IV, the positions of the

mounds by offsets from the auxiliary line; v,

the positions of the mounds as determined by
lines from one to the other; VI, the courses and
distances locating the hut rings; vii, the posi-

tions of the excavations; viii, the sizes of the

mounds; ix, the diameter of the hut rings; and
X, the sizes of the excavations. In order to

make a plat of the group, start from the center

of Mound 17 and run a line 57 feet 5f . 88° 30' E.

This will locate Station 36, from which all the

other stations and mounds can be determined.

I

Table I. -BASE LINE.

Station.
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Table 1.—BASE LINE—Continued.

179

station.
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Table V.—BEARINGS AND DISTANCES FKOM MOUND TO MOUND—Conlinaed.

Station.
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Table VIII.—SIZES OF THE MOUNDS—Continued.
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j

No.
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fou7iditto consist of nn exterual layer of surface soil, varying in depth
from 2 to 3 feet, and au inner core of hard clay. This inner core, which
evidently constituted the original mound, consisted of dry compact
day so hard that an ax was used to cut it. It was almost as dry as

powder and of an ash-gray color, having here and there as we de-

scended the appearance of being slightly mixed with ashes. At the

depth of 5 feet a broken pot-shaped jar, of ware similar to that usual

to this region, was discovered. At this point a. few ashes and some
slight indications of fire were noticed. The same dry hard clay con-

tinued to the bottom of the pit (which was carried down to the depth
of 17 feet), except one thin layer of sand about G inches thick at the

depth of 10 feet. Other pits dug in the sides and near the base re-

v^ealed ample evidence of flre, indicating that after the central core was
completed a quantity of brush and leaves had been burned over it, the

coals and ashes sliding down, as it is (juite steep, so that near the base

a layer of charcoal several inches thick was formed. A thin layer of

surface soil must have been thrown over it while burning, as consider-

able quantities of charred leaves were found mixed with the charcoal.

In one of the iiits some human bones were discovered before reaching

the clay, doubtless au intrusive burial.

Tliis mound, as will be seen by reference to the plat, is outside of the

hachured line which represents the edge or break of the general level,

and is some 6 feet lower and on the same level as the road and not more
than C or 7 feet above the usual water level of the swamp.

Pits were sunk in Xo. 22 to the original surface without finding any-

thing of interest save some fragments of pottery. The height of this

mound was found to be a little over 5 feet, and the composition, after

passing througli the surface soil, a niiif(n'm mixture of yellow clay and
sand. On this mound is au oak stump 2 feet in diameter.

No. 21 was examined with similar results, except that in it were found
some snmll pieces of burned clay, flint chips, and traces of charcoal.

No. 20 and a small tumulus west of it were found to consist wholly of

sandy clay. A few fragments of human bones, small pieces of pottery,

and some flint chips were discovered in them.

An opening was made in the large mound No. 15 in a depression near

the center where the height is between 9 and 10 feet. The pit was
carried down to the original surface of the ground througli yellow sandy

clay. Nothing of interest was obtained.

No. 32, a low mound but little more than 3 feet high, was, like most of

the others, built of a mixture of sand and clay. It contained human
bones and fragments ofpottery, which were scattered irregularly through

it. The ground was damp and soft, and most of the bones were soft,

falling to pieces when any attempt was made to lift them up. We M'ere

umible to trace out a single complete skeleton or to find a whole vessel.

Nos. 2!t, 30, and 31 were also exph)red, but nothing of special interest

was observed in them, the construction being the same aiid of similar

material as those already referred to.
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No. wus subsequently partially explored. A trench was carried

down only to the depth of 5 feet. Nothing- was found in it at a greater
depth from the surface than .'^.} feet. Near the foot of the mound and
2 feet below the surface was a skeleton with the bones rather firm;

probably an intrusive burial, as they are not uncommon in this partic-

ular locality. This was extended, head south; near it was a Unio shell.

About 2 feet west of tiiis skeleton and lying parallel with it was
another of smaller size, probably of a female; bones firm, but the skull

broken when found. Near the skull was a bottle-shaped water vessel.

Other vessels were f(mnd at different ])oints and at tlie ileptli of only 1

or 2 feet.

About 2 feet down on the top and side of the mound were lumps
of burnt clay, which appear to be fragments of pla.stering with which
the walls of a dwelling or other house had been coated. As furtlier

evidence of this is the following tVict, given in the words of the last ex-

plorer: "In the top of the mound, in a small circular depression, I dug
down abimt 2 feet, when I came to a sort of platform of burnt clay. It

seemed to be made of irregularly shaped pieces, one side being smooth
and the other rough. And what was peculiar, the smooth side was
down. I did not dig enough to ascertain tlie extent of the platform."

It is easy enough to account for the smooth side being down if we
suppose it to have been (as we sliall hereafter see there is reason for

believing) plastering from the wails of a liouse, for when the building

was burned it would not be unlikely that the stiff and tliictk coat of

])lastering should fall over in a sheet and that jiieces of it should roll

down the side of the mound.
Numerous other objects were discovered in this mound, as pieces of

Unio shells, some of which had holes bored through them, and were ap-

])arently untinished beads ; many fragments of pottery scattered promis-

cuously through the outer layer, and quite a number of animal Imnes,

from the skull of a deer down to the delicate bones of very small birds.

Permission could not be obtained to make further exploiation in this

interesting and important group, nor to complete the excavation of the
mounds partially examined.

SCOTT AND MISSISSIPPI COXTNTIES.

In 1879 and 18S0 the people in the neighborhood of Charleston, Mis-

sissippi county, discovered that the pottery, in which the mounds of

this region seem to have been unusually rich, had a considerable com-
mercial value. A regular mining fever at once broke out and spread
so rapidly that in some instances as many as twenty-live or thirty men,
women, and children could be seen digging for pottery in one field at the
same time.

The specimens obtained were taken to Charleston and sold to the
merchants, who in turn sold them to vari(nis nniseiims, scientific insti-

tutions, and relic hunters. It is said that this trade brought to town
several thousand dollars.
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Some 10 or 12 miles southwest of the battlefield of Belmont is one of

the peculiar sand ridges of this swampy region, called I'in Hook ridge.

This extends 5 or (i miles north and south, and is less than a mile in

width; botli of its tapering ends hook round in a westerly direction, as

shown in Fig. 9<i. There is abundant evidence here that the entire

ridge was long inhabited by a somewhat agricultural peojile, with sta-

tionary houses, who constructed numerous and high mounds, whi(;h are

now the only place of refuge for the present inhabitants and their stock

from the frequent overflows of the Mississippi. About one-halt of the

ridge is under cultivation ; the remainder is covered by a native forest

of oak, ash, gum, and other tiees, which are as large upon these mounds
and residence circles as elsewhere.

baker's mound.

This (No. 2 on the diagram) is situated nearly a mile southwest of

Beckwith's Fort (marked No. 1, in Fig. 96), and hereafter more fully

Fin. ftr». —Pin Hunk lliilt^p ninniulH, Mississippi county, Misflonri.

described; it is circular in form, about 50 feet in diameter and 4 feet

high. The peculiar feature of this mound is the mode of its construc-

tion, which is shown in Fig. 97. The lower stratum, marked No. 2,

consists of bluish swamp muck mixed with ashes, which, as a matter of

course, when deposited was soft and pliable as dough, though now so

hard as to require the use of a i)ick to penetrate it. Instead of the top's

being leveled as usual, it was depressed in the middle, so as to foi'm a

saucer-shaped basin, the rim on the south side being higher than on
the opposite side, as the mound stands on a natural slope. This was
filled with sandy loam (No. 1) and rounded over, completing the mound.
Near the upper part of this sandy layer Mr. Baker, who liad pre-

viously opened it, found two skeletons, placed horizontally, with heads
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north, below wliicli was a layer of deeayed .skeletons, and with them a

nnmber of vessels of pottery of forms usual to this region. Several of

these vessels which
were discovered in

this first excavation

were fractured; yet

Mr. Baker obtained

thirty un i njured
si)ecimens. Further

excavation in the
hard bottom layer re-

vealed the parts of

several skeletons, a

nnmber of broken
vessels, and also one small pot or cup with scalloped rim, aiul one bot-

tle-shaped water vessel, which were obtained whole. A few rude stone

scrapers were also found.

a Cl<i.y

-liaki'i'M mouml, Mississi])])! county, Missouri.

(irM TREE MOt'NI).

This is situated nearly to the east of the preceding, is circular in

form, GO feet in diameter, and 8 feet high. It is No. 3, of Fig. 90, and
stands on the crest of a low
ridge fronting upon a cypress

swamp. It was found to con-

sist of five or six distinct lay-

ers, as follows, counting from

the bottom upwards: Layer
No. 1, 30 inches of clear white

sand, probably the natural

crest of the ridge. No. 2, 1(5

inches of dark colored, hard
clay, through which were scat-

t ered fire-beds, charcoal,
ashes, stone chips, fragments

of pottery, and split animal

bones. No. 3, 12 inches of yel-

low sand, containing but few

relics of any kind. No. 4, 8

inches of hard gray mortar, doubtless made of blue muck and ashes

mixed and covered with kitchen refuse similar to that found in No. 2.

No. 5, 18 inches of loose gray sand, containing few relics; but all the

central ])ortion of this layer had been previously examined by others

who found it and the top layer (No. (!) literally tilled with decayed
human bones and a number of whole and broken vessels of clay.
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Fig. 98.—Beckwith's fort, Mississippi county, Missouri.
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BECKWITH'S KORT.

Haifa mile north of the last mentioued mound, and upon tbe highest

point of the bank fronting Pin Hook bayou, is a remarkable earthen

inclosure (marked 1, in Fig. !>(!), to which the name Beokwith's fort is

given, after that of the owner. An enlarged view ot this work is

given in Fig. 1)8^

As will be seen by reference to this figure, the inclosure is nearly a

semicircle in form, with the open base facing the swamp or bayou.

Tlie length of this open base from point to point of the wall (m to n)

is 1,0-11 feet, aiul the circumference along the wall from vt around to m,

2,700 feet. The location was wisely chosen, as it is the only point within

iin area of many miles square where the natural surface of the ground
was not covered by the great flood of 18S2. The bank tacing the

swamp is here quite steep and fully 30 feet high.

Mounds Nos. 1, 5, and G, and some small burial mounds not shown
in the figure, are so nearly in a line as to form a strong breastwork

along this front, except about 200 feet opposite mound No. 2, where
there is no embankuuMit, mound, nor the marks of ancient dwellings;

thus, as is usual in tliis kind of fort, leaving an open court adjoining

one side of the great flat-topped mound.
The height and width of the wall vary at different points, in some

places being as low as 2 feet, while at otliers it is frilly 8 feet high; in

some places it is not more than lo feet wide, while at others it is 30 or

more.

Running close along the outside of the wall is a ditch vaiyiiig in

width from 20 to 40 feet, and in depth from 4 to 8 feet, except where
filled up by floods and frosts, especially the former, some of which may
have broken through the walls to the great interior excavation. The
area within the inclosure is almost entirely occupied by earthworks of

one kind or another, those marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and G being mound.s,

those marked a, b, and c being excavations, and the numerous small

circles scattered over it the little saucer-sliaped depressions supposed
to be house sites or hut rings.

Mound No. 1 is situated in the extreme northern corner, where the

wall ends on the bank next the swamp or bayou. It is 120 feet long

from northwest to southeast, 100 feet broad, and about 10 feet high at

the highest point. The central portion of the top had been lowered,

either originally or subsequently, by a circular depression about l.j feet

in diameter and 2 feet deep. Permission to excavate could not be
obtained.

Mound No. 2, or the so-called Temple mound, is situated almost

directly south of No. 1 and near the central portiou of the area. Its

northern base comes directly to the margin of the great excavation a,

while but a short distance away, a little to the northeast, is the small

crescent excavation h. The dimensions, as nearly as could be ascer-

tained, are as follows: Length on top (northeast and southwest), 1G5
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feet; width, lOo feet; height, about 25 feet. Near each eud, on the flat

top, is a saucer-shaped depression 3 to 4 feet deep, leachiug to a heavy
deposit (in eacli) of charcoal, ashes, bones, etc., resting upon a hvyer of

earth 3 or 4 inches thick, burned as hard as brick. Permission

could not be obtained to make further excavations in this mound.
Mound No. ."> is circular, 75 feet in diameter and S feet high, having

a saucer-shaped depression on the top, and below this a Hre-bed, char-

coal, ashes, etc., as usual.

No. 4 is almost circular at the base, but square on the top, which is

flat, each side measuring .'>0 feet. It is 15 feet high, the sides very
steep and each bearing with the cardinal points. It was doubtless
originally a regularly truncated pyramidal mound, the washings hav-
ing rounded the base.

No. 5 is an oval mound with sloping sides, 10 feet high and 90 feet

across the top, which is flat. It was composed, in part at least, of
black swamp mud and blue clay and had in it several tire-l)eds, beds
of clay burned brick red, stone chips, Unio shells, and fragments of

pottery.

No. (i is 75 by 100 feet a^ base, 8 feet high, aud now surmounted by
the log house of the colored nmn who cultivates this portion of the
extensive Beckwith iilantation.

Between 5 and G is a long k)w mound not marked on the diagram,
the surface of which was strewn with fragments.of human boues, pot-

tery, and stone chips.

Excavation a is somewhat pear-shaped, the large end being near the
northeast corner and the curved side running along the northern wall

for fully 1,000 feet. The width at the widest part is 320 feet and the

greatest depth 10 feet, but the depth decreases with the width toward
the scnithwest point. The most of it is now a bushy swamp, though the
larger end is an oj)en pond never dry.

Excavation It is small, the length along the convex side not exceed-
ing 200 feet, narrow aud crescent shaped. It lies just beyond the eastern

end of the large excavation, one of its horns touching the latter.

Excavation c is in the southwestern part of the area, and now a rect-

angular swamp, 300 feet long by 100 wide, S feet deej) at the greatest

depth, and seldom dry.

iiorsK .siTKs OK nc'i I!in<;s.

These almost literally cover the remainder of the area, the only open
space of any considerable size being the 200 feet square just east of the

large mound (No. 2, Fig. 08). They are not confined to the natural

level of the iuclosure, as some are found on the level tops of the mounds.
They are circular in form, varying from 30 to 50 feet in diameter,
measuring to the tops of their rims, whicliarc raised slightly above the
natural level. The depth of the depression at the center is from 2 to

3 feet. Near the center, somewhat covered with earth, are usually found
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the baked earth, charcoal, aud ashes of ancient fires, and around these

and beneath the rims split bones and fresh-water shells. Often mingled
with this refuse material are rnde stone implements and fragments of

pottery.

The similarity in the size, form, and general appearance of these de-

pressions and earthen rings to those of the earth lodges of the aban-

doned Mandan towns along the Missouri river, leaves no doubt that they

mark the dwelling sites of the people who formerly occupied this lo-

cality.

Upon the top of the great mound, fully 35 feet above the bed of the

adjacent excavation, stands a white oak tree 4 feet in diameter; also

Fifi. 99.—Iinagi- vesMt-l from Beckwith's ranch. Fig. 100.—liu« 1 Iruui Bockwitli's fort.

the stumps of several others, little if any smaller. On the wall back

of the excavation is another white oak 10 feetO inches in circumference,

4 feet from the ground, also a sassafras 30 inches in diameter at breast

height, and other trees of similar dimensions. The annual growth-rings

of several white oak and ash stunii)S on No. ('> and other mounds near
the house, were counted and ranged in number from .350 to 500 each.

The following is a list of the whole or nearly whole clay vessels obtained
from various openings made in the mounds and elsewhere on Pin Hook
ridge

:

1 image vessel (Fig. 100.)

1 water vessel with human head.

1 water vessel with eagle head.

3 water vessels with hooded heads.

1 tiat oiiiii lain)).

1 double headed vessel.

1 pot (already nieutioned.)

1 bowl with lip (Fig. 102.)

Eleven others of \arlous forms.
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Althouj^li the aucient works at this phice are less than 13 miles from

the iiiclosiire aud other works just described, they are differeutly

Flc;, 101.—Water vesaol from Berkwith's rancli, Mississip]*! ocmnty, Missouri.

occupied and appear to have been dift'ereiitly constructed. The area

of the site is least subject to overflow of any in this region except the

"Fort," but there is no trace of wall or ditch, nor is there a pyramidal

Fl(5. 102.—Water vessel from Beckwitli's fort, Mississippi eounty. Missouri.

mound in the group, the only works here being low, flattish, circular

mounds and long oval ones, resembling so closely the low, natural swells
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of the level area as to require a practical investigation to determine

whether tliey are natural or artificial. Tliey appear to belong to two
classes, those used for dwelling sites and those used for burial pur-

poses, the former being the higher and the color of the surface layer

darker than that of the other class. This darker color of the surface

layer is probably due to the fact that immediately below it are found

tire-beds with burnt earth, charcoal, ashes, and the bones of animals,

(mostly split). There are seldom any human skeletons or entire vessels

of pottery in the mounds of this class though the earth is tilled with

fragments of broken vessels. In these tumuli, which are so close

/

Fio. 10:J.—Gourd-shaped vessel Iroiii Ueckwith 6 raucli, ilissiasijipi <tmnty. Missouri.

together as sometimes to form an almost continuous ridge, are often

found two or three, and sometimes even four, tire-beds in succession, at

different depths, ranging from 1 to 4 feet down to the natural surface.

The skeletons, among which were a number of clay vessels, were of.

medium size, lying at full length horizontally upon the back or side,

without any apparent regularity as to direction, except so far as was
necessary to avoid overlapping, which was seldom done in the same
layer. The vessels were invariably placed by the side of or over the

skull, which was often found indented or crushed. Many, and in places

a majority or all, of the skeletons of a layer were without an accompany-
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ing entire vessel, but seldom without the fragiueuts of :i broken one
where the entire one was wanting. '

As a rule, bat one vessel was found to a skeleton, though oecasionally

two and even three were observed; but when this was tlie case they

were of ditferent forms and evidently intended for difierent purposes.

Thus, if a long-necked water cooler was found on one side of the skull,

the vessel on the other side, if any, would be a cup or basin or other

food dish, and if a third were present it would be an efflgy or orna-

mented vessel placed at the crown or above it. No tire-beds, charcoal,

or split bones of animals were found among the skeletons.

Fig. 104.—Owl image vessel from Beckwith'a rain

The mounds of this class were often so low as to be scarcely apparent.
Indeed, it is evident that the. people who once occupied this locality

buried their dead about 2 feet deep in the natural earth, and that the
elevation of jjortions of their cemetery is the result of subsequent
burials on the same site, as in such cases we found two or three layers

of skeletons.

At this place some i-'> or 50 whole vessels were found of which the
following were obtained for the Bureau, the owner of the place. Col.

Beckwith, who assisted in the work, retaining the rest:

1 water vessel, female iiiiagu (Fig. 99).

1 long-uecked water vessel with three legs (Fig. 101).

1 water vessel, female image.
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1 gourd-shaped, vessel witli auimal head (Fig. 103).

1 owl image (Kig. 104). *

1 fisb-sliaped howl (Fig. 10."), ii and b).

1 vessel with auimal head.

1 vessel with liumau head.

1 howl with liuman head.

Fui. 105.—Kisli-sli.llK'il vessel frimi r.i'ikwith's raiicli. fi. view; h, pl.Tn

1 shell-shaped bowl.

1 pottery ornament.
1 pottery ornament.
.Seventeen other vessels, besides 5 pottery miiUers and sonu: stone implements.

MEYERS JIOUNDS.

These, 2 in miiubcr. are situated ou the county road from Cairo, Illi-

nois, by way of Bird's Point, to Charleston, about midway between the
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two points. Tliey areoutlie highest ground in that immediate section

and fronting- a cypress swamp. One is double or terraced, and tlie

other much lower and oval in outline. The latter is 73 feet long, oti

feet broad, and 10 feet high, sides straight, but the ends rounded and
flat on top, where Mr. John Meyers, the owner, has placed his dwelling-

house. The large one (Fig. 106) consists of a higher portion or main
part, which is pyramidal in

form, 5(t feet scjuare on the level

top, and 25 feet high, and a

level terrace 03 feet long, .50

feet broad, and 15 feet high,

extending northward.

A regular ancient cemetery
which had been worked over by
previous explorers, was found
about 100 yards east of the

main works. The area around
the large mound, to the extent

of several acres, except a small

spot on the north side near the

swamp, was formerly thickly

covered over with small circu-

lar depressions or house sites, but these are now mostly obliterated by
cultivation.

yeveral low UKtunds in the vicinity had been so thoroughly upturned
as to be now barely traceable. As a matter of course nothing was
found ill these l)ut the fragments left by others; but in excavations
made in otlier parts of the farm several vessels and inniges of pottery

of the character and designs common in this section were obtained.
No indications of a surrounding wall were observed.

PLAN

SECTION
Flu. 106 Meyers' mouud. Scutt coimty, Missouri.

BUTLEK (U)UNTY.

Along the railroad from St. L(^uis to Iron mountain few mounds were
observed, but from there to Poplar bluff they are numerous on the low
valley lands, almost always circular in form, from 30 to .50 feet in diam
eter, and from 3 to 4 feet high. So far as they have been opened, little

else has been found in them than decaying human bones, often com-
mingled with charcoal and ashes, and occasionally fragments of pot-

tery.

Four ot this class found on the bottoms of Big Black river, about 2

miles above Poplar bluft', were exploied. They, like many others of
similar appearance, are on land subject to overflow at ordinary iugh
water. All are circular and some of them very flat, those excavated
being the highest and situ;ited in the midst of a dense growth of

swamp oak, ash, elm, and other timber growing on the mounds the

same as elsewhere.

12 ETH 13
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Mduncl 2^0. 1 iiieasured but '25 feet in diameter and 4 feet iu lieiglit.

Ndtbing was found in it except a hard, central, or inner core of liffht-

colored clay wbicli, when tlnown out, api)eared like dry mortar mixed
with charcoal, ashes, and stone chips. No traces of b(mes or indica-

tions of burial were observed.

No. 2,30 feet iu diameter, 4 feet high; resembled No. 1 in internal

arrangement and contents.

No. 3, 40 feet iu diameter and 4 feet high
;
gave the same results as

1 and 2.

No. 4, similar iu size, diifered from the others only iu the fact that

at the bottom, in the center, was found a bushel or more of chai-coal

and ashes.

In Fig. 107 is presented a group of this character near Harviell,

which is given as a type of the groups of this class of mounds which

Fig. 107.—Mouud group ncir Harviell, Butler county. Missouri.

literally dot all the land iu this region except the cypress swamps.
They are uniformly circular, seldom exceeding 50 feet iu diameter, or

4 feet iu height.

The seven of this group marked 1, 2, .'5, 4, .5, (!, and 7 and quite a
number of other groups were excavated, the uniform result being to

find the nuiin portion composed of very hard clay with charcoal and
ashes mixed in greater or less quantities and fi-equently, but not always,

fragments of very rude pottery and rude stone scrapers or skinners.

POWKH'.S FORT.

This is an ancient indosure, connected with other works on the farm
of Mr. Power, on alow ridge which runs between Little Black river
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and Cyjiress swamp, near the Ripley county line. A plat of the group
is given in Fig. 108. from which it will bo seen that it consists of a quad-
rangular (nearly square) inelosure with embankments or walls on three

sides, and an outside ditch along the entire length of the walls, an
excavation at each western corner outside, and four mounds on the
interior area. The western wall, which runs exactly north and soutli,

is 750 feet long and, as it is still covered by the original forest growth,
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Fig. 108.- -Power's fort. Tiiitler coiiutv. Missouri.

is quite distinct. The ditch, which runs along the outside is also very
distinct, being from 3 to 5 feet deep and about twice as wide. The
northern and southern walls and ditches in the cultivated area are

almost obliterated; still they can be traced throughout from where they
connect at the corners with the western wall, to the undisturbed
extremities near the swamp. The northern line measures 762 feet and
the southern 744.
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The excavation coniiectiiig witli the diteli near tlic sontliwest corner
(o) is about 150 feet long-, 100 feet wide and l.") feet deep at the lowest

jjoint. The excavation at the northwest corner {b) is somewhat longer,

rather narrower, and not ((uite so deej), but both always contain Avater.

The four niounds in the inclosure are located as indicated at 1, 2, 3
and 4, No. 1, whi(;h is the largest, l)eing nearly 150 feet long, north and

south, 120 feet broad at base, and 20 feet liigh. The
length and width liavc evidently been increased and
the lieight lowered by the continued cultivation of

fifty years. A thorough examination of this was
made and the construction found to be somewhat
])eculiar, as will lie seen by reference to Fig. 10!t,

which sliows a vertical section through the length.
~ The bottom layer (1) is a circuhir platform about

i 100 feet in ili:imeter and 2 feet high, formed of yel-

S low sand similar to the original surface beneath and
i around it.

1 The next layer, marked 2, is only 6 inches thick

t and consists of dark blue, adhesive dav, or muck,

K from the swamj); which has become very hard. It

z was strewn AvitU burnt earth, charcoal, ashes, frag-

«: mcnts of split bones and pottery, stone chips and

I
I'nio shells. The next layer (3) is 8 feet thick at the

^ central ])oint of what appears to have been the orig-

i inal mound, of which it was the top stratum. But
5 it is not uniform, and, although showing no distinct

- strata, was not all forme<l at one time, as in it tliei'e

I were, at different dejjths, at least three distinct fire-

I beds of burnt earth and heavy aceunuilations of

I ashes, charcoal, and charred animal btmes.
~ In this layer, a little south ol' the center, were

I found the charred fragments of long poles and small

logs, all lying horizontally, and also a post («), prob-

ably of locust wood, inches in iliameter and 5 feet

long, still erect, but the upiier end shortened by fire

and the lower end haggled off by some rude imple-

ment.

The layer marked 4 is an addition to the original

plan. At this stage the occupants or builders, for

some reason, made an addition to the origimil mound, extending it

northward some 40 feet, apparently in this wise: the h)wer layer was
built ou the north end precisely as in the original mound and of the

same height; then the layer corresponding to No. 2 of the original

mound, which is No. 4 in the figure, was bnilt up of bluish clay irregu-

larly mixed with fire-beds, ashes, charcoal, yellow sand, and calcined

boues to the height of No. 3 and somewhat overtopping it. Having
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thus obtiiiiied the desired form, layer No. .">, (i feet thiek, chiefly of dark
swaini)-inuek, was heaped over the original mound aud additiou. But
this layer was i)robably formed by additions made to it»fi'om time to

time, as it presents considerable variety in the ap])earance of the ma-
terial and also contains large masses of yellow sand, charcoal, ashes,

fragments of pottery, and charred bones, among which were found the

head of a deer and of an elk, with i)ortions of the charred horns still

attached. ]\Iany rude stone knives, scrapers, and jjerforators, a few
rude lance-heads and fragments of a better class of pottery were scat-

tered through it. Northwest of the c<MJter, in this layer, were some
charred timbers lying horizontally and one post (b) standing erect, re-

sembling the timber post fovrnd in No. 3.

The external layer, -t feet thick, aud of a heterogeneous character,

was apparently formed of various sized masses of bluish clay, yellow

sand, and charcoal combined.
]Mound No. 2 is much smaller than No. 1, not exceeding 100 feet in

diameter and 6 feet in height, and is flat on top. It consisted of four

layers, the first or upper stratum of sandy soil, 3 feet thick, mixed with

fragments of pottery; the second, about the same thickness, chiefly

yellow sand, with patches of blue clay, charcoal, ashes, fragments of

pottery, aud human bones mostly unbroken but soft as pulp; the third.

Cinches thick, was made up of blue clay and fragments of pottery;

and the fourth, 18 inches thick, of yellow sand, well filled with decayed
human bones, though some of them were plumj) and soft. Scattered

among them were charcoal and ashes.

Mound No. 3, also flat on top, 80 feet in diameter and 4 feet high, was
without regular layers; but the base was found to be comiwsed chiefly

of yeUow sand, containing fire-beds, patches of bones, charcoal, ashes,

fragments of pottery, etc.

Mound No. i resembled jN^o. 3 in form, size, composition, and contents.

Fragments of pottery, stone chips, lance-heads, scrapers, and perfor-

ators were scattered over the area of the inclosure, and at one point

there was an almost solid deposit of thein.

Mound No. 5, standing outside the inclosure in a grove of large oak
timber and dense underbrush, is 40 feet in diameter and 8 feet high,

circular and symmetrical in form. An opening 6 feet in diameter and 3

feet deep had been made in the top so long ago that oak saplings have
since grown up in it. Further excavation revealed nothing but the

fact that it was composed of four parallel, horizoutaP strata, the first

or top one of yellow sand 1 foot thick, the second, 1 foot of dark muck,
the third, 4 feet of yellow sand, and the bottom, 1 foot of dark muck.

'As a general rule throunhoiit this part of tlie Report "horizontal" when :ipplie(l

to strata is to be untlerstoocl in the strict sense of the term aud as iuiplyiug that the

stratiiui does not conform to the curve or contour ol the nioiind.
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ARKANSAS.

Although exploratiou.s were made in other parts of this state, much
the hirger portion of the aiit-ieut works referred to are iii the uorth-

eastern part, or, in other words, the hinds bordering the Mississipi>i and
lower Arkansas and the area drained by the White and 8t. Francis
rivers. This area, if extended southward so as to include Desha and
Chicot counties, is known as the Mississippi alluvial region of Arkansas.
With the exception of Crowley's ridge, which breaks its monotonous
uniformity, it consists chiefly of broad bottom lands interrupted in

places by swamps, sloughs and wet prairies, through which, or separat-

ing which, are generally low, broad swells or ridges (as they are called,

though of but few feet in height) of rich sandy loam heavily timbered.

Crowley's ridge, which runs through Green, Craighead, Poinsett, and
St. Francis counties, forming the divide between the waters of White
and St. Francis rivers, terminates in Phillips c(mnty just below the city

of Helena. The top, throughout its entire extent in Arkansas, is com-
posed for the most i)art of siliceous clay and marl of quaternary date,

usually resting on a bed of waterworn gravel. Numerous springs of

good cool water flow from beneath this gravel bed along the eastern foot

of the ridge near Helena. Most of the bottom lands are overflowed

during high water.
CLAY COUNTY.

This, the extreme northeastern county of the state, is comparatively

level and is drained by the St. Francis river on the east. Cache river

in the center, and Black river on the west. These rivers are bordered
by low, flat, bottom lands heavily timbered and subject to overflow.

Between Black and Cache rivers is a low ridge, which extends south-

westward through several counties. Between the Cache and St. Fran-
cis rivers is a still more prominent and wider elevation, which is the

Ijeginning of Crowley's ridge.

The only group of mounds examined in this county is situated in the

immediate vicinity of Corning, the county seat, (m a sandy ridge that

rises some 20 feet above the cypress swamp flanking it on the east.

A few of these were measured and opened with the following results:

No. 1, oblong, measured 90 feet in length by 05 in width at the base

and 9 feet high. About 20 feet of the north end had been removed by
the townspeople. The only things of interest observed were fire beds
of swamp nuick, charcoal, ashes, stone chips, and a few charred bones.

An examination of the renmining portion revealed nothing additional

exoept the indications of long-continued occupancy and the fact that it

had been built up by successive layers.

No. 2, oblong, 40 by 35 feet at base and 5 feet high, was explored

with similar results.

No. 3 measured 100 by 80 feet at base, but the height could not be
determined, as it had been partially removed for grading the railroad
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track. From the uuiaber of decayed biiuiiiu bones and fragments of

l^ottery found in the remaining itortion, it is supposed to be the prin-

cipal burial place of the uiound-builders who occupied the village

located liere.

The small circular mounds were composed chiefly of sandy soil simi-

lar to that of the surrounding surface, but the fire beds, burned clay,

stone chips, and bones discovered in them render it evident that they
had been used as dwelling sites and that the custoni of burying in the
iloor of the cabin had been followed here to some extent.

GREENE COT'JVTY.

The topographical features of this county are very similar to those

of Clay county, its eastern boundary being the St. Francis river, whicli

through this and the two counties south is a continuous lake-like

swamp, being tlie section known as the " Sunken lands of the St. Fran-
cis." The western jjortion consists of the flat Cache river lands,

partly black sandy levels and
partly wet iiost-oak flats. Be-

tween the lowlands of the two ex-

tremes and occupying a large por-

tion of the area, is Crowley's

ridge, with its sandy lands.

On the plantation of Mr. Rob-
ert Law, 9 miles east of Para-

gould, fronting the cypress bor-

ders of the St. Francis lake, is

a group of interesting niounds.

They are chiefly in a forest of oak, fig. no.—Effect cf eartimuate of isii on mound,

asli,''gum, and other heavy timber. ^'''""' '"""'''• Arkansas.

The spot they occupy is in the " Sunken land region," or that section

so terribly shaken by the great earthquake of 1811.

At this particular locality the sand ridge and cyjn'ess swamp seem
still to retain their original relative elevations, but the ridge is so cut
up with trenches, narrow ridges, sinkholes, and "blow-outs" of fine

sand as to render the original size and even number of these mounds
very uncertain. There are some indications of a surrounding wall,

though not sufficient to justify the positive statement that there ever
was one.

The largest mound, which is flat on top, measured 120 feet long by
72 feet broad on top, 192 by 145 at the base and 25 feet high. Several
medium-sized trees are still standing on it, and there is evidence of

larger ones having been overturned, possibly during the earthquake,
or by some previoirs or subsequent severe windstorm. Be this as it

may, the eft'ects of the earth(iuake are still visible in this artificial

structure, after a lapse of eighty years, in two very distinct and
peculiar fissures, as shown in Fig. 110. These are from 4 to 6 feet deep
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ami fully iis wide, p;ii'tially disclosing the character of the luouiid, per-

mission to explore it being refused by the owner.

THE BABCOCK MOUNDS.

The small group bearing this name consists of but two mounds, sit-

uated iu Sec. 3(), T. 1(5 N., R. 2 E., of the lifth iirincipal meridian, in the

southeast corner of the county on a low ridge between Cache river and

a cypress swamj). ^

Mound I is of the ordinary round or conical form, 65 feet in diameter

and 7 feet high, composed chiefly of earth similar to the surrounding

soil. About halfway down from the top was found a thiu layer of

burnt clay reaching from 2 feet east of tlie middle to the western

margin, which did not conform liorizontally to the curve of the mound,
but to the level of the ground on which the mound stands. A few

inches above this layer were two small deposits of burnt clay. It is

doubtful whether they were burnt where they were found, there being

no coals or ashes about them and the earth in cont.ict with them show-

ing no indications of heat. They were scarcely more than a foot scpiare

and 3 inches thick.

Two skeletons found wei-e probably intrusive burials, as they were

placed only 12 and 16 inches below the surface. The most interesting

thing observed iu this simple, ordinary mouud was the size of some ot^

the supposed "load nuisses." Xear the bottom, in the central part,

the clayey portion increased and the mottled appearance, supposed by
mound explorers to be due to the deposits of individual loads, became
quite distinct and some of these masses were apparently too heavy

loads for even two persons, as they were 3 feet across the face and from

a foot to 20 inches thick.

The other mound had already been o|)ened.

CEAIGHEAD COUNTY.

The topographical features of this county are mirch the same as

those of Greene, the only important difference being that its area em-

braces a larger proixa-tion of the lowlands of the St. Francis valley.

According to Col. Norris, who visited the northeast part of the county,

the entire region along this part of the St. Francis lake is so cut up
with sink holes, "blow-outs," sand hillocks, and trenches (trending

northeast and southwest), the effect of earthquakes, that the ancient

works are scarcely traceable except iu certain favored localities. One
of these he found at Carpenter's landing on the St. Francis lake, 12

miles east of Brooklyn. Even this sandy ridge is much marred by the

effedts of the earthquake but there are unmistakable evidences that

this locality was occupied in foimer times by a large mound-buildei's

village and cemetery. A long line of circular and oblong mounds

—

some nearly square and flat on top—is still traceable iu what is now a

swamp back of the ridge.
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Several of these, mncb shatteied by the earthquake, were exainiued
and others iinii)jured were opened. All were formed of irregular layers

of swamp muck on which were fiie-beds, charcoal, ashes, fragments of
pottery, and charred animal bones, as is usual in tliis region.

In a conical numnd on the ridge, at the depth of 3 feet from the top,

was the skeleton of a child not more than ."? feet long, and by the side

of the skull a dark scallop-rinuned basin, and close to it another vessel,

light colored. At the bottom, on tiie natural surface of the ground, was
a tire-bed. The main body of the mound was composed of gray loam,

such as tliat of the soil around it, but the to|) was covered with a layer

of soft, yellow sand, 20 inches thick at tlic center, and thinning oat
each way.
A small circular mound, 'S> tcct in diameter and 7 feet high, found on

Cane island in St. Francis lake, was explored. This had a rather mod-

-^

FHi. 111.—Webb ;;roiii», Craigiieiid county, Arkansas.
•

ern appearance and had evidently been built up :i.t intervals. Passing
through a top stratum of gray, sandy soil, something over a foot thick,

the explorer reached a layer of charcoal and ashes about inches thick,

covering an area of about feet in diameter, in which were the charred
fragments of animal bones. Next below this was a layei", 2 feet thick,

of sand so loose as to shovel like ashes. This lay on a tire-bed of similar

size, and at least a foot in depth of charcoal, in which were decayed
firebrands. This was, in fact, a coali)it in which were several bushels
of excellent charcoal, but little ashes and no bones. About a foot or

so beloAv this was another similar charcoal bed. Not a particle of clay,

mud, or a piece of stone or pottery was seen in any part of the mound.
The group shown In Fig. Ill is situated in the southern part of the

county, on Sec. IG, T. 13 N., E. 5 E., on the land of Mr. Jasper Webb,
about 10 miles southeast of Jonesboro.
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No. 1, the largest of tlie group, is S.j feet long by 75 broad on the

flat top and 13 feet liigb; but being occupied as a graveyard could not

be explored.

No. 2, conical in form, measured about 150 feet in diameter at tbe

base and very nearly 20 feet high. It was examined but revealed noth-

ing of interest.

No. 3, conical in form, 65 feet in diameter aiid 7J feet high, contained

four skeletons, but so for decayed that they could only be partially traced.

Oue was near the center at a depth of 5 feet, another on the west side

3 feet below the surface. Two feet and a half below the latter was a

broken pot with some badly decayed shells in it. Pottery was discov-

ered at all depths li'oin inches to 6J feet below the surface and in all

conditions from unbroken vessels to those in fragments. All the whole
vessels were sitting right side up and in most cases near the surface;

those lower dowu were generally in fi-agments. Some parts of the

mound appeared to be entirely barren of specimens while in other parts

several were found near together. In one place on the south side, iu a

space of 3 feet square by 2 feet deep, were live pots. Thirty-four speci-

mens of the Bureau collection are from this mound.
Mound No. 4 was but partially explored, the work lieing stopped by

water rising in the trenches. In this were two skeletons and a number
of clay vessels. With one of the skeletons were six jiots.

None of the specimsns found in this mound were buried more than

2 feet deep and some of them were within (! inches of the surface. This

tumulus is situated close to a slough and is surrounded by water in

times of great freshets.

There are a few places near these mounds elevated about a foot above

the surrounding laud. One near mound No. 1 was examined aud at

the depth of a foot charcoal and fragments of very firm pottery were

discovered; but further examination was stopped by the water wliich

rose in the trenches.

Mound No. 5 (not shown iu the figure), circular, rounded on top, 40

feet in fliameter and 2i feet high, was comi)osed entirely of sand and
irnstratifled. Although it stands on low, wet ground, graves had been
dug in the natural soil, or excavations made before it was built, as re-

mains and specimens were found at the depth of ii feet below the sur-

face of the mound.
Comparatively few human bones were discovered and these so badly

decayed th;tt none of them could be saved, but the number of pottery

vessels was unusually large, over fm'ty being found in the mound.
Usually these vessels were in groups or nests; that is to say, from two
to four would be found together, though occasionally one would be by
itself; and as a general thing the mouths were up. The ware is through-

out of very inferior (piality, usually thin and impei'fectly burned. It

consists of cooking pots, some with ears and some without, and some
showing evidences of usage; long-necked water bottles, gourd-shaped
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water vessels ; bowls, one large witb a flaring rim; dipper or skillet-

sliaped vessel with short handles; two clay pipes, etc.

A limestone celt, lance head, and arrow point were the only stone

implements discovered in it. Some coals and ashes, rough, hurued
stones, and lumps of l>nrnedclay were observed.

POINSETT COUNTY.

The topogi-aphy of this county is throughout similar in every respect

to that of Craighead county which lies immediately north of it. It

has the same dividing ridge, the same low flat belt and the same bound-
ing streams.

TVltON/.A STATKIN.

This is a mere siding about 1 mile east of the point where the Kan-
sas City, Springfield, and Memphis railroad crosses the Tyronza river,

constructed as a means of access to a large anil \aluable gravel bed
underlying the sandy ridge, which is something less than a mile wide
at this point and between 3 and 4 miles long. Although the sunimit of

this ridge is from 10 to 15 feet above the swanij) around it, only the

tops of the larger and higher ancient mounds upon it remain above
the water iluring the heavy overflows of the Mississipjji river. Fig.

112 shows the relative positions of the mounds and their relation to

the railroad.

The following list gives the numbers, the shajie, diameter at the

base, and the height of each of the mounds shown in the figure and
remarks in regard to the contents of those explored.

No.
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Three other similar mounds were seen in the woods but uot excavated.

Fig-. 115 is a representation of tlie faee of tlie cut made by the lail-

road in tlie gravel pit; or, in other words, a vertical section of the ridjje

to the dex>th of from 5 to G feet below the normal surface; also of the

mounds on the line of the section. The length of the section shown in

i>m

^'^ o ^***^

the figure is 1,100 feet. The heights, distances, and in fact all the fig-

ures given are from actual careful measurements.
It will be seen from this, that not only were the mounds occupied as

dwelling sites, but that the entire ridge, so far as the cut for the rail-

road extends, and to the depth of from 2 to 3 feet, has, scattered

thr<mgh it, burnt clay beds which in Arkansas are sure marks of house

sites. The short, heavy, black, horizontal dashes mark the locations of
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fire-bed.s or iucUcatioiis of fire, as beds of aslies, charcoal, etc.; the

cross-hatched, or shaded, short, liorizoiital dashes reiireseiit tlie burnt

clay beds, some of which formed the hard floors of dwellings and some
the fragments of plastered walls which have fallen over when the dwell-

ing was bnrned. as api)ears to have been the case in most instances.

The positions and relations of these beds, as shown in the figure, make
it evident that upon the site of one burned dwelling another was usually

constructed, not iufretpiently a third, and sometimes even a fourth,

the remains ofeach being underlaid and usually overlaid in jiart by very

dark, adhesive clay or muck from the adjacent excavations which are

found in the swamp as well as upon the ridge, and contain water and
occasionally fish.

Fig. 113.—Section of Momul No. 8, Tyroiiza st.ition. Poin.sett county. Ark.tn.sas.

The peculiar black color of these beds is chietiy in consequence of the
large iiroportion of charcoal with wliicli they are mixed, some of it

doubtless the fin<^ particles of burned grass and reed matting with
which the calnns appear to have been thatched. In and immediately
beneath these arc found the deposits of human skeletons, pottery and
other relics.

In mound A (Fig. 115), and at the second red clay bed from the toj)

was found a. water vessel which is neatly ornamented with red figures,

and in the ne.xt betl below an image vessel.

On the bottom hearth of mound B was a layer of what had the
appearance of hand-molded brick, well burned, and as red and hard
as modern brick. These bricks, as a matter of course, were irregular

in form and i)roportion, but seemed to have been intentionally formed

Fig. 114. — Section of Mound No. 12, Tyronza .station. Poinsett county, Arkansas.

before burning. Upon this floor, commingled with the burned plaster,

which had formed the walls of the dwelling and which still showed the
casts of cane, brush, and grass, were found balls or rounded masses of
burned clay, containing the remarkably clear and distinct casts of small
ears of maize (Fig. 116). This is judged from the casts to be the variety
known in the South as the "gourd seed corn," which has the outer end
of the grain very thin. Of these A is the original clay with the grain

impressions in it; B is a cast of another ])iece showing the reverse of
the impressions.

Mound No. 8 is circular, 80 feet in tliaiiu'ter at the base, ~> feet high,

and quite flat on top. It contained two beds of burned clay, indicating

two successive dwellings.
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lu No. 12, a vertical section of wliicli is shown Fig. 114, were
found the ruins of a dwelling, tlie plan of which, so far as it could be
made out, is given in Fig. 117. There seems to have been three rooms
(a, b and d), each as nearly square as the builders were capable of making

it, the floor consisting of a layer of chiy, Imrncd
when formed. The floor of room a was in pieces,

somewhat as represented in the figui-e.

The tioor of room b was smooth clay, hardened and
partially burned. The sizes of these rooms were as

follows: rt, 11 feet 6 inches front by 12 feet 2 inches
back; h, 11 feet 7 inches front by 11 feet 9 inches
back; (/, 12 feet 3 inches front, the part remaining, 6
feet back, but showing indications of about G feet

more, making the depth about 12 feet.

The black dots along the lines of the walls indicate

the upright posts which supported the roof and to

which the reed lathing for holding the plastering

was attached. Remains of a snfticient number of
these posts were found to show how far apart they
were placed, which appears to have been a little less

than 2 feet.

From the burned fragments of the walls found it

would seem that the cane lathing was worked in be-

tween tlie posts, as shown in Fig. 118, and was held

in position l)y interwoven twigs until the plaster was
applied, both inside and out. The semicircular fig-

ures {( c c) are supposed to represent fireplaces. The
hack room (d) may or may not have been s((uare.

As will be seen further on, the floor of another
dwelling, somewhat similar in form to the one here

shown, was discovered at another point (see Fig. 130).

In digging away the gravel bank numerous skele-

tons were discovered, usually in a deposit of swamp
mud, charcoal, and ashes, either immediately beneath

or just above the layer of the hearth and burned plas-

tering of the ancient dwellings. All the indications

go to confirm the theory that the dead were interred

in a deposit of clay, swamp nuid, or charcoal and
ashes, or a mixture of them, either in or immediately beneath tlie dwell-

ings, which were then burned over them. Frequently several skeletons

of different sizes were found in these places as though members of a

family; but whether they were all interred at one time or were buried

there one at a time, as they died, is not clear, as the evidence seems to

point to both methods, and perhai)s both were practiced. But there

can be no doubt that it was a custom among the mound-builders of

this section to spread a layer of fresh earth upon the charred remains

•t'
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of one dwelling', often wliilc yet sniouldeiiiig'. to the depth (if 1. 2, or 3

feet, aud subseiiuently use it as the .site of another dwelling, and .some-

times even a third, thus
increasing theheight of
the mound; each lay-

er becoming the burial

])lace of some, at least,

of the occupants of the
;

dwellings destroyed.
In this waymany, ifnot

most of the smaller and
medium-sized tumuli of

this region, then as now
subject to overflow,
have been built up. A
great majority of the

mounds of this charac-

ter in this region are

now and always were
subjecttooverflow; but
no instance is known
where the large, fiat-

topped mound of a
group is uot now above
all ordinary floods. Al-

though the latter also

contain tire beds, these

are not .so common as

in the smaller ones,

fromwhich we may per-

haps Justly conclude

that the i)eople realiz-

ing tlieir situation,
built up more rapidly

one large cen tral
mound above the floods as a site for several dwellings or a large c(un-

niunal house, as well as a refuge for the villagers in times of floods.

MII.LKU MOUNII.S.

This group, which is shown in Fig. 119, is situated in Sec. 10, T. 10

N., R. 6 E. on land owned by Jlr. William Davis on the west side of the

St. Fiancis river.

The large mound, No. 1 (probably in part a natural formation) and
part of the surrounding lands are under cultivation; the rest of the

group is yet in the forest, which consists of oak, i>ecaii, cottonwood,

hackberry, haw, gum, and hickoiy trees and scattering stalks of cane.

-Chiy
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The bottdiii hiinl is a black, sticky soil, very ricb, producing tine crops

of cotton, com, g.u(l tobacco. Mounds 1, 2, and 3 remain uncovered
during overflows, the lest being- submerged to the depth of 3 or 4 feet

or more. Quantities of potsherds, broken stone implements, burned
day, bones, and arrowheads are plowed up every season iind are

scattered over the surface of the large mound and fields.

]Mound No. 1, if in fact it Ije throughout an artificial structure, is long,

tlat-toi)ped, though not level, and irregular in form, the greatest length

being about flOO feet ami the greatest width about 22.5 feet. The height

varies from 4 feet at

I

i

the northern end to 12

I
•

j

at the southern (see

I
j vertical section. Fig.

12Q).

At w (Fig. nil) there

is a considerable de-

pression, as though it

had not been filled up
at this point or had
been washed out, this

portion being raised

oidy 2 feet. On the

surface at c and d are

two small mounds
about .'5 feet high and
20 feet in diameter,

comiiosed of hard
clay. The soil is

sandy and quite
rich.

Although designated a mound, this may be in part a natural forma-

tion, possibly the remnant of a former ridge which has been swept away
by the overflows; but that the height has been artificially increased at

the southern end can not be doubted, though permission to dig here

was not granted, as this dwelling and other houses were located here.

No. 2, near the noi'th end of No. 1, is about 110 feet in diameter and
18 feet high; conical and symmetrical. The surface layer proved to be
a sandy soil and quite diflerent from that of the woodland in which it

stands, which is black and sticky. Several large trees are growing on
the sides and near the toi).

No. 3 is GO yards from No. 2, oval and flat on top; diameter north

and south, 105 feet, east and west 75 feet, and height 12 feet.

No. 4 is about 50 yards east of No. 3, 25 feet in diameter, 3 feet high,

and circular. In this little mound was a mingled mass of human bones

in every conceivable position, covering an area of about 10 feet in

diiuneter. All the skulls were soft and in pieces. Among the bones

Fitj. 11".—Ci:l^ lioor.of a tlini.' rouiii house.
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were several whole eartheu vessels and numerous friigiiieiits of pottery

This is the only one of the group examined in which neither charcoal

nor ashes were found.

j^o. 5 is JrO yards southwest of Xo. 3, diameter 20 feet, height 2 feet.

No. 6 is 70 yards west of Xo. ^, diameter 40 feet, height 3 feet. About
2 inches of the top consisted of vegetable soil. Under this was a

layer of burnt clay extending across the mouud, but not reaching the

«i»

ly.-'^'*y':'f--'.i'-v--..,;

if

Fig'. 118.—Miide of lathili'; Iion^cs by MiuukI Imihlcrs.

margins. This was not in a compact layer, but consisted of broken
fragments bearing the imprint of grass and twigs and in some places

the casts of split cane. In most cases the smooth side wns down. The
layer conformed to the surface of the ground and not to the curve of the

mound, and in the (lentral portion was
slightly depressed. Below this, as far as

the excavation extended (water stopping

the work) was dark muck. Immediately

below the burnt clay were four small ash

beds on the same level. On and immedi-

ately below the large layer of burnt clay

were several whole earthern vessels, two
water bottles, two pots, aiul three bowls,

and in the clay bed a large number of frag-

ments of pottery. • "

No. 7, 100 yards west of No. 2, stands on

low, wet ground with water all around it;

diameter 60 feet, height 5 feet. After pass-

ing through a top layer of vegetable )nold

some 2 or 3 inches thick an unusually heavy
layer of burnt clay, some 15 feet in diame-

ter, was reached, which, in the center,

measured 18 inches thick, bnt thinning out

toward the margin, where it consisted of

scattering fragments. The middle portion

of the underside curved slightly upward, where it pressed nixm a layer

of ashes immediately 1)elow it. This layer of clay had the ai)pcarance

of having been made by laying down irregularly siiaped chunks of burnt
12ETH 14

. 119 —The Miller tinmiids,

sottroimty. Arkansas.
Poin.
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clay, some of them very bard, and filling in between them with smaller

pieces. Althongli not solid, it seems that it was intended it should be
as compact and smooth on top as it could be made with such material-

Under this was a layer of ashes some 2 or 3 inches thick; below
this, dark muck or sticky clay. Other snudl ash beds were also found-

Eight pots were found in the large burnt clay layer, two of them at

the bottom of the layer by the side of an adult skeleton which lay iu a

horizontal position.

No. S, ;?5 yards south of No. 7, measured only 20 feet in diameter and
2 feet in height. This, like the preceding, w'as composed chiefly of the

=^6

Fig. 120.—A^crtical .section of mound No. 1, Miller j;roup, Poinsett county, Arkansas.

r

black, sticky soil or muck of the swamp areas around the grouj). A
trench across it revealed nothing except a layer of burnt clay, about 6

inches thick, occupying about two-thirds of the area of the mound
No. is only about 15 feet southwest of No. 8, diameter 30 feet,

height, 4 feet; circular, and flat on top; a large pecan tree stands on
the northeast slope. The top

layer, 6 inches thick, consisted

of loose, sandy soil, followed by
a layer of burnt clay, <[uite hard,

9 inches thick; the rest of the

mound to the original surface of

the ground consisted of black

muck.
Fig. 121 is a plat of this mound

showing the relative positions

of the articles found in it: 1, a

chipped celt at the depth ' of 6

inches; 2, a folded skeleton,

head east, at the d<?pth of 6

inches, and by the side of it a

pot; 3, another skeleton at the

depth of 9 inches, and by its side

a bowl; 4, a clay disk at the

depth of 6 inches; 5 and G, two folded skeletons, depth 2i feet, heads
west; 7 and 8, two folded skeletons, depth 18 inches, heads east, with

a bowl by the side of one and a jug by the other ; 9 and 10, folded skele-

tons with j ug and pot ; 11, a pottery disk at the depth of 2 feet ; 12, stone

disk at 18 inches; 13, 14, and 1.5, folded skeletons, heads southeast,

depth 2A feet, by them a three-legged jug, a bowl and pot; 10 and 17, a

jug and bowl at the depth of 3i feet, no skeletons with them ; 18, a single

bowl, very small, depth 1 foot. A bone punch was also found here.

Fl(i. 121.—Mound No. 9, Miller gro«)i. roiusett

coiiutv, Arkansas.

' Mc!isurement8 of depth are always to the upper aide of the article mentioned as it lies iu the mound.
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Some of the clary vessels were quite soft at the time tbey were found,

but the larger number were strong, well made, aud of comparatively

good material. Fragments of pottery, broken stone, clay, ashes aud
charcoal were found at various depths. The bones of the skeletons

were soft and fell to pieces as soon as they were uncovered.

No. 10, a small, circular mound, .3 feet high, was made uj) of several

irregular layers as follows: First a top layer of ^oil 3 inches thick; be-

low this a layer of burnt clay similar to that of the othei* mounds,
about 5 inches thick ; next, a foot of soil similar to that of the surrouTid-

ing surface; and the remainder, to the original surface of the ground,

a mixture of ashes, burnt clay, and soil. At the center of this was a
considerable bed of ashes occui)ying its entire thickness, in which lay

a single skeleton and with it four pots, two of them under the head of

the skeleton.

No. ] 1, 20 feet west of No. 10 ; diameter 35 feet, height 3i feet ; circular.

A broad trench was cut through it, t'arrying away the larger portion

to the original earth. In Fig. 123 the positions of the articles found
are marketl. After passing through a
very thin layer of surface soil a bed of

hard-burned earth 4 inches thidc was
reached which covered the greater por-

tion of the mound; the remainder con-

sisted of black nnu'k from the bottom
lauds around; at the depth of 5^ feet,

or 2 feet below the original surface of

the groixnd, Avas a layer of ashes and
charcoal. Quantities of broken luussel

shells, charcoal, potsherds and chunks of

burned clay were found at various fi,,. i22.-pian ot m»uniiso. ii, Miiicr

depths.
.

group.

At 1 lay a very soft folded skeleton, head north, 2 feet below the
surface; by the head a single earthen pot. Pots 2 and 3, and a bowl
(4), were all immediately under the usual layer of burned earth. Nos.
5 and 6—clay pipes—were discovered at the depth of 2^ feet; 8, a pot,

at the depth of 2 feet; a clay pipe (not shown in the figure) at the
depth of 18 inches.

Several pieces of burned clay bearing the impressions of split canes
were secured. These probably were pieces of plastering from the walls
of a dwelling which stood here and was destroyed by fire. Tlie hiyer
of burned earth or clay mentioned was quite hard. It was full of the
impressions of grass and twigs, and looked as though grass and clay
had been mixed together. Some small trees, varying ti'om iuch6s to

a foot in diameter, stood on the top and sides of the mound.
• No. 12, 25 feet southwest of No. 11, diameter 25 feet, height, 3 feet;

circular; was composed of black, sticky muck, except a layer of burned
clay 9 inches thick which covered the top.
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Fig. I'S'i shows the positious of the following articles found iu it.

Nos. 1 and 2, pots at the depth of 9 inches, or immediately under the

bed of burned day; 3, clay disk, depth, fl inches; 4, a folded skeleton,

head north, depth, 1 foot, with a pot on each side of it; 5, a pot, depth,

2 feet; 0, a soft skeleton and
a pot, depth. 2 feet; 7, a
broken bowl at the depth of

2i feet; S, a bowl at a depth
of 2 feet; 9, 10, 11, three

skeletons, heads iu different

directions, at the depth of 2

feet; 12, a clay pipe immedi-
ately under the top layer of

burned clay.

-Most of the pottery in this

mound was very soft, hence
it was only with great care

that the vessels could be
taken out whole. The bones
were so wet and soft that

they went to pieces when
handled. Several small,

hardwood ti-ees. such as hackberry, hickory', jiecan and walnut, grew
on the mound, but none exceeded <i or 8 inches in diameter. Soft mus-
sel shells, chunks of burned clay, charcoal, burned stones, ashes and
fragments of charred cane were found at various depths.

Fit). 12;i.— n;iii i.r M.iund X". l:;. Miller LTuuii.

TIIOltNTOX (iROCI

This yronp is situated in T. 11 N., R. fi E., on the east bank of Little

river, about 3 miles above its Junction with the St, P^rancis.

The bottom land on which the mounds stand, although under culti-

vation, is low and subject to overflow. The plan of the group is given

in Fig. 121.

Fragments of pottery, broken stone implements, mussel shells, stone

chips, broken bones, and chunks of bitrned clay are scattered over a
portion of the ground. A clay pipe was the only whole article that re-

warded a careful search of the surface.

Owing to continued rains and abundance of water but two mounds
of the above group were examined and very little of interest found in

them.
The.lollowing list gives the respet-tive sizes and forms of the mounds

of this group

:

No. 1. Seventy-live feet long north and south, 05 feet wide, and 2

feet high.*

No. 2. Ninety feet long north and south an 40 feet east and west.

No. 3. Thirty feet in diameter and 2 feet high.
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No. 4, 25 feet across the widest poiut ami 2 feet liij^li.

No. 5, apparently double, 75 feet loug north and sonth, .15 feet across

at the widest point, ami 3 feet high.

^o. 6, 50 feet long east and west, 30 feet wide, and 2 feet higii.

No. 7, which is but 20 feet iu diameter and 2 feet high, was opened
and found to consist throughout of sandy soil like that in the field

around it. It was full of ashes, charcoal, burned clay, broken mussel
shells, fragments of pottery, and stone chips. A soft, folded skeleton,

with head north, was found on the northern side at the depth of 18

inches; under it was a diseoidal

stone. A few large fragmeuts
of pottery, very soft, were at the

center near the surface. The
clay pipe heretofore mentioned
was found on the surface of this

mound.
No. 8, diameter 35 feet and

height 2 feet, is situated in a
dejiression, and at the time of

examination was surrounded by
water.

In No. 9, which, is 25 feet in

diameter and 3 feet high, was a
folded skeleton at the depth of 1

foot, with head south ; no relics

of any kind with it.

THK TAYLOK SHANTY (iROUP.

This group, shown in Fig. 125,

is situate<l in the southern part
of T. 11 N., R. G E., on the right

bank of the St. Francis river,

about 3 miles below where the
Kansas City, Fort Scott and
Memphis railroad crosses this

stream. This part of the county
lies within the bounds of what
are known as the " Sunken lands
of the St. Francis river;" hence fm!. i24.-Phit

.

the present condition is proba-

bly (juite diflerent from what it was previous to 1811, though it must
have abounded in swamps.aud sloughs as far back as the time of De
Soto's visit. . The land on which the mounds stand is subject to over-

flow, and in 1882, 1883, and 1884 was inundated to the depth' of 10 or

12 feet, only the tops of the highest mounds remaining uncovered.
Mound No. 1, shown on a larger scale in Fig. 1_2G, is at this time -but

i>f Thnrnton group, Poinsett county,
Arkiinsii-s.
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a remnant of what it was, the overflow and wasli of the St. Francis

river having Avorn away a considerable portion of it. The length at

present is 150 feet, greatest width 75, and height G feet, the top flat.

On this were two small mounds shown at a and h, each about 2i'> feet

in diameter and 2 feet high. Trenches 20 feet wide were dug through

Fig. 125.—Plat of Taylor Shanty group, Poinsitt county, Arkansas.

these small mounds to the depth of 5 feet. In that (e d) running
through the little mound (i, seven skeleton^ of adults Vere i'ouiid, all

extended and lying on their backs, and with each (save two) were two
eartheu vessels lying near the skulls, in most cases a bowl and jar.

With one of the exceptional cases was one vessel; with the other, three.

At-ont' i)oiiit two skeletons were lying close together side by side, but
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with the fei't of one to the hciul of the other. Shells iiiul animal boues

were observed ; of the latter those of the deer were the most common.
Burnt clay and ashes were scattered through the earth, but not in beds.

In the trench (( /') running through mouml h were also several skele-

tons, alUying horizontally, at full length, each with one or more earthen

vessels close by it; with one

there were four, two at the

knees and two at the head. In
one of the i)ots found in this

trench were a number of small

animal boues. At the depth of

2 feet was a bed of burnt clay

and immediately beneath it a

bed of charcoal and ashes, in

which was found a single clay

pipe.

Mound No. 2 lies a few feet

north of No. 1, and is somewhat
oval in outline; north and south

diameter, 41 feet; east and west
diameter, 58 feet; and height,

n feet. It was covered with a

dense growth of cane, and a
large tree had grown on the top
near the center, but, having
fallen, its trunk lay buried in

r'«. 126.-Mound No. l, Taylor Sbauty group.

the top of the mound and was covered with vegetable mold to the depth
of 2 inches.

The construction of this mound as shown in Fig. 127, which repre-
sents an east and west cross section, is as follows, commencing at the
top: First, a top layer of soil, a, 3 inches thick; next, a layer of burnt
clay, b, 15 inches thick in the central portion and thinning out to the
margins, smooth on top, but rough beneath, with the usual indications

Flu. 127.—Section of mound No. 2, Taylor Stianty group.

of admixture with straw and twigs. Immediately under this was a
continuous layen of ashes and charcoal (c), equal in extent to the layer,

of burnt clay above it and a"bout 2 inches thick. The remains of partly
burned cane were found mixed through it; also fragments of pottery
and. burned stones. Under this were layers of burnt clay, e and /, 8
inches thick, placed as shown in the figure, with a thin layer of ashes
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betwwii tlie.il- (>veilai)iiiiifi- edges. Tliere were uo indications of grass

or twigs in the clay <>f these layers, as in that ol' the upi)er one, b.

Beneath these was another horizontal and continuous layer o4fine coal

and ashes, (/, about 2 inches thick. This had the appearance of burnt

cane, as fragments of cane partially burned were found in it! Under
this was still another layer of burnt clay (//) e(iual in extent to those

above it and, like them, horizontal. Its upper side was comparatively

smooth and flat. In the central i)ortioii it was rather more than a foot

thick, but thinning out toward the margins. This had been cut at m
in a north and south direction for the purpose of burying a single indi-

vidual, whose skeleton was found immediately below at 2. This layer

appears to have been solid, and contained no indications of grass or

weeds. Near the northern edge, at (/, were a small bed of gray ashes,

quite a quantity of coals, fragments of pottery and stones, and among
tliein human bones slightly discolored by the ashes, but not burned.

This deposit was some 4 or 5 inches thick, covering an area about 6

feet in diameter and lying chiefly in the layer g. Immediately under

this burnt clay was a layer (/) of gray, waxy soil about 1 foot thick,

horizontal,' extending over the area of the mound, and of nearly uiii-

forni thickness throughout. On the south .side of the inouud in this

layer, at n, was a small bed of ashes. Next and last, resting on the

original surface of the ground, was another layer of burnt clay (o)

some 7 inches thick in the center. This, to all appearances, had been

burned where it lay; nevertheless it was in fragments, and indications

of grass and twigs to a very limited extent were observed in it. It is

possible, therefore, that it may have been plastering from a house.

ISkeletons and fragments thereof were found as follows: Bones (3) in

the ash heap at (/; skeleton lying at full length (1) in the layer of earth

(,- with this was a red-striped earthen bowl- close to the head. No. 2

. was in the saiiije layer as No. 1, but Judging by the indications was
buried subsequent to it, as the latter lay immediately under the undis-

turbed portion of the clay layer (/(), while 2 was under the opening which

h^d evidently been made in the clay layer for its reception. This

burial had taken place previous to the deposit of theJayer of ashes, g,

as this had not been disturbed. By the side of the latter, near the

head, stood a water bottle and a bowl containing shell beads. Three

skeletons *(4, 5, and 6) lay at the bottom, on the original surface of the

ground. By No. 4 was an earthen canteen ; by 5, a red and white striped

water bottle; and by G, a bowl.

A wide mouthed water bottle and some human bones were discovered

near the surface of the mound at. 7, but these appear to have been

brought up from some deeper position by the roots of the tree men-

tioned when it fell. A spoon- shaped clay vessel was buried in the ashes

at d, and scattered through the dirt of the mound were fragments of

* Hurizuutali when llseil iu thia connectiou, implies that the bed ur stratum does not currespond with
the curve or vertical contour of the mound, but is level, or horizontal.
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l)otterv, t'lesh-water shells, and animal bones. <'liiefly of the deer and
lact'oon.

Mound a is a small circular tumulus, standing- near No. 2 on the west,

14 feet in diametei' and "2 feet hijjh. Being- nearly covered by -water

it was not explored.

Moun<l Jr'is about' (10 feet from the margin of No. 2; diameter 66 feet,

height nearly (i feet. The construction was- as ibllows, commenciDg

at the bottom and going up: The line a a in Fig.

128 indicates the original surface of ground; h, a

layer of burnt clay, which lay chiefly on the right

side, extending- only a short distance to the left of '

the center, averaging about 5 incihes in thickness.

The imi)ressions of grass and weeds were very

abundant in it. The top was much smoother than

the underside. The soil immediately beneath

showed, to the depth of 2 or 3 incliesj the effect of

heat, from which it would seem that the clay was 3

burnt on the spot where it lay. -
00

Overlapping- the northern end of this layer was a j

bed of ashes and coals (c) a little beyond the cen- |

ter of the niound. This covered an area about 6 §

feet in diameter and was about 10 inches thick ^

where deepest. Over this was a nearly horizontal |

layer [d) of clean surface soil, stretching entirely ^
across the mound. On this lay a thiu stratum [e]

J.

of burnt cane, but little moie than an inch thick, 3

on which, or rathe)- in which, not far from the ceu- g

ter, were the remains of a few fires, marked by the '=

ash bed (./'). Over the layer of birrnt c^ane [e) was .|

a thick layer of surface soil, marked' </, including g

and covering the bed of ashes (/). Over this was -p

a second layer of black, loose soil (/<), 13 inches

thick, in which at /, lay a small bed of burnt clay,

occupying an area about 5 feet in diameter, cov-

ered by a layer of ashes extending somewhat be-

yond its margins. Next above was another layer of

burnt clay (/), 15 inches thick in the central portion,

but thinning out to the margins, as shown, in the
figure, and covering an area of36 by 27 feet. This
was composed of chunks of bdrnt clay that ap-

peared to have been placed on top of the mound, and the crevices fijled

up with smaller fragments.

Three skeletons were found in this mound; first (1), that of a person
under medium size in the layer of soil (<;), inmiediately on the stratum of

burnt cane. It lay at full length face up, head east; the bones were
very soft and the skull was much flattened, but not crushed. Near the
head stood two clay vessels, a water bottle, and a bowl. Tender the skull
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and part of the neck was a kind of pillow of burnt clay 13 inches long,

10 wide, and 3 thick. Although showing the form, the moisture had so

afi'ected it that it crumbh-d on exposure. The corners were rounded and
the form was appropriate to the use to which it was applied.

The second skeleton (2) was in the bottom of the mound on the origi-

nal surface of the ground and partly covered by the ash bed v, though
not charred. It lay exteuded, face up and head southeast, resting on a

clay jiillow similar to that already described. Near the right shoulder

was a. water bottle and close to it a bowl. The bottle stood erect and
was about two-thirds full of water, which had probably soaked in during

an overflow.

The third skeleton (3) was in the southern part of the mound in the

ash bed (/), and, though resting on the layer of burnt cane, the bones

were not charred. It lay horizontally, the head resting on a clay pil--

low, as the others, and near it stood a water bottle and bowl; with these

was also a chipped celt.

Mound .5 stands -25 feet north of 4, measuring from base to base, and
is similar in size and form to 3. On it is a bUu^k walnut stump, 10 feet

in circumference. No. 6, 35 feet east of No. 2, is circular; diameter 26

feet, height 3 feet. No. 7, 45 feet west of 4, is somewhat oval ; diameter

52 and (Jl feet, height 6 feet. Although neither of these three was
explored, burnt clay was observed near the surface of each.

No. 8 is 127 feet north of 7; diameter 50 feet; height about 3 feet.

Two feet below the surface was a water bottle in the form of a fish, and

near it a bowl. Nothing else was observed, except a few fresh-water

shells, fragments of pottery, and a few coals.

The positions and sizes of the remaining mounds- of the group, which
were not excavated, are given in the following table:

No.
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One oil Sec. 35, T. 12 X., 11. 2 K., conical, 3.5 feet in diameter ami 4

feet high, was situated on low wet land. Two folded skeletons occurred

at the depth of 2 feet, and the usual amount of fragments of pottery,

shells, coals, etc.

One in SW. J Sec. 26, T. 12 N., R. 2 E., 75 feet in diameter, U feet high,

circular and' nearly fiat on top. Near the center, at a depth of 2^ feet,

lay a bed of ashes covering an area about 5 feet in diameter. A lit-

tle to the north of this bed, at the same depth, were four folded skele-

tons, without order as to direction, and a little north of them another
fire bed, to the right of which at the depth of 3 feet, was another skele-

ton, lying at full length, head west. Shells, stones, bones, fragments
of pottery, etc., wefe scattered through it.

One near the preceding, 25 feet in diameter and nearly 3 feet high,

composed of dark brown loam, similar to the soil around it, contained

only the usual mixture of shells, coals, ashes, etc. This and the one
preceding it are subject to overflow, and like many of the others, prob-

ably most of the low circular ones were house sites.

A conical and unusually steep mound on the SW. ^ Sec. 32, T. 11 N.,

R. 4 E., which had been partially explored, was examined. It was com-
posed of the sandy soil of the bottom lilnd on which it stands, and
covered with a layer of dark vegetable mold, about 9 inches thick. Two
large poplars (tulip trees), each about 3 feet in diameter, stand on the

northern slope. A folded skeleton, accompanied by three clay pots,

was found near the apex at a depth, of I foot under an old stump, and
another at the depth of 9 inches, accompanied by three pots. Burned
human bones occurred at three points, two at a depth of 2 feet and
one at the depth of 5. feet. Fragments of pottery, stones, and mussel
shells were scattered through the earth. In the center, at the base, was
a hard layer of sand, several feet in extent and 2 feet deep. Under it

lay five folded skeletons, all j)laced in the -same direction.

A third mound in the same locality, about 200 yards from the last

and .similar in form and size, was partially explored. A badly decayed
skeleton, with head west and accompanied by a small water Jug, was
discovered at a depth of IS inches, and another at a depth of 2 feet, by
which stood a pot and bowl. Another pot and another bowl were also

found.

MISSISSIPPI COUNTY.

This county, wliicli is bounded on the east by the Mississippi river

and on the west by the Tyronza and Little rivers, is low and fiat

throughout, and the northern, middle, and western portions much cut
up by lakes, bayous, and cypress swamps.

PECAN POINT.

This is one of the most elevated points which the Mississippi, in its

many bends and windings, has left as a part of its west bank along
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thi.s portion of its coiiist-; yet it is Ijiit ;i iiij>li l);iuk. Nearly a mile

northwest of the present landing at tliis place is an oblong, oval-topped

mound, 150 feet long, north and south, by 80 broad at the base and 15

feet high. This is on the southern bank of a bayou where the river

probably ran when it was built. As it is covered with modern graves

of negroes and whites no excavations were allowed to be made in it.

The people of tlie neighborhood state that in digging graves they bring

up the remains of as many ])cople as they bury.

But the chief i)oint of interest at this place is the old cemetery or

burying ground of the ancient mound-builders, which lies immediately

east of the mound mainly along the slough.

A plat of the locality is given in Fig. 120; m indicating the mound,
and the space c, surroundexl by the dotted line, the cemetery.

Although many individuals are buried in mounds, and, in this sec-

tion, in the dwelling sites, yet it is evident from the indications of long

Cultivated Field

Fifi. TJ9.—Plat of l^eoan'iioint works, ^^issi.saippi couuty, Arkansaa.

occupancy and a numerous population, in many localities, that a large

portion of the dead must have been buried elsewhere. Occasionally
tliese burying grounds can be found. In the present ca.se the cemetery
furnishes tiie chief evidence that there was formerly an extensive vil-

lage here. It is possible the mounds and other works may have been
swept away by the Mississippi changing its bed; possibly they never
existed.

Tlie usual mode of burial here was horizontal^—at full length upon
the back or side, in a bark coffin placed from 1 to 3 feet below the sur-

face. There are, however, exceptions to this mode, as some are placed

with the face down, some with the legs drawn up, or, in other words,
folded, some in a sitting or squatting i)osture; but this last is usually

where ai group of various sizes, as of a family, arc fouiul huddled to-

gether around some rare and highly prized object. Tliere is no uni-

formity as to the direction in which they were ]tlaced, either in regard
to the points of the compass or their relation to one another. It was
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under ciicumstances of this kind that the vessels representing the

human head, one of which, shown in Fig. 130, was found liere.

Usually in the graves of the horizontal skeletons there was found
with eaeh a pot, bowl, or jug near the head, at the feel, or by.the hips;

often two and sometimes all three with one skeleton, but it was seldom
that two vessels of the same kind or intended for the same use were
with one skeleton. The human headed vessels were not together, but
adjacent to each other, and, although the large one (shown in Fig. 130)

was encircled by skeletons, none M'as nearer than 2 vir 3 feet of it. In

some places there were as many as three or four tiers of burials, the

lower tiers being considerably deeper than the average mentioned.

Fio. 130.—Image vessel. Pecau point, Mississippi county, Arkansas.

Scattered through this cemetery -were fire-beds, .ashes, charcoal,

burned stones, and mussel shells from (J inches to 2 feet below the sur-

face. The fire beds were layers of burned earth from 6 inches to a

foot thick and usually about 10 feet in diameter, with ashes and char-

coal on and under them. Skeletons without accompanying relics were
sometimes found near these fire beds.

Figures of som<v of the interesting and rare forms of clay vessels

obtained at this place have been published.

In the central portion of this county, back of Osceola, there is a
group of mounds on Frenchman's bayou, G miles west of Golden Lake
post-office.

These are all of the simple, ordinary, conical type, the highest not
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exceeding 8 feet elevation. Tlie plow and i)revii)us explorers had cut

them to pieces and all the valuable vspeciniens had been removed. A
large number of pieces of clay, burnt to a brick-like substance, were ob-

served together with ashes, animal bones and mussel shells, indicating

that most of them were house sites.

JACKSON MOUNDS.

These are situated on the farm of Mr. B. F. Jackson, on the Little

river cut off, about 16 miles northwest of Osceola.

No. 1, oval ill form, i feet high, and the longest diameter GO feet, was
partially occupied by the graves of three white persons, but permission

to dig so as not to disturb these was obtained. Three pits were carried

to the original surface. The first passed through a top layer of black

surface soil 2i feet thick, then a layer of burnt clay 10 inches thick, and
,
below this a layer of charcoal and ashes 6 inches deep. Here, associ

ated with the charcoal and ashes, was a skeleton, with pots at each side

of the head.

In the second jiit the results were much the same, except that in this,

below the skeleton a hard Hoor of well-burnt clay was encountered,
which was covered with 2 feet of ashes, in which were some specimens
of pottery, but no skeleton or bones.

In the third the layers passed through were as the first, but no skel-

eton was found.

The other mound (there were but two niouiids in the group) was some-
what higher than No. 1, but so occupied by modern graves that no ex-

amination of it could be made.
About 30 yards from this, immediately under the surface of the

ground, commences a level floor of hard clay, which, so far as examined,
was burned to a brick red, and varied from 6 inches to nearly 2 feet

in thickness. This layer extended more or less continuously over an

area almost or quite 300 feet square. As a part of it is covered by a
dwelling and outbuildings, and permission to examine only certain

portions was given, it was not possible to determine the extent of the

spaces thus continuously covered. Breaking through this at the jwiuts

where digging was allowed, the Bureau explorer discovered, in eact
case at the dei)tli of from 1 to 3 feet, skeletons and pottery. In one
place two skeletons of adults were found a few feet apart, and close

by one of a child. With each adult skeleton Mere five pots, and with

the child one pot and two toy vessels; all were more or less embedded
in ashes, but the bones were not charred.

Several separate house sites were found in which ashes and broken
pottery occurred. One of the vessels found here is rejiresented in Fig.

131. This was beneath the clay floor.

Mr. II. B. Evans visited this county on his archeological tour in 1881,

in behalf of the Chicago Times. He describes a mound on the land of

a Mr. Sherman, at the head of Young's lake, midway between Osceola
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and Pitman's landing. The si^'cial reasons for calling;- attention to it

here are beean.'je of tlie refereuee made by Mr. Evans to the supposed
brick discovered in it, and the peculiar form of the mound, shown in

Fig. 132, copied from the Times of April 0, 1881, which, as wjll be seen

elsewhere, is almost identical with one observed by (Jol. Norris .in

Phillips couuty, Arkansas (see Fig. 145).

Flo. 131 Vi'ssel from J.ickson iiionud.s, iliswissippi couutflF. ArkanaaB.

The dimensions given areas follows: Altitude of the first terrace

11 feet, width 120 feet, length 158 feet; altitude of second terrace 3 feet

7 inches, width 00 feet, length 03 feet; altitude of third terrace G feet,

width 63 feet, length 78 feet.

Fig. 132.—The Sherman mound, Mi.ssi.s8ippi county, Arkansa.s.

Digging into the top he found, near the surface, fragments of burned
clay, which increased in amount a little farther down, where they formed

a layer apparently over the upper terrace. These lumps of burned
clay, which he supjiosed to be brick, are evidently the fragments of

plaster from the walls ofa dwelling, as they were, in some cases, marked
with the fluting elsewhere mentioned as occurring in the mounds of

Arkansas.
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INDEPENDENCE ("OITNTY.

Tlie isuiface of tliis county is brokeu and billy, and is crossed tiom

tlie northwest to the soiftheast by White river. The Oil Trough bot-

tom in tiie southwest part, where the mounds mentioned are situated,

is a rich alluvial tract lying along the west side of White river.

Fill. KW.—Eujjiavi-il shell (llmiicnii iicroersiiiii) Iviiiii niiiiiliil, Iiiililiciiili'Uct' i-mml\. Arkansas.

The only works reported in this county are two mounds near Akron
and 9 miles uoi'thwest of Jacksouport.
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The first of these is about 3(K) feet in diameter, 7 feet high and cir-

cular in outline. It is covered over with the graves of the townspeople
to its very skirts, and hence could not be disturbed. It was ascer-

tained, however, that in digging the graves numerous articles had been
found, among them a very fine specimen of BiLsi/conperversum., engraved,

which was obtained from Mr. M. A. Mull, of Jacksonport, for the Na-
tional Museum, and is shown in Fig. 133. A figure or image of some
kind made of clay was taken out at the same time and sold to Messrs.

Dodd, Brown & Co., of St. Louis, Mo. ; also a number of shell beads
which were obtained by the Bureau.

The second mound is much smaller, being only about i feet high and
50 feet in diameter. One foot below the surface a 6-inch stratum of

burnt clay was encountered, then 5 inches of ashes and charcoal. The
base was composed of clay and sand. Only a few broken vessels and
some fragments of pottery were obtained.

JACKSON COUNTY.

On the farm of Mr. Rindman, a mile and a half north of Jacksonport,

on a narrow strip of land bordering a slough, are evidences of an ancient

settlement. These consist of three small mounds and patches of burned
clay, or " brick-like substance," as the explorer terms it, immediately
under the surface of the surrounding soil.

An examination of this burnt day showed it /"^

to be in patches, forming a layer from (J to 10 ^

inches thick, much of it bearing the impres-

sions of grass, roots, and cane ; occasionally

mud-daubers' nests, burnt as hard as a brick,

were found still sticking to it, from which it fiq. 134.—stone spool from moand,

^is evident that it had formed the plastering ^^0^^° '^ '^'"'"ty. Arkansas.

of dwellings.

The mounds varied from 15 to 25 feet in diameter, and from 18 to 36
inches in height. In one, at the bottom, was a hard burnt clay floor,

very smooth, covered with ashes; in another, some broken pots with
ashes, and in the third only ashes.

'One mile east of Jacksonport, on the banks of Wbite river, there

stood, until last "year, a mound, but it was carried away by the flood,

which also washed off the top soil ft-om the land for a considerable
space around it, revealing fragments of pottery, bones, stone imple.

ments, and much burnt clay scattered about in patches.

In a mound, 5 feet high and about 30 feet in'diameter, 6 miles south
of Newport, on the farm of Mr. G. R. Stevens, two skeletons were found
lying in opposite directions, face down, and with them two small stone
spools, one of which is shown in Fig. 134, marked with coj^per .stains;

also a shell i)in, and a clay pipe.

12 ETH 15
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CRITTKNDEN CUT'NTY.

The topographical featurcfs of this county are similar to those of

Mississippi comity, which joius it on the north. The works in it which
were examined are situated 1 mile from Oldham (formerly Bradley's

lauding), near the Mississippi river, on land belonging to the Bradley

estate. A view of part of the group is given in Fig. 135. Unfortu-

nately the explorer's report on these interesting works is very brief.

The laud is not now subject to overflow, but an examination of the

portion outside of the field shows that a stream formerly ran here and
that then it was probably subject to occasional inundation, as, where it
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has not beeu disturbed by the plow, the strata of sand and vegetable
reinaius are quite distiuct. The Mississippi is one-fourth of a mile dis-

tant; this land seems therefore to have beeu made since the river ran
by the field. The old river bed is probably the former channel of the

Wa])iianoke creek which now runs some distance back of the field in

which the mounds are situated. Many of the trees on this land are

5 feet in diameter and 80 feet high. The human and other remains
found in this field are from 3 to 5 feet deej). The mounds occm^y the
highest point and the greater the distance from them the deeper are

the remains, as would be the case with deposits made by overflows.

The mounds had already been worked over, so attention was turned
to the house sites scattered over the area around them. A number of

these had also been previously examined, but several remained undis-

turbed. As au almost universal rule, after removing a foot or two of

top soil, a layer of burnt clay in a broken or fragmentary condition

would be found, sometimes with impressions of grass or twigs, which
easily crumbled but was often hard and stamped apparently with an
implement made of split reeds of comparatively large size. This layer

was in places a foot thick and frequently burned to a brick red or even
to clinkers.

Below this, at a depth of 3 to 5 feet from the surface, were more or

less ashes, and often 6 inches of charred grass, immediately covering
skeletons. The latter were found lying in all directions, some with the

face up, others with it down, and others on the side. With these were
vessels of clay, in some cases one, sometimes more.

From the excavations made here about seventy whole vessels and
numerous fragments were obtained; also rubbing stones, hammer
stones, celts, cupped stones, horn and bone implements, etc.

ST. FRANCIS COUNTY.

The surface of this county is quite level, with the exception of Crow-
ley's ridge, which runs through the western portion north and south.

East of the ridge is the broad region of alluvial lands of the White
and Mississippi rivers.

About 4 miles southeast of Forest city, and near Crow creek, some
singular remains were discovered, called by the people of the neighbor-

hood the "Old Brick House," or "Fort," from the quantity of brick-

like material or burnt clay found there. These appear to be house sites.

There are three of them, rectangular in form, the larger one 30 feet

long by 10 feet wide, consisting of a floor of burned clay 8 inches thick.

The outer edges consisted of broken fragments forming ridges and pre-

senting the appearance of being the remnants of a clay wall which had
fallen down during the destruction of a building by fire. The area
occupied is about 2 feet higher than the surrounding level. Immedi-
ately below the clay floor was a layer of ashes 6 inches thick, and below
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this black loam. Some large tree.s are growing on these sites, one a
poplar (tulip tree^' 3feet in diameter and 100 feet liigb.

The other squares have been more or less obliterated by a roadway
made through them. Some years ago a large oak on one of them M'as

blown down, revealing the bones of a skeleton, some pottery, and a i)ipe.

Near by is a mound 10 feet high, oblong in shape and ilat on top, the

width of the upper surface 'Mi feet. It consisted of three strata, the

first or top layer of soil about 10 inches thick ; next a layer of yellow

clay 1 foot thick, and the remainder, to the bottom, white clay. No
relics or evidences of its having been used for burial purposes were
observed.

crook's mocnu.

This is situated on the farm of Capt. W. J. Orook, 10 miles southeast

of Forest city and near the bank of Tunic creek. It is oval in form,

408 feet long, 150 feet Avide, and 15 feet high, flat on top.

Thorough examination was not allowed by the owner, as it is the

only retreat for his farm stock in time of high water. Three small pits

revealed the fact that the first or top layer of loam was about 1 foot

thick ; next below this a layer of ashes of variable depth ; the remainder,

to the base, consisted of clay. It had been very deeply plowed and a
skeleton or two and some pots taken out.

LAKE AXDEBSON MOUNDS.

This group of mounds is on the bank of Lake Anderson or Mud lake,

some 2 miles northeast of Forest city. The largest one is oblong in

form, flat on top, with unusually steep sides; height, 12 feet; width on
top, 30 feet. Permission to excavate it was refu-ed because of the own-
er's wish to utilize it in times of freshets. Two small circular mounds
on the immediate bank of the lake were composed of loam, clay, ashes,

and burnt, brick-like material, mingled in a confused mass by the tramp-
ing of cattle in times of high water.

A short distance from these were patches of burnt clay, slightly

raised above the natural surface of the ground. But they had been so

badly cut up by the passage of vehicles, the public road crossing di-

rectly over them, that nothing satisfactory could be ascertained in

reference to their original form or condition.

REMAINS ON THE ROBERT ANDERSON FARM.

These are on the bank of the St. Francis river, 2 miles northeast of

those last mentioned.
At this place, on the immediate bank of the St. Francis river, is a

projecting point, which was formerly much larger, but has been cut

away by the river until but a few feet of the projecting jjortion remain.

During this process of wearing away, many skeletons, much pottery,

and numerous stone implements have been washed out. The point now

'In the South the name " poplar " is universally applied to the tnlip tiee—IArioiendron tulipifera.
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presents the appearance shown in Fig. 136, the squares indicating the

remains of lionses. In this, 1 is the !St. Francis river; 2, 2, parts of the

floors of two rooms or houses, the rest having been washed away; 3, a

c(miplete square or liouse floor. These squares are composed, as usual,

of a hiyer of brick-like substance, with the impressions of gras.s and
twigs in it. The edges are all higher and have a tliicker layer of this

material than the inner areas. The surface soil has been washed away,
leaving these hard floors naked. This layer of burnt clay, except at

the edges, is usually al)out .S inches thick. Immediately beneath it is

a layer of charcoal and ashes, of about the saiue thickness, aud beneath
this black loam. No. 4 in the figure indicates the public road, aud 5, a

small clear si)ace between the square and the river.

Two small circular mounds near by were partially exauiined. Per-

mission for further work in them could not tie obtained. In oiu^ were

Fk;. 136.—House site, St. Fi-anri.s rnuiity, Arkan.^ii.s.

found burnt clay aud ashes commingled, the body of the mound below
this consisting of sand. The other contained no burnt clay or ashes, the
to]) layer, 3 feet thick, being black loam, the remainder yellow clay.

AKKAN8AS COUNTY.

One of the most remarkable mounds in this state is that called ''the

Menard hill" («, Fig. 137, which is a plat of the group), on the farm of

Mr. N. Menard, 7 miles west of Arkansas post. Its peculiarity con-

sists in its unusual steepness, being, according to Dr. Palmer's measure-
ment, 50 feet high and only 150 feet in diameter at the base. It is

flanked by two wings, indicated at h and v. The larger of these wings
is 150 feet long, 00 feet wide, and 20 ieet high; the smaller is 75 feet

long and 7 feet high.

A slight examination of the main mound, carried down only to the
depth of 10 feet, showed that it was composed of a mixture of sandy
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loam, decayed vegetable matter and clay, but there can be scarcely a

doubt that the central core is hard clay which has preserved its form.

An opening was made in the larger wing near the top. After pass-

ing through a top layer of sandy loam 6 inches thick, a layer of burnt

clay of the same thickness was reached. Immediately below this was a

layer of buint matting 3 inches thick, scattered through which were

grains of parclied corn. In an opening previously made on the oppo-

Fro. 137.—Plan of Menard monnilH, Arkansas county, Arltansas.

site side of the same wing a thick layer of burnt day was encountered

and a number of brokeu pots were found.

The small flat-topped mounds ddd, none of which are more than 2

feet high, are probably house sites. They consisted of a top layer of

soil, next a layer of buriit clay, and below tliis ashes, in which were
skeletons and pottery. It was in these house sites that Dr. Palmer
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made the large fiiul tif pottery previous to bis couiiection witli the

Bureau of Ethnology.

As Dr. Palmer's report of his previous work has uot been published,

I copy from it his remarks in regard to this grouj):

I found that this mound (the Meniird hill) had been previously dug into, and I

learned that a metal cross was found 4 feet below the surface. A field of 20 acres

surrounds it, in which ar(! numerous remains of ancient dwellings. lii these, ashes

were discovered under a layer of burnt clay, which I jiresume formed the roofing of

the dwellings. Close to (under) the ashes a skidetoii was usually found with from
one to three pieces of pottery by the side of the skull.

The most important result of the exploration was finding the remains of a large

house. About 2 feet under the surface was a thick layer of burnt clay, which prob-

.ably formed the roof. In tracing out the circumference a hard clay tloor was found
beneatli, and between the two several inches of ashes, but no skeletons. There were
a great many pieces of broken dishes so situated as to lead one to believe they were
on top of the hous(^ .at the time it was burned. When restored most of these v^es-

sels proved to lie basiu-shajjcd bowls.

LEE COUNTY.

The topographical features of this t-onnty are very .similar to those of

St. Francis county, whicli joins it on the nortli.

gkekk's mound.

This is a very regular, oblong truncated or tiat-topped mound, situ-

ated upon the point of a second or upper terraee of the L'Anguille

river 2 miles above its confluence with the St. Francis. It is rectangu-

lar, measuring on the top S7 feet in length and 51 feet in width and is 30

feet high; the slope of the sides is very steep, being about 45° .

A shaft sunli in it near one end some years ago revealed, as is stated

by the parties who made the exploration, the stump of a small tree and
a stake 4 or 5 feet long near the bottom, the former growing iu the
natural soil. Layers of swamp mud and fire beds were found atiiTcgu-

lar distances through the whole depth.

Permission to make further exploration was not obtained.

ANCIENT IiWELLING SITES AND CEMETERIES.

A careful examination was made of the bluffs and valleys both of the
L'Anguille and St. Francis rivers above their confluence for a distance

of fully 20 miles, from which it was found that scarcely a terrace or

hilhjck was without evidences of ancient occupancy, such as brick-red

fire-beds, charcoal, ashes, etc., indicating camps or dwellings.

For more than fifty years the Priest and Forest farms, where these
evidences appear iu greatest abundance, have been noted for the
amount of ancient pottery of superior quality trequently unearthed in

cultivating the land and recently by rejic hunters. Quite a number of

whole vessels of this pottery were obtained by the Bureau.
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There is usu;illy sutiicieut space between tlie blufts ami the irregular

line of hillocks, which slope off from them to the lower bottoms, for a
roadway. The upper or highest portion of each hillock seems to have
been occupietl as a dwelling place until the accumulation of dark earth,

fire beds, and refuse material has reached a depth of from 2 to 10 feet,

which gradually thins (mt with the slope in all directions. Shafts and
trenches in these disclosed the fact that the material is in irregular

layers or patches, in which are intermingled charcoal, charred bones of

animals, as well as many split bones not charred, also the never absent
stoue chilis, rude scrapers, and other implements. Occasionally one or

more human skeletons are found, always beneath a fire-bed and
usually accompanied by pottery. These are generally in low, oblong
mounds, where the peculiar color of the earth indicates their presence,

and the uppermost ones are at a slight distance below the surface.

There are often two or three tiers of skeletons, apparently deposited

without any other system than simply to avoid overlapping and so as

to arrange them parallel with each other and at full length.

The crania, which are not crushed, vary gi'eatly, both in size and
form, but are usually of the brachyc(;phalic type. Occasionally one is

found which shows very distinctly the effects of artificial compression
of the front.

Many of the skeletons observed had only fragments of pottery by the

side of the cranium; some had a vessel, usually a water bottle; others

a cup, bowl, or other open-mouthed vessel, and, perhajis, in addition, a

human or animal effigy.

Col. Norris, wliomade the explorations in this locality, says that he
" rarely found more than three vessels with one skeleton, and one of

them was always a water bottle. They were usually, but not always,

found in the proper position to contain water, food, or other presents

for the dead. I found a number of the bottles closed with stoppers

made of clay, some of the latter iu the form of mullers, and others

simply rounded off and made to fit; but no relic of any kind iu these

bottles; while, on the contrary, polishing stones, shells, bones of birds,

and red paint were frequently found in cups, basins, and other open-

mouthed vessels. Although so similar in general form and finish, there

are often such marked peculiarities in the finish, color, or ornamentation

of vessels of neighboring villages but a mile or two apart as to enable

a close observer to readily distinguish them. For instance, the Forest

and Priest farms extend less than 2 miles each, yet any person, by close

observation could soon learn to distinguish the pottery found at one
extremity from that obtained at the other."

At one point the skull of a skeleton was found crushed beneath ten

Ijlatters, seven of which were placed edgewise above it on one side and
three, slightly differing iu form, on the other. Most of them, however,

fell to pieces on being removed.
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MONROE COUNTY.

No explorations were made in this connty, bnt two large stone pipes

were obtained, shown in Figs. 138, 139, 140, and 141, which are repoited

to have been found in the upper part of a laige truncated mound near
Clarendon.

The former (Figs. 138-140) is of quartzite, smoothed and partially pol-

ished, 8 inches high to the top of the head, 7 inches long and :i inches

thick. It represents a kneeling, naked individual; Fig. 138 is a side

view; Fig. 139 a front view, and Fig. 140 a view of the top of the head
showing the carving. The latter (Fig. 141) is of a species of white

Fig. 138.—Image pipe, Monroe county, Arkansas.

marble, polished, 4 inches high, 4i long and 2J thick, a squatting figure

with pipe bowl in the lap. There is no doubt as to their authenticity

and that they were obtained as reported.

PHILLIPS COUNTY.

Several miles of the lower portion of the St. Francis river valley are

included in this county. In portions of this stretch, especially opi)osite

Phillips bayou, the river, in cutting into the high bottom, is constantly

unearthing ancient pottery and human bones, many of the latter being
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in such a state of preservation as to indicate that tliey, as well as'many
found on the west side above the bayou, pertain to a comparatively
modern period. It is even stated by some of the oldest settlers of the
locality that when first occupied by the whites it was not an unusual
thing- to plow up fragments of bark boxes or cofiQns, together with
bones and pottery.

OLD TOWN WORKS.

These are situated on a sandy ridge between the Mississippi river

and Old Town lake, at the point where they make their nearest ap-

proach to each other and near the

ancient outlet of the latter, which is

now closed by the levee. They con-

sist of earthen walls or embank-
ments, mounds, and the saucer-

shaped depressions supposed to be
house sites, as shown in Fig. 142.

The works to the left, marked a, con-

sist of an inclosing wall surrounding

I ,ap#f^ W ^ space somewhat in the form of a
)'

, littiPifMY M quadrant of a circje; a large, trun-

cated, pyramidal mound with ter-

race (No. 3 in the figure) and other

smaller conical or oval mounds and
numerous saucer-shaped house sites.

Those at the right must have been
very extensive, but have been to a
large extent removed for the pur-

pose of forming the levee.

The preservation of the wall

around the western works is largely

due to the fact that it has, in part,

been utilized as a portion of the

levee.

No. 1, at the right and forming a
part of the group marked h, is the

remnant of a wall which extended from the old bank of the liver 400

feet diagonally toward the head of the former' outlet of the lake and
terminated in a small rectangular iuclosure 15 by 30 feet.

Whether this wall and inclosure arc wholly the work of aborigines

or jjartly of the whites is a question the Bureau assistant was unable

to decide, but thought the latter liew possible, judging from the size

and rectangular form of the work. According to local tradition they

were built by Moscosa and the remnant of l)e Soto's army whUe pre-

paring their brigantines for the descent of the Mississippi river.

Much of mound No. 2 has been removed for levee purposes, but
traces of the edges still remaining prove it to have been GOO feet long

Fig. 139.—Inuige pipe, Monroe county, Ark.
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and about 200 broad at its greatest widtli and oval in form. Its height,

however, was only some 8 or 10 feet. It appeared from information

obtained that it contained from one to three tiers of skeletons and that

several hnudred vessels of clay have at dirt'erent times been taken
from it. From the excavations made by the Bureau assistant in the
remnants it was ascertained that it was built of the surrounding soil,

with the usual admixture of fire-beds, charcoal and ashes. Several

skeletons were unearthed and some vessels obtained, one of which is

shown in Fig. 143. These skeletons were uniformly buried at full length

upon their backs or sides without regard to the cardinal points and a
numberof them in bark coffins, which were unmistakably of cy})ress and
in no way differing from others found near the surface and sui)posed to

be intrusive burials of modern Indians. In oueof these was a water bot-

tle close bv the side of the skull.

Fig. 140.—Iiiiajic pii)e. Mouroi'

couuty, Arkans.is.
Fni. Ul.—Image pijx Arkau.4a.s.

Mound No. 3, in the large inclosure (a), is a truncated pyramid, nearly
square, 9G feet long by 80 in width at the base; the first or lower plat-

form is 4 feet high, and forms a terrace 3C feet wide on two connecting
sides of the mound proper; this rises S feet above this terrace, and is

50 by (iO feet at its base and 20 by 30 feet on the flat top. It is shown
in Fig. 144 restored (« the elevation and h the ground plan). Excava-
tions were made, but nothing of interest was revealed.

There was, as usual, a space fronting this mound destitute of the
circular house sites. Excavations in the house sites revealed the usual
fire-bed, charcoal, and fragments of pottery.

liARXEY 5I0UND.

This singular and interesting earthwork is shown in Fig. 145, a
the ground plan and b the elevation. As will be seen, it consists

of an oval platform constricted near the middle so as to appear like two
conjoined, nnecpial circles, the larger of which is surmounted by an oval
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1?1

truncated mound. The platform averages throughout about 15 feet

high, the diameter of the smaller end being about 200 feet and of the
larger 338 feet. The mound rises about 20 feet above the platform or

terrace and is flat on top, its larger diameter here being 108 feet.

The whole is entirely surround-
ed, as shown in the figure, by
a ditcli varying in depth from 10

to 15 feet and in width from 50
to 75 feet.

Excavations made at points

on the summit and sides, both
of the mound proper and plat-

form, brought to light patches
or beds of clay burnt to a brick

red.

Roger's moinds

This is the name given to a
group a mile distant from the

Barney mound, just described.

The mounds are all of the ordi-

nary conical or oval form, except

the largest one of the group,

which is flat on top and sur-

mounted near one end by an-

other small hemispherical
mound, as shown in Fig. 146.

This is oval in outline, the

longer diameter (at the base)

247 feet, and the shorter nearly

200 feet ; height of the platform

or terrace 20 feet, the longer

diameter on the toj) 150 feet,and

the shorter 90. The little mound
on the top is about 50 feet in

diameter, 5 feet high, and round-

ed oft' in the ordinary form. On
the terrace are the ruins of a

modern house and barn overgrown by biush and small trees. A very
heavy (ire-bed was found immediatelj' below the surface of the upjier

mound ; others were also found at various points on the terrace and on
the sides of the main mound. •

Near the surface of another mound, the next in size, was a bed
of clay burned to a brick red, and so hard that it could not be cut

with a spade, but had to be undermined and taken out in blocks like

irregular bricks. A i)ortiou of this was removed and an excavation

jit" « €>
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made tliroujuli charcoal, ashes, and liakesof inortar buined to a bright

brick red, but retaining tlie casts of the stems of gras.s and cane. Two
feet below this was another flre-bed.

DESHA COUNTY.

This county, which lies along the Mississippi and includes the mouths
of Arkansas and White rivers, is embraced in the Mississippi alluvial

region of the state.

Fig. 147 represents a mound situated on a level bottom 1 mile north

of Arkansas city. It is 108 feet long, 72 feet wide on to]), and 12 feet

high. There is a slope of about 35 feet at the east end, produced by a

Fig. 143.—Pottery vessel from OUl Town works.

slide which carried down some of the upper level. During the over-

flow of 1882, which was of unusual height, the top of this mound was
never less than 5 feet above the water. It has, on this account, been
utilized as a burying ground by the citizens of Arkansas City, where
they bring their dead in boats in times of overflow.

A conical mound at Walnut lake station, -10 feet in diameter and 8
feet high, was composed wholly of sandy loam. Fig. 148 represents
an ancient fort on what is known as the " Turner Place." It is near
the Arkansas river, which formerly ran within 400 yards of this forti-

fication. Although evidently constructed by wliites its history is

unknown to the people of that section, who have the usual tradition of
its being the work of De Soto and his army. It was probably built
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by the French to protect a trading post. As coulirniatoiy of this

theory there is a ridge near by on whicli are found the indications of

houses such as were built by the whites.

.o
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The articles picked up hero from time to time and found in the pro-

cess of cultivating the soil belong both to the days of the first settle-

ment of the county and to very modern times. They are thimbles,

]iipes, broken dishes, parts of pistols and guns, pieces of silver coin,

probably used as gun-sights, a Chinese coin, a toy pistol of stone, arti-

.

cles of Indian origin, stone bullet molds, etc. The remains of an old

forge were uncovered here a few years ago.

THE WYENN MOUNDS.

This is a group of mounds situated on the bank of Mound lake, 16

miles from the present mouth of the Arkansas river. The large one is

18 feet high, oval in form, flat on top, and 130 feet long, exclusive of

the apron-like appendage at one end, which is 140 feet long, GO feet

wide, and 3 feet high. As this is used as a graveyard it could not be
explored nor was permission granted to examine the others which are

small and of the usual conical form.

Fig. 146.—Roger'.s mound. Pbillipa county, Arkansas.

CHOCTAW MOUND.

This is a small circular mound, 10 feet high and 40 feet in diameter,
situated at the junction of Choctaw bayou and Walnut lake. It was
found by excavation to consist of a top layer of sandy loam 1 foot thick

and the remainder, to the base, of hard tough clay. No charcoal, ashes,

or other evidences of occupancy or use, save a few fragments of pottery,

were discovered in it.

Near this point there are evidences of two ancient trails running in

different directions.

DREW COUNTY.

THE TAYLOR MOUNDS.

This interesting group is located on the land of Dr. J. M. Taylor, 4
miles west of Winchester railroad station. A view showing the larger
portion of the group is given in Fig. 149. It consists of several com-
paratively large nuiunds, of the usual conical form, several small
mounds, and numerous slight elevations which are supi>osed to be
house sites. There is one large mound, with flat top and terrace, not
shown in the figure, which is 30 feet high. The others range from 5 to

14 feet in height.

Along the left margin of the field, not shown in the figure, is a row
of what are believed to be artifical ponds made by removing the dirt

for the mounds.
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The mounds and house sites had been opened and rifled of their

treasures previous to the visit of the Bureau ageut; but he was for-

tunate in obtaining from the owner of the property, Dr. Tayhjr, several

fine specimens of pottery taken out of them. Some of these have been
flgiued by Mr. Ilolmes.

^M
THE TILLEU MOUND.

This mound, of tlie ordinary conical form, 9 feet high and rather less

than 50 feet in diameter, is situated on the farm of Mr. J. T. Tiller, 2J
miles southwest of Winchester station. It was found, by the thorough
excavation made, to be composed of sandy soil similar to that of

the surrounding ground, with a single, heavy Layer of human bones,

pottery, etc., closely packed in a confused mass. This layer was struck
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at the depth of 1 foot from the .siuface of the nionud and iiroved to be
something over 2 feet thick in the center but thinner toward the mar-

gins.

The skeletons lay in every direction and without any noticeable order;

in many cases the bones of one body lay across those of another. It

was difficult, m fact impossible in some eases, to trace the different

skeletons. Fifty-eight skulls were observed and sufficient bones to cor-

respond therewith. The pots and other vessels of clay were scattered

irregularly through the deposit, but always near to and apparently

associated with some cranium. Near one head were four pots, close by
another two pots and a pipe, and oue or more by others. Several mus-

sel shells were obtained, generally near the heads, and two turtle shells

Fig. 148.-01(1 Freuch Fort Desha, Arkau.sas.

were discovered inside of a pot, but no burnt clay, charcoal, or ashes

were found in or about the mound. Twenty-three whole vessels, a num-
ber of pipes, shells, animal bones, etc., were obtained here.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

A mound on the farm of Mr. Felix Smith, and another on the farm
of Mr. J. D. Adams, both in R. 7 W., were examined and found to be
composed of a top layer of loam and the rest of hard, stiff" clay. No
burnt day, charcoal, ashes, fiagmeuts of pottery, or bones were ob-

served iu either. Oue was 7 feet high and 00 feet iu diameter, the other

20 feet high and 90 feet in diameter.

Another group of small, conical mounds is situated near Heckatoo, in

(vhich burnt clay or brick-like material was observed, usually about 18

12 ETH 10
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inches nuder the noil. Broken pottery and some rude stone implements
were also found ; but a thorough examination was not allowed, as the

field was covered with cotton.

.TEFFEKSON COUNTY.

A mound on land belonging to the estate of Mr. Snuggs, 1 mile south
of riarrettsou's laiuling,

was explored. This was
(•omi)osed wholly of sand
except the thin layer of

surface soil. Xo speci-

men of any kind nor any
indications of life or use
were discovered in it, yet

its form and appearance
were such as to show
clearly that it was artifi-

cial. Height, 10 feet;

diameter, 40 feet.

A grouj) of three line

(ionical mounds, some-
thing over a mile north
of Linwood station, was
visited, but as they were
covered with graves per-

mission to excavatethem
could not be obtained.

The average height is

about 15 feet, the three

being very nearly of the

same size and form.

A short distance from
these, on the Houson
farm, are two other tu-

muli of similar form, one
L'5 and the other 30 feet

high, but being also cov-

ered with graves, dig-

ging was i)rohibited.

Excavations for the

graves do not appear to have brought to light any pottery, bones, or

burnt clay.

IHK (U.AYTOX MOUNDS.

This group, situated on the lands of Hon. Powell Clayton, in Sec. 30
T. G S., E. 7 W., and 10 miles southeast of Tine lilutt', consists of four
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moimds. The most iiiterestiiij;' of these is oblouj? in sliape, lectaugu-

lar, 125 feet long exchisive of the terrace or ayron-like extension, 65

feet broad, and 30 feet high, and resembles the following, shown in

Plate IX. It is used by the neighborhood as a burying ground, and
hence could not be disturbed.

rm: dk so to MorNt).

The mound, which is shown in PI. ix, is on the land of Mr. JI. G.
De Priest, 13 miles southeast of Pine Bluff and L'i miles northwest of

the Clayton mound, which it resembles in form but exceeds in magni
tude. It is 60 feet high at the west end, but somewhat less at the end
to which the terrace is attached; the top, which is flat, as represented
in the figure, is 14-4 feet long by 110 in width (exclusive of the terrace);

back of the mound (from the house) is a large excavation, now a pond,
from which the earth was taken for its construction. A part of the top
is jilanted in forest trees; the rest is in cultivation.

It is known in this locality as the "De Soto mound" from current
tradition that this distinguished explorer camped here for some time.

PULAlSKl COUNTY.

THK K.NAI-r MOINDS.

These works form, without doubt, the most intei'esting group in the

state, and, in fact, one of the most important in the United States. A
plat of the group and surrounding wall is given in PI. x, and a sketch
in PI. IX. They are situated on the farm of Mr. Gilbert Kuapp and
directly on the east bank of Mound lake, a crescent-shaped bayou, 16

miles southeast of Little Rock.

As seen by reference to the plat, the area inclosed by the wall is

oblong, or somewhat oval, the length north and south about 170 rods,

and width east and west, SO to 85 rods, containing S5 acres. The wall

appears to have formed the defense on three sides, the lake being-

relied on for protection on the fourth.

Tlie lake is 3 miles long and about one-fourth of a mile wide. The
field, in which the group is situated, is from 3 to 6 or 8 feet above
average water level, and has been under cultivation for more than thirty

years. The surrounding earthen wall reaches 5 or 6 feet in height

where best preserved, but where most reduced by cultivation is about
obliterated. It is a little over a mile in length and starts at the very
margin of the lake on the south, circles around the field, aiul comes
to the lake again on the north side. It is broken in three places, as

shown on the plan. In two places deep trenches, probably of artificial

origin, pass through, the wall. They cpntain water for the greater part

of the year. The other opening is not complete and may have been
cut tor a roadway by the whites. The curve of the nortlieru half of

the wall is very even, but near the middle portion there is a slight re-
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verse curve some hundreds of feet in length and the southern segment
is quite uneven.

In 1844, the period of the greatest overflow known in this section,

these mounds were clear of the water, and it is said that many people

came here for safety, bringing- their household eftects and stock with
them.
The largest mound {a, PI. x.) is 48 feet high, 280 feet long from

north to south, and loO feet wide. The nearly level summit is about 50

feet wide by 90 long. The whole surface is densely covered by forest

trees and undergrowth. The slopes are even and rather steep, about
35 or 40 degrees. It stands in front, a little to the right, in Plate ix.

Permission was given by the owner to sink a shaft into this mound.
After descending 10 feet the clay became so hard that the work was
abandoned. The first 2 feet passed throirgh consisted of vegetable

mold, in which were some animal bones and fragments of pottery; then

8 feet of sandy loam mixed with clay, the proportion of clay increasing

until at this depth it became wholly clay, exceedingly hard and tough.

A tunnel was carried in the side for 10 feet with a like result. No
brick-like substance was found in it anywhere.
Moutul h, the second in size, is oblong and slightly rectangular in

outline. The slopes are gentle, save where interfered with by the plow,

which has encroached upon the base at the sides and ends. The base
measures about 175 by 200 feet, and the height is 38 feet. A shaft 8

feet square and 10 feet deep was sunk in the top, showing the first 2

feet to be a black, waxy clay or muck, and the rest of the distance

a yellow, greasy clay. Nothing was observed except two fine quartz

crystals 2 feet beneath the surface and some fragments of pottery.

The top is about 80 by 100 feet in extent, and has been used as a

garden for a number of years. Fifty feet from the base is a shallow

depression about 200 feet long and 150 in width which is now over-

grown with trees and underbrush. This contains water during a part

of the year and may have been excavated by the ancient inhabitants

to contain a water supply.

Mounds (', d, and e lie to the southeast of the large one. The largest

of these (c) is 12 feet high, about 100 feet long and 1)0 feet broad at the

base. A shaft 11 feet deep was made in the center of it. For the first

4 feet it passed through sandy loam, with here and there a piece of

pottery and an animal bone; at the depth of 5 feet, in yellow sand
which continued for 3 feet, was a broken pot; at a depth of 7 feet the

sand became very wet and continued so to the bottom. Nothing else

was found.

Mound (I is 5 feet high, about 100 feet long, and 75 feet wide at the

base. In four places were patches of burnt clay, doubtless the remains

of former dwellings; in five other places were de-posits of ashes and
human bones, but no burnt clay. These were generally 1^ or 2 feet

below the point reached by the i>low in cultivating the soil. In these
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places a few stone implements were obtained, one of wbicli is shown
in Fig. 150; also a small Catholic medal of copper. Ten other mounds,
in most cases very much reduced by the plow, were observed. The cir-

cular mounds range from 2 to 10 feet in height, and from 25 to 100 feet

in diameter, and the oblong ones are from 40 to 350 feet in length. All
bear evidence of having been used as residence sites, as pottery, stone
tools and the lefuse of chipped stonework are found associated with
them.

THIBAUI.T MOI'NDS.

On the farm of Mr. J. K. Thibault, 8 miles southeast of Little Eock,
are a number of small mounds averaging only about a foot and a half

in height and 18 feet in diameter. These belong to the class "house

"Fig. 150.—Stone implement frum Knapp group.

sites," as examination showed that, under a top layer of soil 1 foot thick,

a layer of burnt clay was always to be found ; immediately beneath this

a layer of ashes with which human remains and pottery were usually
associated.

They had been partially rifled of their contents by the owner of the
ground, who, however, kindly donated most of the specimens to the
Bureau, some of which are represented in Mr. Holmes's papers.

SALINE COUNTY.

On the farm of Mr. J. D. Chidester, 3 miles southeast of Benton, is a
space of about 10 acres covered with house sites in which are the usual
layers of burnt clay, ashes, human bones, etc. They however had
ali'eady been exiilored.
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miillKS MOINI).

This work, a sketch of which is yiveii in Fig. liil, is sitnated on the

farm of ISIr. George Hughes, 3 miles southwest of Bentou and within

100 yards of Saline river, though the bank was formerly within 50 feet

of it. Some low mounds, probably house sites, formerly surrounded it,

but they have been removed. In these were skeletons, potteiy and
stone implements under ashes and burnt clay.

The large work yet remaining consists of two parts, the mound
proper, which is somewhat circular and a wing or extension on one side.

The former is :.'."> feet high, flat on top, 124 feet in diameter at the base
and 34 on the top. The wing, which runs northeast, is about 120 feet

long, 80 teet broad at the point where it joins the mound and .">4 at the

northeast end, the height varying from 10 to 12 feet.
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A shaft, 10 I'eet deep, in the center of the iiiouud reached the hard
core without bringing to light auy relics, clay, ashes or bones. At
several places on the top and sides of the wing, layers of burnt clay were
found at the depth of 2 feet from the surface and, under each, a layer

of ashes and charcoal. At four points charcoal and ashes occurred,

but without the layer of l)nrnt day. Xo huniiin remains or indica-

tions of them were observed.

CLARK (lOT'NTV.

WORKS ON SAMNK HAYOI'.

According to tradition, when this section was lirst>visited by the

white settlers, the Indians were discovered liere making salt. They were
driven away by the whites, who, for many years, made salt here, and
during the war the Confederate government utilized the saline waters
for the same purpose.

There are numerous salt wells and remains of evaporators and also

several round mounds of small size. Those explored were very siniilar

to one another; in eacli was a top layer of soil, then a layer of burnt
clay, and beneath this, ashes. One, about 3 feet high, consisted of a
top layer of loam 2 feet thick, then 4 inches of burnt clay, and beneath
this r> or 6 inches of ashes. In the last were parts of a skeleton and a
bowl.

The strata in another mound, about 4 feet high, were as follows : Top
layer, 2 feet of black soil; next, 3 inches of burnt clay, and below this,

8 or !> inches of ashes, resting on a hard clay floor li inches thick and
5 feet in diameter. Specimens of this floor were obtained.

TUK TRIUGS MOINI>.

This is a small mound on the farm of Mr. W. \. Triggs, -1 miles north-

west of Arkadelphia, on the bank of Caddo creek. It was partially

washed away by the overflow of the creek, bringing to light two layers
of burnt clay, ashes, and human bones, together with 2)()ttery and stone
implements. The Bureau agent was fortunate enough to And it in this

condition, and before the things had been carried away. Among the
specimens of pottery found here are the following:

Fig. 152, an oniamented water-liottle, one of the finest specimens of the kind ever
obtained.

Fig. 153, a flat-bottomed jar of nnusiial shape, partly broken.

Another mound on the same farm was examined. This M'as 9 feet

high Avith a wing on one side 6 feet high, and another on tlie opposite
side4feet high. Three excavations in the main portion showed it to be
composed entirely of loam, without a trace of Are, burial or relics of any
kind. Two feet under the surface of the wings were traces of ashes
and burnt clay.

Two others opened were composed entirely of ashes and yellow clay;

no relics.
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OUA<!HITA COUNTY.

The only explorations made in this county were of some groups near

Camden.
About '.^ miles north of Camden, in Sec. 9, T. 13 S., R'. 17 W., on the

Piles plantation, is a group consisting of one large and two small

mounds. It formerly contained another, which has been dug away to

aid in filling a railroad embankment. The plantation on wliicli they

are situated has been in cultivation for thirty years or more. The soil

is a reddish, sandy loam, not very productive, and subject to occasional

Fl(i. 152.—An ornamented water bottle. Clark county,
Arban.s.as.

Fm. 153.—Flat-bottomed jar, Clark
(umnt.v, Arkansas.

overflows. Broken bones, small pieces of pottery, broken stone imple-
ments, and mussel shells lie scattered over the surface. A few pitted
stones, a number of arrowheads, a pestle or two, and a stoiu^ celt were
also found on the surface.

A plat of the group and its immediate surroundings is shown in Fig.
154. As will be seen by this, the largest of the three mounds stands
on the bank of a small slough. It is oblong, and nearly flat on top, 12
feet high, length on the top, east and west, 70 feet, and width 60 feet.

Abutting against it on the east end is a long, apron-like extension run-
ning out for 175 feet, 100 feet Mide, and -1 feet high. Both mound and
terrace are composed of sandy loam, but the latter is much harder and
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firmer than the former. As the mound is used at the present time for a

burying place, permission was granted to sink only a single shaft in it,

which revealed nothing worthy ot notice.

Mound No. 2, situated about 200 yards sonth of the large mound (No.

1), is circular in form, 2 feet high, and 25 feet in diameter. A thorougli

^I^I^S^^^imm^

Fig. 154.—Mouud group iie.lr Oauirten, Arkanasa.

excavation showed that the upper portion to the depth of 14 inches con-

sisted of sand similar to that of the surrounding surface, and tlie remain-

der to the depth of 9 incites, of rit'h black loam. In the latter were three

much decayed skeletons, the head of one toward the east, that of an-

other north, and that of the third west. No relics of any kind were
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observed, though some fragments of pottery were picked up from the
surface, which had probably been turned oxit by the plow.

No. 3, about the same size as No. 2, though carefully explored, re-

vealed nothing worthy of notice.

Another conical mound near this group, 35 feet in diameter and 3i
feet high, was also examined. It was composed of loose, black loam,

through which were scattered fragments of jiottery and mussel shells.

In the south side, at a depth of 2J feet, was a fire bed about 10 feet in

diameter and 6 inches thick. This was covered with ashes, charcoal,

fragments of pottery, and mussel shells. In the south side, at the

depth of 3 feet, was a single skeleton, by which lay a broken cliiy pipe.

An oak tree, 3 feet in diameter, stands on this monnd.
About 150 feet east of the last mound is a small circular tumulus

with a Hat top. This was composed tliroughout of very hard, dry, yel-

low clay, but contained no indicationsof burial, no evidences of fire, nor

relic of any kind. This is somewhat remarkable, as tlie form and ma-
terial render it more than probable, .iudging by what has been ascer-

tained in regard to the mounds of this state, that it was built for a

house site, and hence, according to the rule, should have contained fire-

beds and ashes. Possibly it Mas the site of a baracao or storehouse, or

was built for a house site, but not used.

LOUISIANA.

The explorations in this state were confined tt> Washita, Catahoula.,

and Tensas parishes.

THE I'AROOID GROUP.

This group, located in Washita i)arish, consists of two mounds situ-

ated on a i)()int of land between Washita river and Giiauvin bayou.

The larger one, about 28 feet high and flat on top, has had the sides

cut away to obtain material for repairing the road that runs by its base.

From this (as permission to exph>re it was refused) it was ascertained

that it consists of several strata; first, a top layer, 2 feet thick, of black

sandy soil, next 15 inches of yellow sand and black loam intermixed;

then 18 inches of black sandy loam; next 2 feet of yellow sand, and
below this, yellow sand and black loam intermixed. In the last were
some pieces of pottery. The layers on the opposite side differed some-

what from the order and tliickness given, though the material was the

same.

The smaller nioiind is conical in form and only 6 feet high.

Evidences of house sites were found in the surrounding area, such as

beds of burnt clay and ashes.

TROYVILI.K MOtNDS, CATAHOULA PARISH.

This interesting group, a plat of which is given in Fig. 155, is located

at the junction of the Tensas, Washita, and Little rivers, where the

three unite to form Black river, and consists, as shown in the plat, of
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six inoiiuds, nn inclosing wall or embankment, ami artificial jwnds and
canals.

The wall which incloses the area on the south and west is very

nearly or quite 1 mile in length, and at the points where least disturbed

from 7 to 8 feet high aud 20 to 2.5 feet wide. The inclosed area contains

about 100 acres.

Thelarge mound (1), whicliis near the center of the inclosure and about

300 yards from Black river, was originally about 250 feet long, 160
feet wide at base, and probably <•(» feet high, though jiersons Avho saw it

before it was disturbed say it was 75 feet liigli, with a nearly sharp
summit. At present it is so gashed and mutilated, having been used
during the war as a place for rifle jiits, that its original form can
scarcely be made out. It is now 45 feet high, 270 feet long, and 180
feet wide. The toji can be seen back of the house in Fig. 156. From the
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gashes in the side, one of which is 25 feet deep, it could be seen that it

was composed chiefly of red and yellowish clay. In one of these cuts

was exposed a layer of charred cane 1 foot thick extending back into

the mound.
Fig. 156 shows mound 6. This is 15 feet high, 90 feet long, and 75

feet wide. Two excavations made in it proved it to be composed of a
very hard, greasy
clay.

Mound No. 5 is

200 feet long-, 90long,

feet wide, and 8
feet liigh, and cov-

ered witli modern
graves. In dig-
ging these, skele-

tons and pottery
are frequently
thrown out.

Mound No. 4 is

nearly destroyed,

but according to

local information

was originally 20

feet high.

Mouuds 2 and 3

are also nearly
destroyed. Num-
bers 8, 8, 8, 8 indi-

cate four artificial

poiuls which were,

and to a certain

extent are still,

connected with

each other and
with the bayou on
the southwest by
canals which are

still from 10 to 12

feet wide and 5 feet

deep.

As the bayou connects with the river 3 miles below, it is apjiarent

that canoes could reach the inclosure by this loute.

Two conical mounds, one 12 and the other 7 feet higli, are situated ou

the plantation of Mrs. Brisco, in Tensas parish, 4 miles southeast of St.

Joseiih ; but as they are occupied, one as a graveyard aud the other

as a rain-water cistern, thej^ cimhl not be excavated.
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MISSISSIPPI.

COAHOMA COUNTY.

Col. P. W. Norris, who visited this section of the state, thinks that

at some fonner period the Mississiiipi river ran 6 or S miles southward
from Friars point, and then returned to where the present channel cuts

across the bend westward toward Old Town. Along the eastern bank of

the old channel, on the plantation of the Carson brothers, G miles

south of Friars point, is an interesting group of mounds and earth-

works. The illustrations are by Mr. Holmes, who subsequently visited

the group.

The general plan of these works is shown in PI. xi. In the north-

west is an inclosure surrounded by an earthen wall and a ditch. Nos.

a to/ are mounds. There are also several excavations. The area em-
braced in the plat is about 1 mile east and west and something over half

a mUe north and south-.

The inclosure fronts west for a distance of 738 feet on a cypresa

swamp, probably an open bayou or one channel of the Mississippi

when these works were constructed. It is in the form of a parallelo-

gram, the wall on three sides measuring 1,173 feet long, and embrac-

ing an area of about 5 acres. This wall is from 15 to 30 feet wide at

the base, and from 3 to 5 feet high. A ditch is distinctly traceable

along the whole length of the outside, but it is not exhibited on the

plate.

Within this area, a little northwest of the center, is a circular mound
(«), 192 feet in diameter at the base, 15 feet high, and 66 feet across the

nearly flat top. There appears to have been originally a platform some
5 or 6 feet high, on which the mound proper was built. Several exca-

vations made in the top and on the sides showed that it was composed
of earth from the bottom land, probably obtained from the excavation

near the southeast corner of the inclosure. A number of fire-beds of

burnt clay were found near the summit and at different elevations

throughout the mound. Charcoal, ashes, and fragments of pottery

and stone were also discovered, but no bones. It is i>robable, there-

fore, that these spots mark the sites of houses.

Some slight elevations noticed within the inclosure were not ex-

plored but are shown on the plate.

Just outside of the southwest corner is an artificial excavation

about 100 feet in diameter, but now partially filled and converted into a
bog.

Mound 6, shown in detail in PI. xii, is double. There are at the bot-

tom indications of anoval platft>rm, probably 10 feet high, with a length

of 240 feet at the base. On this, two truncated cones, which occupy the

entire length, but not the entire width of the platform, rise jointly for

18 feet, and above the union rise separately 8 feet higher. The entire
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heiffht of the luoiind from the natural surface of tlie land is therefore

36 feet. The cone.s are level ou top, the one being i2 feet in diameter

at this point and the other 48. On this mound, near the top of the

northern cone, stands a thrifty black oak, ."> feet in diameter.

Little excavating was done in this mound and jiothing of interest

found, except the ever present fire-beds of burnt clay, stone chips, and

fragments of potter,v.

Mound <' is oval and rounded on top, lilO feet long, 150 broad at the

base, and 16 feet high. This mound and several smaller ones near

it are so nearly masses of lire-beds, burnt clay, fragments of stone and

pottery, together with more or less charcoal and ashes, as to indicate

clearly that they are the sites of ancient dwellings thus elevated by
accumulation of nuiterial during long continued occupancy.

Mound d, PI. xiii, the finest of the group, is roughly pentangular and

very symmetrical, level on the top, 25 feet high (including the platform),

310 feet in diameter at the l)ase, and 210 feet across the top. Besides

the broad, sloping platform, 5 feet high, on which the mound rests, there

is near by, almost adjoining, a small mound which, as in many other

groups, forms a kind of appendage to the large one. This is about 100

feet long, 75 feet wide, and 8 feet high, rounded on top.

Not only are beds of hard burned clay (the fragments of which show
the casts of cane and grass running through it) abundant upon the

surface and sides of the mound, but are also found in the wells and
cisterns and in other excavations made in digging cellars and for the

foundations of buildings. It is evident from this that it was used as a

dwelling place or as a location for a temple or some other public build-

ing.

Mound c is double and similar in almost every resi^ect to b. The
platform is 5 feet high and 120 by 80 feet on top. Near the top of

one cone is a red oak tree, 4 feet in diameter, and near the top of the

other a^black oak, 6 feet in diameter. In the depression between the

two cones a partially decayed skeleton was found in digging a grave

for a person now interred there. This skeleton was under a bed of

burnt clay, and other similar beds are found near the surface of the

sides and summit.
Mound /is oval, rounded on top, 150 feet long by 75 feet wide and

between 5 and 6 feet high, differing but little from several others not

shown on the plat. A thorough examination of this mound revealed

the fact that from base to summit it was composed of burnt clay, mud,
or alluvial earth in irregular layers formed of lumps or little masses

burned to a brick red or actually melted into slag. Much of the top of

this mound is a deposit resembling mud or clay plastering, from which

the sustaining canes and timbers had been burned out, leaving their

casts. It seems evident, therefore, that mud-walled and i)erhai)s par-

titioned dwellings, stood here which were destroyed by fire.
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KXCAVATIONS.

The places from which a part at least of the diit was taken that was
used to form the mouuds are shown by the uneveuuess of the surface
of the ground immediately around them. But there are several excava-
tions which must have furnished a large portion of the material for this

purpose. They are still so deep as to form swamps, bogs, or open
ponds, some of the last being well stocked with fish.

During all the excavations made and digging done by the present
proi^rietors, who have made all the improvements there are on the
plantation, but few skeletons have been unearthed and no whole vessels

of pottery found. Still, it is possible that more extensive explorations
of the small mounds may reveal these, but the owner will not allow them
to be disturbed.

The solid material of which the mounds are composed, together with
their numerous lire beds or i^atches of burnt clay, are so well calculated

to withstand the erosion of the elements in a region but little subject

to frosts, that the lapse of time has had but little effect upon their appear-
ance. Still, the rounding off of the parts not protected by fire-beds,

the boggy character of the excavations, and the considerable accumula-
tion of soil upon the works suggest that the town of the mound-builders
located here was upon the bank of the Mississippi when this river Hewed
in its ancient channel, but was abandoned when it changed its bed.
The more recent works at Old Town, built apparently by people hav-

ing the same customs, seem to favor this supposition.

THE DICKERSON MOUNDS.

On the Dickerson farm, 4 miles east of Friars point, is another interest-

ing group of mounds. These are situated on the dry, gravelly bank of
the Sunflower river. There is no inclosure, but several fields of the farm
are literally strewn with stone chips and fragments of ancient pottery,

and upon long oval hillocks are found numerous fragments of human
bones.

The Sunflower is here scarcely a creek during low water and its

gravelly banks are high above the floods; yet the mounds are mostly
oblong or oval and flat on top, like those found on the bottoms subject

to overflows. They are built as usual of the material from adjacent
ground, which, being gravel instead of clay or mud, rendered the out
lines of the beds of burned clay distributed through them more distinct

than usual. Most of them seem to have been the sites of dwellings, the
same as those upon the bottoms

;
yet on the intermediate areas are

saucer-shaped depressions, indicating that the earth lodge so common
farther north had been in use here.

Of the numerous mounds explored only one was found to be a true
cemetery of the ancient inhabitants. This was, as usual, one of the
least conspicuous of the group. The first tier of skeletons was barely
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covered and the vessels, which are usually a little higher than the skele-

tons, were broken into fragments, only one whole one being found in

this tier. The next tier was about 2 feet below the first and the bones
more decayed. Relatively fewer vessels were found and these so badly
broken that but two bowls were obtained entire. The third tier was
2 feet below the second, or 5 feet from the toi), and slightly below the

original surface of the ground.

As less than a hundred skeletons were found here, there are doubt-

less other burying places in this group, but there are so many modern
burials in tliese mounds that it was impossible to sink a pit without

disturbing the skeletons of whites and negroes.
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Fig. 15H.—Clarksdale works, Coahoina count)', Mississippi.

At Clarksdale on the Sunflower river, is a group consisting of

an indosure and six mounds. The plan of these works is presented in

Fig. 158. At B is a semicircular inclosure li'ontiug the river, the sur-

rounding earthen wall partially obliterated by the plow, though suffi-

cient remains to trace satisfactorily the line. The length following the

curve, as ascertained by pacing, is 2,004 feet; the height where least

disturbed is from 3 to 5 feet. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are mounds; No.

6 a wash-out, revealing a cemetery; No. 8, house sites, and in the south-

west corner at the end of the wall an excavation.

The largest and most interesting of the mounds is No. 1 (Fig. 159),

situated within the inclosure and directly on the bank of the river, so

that the slope of the west side of the mound is continuous with the

slope of the bank. It is rectangular in form, consisting first of a plat-
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form 5 feet high, which forms the base, projecting- as a narrow terrace

on all the sides except that next the river.

Above this rises the monnd proper, 20 feet high, 153 feet long at the
base, and nearly 100 feet wide. The top is flat and level and on it now
stands the village chnrch, bnt formerly there stood on it a little conical

monnd 5 feet high and 25 feet in diameter, consisting as is stated

almost wholly of burnt clay,

charcoal,ashes, and fragments
ofpottery, beneath which were
found a fine scallop-edged,

double-eared pot and a skele-

ton. Every observable por-

tion of this mound bears evi-

dence that the mode of con-

struction and doubtless the

use made of it were the same ^

as of those at Carson's i)lau- I

tation, though this group is ?

apparently less ancient.
^

The other four mounds (li, i

3, 4, and 5) are small, and of s

the ordinary conical form ; No. i

7 is but slightly elevated, and i

scarcely deserves to be called =

a mound. [

No. 4, though the smallest i

of the group, proved to be in =

some respects the most inter-
I

esting. It is circular, 20 feet
j

in diameter, and 3 feet high,
°

and little more than a heap of

ashes. A trench through it

showed that it consisted of

ashes, charcoal, and charred

animal bones, also abundant
stone cliips and fragments of

pottery, but no entire vessels.

There was still sufficient

strength in the ashes to

roughen the hands, affect the color of the boots, and be detected by
the sense of smell ; but this, though less frequent, is not unusual in the

heavj^ fire beds of this region.

Human bones having been found in grading a roadway through the

low, gravelly banks of a washcmt at No. G (Fig. 158), trenches were cut

in both banks. Human bones, so hard as to be cut with difficulty by
the sjiade, were found tlinmghout the 50 feet in length of the trench,

12 ETH 17
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both above aud below the road («, «, a), but the heaviest deposit was
above the road on the north side, where they formed nearly a solid layer

of skeletons scarcely a foot below the surface. So many entire skele-

tons were traceable that it is evident it was not a deposit of bones from
scafiblds, but a burial of bodies en masse with little regard to regu-

larity. No weapons, charcoal, ashes, or pottery were found with them,
and, although tradition gives us no information in regard to them, it is

probable that the burials were comparatively modern.
Mound 7, close to the burial place mentioned, was also a depository

of the dead, differing from the former more in character and contents

than in ajiparent age. The main portion of this low, dark colored

mound or slightly elevated space was covered by a residence and
small garden, but along a few feet of its vacant northern edge some ex-

cavations were made. The skeletons were nearly 3 feet below the

surface in a single tier, lying horizontally, but without uniformity as to

direction. Except the bettcn- preservation of the skeletons, the mode
of buwal and accompaniments and everything found in this mound were
in all respects similar to the Old Town burials. But the pottery, of

which only two entire vessels were obtained, like that from Dickerson's

mound, is lighter colored and thinner than usual.

A coarse day pipe, donated by Mr. John Clarke, the owner of this

proxjerty, was found in an extensive line of house sites marked by
patches of burnt clay at No. 8 (Fig. 158). In the excavations made
among these house sites a small stone mortar, a rude celt, and two very

fine ones, also many fragments of pottery, a number of fleshers and
scrapers were obtained.

The largest excavation at this place is situated at thes(mtliwest cor-

ner of the inclosure. From this, in all probability, was obtained the

material for building the large mound (No. 1).

During the researches made through i)oitioiis of the counties of

Coahoma, Bolivar, and Sunflower, for a distance of some 30 miles

south of Clarksdale, a large number of ancient dwelling sites were
found, having the appearance, before being disturbed, of low, tlattish

DKmnds. Many were opened and uniformly found to be mere heaps or

patches of burnt clay, ashes, and the dirt accumulated during occu-

pancy, covered by a thin layer of top soil.

SUNFLOWEll COUNTY.

Not far from the shoals of Sunflower river, and in the midst of a cane-

brake, a mound of considerable size was discovered. The dimensions,

as nearly as coiild be determined, are as follows : Length, 125 feet

;

greatest width, about 100 feet ; and lieight to the summit (tf its cone,

25 feet. The apex is near the eastern end, and is surmounted by a

white oak 6 feet in diameter.

Along the steep side of the eastei'u end was the outcropping of a

bed of burnt clay in small masses or lumps, and below it some very
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li^ht colored fiagnieuts of pottery. Almost tlie first spadeful of earth
revealed decaying fragments of liuman bones. Tracing these horizon-

tally under the roots of the oak and niider the clay bed, a sknll was
reached, resting on a broken platter-shaped vessel, and by the side of
it a i)ot with a scalloped edge, a broken water bottle with female head
on the top of the neck, a ]iottery tube, and a dipper in the form of a
shell s. iwn in Fig. 100. The portion of the platter which had been
broken out to allow room for the neck of the bottle was wanting.
Another excavation was made in the top of the terrace near the

middle of the mound. After ciittiug through a layer of brick-red chunks
of burnt clay some -4 or 5 inches thick, a layer of dark colored earth
something over a foot in dejith was reached. Immediately beneath this

Kiu. 160.—Vessel in form ul' a ahell, Sunflower county, Misaidsippi.

was a niedinm-sized human skeleton lying horizontally on its right side.

Near the skull were a broken water vessel and fragments of other ves-

sels.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

THK AVONDALK MOUNDS

This grou]), which is shown in Fig. 161, is located on the plantation of
Mrs. P. J. Sterling, 1^ miles east of Stoneville and 9 miles from Gran-
ville. The land on which they are built is a rich, level bottom, subject
to overflows.

The mounds, as shown in the tigure, are arranged somewhat in a
semicircle. The largest, which is used as a graveyard by the whites, is

30 feet high, dat on top, and oval in form, nearly 200 feet long and about
175 broad. To the west of it is a depression of about 3 acres, from
which it is probable the material was taken to build this mound. The
second is 15 feet high and is covered with graves of colored jieople.

Numerous fragments of pottery and lumps of burnt clay, containing
impressions of cane and grass, were found near the surface of the small
mounds.
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Cutting a trench through No. 4 (the one at the extreme left of the

figure), tliere was reached first, a hvyer of sandy loam ISinches thick, then

2 feet of burnt clay, next a layer of charcoal and ashes 18 inches thick,

and thence to the base hard clay. No human bones or evidences of

burial were observed.

^^.; #f.;f
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them is an irregular oval of comparatively large size, the other three

are conical and smaller.

The large monnrt is of the form shown in Figs. 162 and 163, the first

giving the contour of the base, the other a vertical section through the
middle, lengthwise. The dimensions were found by careful measure-
ments to be as follows: Length at base, from north to south, 106 feet;

width of base at a a (Fig. 162), 50 feet; at h ft, .36 feet; at <l d, .38 feet;

height at a (Fig. 163), 14 feet; at ft, S feet, and at d, 11 feet. It was
explored thoroughly down to the

original surface, and fimnd to

be composed throughout of tlark

earth, similar to the surrounding
soil of this swamj) region, yet

there are no excavations or de-

])ressions immediately around it

from which the earth foi- building

it could have been taken.

Ill the southern portion, at the

depth of 3 feet 6 inches, were
three adult skeletons about on
the same level (No. ] , Fig. 163),

all extended at full length. One
lay with face up and head north;

about the neck antl wrists were a
number of shell beads. Another
lay also with face up, but head to

the west; close by the head was
a nicely polished celt. The other

lay on the left side, with the head
north; by the head was a polished

celt and immediately in front of

the face a small water bottle.

At 2, an adult skeleton lay ex-

tended on the left side, with head
south. The earth immediately
around it was burned hard, the
bones ahso showing signs of fire.

Mixed with this burned earth

was a considerable quantity of charcoal and ashes.

At 3, same depth as 2, was the skeleton of a very young child. No
relics were found with this or 2.

At the bottom of the mound, at the point marked i, were the remains
of six skeletons. These had doubtless been buried after the flesh wag
removed, as the bones of each had been taken apart and placed in a
heap, the parts of one skeleton forming one heap. Among the rib

-Outline of mouiul No. 1, Ch.ainpliii gi'<

Yazoo fonnty, Mississjp])i.

up
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bones of one were a. few beads made of minute shells. Nothing was
found with either of the other five.

Immediately under the surface of the mound at 5 was a single pol-

ished eelt. At 0, 3 feet from the top, lay an adult skeleton extended on
the back, head east; no relics were found with it. At 7, on the same
level, Avas another adult skeleton lying in the same position as the last

mentioned ; on the breast was a polished celt. At
8 were the bones of another, separated and placed

in a heap, as those previously mentioned, with a num-
ber of shell beads scattered among them. These
were at the depth of 18 inches. At 9 lay the skel-

I eton of an adult, at the dejith of .3 feet, extended on

I the back, head we.st; nothing with it.

1 No. 10 indicates the position of an adult skeleton

tj at a depth of 4 feet 6 inches. This was also ex-

g tended on the back, with the head east. The earth

g abimt it was unusually hard, making it impossible

2 to get the bones out in good condition, yet the skull

p; is sufiicient to show the form, which indicates
£ frontal pressure and backward elongation to an

3 unusual extent.
p.

a No. 11, three adult skeletons extended, with faces

3 uj) and heads east. These were lying side by side

^ at the bottom of the mound on the natural surface of

3 the ground, and immediately over them a covering

I of bark, apparently of the red oak. This consisted

S of a single layer of wide pieces. Nothing else was

§ found with them.

t In the nortliern end of the mound, immediately

1 under the surface at the highest point, 12, was a
'i - I small, red clay vessel (Fig. 16-t). The earth of this

.

^\ northern portion, to the depth of 3 feet, contained

g the remains of several skeletons (13), both of adults

2 and children, which were so far decayed that their

respective ijositions could not be determined ; nor in

fact was it ijossible to ascertain the exact number
of them. Scattered among the bones were several

celts, different lots of beads, and one small x^ot.

No. 11 indicates the position of two adult skele-

tons, at a depth of 4 feet, one extended on the right side, head north,

the bones of the other separated and placed in a pile. Around the

neck of the former were a number of shell beads.

No. 15 was the skeleton of au adult, at a depth of feet, extended

on the right side, head east; nothing with it.

Nos. 17 and 18, two skeletons of adults found at a depth of 10 feet;

bones separated and placed in piles. No relics with them.
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None of the burials in this mound were in inclosui-es or coffins of any
kind, except the two instances where bark covering' was used, as ah'eady

mentioned.

All the skeletons referred to as having no relics buried with them
had the heads compressed in the manner described. The others, those

with ornaments or iiiqdements accompanying them, had heads of the

usual type. Although this fact seems to indicate that individuals of

two difterent tribes were buried here, it seems evident that they be-

longed to the same era, as there were no indications that the mound
had been disturbed after it was completed.

Mound No. 2 stands 1,300 feet east of the large one and is a regular

cone, 58 feet in diameter and 13 feet high. The main body was com-
posed of dark swamp soil like that of the.

surrounding land, but at the bottom was
a central, conical core of yellow clay, 12

feet in diameter and 3 feet high. The
nearest point where the clay of which it

is composed could have been obtained

is half a mile away. About 3 feet be-

neath the apex were a few human teeth

and slight traces of other bimes, with

which were associated a few beads made
of deer horn. Immediately below the

surface, on one side, an ornamented water
bottle was discovered. On the toji of the
central clay core lay a small bed of coals

and ashes some 2 or 3 feet in diameter,
, . , i_ • 1 1 <• 1 1 ^* '^'- ^^"^—Imagt; vessel from Champlin

which contained a number of Imrned mound, Mississippi.

mussel shells.

Mound No. 3, about 700 feet from No. 2, is oval in outline, rounded
on top, 35 feet long north and south, 27 feet wide, and 3 feet high. This
was not explored.

No. 4, which is 275 feet due south of No. .'!, is similar in form and
size to the latter. It was explored and found to be composed through-
out of <lark, swamp soil. Nothing was discovered except a few coals.

ADAMS COUNTY.

The only mounds examined in this county are those forming the
noted Selsertown group. Dr. Palmer made a hasty visit to them in 1884

;

subsequently, in 1887, Mr. Middletou made a careful survey of them.
The descrii)ti(m and figures here giveu are from Mr. Middletou's report.

These works, a general plan of which is shown in PI. xiv, 1, consist at
present of a large, circular, flat topped mound, and three others of
smaller dimensions, standing upon an elevated platform, a little over
20 feet high and 5 or 6 acres in extent. They are situated in the hill

country of the northern part of the county and some <> or 7 miles from
the jMississippi bottom.
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The topographical features of this section are similar to those of other

counties bordering on this portion of the river, consisting of the bot-

toms along the Mississippi and the uplands which extend back from

these and form the general surface of the state. The western border

of these uplands, where they join the bottoms, terminates in somewhat
abrupt descents to which the term "bluffs " has been applied. In Adams
county the bottoms are from 1 to 3 miles wide north of Natchez, which
is the only portion of the county it is necessary to refer to. About a mile

above Natchez the Mississippi river, bending eastward, strikes the foot

of the bluffs, hugs them for a short distance below, and again recedes.

The general level of the uplands, some 200 or 250 feet above the

bottoms, is broken by the valleys of numerous creeks and their

branches, through which the water of the upper area finds its way to

the Mississippi. Among the smaller streams of this immediate section

is one known locally as Dunbare creek, which runs westward to the

Mississii)pi. The country about the headwaters of this creek, where
the little streams which form its branches have cut ravines, is some-

what rough and broken up into ridges, spurs, and knolls. It is here that

the works mentioned are situated, about a mile northwest of the site

of the old village of Selsertown, 7 miles a little west of north from

Washington, and 2 miles northwest of the railroad station (Stanton).

As will be observed by reference to PI. xiv, 1, the platform, or oblong

elevation on which the mounds stand, is located on a rather narrow
ridge which, starting from the higher level on the east, slopes down-
ward gradually but irregularly toward the west, fading out in an
exi)ansion on the lower level of the creek valley a little southwest of

the platform. On the north is the valley of a small creek running

westward; on the south is another narrow valley or ravine in which is

a small branch of Dunbare creek, running southwest. This ridge, as

will be seen by reference to the figure, is quite irregular as to its sur-

face, course, and form. Coming westward from the eastern extremity

the line of highest elevation bends southward by /(, terminating appar-

ently in a spur, which was not followed out.

Following the line of the road, the descent

—

i to I; from the upper

level h to the lower level g, of the ridge—is about 40 feet and somewhat
abrupt. From fc to the platform, the top of the ridge, with the excep-

tion of the rise at /, is nearly level lengthwise—that is to say, along

the line of the road. The rise at / is an elongate oval knoll, from 12

to 15 feet high, and of the comparative size shown in the figure. As it

is beyond all question a natural formation, no special measurement of

it was made.
At the point occupied by the platform there is a sudden bend and ex-

pansion of the ridge, though the crest is near the south margin, the line

running inside (north) of, but near, the southern edge of the platform.

Although the term " platform " has been irsed here to indicate this

somewhat remarkable elevation on which the mouiuls are placed, Mr.
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Middletou and Dr. Palmer express the opinion very confidently that

it is chiefly a natnral formation. This is based upon the following

facts: The su<lden bend and enhirgement of the ridge at this i>oint;

the fact that natural knolls, or mound-like elevations, are not uncom-
mon on the ridges of this section, as for example, the one near by at

/; and the evidence obtained by excavating, which, so far as it was
carried, sustains this view. They think it quite jn-obable that the orig-

inal form was artificially modified, so as to make the top more uniformly
level and the margins more abrnpt than they were formed bj' nature.

At the eastern end of this platform, descending northward, is an old

washout or gully. The surface contour, running east and west, across

the platform, the mounds, and this gully from / to in is shown in the
section at A, and that running north and south from p to q at B; a
section of the ridge at ;• to .« is shown at G.

The shape and present c(mdition of the platform and the mounds on
it are shown in PI. xiv, 2. The extreme length from base to base varies

but slightly from 700 feet; the greatest width, which is near the west
end, is about r»3() feet ; width at the east end, 330 feet. The extreme
length of the surface area is about 590 feet; the width near the west
end, 400 feet. The height varies from 21 to 45 feet, the northern and
northwestern portion standing higher above the base'or general slope of

the ridge than the southern and eastern. The surface is comijaratively

level, tliough there ai'e some depressions in the central portion, from
which it is probable dirt was taken to be used in l)uilding the mounds.
Although the base has a somewhat regular outline, the margin of the

upper surface is so cut and gashed by sharp gulleys and indentations

as to give scarcely any indications of its original form.

The surface has been under cultivation for many years, biit the slopes

of the sides are covered with thick growths of cane, locnst, sedge, and
briars. The soil, which is similar to that of the surrounding area, con-

sists of loam and red clay, mixed somewhat with sand, which, though
apparently adhesive, wears away rapidly under the action of water
where the surface is abraded and the vegetation removed. The two
chief gullies, the imc at the northwest corner and the other near the

southeast corner, which have evidently been formed by washing, are

probably largely due to the fact that they are the lines of drainage and
are the i)oints long used as the places of ascent and descent for per-

sons, teams, and stock.

There are at present four mounds on this elevated area, though,
according to S(iuier and Davis\ there were formerly eleven. Of the

fom- which remain, one is placed, as these authors state, about the
middle of each end, that is, at the east and west margins. The
other two are placed near the middle of the north and south sides. Of
the other seven, no satisfactory traces were found by Mr. Middleton,
but Dr. Palmer, who visited them three years before, thought he saw

'Am-. Mou., p. lis.
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indications of other structures at points around the margin, but was
inclined to the opinion tliat these were house sites, as fragments of pot-

tery and pieces of burnt clay, often witli fluted impressions made by
split reeds, were found in abundance at such points. But neither

found any traces of a central mound, and the disposition of those

which remain would indicate that this central space was left unoccu])ied.

The wearing of the mound seems also to forbid the idea of a central

tumulus, as it was here the surface water seemed to collect.

The surface of the platform is strewn with fragments of pottery. On
and about the smaller mounds down the northern slope, especially in

the gullies or washouts, jirobably brought down from the top, are num-
erous fragments of burnt clay. This burnt clay is not in the form of

bricks, nor at any point arranged in or used to form a wall. That on
the slopes and in the gullies ou the north side has certainly been
brought down ft-om the u]>per surface. It is mostly of a brick-red color

and bears impressions of the splitcane stamp, of which meuti(m has here-

tofore been made. These have probably been taken for the impressions

of fingers, an error which would have been easily corrected by observ-

ing that the curvature is outward instead of inward, as would have been
the case if made by the fingers. Euniiing through it, on what M^as the

inner side, are the 'impressions of twigs and grass stems. It is in every
respect similar to that observed in Arkansas, and is evidently the clay

which formed the plastering of the houses, as mentioned by the French
explorers, which, at the destruction of the houses by tire, was burned
to the condition in which it is now found.

The largest of the four mounds, the one to whicli writers have gener-

ally referred, is that marked e at the western end of the platform. It

is neaily circular in form, truncated but somewhat rounded on top, the

slopes tolerably steep. The diameter at the base is 145 feet; the diam-

eter of the top averages 72 feet (the upper surface being somewhat oval)

;

height, 31 feet. It has been partially explored, but the result is not

known with certainty. The last examination was made on behalf of

Dr. Joseph Jones, of New Oileans, but it does not appear that he was
at any time present while the excavation was going on. The depth
reached was only 15 or 16 feet. This mound has, at some former time,

been under cultivation, but owing, perhajjS, to its steepness has been
abandoned to briars and locust trees.

The next largest mound is the one marked/, at the eastern extremity

of the platform. It is somewhat irregular in form but approaches in

outline a semi-oval, the base resting on the margin of the platform,

with which the eastern side of the mound forms a continuous slope. It

is possible that cultivation of its surface and wearing away at the east-

ern end has somewhat changed the original form. The top is flat but
irregular, the height varying from 5 to S feet. The diameter of the

base east and west is. 110 feet; the greatest diameter north and south,

near the east margin, is about 3 feet less.
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The other two mounds {() and /(), situated near the middle of the

north and south margins are i-ireuhir, quite sirwll, tlic one marked </

measuring but 38 feet in diameter and 2 feet high ; the other, marked h,

22 feet in diameter and 1 i feet high. Both have been under cultiva-

tion, wiiith has brought to light a layer of burnt day near the top of

each, showing them to Ite of the same type as the low domiciliary

mounds of Arkansas.

UNION (^OTTNTV.

The group of mounds here figured (I''ig. 105) is located in the southern

part of IJiiiou County, Mississippi, on the SE. | of Sec. 12, and NE. ^

of Sec. 1.3, T. 8 S., r'. 2 E.

There are fourteen mounds belonging to the group, twelve of which
are together, the other two (not shown) being one east and the other

west, about half a mile from the large mound, which is tlie most prom-
inent of the group.

The general level of the field is about 50 feet above the creek bot-

toms to the north and south, which are overflowed at every hard rain.

Before the soil had been cultivated an embankment could be traced

around the twelve central mounds which was about 2 feet high and 10

feet across at the base, with a ditch on the outside entirely around.

The ditch was mostly and in some places entirely filled up. At pres-

ent uo trace of it remains and the embankment can be seen only for a
few rods on the west and north sides, where it has not been plowed
over. It was cut througli in several places and showed uo trace of

wood. This, however, is not positive evidence that no palisades ex-

isted, for it may have been washed down farther than the posts would
have been sunk, the area being much worn by drains. The earth form-

ing it is the same as the surrounding soil, and was probably thrown
inward from the ditch.

Before the land was cleared timber as large as can l)e found in the

country grew up to the ditch on the outside while inside that limit noth-

ing grew but brush and small trees. The largest one on the embank-
ment, cut in 1842, showed by its growth-rings that it was 52 years old.

This would giye a period of not more than a century in which timber
has been growing on the mounds.
Dense canebrakes still exist within a few miles, which no doubt

abounded in game, and in the creeks near at hand large fishes are

caught in C(Uisiderable numbers. The soil in this field, though now
about worn out by careless tillage, was formerly very fertile.

A pond of 5 or 6 acres begius at the western line of the ("'inbankment.

The earth put into the larger mound was probably taken from this point,

as all the different sorts of earth used in the mounds are to be found in

the field or adjacent swamps.
The line of the wall is shown as it was traced out by Mr. Parks, the

first permanent settler of the (tountry, and may m)t be correct, espe-
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cially (»u the southern line. The, southea.st corner .should be at least

100 feet fartlier south, or else the line should chanf>e its direction at

some jiolnt as it docs on tlu^ northern side. As hiid down hci-e it runs

ovei' mounds S and 10. From tiie contour of the ground it is probable

that the bearing: should be a little mon; to the south tVoni botli the

Fifi. 165.—Ar<mn(l j;roiip in Union county, Arississijipi.

southea.st and the southwest coi-iiers, and that the change in dii-ection

should take place south of mound 10.

lieginning at the northwest corner its sides measure from station to

Station as numbered 702, 957, 1,0.50, 1,505, and 1,037 feet.
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III tlie spac'L^ iuclost'd by mounds 3, 4, ;ind !• is a (,'emetery. as shown
by the bones and numerous fragments of pottery plowed up. Some
arrow-points, beads, and a number of pitted stones were found scattered

about on the surface. The arrow-points are all small and chipped from
water-worn pebbles of jasper, which occur inconsiderable quantities.

With oue skeleton exhumed here were found an iron pipe, some silver

ornaments, copper beads, wrought nails, and a i)ieceof glass.

The large mound is a Hat-topped quadrilateral, with the longer axis

nearly iu)rth and south. At the bottom, the sides, beginning with the

southeast, measure 153, 1310, 177 and 234 feet; on the top 87, ll.'4, 94

and 119 feet. From these measurements it will be seen that the slope

of the sides is not uniform

and that they are quite dif -XNN*

flcult to ascend. On the

northeast side is a graded
way, 20 feet wide at the top

and running out45feet from
the base. This figure (20

feet) probably represents its

original width on top along

the whole length, though it

is now nuich worn down.
The height of the mound is

27 feet.

The numbers of the small

mounds refer, for the first

eight, to the order in which
they were opened. In every
case the dirt was removed
down to the oi'iginal soil

and tar enough outwardly
to ]uake it certain that the

limit of the mound was reached. Trenches, varying in width from 6

to 10 feet, were carried to the center, then run to the edge in another
direction and space cleared out about the center sufficient to show that

nothing of interest remained. "Surface" refers to the original soil

beneath the mound, and "center" to the line directly down from the
highest point. All the nu)unds except the first have been plowed over
until they are probably 3 to 5 feet lower than when built.

Mound 1, located nearly west of the large mound, was the most
prominent of the smaller ones. The first trench in this was nuule from
the south side. (See Figs. 16G, showing plan of trenches, and 167,

and 1(58 showing sections of south trench.)

Sixteen feet from the center, resting on the surface, was a mass of

loose, cloddy dirt measuring 3J by 2 feet and extending 3^ feet up. It

was such a condition as would result from a small coffin's decaying and

Fu;. lUC—I'lau of uoiuid Ko. 1, gntuj)

Misaissippi.

I'liiun fouiity,
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letting the earth above it fall in, though careful search failed t<i show
any traces of wood. On the bottom were found a skull, lying face

upward, some bones of the arm and neck, and the head of a femur, all

Fig. 167—Sectiuua along south trencli, iiiouud No. 1, Uniou county, Mississippi.

80 badly decayed as to crumble almost at a touch. The teeth showed
that it had been a person not over middle age. Very fine particles of

galenite were adhering to the skull and to the earth in contact with it.

W^'.
^^i^iS'

Fig. 168 Section along south trench, iiiouud Xo. 1, ITnion county, Mississippi.

A number of shell beads, some the entire shells of a small marine si^ecies

others cut from a large shell and drilled, lay with the skull. The frontal

bone was saved; it showed no depression at the root of the nose, and
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one orbit was lower than the other, probably the result of an injury.

The small size of the burial place, the position of the bones and the
galenite sticking to the skull go to show that only the skeleton had
been buried.

Lying west of these bones, in the hard dirt, was a scapula belonging
to a larger person than the last, along with other bones too badly de-

cayed and broken to tell what they were; also a few shell beads. At
10 feet from the center and 4 feet from the surface was a small pile of

ashes with the dirt slightly burnt below, showing that a lire had been
made when the mound had reached that stage and afterwards covered
up before the place had been disturbed. Three feet above the surface

at the center, in hard dirt, was a badly (^ecayed skull of an old person,
and one cervical vertebra. Lying on the original surface at the center
were some fragments of thick, red pottery and a small amount of

charcoal. Six inches above the bottom a thin seam of red clay was
continuous for 3 or 4 feet around the center.

Fig. 169.—Section along the northeast trench, mound No. 1. Union county.

The next trench was run in from the northeast (see Figs. 169 and 170).

Twenty-one feet from the center there was a depression of 6 inches where
soil had been removed down to underlying red clay which was so hard
as to be difflcult to loosen with a ])ick. lii this clay two holes, marked
{a, Fig. 170, and b, Fig. I(i9), had been dug 6 feet apart, one north of the
other. Each was a foot across and 3 feet deep, rounded at the bottom,
and filled witli a shiny gray ooze. In the one to the south was found a
piece of skull bone, in the northern one nothing but the soft mud or

slime. Fourteen feet from the center weie two similar holes, one 14
inches across and 3 feet deep, the other 3 feet south of it of thesame depth
and 18 inches across. One is shown at c, Fig. 109. No traces of bones
were found in these. They were filled with the same gray dirt as the
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first two, thoufih it was uot quite so wet. The dirt for 2 or 3 feet above
all these holes was much looser than that at the sides, as if something
had been placed over them which afterward gave way. Eleven feet

from the center the surface rose to its natural place, making a step of

11 inches, showing that the depression was not carried on a level.

On the south side of this trench, 5 feet from the surface, were three

graves, 11, 7, and 4 feet, respectively, from the center. Each was filled

with loose dark dirt and surrounded by a mass of very hard clay, which
showed no marks of burning, but seems rather to have been packed
wet and allowed to dry before being covered over. In the fii'st, which

was 2 feet long and 18 inches across, no signs of bones appeared; in

the second were the bones of fhe right forearm and the lower extrem-

ities, which were in their proper position and lay with the feet toward
the southwest. Under the head of the right femur was a piece of rib,

Section along the northeast trench, njound No. 1, Union county.

and under the middle of it the right half of a lower jaw, with the wis
dom tooth just through the bone. The femur measured 17 inches and
the tibia was not flattened. A few drilled shell beads, some large,

others small, were found with the bones of the arm.

In the last grave were traces of wood, probably the remains of bark
wrapping, which fell to dust on being touched. This grave lay toward
the southeast, intersecting the second one at about 4 feet from the edge
of the trench. Each was 2 feet across.

The peculiar arrangement of the dirt in this mound led the explorer

to run another trench from between the north and northwest. (Figs.

171 and 172.) Eighteen feet from the center, 2 feet from the surface, were
some small fragments of bones and a few human teeth. Fifteen feet

from the center, on the same level, were fragments of a skull and teeth,

all too decayed for handling. A foot above these were the bones of
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the .arm and Ivg of another person broken up and laid in a pile.

Twelve feet from the center, 4 feet from the surface, were fragments of

a very thin skull with particles of galenite adhering to them. Eight
feet from the center was a hole sunk a foot into the original soil and
filled with loose black dirt and ashes, in which were traces of unburnt
wood. From this hole a layer of unmixed ashes from 1 to (i inches in

thickness reached 6 feet to the south and west, sometimes on the sur-

face and again several inches above it. Five feet from the center, 8^
feet from the surface, was the outer whorl of a conch sliell.

A trench was next run in from the west. Eighteen feet from the cen-

ter was a layer of ashes, 6 feet in diameter, 18 inches from the surface

at its middle point and curved upward toward every side, or, in other

words, dished. Lying on this was the lower part of the skeleton of a
medium-sized man, with the feet toward the north, No bones of the

Fig. 171.—Section along the north tronoh, mound No. 1, I'nion county.

pelvis or parts above were found, although the leg bones were well pre-

served. Three feet above the surface the skeleton of a large, strongly-

built man lay extended at full length with the face np, the head
toward the east and about six feet from the center. The skull was ob-

tained almost entire. Under it were thirteen water-worn quartz peb-

bles. The femur measured 18J inches. There was no clay or hard dirt

packed around the frame nor any evidence that a fire had been made
where it lay, although the leg bones had fine charcoal sticking to them.

The humerus was perforated near the elbow.

The arrangement of the dirt in this mound indicates that the origi-

nal mound was much smaller than it is now and that the skeleton em-
bedded in the a.shes was at the center. Afterward the mound was added
to on the eastern side. A glance at the sections figured makes this

plain.

12 ETH 18
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The leuticular masses show tliiit the dirt had been carried in

baskets or skins and thrown in without any attempt at stratification in

the ohler part of the mound. These masses were from 13 to 18 inches

across and from 4 to (i inclies tliick. The lower side, as they lay in the

mound, was always darker in color than the upper side. Occasionally

a little charcoal or a fiagment of bone or jjottery occurred lu the

mound.
Nothing was found in mound li except a small piece of pottery of

very neat design tliat had probably beeu dumped in with the dirt.

This mound was made up of soil lying close at hand and the dirt was

in layers of regular thickness, as though it had been spread when

deposited. On the southeast edge was a layer of mingled dirt and

charcoal, GJ feet across, from 2 to 4 inches iu thickness; a large amount

of broken pottery was found scattered through it, but no ashes. This

lay partly a foot below the top of the giouud and partly on the surface.

Fia. 172.—Section along tin- north trench, niounil No. 1, Union county.

At a distance of 75 feet west of the center of mound 3 was a fire-

place, on the original surface, covered with a foot of dirt that had
washed down from the mound. The mingled ashes, charcoal, and dirt

measured 5 feet across and 15 inches thick at the middle, running out

to a thin edge and packed very hard. Along with pieces of pottery and
animal bones was a piece of iron that had apparently been a brace for a

saddle bow. This was 8 inches under the top of the ashes and below
most of the pottery found.

Sixty feet from the center appeared a layer of gray clay, from 1 to 3

inches thick. It was continuous under as much of the mound as was
removed. In the trench on the west side was found one blade of a iiair

of scissors. Three feet above the surface at the center was an ash bed
6 inches thick in the middle, 6 feet in diameter, curving upward or dish-

shaped aud running to an edge on every side. It rested directly upon
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dirt that had been dumped like that in the first mouud, aud was in very
thin layers as though many successive deposits had been made and
sjiread out. Within an inch of the bottom was a small piece of green-

ish glass, apparently broken from a glass bottle. Eestiug upon the
ashes, though of less extent, was a mass 12 inches thick of charcoal,

dirt, ashes, and broken pottery, in which lay an iron knife and a
thin silver plate stamped with the Spanish coat of arms. Fig. 17.3.

At the top was a thin layer of charcoal where a fire had been extin-

guished
;
this was at a lower jioint than had ever been reached by the

plow. There was a want of conformity between this mass and the sur-

rounding dirt, which shows it may have been of later origin ; that the
mound had been oi>eued after its completion and afterward restored to

its former shape; but the l)ed of ashes was undoubtedly as old as the
mound itself, so that, although the iron knife and silver plate offer no
positive proof as to age, the piece of glass is strong evidence that the
mound was constructed after its builders had dealings with the whites.

It maybe remarked here that this group is located in the area occupied
by the Chiekasaws.
At about 40 feet from the center the dirt began

to show the same arrangement of dumping as was
seen in mound 1.

Mound 4 was made throughout of a heavy gray
clay, such as forms the ground to the north of it.

The embankment ran, according to local belief,

directly over this mound; it was, therefore, closely

examined for any signs of palisades, but without

success; nor is there now the slightest indication

here of either wall or ditch. A small amount
of mingled dirt and charcoal appeared at what
seemed to be the center of the mound, but this was
evidently thrown in at the time it was built to help F'"- n3.-siiver piatc, with
/>.-. Spauish coat of arms;

A ' mound, Union county.

Mound 5, not shown in the figure, is outside the

inch>sure to the east. A wide trench through it exposed thirteen skulls

with a few fragments of other bones. They wei-e all within 10 feet of

the center and arranged in three layers, the first on the siu'face, the

second nearly 2 feet above, and the third at about the same distance

above that. The skulls belonged to persons of different ages, from the

child whose first teeth were beginning to appear, to the aged individ-

ual whose teeth were worn to the gums. With the oldest was a burnt

clay pipe, the only relic found in the mound. The bones were put in

without regard to position; a skull and a rib, for example, or a femur

and a jawbone lying together. The mound was of the same dirt as the

surrounding soil, excejit a deposit of gray clay a foot thick aud 3 feet

across at the center, about half of it lying below the original surface.

Only one sknll found here was in a condition to be preserved; all, how-

ever, were of one shape and that very like the modern Indian skull.
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Mound G, like mound 4, was on tbe supposed line of embankment.
No trace of wood in the mound or of a ditch outside could be seen. It

was formed of dirt gathered dose around. Probably mounds 4 and 6

were at a break in the embankment forming a passageway through it.

Mound 7 showed at 55 feet east of the center a layer of gray clay,

nowhere more than an inch in thickness, which ran IS feet, then gave
way for 9 feet to a layer of black soil, after which it reappeared and was
found under all the remaining part excavated. The dirt showed the

same marks of dumjjingasin mounds 1 and 3, and is of different colors,

though all from around the mound. More charcoal and burnt dirt was
found in this than in any other mound opened, but it seems to have been
thrown in simply because it was convenient, being scattered here and
there in small patches.

Thirty-five feet from the center and 3 feet from the surface in mingled
ashes, dirt, and charcoal, with a few decayed bones, were a number of

fragments of pottery, pieces of one vessel which was broken before

being covered. The whole was inclosed in very hard clay. It does not

seem to have been a grave, but rather a place used for cooking.

Twenty-one feet from the center and 5 ieet from the surface was a

tibia lying east and west; 5 feet west of it was a skull. Both were too

soft to be removed. No bones were found between them, but both
belonged to one individual whose body had been jilaced in abed of gray
sand and surrounded by ashes, charcoal, swamp mud, and burnt clay.

It seems to have been an intrusive burial. Two feet southwest of the

skull was a decayed femnr; no other bones were with it.

All the dirt about the center of this mound was very wet and heavy,

and was brought from the swamp to the northeast. The arrangement
and material of the mound show that dirt had been carried in from
different places at the same time. Occasionally a layer of one material

could be traced 3 or i feet, and then be lost in some other.

Mound 8 was built partly on the slope of the ravine to the west. A
layer of gray day, averaging 4 indies in thickness, had been spread on
the surface and the mound built upon it. The bottom of the mound on
the western side sloped upward toward the center, following the inclina-

tion of the surface. Twenty-four feet from the center began a deposit

of sticky mud fi-om the creek bottom, which measured 2 feet in thii'k-

ness at the center. The remiiinder of the mound was composed of about
equal parts of this bottom mud and the soil near by. dumped in without

any order or regularity. At the center, near the top of the mound, was
a deposit of yellow sand 3 feet across in very tliin curved layers, about
4 inches thick at the middle and curving to an edge at the sides.

Under this was a hole a foot across and the same in depth, having a

bottom of hard blue clay and filled with ashes, black dirt, and charcoal.

Near the center were some shreds of a coarse woven doth. Six feet

north of the center, in the original soil, was a hole 18 inches across and
14 inches deep, the sides burnt hard as brick, filled with charcoal and
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dirt. Seveu feet northeast of the center was a similar but smaller hole.

The gray layer at the bottom was undisturbed over both these spots,

showing that the mound was built after this part of the field had been
occupied.

The swamp mud ran out at 30 feet north and northeast of the center.

Twenty-two feet from the center, toward the north, a deposit of gray
clay, varying from a few inches to 4 feet in thickness, began and reached
nearly to the edge of the mound. The dumped dirt endetl at 60 feet

from the center.

The fleld being in cultivation, none of the other mounds could be
opened, except one, and there was nothing about that to indicate that

it would repay investigation.

If the large mound be considered a place of residence, the most prob-

able theory, it is not plain what use was made of the smaller ones. It

is evident that those within the inclosure, with the exception of the
first one opened, were not intended or used for burial i)urposes.

EXPLANATORY NOTES.

Tlie courses and distances of the line of wall, as traced and located

by the old settlers, are as follows, coiumeucing at station 1, the north-

west corner:

From
'

station.
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Pond, ISr. 75° W. Dirt for the large mound was probably taken from

the excavation which begins at the wall.

The passageway or ramp that extends from the top of the large mound
to the ground is at the middle of the northeast side, beginning 79 feet

from the east corner, and on the line of the base of the mound is -iG feet

wide. It is 20 feet wide at the top of the mound, and extends outward
45 feet from the base of the mound, with the corners at the bottom so

rounded that they are -0 feet within the liues of the sides.

Figs. 107 (A and P) and 168 show the sides and end of the south

trench ; Fig. 1C7 A, the left or west side of the trench, and F, the north

end; Fig. 108, the riglit or east side. In these 1 is surface soil; 2, gray

clay; 3, red clay; 4, red soil in lumps or masses; «, position of skull ; b,

position of pottery, and h, grave going a foot into the wall.

Figs. ICi) and 170 show the sides of the northeast trench, same mound

;

Fig. 169, side toward northwest; and Fig. 170, side toward southeast.

The numbers indicate the strata as follows: No. 1, red, top soil mixed
with clay; 2, yellow, bluish, and gray clays and dark soil mingled in con-

fusion; 3, gray clay from the swamp; 1, red soil in lens-shaped masses;

5, dark soil in lens-shaped masses, n indicates a grave sunk in the

original soil to the depth of 3 feet, filled with shining gray mud and
containing jiart of a human skull; h and c similar pits. H, O, L, three

graves 5 feet above the original surface extending southward.

Figs. 171 and 172 represent the sections of the northwest trench, same
mound; Fig. 171, cast side; Fig. 172, west side. The numbers indicate

the layers as follows: 1, top soil; 2, gray clay; 3, red clay; -i, red soil

in lumps or small masses; 5, black soil in lumps or small masses.

TENNESSEE.

LAUDERDALE COUNTY.

On the farm of Mr. Marley, 8 miles northwest of Ripley, are a number
of small mounds, most of which had been dug over thoroughly. Only

one small oneremained undisturbed.

In this was found an old walled

fireplace, circular in form, 3 feet high
and about 1 foot thick, the inside

half full ofashes. Back of this (out-

side) was a semicircular wall, also

of burnt clay, 3 feet high and about
1 foot thick. The annexed figure

(174) gives an idea of the form and
relation of these walls. The com-

l)lcte circle A represents the wall

around the fireplace, and B the semi-

circularouter wall, which was on theFifJ. 174.—P'irephice in iiiouud. Laudt-nlalc, Tenii.

north side and originally may have been liigher, as it reached the sur-

face of the ground. The little circles C C are two very smooth circular

appendages or lum])s of burnt clay on the wall. Close to this fireplace

were two broken dishes mixed with the burnt clay.
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OBION COUNTY.

RF.F.I.FOOT LAKK MOIND.S.

Around Eeelfoot lake are several groni)s of nioumls, mostly of small

size. About half a uiile southwest of Idlewihle four low rnouuds, not
exceediug 2 feet in height, were examiued. Below the top soil was a
layer several iuches thick of ashes and charcoal, iu which were mussel
shells, bones of birds, fishes, and quadrupeds; also, stone implements
and fragments of pottery, but no burnt clay.

At the crossing, on the northwest bor-

der, another group of somewhat lai'ger

mounds was visited, but only one could

be opened; it was composed entii-ely of

clay and contained no relics.

A small groui) on Grassy island was
also examined. One of these, circular in

form and 8 feet high, was thoroughly ex-

plored, yielding a rich return for the labor

spent upon it. It consisteil chiefly of

daik vegetable mold without any indica-

tions of layers. Fifteen skeletons were
unearthed; eight of them were unac-

companied by anything except ashes and
charcoal. By the others, vessels and im-

plements were discovered as follows:

By one, a stone spade and two jiots ; by
another, two pots ; by another, a drinking

vessel in the form of a kneeling female,

shown in Fig. 175, and two pots, one iu-

sideof the other; by the fourth, three pots; and by three others, one
pot each. Another vessel was found embedded in a mass of ashes 1'^

feet thick, in which were also bird, fish, and quadruped bones, more or

less charred. Several stone implements were also found scattered
through the mound.
Another mound of this group, G feet high, was excavated and found

to consist entirely of sandy loam. Nothing was discovered iu it.

Two other mounds ou the opposite shore of the lake, conical in form
and about 7 feet high, yielded a similar i-esult.

Fia. 175.—Imago vesaul from niouud,
Obiou county, Tenne.ssee.

KENTUCKY.

Wliile nearly all of southeastern Missouri below Cairo is level and
subject to overflow during great floods, the bottoms on the Kentucky
side opposite are usually narrow and the river skirted or directly

flanked by bluffs, mainly of yellow clay, rising from KKt to 400 feet

above it. These are cut by many creeks and rivulets, thus forming
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numerous lieadlands, easily rendered defensible, a number of which are

occupied by ancient earthworks. Of the five of these visited the most
interesting is in Hickman county, about 3 miles west of Oakton, and
known locally as O'Byam's Fort.

Fic). 17G.—(VByani's fort, Hickman connty. KeDlucky.

This work, illustrated in Fig. 176, is, as is usual in this region, upon
the best position for defense in that immediate section, being located on

the extreme point of a bluff some 50 feet high and almost vertical at

its southern end. It consists of an inclosing wall and ditch, mounds,
excavations, and hut rings.

The length of the wall and ditch from a around to /<, following the
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irregular curve, is very nearly 600 jiac^es, or about 1,800 feet. There is

no wall along the steep bluff facing east and south. Of these outlines the

southern end is so steep as to render ascent impracticable; the eastern

slope is almost equally so; the northern line was well defended by em-

bankment and ditch, and for the remainder of the circuit the embank-
ment follows the edge of the high bottom, including in the line the iso-

lated hillock c. Mound 3, in thcextreme southeast corner, is in a fine

position for observation and to prevent any attempted ascent at this

corner, the most accessible point on the unwalled line of the bluffs.

The best, if not the only, ford of O'Byam's creek in this vicinity is a

rock or gravel bar where the road crosses at the lower end of the

bluff. . .

In the i»lan of these works (Fig. 1"*^), 1, 2, and 3 are mounds within

the inclosure and 4 a mound outside; c, a natural mound or little hil-

lock; d, a cemetery, and eeeee excavations. The small circles, which
continue northward
beyond the wall, are

small saucer-shaped

depressions marking
the sites of ancient

dwellings.

Mound No. 1, as

shown upon the plan

ofthe works, exteiuls

fully halfway across

a narrow portion of -fk,. 177.—MouikI No, 1, o'B.v.am'.s fort.

the bluff", and is a

true flat-topped or truncated mound (Fig. 177) in all respects similar in

appearance to and possibly of the same age and ])uilt by the sanu' peo-

ple as those across the Mississippi, which are now the only refuge of

white men and their stock during floods. But as this and the other

mounds on this side of the river are on high places, beyond the reach

of the greatest flood, the object in view in building them could not have
been to escape inundation.

It is very nearly a true circle 78 feet in diameter on the top and so

steep on all sides that, although 23 feet high, it has a base of only 125

feet and has been covered and surrounded by a heavy growth of oak,

ash, and other timber. It stands on the margin of the upper level.

A number of white persons have been Iniried on the summit, so that

entensive exi)lorations could not be made; nevertheless enough was
ascertained to prove it to be composed chiefly of yellow clay, but in

successive layers and containing flre-beds of day burnt to a brick-red

color. These ttrebeds differed from those usually seen, in that, while

some were made of irregularly shaped little masses, approximately the
size of an ordinary brick, and well burned before being laid down, each
mass leaving an impression in the earth when removed, others were red
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upon the top only, tbe color gradually diminlsLing toward the under

side as though burned by long-continued tires. Tlie masses were proba-

bly the broken plastering of upright walls, while the other layers

were parts of the hard I'lay floor. Charcoal, ashes, and the charred

bones of animals were found with these flre-beds.

HUT RINGS.

With the excei^tion of a small open court south of No. 1 the entire

area of that portion of the inclosnre or fort upon the blufl', much of

the l)ottom, and also of the adjacent bluffs on the north and east, are

literally covered by these small, circular depressions surrounded by
tarthen rings, indicating a considerable population.

Pits were dug in many of these, but only the usual fire-beds,

charcoal, ashes, fragments of pottery, broken animal bones, and rude

stone implements were found.

EXCAVATIONS.

The excavations for the mounds in this place are within the inclo-

sure and on the side of the blufl', those near mound No. 1 being as

clearly defined and as unmistakable as though but of recent date.

CEMETERY.

Mound No. 2 is said to have been once used for burial purposes,

but the skeletons and accompanying relics have been removed to

make place for graves of modern times. At d, near mound 3, was
found a small elevation, less than 30 feet square, whicli had not been

distuibed, and proved to be a true ancient cemetery. There was but

one tier of skeletons in it, at the depth of 2 feet from the surface. Only
11 were found, lying in all directions and without any apparent sys-

tem, except that they were not doubled upon each other. All

seemed to be skeletons of adults. Some vessels were with them, but

never more than one with a skeleton. Among the specimens discov-

ered here was a clay rubber or nuiller.

Mound No. 2 is oblong, 80 by 50 feet and 5 feet high. No. 3, nearly

round, 50 by 40 feet and 4 feet high, was opened, but nothing was found

in it. No. 4, circular, 00 feet in diameter and 5 feet high, was opened

and fi)Hnd to be composed of yellow day and soil mixed; no relics or

s])ecimens in it.

On Mhat are known as McCard's bluft's, 3 miles below O'Byam's Fort,

is anoth(>r group of low mounds, fire-beds, fragments of stone imple-

ments, broken pottery, and other evidences of an ancient village, but

there is no inclosing wall.

PECULIAK CONICAL MOUNDS.

ITere and there among the ancient works of this region are certain

conical mounds, sometimes in groups or irregular lines and on the high
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ridges, wliicli differ so inateriiilly from tliose already mentioned as to

lead to the belief that tliey are the work of a different people. They
range in size from 30 to SO feet in diameter and from 4 to 10 feet in

height, but are all true circular mounds and more than usually sym-
metrical in form. By excavations made in them it was ascertained

that they are composed almost entirely of tine, soft, molding sand, un-

stratified and without any intermixture of clay or other material; nor
were there any fire-beds, aslies, charcoal, or vestiges of art, or indica-

tions of burial in them, save here and there an occasional rude stone
scraper.

While the material of the other mounds of this region is evidently

from the earth immediately about them, these circular mounds are

formed of a very fine molding sand from some unknown source.

A few mounds were observed in Ballard county about 5 miles above
Cairo, but no sijecial examination of them was made.

ALABAMA.

LATTDERUALE fHIUNTY.

This, the extreme northwestern county of the state, is bounded along
its entire southern margin by the Tennessee river. The works described

are situated on or near the north bank of this river.

STAFFORD MOUND.

This is an elongate oval mound, located a little over a mile south
of Florence on the farm of Mr. S. C. Stafford, some 35 or 40 yards from
the river bank. It is 8 feet high, flat on top, the length on toj), north

and south, 85 feet, and at the base about 125 feet; width about half

the length.

A trench 10 feet wide and 15 feet long was dug in the northern end,

the remainder of the upper portion having been much disturbed. When
the trench had been extended southward the distance of 15 feet a layer

of burnt clay was encountered at the depth of 2 feet, the 2-foot layer

above it consisting of sandy soil. Immediately under the clay was a
layer of ashes. Immediately under this was the much decayed skele-

ton of a half-grown i^erson lying on its side. At the back of the head
was a wide-necked, bottle-shaped water vessel, tipped sidewise; by the

side of it lay a stone disk which had apparently been used as a cover
to the vessel. At each side of thp head stood a small pot. Here
the clay layer was between 4 and 5 inches thick and below this was a
layer of ashes and charcoal 3 inches thick. The charcoal in this layer

was burned from small sticks and brush. A few inches from the head
of the skeleton mentioned was a piece of charred wood firmly fixed in

the earth, apparently the remains of a post. A few inches from the
skeleton at the outer edge of the burnt clay, on the east side, were
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pieces of pottery somewhat resembling tile. The soil being removed,

it was found that the clay bed and layer of ashes gave out toward the

northwest, at the end of 7^ feet in this direction. About 4 feet south

of the skeleton mentioned was a hearth of burnt clay, on which was a

thick layer of ashes. This hearth was in the form of an irregular

square, 2J feet in diameter and 2 inches thick ; near by were a few

fresh-water shells. A few inches over 7 feet south of the skeleton and
at the same depth the much-decayed skeleton of a child, face down
and head uoithward, with a pot at each side of the head. Here was
another corner of the clay bed. By working westward along the edge

for the distance of a little over 7 feet another skeleton was found nearly

turned to dust; by it was only one j^ot, and near it another fireplace

like the one before described. All the corners of what appeared to

have been the floor of a house were worked out; then the middle of

the square, which contained nothing but the top soil, the clay bed, and
ash layer were removed to the sandy loam of the base. When the

trench had been extended southward to a point about 32 feet from the

south end a layer of burnt cane 2i feet below the surface of the mound,
but little more than an inch thick, was discovered, covering an area

about 6 feet in diameter. The canes were in very small pieces. Near
the middle of the mound, at the depth of 8 feet and apparently on the

original surface of the ground, was a burnt-day hearth or fireplace,

about 2J feet in diameter, circular in form, and covered with a layer

of ashes. Two cylindrical pieces of charcoal about 3 inches in diameter

were found in the earth just outside of the fireplace on the west side,

probably the remains of posts. Twenty feet from the south end, at the

depth of G| feet, was a layer of ashes, charred grass, and sticks, about
2 inches thick and covering a circular space about 6 feet in diameter.

Scattered through the earth of the mound were fragments of ^lottery,

animal bones, flint chips, and a few stone implements. The mound is

overflowed by the greater freshets of the Tennessee river.

nOUGLASS MOUNDS.

Near lock No. 10 of the Mussel Shoals canal survey, about 12 miles

east of Florence, are two mounds on the Douglass fiirm. They are

about half a mile from the river on an elevated hill overlooking the

valley. The two are about 50 feet apart, each 30 or 35 feet in diameter,

3 feet high, and composed throughout of red clay, which extends some-

what below the original surface of the ground. Here and there just

below the surface of one were rude flint hoes, arrow points, and lance

heads; near the sitrface of the other were four large rude stone imple-

ments. No skeletons, burnt clay, ashes, or charcoal were found in

either.

The country immediately about the Mussel Shoals was occupied by
Cherokees when the first whites settled here. This area has long been
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noted for the iminber of worked aud partially worked flint implements

which have been found .scattered over it. As the stone from which

they are manufactured is found at this place, this will doubtless

account for their abundance here.

MADISON COUNTY.

Near Whitesburg, on the north bank of the Tennessee river, is a long,

narrow shell heap, between 400 and 500 yards in length and abont ;> or

i feet high ; at present it is only a few yards in width, but was probably
wider in former times, as a x)ortion on the river side appears to have
been carried away by the freshets.

The residents of the place say that many skeletons, stone implements,

and pottery vessels have been washed out of it. Three badly decayed
skeletons were found at one point about 18 inches below the surface;

near by were ashes aud some broken stones, as though marking the

site of a temporary rtreplace or camp Are. A thick layer of shells cov-

ered these skeletons. Another skeleton was discovered at Ihe depth
of 3 feet, and near it ashes and broken stones, as in the other case; a

third lay only 6 or 8 inches below the surface; a fourth near the river

had been partly washed away ; a broken pot stood by the side of it.

Numerous pieces of pottery, arrowheads, stone imiilemeuts, aiul a

copper bead were scattered among the nnissel shells. Not only has

this bank been disturbed by floods, but at one time large buildings

stood on it, which were carried away by high water.

The fact that a iiortion of the shells forming this heap bear the marks
of fire suggested the thought that they had been heated by the Indians

to comi>el them to open. A great number of sjilit, water-worn st(mes

were scattered through the bank to the depth of 3 feet, sometimes
loosely and without order, but frequently in such relation as to indicate

an intentional arrangement: in this case they were accompanied by
ashes, as though marking the places where fires had been built for

cooking purposes.

MARSHALL COUNTY.

About 1 mile west of Guntersvilleis a cave known as Tlanipton cave.

Its floor is covered to the depth of 4 feet with fragments of human
bones, earth, ashes, and broken stones. This fiagmentary condition of

the deposits is chiefly due to the fact that they have been repeatedly

turned over by treasure-hunters. Much of this deposit has been hauled

away in sacks for fertilizing the land. The number of dead deposited

here must have been very great, for, uothwithstanding so much has
been removed, there is yet a depth of -L feet, chiefly of broken human
lioiies. A tine specimen of the copper, spool-shajjed ornament sup-

posed to have been worn in the ear was obtained here by Mr. James
P. "Whitman, who kindly presented it to the bureau.
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BLOUNT COUNTY.

A cave in this county containing liumaii remains is worthy of notice.

The remains in this case were deposited in troughs, or canoe-shaped

cottiiis, differing in this respect from any that liave been mentioned.

Tliis, which is known as ('ramxj's cave, is 15 miles south of Blountville.

In the baclv part is a large crevice, where it is stated the bodies were
deposited in the coffins. The place is certainly well adapted for secur-

ity from wild animals, as a few stones would suffice to close this room
or crevice; moreover, it is much the driest poi-tion of the cave. Per-

sons who saw the remains at the time they were found state that they

were in a good state of j (reservation; that the troughs were covered

with matting made of bark or cane and bound around with withes or

bark. Among the things found with them were wooden bowls and
trays*. Portions of one or two of these troughs were forwarded to and
received by the vSniithsonian Institution. Although the jdace had been

thoroughly worked over the Bureau agent succeeded, after careful

search, in finding part of a wooden bowl and some pieces of a trough.

The troughs or coffins were evidently sections of hollow trees or had
been hollowed out.

SUMTER COUNTY.

CEDAR HUMMOCK GROUP.

In Sec. 5, T. 17 N., K. 1 E., of Stephen's meridian, in what is known
locally as " Cedar hummock," with a creek on the west and a slough on
the east, is a group of seven mounds. The hummock land on which

they stand is about 10 feet above low water. The mounds are circular,

from 35 to 50 feet in diameter and from 2 to 4 feet high. The brown
sand of whicli they are chiefly composed has been taken from the soil

immediately around tlieni, leaving depressions which are yet distinct.

In one of the three smaller mounds, at the depth of 2 feet, a small

quantity of aslies was found, and with them fragments of animal bones;

with these exceptions, nothing but the brown sand was observed in the

smaller m((unds.

In one of the four larger, at the depth of one foot, was a single skeleton,

and by the thigh a stone imiilement; in another, at the depth of 3 feet,

was a single skeleton resting on a thin layer of charcoal and ashes, and
by it a few pieces of broken pottery; the third presented precisely the

same particulars as the second; in the foixrth, at the depth of 2 feet,

lay a single skeleton.

These skeletons were invariably in the center of the mound, lying at

full length, but the heads in different directions, one toward the south-

west, another toward the northeast, and two toward the northwest.

ELMORE COUNTY.

Six miles north of Montgomery is Jackson lake, in which there is an
island surmounted, on one side, by a mound of considerable size. This
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island is subject to overflow, but the top of the mound stand.s at all

times high above the water. The length of the upper surface along
the lake side is 130 feet; on this side the heiglit, measuring down the

steep sloiie, is 50 feet, while on the opposite side it is but 12 feet

perpendicular. Growing on the upper surface are some large trees,

among whicli are two poplars (tulip), one 3A and the other 4i feet in

diameter, and a pine .'? feet in diameter.

A pit 8 feet square sunk in tlie center through sandy soil, reached,

at the depth of 5 feet, a quantity of ashes, near wliicli were four skulls;

two on each side. The larger bones of the four skeletons appear to

have been laid across each other ^ery irregularly. With these remains

were some sliell beads, sliell pins, and a piece of copper. Some frag-

ments of pottery were scattered through the earth covering the btxlies.

MOUNDS AND HOUSE REMAINS NEAU COOSA KIVER.

On the west bank of tlie Coosa river, about a mile above where it is

joined by the Tallapoosa, are numerous evidences of a former aborigi-

nal village. These consist of lire beds marking the location of houses
or wigwams, human remains, animal bones, fragments of pottery, etc.

Many of these remains have been brought to light by the falling away
of the bank occasioned by the encroachment of the river.

The^adjoining field not being plowed to the river bank leaves a strip

of land uiulisturl)ed, in which the indications of dwellings, consisting

chiefly of clay or flre-beds, usually about 5 feet across, and ashes, are

most apparent.

The first (uie of these examined was about a foot below the surface.

Here, in tlie earth and ashes, were numerous pieces of pottery, mostly
parts of a very flat dish of unusual form, many mussel shells, animal
bones, piece of a gun barrel, a glass bead, iron nails, knife blade, pieces

of brass, and copper ornaments. It is evident, therefore, that this is the
site of a comparatively modern Indian village.

The second was some 30 feet from the first and IS inches below the
surface. This, being at the bank, was partly washed away, only a part
of a fire-bed and of a skeleton being left. On the one arm bone that
remained was a brass bracelet made of drawn wire. This skeleton lay

near the ashes, as usual.

A third and foui;th were also examined with similar results, charred
cobs and corn, pieces of pottery, animal bones, brass bracelets, etc.,

being found. There are no mounds here.

PAKKEK M<^UNDS.

These are situated on the bank of the Coosa river, near its junction
with tlie Tallapoosa.

One of them, about 50 feet in diameter and 2 feet high, which had
been plowed over for years, contained two skeletons, which lay at the
depth of less than a foot below the surface and about 5 feet apart, one
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with tlie head south ami the otlier with the head west. On tlie breast

of the smaller, Avhichwas that of a child, lay a small shell gorget; with
the other were several bone implements. The mound throughout was
composed of sand mixed with ashes.

The other mound, some 400 yards southwest of the first, is about GO

feet in diameter and 8 feet high. The first two feet from the top were
chiefly sand, the remainder, to the bottom, clay. Xo ashes, coals, ves-

tiges of art, or bones were found in it.

OLD FOUT JACKSON WORKS.

These are also near the junction of the Coosa and Tallapoosa rivers

and mark the site of one of the oldest Creek towns of which we have
any account. It is also the site of a victory gained by Gen. Jackson
over these Indians. It was here that the old French fort, Toulouse,

stood. After its abandonment and decay. Fort Jackson was built on
the same spot. The banks of both rivers are caving in rapidly, so that

now the space between them does not exceed 300 yards; in fact, most
of the site of the fort has been washed away. The mound still remains
and also some of the old house sites, supposed to be the -work of the

Creek Indians.

The earth to the north, south, and east of the mound was found upon
examination to be full of fire-beds or remains of houses, and the same was
probably true of the western area, which has been washed away.
At the west end the mound is 125 feet across and nearly or qiiite 45

feet high ; the east side is hnver, and has a long slope extending about
05 feet to theliase. It has been examined at various times by curiosity-

hunters, and several articles of Eurojiean manufacture obtained. As
the owner was absent during the visit of the Bureau agent, permission

to make further exploration in it was refused.

To the southeast and north is a field of three acres, which has been
cultivated for many years and is thickly strewn over with fragments of

pottery, charcoal, pieces of human bones, mussel shells, and fragments
of burnt clay, evidently turned up from the fire beds or house remains

which lie below the surface. A few, however, were discovered which
lay below the reach of the plow. One of these was found undis-

turbed at the depth of 3 feet below the surface. Here was a much de-

cayed skeleton lying at full length with the head toward the west; and
by it stood a large earthen pot, in which were a few shell beads, and
a mussel shell. A quautitj- of ashes also lay near the head. At
another point, '2 feet below the surface, probably marking the site of

another house, there was a layer of ashes 1 foot thick, in and near which
were fragments of pottery, animal bones (deer and fish), and mussel
shells. Another of these remains, at the depth of 3 feet, was marked
by a similar i>ile of ashes, by which lay a skeleton with the head toward
the east. Near it was a brass kettle containing glass beads, brass

buckles, brass rings made from wire, and bell buttons. Another, one
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foot below the surface, yielded arrowheads, celts, stone disks, pottery

disks, siuoothiiig' stones, fragments of clay pipes, long shell beads, and
small glass beads. Among the niins of another, 18 inches below the

surface, was a single skeleton with the head west; near it, on one side,

a pile of ashes, and on the other two large jjots, one over the other, and
in the lower one some animal bones, fragments of a turtle shell, mussel
shells, and shell beads ; here were also found two shell gorgets, four

shell pins, some shell and glass beads mixed together, charred berries,

shell spoons, charred seeds, lumps of blue coloring material, two celts,

part of a brass plate, a bone punch, etc. At another point the remains
presented the following series: After removing 10 inches of soil, a layer

of burnt day 5 inches thick was reached, then a clay hearth. This
heartlpwas on a thick layer of ashes. The burnt-clay layers in these

remains varied from 5 to 10 inches in thickness. In some they were
entirely wanting, ashes only l)eing present.

CLARKE COUNTY.

Four and a half miles east of Gaiuestown, on the north bank of the

Alabama river, in Sec. 2, T. 5 N., E. -1 E. of Stephen's Meridian, is

French's landing, the sujjposed site of old Fort Mauvilla. Not a ves-

tige of the old fort now remains and the mound that once stood here

has been carried into the river, and the so-called "burying ground"
has nearly all disappeared, a strip only about 20 feet wide remaining.

At one place a foot below the surface in the l)reak of the bank, where
the wearing away is going on, were three skeletons in compact bundles,

which must have been buried after the tlesh had rotted oft" or been re-

moved from the bones. At another point, about 30 feet distant from
those mentioned, were two other similar deposits at the same depth
and arranged in the same way. Fragments of pottery occurred here

and there in the soil.

BARBOIIK COUNTY.

The following and some of the previous notices are given simply be-

cause they may possibly aid in locating someof the old Indian villages.

At the St. Francis bend of the Chattahoochee river, 3 miles northeast

of Eufaula, is an elevated bfink of sandy soil on which it is said an old

Creek town was once located. Although partially washed away by the

river, there are sufticieut lemains of fire-beds, fragments of pottery,

human bones, and stone implements to confirm the tradition.

MONT(J(;)MEKY COUNTY.

Nine miles southwest of the city of Montgomery and situated on the

bank of the Alabama river is a group of five mounds. One of these,

8 feet high and 50 feet in diameter, was composed entirely of clay, in

which, at the depth of 2 feet, lay a single skeleton; no vestiges of

12 ETH 19
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art with it. Another, cousiderably smaller, was composed wholly of

browu sand, scattered through which were some fragments of pottery

and broken animal bones. The third, abont 60 feet in diameter and
nearly 10 feet high, was covered to the depth of a foot with brown saud.

The remainder was sharp, yellow, river saud; nothing was found in it.

The fourth, which is slightly larger than the third, was covered with a

layer of brown sand 18 inches thick, the remainder of clay to the base.

In the clay, at the depth of 2 feet, lay a single skeleton. Nothing else

was discovered.

TALLADEGA COUNTY.

Four miles southeast of Talladega is Cragdale, on the bank of Talla-

dega creek, the site of a former Creek settlement. Dr. W. Taylor

says that when he came to this place with his father, he being then

bnt a boy, many of the Indian houses were still standing. He also

says that it was a custom of these Indians to bury in the corners of

their houses, not more than 18 inches or 2 feet below the floor; that he

had frequently exa-mined these deposits and found with the bones shell

beads, carved shell ornaments, pottery, and sometimes as many as

three skeletons in a place, and occasionally as many as three corners

thus occupied. He also says the Creeks fi-eqneutly used mussel-shells

for spoons.

JEFFERSON COUNTY.

Near Jonesboro is a small group of mounds on tlie plantation of Mr.

N. D. Talley, Sec. S, T. 19 S., E. i W., of the Huntsville meridiau. The
valley of the small creek that flows along the northern and eastern

sides of the field in which the group is located is quite wide at this

point, the round, knob-like hills which form its boundary standing at

quite a distance from the mounds.
The surface of the field immediately around the mountls is compara-

tively flat, pitching in a steep bank to the water, a few feet north of

mound No. 1. (Fig. ITS.) Northeast of this mound the surface has the

appearance of having been dug or more probably washed out by the

creek. East of mound 3 is what might be called the first bottom land,

about 4 feet lower than the surface of the field. This point is above the

overflow of the small creek, while farther down the valley the land is

frequently inundated and had been under water a short time previous

to examination.

A plat of the group is given in Fig. 178. No. 1, is an oblong mound,
measuring 30 feet east and west, and about 4 feet high at the highest

point. A few small i)ine and hackberry trees have grown on the sides

since it was built. It is made of the same red, sandy soil as that found

in the field in which it stands. Only a few coals and a shovelful of

ashes were found in it, which had probably been thrown there at the

time it was built and may have been scrajjed up from the surface of

the field with the rest of the material for the mound, but in hunting the
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fleld over for auy si)ecimeii that luiglit have been washed out or plowed

up no ash beds were .seen, nor did any of the tenants of the land remem-

ber plowing through such beds.

jr.

I.

w \
/ \

Fig. 178.—Plat of Tally mounds, Ji-Hersim riuinly, Alabama.

PLAN.

^^m&W0^^^^^Kmmm^,

Section on lim£ co^b.

FiQ. 179.—Mound No. 2, Tally group (plau and section).

No. 2 (shown in Fig. 179) has the appearance of an oval platform

with a small mound on one end of it. The longer diameter of the base
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of the platform is about 140 feet, the greatest width 100 feet, and the

height 5 feet. The height of the upper mound, which is on the smaller

end of the platform, is 7 feet, the diameter of the flattened top 30 feet.

Its western slope is continuous with that of the platform. Tlie figure

shows the ground plan and the section through a b. The upper inound
has been considerably torn up by treasure hunters, but scattered over

the top was a large ([uantity of burnt clay, much of which bore the

impression of a stamp made apparently of split cane. ' A trench length-

wise through the platform showed that the top layer consisted of

4 feet of red, sandy soil, evidently taken from the surface of the sur-

rounding field; the remainder, to the original surface of the ground, of

pure river sand. The upper mound was composed of sandy soil down
to the platform, and hence it is reasonable to conclude that it was
built at the same time the upper layer was placed on the platform. No
bones, ashes, charcoal, or vestiges of art were observed in any part.

No. 3 is a circular mound, about 110 feet in diameter at the base and
60 feet across the top, which is flat; height, 8 feet. A trench across it

through the center showed that it was constructed of sandy soil from
the surrounding field. In the central portion, about half way down,
was a layer of clear river sand 3 inches thick and about 5 feet in

diameter. Nothing else was found in it.

GEORGIA.

The ancient works of this state, so far as known and examined, have
been so thoroughly and ably described by Col. C. G. Jones, in his

"Antiquities of the Southern Indians" and in his other works, that it is

unnecessary to allude to any except such as received special attention

by the Bureau of Ethnology.

BARTOW COUNTY.

ETOWAH GROUP.

This deservedly celebrated group, situated close to the north bank of

Etowah river, on the farm of Mr. G. H. Tumlin, 3 miles southeast of

Cartersville, has been repeatedly described and figured ; in fact, as I

shall attempt hereafter to show, there is good reason for believing that

it includes one of the mounds specially mentioned by the chroniclers of

De Soto's exjiedition.

As the group, its several works, and the relics which have been
found in and about the mounds are of great archeological interest, and
possibly furnish the key to some troublesome historical questions and
archeological puzzles, I will give in this connection some of the descrip-

tions by other writers, that the reader may have all the facts before

him and thus be enabled to draw his own conclusions in reference to the

questions which are suggested by these remains.
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Tlie first publisliecl notice of tliese works (unless they are referred to

by the cliroiiiclers of I)e Soto's exiieditioii) is that by Eev. Elias Cor
iieliiis,' and is as follows:

I have but un<- more article of curiosity to mention under this division. It is one
of those artificial mounds which occur so frccjuently in the western country. I have
seen many of them and read of more, but never of one of such dimensiiui as that

which I am now to describe.

It is situated in the interior of the Cherokee Nation, on the north side of the

Etowee, vulgarlj- called the Hightower river, one of the branches of the Koosee. It

stands ujjou a strip of alluvial land called river bottom. I visited it in company with
eight Indian chiefs. The first object which excited attention was an excavation

abimt 20 feet wide and in some parts 10 feet deep. Its course is nearly that of a

semicircle, the extremities extending towards the river, which forms a small elbow.

I had not time to examine it minutely. An Indian said it extended each way to the
river, and had several unexcavated parts, which served for passages to the area
which it incloses. To my surprise I found no enbankment on either side of it. But
I did not long doubt to what place the earth had been removed; for I had scarcely

proceeded 200 yards when, through the thick forest trees, a stupenduous pile met
the eye, whose dimensions were in full proportion to the intrenchment. I had at the
time no means of taking an accurate admeasurement. To supply my deficiency 1

cut a long vine, which was preserved until I had an opportunity of ascertaining its

exact length. In this manner I found the distance from the margin of the summit
to the base to be 111 feet. And, judging from the degree of its declivity, the per-

pendicular height can not be less than 7.T feet. The circumference of the base,

including the feet of three parapets, measured 1,114 feet. One of these parapets
extends from the base to the summit, and can be ascended, though with difficulty,

on horseback. The other two, after rising 30 or 40 feet, terminate in a kind of

triangular platform. Its top is level and, at the time I visited it, was so completely
covered with weeds, bushes, and trees of most luxuriant growth that I conld not

examine it as well as I wished. Its diameter, I judged, must be 150 feet. On its

sides and summit are many large trees of the same description and of equal dimen-
sions with those around it. One beech tree near the toj) measured 10 feet 9 inches in

circumference. The earth on one side of the tree was 3i feet lower than on the

opposite side. This fact will give a good idea of the degree of the mound's declivity.

An oak, which was lying down on one of the parapets, measured at the distance of

6 feet from the butt, without the bark, 12 feet 4 inches in circumference. At a short

distance to tlie southeast is another mound, in ascending which I took 30 steps. Its

top is encircled by a breastwork 3 feet high, intersected through the middle with
another elevation of a similar kind. A little farther is another mound, which I had
not time to examine.

On these great works of art the Indians gazed with as much curiosity as any white
man. I inquired of the oldest chief if the natives had any tradition respecting them,
to which he answered in the negative. I then requested each to say what he sup-

posed was theii; origin. Neither could tell, though all agreed in saying, " they were
never put up by our people." It seems probable they were erected by another race

who once inhaliited the country. That such a race existed is now generally admitted.

Who they were and what were the causes of their degeneracy or of their extermina-
tion no circuuLstances have yet explained. But this is no reason why we should not,

as in a hundred other instances, infer that existence of the cause from its efl'ect,

without any previous knowledge of its history.

In regard to the objects which these mounds were designed to answer, it is ob-

vious they were not always the same. Some were intended as receptacles for the

dead. These are small and are distinguished by containing human bones. .Some

1 Silliiuan'8 American Journal of Science and Art, let Ser., Vol. i (1818), pp. 322-324.
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may have been designod as sites forpii]>lic Iniildings, whether of a civil or religious

kind, and others no doubt were constructed for the purposes of war. Of this last

description is the Etowec mound. In proof of its suitableness for such a purpose I

need only mention that the C'herokees, in their late wars with the Creeks, secured

its smuiniit by pickets and occupied it as a phice of protection for hundreds of their

women and children. Gladly would I have .spent a ilay iu examing it more minutely,
but my companions,
unable to appreciate
my motives, grew im-
patient, and I was
obliged to withdraw
and leave a more per-
fect observation and
descrijition to some
one else.

This account is

particularly valu-

able, as it relates

to the condition

and appearance of

these worksbefore
they were dis-
turbed by the
plow. We also

find in this ac-

count some items
of interest which
had disappeared
before the works
were visited and
described by the
more modern ob-

servers.

The description

by Col. G.C.Jones'

is the best we find

hitherto pub-
lished. I there-

fore give it here in

full, together with

a reproduction ot

his illustration
(Fig. 180):

Viewed as a whole, this group is the most remarkalile within the confines of this

state. These mounds are situated in the midst of a beautiful and fertile valley.

They occupy a central position in an area of some 50 acres, bounded on the south and
east by the Etowah river, and on the north and west by a large ditch or artificial

Fig. 180.—Plat of Etowah group, copy of Jones's plat No. 1.

'Antiquities of the Southern Indians, p. 136.
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canal, which at its lower end communicates directly with the river. This moat (G
G, PI. I), at present, varies in depth from 5 to 2.5 feet, and in width from 20 to 75 feet.

No parapets or earth walls appear upon its eiljies. Along its line are two reservoirs

(D D) of about an acre each, possessing an average depth of not less than 20 feet,

and its upper end expands into an artificial pond (P) elliptical in form and somewhat
deeper than the excavations mentioned.
Within the inclosure formed by this moat and the river are seven mounds. Three

of them are preeminent in size, the one designated in the accompanying plan (PI. i)

by the letter A far surpassing the others both in its proportions and in the degree

of interest which attaches to it.

To the eye of the observer, as it rests for the first time upon its towering form, it

seems a monument of the i)ast ages, venerable in its antiquity, solemn, silent, and
yet not voiceless—a remarkable exhibition of the power and industry of a former
race. With its erection, the modern hunter tribes, so far as our information extends,

had naught to do. Composed of earth, simple, yet impressive in form, it seems cal-

culated for an almost endless duration. The soil, gravel, and smaller stones taken
from the moat and the reservoirs were expended in the construction of these tumuli.

The surface of the ground, for a considerable dietauce around the northern bases,

was then removed and placed upon their summits. Viewed from the north, the val-

ley dips toward the mounds so that they appear to lift themselves from out a basin.

The central tumulus rises about 65 feet above the level of the valley. It is en-

tirely artificial, consisting wholly of the earth taken from the moat and the excava-
tions, in connection with the soil collected around its base. It has received no
assistance whatever from any natural hill or elevation.

In general outline it may be regarded as quadrangular, if we disregard a slight

angle to the south. That taken into account, it.s form is pentagonal, with summit
admeasurements as follows : Length of the northern side, 150 feet ; length of eastern

side, 160 feet; Length of southeastern side, 100 feet; length of southern side, 90 feet,

and length of western side, 100 feet. Measured east and west, its longest apex dia-

meter is 225 feet ; measured north and south it falls a little short, being about 220
feet. On its summit this tumulus is nearly level. Shorn of the luxuriant vegetation
and tall forest trees, which at one time crowned it on every side, the outlines of this

mound stand in bold relief. Its angles are still sharply defined. The established

approach to the top is from the east. Its ascent was accomplished through the in-

tervention of terraces rising one above the other—inclined planes leading from the
one to the other. These terraces are 65 feet in width, and extend from the mound
toward the southeast. Near the eastern angle, a pathway leads to the top; but it

does not appear to have been intended for very general use. May it not have been
designed for the priesthood alone, while assembletl upon the broad terraces the wor-
shipers gave solemn heed to the religious ceremonies performed upon the eastern
summit of this ancient temple ?

East of this large central mound—and so near that their flanks meet and mingle

—

stands a smaller mound, about 35 feet high, originally quadrangular, now nearly
circular in form, and with a summit diameter of 100 feet. From its western slope is

an easy and immediate communication with the terraces of the central tumulus.
This mound is designated in the accompanying plate by the letter B. Two hundred
and fifty feet in a westerly direction from this mound, and distant some 60 feet in a
southerly direction from it, is the third (C) and the last of this immediate group.
Pentagonal in form, it possesses an altitude of 23 feet. It is uniformly level at the
top, and its apex diameters, measured at right angles, were, respectively, 92 and
68 feet.

East of this group, and within the inclosure, is a chain of four sepulchral mounds,
(F F F F), ovoidal in sh.ape. Little iudividual interest attaches to them. Nothing,
aside from their location in the vicinity of these larger tumuli and their being within
the area formed by the canal and the river, distinguishes them from numerous earth
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mounds scattered here niul tlieic tbroiifili tlic length un<l Ineailth of the Etowah and
OosteuauUi valleys.

The artifiiial elevation E, lying northwest of the central grouji, is remarkable for

its ujierticial area, anil is completely surrounded by the moat which at that point

divides with a view to its inclosure. The elope of the sides of these tumuli is just

such as would be assumed by gradual accretions of earth successively dejiosited in

small (luantities from above.

The summits of these mounds, aud the circumjacent valley for miles, have been

completely denuded of the original growth which overspread them in rich profusion.

The cont5eiiuence is, these remarkalde remains can be readily and carefully noted.

Without c-ommeuting at i^resent upon this description, I give Col.

Charles Wliittlesey's account as found in the Smithsonian Report for

1881,' together with his illustration No. 1. (See Fig. 181.)

Fig. 181.—Plat of Etowah group, copy ol Wliittlesi-y'8 figure No. 1.

THE GREAT MOUND ON THE ETOWAH UIVER, GEORGIA.

Not having seen a detailed description of this mound I made a visit to it in behalf

of the Western Reserve Historical Society, in May, 1871. It stands upon the north

Ijank of the Etowah, about 2 miles below where it is crossed by the Chattanooga and
Atlanta railway, near Cartersville. Its form, size, and elevation are singular and
imposing. It occupies the easterly point or angle of a large and luxuriant river

bottom, a part of which is subject to inundations. The soil is a deep, rich, black

loam covering several hundred acres, which has been cultiv.ated in corn and cotton

since the Cherokees left it, about forty years since.

I was compelled, by bad weather, to make the survey in haste. The bearings were
taken with a prismatic compass, the distances measured by pacing, and the elevations

obtained with a pocket level. They are, therefore, subject to the corrections of future

surveyors. Its base covers a space of about 3 acres, and stands at a level of 23 feet

above low water in the river. In gre.at floods the water approaches near the mound
on the west, but has not been known to reach it. The body of the mound has an
irregular figure, as shown in the plan. It is longest on the meridian, its diameter in

' Pp. 624-827.
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that direction being about 270 feet. On the top is a nearly level area of about an

acre, the average height of which is 50 feet above the base. A broad ramp or graded
way (1) winds upward from the plain, around the south face of the mound, to the area

on the top.

Like some of the pyramids of Egypt it has two smaller ones as tenders : one on

the south, C; another to the southeast, B; each about 100 feet distant, their bases

nearly square, and of nearly equal dimensions. If they were not in the shadow of

the great mound they would attract attention for their size and regularity. The
ground at 15 is 3 feet higher than at C. All of them are truncated. The mound C
is not a perfectly regular figure, but approaches a s(juare with one side broken into

three lines. Its height above liase is IH feet. The bearing of its western side is

north 10 degrees west, and the length on the ground 47 paces, having been somewhat
spread out by plowing aroimd the foot. On the east is a ramp, with a slope of 1 to

2 degrees, which allows of ready ascent by persons on foot.

The slopes of all the mounds are very steep and quite perfect, in some places still

standing at an angle of 45 degrees. B is a regular truucated pyramid, with a square

base about 106 feet on a side, two of the faces bearing 5 degrees west of the merid-

ian. Its elevation is 22 feet. There is no ramp or place of ascent which is less steep

than the general slopes. Towards the southeast corner of the surface of B is a

sunken placi', as though <a vault had fallen in.

The proprietor has nmnaged to cultivate the summits of all the mounds, regarding

the group in the light of a continual iujury by tlie loss of several acres of ground.

Most of the material of the mounds is the rich black mold of the bottom laud, with
occasional lumps of red clay. The soil on their sides and summits produces corn,

cotton, grass, vines, and bushes in full luxuriance. The perimeter of the base of the

great mound is 534 paces. As the ground had been recently plowed and was soaked

with a deluge of rain, a pace will represent little more than 2 feet. I give the cir-

cumference provisionally at 370 yards. The area on the top is like the base, oblong
north and south, but its figure is more regular. Its perimeter is 231 paces.

From the center of the pyramid C a line on the magnetic meridian passes a few
feet to the west of the center of the platform on the summit of A. Its sides are

nowhere washed or gullied by rains. Prior to the cle.aring of the land, large trees

flourished ou the top and on the slopes. I estimate its mass to contain 117, OoO cubic

yards, which is about four-fiftlis of the Prussian earth-monument on the field of
Waterloo.

At the Ijase the ramp is 50 feet broad, growing narrower as you ascend. It curves

to the right, and reaches the area on the top near its southwest corner. Twenty-
five years since, before it was injured by cultivation, visitors could easily ride to

the summit on horseback along the ramp. From this spot the view of the rich valley

of the Etowali tow.ards tlie west, and of the picturesque hills which border it ou
either side, is one of surpassing beauty.
About 300 yards to the north rises the second terrace of the valley, composed of

red clay and gra\el. Near the foot of it are the remains of a ditch, inclosing this

group of mounds in an arc of a circle, at a distance of about 200 yards. The western
end rests on the river, below the mounds, into which the high waters back up a con-

siderable distance.

It has been principally filled up by cultivation. The owner of the premises says

there was originally an embankment along the edge of the ditch on the side of the

pyramids, but other f)ld settlers say there was none. If the last statement is cor-

rect, a part of the earth composing the mounds can be accounted for by the ditch.

Its length is about one-fourth of a mile, and it does not extend to the river, above
the mounds. Near the upper cud are two oblong, irregular pits, 12 to 15 feet deep,

from which a part of the eartli of the mounds may have been taken. The diameter
of the pits varies from 150 to 200 feet, and the l>readth from 60 to 70. The ditch is

reputed to have lieen 30 feet wide and 10 feet deep. Two hundred yards to the
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northeast of A are tlio remains of four low mounds within the tlitoh near the large
pits. Five hnnilred yards to tlie northwest, on the edge of the second terrace, is a
mound which is yet 8 feet high, although it has been industriously plowed over
more than tliirty years.

The place chosen by the niotmd-builders iu this case for the location

of their village is, as usual, oue adapted to easy cultivation and withal

one of real beauty.

The river, which reaches the base of the hills above and below, here
makes a bend to the south, while the line of hills curves toward the

north, leaving a broad, fertile bottom some 3 miles long east and west
and a mile or more in breadth. The mounds are vi-sible from the hills

throughout the entire cii-cuit, rendering it easy to give notice of the

api)roach of an enemy from any quarter on this side of the river.

There is little doubt, therefore, that while one object iu view in

selecting this locality was to obtain land close at hand suitable for cul-

tivation, another was, as intimated by Kev. Elias Cornelius, security

and means of defense against the attacks of enemies. The general plan
of the works, from an examination and survey made in person, assisted

by Mr. Eogan, iu 1885, is given in Fig. 18li. It will be seen from this

figure that the works at present consist of a broad, surrounding ditch,

flanked at two points by large excavations, six included and oue out-

side mound, though it is apparent from the descriptions of previous
visitors heretotore given and what is hereafter stated that these are not
all the works which formed parts of this extensive village.

The ditch, starting at )i, on the east, 310 feet from the river and 1,140

feet from the nearest point of the large mound, runs northwest, gradu-
ally curving westward and southward so as to form an almost complete
semicircle, and striking the river below at p, about 870 feet from the

nearest point of the large mound. The distance fi-om m to p direct is

about 775 yards, and the length of the ditch from n to jf, following the

curve, about 1,0G0 yards. The greatest width of the area, that is, from
the river to the margin of the large excavation r, is about ISO yards,

the area inclosed being about 56 acres. Whether the ditch ever

reached the river on the east can not be determined from present indi-

catious. There is still a slight depression, or swale, south of the termi-

nation, shown at «, but this does not reach the bank. Nevertheless,

the plan of the works seems to require connection with the river at this

point, and that this was the case may be assumed. It is probable that

there was here a bridge or arrangement for crossing the ditch, and also

that it was quite narrow here to prevent the too rapid influx of water
from the river. A crossing point appears to have been at w, where the

ditch enters the large reservoir or basin. The dotted lines in the plat

(Fig. 182) along the break at i indicate the portion filled up by the pres-

ent and preceding owners in order to make a crossing for a road at

this point. As it approaches the large excavation r, it suddenly ex-

pands and increases in depth, being at the cross section 1-2, 95 feet wide
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and 14 feet deep. At the point of connection with the excavation, w, it

suddenly narrows to 12 or 14 feet, and the depth i.s not more than half

of what it is a few feet above. It is evident that a dam was thrown

across at this point, as some of the stones used were still in place when

I examined it, and quite a number had fallen down into the large exca-

^S^

Scale
ISO CM WO M« 9O0 MO no

Fig. 182.—Plat of the Etowah group (original).

vation. It is probable that this was connected with a fish-trap of some
kind, and that advantage was also taken of the near approach of the
sides to throw a wooden bridge across the ditch.

The large excavation (r) embraces an area of about 3 acres ; it is not

uniform in depth ; in fact, a considerable portion of the central area is
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but slightly excavated and but little lower than the original surround-
ing surface; the remainder is about the same depth as the expanded
l)ortion of the ditch immediately above. The portion of the ditch ex-

tending from this basin to the outlet of the other, marked /, has never
been plowed over and has suffered but little change ti-om its original

condition; here it is about 40 feet wide and 15 feet deep. The excava-
tion I is correctly represented in the figure ; it is over li acres in extent
and is 17 feet deep at the deepest point, the eastern side, where the
bank or margin is almost perpendicular, a fact which seems to forbid

the idea of great antiquity. The remainder of the ditch to the river

has been plowed over and hence its sides are much worn down; never-

theless the depth is some 8 or 10 feet, and the width at x y (i8 feet.

The distance from s to p is 1,070 feet. Its euti-ance to the river has
been closed bj' the present owner to keep out the backwater. There
are no indications at any point that there ever was an embankment on
either side, the material taken out having doubtless been used in build-

ing the mounds. East and north of the large mound is a considerable
depression from which, in all probability, additional material was ob-

FiG. 183.—Large mound of the Etowah groiii>.

tained. The outer margin of this depression is indicated by the shaded
line. As the small mounds d, c, and / are in this depression, it is prob-

able they were built subsequent to the construction of the larger ones.

The Un-fH' mound, a.—This is truly a grand and remarkable structure,

being exceeded in size in the United States, judging by the cubical

contents, only by the great Cahokia mound. All the descriptions of it

which I have seen fail to note the important fact that the broad road-

way which ascends it on the south side does not reach the top, falling

short in this respect by 20 feet perpendicular and about 30 feet slant

height. This fact is apparent from the views of it given in our Fig.

183 and PI. XV, the latter from a photograph.
A carefiil survey of it was made in 1884 by Mr. Victor Mindeleff for

the purpose of preparing a model for the Exposition at iSTew Orleans.

A plat drawn to an exact scale, with heights, measurements, etc., is

given in PI. xvi. From this it will be seen that the highest point, c,

is CCi feet, assuming the northwest corner, which is Mr. Mindeleff's

zero, as the base. Hut from personal inspection and what has been
discovered in regard to the other two mounds near it, Tam satisfied the
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original surface of the ground ^yas 8oinewliat liigber than that around
it to the north and ea«t as it now appears. Tlie level at the southwest,

which is 3 feet higher than the northwest corner, is probably very near

that of the original surface of the ground. Assuming this as the base,

and taking the average of the heights of the top, tlic true elevation is

found to be 61 feet. The length of tlie slope a little north of the south-

west corner, whi(;h is very steep, forming an angle of 45 degrees, is 86

feet; this gives.within a few inches the same result as the preceding

calculation. The slope here is considerably steeper than at any other

point and indicates that the body of the mound is largely composed of

clay, a question which could easily be determined by digging ; but per-

mission to do this has not as yet been obtained. The longest diameter,

including the roadway {a to h, PI. XVI), is 380 feet; the diameter at

right angles to this (from c to d) is 330 feet, and the area of the base a

little less than 3 acres. The lengths of the sides of the top, which is

somewhat quadrilateral, are as follows: From A' (northwest corner) to I

(southwest corner), 180 feet; from I to m, 170 feet; from m to », 176

feet; and from w to A', 164 feet; the offset at jj from the line connecting

m and n is about 15 feet. The area of th(^ top is, therefore, about seven-

tenths of an acre. Tlie length of the roadway along the slope from c

to h, Fig. 183), is 205 feet, the width varying from 37 to 56 feet; the

height at its upper terminus (/>, Fig. 183) above the base is a few inches

over 40 feet. There is at the upper terminus a level space which formed
the uppermost of the terraces into which this roadway was originally

divided, of ^hich some indications yet remain.

From these dimensions it is easy to calculate witli approximate cer-

tainty the cubical contents of the mound, which we find to be, including

the roadway, about 4,300,000 cubic feet, or 159,200 cubic yards. It

therefore exceeds slightly in volume the entire wall of Fort Ancient, in

Ohio,' and exceeds Col. Wliittlesey's calculation by about 42,000 cubic

yards.

The ramp, or straight, steep roadway on the east, terminating at d
(Fig. 183), is not very apparent at present, though it is evident that

the slope here has been lengthened intentionally, and that an addition

has been made to this side for some definite purpose; but it must have
been too steep for any other purpose than descent. Possibly it was an
earlier roadway than that on the south, which was abandoned and
partially removed when the latter was built.

Mound c.—Altliough this mound is described by Col. Whittlesey as
somewhat square, with aroadwayon the east side, Ifind theoutline to be
more rounded and but slight indications of the eastward extension.

The circumference of the base is 375 feet, and the average diameter of
the nearly flat top exactly 60 feet; the height, measured from the sur-

rounding surface of the ground, is about 18 feet, but the true height

' Science, vol. 8, 1886, p. 540.
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above the original surface was found, when it was excavated, to be
only 15 feet.

In excavating this mound Mr. Eogan, who did this part of tlie work,
ran a trench G feet wide in from the soutli side, going through the hard
clay slope until he strmrk the inner circle, whence he continued widen-

ing until he had gone over the entire area within the surrounding slope,

carrying the excavation down at all points to the original surface.

Continuing the excavation in this way until a complete exploration of

the mound had been made, the (construction was found to be as repre-

sented in Fig. 1 .S4, whicli shows a vertical section. The entire surround-

ing slope was of hard, tough, red clay, which could not have been
obtained nearer than half a mile; the cylindrical core, 00 feet in diam-
eter, and extending down to the original surface of the ground, was
composed of three horizontal layers, the bottom layer, No. 1, 10 feet

thick, of rich, dark, and rather loose loam; the next, No. 2, 4 feet

thick, beaten (or tramped) clay, so tough and hard that it was diffi-

cult to penetrate it even with a pick; and the uppermost. No. .3, of sand
and surface soil, between 1 and '2 feet thick.

//;<<;-zy/;.v;y;->/;i^;'.'.v;.v:

Fia. 184.—Vortical ucctioc of uiouDd c, Etowah group.

Nothing was found in the layer of clay. No. 2, except a rude clay

pij)(', some small shell beatis, a i>iece of mica, and a chunkee stone.

The burials were all in the lower layer (No. 1), of dark, rich loam, and
chiefly in stone cists or coHins of the usual box shape, formed of stone

slabs, and distributed horizontally, as shown in Fig. 185, which is a plan
of this lower bed.

Grave «, a stone sejiulcher, 'Ih feet Avide, 8 feet long, aiid 2 feet deep,

was formed by placdng steatite slabs on edge at the sides and ends, and
others across the top. The bottom consisted simply of earth hardened
by tire. It contained X\w remains of a single skeleton, lying on its

back, with the head east. The frame was heavy and about 7 feet long.

The head rested on a thin copper plate ornamented with imiircssed

figures; but the skull was crushed and the plate injured by fallen

slabs. Under the copper were the remains of a skin of some kind, and
under this coarse matting, apparently of split cane. The skin and
matting were both so rotten that they could be secured only in •frag-

ments. At the left of the feet were two clay vessels, one a water bottle

and the other a very small vase. On the right of the feet were some
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mussel and sea sliells and immediately under the feet two conch shells

{Busycon permrnxim) partially filled with small shell beads. Around
each ankle was a strand of similar beads. The bones and most of the

shells were so far decomposed that they could not be saved.

Grave h, a stone sepulcher, 4 feet long, 2 feet wide, and li feet deep,

dittered from a only in size and the fact that the bottom was covered

with stone slabs. The skeleton was extended on the back, head east.

On the forehead was a thin plate of copper, the only article found.

Grave c, also a stone sepulclier, 3i feet long, H feet wide, and 1| feet

deej), the bottom being formed of burnt earth. Although extending
east and west, as shown in Fig. 185. the bones had probably been dis-

connected and interred without regard to order, the head being found
in the northeast corner with face to the wall, and the remaining por-

tions of the skeleton in a promiscuous heap. Yet there was no indica-

tion ofdisturbanceafter bur-

ial, as the coffin was intact-

Placed in the heap of bones

was a thin plate of copper

that had been formed by
uniting and riveting to-

gether smaller sections.
(See PI. XVIII.) Some of the

bones found in this grave w
|

were saved.

Grave d, a small sepulcher

only li feet square by 1 foot

deep, contained the remains

of an infant; also a few small

shell beads. The slabs form-

ing the sides and bottom of

this grave bore very distinct

marks of fire.

Grave e consisted simply of a headstone and footstone, with the

skeleton of a very small child between them; head east. On the wrists

were some very small shell beads. The earth on the north and south

sides had been hardened in order to form the walls, a strong indication

that the mound had been built up to this height and a pit dug in it.

Grave/, also a stone sepulcher, was (J feet long, 3 feet wide, and
li feet deep, with a stone bottom. Skeleton with the head north.

There were several i)ieces of copper about the head, which, together

with the skeleton, were wrapped in a skin. The head rested on a large

conch shell {Bu.sycon perversum), and this on the remains of a coarse

mat. Shell beads were found around the neck and also around each
wrist and ankle. On the light was a small cup and on the breast an
engraved shell. The copper had preserved a portion of the hair, which
was saved

;
portions of the skin and matting were also secured. Im-

FlG, 185.—rian of burials in niouiiil r, Etowah (iroup.
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nicdiattsly iitKler b wiis aiiotber .stouts grave or coffin, 3 feet long, 1 J feet

wide and deep, extending north and south. The head of the skeleton

was toward the north, but the feet were doubled back under the frame
ill order to get it in the allotted space. Tlie only things found with
this skeleton were some beads around the neck.

Atjfthe remains ofa child

were found without any
stones about them. Some
shell beads were around the

neck and wrist, and an en-

graved shell on the breast.

Grave h was a stone cist

1^ feet square and 1 foot

deep, stone slabs on the

four sides and top, but the

bottom consisted simply of

earth hardened by fire. This
contained only a trace of

bones and presented indi-

cations of at least partial

cremation, as all around the
slabs, outside and inside,

was a solid mass ofcharcoal,

and the earth was burned
to the depth of a foot.

Grave i, a stone cist 4^
feet long, IJ feet wide and
deep; bottom of earth; con-

tained the remains of a
skeleton restingon theback,

head north, andfcetdoubled
back so as to come within

the coffin. On the breast

was a thin plate of copper,

5 inches square, with a hole

through the center. Beads
were found around the

wrists, and rathermore than
ai quart about the neck.

At J were the remains of

a small child, without stone surroundings; under the head was a piece

of copper, and about the neck and wrists a number of shell beads.

These graves were not on the same level, the top of some being but 2

feet below the clay bed (No. 3), while others were from 2 to 3 feet lower.

All the articles alluded to as obtained in this mound were forwarded at

once to the Bureau of Ethnology, and are now in the National Museum.

Fig. 18().- -Figured copper plate from mound i

Etowah group.
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FIGURED COPPER PLATE FROM MOUND C, ETOWAH GROUP (HUMAN FIGURE).
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Examining tbeni soinewliat carefully since their receittion, I find there

are really more copjjer plates among them than at first siq^posed.

Those which were not too much broken to determine the exact form and
size are as follows

:

(1) A human figure with wings, represented in PI. xvii. This is 17

inches long and D inches wide. A portion of the lower ])art, as shown
by the figure, is wanting, probably some 3 or 4 inches. There is a break
across the middle, but not sufBcient to interfere with tracing out the

design. A crown piece of the head ornament is also wanting. This

plate was found in grave a.

(2) Also a human figure, ftniud in the same grave; is shown in Fig.

186. Length, 16 inches; width, 7.i iiiclies.

(3) Figure of a bird (PI. xviii). This is iiniierfect, as part of the head
and oftheouter margin ofthe wings are

wanting. Length, 13J inches; width,

7i inches. This plate shows indubitii-

ble evidence of having been formed of

smaller pieces welded together, as the

overlapiiing portions can be easily

traced. It has also xmdergone repairs

;

a fracture, commencing on the left and
running irregularly halfway across the

body, has been mended by placing a

strip of copper along it on the back
and riveting it to the main plate; a
small piece has also been riveted to

the head, and the head to the body;
several other pieces are attached in

the same way. The livets are small

and the work neatly done. This was
found in grave c.

(4) An ornament or badge of some
kind found in grave b is shown in Fig. 187. The two crescent-shaped
pieces are entirely plain except some slightly impressed lines on the
portion connecting them with the central stem. This central stem
throughout its entire length and to the width of six-tenths of an inch is

raised, and cross strips placed at various points along the under side,

for the purpose of inserting a strip of bone, a part of which yet remains
in it and is seen in the figure where the oblique strijis meet. The most
important and interesting fact presented by this specimen is the evi

dence it furnishes that the workman who formed it made use of me-
tallic tools, as the cutting in this case could not possibly have been
done with anything except a metallic implement. A single glance at

it is sufficient to satisfy any one of the truth of this assertion. Length
of the stem, 9 inches ; width across the crescents, 7J inches.

12 ETH 20

Fi(i. 187.—Copper badge from mouud c.

Etowah group.
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Fl(j. 188.—Copper ornament or badge from

mound c, Etowah group.

(5) Part of an ornament similar to No. 4. These plates, especially

No. 4, appear to be enlarged patterns of that seen behind the head in

PI. XVII.

(6) An ornament or badge, shown in Fig. 188, found under the head
of the skeleton in grave a. It is imper
feet, a narrow strip across the middle

and a portion of the tip being missing.

As shown in the figure, it measures
around the outer border 19 inches, and
across the broad end 3i inches. The
six holes at the larger end, in which the

remains of strings can be detected, indi-

cate that it was, when in use, attached
to some portion of the dress or fastened

on a staff.

(7) A fragment from the larger end of

a piece similar to the preceding. At-

tached to this is a piece of cloth.

Ill addition to the foregoing there are

a number of small fragments, probably

broken from these plates or jjarts of others; but so far I have been un-

able to lit them to their proper places.

An examination of the supposed skin shows beyond question that it

is animal matter and prob-

ably part ot a tanned deer

hide. The matting appears

to be made of split canes.

The shell represented in

Fig. 189 is the one obtained

in grave g. The one shown
in Fig. 190 is that found in

grave/.
In one of the low mounds

was subsequently found the
bust shown in Fig. 191.

It has been carved from a

coarse marble, and shows
considerable art. The face

had been split off, but with-

out injury. The length of

the fragment shown in the

figure is 11 inches.

I shall not attempt, at

present, to speculate upon
these singular specimens of art further than to call attention to one or

two facts which appear to bear upon their age and distribution.

We notice the fact, which is apparent to every one who inspects the

Fio. 189.-Engraved shell, mound c, Etowah group.
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figures, that iu all their leailiug features the desigus are suggestive
ol" Mexican or Central American work; yet a close iuspectiou brings
to liglit one or two features which are anomalies in Mexican or Central
American designs; as, for example, in PI. xvii and Fig. 18G, where the
wings are represented as rising from the back of the shoulders.
Although we can find niimerons figures of winged individuals in

Mexican designs (they are unknown in Central American), they always
carry with them the idea that tlie individual is partly or completely
clothed in the skin of the bird. This is partly carried out in the cop-
per plate, as is seen by the bird bill over the head; the eye being that

Fl(i. ISO.—Engra'\e4l sliell, nnniinl c, Ktowiili group.

of the bird and not of the man. But when the wings are observed it

is at once seen that the artist had in mind the angel figure with wings
rising from the back of the shoulders—an idea wholly foreign to Mexi-
can art.

Another fact worthy of note in regard to the two chief plates repre-
senting human figures is that there is a combination of Central Ameri-
can and Mexican designs; the graceful limbs and the ornaments of the
arms, legs, waist, and the headdress are Central American, while the
rest, with the exception possibly of what is carried iu the right hand,
is Mexican.
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That tlinse plates are not wholly the work of the ludiau.s fouml iu-

habitiiig the soiitheru sections of the United States, or of their direct

ancestors, is admitted. That they were not made liy an aboriginal

artisan of Central America or Mexico of aute-Columhian times, I think

is probable if not from the designs themselves, from the apparent evi-

dence that the work was done in part with hard metallic tools.

(2) Plates like those of this collection have been fonnd, so far as 1 can

ascertain, only in northern Georgia and northern and southern Illinois.

The bird figure represented in Fig. 192, obtained by Maj. Powell,

Director of the U. S. Geological Survey, from a mound near Peoria,

Illinois, is introduced here for comparison with the bird figures found
in the Etowah mound.

Fig. 191.— r.ust from Etowah iuoiind.s

Another was obtained from an ordinary stone grave in Union
county, Illinois, by Mr. Thing, while engaged by the Bureau of Eth-

nology. From a similar grave at the same place he also obtained the

plate represented in Fig. So. Fragments of another similar plate were
taken by Mr. Earlefrom a stone grave in a mound in Alexander county,

Illinois. All these specimens were received by the Bureau of Ethnol-

ogy, and are now in the National Museum.
I can not enter at present into a discussion of the questions raised by

the discovery of these engi-aved shells, nor is it necessary that I should

do so, as Mr. W. H. Holmes has discussed somewhat fully these de-

signs in the Second Annual Beport of the Bureau of Ethnology and
I have ventured in "The Story of a Mound of the Shawnees in pre-
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Columbian times," to suggest ai possible explanation of their presence

in the interior regions. I may add that these figured co^iper plates and
engraved shells present a problem very difficult to solve, as is evident

from the following facts

:

(1) A number of the designs bear too strong resemblance to those of

Mexico and Central America to warrant us in supposing this similarity

to be accidental. (2) The fact that some of them were found in con-

nection with articles of European manufacture is unquestionable. (3)

Tlie indications of European workmanship are too evident to be over-

looked. (!) The evidence that some of the engraved sliells can be
traced to the Indians is well-nigh conclusive.

Minnul h.—This was exaaiined by sinking a shaft 12 feet square in

the center to the original soil, which was reached at the depth of 19

feet from the top. Nothing was found indicating burials. The top

layer to the depth of 2 feet consisted

chiefly of white sand; next, 9 feet of red

clay; then, 2 feet more of white sand:
and, lastly, C feet of dark sandy loam
to the original surface of the ground.

About the center of the shaft were
the remains of four posts, two being
parallel with the other two. They were
2 feet apart one way and G feet the

other; that is to say, they stood at the

corners of a parallelogram 2 feet wide
and feet long, and were in a compar-
atively sound condition, about G inches

in diameter and extended 4 feet below
the surface of the mound. They were
probaljly the remains of some compar-
atively modern structure. The plow
had taken oft' the tops to the depth of

several inches. In the lower sand stratum the breast bone of a turkey
and several boues of a bear were discovered.

Here and there throughout the 9-foot stratum were patches of dark
red clay from 18 inches to 2 feet in diameter, that liad been hardened by
fire. The dimensions of this mound, which is in the form of a truncated
four-sided pyramid, quite regular and steep, are as follows: The longer

diameter of the base 130 feet, the shorter 120 feet; the longer diameter
of the level toj) 90 feet, the shorter 81 feet; the height in the center 19

feet, though if measured from the surrounding surface this would be in-

creased by 5onae 3 or 4 feet.

Subsequently a thorough examination was made of mound </, which
stands about 450 yards north of the large mound and, as will be seen

by reference to the plat (Fig. 182), outside of and some distance beyond
the ditch. It is a low, conical tunudus, rounded on top, 192 feet in cir-

cumference at the base and 4i feet high.

Fk;. 192.—CoppLT jjlate with bird iigure;

innniul near Peoria, llliiioi!^.
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The construction of the mound, commencing at the bottom and going

upward, is as follows: First, a layer 2 feet thick of dark red clay rest-

ing on the original surface of the ground ; mixed and scattered through

this layer was a considerable quantity of pure charcoal, also water-

worn bowlders, all thoroughly burned; next above and lying on this a

2-inch stratum of river sand which had been burned, and, lastly, the

remainder of the moiind was finished up with clay of a deep red color

without any admixture of ashes or charcoal, though the bottom portion,

which rested immediately on the sand, presented some indications of

heat. This layer was so hard that it was difBcult to penetrate it.

In the 2-inch sand stratum were two small pieces of very distinctly

glazed pottery and lying at the bottom of the mound, on the natural

surface of the ground, a piece of unglazed, ornamented pottery and a

broken clay pipe.

The bright red clay of this mound is similar to that in the laud

around it, while the darker variety is like that found a quarter of a

mile away.
An examination was also made of the strip of land on the east side

of the mounds and along the north bank of the Etowah river. This

land, it is proper to remark, has been under cultivation for many years.

This examination was made by sinking pits, from 5 to 7 feet square

and from 2 to 4J feet deep, at various places over the area, carrying

them down in all cases to what appeared to be the second and undis-

turbed natural layer.

The variation in the depth of thetop layer is due in part to overflows

from the river, the soil in some places having been washed out and
deposits made in other places by this agency. But the examination

made shows this layer over the entire area, to be, in the main, one

vast refuse heap, as it is composed of sandy loam, ashes, red clay, frag-

ments of pottery, charcoal, and other refuse matter. In some places

the appearance of the red clay shows that it has been dropped here

in "batches" of a half bushel or less; in other places it is in a con-

tinuous mass, forming a layer; moreover, it must be borne in mind that

it does not belong here, but was brought from a distance of nearly or

quite half a mile, the nearest i)oint \phere it could be obtained.

This made earth is literally full of mussel shells, terrapin shells, animal

bones, small fragments of pottery, with patches of charcoal and ashes

scattered through the mass. The ])ottery and animal bones were broken

into minute fragments. Among the animal bones (no human bones

were found here) are many of the bear and hundreds of the turkey.

Waterworn bowlders were also found scattered throiigh this deposit

and in every case .showed very distinctly the action of fire.

In some instances the charcoal found was in cylindrical pieces 3 or 4

inches long, but never more than 3 inches in diameter. These were evi-

dently sections of pine saplings. In the bottom of one of the shafts

were two post holes sunk into the natural soil beneath to the depth of
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18 inches. These holes, which were 16 inches in diameter, had perfectly

smooth sides and were filled with puie sand. The two were 12 inches
apart.

At the bottom of another shaft, 4 feet below the present surface of
the ground, were discovered some partially burned corncobs. These
were in a little heap and completely surrounded by charcoal, which has
doubtless assisted in their preservation.

This refuse layer extends some distance west of the three mounds.
Mound d.—This is located about 150 yards due east of the large

mound and is one of those marked F in Jones's figure. It is circular in

form, the diameter of the base about 50 feet, and, although it shows ex-

ternally a height of only 4 feet above the surrounding ground, by exca-

vation it was found to be in fact 9 feet high above the original surface

on which it was built, the land around it having been raised by deposits

from overflows and debris. The excavation was carried to the bottom,
5 feet below the jiresent surface of the ground, there being no indication

that a pit had been dug. At the depth of about 14 inches below the top

of the mound a layer of partially burned clay from 2 to 3 inches thick

was reached, the smooth side down. The impressions oftwigs and grass
could be seen running through it. This rested on a layer of packed ashes
8 inches thick, which was literally filled mith mussel shells and animal
bones, but so burned and packed that it was difficult to drive a pick
through the mass. Next below this was a stratum in which were pieces

of charcoal, next a layer of dark red clay 2 feet thick, and lastly a
bottom layer, 2 feet thick, of rich loam. This last layer was crowded
with fragments of pottery and decayed animal bones, among which was
noticed the head of a squirrel. Here were found one bone implement
and some pieces of mica.

Mound e.—One hundred feet north of the preceding is another mound,
oval in form and round topped, CO by 80 feet in diameter and 6 feet high
above the surrounding ground, but in fact 10 feet high above the

original surface on which it was built. The stratification, commencing
at the bottom and going upwards, was found to be as follows: First, a
layer 1 foot thick of dark red clay resting on the original surface, inter-

mixed with which was charcoal; then 1 foot of muck and charcoal;

next, 2 feet of bright red clay ; then 2 inches of sand ; next, 1 foot of

charcoal and ashes; then .'5 feet of bright red clay; next, 1 foot of clay

burned almost as hard as a brick ; and lastly, a top layer of soil 6 inches

thick. In the bottom layer were a number of fragments of pottery,

and in the 1 foot layer of charcoal and ashes a piece of a polished celt

and a small worked stone. The S-foot stratum of bright red clay could

not be distinguished fiom a natural deposit ; in fact would have been
taken as such but for the layer of charcoal and ashes below it. The
burned clay layer was so hard that it could scarcely be broken up with
a pick. The mound showed evidences of heat throughout. No traces

of human or animal bones were noticed in it.
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THF. PARKOT MOUND.

This single inownd is located near the north bank of Etowah river,

3i miles west of Oartersville, on a level bottom under cultivation. It

is oval in form, rounded on top, its longest diameter (east and west), at

base, being 65 feet and greatest widtli 48 feet; height, 8 feet. It con-

sisted chiefly of pure yellow clay; first a top layer 5 feet thick of soft

clay; then a layer from 1 to 2 inches thick of pure sand, and below this

to the natural surface yellow clay. No relics or indications of fire were
seen.

THE F.nWAUnS MOUND.

This is situated on the south side of Etowah river, directly o])posite

the Tumlin mounds. It is on a level bottom, 100 feet from the river, oval

in form, 80 feet long at base, by 55 in width, 8 feet high, and flat on
top.

An excavation of this mound sliowed the surrounding slope to be

constructed entirely of yellow clay and distinct from the central portion,

resembling in this respect mound No. .'5, of the Tumlin group. The
central portion was made by lilling in with sand and red and yellow

clay, with here and there a small batch of gravel ; but wherever the

gravel occurred the earth was l)urnt around it, and it also showed the

action of tire. No human or other remains were observed.

TIIK LEAP IMOUND.

This is 3 miles west of Cartersville and within a few feet of the Cher-

okee railroad, on bottom land about 35 or 40 feet above low-water mark.
It is oval in form and flat on top; circumference of the base, 2H) feet;

longer diameter of the top, .53 feet; shorter diameter, 35 feet; height,

4i feet. In the construction of this mouud it appears that the original

surface of the ground was first leveled and on this a layer, consisting

of red clay, sand, and ashes, 18 inches thick, was placed; then it was
finished off with yellow clay to the toj).

In addition to the pi'eceding the following mounds in this county
were examined, but, presenting nothing novel or very interesting, will

be very briefly noticed

:

THE llEN AKEUMAN MOUND.

Tins is situated on the farm of Mr. I>enJ. Akerman, 7 miles west of

Caitersville, on the east side of Etowah river. It stands on the margin
of a terrace overlooking the narrow valley of the river, is of the ordinary

conical form, dianu^ter 38 to 40 feet, height 4 feet, but it has been plowed
over for several years. The stratification was as follows: A top layer

of soil an inch or two in thickness; then, below this, a layer 3 feet thick

of dark red clay, with spots here and there through it of charcoal, ashes,

and burned clay and sand, or, in other words, small fire beds; below
this, a foot and a half of bright red unhurned clay; and last, restiugon
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the original soil, a layer, about an incli thick, of mussel shells. In the

thick layer of dark clay, near the center, was a single limestone slab

standing on end ; immediately over this the clay was thoroughly burned.

It is perhaps worthy of notice that this clay had the apiiearance of hav-

ing been sun-dried before being burned; from which it is inferred that

a portion of the top was added sometime after the main body of the

mound was built, and that the stone was planted at this time. At the

bottom of this thick layer, in the center, was about a quart of charred

corn (maize) and corn-cobs. Nothing else was found.

THE CONYERS MOUND.

This is situated on the farm of Mr. Conyers, in the southeastern part

of the county, on Euharlee creek, is somewhat oval, the longer diameter,

98 feet, shorter 08; height, 7 feet. The stratification was as follows:

First, a top layer 6 inches thick, of soil; next, a layer, 4^ feet thick, of

red clay mixed with dark soil, with charcoal and ashes scattered

through it. In the top of this layer, at the center, was a curious basin-

shaped fire-bed, 12 inches deep at the center and 2 feet in diameter.

The next layer, G inches thick, consisted of pure white sand, and, last,

a layer, 1^ feet thick, of loam resting on the original surface of the

ground. No indications of burial or articles were observed.

THE ROWLAND MOUNDS.

These are located on the south bank of Etowah river, about 3 miles

southeast of Cartersville. The grouji consists oi three mounds and a

cemetery; the largest is somewhat irregular in form, the longer diame-

ter 150 feet, the shorter 140, the whole height 20 feet, but the height

of the artificial portion 15 feet, rounded on the top. One-half of this

was dug away; but finding neither specimens nor skeletons, no further

investigations were made, but the strata being more numerous than
usual are considered of sufficient interest to be mentioned here. First,

a top layer, C inches, of soil; then, 3J feet of yellow clay mixed with

sand; then, one foot of sand and ashes; next, 2 feet of sand; then, 1

foot of ashes ; then, 3 feet of yellow clay ; next, 1 foot of sand and ashes

;

and lastly, resting on the natural earth, a uniform hn'el layer of red

clay, 3 feet thick. The whole rested on a natural elevation about 5

feet high. This elevation iirobably extended, when the mound was
built, over the entire bottom, but has been worn away by frequent

overflows. An occasional fragment of pottery was found here and there

in the diflerent strata, but no other relics were observed. The rather

heavy layers of sand and ashes indicate that the mound was built by
successive additions made at widely separated periods.

The cemetery lies to the east of the mound near the bank of the river.

A somewhat careful exploration of this was made, but it was found
that a considerable portion of it had been washed away by the frequent
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overflows. This conclusion is based upon the fact that a portion of the
area has been washed out to the depth of 2 to lij feet, leaving exposed
layers of stones like those found under skeletons in the remaining
graves, and numerous fragments ot human bones.

At one point were three skeletons lying extended side by side on
their backs, heads east. They lay at a depth of 2| feet under the sur-

face, and rested on a single layer of water-worn bowlders which formed
the bottom of the grave. The stones had the appearance of having
been heated and then dipped into cold water. At the head of the grave
was a medium-sized bowl. Resting on the faces was an iron boring
implement and hammer; around the neck of the middle skeleton were
the remains of a strand of small shell beads. Between the skeletons

were found a broken soapstone pipe, a piece of mica, and fragments of

pottery.

At another point was a single skeleton, doubled up and resting on
the left side. This was 2 feet below the surface, resting on a layer of

stones similar to those in the other grave.

Not far distant, on the farm of Mr. Lewis Sams, three other mounds
were examined, with the following results: No. 1, circular in form and
round on top, cii'cumference of base 152 feet, and height 5 feet, was
found to be simply a mass of yellow sand with shells mixed through it.

Part of a human upper jaw was found, but this was probably acciden-

tally put in while building, as there were no indications of burial. At
the bottom in the center was a bed of charcoal 6 inches deep arid 2

feet in diameter.

No. 2, circular and flat on top; circumference of the base, 142 feet;

diameter of the top, 12 feet; height, 3 feet. Built entirely of sand,

without stratification, but with shells intermixed, no ashes, coals, relics,

or remains in it.

No. 3, circular and round on top; circumference of base, 111 feet;

height, 3 feet; composed entirely of sand.

HABERSHAM rOTTNTY.

But one mound in this county was examined. Tliis is situated on the

farm of Mr. Patton Jarrett, in the western part of the county, on the

south bank of Tugalo river, one-fourth of a mile above the mouth of

Toccoa creek. It is conical in form, the base almost exactly circular,

precisely 100 feet in diameter, and a little over 14 feet high. The owner
would permit no further examination than could be made by sinking

one shaft. Nothing further than the sti'atification was ascertained,

which is as follows: (1) top layer, 2^ feet of soil similar to that of the

surrounding surface, but with a quantity of charcoal scattered through
it; (2) a layer 1 inch thick of charcoal; (3) G inches of dark clay or

muck; (4) 2 feet of sandy loam; (5) 6 inches of bright red, very hard,

clay, apparently sun-dried
; (6) 4 feet of dark, rich loam, with a little

charcoal scattered through it; (7) G inches of dark clay or muck; (8) 6
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inches of sandy loam; (9) 2 feet of dark, rich loam; and, lastly, resting

on the original surface, 2 feet of river sand. In the sixth and ninth

layers were a few ii-agments of pottery.

ELBEKT COUNTY.

THE REMBERT MOTTNDS.

These mounds were visited by Bartram in 1773, who thus describes

them

:

These wonderful labors of the ancients stand in a level plain very near the bank
of the river ; now 20 or 30 yards from it ; they consist of conical mounts of earth

and four square terraces. The great mount is in the form of a cone about 40 or 50 feet

high, and the circumference of its base 200 or 300 yards, entirely composed of the

loamy rich earth of the low grounds; the top or apex is flat; a spiral path or track

leading from the ground up to the top is still visible, where now grows a large, beau-

tiful spreading, red cedar. There appear four niches excavated out of the sides of

this hill, at different heights from the base, fronting the four cardinal points. These

niches or sentry boxes are entered into from the winding path and seem to have

been meant for resting places or lookouts. The circumjacent level grounds are

cle.ired and planted with Indian corn at present and I think the proprietor of the

lands, who accompanied us to this place, said that the mount itself yielded above

100 bushels in one season.'

In 1848 George White (author of White's Statistics of Georgia) vis-

ited this group, in regard to which he remarks as follows:

The large mound corresponds exactly with Baytram's description of it, with this

exception, that the sides and summit are covered with a growth of cane and several

large trees. The smaller mouuds have been almost destroyed. Capt. Rembert has

excavated the smaller mounds and found human skeletons, jars, pipes, beads, breast-

plates, stone hammers, hatchets, arrowheads, etc. Some of these are now in our

possession and are really objects of curiosity.'

If these descriptions were correct at the time they were made, very

decided changes have taken i)lace in the appearance of the works since

then. The group, consisting of 2 mounds, is situated on the farm of

Mr. Z. A. Tate, near the bank of the Savannah river, 4 miles above the

mouth of Broad river. They stand on the level bottom, one 130 and
the otlier 320 feet ftom the bank of the river. This l)ottom extends

several miles north and south, and three-fourths of a mile back from

the river to the liills. As will be seen by reference to Fig. 193, which
shows a section, north and south, of the area, there are 2 "washouts"
flanking these mounds. The one on the north (a), commencing at the

river, extends a fourth of a mile back in a southwest direction, covering

an area of 7 or 8 acres. This approaches within about 200 feet of the

large mound (h). The one on the south (v) also commences at the river

and extends back southeastward only a few hundred feet beyond the

mounds and runs within a few feet of them. These excavations are

denominated " washouts " because the present owner of the land, Mr.

Tate, remembers when they were made by high water. Nevertheless,

' " Travels," pp. 324 to 325. » Statistics of Georgia, p. 230.
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judging from present appearances, there are reasons for believing that

at least a portion of the earth used in the construc-

tion of the mounds was obtained here, leaving depres-

sions, and that, during high water, when the land was
overflowed, as is freqnently the case, channels were
washed out from them to the river. The south mar-

gin of the southern " washout" is fnlly 4 feet higher

I than the land on which the mounds stand.

Mound No. 1.—This, which is much the larger of

the two, stands 130 feet from the river bank, and is,

exclusive of the ramp or projection, an exact circle

151 feet in diameter, nearly flat on top, and 30 feet

high at the highest point (north side), but only 27

feet near the south side. The diameter of the top is

about 70 feet. The plan of the ramp or rather exten-

sion, as it seems to be, is shown in Fig. 194. The
vertical outline of the mound, with a section of the

shaft, is presented in Fig. 195. The right or south-

ern end of this sliows the slope of the extension.

This has an average width on top of 20 feet.

The mound is covered with trees such as sugar-

berry, walnut, hickory, and oak. One sugarberry is

6 feet in circumference (at stump height); a walnut,

5 feet; a hickory, 3.J feet; and an oak, 10 feet. The
shaft was carried down to the bottom. The first foot

was of soil (a), then 7 feet of dark sandy loam (?*), next

1| feet of thoroughly burned yellowish clay and saiid

(c), with a large percentage of ashes. This layer had
the appearance of having been put down and packed

while wet and then burned ; it was so hard that it

was difiicult to break it. Next 3 feet of black earth,

also packed {d) ; then 8J feet of pure sand (e) ; and
last, resting on the original surface, 6 feet of hard

bluish muck (/). All of these layers, except the bot-

tom one, had charcoal, mica, fragments of pottery,

and animal bones scattered through them, but the

last were so far decomposed that none of them could

be saved.

As fragments of pottery and animal bones were

found in spots, together with ashes and other indica-

tions of fire, it is ]u-obable these were fire beds where

cooking had been done. All that portion of the shaft

below the layer of burned clay was so very dry that

when turned up it would crumble to dust. It is pos-
^

sible that the bottom layer of blue "muck " is partly

the original soil, as it is much like the surrounding soil, and that a part
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of the surrouiuling surface has been washed away siuce the mound was
built.

Mound No. 2 (not shown in the figure) stands about 40 feet west of

the base of No. 1. It is oblong in form, 58 feet long north and south,

41 feet wide, and 6 feet high. A large shaft had been sunk in the

middle by some previous explorer, hence investigations were confined

to the eastern and western sides, which presented one or two peculiari-

ties. With the exception of the top layer of soil, 1 foot thick, the

remainder on the east side con-

sisted of river sand, with particles

of charcoal and vegetable matter
mixed througli it, while on the west
it was comjiosed of small masses
of red clay and dark earth. In

this, at the depth of 2^ feet, were
thebonesof a single adult skeleton.

These were packed together in a
space 2 feet square and 18 inches

deep; the skull was placed face

down and all the other bones piled
1 , .. T TXT ,, Fin. 104.— Plan of mound No. 1, Kembert irroup.
about it. Immediately over the

bones was a layer of red clay 2 inches thick, burned hard. Resting on
this layer were the remains of a pretty thoroughly burned fire. A few
fragments of pottery and a small clay pipe were found.

RICHMOND COUNTY.

While this report was being prepared Mr. Henry L. Reynolds, one
of my assistants, was sent to certain points in Georgia and South Caro-
lina to make examination of some works to which my attention had
been called. The result of this examination is given in the following
report, made by him. This includes the Hollywood mound of Rich-
mond county, Georgia, which proved to be of unusual interest, and the
McDowell mound, Kershaw county. South Carolina.

THE HOLLYWOOD MOUND.

There are two mounds situated in a bend of the Savannah river,

in Richmond county, Georgia, 3 miles east from Hollywood, a small
flag station on the Georgia Central railroad about 10 miles below
Augusta and 5 miles above Silver bluff. This latter, which is on the
South Carolina side, seems to me, after a special investigation of this

question, to be the most probable site of the ancient town of Cuti-
'fachiqui, where De Soto and his army were so generously entertained.

The mounds are situated on the lowest river land, which is annually
subject to inundation. The overflows of the Savannah are very destruc-
tive, particularly at this point. Cattle are drowned, the rich riparian
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crops iirc destroyed, aud the farmers impoverished. At such times

these mounds are the only hmd visible above a broad expanse of water,

and it is this fact which has given rise to the tradition among the peo-

ple of the vicinity that they were thrown uj) by some former owner of

the property to serve as places of refuge for his cattle during these

inundations. A quarter of a mile to the north of the mounds near the
river bank is an extensive shell heap, com-
posed chiefly of the shells of Unio. Upon
the larger of the two mounds a simple barn
has been erected. This mound appears to

have been originally of the pyramidal type,

b)it since its surface has suffered so greatly

from the cattle that have been penned in

upon it and the washing occasioned by floods,

its origiTial character, as well as whatever
smaller physical features it may have pre-

sented, is now almost entirely lost.

Mound Ko. 2, the one excavated, is in an
adjoining held, the property of a gentleman
ofAugusta, Georgia. It is 2S0 feet due north

of No. 1, is conical in form, 10 feet high, and
70 feet in diametear. Though oiiginally sirr-

mounted by a small log barn, which a former
flood removed to a point at its base, the
mound had evidently remained unmolested
since that time, for several small cottonwood
trees, as well as considerable underbrush,
were growing upon it.

The excavation was conducted as follows:

First two trenches, each 10 feet wide, were
cut crosswise through the center, one north

and south, the other east and west. These
were carried down to the bottom, and in

some places to the original pure micaceous

soil that underlies the mixed loam of the

surrounding field. The segments that re

mained were then cut down several feet be-

yond the radius that covered the interments

found in the trenches. In this manner the

mound was thoroughly excavated and all its buried contents exposed.

The mound is stratified, or, in other words, constituted of two dift'er-

ent kinds of soil, the upper being strictly sandy micaceous loam, 3 feet

thick; the lower a hard, compact vegetable earth, taken from what is

commonly called in the south '' crawfish land." This rested at the bot-

tom upon 9 inches of a very black and rich vegetable mold, permeated

throughout with innumerable small pieces of burnt pottery, charcoal,
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shell, mica, chipped flint, and charred and decayed bones too small for

identification. The surface of this black mold appeared to be the origi-

nal surface upon which the mound was built.

All the interments lay within the lower division of the mound. The
absence of burial in the upper division, the different character of the
earth, and the presence of fragmentary pottery (N. M.' 135278-84)

unlike that found in the subsoil, seems to indicate a subsequent addi-

tion. It also seems to indicate that the original builders or others who
succeeded them were disposed to utilize these their oM tombs for some
purpose in connection with floods, for this additional earth seems to

have been cast upon the mound to increase its elevation.

It will also be seen from the sectional diagram that there were two
general series of interments which comprise the find, or rather the im-

portant contents of the mound. The lowermost of these contained
specimens either resting on the black mold at the bottom or within a

foot and a half above it, and the upper from a foot to 3 feet below the
line separating the two strata, or from 4 to 5 feet below the surface of

the mound. Fire played some part in the ceremony of burial, fiir hearth
remains of burnt earth and ashes were seen with each series of burials.

These burials were made before the subdivision was finally completed;
in other words, they were not intrusive, for there was no disturbance
of the soil above them.

Scattered indiscriminately throughout the soil composing the upper
division of the mound were the following articles: One stone chisel (N.

M. 135271), one stone celt, eiglit small pieces of white and blue glazed
European crockery (N. M. 135279), many small fragments of Indian
ware, and five pieces of old-fashioned rudely wrought iron nails much
oxidized (N. M. 135280). These appeared to have been thrown up with
the earth in the construction of this part of the mound.

In the subsoil the hearth A (Fig. 196, which shows a horizontal sec-

tion) was first discovered almost touching the line of division. It was
of reddish burnt earth, covered with pure wood ashes and a small quan-
tity of charcoal. It was 5 feet in diameter, 2 feet thick, and rested at

the bottom on fine sand. Adjoining it on the southeast lay a large
culinary pot (N. M. 135205), indicated on the diagram (Fig. 196) as No.

1, the rim being 10 inches below the line dividing the lower from the
upper strata and 3 feet 10 inches below the surface of the mound.
Decomposed animal matter was found in the bottom mingled with
scattered particles of black and white ashes. One foot and a half east

fiom pot No. 1, on the same level, lay another pot, 2 (N. M. 135209),

having inside of it another jjot (N. M. 135208). In consequence of their

inferior composition, badly decayed condition, and the pressure of the
hard superincumbent earth, these vessels were so badly injured that
they fell apart when taken out. Almost alongside of the last, on the
same level, lay another, 3 (N. M. 135211), inside of which was an

"N. M. " in this couaection signifies "IfationaJ Moseum " ntunber.
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inverted pot (N. M. 135210). Decayed animal matter, a few bone
beads, a fragment of the tooth of some animal, and some scattering

charcoal cinders were found in the bottom. In the earth alongside of

these pots was found a piece of iron (N. M. 135275). Directly south

of pot No. 1, on the same level, Ofeet distant, lay another pot, 4 (N. M.
135212). In the earth surrounding it were found pieces of white

European porcelain (N. M. 13527!), Fig. 197). East of this last, 6 feet

distant, lay a small pot, 5 (N. M. 135198). The rims of these two pots

appeared to be about on the same level. Not far from pot No. 5

were the decayed remains of a repouss^ figured copper plate (N. M.
13522G) so thin and brittle that it was with dittieulty that it could

Fig. 196.—Upper horizontal section of Hollywood mound, Georgia.

be handled without breaking. Alongside were the faint indications of

human burial, as seen in small i)ieces of decayed bone and human
teeth. Between these last and those indicated by the figures 1, 2, 3

was a scant line of decayed bone, so scant and decayed that it was

impossible to tell whether or not it was human. Traces of fire were

seen about these bones. North of these traces of bone, and immediately

under the line of pots Nos. 1, 2, 3, were three small upright timber

molds, varying from 1 to IJ feet long. No traces of the timbers

remained. Apparently lying on the dividing line between the two

strata, 14 feet northwest of the center, was the fragment of an old

drawing knife (N. M. 135261). A rude old iron nail, very much ox-
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dized, was fimiid on the surface of tlie subsoil. 3 feet deep and lli feet

southwest of tlie ceuter. Auotlier rude tliough sharp-pointed ancient
iron nail was found not far from the last, but 8 inches below the sur-

face of the subsoil. A small piece of green glass was found 3 inches
below the surface of the subsoil, in the

southeast segment and east of the hearth.

Itesting on the sand thatseenied to stretch

over the entire area beneath these pots

and the fire bed between them were the

l)Ots indicated by Nos. G (PI. xix, N. M.
135192) and 7 (N. M. 135200). A large

l)owl (N. ]\1. 135109) was found inside of

pot i^o. G, and by the side of the two ves

sels, at the bottom, were the scanty re-

mains of some fabric. Two feet 8 inches from the surface of tiie mound
were the remains of decayed timber, which ran down about 1| feet to

the east of the pot at G, almost touching its eastern rim. It is not uu-

. ly?.—Fniymeut of Emopt-an pottery,

Hollywood mound, (leorgia.

O o ft/-7

=^

Flu. 1SI«.— Lower liorizoiitiil seetion «( Holly tiniil, fleorjiin.

lijcely tliat this was the remnant of some post planted on tlie surface

of the mound by some of its white owners.
Alongside of the northwestern edge of the hearth A was a line of

decayed bones, which, from the small pieces of skull and two or three

teeth that remained, were found to be human. Tliough in the very
12 ETH 21
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last stages of (U^cay, the rcnmiiis were, so rcmarkiihly iiiciiger as to

give the iini)r<^ssioii tliatall tlie bones of tlie body could not have been

buried. The soil iibont all the bones found in this upper layer was
absolutely free from any trace of aniniid or vegetable ni:itt(?r, which leads

to the o|)iuioii that the bones were buried after having been (bMiuded

of tiesh. A i)ot, No. S (N. M. l.iSlit.'J), lay close to the skull remains

thus found. Like pots 1, (J, and S, it had ai small liole in the bottom,

but had another sounder pot (N. M. 135200) jjlaeed within it. Seven
and a Jialf fe<^t to the northeast of tlw^ (ire bed, on a lev(^l api)arently

5 inches lower than that oftlit^ pots heretofore descrii)cd, lay ])otNo. 15

N. M. 135213. Near it to the northeast were the remains of human boues
(No. 10).

Flc. Itlll.—lVil In.iii llcill.vwiioil iiiumiil, (leoiKiii (i:iriln7). ,

In the lower division, as in that last descrilx'd, all the articles

seemed to be clustered about a hearth (B Fig. JDS, which shows a

lower horizontal section) and on the same general level. Here most of

th<^ human remains wei'c found, but, lik<' those in the upper burial, only

the merest traces were observed. Tiie conditions of this locality are

very conducive to decay. Decayed iiud meager as they were, sufficient

evidence was had in the case of eaich skeleton to show that it was
human, such as the presence of teeth and certain identillable bones.

The hearth B, whi(!h in some places was 10 feet in diameter, was sit-

uated wholly southwest of the, cent(M-. Its composition was ]>eculiar.

It consisted of four layers of pure white ashes eachonchalf inch thick,

separated by red burnt earth averaging an inch in thickness. Ashes
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formed the bottom as well as the topmost layer. The hearth rested on

the curious black mold at the bottom. This black mold did not peue-

trate to the north and east border of the mound, but lay only over an

area of which this hearth was the center.

S(aithwest of the hearth B and in connection with the remains of

skeleton No. 2 was pot !> (N. M. 13."il!l7), a bottle standing on a tripod

of human heads, shown in Fig'. 190. As traces of fire were noticed

above this pot and skeleton, there seems to have been more than one

ceremony attendant upon the burial of these articles. The pot 10 (X.

Flii. 2(Hl.—A jiaiuted vesai-l from Hollywood nioiind. Georjii-i.

M. 13ol!)4), wliich was found at the foot of this skeleton, seemed to have
had originally a wooden cover, for in the earth taken from the top some
small traces of decayed wood were uoticed, and in the earth about it

lay a clay pipe (N. M. 135223). Northeast of pot No. 9, and also near

the Are bed, was a long-ueck jar, 11 (N. M. 13529.")). (See Fig. 20O.)

At its western base lay the pipes (N. M. 135210, 135218, 135219,

135220, 135221, 135222), five typical fonns of which are shown in PI.

XXIV. Pipe3f( and.'?/>(1352ir>)wascarv('d from soapstone; the remainder

are of clay. Adjoining these articles on the northeast and on the same
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level were pots 12, 13, and U (N. M. 1351(t0, 135204, 137215), and 6
inches below tbe former lay a eopj)ei- ax head (X. M. 135228) wrapjied
in cloth and incased in bark.

Fig. 201.—Pot frmu Hollywood i«mintl. iii'orsia.

Three or i feet west of these, lying against each other, were two other

pots, 10 and 17 (N^. M. 135202, 135203). Xo. IG (Fig. 201) was found lying

on its side upon the black mold at the bottom, and beneath it, as if the

Fig. 2112. —Shell licad.s from Hiillywoud iiiniiDil, (Jcurj^ia.

pot were |)laccd on toi> of them, were the fragments of thin and very brit-

tle iilatcs of copper (X. M. 135227), bearing Mexican figures in relief, some
Hakes of mica, and decayed pieces of unideutified shells. The copi^er

Fin. 2ua.—(_'uppi r jutiLlc Irom Ki)ll>-wontl mmind. Ci-nijiia.

had been originally first wrapjx'd iii sonn- kind of leather, then in fine,

rush matting, and the whole incased in bark. Beneath No. 17, which
was also lying on its side, was a beautiful hiciUK-ave disk of (ruartz
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(N. M. ];5r)i.'(;(l). lieueiith this last, .'3 or 4 inches deeper, and lying (in tlic

black mold at the bottom, were two copper celts (N. M. lo522y) wrapped
in cloth together and incased on both sides in bark. Accompanying
this were several large pieces of mica. There were scarcely more than
a handful of decayed bones in connection with these objects, identifiable

only by the help of a few human teeth.

About the neck bones of skeleton .S, wliicli lay l.> feet northwest of

Fio. 204.—Shell beads Criiui iIolIy\\«>inI monn<i, <:fotj;iii.

the center, were found \\ lot of shell beads (N. M. i;35247, Fig. 202),

and below these, a foot to the south, another lot of shell beads (N. M.
135242), a lot of iierforated shell disks (N. M. 135248), the coi»per-

sheathed ornament of wood (X. M. 13525G) shown in Fig. 203, and a

lump of galenite.

Immediately north of the remains last described, on the same level

and about 15 feet northwest of the center, lay the bones and teeth of

Fig. 205.—Pilie from HnDywouil mimlKi lleor^iii

what seemed to be another skeleton (No. S). With it were found the

lot of shell beads (N. M. 135233) shown in Fig. 204, a copper ax or

celt incased in wood (N. M. 135232), the decayed remains of the colu-

mella of the Busycon perversum, and a lump of soggy glauconite.

Nothing was found with skeleton No. !l, which lay southwest of the

lire \h'A and near to skeleton 2 on the south, except a pipe (N. M.
135224).
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Skek'toii No. 5 lay about 23 feet west of the ceuter, almost on the
black luokl at the bottom, and near its head were found a pipe (N. M.

135217), representing the head of an owl (Fig. 205); one
decayed shell ornament, three stone celts, five discoidal

stones, an anomalous stone implement, and a lump of

glauconite. The apparent remains of another human
burial were seen to the east of the hearth (skeleton No.

6), and near the teeth was discovered a well shaped stone

Fk;. 2(16,—Fragment CClt.

Hoil'vwoodnioun™ A i)ipe (N. M. 135225) was found in tlie earth two feet

Georgia. fp flic soutli of hcartli B.

The piece of blue porcelain (N. M. 135279) shown in Fig. 206 was
found 4 feet southwest of the center and (5 feet beneath the surface of

the mound.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

KERSHAW DISTRICT.

Mcdowell mound no. i
•

The Wateree river is at present washing away the western end of a

large mound situated on its left bank on the McDowell farm, 4 miles

southwest from Camden, South Carolina. It is a large, oblong struc-

ture, which, after repeated plowings and floods is now reduced to 10

feet in height. Its major axis is 154 feet, and minor axis 115 feet.

Three smaller mounds are yet to be seen almost adjoining it on the

north and east, all of which it is said, were, formerly encircled by a low

earthen wall, no trace of which, however, is now visible.

In exploring it a trench 10 to 15 feet wide and <J0 feet long was run

lengthwise through the mound in a northwest and southeast direction,

which was connected also with a north and south trench 15 feet wide,

coming from near its southern edge towards the center.

This mound was not used as a place of Ijurial, the scattered frag-

ments of human bones that were found beiug rather accidentally

thrown up with the earth than remains of deliberate interments. The
investigation has not succeeded in demonstrating the use for which
it was constructed: possibly it was a domiciliary mound.
Some fragmentary human bones, Unio shells, and the bones of deer

were found scattered indiscriminately here and there through the earth

at a depth of from 1 to 2 feet. They manifested but little sign of

decay. A foot and a half below the surface, 3 feet east of the center,

were the remains of a hearth or fire-bed about 9 feet in diameter. A
similar fire-bed 4 feet in diameter lay at the same depth 15 feet south of

the center. In the south trench, C feet from the center and 3 feet

deep, was a small fire-bed, alongside of which were small piles of shells

and charred corncobs. The molds left by four posts which had decayed
away were met with a short distance east of the center IJ feet below
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the surface. Tlie two iKirthernmost ran down ])erpendicularly 4^ feet,

and at the base of the southernmost, 5 feet deep, was a pile of burnt
corncobs IJ feet in dianieter and 3 inches deep. Other smaller piles

of these charred corncobs were found here and there through the mound
at various depths, the deepest*being 8 feet. No other feature of inter-

est could be discovered in connection with them. West of the northern

post hole, near its base, had been placed a small rude pot of the texture

similar to the fragments found in the vicinity. It was found crushed

in completely, with a few black coals and conch shells within it.

Four feet to the northeast of this, on the same level, lay a iiile of six-

teen shells (N. ]\1. 135703). Two small pieces of human bones were
also found in the vicinity.

Twenty five feet south of the center, at a depth of 5 feet, a large flre-

bed resting on sand was encounteied, directly beneath which, in vertical

succession, were three others, the lowermost being 8i feet deep. A pile

of charred corncobs and a pile of shells were found adjoining these

hearths on the north at the depth of <! feet. All the shells found thus

in piles in this mound were of the same kind and uniform in size. In

the earth directly over these fire-beds were found a piece of jjerforated

sheet copper (N. M. 135761) and a broken pipe (N. M. 135759). Forty-

two feet east of the center, at a depth of -t feet, four post holes were in

a line north and south, but they could not be traced deeper than from a
foot to a foot and a half. Immediately l)elow the center, 9 feet deep,

there w'as a pile of wood ashes mixed with black coals, l.J feet in

diameter. Near by lay a small pottery disk and a small piece of bone
fi'om a human arm.

MrDdWELI, MOUND N(i. 2.

This is a small mound lying about 30 rods northeast of th(^ one last

described. It has been so materially reduced by the plow and the fre-

quent floods of the river that it is at present only 2 feet high. A trench

was carried through it north and south, i feet deep and 11 feet wide, but
nothi ng was foirnd except the remains of a perpendicular post, 1 foot in

diameter, a little to the south of the center. The post was indicated by
the charcoal in the mold and about 2 feet of decayed wood at the bot-

tom. It appeared to be either of cottonwood or sassafras. Scattered

promiscuously through the earth of tliis mound were fragments of pot-

tery similar to that taken from mound No. 1. A small discoidal stone

was found.

FLORIDA.

Some work was done in this state by Mr. Rogan, but nothing deemed
worthy of notice was observed except the construction and contents of

two mounds, which are briefly described as follows

:

The Job Smith mound, situated in the extreme southern part of

Alachua county and 1 mile north of Watcahootee, on cleared hummock
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l;ni(l and .siinoumled <iii all sides hy liniuiuocks, was composed entirely

of sand. A consideiiible aiiioiiiit of cliarcoal was found scattered

irregularly through it, but there were uo indicatious of stratihcation.

It is circular in form, a little less than 3 feet high, and about 42 feet in

diameter. •

In the north half six skeletons were found at the bottom, all extended,

heads west, and each lying on the right side. They had evidently been

laid on the surface of the ground and the mound heaped over them.

Around or about the head of each was a small quantity of red x>aint. The
bones were so far decayed that they cruml>led to pieces on attempting to

remove them. The skeleton lying nearest tlie center, though not above

the ordinary height, was an exceedingly stout and large-boned fra7ne.

No implements or vestiges of art of any kind were observed.

Another mound near the center of Alachua county, 3 miles southeast

of Gainesville, situated on a high hummock on the land of Mrs. Peter

G. Snowdon, was examined. This was composed of white sand, with

sihall quantities of charcoal and ashes scattered here and there through

it. Trees of considerable size were growing on it, one a hickory 18

inches in diameter. The mound was circular, but flat on top, 4i feet

high, and 71 feet iu diameter. Close to the base, along the north side,

ran a trench from" which the material of which it was built was probably

taken.

Exploration brought to light the fact that a level platlbrm about 1

foot high had first been formed, on which skeletons were placed and the

mound then built over them.

Thirty-seven skeletons, or rather the parts of thirty-seven skeletons,

pieces of pottery, and a few decomposed conch shells (Busycou perver-

sum) were discovered. The conditum in which the bones were found

showed that all the bodies, or possibly the skeletons after the flesh had
been removed, had been buried in the following singular manner: The
head was rtrst taken off and placed in an upright position and the rest

of the body or frame then disjointed and placed around and upon it.

One of the skulls had a hole through it which might have been made
by an ordinary rifle ball. It had entered the center of the top of the

head and passed out immediately behind the right ear. The hole

through which it entered was not ragged, but clean cut. The fragments

of pottery -were so placed as to make it clear that the vessels had been

broken before burial.

ST. JOHNS AND VOLUSIA COUNTIES.

The following interesting account of some mounds iu these counties

has been kindly furnished the Bureau by Dr. W. H. Dall, from notes

made during a tiip to Florida in 1885 :

MOrXDS AT SATSrMA ANll ENTKRPRISE.

" Having an opportunity during my absence of visiting the celebrated

shell iiiouiid at Old Enterpi'ise, ou Lake Monroe, I availed myself of it
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in (irdcr to satisfy my curiosity in regard to certain points counectcd
with its eonstruetioii. In tliis exaniinatiou I developed eertain facts

wliicli seem worthy of being put on record, as they will, to some extent,

modify the inference in regard to the construction of these mounds
whicli might be drawn from the admirable monograpli of Wyman.

"It will be understood, of course, that my remarks relate only to

the particular mounds which I have examined, though perhaps they
may prove of wider application.

"The present state of the mound at Old P^nterprise is one of dilapi-

dation. It is situated on land belonging to the De Bary estate and is

fenced in, but the material is used in fertilizing oraiige groves and
making shell walks, and, by the owners, or with their permission,

probably two thirds of the mound have been carted away. The work
of desfruction at all events gives au ex<'ellent section of the mound
down to its very foundations, and, however deplorable it may be on
other grounds, was certainly a great help to me in determining its

structure.

" The mound is smaller than Wyman's frontispiece woiild lead one
to believe, a misconception which has been brought about unintention-

ally by the artist, and which might have been remedied by ]jutting a
human figure in the forcgiound. Though it has extended about 150

feet along the- lake shore, its width at right angles to that direction

coidd not have exceeded 50 feet and was probably less. The margins
were originally so steej) as to be difficult to scale, excejjt by the path
intended for ascent, but only a few yards of the original slope now
remain, and this will soon be dug away. The mound is situated just to

the eastward of the point where a considerable stream enters the lake,

forming the outlet of the beautiful (ireen Sulphur spring which lies a
few rods inland. ^Torth of the mound a triangular piece of swamp ex-

tends from near the stream, which its apex nearly reaches, to a little

bay 400 or 500 yards to the eastward, where the base of the triangle

may be a hundred yards in breadth or more. It is too soft to cross,

and full of saw ])almetto, reeds, etc., growing in hummocks separated
by water and semiflnid mud. This swamp is being c-leared and drained
and will soon cease to exist, but, as the mound originally stood, must
have nearly isolated it from firm ground and formed an excellent defense

against attack from that direction. Moreover, in this swanij) lived the
mollusks whose shells have been so imjtortant in the construction of
the mound.

" Westward from the mound and northwestward from the swamj) lies

an orange grove and some woods; the land gradually rising from the
lake. The soil is composed of a layer 2 or 3 feet thick of beach sand,

humus, and an admixture of muddy matter derived from the swamp,
which was once more extensive in this direction. The surface of the

ground is covered with shells from the mound, wiiich have arrived

there in three ways. Some have been carted over and spread about as

a fertilizer; much has been washed along the shore by storms and
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thrown up by the waves oii the banks, and some of the shells, particu-

larly the more perfect ones, are so ronnd and light that they have sim-

ply been blown by the wind from the sides of the mound, scattered for

a mile or two over the surface near the sandy beach, but not carried

inland further than open spaces would permit a brisk breeze to blow.
'• Deep treiiches have been dug in the orange grove to drain the

ground between the rows of trees. Into these trenches a certain nuni-

ber of the shells from the surface have been blown or have fallen.

Beside these, however, at a depth of 2 or 3 feet from the surface is a

layer of mud full of shells of all sorts, and which appears to be a west-

ward extension of the present swamp. This marl and mud appeared
to be abont 2 feet thick in most places and rested on a hard eolian

sandstone resembling the phosphatic rock of western Florida in appear-

ance, but much younger in age, full of recent land shells, and in which
Pourtales and Wyman both found human bones imbedded at Rock
island in Lake Monroe.
"Behind the sand of the beach a little lagoon was originally formed,

in which gradnally accumulated the mud from decaying vegetation

brought down by the streams or growing on the spot. Here tlonrished

the Unios, Yinpantx, etc., and in time formed a bed of mud and marl.

Upon this the wind blew sand from the, beach, and in this way the dry
land has grown. The marl in position is rather soft, but when well

drained it becomes very hard, almost forming a stone. The shells in

it are just as they died, large and small, mostly in good condition,

except the Unios, which are more perishable than the univalves, and
always less perfect. The Yiviparas are thin and light, but very strong,

and a layer of them will sustain a weight of 150 pounds without break-

ing. Owing to the air they contain they are very buoyant, and a com-
pact layer 4 inches thick spread over the soft mud of the swamp will

sustain the weight of a man, a fact which I personally tested. Besides
the whole shells, there is a large amount of broken and decayed shelly

matter. The large AmpullariaH are very fragile and may have been
broken up, but at all events are very rare in the marl. I saw no per-

fect ones.

"The shore and bottom of the lake near the mound, and as far as

could be observed into the deep water, are composed of clear sharp
sand, affording no food or resting place for mollusks, and neither dead
nor living ones are found in it, except su(^h as may have been washed
from the mound. The mound itself probably stands partly on the
original sea beach and partly on the swamp.

" The way in which its materials have been scattered about prevented
the attainment of certainty in the matter, but the above suggestion

accords with what was observed. About two-thirds of the mound has
been dug away nearly to the level of the beach. In 1848 the bluff,

where the storms had washed away the lakeward slope, was 15 feet

high. The summit of the mound was about 5 feet higher, and on it an
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early settler built a small liouse, wbieh at one time served to accoimno-
date the occasional travelei-. All traces of this are now gone and, in
fact, the part of the mound on which it stood is believed to have been
entirely dug away. The nearly vertical face from which excavations
have been made otters an excellent means of inspecti^ig the structure
of the mound. The sides and base are buried in a talus almost exclu-
sively composed of Viripara t/eorgiana, Lea, which have weathered out
of the general mass, and owing to their form and strength have re-

sisted decay. To the casual visitor this talus would give the idea that
the mound was composed of clear Viripara shells, which would be a
very erroneous notion. After clearing away the talus it was evident
that the body of the mound is formed of mud and marl resembling
that previously described as underlying the orange grove and which I
am convinced was brought to the spot from the swamp to build the
mound. Land fi-om the beach would be liable to be washed or blown
away at any time and the marl was but a few yards away. The main
mass, especially toward the base of the mound, is composed of this
material unstratitied, and by the percolation of lime water rendered
almost as hard as stone. At about half the height of the mound slight
indications of stratification are apparent; here and there small layers
of clean shells, Viripara or AmpiiUaria, are visible, an inch or two
thick and a yard or two long in section, as if the shells from a repast
had been thrown out. Bits of charcoal, occasional fish, and other
bones are more abundant as we ascend. I did not succeed in fintlinga
single artificial article of aboriginal origin in all the exposed area and
talus after a careful search. About 2i feet below the surface, in the
compact material, I found one or two pieces of glass which had been
subjected to the action of fire, and which by age had become beauti-
fully iridescent. It had been originally quite thin and of i)ale green-
ish color, like that used for cheap looking glasses, such as ai-e used in

Indian trade. It may, however, have been a relic of the early white
settlers before referred to, though the depth to which it was buried is

adverse to this idea.

" 1 collected of the rough material composing the mound, about 4 feet
below the surface, enough to fill a box such as holds 100 cigars. This
weighed about 5.^ pounds, and ^ pounds of it were broken up, the con-
tained shells were sorted and identified, with the following result, the
identifiable shells of each species being counted:

V'nnpara georgiana, Lea .313

Melania etouaheiisis, Lea 109
Amnicola, wp. iudet 1

UnUt buckleiji, Lea (valves) 30
Unio ( valves) : _ .

.

5
Ameria acaJaris, Jay 4

Ghindiua triincata, Say 1

Helix ( Poljigyra) auriformis, Bid 1

Zoiiites mhiiiscula^ Binuey 13
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Xoniivs arhorca, Say , 1

Zonitea ( Coimlus) clwrshia, t^ay 1

Pupa conlracta, Say 2

Pupa rnpicola, Say ; 14

" Total, 13 spt^ies and 495 specimens of mollusks, besides? a tragmeut
of marine shell (a (JarfHum) too small to identify, several fish scales,

two pieces of fish bones, and one piece T)f nianiiiialiaa bone unidentifi-

able. The shells tabulated all live in the vicinity at the present time,

but are not abundant, owing to the drying up of the swamp or other

causes. At suitable localities about the lake they are believed to be
abundant as ever at the proper season, i. e., midsummer. Of all the

above mentioned, only the Viripam and Unio have ever beeii consid-

ered edible. Most of them are far too minute for food. The Ampul
larias {A. dcpres.sa, Say), which, as before stated, are not disseminated

through the mass, but found assembled iu small patches, were there-

fore probably gathered elsewhere, perhai)S at no great distance, and
those in the mound are doubtless only lelics of dinners. The assem-

blage is just what we might expect in a fluvial marl, and a similar assem-

blage would doubtless be found in a similar mass of the marl from the

orange grove.
'' My conclusion, therefore, is that the mound was artiflcially con-

structed as a post of observation (for which it is otherwise peculiarly

well situated), a dwelling site, fortification against attack or flood, or

for sotoe other purpose requiring a dry or elevated site. That the build-

ing up, after high- water mark was passed, was intermittent, and the

materials supplemented by kitchen midden matters and that the gradual

elevation continued until about the time it was abandoned.
"The theory that it is solely derived from the relics of dinners, etc.,

seems untenable for the following reasons: (1) The character of the

main niassof which it is composed as above described; (-) the original

steepness of the sides, too great to have been the unintentional result

of throwing out small quantities of empty shells
; (3) the improbability

that the builders would squat in a marsh or on a beach snbject to over-

flow until their refuse had built them'a dry site in spite of themselves;

(4) the snmll area of the top, which renders it highly improbable that

the dinner refuse of all who could sit on it could have made such a

mound in many centuries; (5) and lastly, the fact that a. material simi-

lar to that of which the mound is composed is close at hand and offers

no difticulties to anyone desiring to get it. I should add that Mr. Le
Baron, an engineer who contributed to the Smithsonian Report of 1882

an interesting list of mounds observed by him in Florida, came, on

other grounds, to a similar conclusion with regard to this mound.

THE SATSUMA MOUND.

"This mound is situated on the bank of the St. Johns river, about 20

miles south of Palatka, near a small, new settlement called Satsuma.
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I did not viwit it, but exaiiiiued a large scow load of material brought
from it to Palatka for shell walks, etc. I was informed that it was
about 25 feet high and 100 feet long along the bank, with a swamp
behind it.

"An examination of the material showed a similar assemblage of spe-

cies, many of which could not lia\e been gathered for food or any i)rac-

tical use. The consolidated material was also like that at Enterprise,

and I was led to suspect Irom these facts that the Satsuma mound
might have I)een like the former, artificially constructed of nnid from
an adjacent swaiaii.

" The question having been recently discussed as to the use by exist-

ing residents of Florida of the fresh water shells of the region for food

and it having been incidentally stated by Wyman that the Morida
" crackers " eat the rahi(Jino ( VirijHtrd), and Unio, I made careful inqui-

ries among this class of people during my stay and found that none of

them had ever heard of eating Viripara and only in one case had rnin
been tasted, and then as a matter of curiosity, which was so well satis-

tied that the old man said that ' if tlie Lord would forgive him for that

one he would never try another.'

"The error appeajs to have arisen from tlie fact that both the marine
and fresh-water spiral shells are called ' conchs ' by these people, and
the marine shells are not unfrequently used for food like ' winkles ' in

Great IJritain; so that Wyman was led to believe- that both were com-
monly eaten, which is certaiidy not the case."

NORTH CAI?OLINA.

CALDWELL COUNTY.

THE PATTKR.SON (iKAIUNG.

This work is situated near Pattei'son, in the northwest part of the

county and close to the Yadkin river. It is a terrace or jilatform ijartly

natural and partly artificial, extending out from the steej) terminus of

a low ridge, which here descends at an angle of about 45 degrees^ The
artificial portion extends out from the natural terrace about (i8 feet,

the height being 7 feet. A trench was cut half way across it, proving it

to be composed chiefly of waterworn bowlders, iind red and yellow clay,

with charcoal intermingled. Here and there pieces of mica were found;
at the ilepth of 2.^ feet from the top and 6 feet ti-om the edge was a pol-

ishing or whetstone, and at another point the fragment of a soapstone
vessel with rudely carved figures on it, proving.beyond question that
the terrace is in part, at least, artificial.

THE T. I'. NELSON" MOUND.

This mound, so insignificant in apj)earanee as scarcely to attract any
notice, but hiding beneath the surface such important mementoes of the
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past, was located on the farm of Rev. T. F. Nelson, in the northwest
part of the county, and about a mile and a half southeast of Patterson.
It stood on the bottom land of the Yadkin, about 100 yards from the
river, and was almost a true circle in outline, 38 feet in diameter, but
not exceeding at any jjoint 18 inches in height. The thorough excava-
tion made, in which Mr. Eogan, the Bureau agent, was assisted by Dr.

J. M. Spainhour, of Lenoir, showed that the original constructors had

imnil'

lul .J

H
I

lirst dug a circular pit about 38 feet in diameter to the depth of 3 feet

and there placed the dead, some in stone cists and others uuinclosed,

and afterwards covered them over, raising a slight mound above the pit.

A plan of the pit, showing the stone graves and skeltitons as they ap-

peared after the removal of the dirt and before being disturbed, is

given in Fig. 207.
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No. 1 is a stone grave or vault stauding exactly in the center of this

large i)it, but in a small circular pit evidently made for this special pur-

pose, exteDdiiig down .S feet below the bottom of the larger one. This
vault, built of cobblestones around a standing skeleton, was made 3 feet

in diameter at the base, carried up perpendicularly for i feet and then
narrowed so as to be covered by a single soapstone slab at the top.

On the top of the head of the skeleton, which was fouud still staudiug.

though much decayed, were several plates of cut mica, the only arti-

cles accompanying it.

The skeletons iu Nos. U, 3, 4, 5, (J, 7, S, !(, and 10, though walled
around in a similar manner, were iu a squatting posture on the bot-

tom of the large pit. With skeleton No. '2 was one small celt; with
No. 3 a discoidal stone; with No. (t two celts, and over No. 9, but in-

side the vault, a pitted stone.

Nos. 11, 12, and 13 are three skeletons found in a squatting position,

with no wall around them and uuaccomi)aiHed by relics of any kind.

Nos. 14 and 15 were lying horizontally at full length, also uuinclosed.

With the former were pieces of broken pipes and with the latter one
celt. No. 10 was an uninclosed "squatter" of unusually large size, not
less than 7 feet high when living. Near the mouth was an entire soap-

stone pipe; the legs were extended in a southwest direction upon a bed
of burnt earth.

The faces of all the squatting "skeletons were turned away from the
standing, central one.

At A was a considerable quantity of black paint in little lumps,
which appear to have been molded in the hull of some nut. 1! indicates

a cubical mass of waterworn bowlders built up solidly and symmetri-
cally, 24 inches long, 18 inches wide, and 18 inches high, showing no
indications of tire, without ashes or bones on or around it.

On the contrary, the stones built around the bodies bore more or
less evidence of fire, having been blackened by smoke in places, and
the earth immediately around them was considerably hardened by
baking. The bones of the skeletons also showed indications of heat.

Scattered throughout the mound were small pieces of pottery and char-

coal.

THE T. F. NELSON TRIANCLK.

This is the name applied to an ancient triangular burying ground
on the farm of Eev. T. F. Nelson, and located about 75 yards north
of the mound just described.

It is simply a burial pit in the form of a triangle, the east and west
sides each 48 feet long, and the southern base 32 feet, the depth vary-
ing from 2i to 3 feet. The top was not mounded up, but level with the
surrounding surface. The apex, which points directly north, extends
within 3 feet of the bank of the Yadkin river, the height above the
usual water level being about 12 feet. A i)lat of the triangle, show-
ing the position of the burials iu it, is given in Fig. 208. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4,
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5, a, 7, S, and U iudicate the positions of single skeletons lying' horizon-

tally on their backs, their heads resting east or northeast. With No. 2

was a broken soapstone pipe; with Nos. 5 and one small polished

celt each. Nos. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 were buried in stone vaults

-T. F. Xel»oii 'I'l-iauyle, Caldwell county, Kortli

Carolina.

l'"ui. 2u[).—CuiiptT cyliuder,

Xclsoii triaiigU'.

similar to those in the mound; 10, 12, 13, and 15 being in a sitting

posture unaccompanied by any article. Nos. 11 and 14 indicate graves

containing two skeletons each extended horizontally one above the other,

the lower ones of smaller stature than those above, with the faces up.

Fl(i. 210.—Brucelot of shell ami (•iii)]mt beads. Nelson Triangle.

and very heavy stones placed on the extended arms and legs, fastening

them down. The upper skeletons, of larger stature and face down,
were resting on those below. No articles were found with them. Near
No. 12 was about a peck of singular, i)inkish colored earth.
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In the northeast part of the triangle, at A, were ten or more bodies
in one grave or group, which appeared to have been buried at one time,

r'O

.^

iJf hC',

^^,

i

Fig. 211.—I.ou celt from Nelson triangle.

the chief or principal personage of the group resting horizontally on his

face, with his head northeast and his feet southwest. Under his

head was the large engraved shell shown in

Fig. 213; around his neck were a number of

large-sized shell beads; at or near his ears

lay live elongate copper beads, or rather
small cylinders, varying in length from 1^ to

4^ inches, and in diameter from one-fourth

to half an inch, part of the leather thong on
which they had been strung yet remaining
in them. These are made of thin pieces of

copper cut into strips and then rolled to-

gether so that the edges meet in a straight

joint on one side. The copper looks as

though it had been rolled into sheets and
not hammered (Fig. 209). A piece of cop-

per was also under his breast. His arms
were bent, the hands resting about 1 foot

from each side of his head. Around each
wrist were the remains of a bracelet com-
posed of copper and shell beads alternating,

as shown in Fig. 210. At his light hand
lay four iron implements, one of which, a
roughly hammered celt or chisel, is shown
in Fig. 211 ; another piece, some (i or 7 inches

long and about 1 inch wide, is evidently part
of a sword blade or knife (Fig. 212) ; another,

part of a ])unch or large awl, with a portion

of the horn handle yet attached. Under his

left hand was another engraved shell, the
concave surface upward, and filled with shell beads of all sizes,

12 ETH 22

u/
Fig. '211'.— Tart of iron bhidc, NrUou

triangle.
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Around and partly over tlii.s skeleton, with their heads near his,

were nine others. Under the heads of two of these skeletons, lying

within a foot of the head of the first, were also several engraved shells,

one of which is shown in Fig. 1314. Scattered over and among the

bones of these ten or more skeletons were numerous polished celts,

discoidal stones, copper arrow points, pieces of mica, lumps of paint,

black lead, stone pipes, etc. Some of the forms of the pipes from this

and the other burial places in this locality are shown in Figs. 215-220.

Fl<i. 213.—Eu^raveil .shfU. Xdsoii li-iiiiigle.

THE W. DAVKNFOKT .loNES .MlU'N'I).

Two miles east of Patterson, near the north baidc of the Yadkin
river, running out from a low ridge to the river bank, is a natural ter-

race about 12 feet high, with a level area of about au acre on top, and
sloping on the sides at an angle of 45 degrees, on which, according to

tradition, there was formerly an Indian village. About 200 yards east

of this, on the second river bottom or terrace, there was a low, circular

mound 32 feet in diameter and not more thau 1 foot high, on the land

of Mr. W. Davenport Jones. This mound was found upon investiga.

tion to cover a circular pit of the same diameter and -i feet deep, the

margin and bottom being so well defined as to leave no doubt as to the
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limits of the pit; in fact tlie bottom, which was of clay, had been baked
hard by lire to the depth of 2 or 3 inches. The pit was tilled with soil

and loose yellow clay similar to the surface soil aroniid the mound cov-
ering twenty-six skeletons and one stone heap in the relative positions
shown in Fig. 221. Some of the .skeletons were inclosed in vaults
formed of coJ'ble stones.

Fig. 214—Engraveil shell, Xelsou triangle.

No. 1, squatting, walled in with water-worn bowlders; the face turned
to the west; no implements or ornaments.
No. 2, sitting with the fai'e toward the center, two celts at the feet, and

immediately in front of the face a cone-shaped piece of hard pottery
paste.

Fig. 21.5.—Pipe. Caldwell eouiitj ,
>'oilb L'aniliua.

No. 3, sitting with fi\ce toward tlie center; several celts at the feet.

No. 4, horiz(mtal, with the head southeast; several celts at the feet.

No. 5, horizontal, with the head toward the center; celts at the feet.

No. fi, sitting with the face toward the center; beads around the neck,

a Unio shell on top of the head with the concave surface down, a conch
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shell {Bmycon perverHum) iu front of iiud uciir the, t'iie-c, aud celts at the

feet.

No. 7. Sittiug faciug the ceuter; celts at the feet.

No. 8. Very large, lyiug ou the left side, partially drawn np; walled

in witli bowlders; no iniplenieiits.

No. 9. Horizontal, facedown, head toward the center; a pot (with-

out ears) on the head ; celts and discoidal stones at the feet.

Flu. 210.— I'iiH-. Culdwtll louLly, Xurlli Caiului^i.

No. 10. Horizontal, face up, feet towards the cfenter; a pot with ears,

over the face; stone implements at the feet.

No. 11. Horizontal, head southeast, arms extended, and a bracelet of

copper and shell beads around each wrist; sh<'ll beads around the

neck; face up, with food cup (without handle) at the right side of the

head.

No. 12. Horizontal, lying on the back, head southeast; beads around

the neck, a hook or crescent-shaped piece of copper on the breast, aud

V\ii. JIT.— ri|ie. Ciililwd omitV. North ( iljollli;

a pipe near the face; one hand near each side of the head grasping coni-

cal copper ornaments (eardrops) and a bunch of hair.

No. 13. Horizontal, lying on the back, head southeast; copper and

shell beads around the neck and wrists, a hook or crescent .shaped piece

of copper on the breast; food cup (with handle) lying on its side with

the mouth toward the face of the skeleton ; a pipe near the mouth and
two celts over the head.

No. 14. Horizontal, lying on the back, head northeast, arms extended,

aud liands resting on shells.
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No. 15. Horizontal, <m the back, head west, knees drawn nj) to the

chin ; stone implements at the feet.

No. 1»>. Too much decayed to determine the position.

No. 17. Fonr skeletons in one grave, horizontal, with feet toward the

¥ui. 218.—PiiR', C:iMui-ll cciinty, .\.miIi CuilIiiim,

west and large stones lying on the legs below the knees. No im])le-

ments with them.
No. 18. Two skeletons in one grave, with heads west, faces down,

knees drawn uj); no implements.

No. 19. Horizontal, on the back, head east ; no implements.

Fl'i. 2111.— Pilic. Cal.lu.ll ...iiiitv. Niirt!: Ciirnlhi!!.

No. 2(». Sitting, walled in with bowlders, face toward the east, a large

stone lying on the feet (this may have fallen from the wall); no imple-

ments.

No. 21. Sitting, walled in with bowlders. Over the head, but under

the capstone of the vault, was a handful of Hint arrowheads.

No. 22. Doubled up, with head between the feet.

A on the diagram indicates a solid oval-shaped mass of bowlders, 32

inches long, 22 inches wide, and 24 inches high, resting on the bottom

of the i»it. There were no ashes, charcoal, (U- other sign of Are about it.

Broken pottery, mica, galena, charcoal, red and black paint, etc.,
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were found scattered in small (luaiititiestlirough the earth which filled

the pit. The skeletons were so badly decayed that very few bones
coukl be saved.

K. T. l.KNdlli llllMAI, riT.

This is a circular burial i)it, similar to those already described, but
without any rounding uj) of the surface. It is located on the farm of

Mr. Kiifus T. Lenoir, alxiut miles northeast of Tjcnoir and nearly a

mile west of Port Defliincc.

W

Fio. 221.—Plan of W. D. Jones iiiouiid. f':ildwolI coiinty. North Carolina.

A diagram showing the relative ))ositioiis of the graves or bui'ials is

given in Fig. 222.

It is on the first river terrace or bottom of Buft'alo creek, and about
200 yards from this stream, which empties into the Yadkin about half a

mile southwest of this point. This bottom is subject to overflow in

time of high water.

The pit, which is 27 feet in diamet(>iand about .'U feetdee]), is almost a

perfect circle and well marketl, the margin, which is nearly peri>endic-
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iiliir, aud the bottom being readily traced. The dirt iu this case, as iu

the others, was all thrown out.

No. 1, a bed of charred or rather burnt boues occupyiuy a space 3

feet long, 1! feet wide, and 12 inches deep, the bones so thin-onglily

burned that it was impossible to determine whetlier they were liumaii

or animal. Beneath this bed the yellow sand was baked to the depth
of 1 or 2 inches. Under the bones was a shell with two iioles through it.

No. 2, a skeleton in a sitting posture, face northeast, a pipe near the

mouth and a polished celt over the head.

Fio. 222.— Ik. T. Li-Diiir Inirial pit (plan), Calilwell North rarolhiii.

No. 3, sitting skeleton, facing east, with shell beads arnmid the neck

and also around the arms just below tlie shoulders.

No. 4, horizontal skeleton, lying on the back, head east and resting

on the concave surface of an engraved shell. Goncli shell (BnsycoH

pcrversum) at the side of the head, and coi)per anil shell beads around

the neck.

No. 5, horizontal, head northeast, shell beads around the neck, and

two discoidal stones and one celt at the feet.
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No. 0, a communal grave containing 25 skeletons in two tiers, buried
without any apparent regularity as to direction or relative position.

Thirteen of the 25 were flatheads, that is, with the head artificially com-
pressed in front. Scattered throughout this grave, between and above
the skeletons, were polished celts, discoidal stones, shells, pieces of

mica, galena, fragments of pottery, and one whole pot. Around the

necks and wrists of some of the skeletons were also shell beads. There
were a great many bones in this grave, and possibly more than 25

skeletons, but this was the number of skulls observed.

No. 8, an irregular layer of waterworn bowlders, about 4 feet square.

On the top was a bed of charcoal, about 3 inches deep, on and i^artially

imbedded in which were three skeletons, but showing no indications

of having been biu-ned. Scattered over these skeletons were discoidal

stones, one saucer, shells (one of which is eugraved), pipes, shell beads,
and pieces of pottery.

No. 9, a grave containing three skeletons lying horizontally on their

backs, two with their heads east and the one between them with the
head west. They lay close together, and were unaccompanied by
implements or ornaments.

No. 10, horizontal, on the right side, head north, with stone imple-

ments in front of the fiice.

No. 11, doubled up, top of the head south, shell beads around the
neck, and celts at the feet.

No. 12, a grave containing seventeen skeletons, seven of which had
compressed heads; two of the number, children. Two of the adult

heads were resting on engraved shells. In this grave were f(nir pots
and two food cups, the handle of one of the latter representing an
owl's head, that of the other an eagle's head. One of the small pots
was inside a larger one. Scattered among the skeletons were also

shell beads, polished celts, discoidal stones, paint, etc.

THE SHERRII, MOUND.

This is a small mound, 38 feet in diameter and 5 feet high, located on
the farm of Sion J. Sherril, 3i miles east of Lenoir. It was composed
of yellow clay and coarse yellow sand. Nothing else except a very
small quantity of charcoal was observed.

BURKE AND WILKES COUNTIES.

A conical mound 320 feet in circumference and 7 feet high, situated
on the farm of Mrs. J. E. Collet, in the northern part of Biu-ke county,
was explored, but aside fi-om the yellow sand and yellow clay of which
it was chiefly composed, nothing was found in it except some remnants
of charred straw and cane. These were scattered in small quantities

through the mound.
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ANCIENT CEMETKRV.

On the fai'Di of Mr. Cbiirles Hunt in tbe f-entral part of Wilkes

county, is what appears to be a small, ancient cemetery, and probably

the site of a camp or temporary village. It is about 3J miles east of

Wilkesboro on the second bottom or terrace of the Yadkin liver and
dififei'S from the burial iihices just described in having- no large pit, the

graves being separate and independent of each other. The diagram
given in Fig. 223 shows the relative positions of the graves and small

pits.

No. 1, a grave or oval-shaped pit 2 feet long and 18 inches wide, the

top within S inches of the surface of the ground, the bottom 2i feet

jf

1

Jirst J.O TJottoin^'

Fin. 223.—Ancient burial ground, Wilkes odunty, North Carolinii.

below it. This contained the remains of a doubled skeleton, which

were surrounded by charcoal; some of the bones were considerably

charred. In the pit were some fragments of pottery, a few flint chips,

and a decayed tortoise shell.

No. 2, a grave 2 feet wide, (J feet long, and 5 feet deep. It con-

tained quite a quantity of animal bones, some of them evidently those

of a bear, also charcoal, mussel shells, and one bone implement, but no

human skeleton.

No. 3, a grave of the same size and depth as No. 2, containing ani-

mal bones, broken pottery, and some charcoal.

No. 4, a grave, the size, depth, and contents the same as the preceding.
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No. 5, a circular pit 2 feet iu diameter aud 1' feet deep. This con-

tained a very large pot in wLicli were some animal bones. It was on
its side and crushed.

No. G, a pit 2i feet deep and 2 feet square, with a bed of charcoal in

the bottom 6 inches deep. On this bed was a layer of flint chips, and
on the chips a quantity of broken pottery, animal bones, a discoidal

stone and a bone inii)lenient.

No, 7, a grave similar to those described.

No. 8, a large grave containing three skeletons lying at full length

upon the I'ight side, witli the heads a little east of north. These are

marked <i, h, c in the diagram. Between « and b, and iu front of the

face of a, was a mass of mussel shells; at the head and back of « were
a number of animal bones. Between a aud b, opposite the pelvis, was
a large broken pot. The right arm of c was extended forward and
upward, the left arm resting across the head, a white flint chip grasped
in the hand. The head of this skeleton was resting on a piece of a
broken i)ot, and in front of tlie face, at the distance of a foot, was also

part of a pot containing a stone fragment and some anim.al bones.

iiirairatinniiiiwmtffliiiiiiiiiminiiiii |iiii'Miii||iiHttHiiiiiiiiiuuyuj|iii(iilfflliiliiiiiiTRii!mtniiifnirliiiiTi!y!liiiiui^

Fig. 224.—Clay hi-ai-th (or fire-bed), Wilkes county, North Carolina.

Under the legs of the three skeletons, the head extended in front of
the legs of c, was the skeleton of a bear. In front of r were three

broken pots containing animal bones.

No. 9, a basin-shaited flre-bed, or bed of burnt clay, 8 inches thick.

A section of this bed is shown in Fig. 224, h, h, b, the bed of burnt clay
and sand 8 inches thick, the material evidently placed here and not a
part of the original soil. The basin, a, was filled with ashes, the depth
being 12 inches, aud the diameter from I to 2, 2 feet 3 inches; from 1 to

3, and 2 to 4, each 1 foot and C inches.

No. 10, a bed of mussel shells .'^ inches thick and 3 feet iu diameter,

lying on a flat bed of burnt earth •'! inches thick.

No. 11, a pit .5 feet deep aud 3 feet in diameter, tilled with animal
bones, mussel shells, and broken pottery.

There was no mound over any of these graves or the pit.

HAYWOOD ('OrNI'\.

An article in the Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great
Britain and Ireland for June, 1882, in regard to some singular woi'ks of
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art found in Hajwood county, having excited the curiosity of our anti.

qnarians, Mr. Emniert was sent into that region to procure, if possible,

some specimeii.s of this singular class of articles and to ascertain

whether they were ancient or modern. After considerable difi&culty he
was entirely successful in his effort. He ascertained that these articles

were made from tlie soapstone found in that region by some persons

who had learned how to give tliein the appearance of age. This is

done by placing them, after being carved, in running water which is

tinctured with iron, as most of the streams in that region are. As a

proof of the correctness of his statement Mr. Emmcrt had the same
]>arties who stated they had made some articles

for Mr. Valentine nuike quite a number of sim-

ilar articles for the lUueaii. Some of these are

represented in Figs. 1*25, 226, and 227 a, h.

THK IIU; MOUND.

This mound, of which a section through the

length is shown in Fig. 22S, is near Waynes-
ville. It is oblong in form and tiattened on

top; the length of the base, 188 feet; width,

about 70 feet; height at a. 12J feet, and at &,

10 feet.

Pits were sunk at « and h to the original

surface, through dark earth mixed with sand,

uniform in character and showing no indica-

tions of stratification. Near the top in both

pits were found several fragments of soapstone

vessels, and at the bottom of pit 2 one celt,

one shark's tooth, and several fragmoits of

pottery, but no human remains or indications

of burial.

MOIND M.AI; l:l( 1II,AX1> CRKEK.

This is situated on a ridge half a mile from
Richland creek and 2 miles fi"om Waynesville.

It is apparently double, 70 feet long, 30 feet

wide, and 3^ feet high at each end, but consid-

erably lower in the middle. At the bottom, i*'"

under the Lighest point of the west end was a
bed of dark earth in which were the remains of two skeletons lying at

full length side by side. With these were found seven arrow heads,

one rude stone axe with a hole drilled through it, one polishing stone
of iron ore, two broken stone gorgets, and a small lot of mica. Under
the highest point of the east end was a similar l)ed of dark eartli in

which were the remains of one skeleton, also stretched out at full

length. By this were three flint knives or scrapers and a clay pipe.

!llSfcito:is.^-i'-^^^

-5. — IlOiiUs jtiticlr. Hjivw nod

ounty, North (Carolina.
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BUNCOMBE AND HElVDEESON COUNTIES.

Some mounds iu and aloiiR- tlic borders of these two counties were
explored which present some characteristics worthy of notice.

MOCND ON LYTI.e's FARM.

This mound is near Cane creek, Henderson county, in a field of bottom
land owned by ]VIr. A. Lytle. It measured 48 feet from east to west, 38
feet from north to south, and 8 feet hiph. The oval shape is possibly

due in part to the fact that it has long been plowed over in one direc-

tion. It was built of yellow sand throughout, showing no stratification

except a single layer of coal and ashes, 3 inches thick, just above the
original surface of the ground.

THE Cf)NNER MOUND.

This mound, located on the fann of Mrs. Eebecca Conner, 1 mile from
the jireceding, is 6 feet high, ii feet in diameter, round, and forms

Fir. 226.—BofTu.s artn-Ie, Hiivwnoii conuty. North Carolina.

a symmetrical cone. Small trees were growing on it. It was found to

contain what, to all appearances, were the remains f)f a charcoal pit.

In the center had been placed pine poles, as shown in Fig. 229, and
burned to charcoal and ashes. The diameter of the base of this conical

heap was 10 feet, the lieight nearly 6 feet, the sides sloping regularly to

the apex. The interior portion consisted of ashes and small coals, mixed
with earth, in which were found some burnt bones and two perforated

stones.

All the mound, except the coal bed, consisted of red clay. It stood

on a ridge about half a mile from the creek, on hard, gravelly soil, which
bore no indications of having been disturbed before building the

mound.'

'Attention is called here to a statement by Haywood (Nat. and Aborig. Hist. Tenn., p. 234). Speak-

ing of the inhabitants of lower East Tennessee he says: " The former inhabitants appeared to have
lived in houses which, on the outside, seemed to be the color of a blacksmith's coalpit. The houses

were made by setting up poles .and then digging out the dirt and covering the poles with it. They
were round and generally about 11) feet in diameter."
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TIIK ALEXAN1>KK MOUNDS.

No. 1 i.s ou till' farm of Mr. J. B. Alexandei-, on the same creek,

but '2 iiiiles above tlie one last mentioned. It is ou an elevated level

one-fourth of a mile from the creek, in an old field which has been
plowed over for sixty years. At the time explored it was only 2 feet

high at the highest point and but '.W feet in diameter. The old settlers

say it was formerly considerably higher, and that there was a ridge or

raised roadway 200 feet long, running from it ilirectly toward the creek.

This is represented at present only by a line of red clay. It was
entirely removed without finding any specimens or any indications of

burial, but after reaching the natural surface of the ground a circu-

FlG. 227.—IJoyus artii-les, Haywnod toimty. North Caroliujt.

lar pit, 12 feet in diameter, was discovered, which had been dug to the
depth of 4 feet in the original red clay. This was filled to the top
with ashes and cliarcoal, but no traces of bones could be discovered,

though careful search was nmde for them. The mound was composed
entirely of red clay.

No. 2, half a mile from No. 1, diameter 52 feet, height 9 feet and hemi-
spherical in form, was covered with trees some of which were IS inches
in diameter.

This mound was composed of three layers: a top stratum of red clay

between 3 and 4 feet thick, next a layer of charcoal about 3 inches

thick, running entirely aci'oss from side to side and following the curve
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of the surface, and laist a layer of dark-colored eartli extending to the

original surface. In the bottom l.iyer, lying on the original snrfacc,

were five skeletons. By the side of one of the.se were sixteen white qnartz
knives, one small stone pipe, and several arrowheads. At another
point were a stone gorget, a large celt, and some arrowheads.
The sixteen white qnartz imple7nents must have heen made by one

individual, as they are all of the same kind of stone, of the same form,

aud show the same workmanship.

MOUND l)N SUANANdA 1!I\K1!, HUNCOMliK COKNTV.

This mound is about 4 miles from Asheville, on the bottom land, not

more than KtO yards from the river, is circular, SO feet in diameter, and
!) feet high. A wide trench cut through it from side to side and <lown

to the natural soil brought to light the fact that it was built partly of

stone and partly of earth. The core or central jiortion, to the height

Fig. 228.—Biji niniiiul, Ha.vwuod couuty. North Carolina.

of 4 feet above the original surface and covering a space about 30 feet

in diameter, was built of irregular blocks of stone, heaped together

without order or plan. The remainder of the mound was made of

dark surface soil. The top layer of earth being removed down to the

Fig. 229.—Section of CniiuiT iiiuuiid. Heiiilcrtimi iniiuty. Nortli Ciirnlina.

rock pile, the entire surface of the latter was found to be covered with

charcoal and evidences that it had been burned here. Among the coal

were numerous joints of charred cane. The stones were all removed,

but no remains or relics, save a few arrowheads, were discovered.

Till'. lllltdSII .MIUNI).

This mound is on the farm of Mr. .1. B.Throsh, U miles from Hominy
creek, Buncombe county. It is located on a ridge, is circular, 33 feet

in dianteter at the base, and 4 feet high. No remains or vestiges of art

were found in it. Its composition was as follows: First, a top layer, 18

inches thick, of red clay similar to that around it, conforming to the

curve of the mound and entirely covering the bottom layer of black

earth which rested on the original soil. The latter had evidently been

carried fiom the creek, a mile distant.
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EAST TENNESSEE.

SULLIVAN COUNTY.

M()UNM>S I IN HOLSTOX RIVER.

There are two mounds on Holstou river about 10 miles east of Bristol.

In Fig. 2:50 a plat and section of the area on which they are located are

given. In the plat (A) No. 1 is the monnd on tlie north side of the

river; No. 2, the mound on the south side. xVt B is shown a section

running northwest and southeast through the mounds (1 and 2) on the

upper level, othe lower level or river bottom, and 4 the river.

Mound No. 1, which is on the north side of the river, was found when

€L
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flint knife. The bones were so decayed that most of them crumbled to

pieces as soon as exjiosed to the air.

Mound Xo. 2 stood on the south side of the river oppcjsite to No. 1

and about the same distance from the stream as the latter. It was cir-

cular in outline, rounded on top, 38 feet in diameter at the base, and 5

feet hfgh. On the top was a pine stump 14 inches in diam-

eter, the tree having been cut down about thirty years ago.

The excavation which was begun atthe margin soon reached

a walls feet high and about a foot thick, built ofstones taken

fi"om the bed of the river. This was followed and found to

be an almost perfect circle 14 feet in diameter, in which, when
the earth was cleared away, were discovered twelve small,

beehive-shaped vaults built of stones of the same kind as

i those in the wall. One of these was exactly in the center,
" the other eleven being placed in a circle around it and about
5 equally spaced, as shown in Fig. 232. The bottom of the

^. area within the circular wall, which corresponded with the

I natural surface of the ground, was covered to the depth of

a 3 inches with charcoal and the graves or vaults were built

I on this layer. In each vault were the remains of a single

M sitting skeleton, all of adults. In the center vault a number
of shell beads were found around the neck of the skeleton

i--Q
B and near the mouth the fine stone pipe shown in Fig. 233.

I This pipe is made of fine-grained syenite and highly ijolished.

» No articles were found with any of the other skeletons.

9 Each of the two last mentioned mounds is on the bench or

Z upper bottom and about one-fourth of a mile from tlie river.

1 This locality is said to have been for a long time an Indian
" camping ground, which seems to be confirmed by the fact

1 that the siuface of the ground is thickly strewn with flint

2 chips and iragmeuts of jiottery. Tradition says that the In-

dians once had a great battle here, and that one party buried

their dead in mound No. 2 and the other party buried theirs

071 the opposite side of the river, where there is still a great

mound of river stones.

Mound No. 3 (not shown in the plat) is also on the Holston

river, 2 miles above those just described. This mound,

(which resembles No. 2 in several respects, was circular, 60

feet in diameter, and nearly 5 feet high. The original surface

of the earth had first been covered over with charcoal to the depth of

3 inches, then the bodies or skeletons laid on it and each walled up

separately with river stones; these were then covered over with a layer

of black earth 18 inches thick, and on this was spread a layer of sand

over a foot thick and on this was a thin layer of surfoce soil. On one-

half of the circular layer of charcoal were six skeletons walled up sep-

arately as before stated, but so thoroughly decayed that only one skull
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could be saved. The other side of the mound liad nothing in it I'xcc^irt

a flue stone pipe somewliat similar to that shown in Fig. 233, wliii-h was
ou the bed of coals some 10 or 12 feet from the nearest skeleton. ]^ear
the head of one of the skeletons wei-e some beautiful arrow-lieads, shell

beads, a jiolished celt, and two perforated stones.

ANCIKNT (iKAX KS NKAI! KINGSPOHT.

A plat showing the locality of these and some otiier works noticed is

given in Fig. 234. In this d and c are five graves covered with piles of

Flo. -I'hui 111" liuri;ils in inoiiml, SiiUiv:iii loiintv, Ti'iinessi-t

stone; c, the site of old Fort Patrick Henry, built in 177S; aty", on the

op])osite side of the river, is an ancient graveyard, some of the graves
being covered with stones, others with earth; at a is a waste pit In

Cherokee Island, full of broken pottery, bones, etc. The graves at c

are on the old Bird well farm, about a mile above the head ofLong Island.

They are in the top and near the break of a high bluff which here over-

looks the river. The pile on each was oval in outline, measuring about
14: feet in length, 9 feet iu wiilth, and 18 inches high, composed of liroken

limestone. The pit of one, which for convenience is designated No. 1,

appears to have been nearly equal in extent to the pile of stones over

it and about 2i feet in depth. A longitudinal section is shown in

12 ETii 2;;
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Fig. 235. a a denote the surface level; 1, soil to the depth of 8 inches;

2, red clay 2 feet thick ; 3, black earth, charcoal, and ashes 3 inches thick.

A longitudinal section of the other, or No. 2, shows that the layers

were the same in character and about the same in thickness as those

of No. 1, but the extent of the pit in this case was much less than the

pile of stones over it, the length being only 8 feet and the width in pro-

portion. No indications of burial were found in either, and had it not
been for the layer of black earth, charcoal, and ashes at the bottom,
and the fact that flint chips were found in this layer, we might con-

clude that no pit had been dug here, especially as its outline was not
distinctly marked. The layer of surface soil under the piles of stone

indicates that these were placed there long after the pits were filled up.

The graves at d, one-fourth of a mile below those at e, were found to

be similar in covering, size, and character to the latter, except some
slight peculiarities in one of them, which is designated as grave No. 3.

In this the stones were not only piled over the surface, but extended
down some distance into the grave, as shown in Fig. 236. These must

Fig. 233.—Stone pipe from mound, Sulli^au county. Teuueasee.

have l)eeu pounded in, as they were so tightly packed that it was diffi-

cult to remove them. It was limited at the sides by natural ledges of

limestone, which sloped towards each other, as shown in the figure. The

usual layer of dark earth, charcoal, and ashes was at the bottom. In

this were found some sheets of mica, fourteen arrowheads, one stone

gorget, and one small copper rod ov awl about 4 inches long, some frag-

ments of a soapstone vessel, and a lumj) of red paint.

Nos. 4 and 5 were precisely sinular to No. 1 at e. Some arrowheads,

flint chips, and lumps of black ore were found in the coal bed of No. 4.

As there was nothing in either of these graves or pits indicating

-burial, it is difficult to imagine the object in view in digging them.

Other similar graves not opened are on the opposite side of the river,

marked /on the plat.

CARTER COUNTY.

There is an ancient cemetery on the north bank of Watauga river

just above the mouth of Buffalo creek. In 1886 a skeleton was found

partially exposed, the river having washed away a part of the bank.
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It lay at the depth of 3 feet, the head turned towards the southeast ; with
it were four arrowheads, several shell heads, and many small fragments
of pottery ; most of the latter about the head. Quite a number of skele-

tons were subsequently exposed by the high water and others in the
process of digging a road through the grounds.
The burial grouiul, on which many broken stone axes, arrow points,

aud other stone implements have been found, but which has been pretty

Fig. 234.—Plat shuwiiig aucient graves near Kiiigaport, TciiuesMei-.

thoroughly worked over, is about one mile and a half below old Fort
Watauga, mentioued by Haywood as the Watauga settlement. It is

now on the farm of Mr. John S. Thonuis and near the house where John
Sevier and Tipton had their fight over the " State of Franklin."
On Gap creek, about 4 miles ft'om the fort, are two caves in a rocky
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Fl(i. 235. -Scctiiin of grave No. 1. near Kingsi>uit,

Tennessi^e.

ridge which borders the creek on the east. One of these is compara-
tively small, and can be entered only by a narrow, perpendicular descent

of 10 feet. Here and there are places where the floor is covered with

loose earth mixed with charcoal and ashes. During a rather liasty

exaniinatiou the exjilorei' found in this debris a broken stone gorget, a

spearliead, and some shell beads, but no indications of burial.

COCKK OOXINTY.

But one mound in this county was examined. This is on N'incent

island, Pigeon river, and is about 200 feet long and varies from 4 to 6

feet in height; it was formerly

about 50 feet wide, but a long

strip off one side has been washed
away by the ri\er. The general

appearance is that of a refuse

heap.

Although the entire mound was
removed, no skeletons or signs of burial were discovered ; but near the

center iind close to bottom was a somewhat singular collection contain-

ing the following articles: Thirty-three celts, mostly polished; frag-

ments of pottery and of soap-

stone vessels; four arrowheads;
four stone gorgets; two discoidal

stones; one broken i;lay pipe;

two grooved stone axes; one
stone iiestle; four stone ham-
mers; two large pitted stones;

one unfinished stone tube; a steel-blade case knife of a peculiar pat-

tern, and one porcelain (?) bead.

The presence of the knife and bead in this collection is difiicult to

account for, unless we sujij^ose the whole to be a comparatively modern
deposit, which is probably the fact.

THE RAMSKY iMOUND.

On the north bank of French Broad river, immediately opposite the

Franklin Railroad station, on the land of Mr. A. Kamsey, are the remains

of a once large and imi)Osing tumulus known as the Eamsey mound.
It is mentioned by Haywood, who remarks in regard to it as follows:

There i.s a inounfl ou the Fiencli Broad river,! mile above the mouth of Nola-

chiicky, on the east .side of the French Broad, 30 feet high. There is an acre of

ground on the top.'

At present only a small part of it remains, tlie rest having 1)ceu

washed away by the river, which has gradually encroached upon it.

Mr. Eamsey, who has resided on the fiirm for fifty-five years, says the

mound once extended to what is tiow the center of the river, a distance

of 250 feet, and was 20 feet high, if not more. The exact dimensions

-Section ol' yia\ e No. 3, near KiDfisport,

Tennessee.

1 Nat. and Aborig. Hint. Tenn., 1823. p. 146.
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cau not now be ascertained, but it is afiirmed that the area of the level

top was at least an acre and that it was cultivated as a garden. If this

be correct it must have been a very large and important tumulus, prob-
ably 250 feet in length by 175 in width. What adds to the interest

attaching to this work is the fact that, running around it in the form of
a semicircle, and about 300 yards from it, is a series of large pits, twelve
in number and somewhat evenly spaced. The dimensions can not be
definitely ascertained, as they are now nearly filled up. They were
probably 100 feet or more in diameter, and, according to the statement
of citizens, fully L'O feet deep. Possibly they are the spots from which
the material for building the mound was obtained.

JEFFERSON COTINTY.

Some explorations were made in this county, but the examinations
were hasty and incomplete. The agent was, at the time of his visit,

simply on a prospecting tour, expecting to return to those works which
he thought worthy of special investigation.

Two mounds were discovered immediately below Taylors bend of the
French Broad river, 9 miles east of Dandridge. One of these, on the
north side of the river, stands on a level bottom about 300 feet from the
river bank. It is circular in outline, 120 feet .in diameter and 12 feet

high. Trenches were cut through it, but no evidence of burial or relics

of any kind were revealed. The other mound is about half a mile above
the preceding, south of the river, on the farm of Mr. John B. Stakely.
It stands on the level bottom about 200 feet from the river; is similar

in form to the other, but smaller, the diameter being 05 feet and height
;» little less than 5 teet. The ground on which it stands is subject to

overflow, and the mound itself has been entirely covered with water
more than once. A wide trench was carried through it and down to

the original soil, but neither skeletons nor relics were found; nor any
indications of burial. The whole body of it was composed of dark,

sandy soil like that of the ground around it. At the bottom, resting

on the natural surface, was a layer of sticky yellow clay, 3 to 4 inches

thick, which appeared to underlie the entire mound. The nearest
place where this pipe clay is found is a ridge about a mile distant.

There is an ancient burial ground about one-fourtli of a mile above,
but on the opposite side of the river from the last mentioned mound.
There is a mound on the south side of French Broad river opjjosite

Swans island, about 3 miles above Dandridge. It stands on the lower
bottom which borders the river, about 200 yards from the latter. There
are traces of an old "trail" leading from it across the ridges for a dis-

tance of 3 miles to some stone graves near a creek. The largest trees

along the trail are marked, but the marking extends up and down the
trees according to the old method of blazing routes instead of across
them, as is now usual. If these marks bear any relation to the trail and
graves, it is probable that all are the work of modei'n Cherokees.
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MOUSl) ON FAIN S ISLAND.

This mouud is situated ou the lower end of Fain's islaud, in French
Broad river, about 3 miles southwest of Dandridge. It stands on the

extreme lower end of the island, not more than 300 feet from the water's

edge. As a shaft had been sunk in the center by a previous explorer

a broad trench was cut on each side. In the first or southern one six-

teen skeletons were unearthed, but in the northern one nothing was
found. Near the east end of the first was a series of fire beds, one

below another. The uppermost, which lay near the surface of the

mound, was about 3 feet in diameter, and each succeeding one was a

little wider thau the one above it, so that the bottom one, 3 feet below

the first, measured 6 feet in diameter. All were circular and slightly

basin-shaped or dished, and consisted of burnt clay, with layers of

ashes between them. There were five in all. Below the last lay a

mass of pure ashes, packed very hard, which extended dowuward some
3 feet to the bottom of the mound. The earth immediately under this

bed of ashes was burned to a hard crust to the depth of 5 or 6 inches.

Fig. 237 is given to show the fire-beds {a) and the ash-bed [b) imme-
diately below them.

The skeletons were, in most cases, lying at full length, with heads in

various directions, though none toward the south. Only one or two

Fig. 237.—Section olmuunil ou Fain's island, Jefl'erson county, Tennessee.

were folded. They were at all depths, from 2^ to 5 feet; one lay near

the bottom, at the depth of 8 feet and close to the mass of ashes under

the fire beds.

With this skeleton were five celts and some shell ornaments; the

skull was also obtained. The mound appeared to be composed almost

entirely of dark, sandy soil, with here and there a small streak of lighter

colored earth running through it.

There is an ancient burial ground on the south side of the river,

opposite the mound, which has not been examined.

ROANE f'OUNTY.

The first works examined in this county are ou Long island, in the

Holston river, which is fi'om 3 to 5 miles long and varies in width from

one fourth to 1 mile. It lies nearly east and west, the course of the

river at this point being from a little south of east to a little north of

west. The western- portion, near the lower point is low bottom land

;
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the middle and upijer portions are consider.ably liifjlier, rising some 40
to 50 feet above low water. A plat of the island, showing the respec-

tive positions of the nineteen mounds on it, is given in Fig. 23S. These,
as will be seen by the figure, are arranged in three groups, the group
a containing five mounds, being near the extreme lower or western
point on the lowest land of the island; group 6, also containing five

mounds, near the middle ; and group c, containing nine mounds, near the
upper or eastern end, the two latter groups being on the higher land.

The mounds are lurmbered from 1 to 19, though all these numbers do
not appear in the figure.

Mound 1 of group a (the one next the northern branch) is by far the
largest, being about IGO feet from east to west, 90 feet north and south,

and IS feet high. It is known as the Brakebill mound, and was par-

tially explored by Rev. E. (). Dunning on behalf of the Peabody
Museum. As Mr. Johnson, the owner, has since built a corn house on
it, permission could not be obtained to make further explorations in it.

Jiottom^ Ltzrui^.

Flo. 2U8.—Plat of groups on Long islancj, Koanc county. Tennessee.

Mounds 2 and 4, being covered at the time with growing corn, were
not disturbed.

Mounds, measuring 93 feet from north to south, 105 feet east and west,

and 5 feet high, having been under cultivation for sixty years and
partially examined by a previous explorer, is considerably h)wer than it

originally was.

The body of the mound was composed of dark, sandy soil similar to

that of the surrounding surface of the island, with numerous small

patches of yellow clay scattered through it without any apparent order

or arrangement. In it were five skeletons near the original surface of

the ground, arranged as shown in Fig. 239. In the center, atw, was a
large, boat-shaped vessel of clay, 9 feet long, 4 feet wide in the middle,

but tapering to each end, and about 15 inches deep. This vessel, which
was probably only sun-dried, was watersoaked to such an extent that it

crumbled into minute fragments when an attempt was made to remove
it. It lay northwest and southeast and contained an adult skeleton
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lyinj; at full length with the head northwest. In the vessel, near the

heatl of the .skeleton, was the stone image represented iu Fig. 240.

This, wiiieh represents a squatting Hgure, is lih inches high and is

carved out of stone. At each of the points marked h, h, /(, /(, corre-

sponding with the cardinal points, was a sitting skeleton fiicing toward
the center. With the one at the north was a clay pii)e and two dis-

coidal stones; lying by the feet of the one at the east was a large

shell, and with the one at the south were two i)olished celts, one of

which was broken.

Mound 5, nearest the lower point of the island and within 50 feet of

the water's edge and of the ordinary conical form, measured (iO feet in

diameter and 5 feet high, the highest point being toward one side.

One foot from the top was a layer

!r" of burnt clay from 3 to 4 inches

thick, spreading horizontally

over the entire area of the

mound, reaching the surface all

around. It did not conform to

the curve of tlie mound, but
extended horizontally. At sev-

eral points on its surface, or

mixed with it, were small piles

or spots of charcoal and ashes.

The body of the mound, both

above and below this layer, con-

sisted of dark, sandy soil.

In the central portion, close

to the bottom, lay the remains

of four skeletons, but so far de-

composedthatit was impossible

to determine their positions.

Jlound 11, as will be seen by
leference to Fig. 238, is one of group r, situatt^d on the higher ground.
Diameter, 05 feet ; height, a little over 7 feet. This, as proved to be the
ease with all those on the high ground examined, was eomjwsed entirely

of very hard, compact, red clay.

About the center, at the depth of '2h feet, was a badly decayed skel-

eton which must have been doubled up or bundled. There was no dark
colored earth about the Itones, as is usually the case, the red clay being
jiacked about them as hard as in any other portion of the mound. Di-

rectly under this, but at the bottom of the mound, resting on the natu-

ral surface of the ground, were two other skeletons lying at full length,

side by side, with heads toward the west. The bones of these were in

a much better state of preservation than of the one nearer the top. With
them was some red i)aint and near their heads one spear point and two
small discoidal stones. The earth immediately surrounding these two

Fig 2:i!t.—l)iaKr;iiii uT inouiid No. :i, Liiua island,

Roane coniitv, Tt'iiiicssce.
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skeletouK was dark and loose, all the rest of the mound being eouiposed

of red flay, .so hard that we had to use the ]iick to loosen it.

Mound 12, measured 52 feet in diameter and o feet high, and like

the pre(^eding consisted chiefly of red clay closely packed and very

hard. In the center, at the depth of 3 feet, was a horizontal layer of

mussel sliells about 1 foot thick, covering a circular area G feet in

diameter. The shells composing this layer were packed in dark-colored

Fig. 240.—Image IVimi nidiinil No. :!. Loii^ iMliiiid, Koaue county, Ttuut-s.s

earth and must have been carefully placed by hand, as they were in

tiers, all witli the concave side downward.' Underneath the layer of

shells the earth was very dark and appeared to be mixed with vegeta-

ble mold to the depth of 1 foot. At the bottom of this, resting on the

original surface of the ground, was a very large skeleton, Ij'ing horizon-

tally at full length. Although very soft, the bones were sufficiently

• ThH same tiling, as I learn from Dr. Patrick, of Belleville. 111., was observed in a mound wbich
formerly stood on the site of East St. Louis. These, however, as appeared from the specimen shown
me, were sea shells, uuistly univalves.
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distinct to allow of a careful ineasuremeiit before atteuiijting to remove
them. The length from the base of the skull to the bones of the toes

was found to be 7 feet 3 inches. It is probable, therefore, that this in-

dividual when living was fully 7J feet high. At the head lay some
small pieces of mica and a green substance, probably the oxide of cop-

per, though no ornament or article of copper was discovered. This
was the only burial in the mound.
By reference to the plan of the group (Fig. 238), it will be observed

that Nos. 12, 13, 14, and 15 form the arc of the circle. They are regu-

larly spaced, the distance from the base of one to the base of the next
being about 100 feet. No. 11 is about 200 feet from No. 12.

No. 14, G5 feet in diameter and 7 feet high, was next explored by cut-

ting a trench 12 feet wide from side to side through the center down to

the original soil. This was composed of hard, red clay, with here and
there, from the dei)th of 1 to 3 feet, a small spot of very dark earth,

which contained decayed mussel shells. At a depth of 3i feet, near
the center, lay 2 skeletons very near each other, one with the head
toward the east, the other with the head toward the west, with dark
cdlored earth and some shells packed about them. Nothing further

was discovered until near the bottom, where a bed of shells was
reached. The shells in this bed were closely packed together in the man-
ner of those in monud No. 12. This bed or layer was circular in out-

line, about 12 feet in diameter and 1 foot thick, and contained a smaller

proportion of dirt than that in No. 12. The layer beneath this, resting on
the original soil, consisted of dark colored earth in which, lying immedi-
ately under the center of the shell bed, were 2 skeletons. But these

were so far decayed that their exact position c^ould not be determined.

Near their heads were two arrow points, two rude c-elts, and one dis-

coidal stone.

Mound 15, (54 feet in diameter and 7 feet high, presented in some
respects a remarkable contrast to those just described. For a depth of

5 feet it, like the others, consisted of hard, red clay; under this was a

dark layer which spread over the entire area of the mound and seemed
to be filled with skeletons ; in fact, the entire bottom was apparently a

mass of bones. All the earth above them being carefully removed, it

became a])parent that there was no regularity or order of burial, but

that the bones were heaped together in a confused mass, it being im-

possible to trace out the individual skeletons. Many of the bones were
broken and often three or four skulls piled together. They belonged to

l)ersons of all ages, from the young child to the aged.

The number of persons buried here was estimated at 53, as that was
the number of skulls found. All must have been deposited at one time

and hence after the iiesh had been removed. The remains were i)robably

gathered from other temporary depositories and brought here to be
buried in one common grave.
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Mound 10, 40 feet iu diameter aud 5 feet high, was simihir to No. lij,

except that iu this there were only twelve skeletons.

Mound 17, similar in size and construction to No. 16, contained at

the bottom 4 skeletons, much decayed ; no relics with them.
Mound IS, 3S feet iu diameter and 4 feet high, was composed through-

out of red clay ; not even a change in color was noticed until the bottom
was reached. Here, in tlie center, was a hearth of burnt clay aud
ashes about 5 feet in diameter and 5 or 6 inches thick. This layer or

bed of burnt clay was level on the top, and the ashes which lay on it

had some pieces of charcoal scattered through them.
As already stated, all the mounds of the higher ground of the island

explored were made of red clay packed very hard, and the skeletons

found in them were in an advanced stage of decay, with the exceptiou
of those in mound No. 15, where, although iu a confused heap, they
were much better preserved. It will be observed also that the skele-

tons found on the low bottom land were in better condition than those
found iu the led clay mounds of the uplands. It is surmised from this

fact that the higher land formed at first the whole island, the lower
point being a subse(iuent addition, and that the mounds on the former
portion are much older than those on the lower jjoint.

Some 2 or 3 acres of the lower point, which was washed bare during
the flood of April, 1886, is covered with fragments of pottery, broken
arrowheads, flint chips, broken celts, etc. At one point the soil was
all washed oft' down to the hard ground, exposing a floor of burnt
clay about 30 feet square and 1 foot thick. In this could be distinctly

seen the charred ends of i)osts which had been set iu the ground. An
examination of some of these proved them to be red cedar. They had
been set into the ground through the burnt clay to the depth of about
3 feet and some of them were still comparatively sound ; all were burnt
oft' at the top. Unfortunately the exjtlorer neglected to note at the time
their respective positions.

MOUND ON THK HAGLER I'ARM.

This stands on the lower bottom about 100 feet from the river bank
and 8 miles down the river from the preceding groups. It is imme-
diately opposite an island on one hand and a sjjur which runs down
from the hills on the other. A broad level bottom extends along the
river above the mound for half a mile and for 2 miles below it, but is

very narrow where the mound stands.

Although quite large, being 142 feet in diameter and 11 feet high, it

is of the round conical type and quite symmetrical. At the depth of 2
feet was a layer of burnt clay from 6 to 8 inches thick, extending over
the whole mound, not horizontally, as usual, but conforming to the curve
of the upper surface. It must, therefore, have formed the upper layer

of the mound when it had reached this stage of its construction.
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Immod lately below this skeletons began to appear and eontkiued to be

found until a depth of 5 feet was reached; below this depth there were no

more indications of burial. Wlien the bottom was readied it was seen

that a ditch had been dug in the original soil 1 foot deep and 2i feet wide,

running east and west and traceable for 12 or 13 feet. At two points,

as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 241, were lateral extensions run-

ning ott' at right angles on each side; these could be traced only for a dis-

tance of 4 or 5 feet. Fourteen skeletons were discovered, none of which
were at a greater depth than 5

feet, and all were below the layer

of burned clay, which did not ap-

pear to have been disturbed. All

of these skeletons were lying hori-

zontally on their backs, at full

length, and the head.s of all, ex-

cept that of No. 1, toward the

north, as indicated in the figure,

which shows the respective posi-

tions of the skeletons and the

ditch below. With skeleton No.

1 were two relics, a fine spear-

head and a soapstone pipe ; with

No. 5, a fine polished celt and.

two small discoidal stones; with

No. 12, a singular stone tube,

some small arrowheads, one dis-

coidal stone, and a beaver's tooth.

All the specimens were found about the heads of the skeletons.

On the farm of Mr. R. H. Evans, 6 miles below Long island tmd 2

miles above the Hagler farm, are seven mounds, and 4 miles further

down, on the lands of Mr. (1. B. Johnson, five.

Firi.241. -Diagram of the Hagler iiinmul, Iloane

coiiuty, Tennessee.

MOUNDS ANll ANCIENT CEMKTKIiV OX THK I.KE EAU.M.

The farm of Mr. M. (r. Lee, lying on the north side of Clinch river,

about 14 miles above Kingston, contains about 1,200 acres, mostly

beautiful level land, denominated here " first and second bottoms."

The west side of this extensive farm is bounded in part by White Oak
creek. A mile above the mouth of the creek the land is considerably

higher along the river bank than it is farther back. This ridge or high

ground rises somewhat as it nears the point where the creek enters

the I'iver. In times of high water the river breaks around the upper

end of the high ground and Hows back of it until it reaches the creek,

but in April, 1886, the water rose to an unprecedented height and swept

entirely over this higher ground, washing oft' the sandy soil in some
places to the depth of several feet, exposing a number of graves and

showing that here was an ancient cemetery.
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The locality was visited immediately after this occurreuce. The dark
soil had all been washed away, leaving the hard yellow sand exposed.

On the highest point of the rise could be seen a large niiniber of skele-

tons, some still resting in their graves, bnt more washed ont and scat-

tered over the surface, or the bones drifted here and there in heaps.

Several days were spent in examining this interesting spot and exca-

vating the graves from which the skeletons had not been removed or

washed out. All that could be determined was that they had been
buried horizontally in comparatively shallow graves dug in the original

soil for their reception. There was no regularity as to direction, some
heads being east, some west, some north, and others south. The area

covered was about 2 acres. Scattered over this were small broken
stones, arrowheads, flint chips, fragments of potteiy, etc.

Mound Xo. 1, about 55 feet in diameter and 3i feet high, stood on a
slight elevation about one-fourth of a mile from the river, but some-

what nearer the creek. It had been plowed over for many years, bring-

ing to the surface human bones, some of which were lying on the top
when examined.
The entire mound was removed, revealing some large flat stones

near the surface. The earth about these was dark and loose, while the

remainder consisted of hard red clay. Nothing further of interest was
observed. It is apparent, therefore, that the skeletons which were
plowed up must have been near the top of the mound, which could not
have been more than 6 or 7 feet high.

Between mound No. 1 and mound No. 2, there is quite a depression,

so much so that water fiequently stands here. As this mound (No. 2)

had never been plowed or disturbed, it retained its full proportions,

being CO feet in diameter, 10 feet high, and conical in form. At the

depth of 2J feet was a layer of rather large, flat limestone rocks, extend-
ing horizontally in all directions to the margin of the mound. Imme-
diately beneath these stones lay twenty-five skeletons so close to them
that several of the skulls and other bones were crushed by them. Some
of the stones were quite large, but all of them about 4 or 5 inches thick

and some with the edges nicely squared, probablj' by the natural fracture,

as there were no traces of tool marks on them. The entire m(mnd con-

sisted of red clay, but that portion above the stone platform was loose

and easily worked. About a foot above the bottom another bed of
similar stones was reached, but this covered an area only 7 feet in

diameter. Immediately under it, lying upon the original surface of the

ground, were five skeletons, slightly covered with earth, over which the
stones were laid. It is possible that after the first burial a small mound
may have been thrown up and that a considerable interval elapsed
before the second burial. That all the skeletons in a layer were depos-
ited at one time can not be doubted. The clay between the upper and
lower layers was so hard that it required the use of picks to break it

up. The skeletons in the lower layer were much decayed and crushed
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by the weiglit of the stones resting on them. No order as to position

appeared to have been observed in either hiyer. Xo relics save a few

arrow points and discoidal stones were discovered.

Mound 3, 70 feet in diameter, 1.5 feet high, and conical in form, was
also explored. At the depth of 3 feet were eight skeletons so far de-

cayed that it was impossible to determine their exact positions, except

that they lay at about the same level. Near the bottom, though a lit-

tle above the natural surface of the ground, were three other skeletons

lying about 5 or 6 feet from each other. These were in a much better

state of preservation than the eight near the top. There were no

stones over the skeletons as in mound 2,nor were any relics found with

them nor in tlie mound.
Immediately below the mouth of White Oak creek is Jones island,

on which it is said a mound formerly stood which has been washed

away by the floods. The locality was visited, and though no traces of

the mound could be seen, large quantities of broken pottery, flint chips,

and other evidences of former occupancy were observed.

One mile below this place, on the south side, are two large mounds
situated on the point of a ridge which runs close to the river. They

are covered with heavy timber.

BLOUNT, MONROE, AND LOtTDON COUNTIES.

The valley of the Little Tennessee from where it leaves the Smoky
mountains, which form the boundary between North Carolina and Ten-

nessee, to where it joins the Tennessee river in Loudon county, is

undoubtedly the most interesting archeological section in the entire

Appalachian district.

The numerous groups of mounds and other ancient works which are

found along the valleys of the principal stream and its tributaries,

appear to be intimately related to one another and are so evidently the

work of one people that it is deemed unwise to arrange them by coun-

ties; moreover, this would confuse the reader, hence it is thought best

to vary the usual rule in this instance and describe the groups in the

order in which they follow one another, commencing with the one

situated nearest the point where the river leaves the mountains,

thence moving down the stream to its junction with the Holston. In

order that the reader may understand the relation of these groups, a

map of the area embraced is given in PI. xxv, on which they are

located. As this map is copied from one made by the geographical

division of the IT. S. Geological Survey from recent surveys, and the

groups located by a special survey made under the Bureau of Ethnology

for this purpose, it may be relied ui)on as being more than usually

correct.

The river, after winding its way through the mountain gorges, enters

a beautiful valley about half a mile wide and perfectly level to the

foot of the Chilhowee mountains, to which it runs parallel for several
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miles. The first bottom as we descend is known as the Hardin farm.

On this is a tumuhis now named the Hardin mound. This is located

north of the river about 5 miles above the mouth of Abrahams creek,

and nearly opposite the mouth of Tallassee creek. (No. 1, PI. xxv.)

It is of the usual conical form, measuring 120 feet in diiimeter and
7 feet high. In this was a single adult skeleton near the center at

the depth of 2 feet, lying on its back, head east, and arms spread
out as indicated at a in Fig. 242. Lying at the right hand were a
stone pipe and a polished celt; at the left hand, a stone pipe and
nine arrowheads; at the feet, a large pot broken in pieces. On the
skeleton, chiefly around the neck, legs, and arms, were 1,039 beads,

mostly shell; 384 of

them were of large

size; a few were
fresh-water pearls.
The bones crumbled
to pieces as soon as

an attempt wasmade
to remove them. No
other skeletons or in-

dications of burial

were found; but at

b, b, b, b, resting on

the natural surface

of the ground, were
four little piles of

burnt clay, one at

each of the points

indicated, forming a
square. These were
rounded at the base,

running to a sharp
point at the top ; di-

ameter at the base, 2 feet, and height 2 feet. Some coals and ashes
were about each, sTiowing that the burning had been done after they
were placed in position. There is scarcely a doubt that these remains
mark the site of the old Cherokee town Tallassee. In order that the
reader may understand the reason on which this assumption is based,

a facsimile of Heniy Timberlake's map made in 1762 is inserted here.

(PI. XXVI.) By referring to this as we proceed in our description of the
groups along the Little Tennessee river, the reader will sec the close

correspondence in locality of the Cherokee towns with these groups.

THE m'mURRAY mounds.

These mounds, four in number, are some 5 or 6 miles lower down than
the preceding, the first, as we descend, being on the south side of the

Fill. 242.^Diagram of the Hardin mound, Blount rduuty, Tennessee.
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river, on the farm of Mr. Boyd McMurray, the others on the north side,

on the farm of Mr. Samuel McMurray. (No. 2, PI. xxv.) A plat of the

area, showing the relative positions of these mounds is given in Fig. 243.

The direction from the point a directly opposite the mouth of Abrahams
creek, to mound No. 1, on the Boyd McMurray farm, is S. 86° W. and

distance 1,450 feet ; from mound No. 1, to the point b, on the north bank
of the river, N. 53° W., 1,270 feet; from b to center of mound No. 2 on

the Samuel McMurray farm, N. 76° W., 745 feet; from No. 2 to No. 3,

N. 79° W., 520 feet; from No. 3 to No. 4, N. 79° W., 335 feet, the meas-

urements always being from center to center. Mound No. 1 is 288 feet

from the river bank; No. 2 is 173 feet; No. 3 is 258 feet; and No. 4 is

108 feet.

Mound 1, circular in form, 4 feet high, and with an average diameter

of about 100 feet, was examined by cutting a broad trench through the

center from side to side and down to the original soil. No intlications

of burial were observed nor was anything of interest found, except a

large fire-bed. This was on the original surface of the ground exactly

Fio. 243.—Plat of the McMurray luouDils, Bluunl county, Tennessee.

at the center of the mound. It consisted of a layer of burnt clay

between 7 and 8 feet in diameter and from 4 to 6 inches thick, and was
covered with ashes; encircling the margin was a row of water-worn
stones. Over this bed was a layer of clay 1 foot in thickness; the

remainder of the mound was composed of dark loam like the surround-

ing soil.

Mound No. 2, which is circular, measured 110 feet in diameter and afew

inches less than 5 feet in height. In excavating this.a trench was first

run in from the south side; before reaching the center a stone grave

or cist was found of the usual box shape. This contained an adult

skeleton, much decomposed. A trench was then carried in on the north

side, and at abotit the same distance from the edge was another

cist of the same character; also containing a single skeleton. At the

center, lay four uniuclosed skeletons in an extended position on the

original surface; two with their feet toward the south, the other two,

whose heads were nearly touching the heads of this pair, having their
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feet toward the iioitli. The reiuainder of the mouud, which was com-
posed throughout of yellow sand, except a little black earth about
each skeleton, being cleared away, five other uninclosed skeletons were
unearthed, which were found in the positions showTi in Fig. 244. A
few arrowheads, two polished celts, and some flint chips were found at
different points in the mound, but none were with any of the skeletons.

It was learned from Mr.
McMurray that mound
No. 4 was partially ex-

plored several years ago,

and that several stone

graves, such as tnose in

No. 2, were found in it.

This was probably by
Eev. E. O. Dunning, on
behalf of the Peabody
Museum. Similar graves
occur in considerable

numbers in the field

about the mounds, espe-

cially in the vicinity of

No. 3 ; the side stones in

many cases being visi-

ble above the surface.

These are indicated by
the dotted line about 3

on the plat (Fig. 243). Several were explored but nothing found in

them, except decaying skeletons.

Mound No. 3 stood on the lirst bottom, in a beautiful level meadow,
about 250 feet from the river. Its form was an ellipse, measuring 150
by 122 feet, the longer axis being east and west; height 12 feet, but
considerably reduced by the plow. A thorough excavation showed its

composition, mode of consti'uction, and contents to be as follows: The

Fig. 244—Diagram of McMurray niouud. No. 2.

Fig. 245.—Section of McMurray moimd. No. :i.

top pin-tion, to the depth of 5 feet (except a circular space in the center),

consisted of dark, sandy soil, mixed with pieces of broken pottery, flint

chippings, and charcoal. This layer, which was beneath the slight

outer covering of recent vegetable mold, did not extend down the
curve of the mound toward the base, but was horizontal on the under
side, as shown at b, Fig. 245, which represents a section of the mound.

12 ETH 24
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Iiuuiediiitely below this was a horizontal layer of charcoal (c <), 4 to G

inches thick, extending horizontally over nearly the entire area of the

mound at this height, excejit where interrupted at the center by the

conical mass {a a). The coals composing this layer were of cane and
small boughs and very closely packed. The earth next under it was
very hard for a depth of several inches. From this layer {d d) down to

the natural surface of the ground the mound was composed of dark earth

similar to that in the upper layer (/> h), and in this part w^ere found all

the skeletons hereafter mentioned, with tlie exception of No. 34. Ex-

tending down through the center from the top was a conical mass (a a)

Viu. 246.—Diagram of McMurray mound, No

8 feet in diameter at the top and 4 at the bottom, composed of alternate

layers of burnt clay and ashes. The clay layers were quite hard and
slightly dished, and some of them a foot thick. The layers of ashes

each measured 4 or 5 inches. As these beds were undoubtedly burnt
in places it is plain they were made as the mound w-as built up. Occa-

sional small fire-beds at various depths in the entire layer {d d) bear out
this opinion.

In Fig. 246, which is a horizontal section or i)liiii of the mound, are

shown the skeletons in tlieir respective positions. All these, except
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No. 34;—the skeleton oi' m cliild—were below the cliarcoal bed (c c) (Fi<^.

245) and 7 or.8 feet below tlie top of the mouiul. The area occupied by
them waseoiiiparatively small, jirobably not more than one- fifth of that

covered by the nioiunl. They were more crowded, and more nearly on

the same level than is nsiial in amound of this size. In .some cases

they lay touehint;' one another; foi- e.xanijjle, Nos. IS to 22 were so

close together that Nos. 1!), 20, and 21 liad tobeomitted from the figure.

They were lying face up at full length, with arms in natural position

by the sides, except three (Nos. 1.3, 15, and 16), who.se arms were turned
back so as to bring the hands to the head.. By referring to the figure

it will be seen that nearly every one has the head to the east; five be-

ing toward tlie south and two or three toward the nortli. There were
in all thirty-six, only eiglit of which were accompanied by any relics

worth mentioning. Every pot that was ftmnd stood near the head of a
skeleton; the beads and ornamented shells were about the neck or rest-

ing on the breast; the jiipe, stone knife, and drilled celt were all at the

head of 'No. 22; the celts and discoidal stones were generally found
about the bones of the hands.

By reference to the diagram it"will be .seen ^hat No. 32 lay near the

central shaft, and fully as (lee]i in tlie mound as any othei- skeleton;

with this ^^'as an iron chisel, lying on the breast; the beads about the

neck of the skeleton were so jdaced in relation to the chisel (which
was perfoiated at one end) as to lead to the belief that all oCtliem had
been suspended on one coid.

The following is a list of the articles obtained from this mound:
With skeletdii No. 9, mm jvot and two ornaiiiciitcd shells.

With skeleton Xo. Ki, one pot, one ornanientcd shell, one disi-oidal stone, and l>ea<ls.

With skeleton No. 18, two ]iots.

With .skeleton No. 22, one pipe, one Hint Unite, one drilled celt.

With skeleton No. 2(i, one pil)e (steatite), one celt, two discoidal stones.

With skeleton No. 27, one pipe (oruaniento(J), two celts, one chipped ilinl imple-

ment.
With skeleton No. .32, one ])crt'orated iron ihisel, one discoidiil stone, and beads.

A cemetery, consisting chietly of stone graves, lies immediately
about this mound. Twelve of these were opened ami found to be formed
of slabs of .slate stone, arranged iti the usual box-like shajie; each con-

taining a single skeleton. The remains at this point probably mark
the locality of the old Cheroket^ town Chilhowey, not shown on PI. xxv.
Proceeding down the river to the mouth of Mulberry creek we find

here on the south side of the river imlications of a village site. These
consist of fragments of i)otterv, broken stone imi)lements, tire-beds, etc.

But there is no mound here. This is the ^•illage site No. .'!, on the plat

shown in PI. xxv, and corresponds with "Ilalfway-Town" of Timber-
lake's map. (PI. XXVI.)

THK I.ATI.MOUK (iliOUP.

Moving on down the river, tlie next group reached is on the farm of

Mr. Latimore, on the south bank, immediately above the nioutli of
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Citico creek. This is the upper and outlying portion of the group num
bered 4 in PI. xxv. A plat of the entire group is given in Fig. 247,

which includes the McSpaddin mounds just below the creek. To show
the relation of the two groups and their immediate surroundings it may
be stated that this group consists of three mounds standing on the level

top of a spur which is about l.W feet higher than the bottom lands.

Fig. 247.—riat of Latimorc iiud McSpaddin muunds (Citico group), Monroe county, Tennessee.

The courses and distances between different points are as follows

(Fig. 247)

:

From a? the junction of Citico creek with the river, to h, at the foot of the spur,

S. 10° E., 1,476 feet.

From 6 to mound No. 1, S. 38° W., 310 feet.

From mound No. 1 to mound No. 2, S. 45° \V., 143 feet.

From mound No. 2 to mound No. 3, N. 10° W., 108 feet.

From 6 directly to the river bank, 310 feet.

Measurements between the mound.'! are in .ill oases from center to center.

Fig. 248.—Vertical section, mound >.'o. 1, Latimore group.

Mound No. 1 was slightly oval in form, 70 feet in diameter and a

little over 8 feet high. A thorough exploration was made, bringing to

light a confused heap of human bones near the center, at a depth of

from 2 to 3 feet. In this heap, Avhich was as compact as it could well

be of such material, were eleven skulls, indicating that at least 11

skeletons (for the flesh must have been off when deposited) had been
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buried liere. All the bones were so much decayed that ouly one skull

could be saved. Five feet farther down, near the original surface and
immediately under this pile of bones, was a, horizontal layer, or rather

floor, of rough river stones, but no traces of coal or ashes. It was
circular, with a diameter of 20 feet. (See vertical section in Fig. 248.)

Mound No. 3 was 90 feet in diameter and 8 feet high. It as well as

No. 1 were composed of red clay. Two skeletons were found near the

center, at a depth of less than 2 feet. Nothing else of interest was
observed.

THE srsPADDlN MOUNDS.

This section of the group, but a short distance from the preceding,

and on the same side of the river, is on the farm of Mr. T. T. McSpad-
din, just below the mouth of Citico creek. It consists of five mounds,
located as shown in Fig. 24:7, bearings and distances as follows

:

From c, at thejunotiou of the creek with the river, to d, on the west bank of the

river, N. 22 ' W., 444 feet.

From (I to Mound No. 4, S. 63° W., 538 feet.

From Mound No. 4 to Mound No. 5, N. 68° W., 1,896 feet; the point on this line

where it crosses the rise to t!ie secon<l l)ottom is 550 feet from No. 5.

From Mound No. 5 to the point in the gap marked e, S. 24° W., 793 feet.

From e to Mound No. 6, S. 66° W., 724 feet.

From Mound No. 6 to Mound No. 7, N. 65° W., 215 feet.

From Mound No. 7 to Mound No. 8, S. 39° W., 1,270 feet.

The dotted line shows the old channel of the creek, now dry; its

nearest point to Mound No. i, is 208 feet; fiom the same mound to the

nearest point on Citico creek as it now runs, is 480 feet. The second

bottom is 10 feet higher than the first. The spur and hill, which seem
to have been cut off from its point in past geological time, are of con-

siderable height. Behind these is an area of level land on which
Mounds No. 6, 7, and 8 are situated; No. 8 is at a considerable dis-

tance from the others, and beyond a ravine. The distance from No. 4

to No. 8, by way of the gap is about three-fourths of a mile.

Mound No. 4, known locally as " Citico mound," is the largest, not

only of this group, but of the entire section. In shape it resembles

the half of an egg divided lengthwise, being broadest and highest

nearer one end, sloping thence by regular, somewhat curved lines. The
length is 220 feet; greatest breadth, 184 feet; greatest height, 14 feet.

It may ijossibly have been flat on top originally, but no satisfactory

evidence of this can be had ; in fact, its present form seems to be that

which it has had from the beginning, so far as can be judged from an
examination of its structure. As is shown in the plat, it is located

on the first bottom of the Little Tennessee, and, though often sur-

rounded by water in times of flood, was never known to be covered.

For a space of 6 or 7 acres around it the soil is strewn with fragments

of pottery, flint chips, broken stones, animal bones, charcoal, and other

refuse. Great numbers of shell beads have been picked up here, and
human skeletons have occasionally been plowed up or washed out by
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Irifi'li Wiiti'r. There is a good view of tiu^ valley for 2 or 3 miles down
the river from the toj) of the iiioiuid. On the second bottom, (iOO yards
northwest of this, is Mound No. 5, somewhat eireular in form, 20 feet

in dianiet(M-, and 2A feet liiyli. Immediafely bade of this is a iuji'h

ridye terminating- in a elilf almost perpendicular on the side facinji: the
creek.

The other mounds, Nos. 0, 7, and S, are on a liij;h level back of the
rid^e. There is a dvx',\> gap, about (!() yards wide, through this ridge

directly between Nos. 5 and (!, thus affording an easy i)assageway from
one grouj) to the other.

The lirst of this group explored was No. (J, which is ciicular in form,

about 80 feet iu diameter and 8 feet high, and composed entirely of red
clay. The i)low had thrown out 1 skeleton ami jienetrated to 2 others,

which were found near the surface, but so liadly dciayed that no part
of them could be preserved.

No. 5 was also composed of red clay, but no sign of burial was
observ«'d, nor were coals, ashes, oi' anything els*^ of interest I'ound in it.

The large mfiund. No. 4, was thoroughly overhauled to the base. At
the highest ]»oiut, inches below the surlace, was a bed of burned clay,

circular in form, about (i feet iu dianuster and 1 foot thick, and burned
so hard as to be very difficult to break uj). First, three trenches were

-^
I''i(j. 2-19.—ViTtical 8erti(m of i\w Citico iiiuiuul (Mi-SpinUliii, No, 4).

run iu from the margin of the mound from the north, south, aiul west

sides iutersecting at this clay bed. In cutting these, quite a number
of skeletons were unearthed, some within 2 feet of the surface, others at

a depth of !> feet, at which dci)tli a bed of yellow sand, slightly ndxed
with clay and tirinly i)acke(l, was reached; this lay on the original sur-

face of the ground, and extended over the whole area covered by the

mound. No skeletons were found in this lower layer or under it. By
cutting the trenches in the way described tlie day bed was lelt un-

broken until its extent and relation to what lay around it had been

ascertained. It was then found that, instead of tlier(^ being a single

clay bed, this was the top one of a series of live. The one in ([uestion

was level; the others were saucer shaped, as slu)wu at a ti, Fig. 249,

each extending upward and outward to the sloi)e of the 7uound, each

su(;ceeding one larger than the one above it, the lowest nu'asuring 12

feet in diameter. Alternating with them were layers of ashes; each

resting on its corresponding layer of clay. About 3.i feet below these

was another layer of red clay {h h) burned very lianl, circular in out-

line, saucer- shaped, and .'5 inches thick. This did not run out to the
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margin, tliougli its (liaiiuitcr was about 20 fV'ct. Skeletons were foiuid

both above, and below it, and some rest directly upon it.

Tlie remainder oftlu' mound was tlien removed, the result beinj;tliat

91 skeletons were unearthed I'rom the respective positions shown in

Fig. 250, wbicdi is a plat of the mouud showing the plan of burials.

As will be seen from this figure, nearly all of the skeletons wen^
stretched out at full length without icgard to dire<'tion. None of

these were inclosed, but the earth on wliicdi each restcul was very
hard to the depth of 1 or 2 inches, and those lying on the clay bed, Z*/^,

had moic or less coal anil ashes about them. Traces of rotten wood
were found immediately over some of tlu^m, and with one (No. 52) was

Klii. aSO._l>l:in nf IniriMl.s in tlir Citii-ii iniiniid ( Mi S|.iic]iliii, Kn, 11.

a piece of solid pine a foot or more in length. This was at a depth of

5J feet. Most of the articles found were lying close by the skeletons.

The bones wcu'c so much decayed that but few whole skulls could be
obtained.

The following list shows the depth and position of most of the skele

tons and the articles found with them :

No. 1, ili'])tli 41 feet, face down \v:ir<l; 2 broken i)ots.

No. .5, depth 7 i feet, fare up; 1 brolten pot.

No. 6, depth .5 feet, face down; 1 broken pot.

No. 9, depth 8i feet, faceup; 1 broken pot.
No. 10, deptli 31 fei^t, face up; 2 bi'ol<en pot».

No. 13, deptli 7 fi'ct, face up; 1 broken pot.
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No. 1(1,

No.
No.

No.
No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Mrrowlieads, and soiiic Hint

iit.:in(l 1 iM)lisli( il fclt.

No. 31,

No.
No.

No.

No.

(li'jitli 7A feet, face ii)!, with hands rusting on the breast and elliows thrust

ontwiird. By this skeleton lay 1 i)olished diseoidal stone, 1 stone i)i)>e, 1

lirokeu pot, 1 rongh diseoidal stone, and 1 engraved shell mask. The sknll

was ])reserved.

dejtth 3J feet, face U]) ; 1 broken pot.

in a sitting posture; by it 2 polished eelts. ')

nodules.

depth 4 feet, face >ip, arms extended. 1 unbroken
|

depth 3i feet, faceup; 1 jxdished celt.

legs dovibled up, but lying on its back.

hands folded on the breast.

siiuatting posture, with feet doubled under the body.

depth 7i feet, face uj); 1 jiot and 2 polished celts.

dei)th 3i feet, face up; 1 broken pot and 1 ])olished celt.

depth 5A feet, face )i]); by it 1 polished celt and t engraved Nhcll. Tin' sknll

was saved.

depth fi feet, sitting posture; by it 2 broken pots, 1 nicily polished slono

chisel, 1 diseoidal stone, and 1 stone gorget.

depth a feet, face up; 2 polished celts; skull preserved.

depth 4 feet, face up; 1 ]iolished cidt.

1 engraved shell.

depth X feet, face up; 4 polished eelts.

Flo. 251.—Mocc.isin-shaiied pot, Citirc

iiMninil.

Flo, '2.')2.—Coiipir rattli' or hawk's
l.,ll, Citiro 1,101111(1.

No. 4G, depth 4| feet, face up; 1 diseoidal stonc^ and 1 Inokcn pot

No. 51, depth 4 J feet, face up; 1 broken pot.

No. 55, depth 3+ feet, face up ; 1 pidished celt.

No. 57, depth (U feet, face up. ISy this were 1 bowl, 1 sliell mask, L' slicll jiius. L' bone

awls or pimehes, and a number of shell lieads.

No. 58, depth 5i fei-t, face up; 3 bone implements.

No. .59, depth li feet, face up. With this were 2 shell gorgets. 1 broken engraved
shell, 1 shell ornament, 1 shell pin, 1 bear's tooth, and 1 diseoidal stone.

No. 02, dejith 5 feet, face uji. With it a lump of red paint, a lot of shell beads, 1

shell pins, 1 bear's tooth, 1 diseoidal stone, and 1 ornamented pot.

No. 63, dejith 7 feet, face up. By it 1 broken vessel with imago head.

No. (i(), depth 3J feet, face up. This was the skeleton of a child, and with it were
found 1 moccasin-shaped pot (shown in Fig. 251), 4 copper sleigh-bells ir

rattles, 1 of which is shown in Fig. 2.52, and a lot of shell beads. This was
buried toward the side of the mound.

No. 68, depth 8+ feet, face up. By this lay 3 shell pins and 1 ornamented ])ot.

No. 71, depth Gi feet, face up. With it were 4 shell pins, a lot of shell beads, a

lumj) of red paint, and 1 ornamented bowl.

No. 79, depth 5 feet, face up. Skeleton of a <-liild. With it 1 .shell mask or gorget,

1 engraved shell, a lot of shell beads. 2 sliell pins, and a liiiiiii, a|i|iaicnfly

of lime mortar.
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No. 81, (ipjith S feet, face up. AVitb it 2 perfect ornainonted pots, 2 .shell jiin.s, :i lot

of shell beads, and a lump of red i>aiut.

No. 89, depth 4i foet, face up. Skeleton of a child. With it 1 pot, 1 engraved sliell

gorget, 13 shell pins, 1 plain shell gorget, and 846 shell heads.

No. 90, depth 2i feet, face up. With it the hone needle .shown in Fig. 253.

Fig. 2.'i3.—Bono iicimUi', Citico mnuinl.

Mound No. 8- -Tliis was almost perfectly circular, 55 feet in diame-
ter, and between 8 and 9 feet high. It was comi)osed entirely of red
clay, and contained nothing' bnt two skeletons, which lay at full length,

side by side, on the original soil at the center of the mound.
The two clusters just described -'the Latimc^re and McSpaddiu

mounds—form the group marked 4 on PI. xxv, and correspond in loca-

tion with the Cherokee town Settacoo of Tiuiberlake's map (PI. xxvi).

THE li.VCoN' AN1> M'GEE MOIND.S.

About 4 miles below the group last described, and a short di.staiice

from tlie little town
of Mountainville, are

two mounds; one on
the north side of the

river, on the land of

J. L. Bacon, the other

on the south side,

nearly • opposite, on
the land of Mrs. Ann
McGee. These be-

long to the group
marked 5 on PI. xxv.
A i>lat of the area on
which they are sit-

uated is given in Fig.

254. As will be seen
from this, the narrow
valley is bounded on
both sides, at this

point, by liigh ridges.

The courses and dis-

tances between tbe points indicated on the plat are as follows:

From a. on the north bank of the river, where the bluff comes to the stream, to h,

also on the north bank. S. 40° W. 840 feet.

From h to mound No. 1, N. 15° W. 428 feet.

From 6 to c, a point on the north bank of the river, S. 82° W. 700 feet.

From to d, a point on the south bank, due south about 3.^0 feet.

From (J to mound No. 2 on the McGee farm, S. 12° W. 685 feet.

^iiilpr
Fig. 254.—Plat of the Bacon and MeGee mounds, Blount and Monroe

countifs, Tennessee.
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Mound No. 3 {on McGeefurm).—This inoiiud, which is an elliijse 70

by o5 feet in its two diameters and abuut 5 feet high, was composed
thi'onghont of red clay, which must have been brought not less than
half a mile, this being the distance to the nearest point at which it

could have been obtained. Th(^ soil of the surrounding area is a rich

dark loam, the subsoil sandy.

The whole mound was removed, with the result indicated in Fig.

255. Thii'teeu whole skeletons were discovered in the positions shown,
generally with their Leads westward, all lying on their backs, and all.

except No. 1, with their arms by their sides; ^To. 1 had them extended
right and left.

At ( lay twelve skulls on the same level, 3 feet below the surface

of the mound, touching each other, with no other bones in connection

Fio. -Plan of 1mri;ils in Mcdec nxmiiil. No. 2.

with or immediately about them. At i, a little west of the center,

and resting on the original surface, was a rough wall, about 2 feet

high, built of slate stones; circular in form, inclosing a space about 9

feet in diameter. The dirt inside being cleared awaj^, twelve skulls

and a large number of long and other bones were discovered. Eleven
of the skulls were lying close together on one side, as shown in the

figure, the other lying alone on the opposite side, but each entirely

disconnected from the other parts of the skeleton to which it belonged.

The other bones were much broken and mingled together in a promis-

cuous mass. West of the wall and near the west end of the mound
were five more skulls lying together, and amid other bones, marked «
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in the figure. Tlie bottom of tlie iiu-losuic, 'wliich corresponded witli

the original .surface of tlie ground, was covereil for au inch or two with
coals and ashes, on which the skulls and other bones rested. But
neither coal nor ashes were found outside of the wall. All the skeletons

and other remains outside of the wall lay a foot or more above the

original surface of the ground.

The following articles were obtained from tliis mound : With skeleton

No. 4, 1 ornamented pot; with No. 1, 1 polished stone ornament, 1

stone pipe, 7 arrowheads, a small lot of copper beads, 1 shell gorget,

2 perforated shells, and the fragment of a bone implement. The skulls

of Nos. 1 and 7 were saved.

As there are evidences about the McGee mound, on the south side of

the river, of a somewhat extensive ancient village, and the locality cor-

responds exactly with the site of Ghote, the "metropolis" and sacred

Fni. 256 Plat of the TiicoTuounds, Monroe county, Tennessee.

town of the Overhill Cherokees, there can be scarcely a doubt that the

remains found here pertain to that town. Mound No. 1, on the north

side of the river, is near the point where Timberlake locates an old fort

built by Virginians. It was not examined.
The mound and village site marked No. (5 on PI. xxv, immediately

below the preceding, are at the point where Timberlake locates the lit-

tle town Tennessee, which gives a name to a great river and an impor-

tant state of the Union.

THK TOCI) MOINDS.

Continuing our course down the Little Tennessee, we come next to

the Toco mounds, partly on the lands of Mr. J. L. Johnson and Mr. Cal-

laway, south of the river and just above the mouth of Toco creek and
partly below the mouth of the creek. These mounds are arranged in

two groups, one consisting of five mounds, situated above Toco creek,
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and tlie other cousisting of three mounds, situated some distance below
it, as shown in Fig. 25(i, which indicates the respective positions of the

works. The upper one of these groups is the same as No. 7 on PI. xxv,
and corresponds with Toqua on Timberlake's map (PI. xxvi). The
lower group is Ko. S of PI. xxv and corresponds with Tommotley of

Timberlake's map (PI. xxvi).

From a, a, polut ou the south hank of the river opposite the I'xtreuie upper point

of C'alhiway island, to b, a point on the soutli banlc directly north of mound No. 1,

isN.60^ W.", 1,470 feet.

From 6 to mouudNo. 1, known as the " Big Toco mound," S., .310 feet.

From mound No. 1 to Mound No. 2, known as the " Callaway mound," S. 40" E.,

320 feet.

From mound No. 1 to the three small mounds, Nos. 3, 4, and 5, which are now
nearly obliterated, S. 76° W., about 800 feet.

From the Callaway mound to the foot of the ridge, S., 600 feet.

From the point h to the mouth of Toco creek, about 600 yards.

The north side of the river is bordered by high bluffs tliroughout the

area shown by the diagram. No. G is a small mound on the top of a

blufi" opposite the mouth of Toco creek.

From the mouth of Toco creek to the mouth of Swamp creek, along the bank of

the river, 1,050 feet.

From c, at the mouth of Swamp creek, to mound No. 9, S. 48*^ W., 850 feet.

From mouud No. 9 to nuiund No. 8, N. 65^ W., 620 feet.

From mound No. 8 to mound No. 7, S. 30" W., 327 feet.

PlG(. 3)7.— Vertical section of the Big Toco monnd, Monroe county. Tennessee.

At mouud No. 9 the swamp is about 250 feet wide and so wet that

the mound is often surrounded by water.

Mound No. 1, wliich is known locally as the " Big Toco mound," is

an oval, 154 by 138 feet, the longer axis being east and west. Height

at west end, 24 feet; at east end, 18 feet; top flat, but sloped toward

the east, the descent at this end being much more gradual than at the

other. The length of the flattened top was 94 feet; greatest breadth,

78 feet. The north, west, and soutli slopes are very steep.

The elevation as seen from the south is shown in Fig. 257.

This mound was l)uilt chiefly of the dark sandy soil around it, which

continued uniform to the depth of 9 feet. Here a layer of hard yellow

earth was encountered, which continued to the original surface of the

ground. Running through this upper layer of dark sandy soil were

numerous streaks or thin layers of yellow sand and also of burnt clay,

the latter accompanied by coals and ashes. These layers were found

from within 2 feet of the top down to the depth of 9 feet. It was
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uoticeable tliat many of the skeletons, all of wliifli were discovered in

this uiii)er layer, though immediately surrounded by loose earth, had
directly over them a layer of thin burnt clay, usually broken up.

A little northwest of the center of the mound, at the dei^th of 2 feet,

commenced a series of hearths or fire-beds of burnt clay, with layers

of ashes between them, jilaced one below another, much like those
found in the lai-ge Citico mound heretofore described. These alternate

Fig. 258.—Plan of burials in the Big Toco iiioimd, Monroe county, Tennessee.

beds continued down to the depth of 6 feet, increasing in diameter.

There were no skeletons in this series of fire-beds. (See «, Tig. 257.)

In several of the other layers of burnt clay (not the central series)

were the remains of burnt stakes which had been driven into the sur-

face of the mound when at these respective heights and the top por-

tion burnt off", leaving unburnt the part in the earth. In some cases

these had rotted out, leaving only the impressions of the wood and bark

;
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in others, where pai'tially cbaired, the remains were distinct. Some of

these were observed within .'5 icc^t of tlie surface; others at tlie depth of

6 feet, aud at intermediate depths. There w as always around the place

where these had stood abed of coals and ashes, and in some ol'them

pieces of charred human bones.

Fifty-se\cii skeletons were discovered in this mouud, the relative

positions of which are shown in Fig. 2.5S. None were nearer the top

than 4 feet, and none, except No. -19, at a greater depth than 7 feet;

all, except Nos. 29 and 49, lay in a horizontal position, with heads iu

varions directions, as shown iu the tignre.

l^'If-i. 'J'lit.— I'.oju' inii>k'UK'iit, Bij; Tuco iiiound.

Quite a number of clay vessels were discovered, mostly pots, wliich

had crumbled to pieces; some of them seemed to be i)erfect while in

position, but M'erc so thi)rouf;lily soalccd with water that tliey fell to

pieces as soon as an attempt was made to remove them. Nevertheless
by digyiuf-- carefully around and heating those which appeared whole
a few were savcul nnbniken. Most of the (u'lts were near the heads
of the skeletons. Sometimes, where twoheads were close together, the

celt or celts were placed midway between them, either intentionally or

Flu. 2ttO.— liolm im|ilflmiit. lU-^ Toon liKitllld.

accidentally, in wlii<h case it was inipossibleto decide wliich skeleton

they were buried with.

In every case where ajar or otliei- clay vessel accom]>anied a skel-

eton it was near the head, either by the side of the skull or back (if it.

Inmost instances where beads were found they were abimt the neck

and breast.

V>y reference to Fig. 258 the reader will observe that skeleton 4!) is

near the center of the mound ; that immediately around it are eight other

skeletons (Nos. 13, 14, If., 49,45, 40, 47, and 48), with their heads turned

nearly or directly toward it. About the head of lo were the following
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si)ecimeiis : A polislicd celt: a small di.scoidal stone; tlireo bone iiiipki-

nieiits, Olio of which is shown in Fig. 1!">!), the other two of the form
shown in Fig. -(iO; a stone pipe (Fig- ^<51), sliai)ed much like those iu

I'lu. -Gl.—Stouu pipe, r>i,u Toed iiioniid. Kiel -Onianii'iiteil »liell, Tii^ 'I'im n niipuinl.

use Sit the jnesent d;iy, and bearing evidence of long usage; and (lie

oi-nauieiited shell shown in Fig. 2(ili. With Xo. 4!), cliiAMly about the
head, were the following articles : Three.polished celts ; the stone iniple-

Yiii. 2fi:i.—stime implomeat, Big Toco inumid.

meut shown in Fig. L*63, finely polished; a small water bottle; a large
spearhead ; a soajistone pipe (the bowl and handle had been made in

one piece, but the stem in this case was broken off and the end ground
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to admit a cane stem); the pot shown in Fif^. 2(i4; an ononnous shell

mask, the largest, perhaps, ever found in a monnd; two small orna-

mented shells; twenty-nine bone punches or needles, similar to that

represented in Fig. 253; thirty-six arrowheads, and some very large

shell beads. The bone implements were found by the right hand, which
lay close to the right thigh bone; the rest of the articles were about
the head, except the shell beads, which api)earto have been around the

body,about the hips ; they M'ere in two rows close side by side.

Fig. 264. -Pot, Big Toco mound.

Articles found by the other skeletons were as follows

:

Skeleton 4, two polished celts and one discoidal stone.

Skeleton 5, one polished celt.

Skeleton 8, one polished celt, one sf)apstonc pipe, one oniamented shell, .-lud one pot.

Skeleton 9, two polished celts.

Skeleton 17, one polished celt.

Skeleton 18, two polished celts, one stone pipe, two pots, two engraved shells and
one shell-ornament, and a number of shell beads.

Skeleton 23, two polished celts.

Skeleton 24, one polished celt.

Skeleton 26, two polished celts, three discoidal stones.

Skeleton 27, one polished celt.

Skeleton 28, two polished celts, one pot.

Skeleton 31, two polished celts.

Skeleton 33, two polished celts, two pots, one engraved shell, three shell ornaments.

and a number of shell beads.

Skeleton 34, three polished celts.

Skeleton 36, one discoidal stone.

Skeleton 37, oue polished celt, one stone pii)e, one engraved shell.

Skeleton 41, one polished celt, one stone pipe, one pot, one engraved shell, one shell

ornament.
Skeleton 51, oue ornamented shell, oue llint implement, a number of shell beads.

Skeleton 52, one ornamented shell, one shell mask, one shell gorget.

Skeleton No. 29 was buried in a perpendicular position, head down-
ward, and rock piled on the feet, as shown in Fig. 25S. The top of the

head rested on the hard stratum at the depth of 9 feet from the top of

the mound.
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THE CALLAWAY MOIN'I).

Mound No. 2, kuowu as tbe Callaway mound, stands on the level

bottom, is conical in form, 03 feet in diameter, and feet high. The
soil of 8 or 10 acres around this and the JiigToco mound is very hlack.

This seems due to a large intermixture of charcoal. Indeed, it seems
almost impossible to step without treading on coals, fragments of

X

Fig. 265.—Vertical scctinii of Calhiway niuuiid. iluuiuc enmity.

pottery, broken arrow-heads, shells, and flint chips. About half way
between the mound and the river, the ground rises about 2 feet above
the usual level, and then breaks off abruptly toward the river. On
this little elevation, for a space of .">() or (JO feet in diameter, is a bed
of burnt clay, the top
portion broken up by
the plow. It is much
harder a foot or two
under the surface than
it is on top.

Possibly it was here

the people of the vil-

lage were accustomed
to burn their pottery.

The mound was found
to be composed ofloose,

dark, sandy soil, simi-

lar to that around it.

Lying on the surface or

top, immediately under
the grass, were frag-

meuts ofhuman bones,

such as jneces of the
arm and leg bones,

pieces of the skull, jaw
bones,teeth,etc. These
had doubtless been
brought up by the plow, as the mound had been cultivated for fifty

years, and was considerably worn down. In the central portion, at

the depth of about 18 inches, was a level bed of burnt clay and coals

(1, Fig. '2G')), which represents a vertical section of the mound looking
north (2 indicates the position of tlie skeletons at the bottom). This
varied from 2 to 3, or more, inches in thickness, and covered an area of
about 18 by 20 feet.

Diagram of Callaway mound, Monroe comity, Tcnncsaoe.
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Fourteen .skeletou.s were discovered in tliis iiiouiid, all lyiug extended
in a horizontal position, but with their heads in different directions, as

shown in Fig. 266. Some of the burials took place subsequent to the

formation of the lire bed, as a few of the skeletons were above it or

resting on it. Xos. 1 and 2 were lying face up, heads southwest, at a

depth of IS inches. No. 3 lay with the head to the northwest, about
20 inches below the surface of the mound ; about the wrists aud hands

were some small shell beads,

but none about the neck,

where they are usually found.

Ko. 4 was lyiug on its back,

head to the south ; No. 5 with

the head to the southwest.

No. G was about the center

of the moundand at the depth
of 3 feet, head northeast. It

was mucli better preserved
than those nearer the top.

A few small shell beads were
lying about the neck and
breast. No. 7 was lying face

up, head northeast, left hand
by the side, but the right

arm bent upward so as to

biing the hand above the

head. By this hand was the

water vessel shown in Figs.

267 and 26S, made to repre-

sent an owl. The i^ecnliarity

of this specimen is found in

the feather marks which or-

nament the l)ack or portion

representing the wings. The
marliings, instead of being-

like those on the Zufii or Pu-

eblo pottery—although the

vessel is precisely of the pat-

tern made by the Pueblo
tribes—are of the strictly

Mexican tyjie. This vessel

was close to the skull, and
almost touching the right hand. At each side of the head was a large

sea shell {Busycon pcrrerxioii), one of them IS inches long, the circum-

ference at the widest part 22 inches. About the neck and breast were
several hundred shell beads. Skeleton No. 8 was lyiug in the same po-

sition aud about the same depth as No. 7. Near the right hand were

Fl<i. 267.—AA'ater vessel. Callaway mound.
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five somewliat singular arrow ijoiiits or drills, some of which are appar-
ently iiuflnished. No. !», somewhat isolated, lay north of those last men-
tioned, with head directly east; depth from the surface, 3 feet. Near
the northeast corner of the first pit, a stone wall, or rather a row of
stone slabs set on edge, was encountered, which furtiier investigation
and a thorough removal of the dirt sliowed to be an oval vault (see

Fig. 2()G) 10 feet long and 8 feet broad. This wall, comijoscd of slabs
of slate rock set on edge,

was about 1 foot high, the

top at the highest point 3

feet below the top of the

niouTid. The bottom was
completely covered with a

layer of slate slabs, as

closely fitted together as

the unworked edges would
admit of. Resting on this

floor were four skeletons,

as shown in Fig. 2GG (Nos.

10, 11, 12, and 13), the heads
north and northeast. With
skeleton No. 11 were some
fragments of copiier-stained
wood and some pieces of

mica. Skeleton No. 14, out-

side of the vault, lay with

the head northeast.

Mounds 7, 8, and really

form a separate group and
probably, as above stated,

mark the site of a village

distinct from the one on the

east of Toco creek. Nos. 7

and 8 are on a terrace some
25 feet above the water
level, but No. 9, as before '

remarked, is in a swale
drained by the little rivulet

known as Swamp creek.
All are of small size.

Nos. 7 and 8 consisted chiefiy of yellowish sandy soil from the ad-
jacent surface; for the first 2 feet from the top this was packed so hard
as to require the use of a pick. In No. 8, at a depth of 2^ feet, lay the
skeleton of a child in the last stage of decay; about the head were
several shell beads. Mound No. 9, similar in coustructioii, contained
four skeletons lying at a depth of 5i feet, and very nearly in the center

Fii{. 268 Water vessel, Callaway m
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of the iiioniid. With them was a huge diiseoi(hil mortar stone,

ing else of interest was observed in any of them.

Noth-

THE I'ATE MOUND.

On the north side of the Little Tennessee, a short distance above

the mouth of Nine Mile creek, and nearly opposite Old Fort Loudon, is

a single conical tumulus known locally as the Pate mound.
It is small, being only 4 feet high, with a diameter of 45 feet. Its

stratification was as follows: At the top, a layer of vegetable mold
about 4 inches thick ; next, 3 feet of damp red clay ; lastly, a layer of

loose, dark clay, 8 inches thick, resting on the original soil. The lower

portion of this bottom layer, to the thickness of an inch, increasing in

the center to nearly 6 inches, was much darker than the other part.

Six feet from the center, at a depth of three feet in the layer of red

clay, lay a single folded skeleton. In the lowest layer, resting on the

original surface, were three other skeletons extended horizontally, with

faces ui). With these were some mussel shells and a stone chisel.

The village site on the opposite (south) side of the river (No. 9, PI.

XXV) corresponds with Toskegee, of Timberlake's map, located in the

immediate vicinity of Fort Loudon.

THK NILES FERRY MOUNDS.

This group, consisting of three mounds, is situated on the north side

of the Little Tennessee, opposite the mouth of Tellico river and close

to Niles's ferry, atthe cross-

ing of the old Federal road.

Fig. 269 shows their posi-

tion. Nos. 2 and 3, which
are comparatively small
and of the usual conical

tyi^e, stand on a timbered
lidge which comes to the

river immediately below
the old blockhouse oppo-

site Fort Loudon. No. 1 is

a very large mound, stand-

ing on the second bottom,

about 400 feet from the

river. A single shaft was
sunk part way down in

it some years ago by Dr.

Palmer, but it has never

been thoroughly explored.

It is flat on top, 10 or 11 feet high, and about 300 feet in diameter. The
Bureau agent, expecting to return to the group the following season,

-Plat of the Nili'S ierry mounda, MoDroe couuly.

Trnnesaee.
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took no other notes than the courses and distances of the mounds from
one to another and from the river.

From a, opposite thenioutb of the Tellico river, to h, on the uortli bunk of the Lit-

tle Tennessee, N. 3i5° W., 300 feet.

From i to mound No. 1, N. 30^ E., 410 feet.

From mound No. 1 to mound No. 2, S. 74° E., 1,200 feet (paced).

From mound No. 2 to mound No. 3, S. 75° E., 550 feet.

This group is No. 11 on the phit given in PI. xxv.
Two miles below the preceding-, on tlie south side of tlie river, is a

group of tliree mounds, shown in Fig. 270. No. 1, conical, 53 feet in

diameter and 5 feet high,

and No. 3, similar but
somewhat larger, were
excavated and found to

consist of hard, yellow

clay. In the former a few

fragments ofhuman bones

were found, and in the lat-

ter two skeletons. Partly

on the land about the

mound and partly on the

island are the indications

of a former village. Tliis

is the site of Timberlake's

Mialaquo, and is the group
marked 10 on PI. xxv.

It is necessary now to notice some other groups in Monroe county
before continuing our course down the river, as the next group in this

direction is in Loudon county.

Fia. 270.—Grou]) 2 mihi.s ti4ow Niles'e forry.

MOUND.S IN TEI.I.ICO PLAIN.S.

These, twelve in number, are located along the Tellico river in the ex-

treme southern part of the county, in the little basin-like valley known as
Tellico plains. Mound No. 11, on a high ridge on the east side of the
river, measured 40 feet in diameter and feet high. It was comjiosed
of the following strata: First, lielow the thin stratum of vegetable
mold and decayed leaves, was a layer of red clay to the depth of 3 feet;

next, a layer of dark earth varying in thickness from inches to 1 foot,

but conforming to the curves of the mound. In this dark earth were
small deposits of sand and gravel, which were probably brought from
the river, each deposit being about a load for one person. Below this

dark stratum was another layer of clay, reaching to and resting upon
the original surface of the ground. In this, next to the original sur-

face, were two large lines of rotten wood, evidently the remains of two
logs. These were 8 or 9 feet long, lying parallel to one another, and G
feet apart. Between tliem, also resting on the original surface of the
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ground, was a single skeleton, lying at full length, head south and feet

north, the same direction as the logs, but so far decayed that the bones

crumbled to pieces when handled. There may have been a covering of

bark or brush, but nothing was observed to verify such conclusion.

Nothing else worthy of notice was discovered.

Nos. 8 and 9 were explored, but were found to be nothing more than

heaps of yellow clay with a flrebed near the top of each. As they were
only about 40 feet in diameter and from 4 to 5 feet higii, they may haye
been house sites.

No. 10, r» feet high and 4S feet in diameter, was also composed of yel-

low clay, except a limited area, a few inches thick, next the original

surface in the center. Here there was a sudden change to dark, loose

earth, covering a space about 4i feet in diameter and extending below
the original surface.

This being removed, a circular pit was revealed a little over 3 feet

deep, rounded at the bottom and 4i feet in circiiinference. This had
probably been tilled with some substance which had decayed.

MOl'NDS UN THE CLICK KAHM.

This small group, consisting of three mounds, is situated on the Tel-

lico river, 8 miles above its mouth, on tlie Click farm. Fig. 271 is a

diagram showing their posi-

tions. The river i-uns south

about 70 degrees east from a
short distance above the

mounds to the mouth of a

small branch below, then
bends to about south 30 de-

grees east. There is no level

bottom land on either side ex-

cept a few acres on which
mound No. 3 stands. Nos. 1

and 2 on theniu'th side are on
the point of a high ridge. All

three are hemmed in on all

sides by high bluffs and ridges.

From No. 1 to No. 2 the dis-

tance is 170 feet; from No. 3 to the river bank, 290 feet. All are small,

Nos. 1 and 2 being about 3 feet high, and No. 3 nearly obliterated.

Fig. 271.—Plat of mounds on the Click farm. Mounx^
couuts', Tennessee.

LOITIXIN COON'rV.

Returning to the Little Tennesst'c, we continue our course down the

river.
MOIJN'ns AHOl'T moi!<;anton.

Next below the group represented in Fig. 270 are some mounds on

both sides.of the river, in the vicinityoftlie little village of Morgauton;
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they are marked No. 13 on PI. xxv. There are two on the north side

of the river, on the Cobb farm, near Baker's creek, and three on the

south side, on the Tipton farm.

Two of tliosc on the south side were examined. They stand on the

second bottom, about 200 yards from the river and 00 feet apart. In
one, 04 feet in diameter and 7 feet liigh, composed throughout of red
clay, were four badly decayed skeletons, at the bottom. The original

surface of the ground on which they lay was thinly covered with coals.

The other mound was similar in every respect t<j the first, except that

it contained but two skeletons.

Another mound near Morganton (not given in the plat), but .situated

on Mr. Samuel Lane's farm, close to Baker creek, was examined. This,

which measured 4S feet in diameter and 4 in height, stood on the bot-

tom or lowest level of the valley, about 200 feet from the creek. The
composition, commencing at the top, was as follows: First a foot of

yellow clay, then a stratum of dark rich earth S inches thick, and last

a bed of lighter colored earth extending down to and resting on the

natural surface of the ground.

Below the last layer, excavated in the original soil, was an oblong
pits feet long, .5 feet wide, and 1 foot deej). Kesting on the bottom of

this pit were two adult skeletons with heads to the east. Near the

head of one were eight arrow points. The bottom of the pit, previous

to the deposit of the bodies in it, had been covered to the depth of 2 or

3 inches with coals and ashes. The remainder of the pit to the level

of the natural surface of the ground was tilled with very dark colored

earth.
THE BAT CREEK MOUNDS.

Two miles below Morganton, on the west side of the Little Tennessee
river, Bat creek joins this stream. Both above and below the mouth of

this creek there is a pretty level valley, extending back from the river

at some points half a mile to the base of the steep hills which border it.

Immediately in the angle wliere the creek joins the river is a compara-
tively large mound, and on the opposite or west side of the creek are

two other mounds (Nos. 2 and 3). The first is on the bottom land, the

others on a level terrace some 20 or 30 feet higher than the first bottom
or lowest valley level ; the latter are about 100 feet distant from one
another, measuring from center to center.

These (No. 14 on PI. xxv) are on land owned by Mr. M. M. Tipton,

but are different from those previouvsly nienticmed, which are about 2

miles farther up the river.

Mound 1, measuring 108 feet in diameter and S feet in height, was
composed wholly of very dark soil, containing a great many small shells;

these were in fact so abundant in places as to present the appearance
of a shell heap. This condition cf)ntinued to the depth of 3i feet to a
layer of hard yellow sand; under this the remainder of the mound to

the original surface, except a central, (urcular area 2 feet in diameter,
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consisted of dark earth similar to tliat of the top layer. The central,

circular core consisted of a series of burned clay beds or hearths, alter-

nating with layers of coals and ashes. These extended downward from
the layer of yellow sand to the bottom of the mound. A few charred
animal bones occurred in some of the layers of ashes; nothing else of

interest was observed.

On the east side of the river, directly opposite this mound, is an
ancient village site where the soil is very dark and has scattered through
it in abundance specimens of broken pottery, flint chips, and other evi-

dences of occupancy. In several places little circles of burnt stones

may be seen lying on beds of ashes.

On mound 2, 44 feet in diameter and 10 feet high, stood a black-oak
tree 3 feet in diameter. It was composed throughout of hard red clay.

At the depth of 3i feet was the skeleton of an adult in a horizontal

position, with the head east and the arms close by the sides. The earth

immediately about the bones was of a dark greenish color and about
the breast were two metal buckles, one of them having a fragment of

leather or hide still adhering to it. On the leg bones were still to be
seen fragments of buckskin and a metal button, the latter sticking fast

to the bone.

Whether or not this was an intrusive burial could not be determined,

though the uniform (-omposition of the mound and the size of the oak
growing above seems to be against this supposition ; nevertheless, the

further discoveries made show that it was subsequent to the original

burials and not in accordance with the original plan.

At a depth of a little over 4 feet, and immediately under this skele-

ton, the top of a stone wall was reached; this was found by further

excavation to be a vault 8 feet square, built up of rough, flat limestone

rocks to the height of 5 feet above the original soil ou which it rested.

On the inside, about halfway down, were seven skeletons, numbered,
for convenience, 2, 3, 4, 5, G, 7, and 8. No. 2 was the skeleton of a

child, horizontal, with the head to the east; Nos. 3 and 4 lying together

with the head north, one of which was a child's skeleton, with small

beads about the head; Nos. 5 and G were iu a sitting posture in the

northeast corner, and around the neck of one were many small shells

and large shell beads; Nos. 7 and 8 were lying in the center with the

heads close together and crushed by lai'ge flat stones which lay on
them. Nothing more was found in this vault until the bottom was
reached, where nine more skeletons were discovered, much decayed, and
lying in all directions, seemingly thrown in without any care-

Mound 3 was of small size, measuring but 28 feet in diameter and 5

feet in height. Some large sassafras trees were standing on it, and the

owner, Mr. Tipton, stated that he had cut trees from it forty years ago,

and that it had been covered by a cluster of trees and grapevines as

long ago as the oldest settler in the locality could recollect. At the

time the excavation was made there was an old rotten stump yet on
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the top, the roots of which ran down to the skeletons. It was com-
posed throughout, except about the skeletons at the bottom, of hard
red clay, without any indications of stratification. Nothing of interest

was discovered until the bottom was reached, where nine skeletons were
found lyiilg on the original surfiice of the ground, surrounded by dark
colored earth. These were disposed as shown in Fig. 272. No. 1

lying at full length with the head south, and close by, parallel with it,

but with the head north, was No. 2. On the same level were seven
others, all lying close side by side, with heads north and in a line. All

were badly decayed. No relics were found with any but No. 1, imme-
diately under the skull and jaw bones of which were two copper brace-

lets, an engraved stone,

a small drilled fossil,

a copper bead, a bone
implement, and some
small pieces ofpolished

wood. The earth about

the skeletons was wet
and the pieces of wood
soft and colored green

by contact with the

copper bracelets. The
bracelets had been
rolled in something,
probably bark, which
crumbled away when
they were taken out.

The engraved stone

lay partially under the

back part of the skull

and was struck by the

steel i)rod used in prob-

ing. This stone is shown in Fig. 27.'5. The engraved characters ou it

are beyond question letters of the Cherokee alphabet said to have been
invented by George Guess (or Sequoyah), a half-breed Cherokee, about
1821.

MOt'Nn ON A HKIH CLIFF.

Fig. -Horizontal section, Bat creek mound, No, r!, Loudon
conntv, Tennessee.

On top of a high cliff overlooking the river, on the opposite side and
a little above the Tipton group above mentioned, ou the laiul of Mrs.
Blankenship, is a mound 30 feet in diameter and 5 feet high, which
at the time of exploration was covered with small trees. At the depth
of 1 foot the top of a stone wall was encountered, which was shown by
farther excavation to be an irregularly circular vault about 10 feet in

diameter, which rested on the original surface of the ground. The red
clay which lilled this vault or small indosure was covered by a layer

of flat stones. At the bottom were six skeletons lying extended on
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another layer of flat stones, wbicli covered the bottom of this vault.

Four of these lay with the heads north, and two, an adult and a child,

with heads east. Over this stone floor, previous to burial, had been
spread a tliiu layer of coals and ashes.

One mile above the Tipton group mentioned, about 1 mile back from
the river, on high, level upland, was found another mound 54 feet in

diameter and 6 feet high. In the center of this mound, 2 feet below
the top, were the bones of two skeletons lying in a pile, most of them
broken and apparently buried after the flesh had been removed. A
little north of the center was a straight stone wall about 10 or 12 feet

Fio. 273.—Eugraved atone from Eat creek mound No. '.i, Loudon county, TeDnessee.

long, 2 feet high, and a foot or more in thickness. This was not on the

original surface of the ground, l)ut extended down from 2 to 4 feet

below the top.

MOUNDS AT PAKK.S FKRRY (JACKSON's FKRRY ON THE PLAT).

These are situated 10 miles east of Lenoir's at a crossingof the Little

Tennessee known as Parks ferry. The group (No. 15, PI. xxv) con-

sists of four mounds and five stone graves. Three of the former, which
may be numbered 1, 2, and 3, were on the second bottom. No. -t being

on a high terrace and in the forest.

Mound 1 measured 44 feet in diameter and 7 in height. At the depth
of 18 inches, near the center, was a partially decayed skeleton in a sit-

ting posture, without the usual dark earth about it. Continuing the ex-

cavation, the explorer passed through a layer of rather dark, hard clay

to the depth of 4 feet, reaching a layer of sticky yellow clay about 3

inches thick. This, instead of conforming to the curve of the mound,
was horizontal, as though it had been at one time the top, but did

not reach the outer surface by about a foot and a lialf Below this, to

the natural surface of the ground, was a layer of lighter earth than the

clay above it. A little to the north of the center of the base was a

circular pit, 4 feet in diameter, which had been dug into the original
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soil to tlie> depth of 4 feet. At the bottom of this were the bones of a

child lying in a bed of wet ashes 4 or 5 inches thick. The rest of the

pit above this bed was iilled with very dark, loose earth, similar to that

produced by decayed vegetable substance. Scattered through this

dark earth were lumps of some greeu substance which crumbled to

dust on exjjosure to the air.

Mound 2 was 32 feet in diameter and only 2 feet high, and consisted

throughout of light colored earth, similar to the surrounding soil.

Small bits of charcoal were scattered through it, but uo indications of

burial. Beneath it, at the center, was a pit in the native soil similar

to that in No. 1, but only 3 feet deep. This was filled with very dark
eartli.

Mound 3 was similar in size and every other respect to No. 2.

Mound 4 was 35 feet in diameter and 4 feet high. Around it were
depressions from which it is evident tlie earth was obtained to build it.

Bits of charcoal were scattered all

through the red clay of which it was
composed. In the center, at the

depth of 2 feet, was a single i>rostrate

skeleton with the head to the north-

east. Near the head were a line

steatite pipe, some flint chips, a flint

drill, and a small celt. There was,

as usual in this group, a circular pit

in the native soil about 4 feet across

and 3 feet deep, in the bottom of

which lay a folded adult skeleton,

surrounded by charcoal and ashes

and a few fragments of steatite ves-

sels.

A short distance from this group,

at the upper end of Jackson's island, there are seven shell heai)S, some
of which are GO feet in diameter, though rising but little above the gen-

eral surface of the ground, yet by digging into them they were found
to extend downward to the depth of from 3 to 4 feet. In these were
several stone pestles, chipped flints, and other refuse material.

Fig. 274—Mounds on John Jackson's farm,

Loudon county, Tennessee.

M(>VXI>S ox THE JACKSOX FAHM.

About the mouth of the Little Tennessee is a series of mound groups,
mostly of the ordinary conical form, and of comparatively small size.

The first of tlie series represented in Fig. 274 is on the upper end of the
Jackson farm, 4 miles from Lenoir's station, and is No. 10, PI. xxv.
The river at this point is deep and sluggish. A small creek enters

it from the east side, flowing through a narrow bottom between high
parallel ridges. Mound No. 2 is in the bottom, close to the creek and
about half a mile from the river. It measured GO feet in diameter and
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4 feet in hoiglit, and was composed througliout of red clay, scattered

through which were gravel aud small stones and a few fragments of
human bones.

Mounds Nos. 1 and 3are on opposite sldesof the creek, each on ahigh
ridge. No. 1, about the same size as No. 2, had been explored. No. 3,

46 feet in diameter and 3J feet high, was thoroughly excavated. Like
No. 2, it consisted
wholly ofred clay.

At the depth of 1

foot wasa skeleton
lying with head
to the south and
much decayed.
At the liead a
fine steatite pipe.

Nothing else was
found.

Lowerdownthe
river, near the

line between
Jackson's farm
and the land ot

the Lenoir Manu-
facturing Com-
pany, is the group
represented in

Fig. 275. The fol-

lowing is a sum-

mary of the re-

sults of the exploration made here. The letters a, h, c, d mark the

points on the river from which courses and distances to the mounds
were taken to form the plat, which is drawn to a scale, 1—ISOOO.

FlQ. 275.—Mouuds on ,Tohn Jackson'a farm. Lonilou county. Tennessee.

No.
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Tlie inouuds at iiiul about the point where the Little Tennessee joins

the Ilolston consist, as will be seen by reference to Fig. 270, of some
three or four minor groups and several single mounds. These (with

the exception of those on the point of Lenoir's island, which are num-
bered separately) are numbered consecutively from 1 to 1(!. Although

these mounds are indicated on PI. xxv, the groups are not numbered
there, as the locations compared with Fig. 27G will serve to identify

them.
The island c(mtains about 200 acres, and its surface, which is level,

is about 15 ieet above the ordinary stage of the river. The banks are

steep and have heavy timber and much cane growing along them. On
the northern or lower end are two mounds. Ko. 1, which was found to

be very symmetrical, the base almost au exact circle 100 feet in diameter
and 6J feet high, was thoroughly worked over. In it were found four-
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teeii skeletons, as sliowu in the diagiaiu (Fig. 277). The top layer,

about IS inches thick, consisted of dark sandy soil, scattered through
which were numerous fragments of pottery, shells, tlint chips, and bits

of charcoal. Next below this was a layer, about 4 inches thick, of yel-

low clay, thoroughly burnt and very hard. This conformed to the

curvature of the mound, extending all around to the base, and entirely

covering the nucleus which formed the original mound. Below this,

and forming the uucleus, was a layer of dark, sandy soil, similar to

the outer stratum, which extended nearly to the base and rested on a

horizontal layer of burned clay, which covered the original surface of

the ground to a depth of 4 or 5 inches. All the skeletons were found

resting horizontally on, or a few inches above, this bottom layer of

burnt clay or cement:
No. 1, with the head

north; about the neck
were several l)lue glass

beads.

Nos. 2 and i!, lying side

by side, with heads west.

Nos. 4 and 5, lying side

by side, with heads east

and feet close to the feet

of Nos. 2 and 3.

No. 6, the skeleton of

a child, lying apart from
the others, with head
south; about the neck
were a number of beads,

and around the arm
bones two iron bracelets.

Nos. 7, 8, 9, and 10
Fm.

:

IMan of burials in mmui<l No. 1, Lenoir group.
were lying side by side,

touching one another, with heads to the west; with these were some
sheets of mica and a stone knife.

No. 11 was the skeleton of a child, lying apart from the others, head
southwest; there were no ornaments with it.

Nos. 12, 13, and 14 were lying side by side, with heads southwest.

Mound No. 2, like No. 1, is on the northein end of the island, but it

differs in one very important respect from any other mound so far ob-

served in this region. It has annexed to it a broad and extended ter-

race of the form shown in Fig. 278, A being the mound proper and B
the annex or terrace. It is termed "annex," because it is evident that

the mound was first completed and the terrace added afterwards, and
not built up with and as a part of the mouud.
The mound is circular, 108 feet in diameter, flat on top, and nearly

11 feet high. The terrace, which is level on top and 8 feet high, widens
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as it extends from the inouiid, and then gradually narrows until it

conies to a point whicli coincides with the lower point of the island;

its length is 570 and sreatest breadth 3S() feet.

All explanation of the plau followed in working over this mound is

given, as it will illustrate the method adopted in regard to the others

of which figures are given. First stakes were set on the outer margin
exactly at the four cardinal

points by compass. Then on a
large pasteboard a line was
drawn representing the outline

ofthe base. The exploration was
then made by cutting successive

parallel trenches from east to

west entirely across it. When-
ever a skeleton was found it was
carefully cleaned before an at-

tempt to remove it was made,
and its liosition noted as accu-

rately as possible on the paste-

board. The result in this case

is shown in Fig. 279.

Theconstruction of this mound
was mu(;h like that of No. 1, on

the Jackson farm, the chief dif-

ferences being thai in this case

there w-ere three layers of burnt
clay instead of two, and there

was a shaft extending down from

top to bottom, filled with alter-

nate layers of burnt clay and
ashes, as shown in Fig. 280.

The central shaft, which was circular, 8 feet in diameter at the top

and 4 at the bottom, extended from the top layer of dark soil down to

the original surface of the earth. It consisted of a succession of fire

beds, the clay of one layer having been placed upon the accunuilated

ashes and coals of the one below it.

The remains of quite a number of posts were found; these had evi-

dently been set perpendicularly in the surface of the mound when the

clay stratum d d formed the covering. Some of these were nearly or

quite 18 inches in diameter, others not more than 6; they were all about
on the same level. The upper ends ofall were charred, showing that they

had been burned off; hence no estimate of their original height could

be made. The portion remaining varied from 2 to 3 feet in length, prob-

ably showing the depth to which they were inserted in the earth of the

mound. The lower ends of the larger ones were cut off square, but it

was not possible to decide by the marks what kind of a tool had been
used. Fig. 281 shows their relative positions. At a they w ere placed

Fig. :i78. — L>ia<;ram (if tnuiiud No. 2, Lenuii- j;roup.
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in a circle, with a large one in the center, the circumference containing

twenty-three, somewhat regularly spaced. The diameter of this circle

was about 20 feet, with the door or entrance probably at 1. On the

other quarter, near the central shaft {d), the positions of the posts around

"Cl^^^'''^^i8'

^/X>?^"-
Q.- i:

SI') wllj N\\V.
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Fig. 279.—Plan of burials in mound No, 2, Lenoir group.

6 indicate an irregular triangular structure of some kind. On tbe oppo-

site side there seems to have l^ecn. Judging by the remains of posts, a

small oval structure {e).

Fig. 280.—Vertical section of mound Xo. 2, Lenoir group.

a a, tlir toil layer of dark sandy soil, similar to that around the mound. 1^ foot thick.

6 6, a thin layer of burnt yollow clay or cement, from 3 to 4 inches thick.

c c, dark sandy soil, 2i feet thick.

d d, a. second layer of burnt clay, 3 inches.

<i c, dark sandy soil, IJ feet thick.

//, a third ]ay<r of burnt clay, 3 inches thick.

g g, dark, mucky soil, resting ou the original surface of the ground.

h. the central shaft of alternate layers of burnt clay and ashea.

iii i, remains of upright cedar posts.
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Sixty-seven skeletons were discovered, all in the lowest layer {(;) of
dark nuicky earth and all except two lyiug horizontally at full lenj;th.

Although pointing in various directions, as shown in Fig. 279, which

Fig. 281,—Horizniitai plan of iiinuitd No. 2. Lenoir yroiip.

represents their respective positions, it will be noticed that most of
them have their heads toward the center of the mound. No. 11 was in

a sitting or squatting posture, and No. 46 folded up, lying on the right

side. The bones of the left leg of No. 27 were wanting.

Flu. 282.—(Iriiiii P"I, Lenoir group.

The appearance of a number of these skeletons indicated the ibllow-

ing method of burial. The body of the deceased was covered witli a
layer of cane or brush ; over this was spread clay or c(!ment in a plas-

tic state, and upon this a tire was built.

12 ETH 26
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Tlie pots were .ut'iieially found at the head of the skeleton, but the

tine ornaniented one (Fiji'. 282) was lying on the breast of No. 7, while

a flint knife, .some red paint, and wampum
beads were about the head. The pipes

were j;enerally close to the head. In one

or two (;ases they lay with the bones of the

hand. The large shells were always on the

breast or close to the neck, indicating that

they had been worn attached to a cord

about the neck, on which shell beads were
strung. The shell ornaments (like that

shown ill Fig. 283) were in every case at

the sides of the head, and, as not one was
found with a skeleton without finding its

counterpjut, it is assumed that they were
ear ornaments. The long pointed shell or-

naments, such as that shown in Fig. 284,

were always found at the back of the head,

as though they were used as hair orna-

ments.

The following is a list of specimens from this mound, showing the

particular skeleton with which each was found

:

Shell heads, from skeleton No. 2.

Large shell, from skeleton No. 3.

Very fine ornamented pot, flint kuilV. re<l ])aiut, wamjiuni beads, from .skeleton

No. 7.

Two line pots, from skeleton No. 1(1.

Heads and shell ornament, from skeleton Xo. 11.

Larger shell beads, three copper ornaments, ti'om skeli^ton No. lli.

I'ijie (Fig. -S.5), from skeletcm No. 20.

Eleven arrowheads, from skeleton No. 24.

Lari;e Hint siiearheads and wampum beads, from skeleton No. 25.

Fn . 283.—Shell uniaiiient. nKiuint No
2, Lciiuir group.

Fic;. 284.—Sbell uruamt'Ut, muuud No. 2, Luuoir group

Large [dpe and bone implements, from skeleton No. 29.

.Shell ornaments, from skeleton No. 34.

8hell ornaments, from skeleton No. 35.

fihell ornaments, from skeleton No. 36.

Flint knife and broken rc<l pipe, from skeleton No. 37.

.Six jpolished celts, red stone implement, and two steatite pipes, from skeleton No. 30.

lione implements, from skeletini No. 41.

Two cni;raved shells, from skeleton No. 43.

Two engraved .shells (tincO and shell ornann-nt, from skeleton No. 44.

Pot, from skeleton No. 45.

Fine shell, donhle pot, long pot, and moccasin-shaped pot, from skeleton No. 49.

Large arrowhead, from skeleton No. 50.
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Fine pot, steatite pipe, shell oruameuts, stouc ax, day (iniaiiiciits, skull, aii<l two
'liscdidal stones, from skeleton No. .53.

Two (lisroidal stones, eelt, two steatite pipes, and a pot, from skeleton No.lil.

Two s))earheads >aud two large I)ea(ls, from skeleton No. (B.

Flint knife, iron chisel, large cliseoidal stone and skull, from skeleton No. 63.

Tbt! terrace coiiueeted with this mound, and already described, was
oaly jtartially explored, further work being i)revciited by hi{;h water.

In a single trench, 24 feet long and 10 feet wide, cut lengthwise in the

center to the original surface, skeletons were discovered. The first

was that of a eliild at a depth of 18 inches; the bones were badly
decayed and unai'conii)anied by relics of any kind. The other S, all

adults, were I'ound at the depth of 7 feet, chise to the bottom, and in a
much better statu of preservation than that of the child. With them
were three whole jiots and a few broken beads.

The island was overflowed in 1SS7, the year the exploration was
niiwle, to iir depth of 10 or 12 feet, the highest water, with one exce])tion,

ever known here.

Mounds 13 and 14, in the bottom between the two creeks opp((site

the mouth of the Little Tennessee, were explored and both found
to be composed throughout of red clay. They were of the ordinary
conical form, the former .54 feet in diameter and 4 feet high, the latter

46 feet in diameter and 2 feet high. In the center of the former, at the

base, was a single skeleton resting on a circular layer of ashe."-, about 4

feet in diameter and 2 inches thick, which had been spread on the orig-

inal surface of the ground. Nothing was foitiid in No. 14.

By reference to the plat (Fig. 276) it will be seen that there are uine
mounds (Nos. 1 to 9) on the point between the Holstou and the Little

Tennes.see. They are situated on a low ridge in groups of three.

No. 4, 42 feet in diameter, 3i feet high, was excavated, and, like all

the upland mounds in this sectiou, consisted wholly of red clay. It

contained neither skeleton nor relic.

No. 1, measuring 45 feet in diameter and 2 feet high, is situated on
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the brow or highest point of the ridge, where it breaks off toward the

Little Tennessee. The body of the mound consisted of red clay, except

immediately iu the center, where there was a circular bed about 6 feet

in diameter, of darker colored earth, which was quite loose, the other

part ofthe mound beinc very hard. This loose earth did not cease at

the original surface of the ground, but continued downward to the

depth of 4 feet; the pit into which it extended was circular and at the

bottom were the remains of a single skeleton. With these remains

were a Hue steatite pipe, one large spearhead, seven arrowheads, one

long polished st(me, and some red and black paint.

Nos. 5 and (i were opened and found to consist as usual of red clay

with a few human bones in each.

Nos. 7, S, and 9 had been examined previously.

Want of time prevented any further examination during this visit of

this interesting group. Subsequently some other mounds not desig-

nated on the plat were examined.

One of these, lying between the Little Tennessee and Holston, near

their junction and connected witli a group of three, measured 38 feet in

diameter and feet in height. It was surrounded on the east and west

by depressions from wliich it is probable the earth was taken to form

it. Two large black-oak trees were growing on it. At the depth of

1 foot a small pile of humau bones was discovered. These were all

broken, and had evidently been placed here after the tlesh was removed.

The entire mound was composed of red clay and contained nothing of

interest.

There are two mounds on top of ajiigh bluff in what is known as Hall's

bend, on the south side of the Tennessee river, opposite Lenoirs island

(Nos. 15 and 10, Fig. 276). One of these, 26 feet in diameter and 3 feet

high, and surrounded by a ditch about a foot in depth, was explored.

A foot below the top a layer of tiat stones extending over the mound
was reached. Below this the remainder, to the bottom, consisted of dark

soil. A circular pit 3 feet in diameter and 2 feet deep extended into

the native soil; in this were two adult skeletons in a sitting posture,

side by side, pressed closely one against the other in consequence of

the small space. At the head of one was a tine marble pipe, and at the

bottom among the leg bones of the skeletons were several rude arrow

points. The earth in the pit was very dark and unctuous.

MEIGS COUNTY.

THE M'^ANDREWS MOUNDS.

This little group, consisting of l>ut two mounds, is on tlic farm of Mr.

Josejih McAndrews, in the southwestern part of the county, 1 mile from

Brittsville, and stands on the terrace or uxtland bordering the river bot-

tom.

Mound 1, which stands a short distance from a creek, is elliptical in
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(lutline, 49 by 39 feet, the longer axis north and south, and a litth' over

7 feet high. A broad trench carried through it, down to the original

soil, showed its constru(;tion to be as follows:

First, atop layer 12 inches thick of soil similar to that of the surface

about the mound; next a layer, 18 inches thick, of red clay mixed with

gravel; and lastly, a central core, 5 feet thick, of dark, rich-lookiug

earth, with much charcoal scattered through it. This core, which was
conical and rounded, was but 17 feet in diameter. It contained nothing

of interest except a single stone grave, built of steatite slabs. This

was at one side of the center, iiartly in the central mass and partly

in the clay. It was 4 feet long, 2 wide, and 1 deep. In it lay a single

adult skeleton, folded, with head south. Although there was a top
covering of steatite slabs, the cist was filled with earth and the bones
were far gone into decay. A lire had been kindled on tlie top slabs;

this had left a small bed of ashes a foot in diameter and 2 inches

thick, in which were a few pieces of charred sticks and tlie partially

calcined bones of some small animals. The bones of the inclosed

skeleton showed no signs of lire. The mound, which has been plowed
over for a number of years, was formerly surrounded by a ditch, traces

of which are still visible; this appears to be unusual in this section.

Mound No. 2, circular, 38 feet in diameter and S feet high, is situated

about one-fourth of a mile northeast of No. 1, on a high terrace.

A trench through the central portion brought to light nothing of

mportance, except the fact that it was composed of dark-red earth
similar to that aronnd it. The bones of a human skeleton were found
at a depth of 3 feet. They were heaped together, in which position

they may have been buried, or else they were the remains of a body
that had been buried in a sitting or squatting jiosture. As the earth
was loose above them, it may have been an intrusive burial. There
were particles of charcoal scattered through the dirt.

The chief interest in this mound arises from the fact that it appears to

have been a signal station. At least, it is a point well adapted to this

purpose, as it commands a fine view of the opening in the ridges some
6 miles to the northwest, through which the Hiawassee flows into the
Tennessee. Directly in front of this opening, in the mouth of the
Hiawassee, is a large island containing between 500 and 000 acres. On
the head of this is a large mound about 35 feet high. This latter

locality seems to have been a place of mucli importance to the people
who erected these structures, probably where they assembled for feast-

ing, cousultiition, or ceremony. A fire signal at No. 2 could easily be
seen from this i)lace.

Two other mounds, on the farm of Mr. T. J. Watkins, in tlie same
part of the county, were examined, but presented nothing of interest.

They were both unstratifled, and composed throughout of red earth
like that on which they stand. One was circular, 32 feet in diameter
and 4 feet high ; the other oval, 40 by 20 feet, aud 5 feet high.
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RHEA COT^NTY.

THE KRAZII'.I! MOl'NIIS.

Tlie two mounds (roiiii)Osin.ii' this group are on the tarni of ^Ir. Sam-
uel Frazier, north of the Tennessee river, in the sontiiern part of tlie

eoimty, 3 miles south of Washington. They are located on the second
bottom, about one-fourth of a mile from the river.

Mound No. 1, circular in outline, wa.s only .'!() feet in diameter and .'!

feet high. This was thoroughly worked over and found to be composed
throughout of red clay, and to contain ten stone cists, jilaced as shown
in Fig. 28ti. These were made of thin slabs of limestone, with bot-

tom and covering of

the same. They dif-

fered somewhat from
the usual form, being
from '20 to 24 inches

square andfrom V2 to

24 inches deep. Each
contained the bones
of a single skeleton,

in most cases of ad-

ults. In every in-

stance, the head was
at the bottom, the

otlier bones being
placed around and
above it. All the

space not occupied
by the bones was
Hlled with dirt. No
relics were found.

As willbeobserved
by reference to the

figure, the graves were couflned to the southeastern portion of the

mound. Those nearest the center were about a foot below the surface

of the mound, while the stones of those nearest the margin were par-

tially exposed. This was ])robably owing to the -mound's having been

considerably worn down.
Mound No. 2, which stands 40 feet from No. 1, is also small, being

but 27 feet in dianu'ter and 3 feet high. It had been opened by other

parties, and, according to report, found to contain stone graves similar

to those in No. 1. This was verified by an examination, as the bottom
and side pieces of a number of them were found still in idace. These
were scattered thnmghout the mound, and their number must have
been considerable.

These small cists will ])robably recall to the min<ls of archeologists

Fig. 286.—Plan of biirialfl in nionnil No. I, Frazier j2:rr»ni»,

couutv. TenuL'ssee.
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tbe so-called "pigmy graves" about Sparta, ill tlie same state, which
excited so much interest and surprise niauy years ago, when they were
discovered.

WEST VIRGINIA.

PAYETTE COUNTY.

TIIK HIIDDLESON I.\CL( )SIIRK.

This work, situated on tlie tariii of Mr. A. ITuddleson, across the
Kanawha river from Mount Carbon, is shown in Fig. liS7. It consists

of an inclosure circular in

,vllll{l(,,,ai\\llilll//,,,>ll/////A^U/%^lilli,//y,lUlli%,,,7/,^,L
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form 1,34-1: feet in circumfer-

ence, or about 430 feet in

diameter, and is located on
smooth bottom land above
the overflows of the river.

The vsurrounding wall, which
consists of earth like the
surface soil about it and a

mixture of mussel shells

similar to those now found
in the Kanawha river, was
formerly some 3 or 4 leet

liigh, but has been reduced
by long cultivation to a mere
trace.

At « is an ash pile 4 feet

high surmounted by a long
flat rock. At h was found a

box-shaped stone cist at the
depth of 1 foot below the i* ! -^t -n

surface. Rude stone hoes,

flint lance and arrow heads, tisli darts

were found scattered over the ground.
Kock etchings are numerous u])on tlie smooth rocks near the princi-

pal fords of the river. Most of tlicse are covered by water during the
freshets. Others are found in the niches or long narrow clefts in the

rocky cliffs. Although rude representations of men and animals and
some probably symbolic ligures are coiiimon licie, none were n])scrv('(l

superior to or essentially different from tliosc of modern Indians

HOIK CIRCLKS.
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iViflr rmillts , West

111(1 orher stone iiiiplcments

On the summits of nearly all of the pioiiiineut bluffs, si)urs, and
high points of this region are heaps of large angular stones. Unlike
the loose cairns of the plains of the northwest and elsewhere, these
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appear to have been systematically constructed for some particular

purpose, with a circular well-like space in the middle.

First, the earth (unless the place selected is a bare rock) is removed
to the solid rock foundation and an ai)proximately level space from 10

to 30 feet in diameter formed. Centrally on this was placed a layer of

flat stones, with the best edge inward, around a circle about 3 feet in

diameter. Upon the outer edge of these, others

w<»re placed with their outer edges resting upon
the prepared foundation running entirely around
the circle. Then another inner layer with the

best edge inward and the thinner edge resting

on the outer layer, the stones of one layer break-

ing joints with those below, as far as the size

and form would admit of it. Outside of the

i inner row and with the edges resting on it other

5 circles were added, until a diameter ranging
> from 20 to .50 feet, or even more, was attained

;

§ thus often extending upon the sloinng earth not
''_- removed in forming the foundation. The last,

I or outer circle, usually consisted of but a single

- layer, over which earth was thi'own, being some-

I times heaped up until it equaled in contents

i one-half the rock pile. The height of these piles

t was found to vary from 4 to 8 feet, in one or two
S instances reaching 10 feet. But in all cases the

g circular space or opening in the center continued

Z to the top the same diameter as at the bottom,

1 somewhat resembling the so-called "wellholes"

I of the early western pioneers.

i Many of the stones used in these heaps have
" evidently been obtained by rude quarrying in

£ the stratified cliffs, often half a mile distant.

Some of them measure from 4 to C feet in length,

half as wide, and of a thickness which renders

them so heavy as to require ti-om two to four

stout men to handle them. Beneath the some-

what upturned edges of many of these stones in

the different layers are frequently found the

decayed (and often charred) remains of human
skeletons, usually horizontal, with the head or

feet (generally the latter) toward the central " wellhole." With these

were generally found fragments of coarse pottery, rutle, but very large

celts; also lance and arrow heads, and occasionally rude clay or stone

pipes, but rarely, if ever, stone hoes or other agricultural implements.

All the cavities of the heap not originally used for burial ai-e tilled with

earth or mortar, often well baked by fire.
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As typical of these heaps, Fig. 288 a h is giveu, showing one of the

most perfect observed, which was thoroughly examined, carefnlly

measured and sketched. At a it is shown as it appeared before being

opened; at b is a vertical section showing the central cavity or " well-

hole." This heap was found upon a rocky spur of Mount Carbon at

the height of fully 1,000 feet above the river level, a point overlooking

the valley of tLe Kanawha, and from which the latter could be dis-

tinctly seen for several miles both above and below. It measured 42

feet in diameter at the base and 6 feet S inches high on the inside of

the well, which was in the center, and a trifle less than '6 feet in

'.r-^2«.r-

lieap with two i-avitie.s. Fayetti' county. We.st Virfj;inia.

diameter throughout. Although oi)en at the top at the time it was
examined and containing only an accumulation of decayed bones and
rubbish, there were stones out of place and scattered about it sufQcieut

in number to ha^'e finished it out and capped it oyer as indicated by
the dotted lines in the tigure. Whether they were used to complete it

as indicated by these dotted lines is a matter of conjecture only.

Although rock heaps of this class generally have but one "wellhole"

in them, we occasionally meet with one having two, as shown in Fig.

289. As a rule these piles are much less perfect than those shown in

the figures, most of them being in a more or less disturbed condition.

Fio. 290.—Section of stone heap with triangular lavity, Fayettf county, West Virginia.

A somewhat different type of these heaps from that described is

occasionally observed, especially on the sharp, rocky ridges. A section

of one of these is shown in Fig. 290. These, which have a triangular

cavity, were undoubtedly burial places, and were not built u]) with the

care bestowed upon the others.

ANCIENT .'^TONE WALL fl'ON MOUNT CAKlioN.

About 1,000 feet above the town of Mount Carbon are heavy and valua-

ble veins of coal. Some hundreds of feet above these are the remains

of an ancient stone wall, the tortuous course of which can be followed
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along the steep face of the luouutain fully a mile, theu across its sharp
summit aud a like distance upon the other slope. It is said that it can
be traced fully as much farther in such a manner as to connect the ends,

and thus inclose a large area of the higher portion of the mountain.
Little of this wall is now in place, it rarely being more than 1 or 2 feet

in height, but the line of flat rocks strewn over a space of many feet

in width, and often far down the mountain slope, indicates material
laigely in excess of that in an ordinary stone-wall fence. When dis-

covered by the early white rovers of this region, something more than
a century ago, many i)()rtious of it were, as affirmed both by history and
tradition, intact and 5 or 6 feet wide and high, although amid timbers

as large as found elsewhere upon the mountain.

HOCK CIRCLE.

On Armstrongs creek, half a mile above its junction with the Ka-
nawha, are the remains of an interesting rock heap inside of a circle.

The latter is fully 100 feet in diameter, and after the removal of mate-

rial therefrom for nearly a half mile of stone fence is still 15 to 20 feet

wide and 3 to 5 feet high. Central within this are the remains of what
the oldest living white men and the early records and traditions of this

region represent as having been a rock heap 25 or 30 feet in diameter

at the base and 10 feet high, and similar to that shown in Fig. 2.SS,

except that the cap or cover was still in place when first observed.

The explanation of this is supiiosed to be found in the fact that there

was a passageway large enough to admit a man extending from the

outside to the inner space.

KANAWHA COl^NTY.

CUFTOX WIIRKS.

The Kanawha, as is usual witli streams in hilly sections, meanders
between bluffs, leaving a bottom now (m this side and then on that.

Such places have ever been the chosen haunts of the aboriginal tribes.

A typical one of these bottoms is on the south side of the river, on

which the present village of Clifton is located. Excavations made
here for cellars, walls, aud other purposes seldom fail to bring to light

human bones, fragments of pottery, stone implements, and other evi-

dences of previous occupancy. Several days were spent in making
excavations here, finding marked uniformity in the earth and its con-

tents. The sandy soil, which extends to the depth of 4 and 5 feet, was
found to be literally filled with charcoal, ashes, fragments of pottery,

entire aud broken stone implements, etc. Although resembling in

character a refuse heap, it is probably a village site or camping ground,

occupied continuously, f>r season after season for a long time, by a band
of aborigines, but so iar back in the past that the entire area was
overgrown with the largest timber of the valley when first visited by
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white ineu, nearly a ceutuiy aud a half ago. Commingled with these

relics, at a depth of from 2 to 4 feet, were found several medium-sized
skeletons in various stages of decay. All were lying extended on the

Ijack or side, but in no regular order in respect to each other or the

points of the compass. With some of these were quite a number of

large beads (proliably used as rattles), made by cutting short sections

of the leg bones of small animals and bones of birds. These, one bone
fishhook, and several bone bodkins, found near the surface, are but
slightly decayed, and are probably the work of Indians.

ROCK WALL.

Between the Kanawha river and a liranch of Paint creek is a high,

irregular ridge, something more thau 1,000 feet above the village of

Clifton, The end near the village widens out suddenly in the form of

a short paddle. The comi)aratively level top, surrounded on all sides

by steep bluffs, offered a position easily defended. The more sloping-

front, which was the only assailable point, was defended by a stoue
wall running along the brow from the eastern to the western bluff,

a distance of 2(i(i j)aces, or nearly 800 feet. As but little of it is now
standing, its original dimensions can not be accurately determined;
but judging by the quantity of flat stones still in place and strewn
along the hillside below the wall, and the statements of i)ersons who
saw it when but little injured, it must have been at least 5 or C feet

high and constructed like an ordinary stone fence. There is no trace
of a gateway in it, nor are there any indications that a wall ever existed
across the narrow neck behind the paddle-shaped expansion.

BROWNSTOWN WORKS.

On the site of this village, just below the point where Len's creek enters
the Kanawha, are traces of an ancient earthen iuclosure. Being more
or less covered with dwellings and other structures and almost entirely

worn away, it was impossible to trace the wall with sufficient accuracy
to plat it, but it probably inclosed some <l or 8 acres. It is said that a
part of it was utilized for defense by the early white settlers. In the
streets and gardens and in the washed bank of the river numerous
relics have been found similar to those observed at Clifton. It is also
said that certain brass ornaments have been discovered here associated
with stone implements and decayed human bones, but none of these
were seen.

len's creek mouxds.

There are a number of mounds in the deep valley of this creek, of
which one only was opened, and this because of its peculiar situation,
being located where the valley is so narrow as scarcely to allow a road-
way between the creek and the bluff. Although scarcely 20 feet in

diameter at the base and fully 7 feet high, and otherwise peculiarly
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niodeni in appearance, it bears on its top a beecli stump 30 inches in

diameter. The material was yellow clay, evidently brought from an ex-

cavation in the hillside nearby. Onthe natural surface, near the center,

lying- horizontally on their backs, heads south, were the skeletons of

six adults and one child. All were thoroughly charred and without any
earth intermingled with them, but covered with ashes and several

inches of charcoal and brands. It is evident that the fire was smothered
before it had fully burned out. Three coarse lance heads and a fish

dart were found amid the bones of the adults, and at the neck of the

child three copper beads made of thick wire bent in a circular form.

ELK RIVEK WORKS.

On the opposite side of Elk river and 1 mile north of Charleston there

is a circular inclosure 200 feet in diameter, the wall, after many years'

cultivation, being still from 3 to 4 feet higher than the nearly obliter-

ated ditch which runs along the inside of it. From this ditch the sur-

face rounds up a foot or so and continues at this height all over the

central area. The inside of the wall is quite steep, while the outside

slopes off very gradually except on the north side, which runs close to

the face of a rocky cliff. The only opening or gateway in this wall is

on the east and is guarded by a conical mound 50 feet in diameter and
5 feet high. Strewn over the top of this mound were numerous frag-

ments of flat stones, many of which were marked with circular pits.

The removal of these only disclosed others, which were mingled with

very hard yellow clay, charcoal, ashes, stone chips, and fragments of

rude pottery. Near the center and 3 feet below the top of the mound
a decayed human skeleton was found, lying horizontally in a very rude
box-shaped stone coffin. Beneath this were other flat stones, and under
them charcoal, ashes, and baked earth, overlying the charred remains
of at least three or four other skeletons. These, judging by what
remained of them, must have been laid on the natural surface of the

ground with the heads eastward.

Four miles farther up Elk river, on the summit of a low pass, over
which ran an ancient trail, was a small conical mound 30 feet in diam-

eter and 5 feet high. This had previously been opened to the depth of

3 feet, and, as was afterward learned, a human skeleton and fifteen or

twenty copper beads found. Carrying tlie excavation down to the

natural surface a single, much decayed, adult skeleton was discovered,

but nothing else.

Two miles above the preceding is a group of small conical mounds
from 2 to 3 feet high and fr'om 20 to 30 feet in diameter. Some of these

were opened, but nothing of interest observed except that on the nat
ural surface of the earth beneath them was always found a layer of

chai'coal and ashes, among which were fragments of bones.

Midway between these and the one in the pass is a group of five

mounds. One of these, 50 feet in diameter and 4 feet high, was opened
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au(l found to be comi)osed of yellow clay so hard that it was difficult

to break it up with a pick. Upon the natural surface was a layer of

charcoal and ashes in which were the remains of at least two skeletons.

INCLOSURE NEAK ST. ALBIN.

Near St. Albin, in a horseshoe bend of Coal river, 2 miles above Its

confluence with the Kanawha, is a bold promontory 300 feet high, be-

longing to the farm of Mr. B. Inman, the area of the top being some
15 or 20 acres. It is connected with the upland behind it by a long-

ridge so narrow in places as scarcely to afford room on top for a wagon
track.

Here what was possibly a " graded way" was traced along and near

the outer edge of this promontory, past several small conical mounds
and rock heai)s to an inclosure upon the highest jjart. This is near the

northern end and less than 100 feet down the rocky eastern hillside,

where there is one of the finest springs of this section. This inclosure

is circular in form and 104 feet in diameter, with a slight ditch inside

the wall, which is steep on the inside and from ''> to 4 feet high. Tliis

wall is broken only in the northwestern part, where there is a gateway
12 feet wide. In the center of the inclosed area is a mound 20 feet in

diameter and 3 feet high.

Mr. Wilson, an old resident, aflirms that when he was a boy this

work, in common with the rest of the hill, was covered with a heavy
growth of forest trees. These were long since cut down, and as the

land has never been cultivated the area is now covered with a growth
of young timber. He had partially oi)ened the mound in his boyhot)d,

and the flat sandstones which he then removed from the top are still

lying at the foot. Observing a singular groove across the stones stiU

in place, as well as those removed, Col. Korris, the explorer, replaced

the latter and found that when properly fitted a-^'clUpped groove or

gutter 3 inches wide and nearly as deep was continuous across them
from the summit to the bottom. The object the builders of the mound
had in view in working out this channel, which must have taken a long
time with their rude tools, must be left wholly to conjecture, as there

was nothing in or about the mound to give a clue to it. The mound,
which was composed of light colored, mortar-like material, apparently
a mixture of clay and ashes, extended down 6 feet below the natui'al

surface. At this depth was found a single adult skeleton in the last

stages of decay, lying jjrostrate on its back. In the hand of the out-

stretched right arm was a black slate gorget.

Two hundred yards south of the inclosure, upon the slope, near the
ancient roadway, stood another mound about 50 feet in diameter and
6 feet high. This was composed of hard, tough clay to the natural
slope, and below it was a vavilt or pit which had been excavated before
the mound was thrown u]). This was 8 feet long, 3 feet wide, and
about 3 feet deep at the upper end. In it was an adult skeleton
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Oil its back, witli head uphill (north). Ui)ou the breast was a well

formed and well finished sandstone gorget, and on it a black, leaf-

shaped tlint im])lemeut and a small hematite celt. No bones of the

right arm were found alongside.those ot the body, but a careful search

resulted in finding them in a line of ashes running out at right angles

ft'om the shoulder. Upon the bones of the open hand were three piles

of small, black fiint knives, five in each pile, all with the points turned

toward the shoulder.

Two other conical mounds and one rock heap at this place were
opened, but nothing of interest was found in them save fragments of

bones in beds of coals and ashes on the natural surface of the ground.

The ancient roadway, which in several i)laces upon the sloping side

of the hill is trnly a " graded way," seems to have been fully 20 feet

wide, somewhat rounded in the middle, and rather higher than the

natural surface. On the slope the lower side is graded up and sus-

tained by a line of flat stones, and the upper side cut down precisely

as a modern roadway is formed. The oldest settlers, when they first

came to this region, found it covered with forest trees, as were the

other ancient works. The entire length of this road was oiiginally

about half a mile, but a portion of it has been obliterated by cultiva-

tion. Possibly this is an old military road.

ANCIKNT WORKS NEAR CUARLESTGN.

Along the Kanawha river from 3 to 8 miles below Charleston are

the most extensive and interesting ancient works to be found in the

state of West Virginia. They consist of fifty mounds, varying in

diameter from 35 to 200 feet and in height from 3 to 3.5 feet; some
eight or ten inclosures containing fi-om less than 1 to fully 30 acres

;

circular, clay-lined pits from G to 8 feet broad and as many feet in

depth, and box-shaped stone cists. All are fonnd on the upper river

terraces beyond the reach of the highest floods. A plat of the group
from Mr. Middleton's survey is given in I'l. xxvii.

Upon a commanding height, overlooking alike the village of Spring
Hill and all of these works, is au ancient iuclosure containing about 20

acres. There are also on most of the. high and jutting points of the

bordering bluffs—here fiom 200 to 400 feet high—rock heaps 30 to 90

feet in diameter and 4 to 8 feet high.

For convenience the mounds and inclosnres are numbered generally

down the valley, commencing with the Criel mound (No. 1, PL xxvii).

Those not corresponding to this order were added from a subsequent
examination.
An enlarged plan of this mound and the works immediately around

it is given in Fig. 201, and a section of the mound itself farther on in

Fig. 202.

lnch)sure a is 550 feet in circumference, with a surrounding earthen

wall and interior ditch. The wall, where undisturbed by the plow, is
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from 2 to 3 feet liij^h and, as usual with tlie walls of iiu'losiiics, quite

steep on the inside and sloping on the outside. At the south, facing

mound No. .'$, is a well-defined gateway. Touching it on the outside

at the southeast is a circular excavation (/*) 95 by 75 feet in diametei'

and 5 feet deep in the center.

In the center of the inclosure is a conical mound (No. 2) .JO feet in

diameter and 3 feet high. A shaft was sunk in the center of this down
to and below the natural surface. Only hard-baked earth was found and
at tlie base a few bones, some of which were human.
Mound No. 3, which faces the soutliern gateway of tlu- inclosure, is

conical in form, 25 feet in diameter, and 3 feet high. This was oi>eued

by cutting a broad trench through it down to the natural surface, show-

ing it to be a gray material, probably earth mixed with ashes and, near

ee toO'IJ
Fig. 291.—Enlarged plan of mound Xo. 1, and inclosure «, Kanawha county, West "Virginia.

the bottom, well baked by fire. On this part, which covered the frag-

ments of two human skeletons, were aslies, coals, and firebrands.

The remains of the skeletons were lying extended on the natural sur-

face, and with them were a lance head, a few fragments of pottery, and
some stone chips.

Inclosure B, according to Col. Norris, situated about 600 feet south-

west of A, is of the same size and form as the latter, but is so nearly

obliterated by the plow that only a few faint traces remain. It seems
to have had an inside ditch and a gateway ojiening toward the north-

west, opposite which stands mound No. 4 of the plat. It is proper to

state, however, that Mr. Middleton failed to find sufficient traces of

this inclosure to justify giving it exact form on his plat.

Mound No. 1, locally known as the "Oriel mound," is midway be-
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tween the two inclosm'cs, about 300 feet from eacli. The top was hov-

eled ill order to erect tliereon an office and judges' stand in connection
witli a race course about it. It is 520 feet in circuit and 33 feet high,

being, with one exceiition, the largest of the group; the top is 40 leet

across, owing to the leveling mentioned above, to which is, perhaps,
also due the fact that the center is 2 feet lower than the edge.

A shaft 12 feet across at the top, narrowing to 8 feet at the bottom,
was sunk through the center to the original surface of tlie ground, the
process being aided by lateial trenches in Mdiich were offsets (see Fig.

292, whiclr shows a section). The material tlirough which it passed for

the first 2 feet was a light sandy loam. At the dejjth of 3 feet, in the
center of the shaft, some human l)ones («) were discovered, doubtless
parts of a skeleton said to have been dug up before or at the time of
the construction of the judges' stand. At the depth of 4 feet, in abed
of hard earth composed of mixed clay and ashes, were two skeletons
(e ('), both lying extended on their backs, heads south, and feet near the

rorpiRjr

Fig. 292.—Srrtioii of mound No. 1, Kanawha county, West Virginia.

center of tlie shaft. Near the heads lay two celts, two stone hoes,

one lance head, and two disks.

From this point downward for 20 feet fartlier, nearly all the ma-

terial in the shaft was composed of the same apparently mixed sub-

stance, so hard as to require the constant use of thepi(;k. At 24 feet

it suddenly changed to a much softer and darker colored earth, dis-

closing the casts and some much decayed fragments of logs and ])oles

from G to 12 inches in diameter. Tliese, together with the fragments

of bark, ashes, and animal bones which had been split lengthwise, con-

tinued to be found through a layer of about G feet. At the depth of 31

feet a humaii skeleton (c) wasdiscovered lying prostrate, head north, the

skull crushed, but partially preserved by contact with a sheet of cop-

per that probably once formed part of a headdress of some kind, only

fragments of which remained. By enlarging and curbing the foot of the

shaft, a circular space 1<> feet in diameter was uncovered, and the char-

acter and contents of the central, basal portion of the mound ascer-

tained. First, upon the well smoothed and packed surface had been
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carefully spread a floor mainly of elm bark (6), the inner side up. Upon
this was spread a layer of fine white ashes, clear of charcoal, resem-

bling those of hickory bark, probabably 6 inches thick originally,

though now not over an inch. On this the body was placed and cov-

ered with similar bark. Ten other skeletons, all buried in the same
manner, were found at this point, arranged five on each side in a semi-

circle with the feet turned toward, but not quite touching, the one just
mentioned. Owing to the crushed and decayed condition of the bones,

it was impossible to decide iTOsitively as to the size and position. It is

believed that all were adults of medium size and placed extended on
their backs in bark wrappings. With each skeleton on the eastern

side of the center, was a fine, apparently new or unused, lance head
and by the side of the northern one of these five a fish dart, three

arrow heads, and some decayed mussel shells. Although careful

search was made, nothing was found with the five on the western

side. With the centi-al one, in addition to what has been mentioned,

were six shell beads, and a flint lance head similar to those on the east-

ern side though larger. Near it was a hollow, conical mass or vault of

very hard earth (d) nearly 4 feet high and fully 5 feet in diameter, the

inner edge of which was in a line with and nearly touching the heads
of the skeleton. This vault was partially filled with rotten wood, bark,

human and other bones and a dark substance, apparently decayed mat-

ter of some kind. It was so loose as to be easily scratched out with
the hands or a garden rake. The natural surface under this had been
scooped out in basin shape to the depth of 2 feet and a breadth of 5

feet. In the central part of this were two circular holes each 16 inches

in diameter, 4 feet deep and 6 inches from one another in an east and
west line. They were lined with a kind of bluish clay and partly filled

with water. About 3 feet down was a cross communication between
them as shown in the figure, large enough to thrust the arm through

;

the hole to the east was about 4 inches deeper than the other. A flint

spear head was found in each hole. Similar pairs of holes, ranging in

depth from 2 to 3 feet and in diameter from 8 to 12 inches, were found
beside the heads of each of the ten surrounding skeletons.

Col. Norris and Mr. Thurston, of Charleston, who assisted in exca-

vating this mound, are of opinion that these 11 persons were buried at

one time, possibly after the flesh had decayed from the bones in other
depositories, or perhaps in the flesh after a battle, and that the central

one was a person 'of importance. They seem to have been buried as
above described in a timber-walled structure at least 16 feet in diame-
ter, 6 or 8 feet high at the eaves, and conically roofed. The small cen-

tral clay vault was probably a burial vault similar to those found in

North Carolina mounds. It is worthy of notice in this connection that
the mound in Sullivan county, Tennessee, figured on a preceding page,
contained one central vault and eleven surrounding ones.

12 ETH 27
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The next five mounds in order (PI. xxvil) are circular, with dimen-
sions as follows:

No.
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torn of this, among the decayed fragments of bark wrappings, lay a

skeleton fully 7 feet long, extended at full length on the back, head

west. Lying in a circle immediately above the hips were fifty-two per-
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Fig. 293.—Spring Hill inolosure on enlarged scale, Kanawha county, West Virginia.

forated shell disks about an inch in diameter and one-eighth of an inch

thick. The bones of the left arm were lying along the side of the body,

but those of the right were stretched out horizontally at right angles
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to the body, the bones of the hand touching a small conical mass of

earth, which i)roved to be a kind of vault similar to that in the Criel

mound (No. 1) above described. This was formed of a mortar or cement,
but the contents, which must have been animal or vegetable, were com-
pletely decayed. It was yet unbroken and barely large enough to have
covered a squatting skeleton.

On the river bottom northwest of the preceding are the remains of a
small inclosure, which seems to have been a square or parallelogram (E,

PI. xxvii), part of the north side having been washed away by the river.

The remaining portion extends 420 feet along the river, the width being
now about 100 feet. It is probable thei'e never was a northern wall, the
river forming the boundary on this side. The remaining works of the

group are on the higher terrace on the opposite side of the river.

Mound No. 12 is directly north of inclosure G on the opposite side. It

is circular, 50 feet in diameter, and after long cultivation is now but 2

feet high, composed entirely of sandy soil.

Mound No. 13, a little southwest of No. 12, nieasm-ed 35 feet in diam-
eter and about 2 in height. Nothing of interest was found in either of

these two.

Inclosure F, of which no trace now remains, was, according to the

old settlers, a circle of about 65 feet diameter on the margin of a slight

terrace directly opposite inclosure C. There was an inside ditch.

Moving down the river toward the southwest, we next reach a num-
ber of works which seem to be more or less connected.

The first and most important Is the inclosure G, shown on an enlarged

scale in Fig. 294. This is one of the best preserved and most interest-

ing of the so-called "sacred enclosures" in the Kanawha valley. It is

a parallelogram with slightly rounded comers, the longer direction

being a little west of north and east of soiith; the length, measiired

from center to center of the wall, is 420 feet, width 150 feet. There is

an interior ditch and the single entrance is at the south end. On the

eastern side, where it has never been plowed over, the vertical distance

from the bottom of the ditch to the top of the wall is from 4 to 6 feet;

at other points from 2 to 3 feet. The interior area is somewhat higher

than the outside surface and slightly rounded up toward the center.

Close by the eastern side is a narrow ravine nearly 50 feet deep,

through which runs a little rivulet known as Smith's branch.

The point marked a in the wall of the inclosure is the reputed site

of an ancient walled well. Excavation revealed a pile of large, flat,

angular stones. The water from the ditch runs through the embank-
ment here and discharges itself over the bluff.

A number of other excavations were made in this embankment in

order to ascertain its composition. At the point b was a cache, a cir-

cular pit about 6 feet in diameter and 7 deep, the sides plastered

with clay, burned hard. This was nearly full of earth, carried in mainly

by the plow. In the bottom, among what appeared to be decayed wood
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and corn, were mimerous fragments of pottery, some of which appar-

ently belonged to vessels broken at the time they were deposited. Six
feet north of the edge of this, at c, was another pit, much smaller, be-

ing only 3 feet in diameter and 3 deep. In this was a mass of decom-
posing shells, many of thcin still retaining their form, but crumbling
on exposure to the air. They consisted chiefly of small sea shells and

\*SI??«A;
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Fig. 294.—Inclosure G, Kanawha county, Weat Virginia.

disks, all perforated, probably shell beads placed here for security in time
of danger.

At the northern and southern ends of the inclosure, outside of the

walls, at the points 1 to 6, were six box-shaped stone graves, three at

each end. These were formed of large, angular slabs, brought from
the cliifs a fourth of a mile away. The covers of Nos. 1 and 3 had been
displaced by the plow. Those at the south end, beginning with the
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eastern one, are numbered 1, 2, and 3; those at the north, 4, 5, and 6.

The first five lay nearly east and west; No. 6 was north and south.

Gravel, 7 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 30 inches deep at the head, con-

tained faint traces of a human skeleton.

Grave 2: The head of this was near the foot of No. 1, in a line with
it, and similar in form and size. With the decayed skeleton in this

grave were two small hematite celts, four small flint knives, and one
lance head.

Grave 3, with head close to and in line with No. 2, was similar to It

in size and construction. Only faint traces of a skeleton.

Grave i was like No. 5 in size and appearance.
Grave 5 : A fine cist, 6J feet

long, 2J feet wide, and 2 feet

deep, having a smooth stone

slab at bottom. At the east-

ern end of the grave, in one
corner., near the head of the

greatly decayed skeleton,

were twenty-two entire and
a number of broken flint-

flake knives.

Grave 6, like No. 5 in con-

struction, contained only
traces of a small skeleton,

probably a female.

In each of these six graves
were two waterworn bowl-

ders fi'om 6 to 8 inches in di-

ameter, placed together near
the middle of tlie grave, al-

ways transverse to its longer

axis; those in No. 6 were
about 12 inches in their
longest diameter.

These graves and also the

caches noted appear, from
their positions in reference to the inclosure, to be due to people who
occupied this locality subsequent to its abandonment by the authors
of the works found here.

Inclosure H, 405 feet east of the great mound No. 31, is 264 feet long
and 132 feet wide, lying northwest and southeast like L, which it

closely resembles in all respects. Many heavy flat rocks, probably
parts of stone cists, were observed, but no complete cist was found.

Inclosure I (shown on an enlarged scale in Fig. 295) lies a little

north of west from the large mound (31), is circular in form," measuring
018 feet around the top or middle of the embankment, which is much
worn away, being only about 2 foet high from the ditch inside.

Fic. 205.—Inclosure I, Kanawha county, Weat Virginia.
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Inclosnre L is on the Cabell farm, about 1 mile directly west of inclos-

ure H, which it resembles in every respect, except that it is slightly

larger. The form and proportions are shown in Fig. 29G, froni Mr.
Middleton's survey, the length being 287 feet and width 150 feet, meas-
uring from center to center of the embankment. The walls are rather
less than 2 feet high and the ditch inside about 2 feet deep.

Inclosure K, shown in Fig. 297, consists of two parallel or concen-

tric circular embankments with a ditch between them. The diameter
of the outer wall, measuring from the middle on one side to the middle
ou the other side, is 295 feet, the diameter of the inner wall 212, the
width of the walls being about 20 feet, and the width of the ditch the

same. Theinnerwall
is almost obliterated

by cultivation, but
the outer one is still

from 1 to 2 feet high.

The ditch is still

about 2 feet deep.

There is a broad gate

wayonthe northwest
through the outer
wall and ditch, but
the inner circular

embankment seems
to have been un-

broken.

Mound 15, 540 feet

west of the northern

end of inclosure G,
circular in form,

measured 65 feet in

diameter and 5 feet

in height. A consid-

erable portion had
been plowed off. In

the top was a basin-

shaped fire-bed 7 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 16 inches deep at the center.

This was lined with a mixture of clay and ashes burned to a brick red
on the upper surface, but the under side had a black, greasy appear-
ance. Below this was a similar bed, on and about which were numer-
ous small fragments of bones, too much broken and charred to show
whether they were human or animal.
Mound 16, 480 feet soiitheastof mound 15, is conical in form, meas-

uring 30 feet in diameter, and 2i feet high. It was composed chiefly of
hard clay. Kear the center, on the original surface, were the decayed
fragments of a skeleton and with them a single gorget of striped slate.

Mound 17 is 1,826 feet nearly west of mound 15. It is now only 18

1
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Fig. 296.—Inclosure L, Kanawha ronnty, "West Virginia.
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inches high aud 20 feet in diameter. Its surface and the surface around

it were strewn with stone chips, fi-agnients of pottery, and Lmce and
arrowheads. Stone chips and arrowheads were scattered through the

hard earth of which it was composed, and a few decayed bones lay at

the bottom near the center.

Mound 18, which stands 270 feet west of mound 17, measures 6.5 feet

in diameter and 4i feet high. This, like many of the other mounds,
has been worked over until the earth has been removed down to the

hard central core of brick-red clay. It is said that in plowing this

away many relics of stone, bone, and shell were found. A series of

basin - shaped fire

beds, similar to

those in mound 15,

were lying one be-

low another in the

central portion.
Below them, nesir

the bottom of the

moiind, was a con-

siderable bed of

charcoal and ashes,

and immediately
under this, on the

original surface of

the ground, the

fragments of a

skeleton, and a
number of broken
arrow and spear

heads.

Passing north-

ward across the

raili'oad from this

group over a strip

of rather low
ground we reach a

small terrace, where there is another interesting group.

Mound 19, the one farthest to the east, is 00 feet in diameter and 5

feet high. It was found to contain a rude vault of angular stones,

some of them as much as two men could lift. This had been built on

the natural surface and was 8 feet long, 4 wide, and 3 high, but con-

tained only the decaying fragments of a large skeleton aud a few frag-

ments of pottery.

Mound 20, a short distance southwest of the preceding and nearei

the large tumulus (Mound 21), measured 30 feet in diameter and 2^

#
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Fig. 297.—Inclosure K, Kanawba county, "West Virginia.
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higli, and was composed throughout of a compact mass of yellow clay

unlike anything immediately around it.

Mound 21, or the Great Smith mound. This, the largest of the

entire series, represented on PI. xxvii, is a somewhat regular cone
175 feet iu diameter at the base

and 35 feet high. A section with

partial restoration is given in Fig.

298. It is a mound of two stages

;

the first building carried it to a

height of 20 feet; after a consider-

able time had elapsed another

stage ofwork carried it to its pres-

ent height. The top, which was
^

flat with a central depression, ?

measured about 30 feet in diame- 'i

ter. On this were an oak stump I

fidly i feet across and a black |

walnut of about the same size, g

The surface, in the depression at ~.

the top, was covered with an ii reg- g

ular layer of stones ; beneath them '^

wereothers setupedgewisearound ?

a circle 7 feet in diameter. The -"

pi

stones in and about this pit be- g

ing removed, it was found to be 4 g.

feet deep and paved with a floor g

of flat stones, upon which lay a |

skeleton much decayed and lack- ,,

ing the head. Slight traces of fire »

were seen, but no evidence of a d

cofiQn or covering of bark, a meth- g-

od of bmial so common in this re- "

gion. This depression resulted,

as will be shown further on, fi-oni

the caving in of a vault in the

mound, and it is probable that the

skeleton in this stone grave was
an intrusive burial, placed here

after the builders of the mound
had abandoned it. A shaft 12 feet

in diameter at the toi) was carried down to the bottom of the mound.
At the depth of 6 feet a small heap of bones was encountered, evi-

dently those of a bundled skeleton, as some of them bore unmistakable
signs of having been weathered and bleached before final burial.

At 9 feet was an entire adult skeleton of medium size, lying extended
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upon tlie left side, head west. About it were the remains of black wal-

nut bark, in Avhich it had been buried. The skull showed very jilainly

the flattening of the front. Below this nothing of interest was observed
nor any change of material, except some small deposits of ashes evi-

dently carried in with diit until the depth of 12 feet was reached,

where the fragments of a black walnut log were found; judging by the

very distinct cast, tliis log must have been 12 inches in diameter and
several feet in length, as it was traced into the wall of the shaft.

At the depth of 14

feet a rather large hu-

man skeleton was found,

which was in a ])artially

uxiright position with

the back against a hard
day wall. Around it

were the remains of the

bark wrapping in which
it had been inclosed.

All the bones werebadly
decayed, except those of

the left wrist, which had
been preserved by two
heavy copper bi'acelets.

Here was a commingled
mass of rotten timber,

decayed bark, and loose, dark earth. It was apparent from the indi-

cations that the shaft had entered a large vault, the timber-covered

roof of which had given away to the heavy pressiue above and tumbled
in, thus accounting for the depression in the top of the mound.
Nineteen feet Itom the top the bottom of

this debris was reached, where, in the remains
of a bark coffin, a skeleton, measuring 74 feet

in length and 19 inches across the shoulders,

was discovered. It lay on the bottom of the

vault stretched horizontally on the back, head
east, arms by the sides. Each wrist was en-

circled by six heavy cop])er bracelets, similar

to that shown in Fig. 20!), which represents one

of the twelve. A fragment of the bark wraj)

ping preserved by contact with the copper

shows that it was black walnut bark. A piece of dressed skin, which

bad probably formed part of the inner wrapi)ing, was also preserved

by the copper. From the clay with which this was connected we may
possibly infer that the body was lirst wrapi)ed in a dressed skin, this

plastered over with a coating of clay (it seemed to be clay and ashes

mixed), and this surrounded by the bark. Upon the breast was a cop-

per gorget, shown in Fig. 300; length, 3i inches; greatest width, 3^

. 299.—Copper bracelet ironi luouiid No. 21, Kau.i^v li;

AVest Virginia.

ounty,

P'iG. 3UU.—Copper gorget, Moimd
No. 21, Kanawha county, W.Va.
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inches; thickuess, about oii«-eiglitli of an inch. It had been hammered
into shape apparently from native copper. By each hand of tlii.s giant
frame were three unused black flint lance heads; near the right hand,
a small hematite celt and part of an axe of the same material, the latter

bearing evidence of usage. Around the head, neck, and hips were
about one hundred small perforated sea shells and thirty-two shell

beads. Upon the left shoulder, one upon another, were three sheets
of mica, from 8 to 10 inches long, 6 to 7 wide, and half an inch thick.

Eemoving the rotten timbers and bark, and loose dry earth, the size

and character of the vault were ascertained. Four adult skeletfms of
medium size, one in each corner of the vault, were found, besides the
two described. They seemed to have been wrapped in bark, and placed
leaning against the sides of the vault in a nearly erect position, with
faces inward. The vault was nearly square, 13 feet long and 13 wide,
inside measurements.
From all the indications, the casts of posts and logs, the bark and

clay lining, fallen timbers, bark of the roof, etc., it is presumed tliat

the vault was constructed as follows : After the mound, which at this

stage was 20 feet high, had been
standing for an indefinite length of
time, a square pit 12 by 13 feet was
dug in the top to the depth of G feet;

posts were placed along the sides

and ends, the former reaching only

to the surface, but the central ones,

at the ends, rising 4 feet higher; on
these latter was placed the ridge- r'o-3ui.-st>;atit.i.iiKiioiu fcuu.«hai,nmty.

pole(the walnut log first discovered).

The sides were plastered with a mixture of clay and ashes and possibly
lined with bark ; the roof was covered with poles and bark. Over all

was heaped the superincumbent mound 1.5 feet in height. On top of
this was built, perhaps at a far more recent date, the stone cairn.

With each of the four skeletons in the corners were several arrow
and lance heads, 1 fish dart, and a few shell beads. Scattered through
the material iu the vault were several other articles. The entire list of

specimens found, including those already mentioned, is as follows: 1

copper gorget (shown in Fig. 300); 16 copper bracelets (see Fig. 299);

1 steatite pipe (shown in Fig, 301); 2 stone disks, 2 hematite celts, 3

sheets of mica, 55 spear and ari-ow points, 1 flint knife, 1 stone pestle,

8 polished celts, 2 small hemispheres of hematite or meteoric iron ; a
number of perforated shells and shell beads.

After carefully curbing the opening made iu tracing out the vault,

work was begun again ou the shaft, the material now being a hard
grayish substance similar to the lining of the vault. A short distance

below was a compact mass of dark clay flecked with the yellowish casts

and streaks of decayed bones, some of them evidently split as iu

kitchen-middens. This continued to the depth of 30 feet, where the
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shaft entered a heavy layer of ashes, charcoal, and charred bones, some
of them human, which reached nearly or quite to the natural surface,

35 feet down. The excavation was carried 2 feet farther down and con-

siderably enlarged, but nothing more of interest was found.

It is probable that this mound pertains to three different stages, the

lower part, or original mound; the upper portion (including the vault),

belonging to the second period and probably contemporaneous with the

celebrated Grave creek mound ; and the stone cairn or vault to compara-

tively modern times, though it may possibly have been a sentinel sta-

tion erected soon after the mound was completed.

Mound 22, a short distance southwest of mound 21, is 100 feet in

diameter and 15 feet high. A trench was carried across it through the

center and down to the original surface. The top layer, 2 feet thick at

the top and thinning out to 1 foot on the sides, was of loose soil like

the surface around. Below this was a layer of very hard, gray earth

4 feet thick; in the central portion was a bed 8 feet in diameter and 10

inches thick, of charcoal, ashes, and bones so badly broken and decayed

that it was impossible to decide whether they were animal or human.
In the center, at the depth of 12 feet, were the remains of an adult

skeleton, horizontal, with head to the south. On the left wrist was a

single slender copper bracelet much corroded, and near by were two

spear heads. In the original soil, at the center, could be traced the

outlines of a vault 8 feet long, 3 feet wide, and about 3 feet deep, but

only slight traces of the body buried remained.

Mound 23, not far west from mound 22, is 312 feet in circumference

and 25 feet high. It had never been disturbed in any way and was the

most pointed and symmetrical tumulus of the group. Standing on the

brow of a terrace 30 feet high, it seems much higher than it really is.

It was examined by sinking a large central shaft to the bottom. From
the sod at the top to the depth of 15 feet the material passed through

was an exceedingly hard, gray mixture, apparently of ashes and clay.

At this depth the casts of poles and timbers of various sizes began to

be seen, but all were less than a foot in diameter, extending into the

western and southern sides of the shaft. These casts and rotten wood
and bark continued to increase in amount nearly to the natural soil,

which was reached at the depth of 25 feet. The debris being removed

and the bottom of the shaft enlarged until it was 14 feet in diameter,

it was then found that these timbers had formed a circular or polygonal

vault 12 feet across and some 8 or 10 feet high in the center. This

had been built up in the form of a pen, the ends of the poles extending

beyond the corners. The roof must have been sloping, as the ends of

the poles used in making it extended downward beyond the walls on

which they rested. On the floor of this vault, which corresponded with

the original surface of the ground, were two adult skeletons, the bones

of which, though but little decayed, were crushed and pressed out of

position. No implement or ornament accompanied them. As the

earth of this floor did not appear to be the natural soil, the shaft, to
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the diameter of 12 feet, was carried down i feet fartlicr. This revealed

the fact that previous to building the mound, a pit, the extent of which
was not at first determined, had been dug to the depth of 4 feet in the
original soil, and ou the floor of this "pit at one side, arranged in a semi-

circle, had been formed six small clay vaults in the shape of beehives;

they were about 3 feet in diameter at the bottom and the same in

height and made of mixed clay and ashes, very hard and impervious
to water. Possibly they had been allowed to dry before being covered
with earth. They were partially filled with a dark, dry dust, evidently

the residuum of decayed animal or vegetable matter. A few fragments
of bones were found in them.
In the center of the space around which these little vaults were ar-

ranged, but only 2 feet below the floor of the large wooden vault, were
two small, clay-lined cavities about the size and form of the ordinary
water jars ti-om the Arkansas mounds. Possibly they were decayed, uu-

burnt vessels which had been deposited here at the time of burial. The
bottom of this pit, which consisted of a natural deposit of yellow sand,

was covered with a layer of charcoal and ashes 2 or 3 inches thick. The
sand below appears to have been heated, from which it is inferred that

the burning took place in the pit previous to the formation of the vaults.

Being compelled to stop work at this stage on account of extreme
cold weather, Col. Norris, who was making the exploration, did not
return to it until the following season, when he began by running
trenches from the sides into the shaft and afterwards carried a tunnel
in at the base. In one of these trenches, 9 feet from the top, was a
layer of soft earth in which were numerous fragments of decayed tim-

bers and bark; also casts of logs extending horizontally into the sides

of the trench. These, it is to be jiresumed from what was afterwards
discovered, pertained to a wooden burial vault. The tunnel carried in

at the base from the south side was 10 feet wide and 8 feet high. For
the distance of 20 feet it passed through the hard gray material of
which the body of the mound was composed. Here it entered suddenly
into a mass of soft earth of various colors that had been brought from
the hillsides and bottoms near by. A short distance from this point the
casts and remains of the timbers of the large central vault began to

appear, but before reaching the interior the tunnel passed over a small
refuse heap evidently belonging to an age preceding the date of the
building of the mound. Within the area of the vault were a number
of tolerably well preserved human bones, but no whole skeletons. As
there were here indications of the pit before mentioned, the excavation
was carried downward 4 feet, revealing five little clay vaults similar to

those seen on the other side, and, like them, placed in a semicircle.

About one-half of the mound was then removed and thoroughly exam-
ined. Many stone implements, some entire, but mostly broken, seem-
ingly by the action of fire, were scattered through the hard upper
layer; also a number of single valves of mussels which had been used
as digging tools until they were worn from the outside entirely through.
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There was a marked dissimilarity between the northern and southern

sides of this mound, the former being a compact mass of variously col-

ored soils from different points in the vicinity, in alternate horizontal

layers. The separate loads of those carrying it in were plainly defined,

and the different sizes of these small masses indicated that many per-

sons, some much stronger than others, were simultaneously engaged in

the work.
With the exception of the imperfect or broken specimens mentioned

above, no remains of any kind were found in that portion of the mound
above the fire-bed and north of the central shaft, and only two skele-

tons beneath it, while many interesting finds of implements were made
all through the loose, ashy dirt of the southern part, and of many skele-

tons below it. The casts of logs and poles and the rotten wood and
bark indicate the former existence of a wooden structure at least 12

feet square and 3 stories high, the posts of which extended from 2 to 4

feet below the natural surface; or, more likely, three structures, one
above another. A foot above the natural surface, or 24 feet from the top

of the mound, the smooth, horizontal layer of sand and ashes was con-

tinuous and uniform, except where interrupted by two heavy fire-beds,

which were circular in form, 8 feet in diameter, and their inner edges
about 10 feet apart on opposite sides of the center of the shaft. The
earth was burned hard for 8 iuches below the ashes. Below these beds,

in an excavation in the original soil, were several skeletons as follows:

No. 1, a medium-sized adult, extended on the back, head south, arms
by the side; 4 feet below center of the northern fire-bed. No trace of

a coffin ; a rude hoe and rough lance head were at the left side.

No. 2 lay 4 feet north of No. 1, at the same depth; same size and po-

sition, except that the feet were toward the center of the mouud. It

was inclosed in a coffin formed by leaning stone slabs together, in the

form of an inverted V, over the body; another stone was set against the

end of this at the head. A number of relics were with this skeleton,

and on tlie stone over the head was a hematite celt. Two feet north

of the head were the fragments of a large vessel.

No. 3, similarly placed, was 4 feet under the north edge of the other

firebed. Some relics were found above the head, and others in a small

vault near the left side.

No. 4, position like the last, head toward and 5 feet west of the center

of the mound. A small vault near the head, similar to those heretofore

mentioned, contained decayed material and fragments of stone.

Nos. 5 and 6 lay near together with heads south, 10 feet southeast of

the center of the mound. A vault was found near the feet of the smaller

skeleton.

None of these skeletons were found at the center and all were 4 feet

below the natural surface of the ground on the bottom of the pit. Nine
vairlts, in addition to those mentioned, were disclosed; four of them on
the bottom of the pit and five on the original surface of the ground.
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Their averajje capacity was between 1 aud 2 bushels, and all were par-

tiallj' lilled with mottled dust. The interior was perfectly dry. Be-

neath the south edge of the southern fire bed was a vault 3 feet long,

2 feet wide, aud 2 feet high; this and a smaller one a foot east of it con-

tained mottled dust as usual. Six feet above and somewhat west of

this fire-bed, in what seemed to be the remains of a bark coflin, was a

streak of bright red paint, which crumbled to fragments with the bark.

Mouud 24, situated west of mound 23, measuring about 100 feet in

diameter and 4 feet high, was thoroughly exph)red aud found to consist

cliiefly of hard gray material. Near the center, on the natural surface,

was a bed of charcoal and ashes in which were charred bones, both ani-

mal and human, and with them a few spear-heads.

Mound 25, a short distance northeast of mouud 23, measured 95 feet in

diameter and 8 feet high. At the bottom, uear the center, were the traces

of a skeleton, and with it eight rather slender copper bracelets, much
corroded. These were evidently made of drawn wire and indicate con-

tact with Europeans. They had been wrapped in some kind of textile

fabric, the threads of which were plainly visible. As they were of smaller

size than the others found in this locality, of which mention has been
made, it is presumed that they belonged to a female who was buried here.

Mound 2(3. This small tumulus, 35 feet in diameter and scarcely 4

feet in height, is near the northwest side of mouud 21. It was composed
throughout of a mingled mass of charcoal, ashes, black earth, and
charred bones.

Mouud 27, a short distance north of mound 21, measured 84 feet in

diameter aud (5 feet in height. Near the center, 1 foot from the top, a

small copper bracelet was found, but a thorough excavation failed to

reveal any trace of burial or anything else of interest.

Mouud 28 is 300 feet in circumference aud 23 feet high. Permission

to explore this could not be obtained.

Mound 20, 40 feet in diameter and 4 feet high, was thoroughly ex-

plored and nothing but coals and ashes found in it.

Mound 30, 300 feet in circumference aud 21 feet high, was 25 feet

across the somewhat depressed top. Near the top were the remains of

a stone grave containing a nearly decayed human skeleton, probably
an intrusive burial. A circular shaft 12 feet in diameter was sunk to

the bottom through uniformly dark, alluvial soil like that around the

mound; only rotten wood and bark with casts of timbers were found.

Upon the well-smoothed natural surface were evident traces of a bark
floor covered by a layer of clean, white ashes, containing traces of

bones. Excavations in the natural earth revealed a circle, 12 feet in

diameter, of vaults about 3 feet broad and the same in height, similar

to those mentioned, placed very close together and filled with mud.
This mound was not completely explored on account of the water. The
rotten wood and bark, with casts of timbers, were probably the remains

of a wooden vault.
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Tlie mdst important mouuds remaining of this group are iipon the

Kanawha county poor farm.

Mound 31 measured 318 feet in circumference, 25 feet high, and 40

feet across its flat top. (See Fig. 302.) A 10-foot circular shaft was
sunk from the top and trenches run in from the side. The top layer

consisted of 2 feet of soil, immediately below which was 1 foot of mixed
clay and ashes. Below this, to the bottom, the mound was composed
of earth apparently largely mixed with ashes, placed in small deposits

during a long period of time. Three feet below the top were two skel-

etons, one above the other, extended at full length, facing each other

and in close contact. Above but near the heads were a pipe, celt, and
some arrow or spear heads. Ten feet below these were two very large

skeletons in a sitting position, facing each other, with their extended
legs interlocking to the knees. Their hands, outstretched and slightly

elevated, were placed in a sustaining position to a hemispherical, hol-

lowed, coarse-grained sandstone, burned until red and brittle. This
was about 2 feet across the top, and the cavity or depression was filled

with white ashes containing fragments of bones burned almost to

coals. Over it was placed a somewhat wider slab of limestone 3 inches

^^.JL

Flu. :iU2.—Scftiuii of mound No. 31, Kanawha county, West Virizinia.

thick, which had a hemisphei'ical or cup-shaped depression of 2 inches

in diameter near the center of the under side, but this bore no trace of

heat. Two copper bracelets were on the left wrist of one skeleton, a

hematite celt and lancehead with the other. At a depth of 25 feet

from the top the natural surface was reached, on which lay a clay bed
or so-called "altar," from 6 to 18 inches thick, and covering a larger

space than the 16 feet to which the shaft was here enlarged, though the

altar proper was about 12 feet long by 8 feet wide. The upper portion

was burned to a brick red, which gradually faded toward the bottom,

which was the natural dark color of the material. The upper side had
a concavity more than a foot deep. On it rested a compact layer of

very fine white ashes a little less than a foot thick at the center, grad-

ually increasing outward until fully 2 feet thick at the edges of the

shaft. Scattered through it were waterworn stones from 3 to 5 inches

in diameter, all bearing indications of exposure to intense heat, and
fragments of bones, some of which were nearly destroyed by heat and
had patches of what seemed to be melted sand adhering to them.

Mound 32 measured 50 feet in diameter and 4 feet high. At the cen-

ter were two badly decayed skeletons on the natural surface, heads
north; hematite celts and flint arrowheads were found with them.
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Mound 33, 40 feet in diameter and 4 feet high; not opened.
Mound 34, 54 feet in diameter and 5 feet liigh, was thoroughly ex-

plored. A heavy fire bed was found in the center on the natural sur-

face ; south and west of it were three charred human skeletons and many
fragments of flint lance and arrow heads, broken apparently by fire.

Mound 35, 63 feet in diameter and 6 feet high, wascomposed through-
out of very hard gi'ay earth. Nothing was found in it.

Mound 36, 34 feet at base, 3 feet high. In the natural earth beneath
it was a vault 6 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 2 feet deep, which contained
a small skeleton nearly decayed.

Mound 37, 60 feet at base and 7 feet high; 2 feet of soil on top, next
4 feet of hard gray earth, and at the bottom a fire-bed 1 foot thick con-

taining charred bones.

Mound 39, 50 feet in diameter, 6J feet high; not opened.
Mound 40, same size as last; not opened.

Mound 41, 56 feet in diameter and 5 feet high. A broad trench

through it showed it to be constructed in the same manner as mound
38.

Two circular pits or caches, which had been subjected to the action

of fire, were found near mounds 17 and 18. These were opened and
proved to be deep and basin-shaped, the larger about 10 feet in diame-
ter at the top and S feet deep in the center. This one lay entirely

beneatli the surface soil, here about 1 foot thick. Judging from what
was observed it is believed that after it was dug and the sides smoothed
they were then plastered over with gray clay 5 or 6 inches thick, and
that ujwn this, before it had dried, was spread a coating of bright red

earth, which was then burned very hard. This might indicate that it

was used as a water cistern, though the purpose for which it was dug
may have been a very different one. The contents, commencing at the

top, immediately below the surface soil were found to be as follows:

First, a layer of ft-esh-water shells 2 feet thick, rounded up in the mid-

dle; next, a layer 1 foot thick of charcoal, ashes, and dark earth com-
mingled; below this, nearly to the bottom, the material consisted of

very hard earth mixed with charcoal and ashes. In this lower layer,

near its upper surface, were two prostrate, extended skeletons of small

size, one with the head north, face up, the other with head south.

Scattered through the layer were numerous waterworn bowlders 4 to 5

inches in diameter, bearing e\'idence of intense heat; also, .small frag-

ments of pottery, lance heads, and fish darts, apparently broken by the

action of fire. The small skeletons mentioned were badly decayed and
seem to have been incased in a matrix of plastic clay.

The second i)it was similar in all respects except that it was sUghtly

smaller and contained no skeletons.

Upon all the blufts and high points in this vicinity are found rock

heaps. About forty were discovered, most of which were opened. All

bear evidence of a well-hole, a few of the oblong ones having two;

more than two are never found in one heap. Fig. 288, heretofore given, -

12 ETH 28
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sbows the usual form of the cavity, some being more clearly defined,

others less so. Only one was found intact (marked m on the map, PI.

xxvii). It is on a sharp ridge some 200 feet above the river and com-
manding a fair view of all the works on the north side, together with
those at Sprnig Hill and some others on the south. It was nearly cov-

ered with earth and surrounded by bushes, which had protected it tiom
the view of relic hunters. It seems never to have exceeded 12 feet in

diameter and 5 feet in height, with a well-hole 2^ feet across and less

regular than in many others noticed. Upon the removal of a flat cap-

stone a small cavity was found; removing two additional layers, the
lower of which was a mass of charcoal and ashes, the cavity was found
to increase to a little more than 2 feet. At this point a stone 3 teet

long, 30 inches wide, and 6 inches thick was reached, which was
removed by tearing away part of the wall. Under it, in a hole 3 feet

deep, was a decayed skeleton of medium size, which had been buried in

a sitting or squatting position. With it were a steatite pipe, a slate

gorget, a portion of the stem of another very large steatite pipe, the
remainder of which had never been deposited here, and three lance-

heads. From a rock heap near by some boys obtained a well preserved
skull and some relics. It was probably an intrusive burial, as the cap-

stone was not in its proper place.

Near the last described mound, and marked n on PI. xxvii, is a charred
bone pile on one of the finest points of observation along the entire

line of blufls; it measures 61 feet long, 37 feet at the widest part, and
in some places over 2 feet high, resembling a low, oblong, oval-topped

mound. Upon and around it were a great many waterworn stones of

small size. Their number increased with the depth, along with char-

coal, ashes, and charred bones. The bones and perhaps the flesh of

hundreds of persons had been burned here; the fragments were all

small and thin, indicating children or small females. It is beyond
doubt that they were human bones.

The few rock shelves in the cliffs found in this region are especially

rich in relics.

PUTNAM COtrNTY.

INCLOSURE AND MOUNDS NEAR WINFIELD.

Upon the second terrace on the south side of the river, just below
Winfield, is a circular inclosure containing about an aci'e, the embank-
ment being still 2 or 3 feet high above the bottom of the interior ditch.

Within and about it have been found many stone implements of vari-

ous kinds. On this and the next higher terrace are a number of

mounds fiom 4 to 10 feet high. Two near the blufl' were opened.

The first was of peculiar shape, being 60 feet long, about half as wide,

and 7 feet high. A wide trench was run the length of the mound,
showing it to be composed mainly of hard, light colored earth, much of
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which seems to have been baked by heavy tires tliat left abundance
of charcoal, ashes, and calcined bones, some of them human. Spalls

and fragments of pottery were found all through the mound. At the
bottom were two much decayed skeletons, prostrate, heads west. A
stone and a hematite celt and some spearheads were witli them.
The other mound was circular, 40 feet at base and .5 feet high. Noth-

ing was found in it.

At the dejith of 5 feet, in a mound feet high, near by, were two
skeletons, with two celts and some arrowheads.
Between Winfleld and Buffalo are many mounds in which numerous

relics of stone, bone, and copper have been found. Two miles above
the latter place several acres of a high bottom are nearly covered with
mussel shells, spalls, potsherds, and stone implements. Two miles

below are two mounds, about 50 feet in diameter and 5 feet high, in

which were found only human bones beneath a layer of charcoal and
ashes.

MASON COUNTY.

On the high bottom laud of Gen. John McCausland, on the south

side of the river, near the Putnam County line, are five mounds, from
30 to 90 feet in diameter and i to 8 feet high. In one of these were
found the fragments of a large pot. Like nearly all the mound pottery

of this section it was composed of pounded stone and clay. The pot-

tery from the kitchen-middens nearly always contains pulverized shells

instead of stone.
KDCK HEAPS.

Two of these are found on the farm of Peter S. Couch, 3 miles below
the mounds above mentioned. They are on opposite sides of a ravine,

on bluft's overlooking the river. The one on the north bluff is 40 feet

long north and south, 30 broad, and 4 high at its two circular well-

holes; these range north and south, are 8 feet apart and ;?0 inches in

diameter. The noithern one was partially filled with loose stones and
briers. Beneath these, upon the bed rock, was the skeleton of a half-

grown child; with it were a badly corroded iron hatchet and some
glass beads. Nothing was found in the other hole. The other heap
was similar' to the first, except that the holes were somewhat larger.

They contained nothing of interest.

Between these bluffs and the river are five mounds, all of which were
opened. The largest was 50 feet broad and 4 feet high. The portion

remaining after long cultivation was composed entii-ely of very hard,

gray clay. A fire-bed 3 by 4 feet, 3 inches thick, lay on the original

surface. In another mound was a stone cist .5 feet long, and half as

wide and deep, resting on the natural surface and covered with a pile

of loose stones, over which the mound had been raised. Nothing was
found in it. The other three were similar to the largest, but nothing
of interest was discovered in them.
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A mile below thesn, on the other side of the river, in an old culti-

vated field strewn with mussel shells, are one large and several small

mounds. In all those which were explored there M'as a layer of skele-

tons on the natural surface, and two, or sometimes three, other layers

above them to a height of 5 feet. The appearance of the mounds .justi-

fied the statement of Mr. Couch and others that at least one more layer

had been removed during fifty years of steady cultivation. The skele-

tons were well preserved, many of them very large, in a prosti-ate posi-

tion, with no particular arrangement. Eemains of bark cofBns were
apparent, barely separated l)y layers of dirt or ashes or Itoth mingled;

this, with the well preserved condition of the bones, gives the appear-

ance of comparatively recent interment. The dirt in these mounds is

not so hard as in most of the others in this section.

Three miles still farther down, on the Goshorn farm, a field on the

high bottoms directly fronting the river is dotted with similar mounds,
one of wliich is 150 feet long, 75 feet wide, and 7 feet high ; all seem to

be depositories of human skeletons lying horizontally, as in the Couch
mounds. From these two localities, ten skulls, over five hundred beads
nuide of the hollow bones of animals and birds, nearly two thousand
small perforated seashells, many bone bodkins, bears' tusks, flint

implements, fragments of pottery, stone disks, celts, aud grooved axes
were obtained.

A mound 50 feet in diameter and 4 feet high was composed of exceed-

ingly hard, gray earth ; on the natural surface were two nearly decayed
skeletons.

From Kanawha falls to the mouth of the river are abundant evi-

dences that the valley has been occupied by the builders of the liard-

cored mounds, and subseiiuently by apeoplewho accumulated kitchen-

middens and buried in them or in low mounds which shovel like ashes

or alluvial soil. The hard-cored, conical monnds and the large ones
having vaults are invariably on the high bottoms not subject to over-

flow; while the refiise heaps are upon either the first or second teiTace.

Though the diflferent works are often near together, with the single

exception of those on the Goshorn place they never intermingle, as

though the later comers were careful not to intrude upon the grounds
occupied by the more ancient works.

THE MCCULLOCH MOUND.

Five miles above the mouth of the Kanawha, on the south side, on
the farm of Charles E. McCulloch, is the largest mound in this sec-

tion. Unlike most of the large mounds, it is not on the river bottom,
but on a sloping terrace nearly a hundred feet higher, and after long
cultivation is still 20 feet high and fully 300 feet in circumfei'eTice. The
old war trail is said to have crossed the spur upon which it stands just

below it. No traceofinclosure, mound, or other work is to be found near,

a peculiar circumstance when no other large mound in the entire valley
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stands thus isolated. A circular shaft 11 feet in diameter was sunk down
through the center to the bed rock a foot below the base of the mound.
A rock heap at the top had been made in a depression evidently caused

by the caving in of a vault. This rock heap had been disturbed by
parties who found a very large skeleton with some stone weaj)ons.

Beneath it sandstone slabs as heavy as a man could lift were scattered

through the shaft, and at the bottom enough of them standing and
lying at all angles to have covered the vault, and appearing to have
been hurled thus by the caving in of the roof. Excex>ting the outside

covering and 3 or 4 feet at the bottom of soil like that about it and the

stones mentioned, the entire mound was composed of ashes, mosjtly

pure, but in a few i)laces slightly mixed with earth, all very light and
easily shoveled. The somewhat sloping, natural surface had been lev-

eled up by a layer of clay, then a bark floor laid down, and this covered

with a layer of clean ashes over a space larger than the area of the

vault, which must have been nearly square, about 12 feet on either side,

and placed diagonally to the cardinal points. Prostrate in the ashes

were the remains of at least C adults and some children, placed par-

allel, heads east. Owing to the condition of the mound at the bottom,

being very wet, the bones were so decayed that it was impossible to

tell how many persons had been buried here. Not a single relic of any
kind was found with the remains. The casts of posts and roof timbers,

fiom 6 to 14 inches in diameter, mainly of oak, were found, but the
height of the structure could not be determined. As near as could be
judged, it was probably 5 or 6 feet high and covered with heavy cross

timbers, some of which extended several feet beyond the walls, and
upon these had been placed a layer of flat sandstones, a huge pile

of ashes being thrown over all. The stone grave at the toj) indicates

an intrusive burial.

Numerous rock etchings were formerly to be found along this part of

the Kanawha valley, but most of these have been destroyed; yet enough
remain to show their rude character.

On the Miller farm, 3 miles above the mouth of the Kanawha, is a
rock which has rolled down from the clifls and lodged near the ancient

trail. The face of this detached fragment, some 20 feet long by 4 wide,

is covered with figures of animals, birds (one double-headed), serpents,

etc. Dr. Shaw, of Point Pleasant, says the figures were much plainer
fifty years ago, and that one of them represented a horse in advance of

a number of horse tracks, pointing down the river, probably a record

by modern Indians of the march of a party of white men.
Below the mouth of the Kanawha the caving in of the bank of the Ohio

had exposed a wall of stone, on some of the slabs of which were rude
totemic and other marks made by some pecking tool. Careful excava-
tions revealed a circular inclosure about 100 feet in diameter, inside

measurement. The wall was composed of angular slabs of various
sizes fi'om the hills near by and averaged 25 feet across the base by 3J
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in height. Many of the stones bore evidences of fire, the spaces be-

tween them (they were laid flat with joints broken) being tilled with

charcoal, ashes, and earth, separate or mixed. No gateway was fonnd,

though no doubt one exists at some point not excavated. The sedi-

ment from overflows has accumulated to the depth of about 5 feet since

the wall was built, ami its existence was never suspected until exposed

as above stated by the falling in of the bank. This may not be abo
rigiual work.

On the Beal farm, 7 miles below Point Pleasant, are six inclosures

and a number of small mounds, and .3 miles below these are several

mounds from 6 to 20 feet high, the largest on the farm of Judge Moore.

All these are very similar in appearance to the works about Charleston.

FKi. ri03.—Moimd ^nmp, 1 mile west of IJarboursviUe. West Virginia.

Dwelling sites and mounds literally line the front of nearly all the

bottoms along both sides of the Ohio. They are simihir to those on
the Couch and Goshorn farms, and, like them, are rich in skeletons and
relics; many of the latter must have been obtained from the wliites.

CABELL COUNTY.

For half a mile along the bank of the Ohio, Just above the mouth of

the Guyaudottp, is an extensive deposit of refuse from a hamlet or

favoiite camping place, probably the latter, as the remains are found
to the depth of 3 feet, showing that the site was frequently overflowed

and thus built up in part by deposits from high water. Many relics,
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botli ancient and modern, are found, the uppermost tier being a foot

below the present surface. Half a mile above this is a field in which
were three small niDunds, two of which are now leveled. The surface

for 3 or 4 acres in extent is literally covered with potsherds, shells, and
fragments of stone implements. A quartz pipe with bowl formed and
stem hole partially perforated was found here. The maker seems to

have given up his job of boring it out after the outside had been brought
to the desired form.

Midway between Guyandotte and Huntington are traces of an inclo-

sure and hamlet site on a bottom high above the greatest floods. It was
evidently long occupied, as a great number of relics have been found
here. J<early all of it has disappeared by the caving in of the banks.

About 1 mile west of Barboursville, on a hill nearly 500 feet above the

Guyandotte, overlooking that stream for a long distance and oft'ering a

fine position for defense, is a group of mounds (Fig. 303) very modern
in appearance; it is stated, however, that large timber covered them
when the country was first settled by whites. The old war trail passes

immediately south of the group, and there is a fine spring on the slope

of the bluff north. The soil around is a compact yellow clay.

The following table gives their dimensions:

MOUNDS.

No. Form.

Irregular .

Obloug ...

...do

...do

...do

Crescent.

-

Oblong ...

Circular .

.

Oblong ...

...do

Length.
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coal and aslies. This older mound or central core was 4 feet high and
20 feet in diameter. On the north side was another skeleton placed

like the lirst two, body reclining against the hard core and legs extended

on the original surface of the ground.

In Ko. 9 a fire bed was found at the top; a small, hard, conical mound
or core was also under this, but nothing was found in it.

At 10 feet from the south edge of No. 5 were two medium-sized skel-

etons, a lance head by the right side of each. These were lying at the

foot of the hard, conical core, instead of reclining upon it. About 2

feet below the top of this ancient nioundlet or core, and 4 feet from

the top of the modern one built over it, were one very large and two
ordinary sized skeletons, all having the skulls above the ribs as though

buried in a sitting posture facing each other. With these bones were

a fine steatite pipe, a celt, lance-head, fish dart, fragments of pottery,

and nmssel shells. These were probably intrusive burials. In the

bottom of the old mound were fragments of a prostrate skeleton.

Lying on the slope was a skeleton, well preserved, with head toward the

top of the mound, and 13 feet north of it was another in like position

on the slope of another small conical mound.
The other mounds were on the same plan, showing that some people

had erected a mound over their dead; that subsequently the same or

another people had deposited bodies on the side or at the foot of these

mounds and covered them with dirt from the excavations near by, and

that these later mounds had been increased in size until in some cases

they had covered two or even more of the ancient ones.

OHIO.

As this state has been the field of the principal archeological investi-

gations of Col. Whittlesey, Prof. Locke, Messrs. Squier and Davis,

Eev. J. P. McLean, Br. Hempstead, and others, and is the locality to

which the Peabody Museum has chiefly directed its attention, compara-

tively little work was done here by the Bureau.

The explorations were chiefly by Mr. Middleton and Mr. Fowke. In

the summer of 1887 a resurvey of some of the more important ancient

works described and figured by Squier and Davis was made in order

to determine the accuracy of the measurements and figures of these

authors. The result is outlined herein, though iiublished in full in the

bulletin entitled "The (Jircular, Square, and Octagonal Earthworks

of Ohio," is.sued in 1889.

KNOX COUNTY.

THE IIAWN MOUND.

This is situated on the farm of Col. William H.Hawn, in Sec. 4, T. 7,

K. 11, Howard township, near the bank of Owl creek. It stands on a

small terrace, which is about 3 feet higher than the usual level of the
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valley near tlie verge. AboiTt a rod we.st of it is a short, dee]) gully

that drains the fields to the north, and a few rods farther west is a deep
ravine, through which flows a small, clear stream coming from the hills

a short distance to the north. An iron tomahawk and many arrow
heads have been plowed up around the mound. It is of the ordinary
conical form, circidar in outline, 45feet in diameter, and 5 feet high at

the time it was examined, though reduced fully one-half in height by
thirty years' cultivation. Col. Hawn, who saw it fifty

years ago, says it was then about 12 feet high, with

a pointed apex, and surrounded by a log fence about
4 feet high, the bottom course being made of the
trunks of trees placed end to end, the second and
last courses similar, but placed across the corners.

The iuclosure had an opening to the east.

An east and west section is given in Fig. 304. A
pit (c), in the original soil, 8 feet long, 3 feet wide, and
2 feet deep, with sloping sides, contained the skeleton ?•

of an adult, lying at full length, face up and head to p
the north. Over this, filling the pit and constituting I,

the greater part of the mound, was yellow earth [h) S
similar to the adjacent soil. About 9 inches above "

the original surface of the ground was a horizontal ^
layer (rf), 9 inches thick, of muck or river mud, ex ^
tending over an area about 20 feet in diameter. %

Above this, which showed unmistakable evidences 3

of fire on its surface, was a mass (e) of mingled ashes |
and earth from a foot to 2 feet in thickness. At / ?^

there was a small fire bed. No relics of any kind g f fi''\'

were discovered except the fragment of an arrowhead S

made of Flint ridge stone. 4

THE STAATS MOUND. E

This mound, which is irregularly conical, with an
average diameter of 52 feet, and a little over 7 feet

high, is located on the farm of Jacob Staats, in Sec.

1, T. 0, E. 10, Butler township. It stands on the ex-

treme point of a promontory that extends from the
hills out into the valley of Owl creek and terminates
in an abrupt descent of 90 feet. The topography of

the immediate locality is shown in Fig. 305.

The base of the mound is nearly circular; in the top is a depression,-

as shown in sections B and C, PI. xxviii, but this is explained by tlie

fact that a small pit was dug here some years ago and afterwards
filled up.

Encircling the base and resting upon the original surface of the
ground was a wall about a foot in height and from 2 to 3 feet thick.
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built chiefly of flat stones. This is shown by the clotted line 9, 9 in

the ground plan (PI. xxviii) and at 9, 9 in the sections (B and C).

It will be seen by reference to the figure (A) that an opening was left at

the east and west sides (h h), each about 10 feet wide. The earth has

L

i

K „„•»•'•"

m.

PHOFILE lOOMNG
tAST.

Fig. 305.—Plat and section of the area about the Staats mound, Knox county, Ohio.

washed and worn away from the upper i)art of the mound until it has

covered the wall to the depth of a foot or moi^e. There was nothing

found to show that the wall had ever been any higher than repre-

sented. Six feet within the wall, a little north of west from the center
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of the mouud was an oval pit (I) 8 feet long, 5 feet wide, and 2 feet

deep. This liad been dug in the natural soil and was filled with clean

wood ashes. At its northeast corner lay a celt, and immediately east

of it was a large sandstone, a good load for two men, that had been
brought from the hills south of the mound. This stone bore marks of

fire, lay with the weathered side up, and was covered to the depth of

3 inches by the gravel in which it was embedded. At 10 feet from the

southern edge of the mound was a basin-shaped iiit 3 feet in diameter

and 2 feet deep. This was lined or paved with bowlders, chiefly water-

worn. For a foot down from the surface the ground (indicated by the

dotted circle «) had been burned. A layer of ashes (2, B and C) 9 inches

thick had accumulated over the greater portion of the surface inclosed

by the .stone wall, tilling and covering the pit (1) on the western side

and extending to the edge of the pit (10) on the southern side. Over
the central portion of this layer of ashes was a conical heap of gravel

15 feet in diameter and 18 inches thick at the center (No. 3, B and C),

then a stratum of ashes 6 to 9 inches thick (4), next a layer of blue

clay mixed with ashes (5) varying in thickness from 2 to 3 feet, and
over the whole a covering of surface soil (6). In section C, 7 indicates

a small streak of surface soil ; 8, a small mass of burned clay ; and 11,

a small deposit of gravel. No human bones were found, except the

fragment of a lower jaw.

As the position of this mound was so favorable for a beacon station

and lookout, there can be little doubt that it was intended for this

purpose. A beautiful valley, a mile in width and covered with a rich

productive soil, extends for miles along the creek on either side. A
light at this point would be visible not only to dwellers in the valley,

but at all points on the surrounding hills. It is well known that the

valley was a favorite spot with the Indians. The old Indian town of

Minnecoosa was situated in it immediately below the promontory. Mr.
Staats states that when he came here, more than fifty years ago, there

was no timber on the bottoms or on the terrace, all having been (;ut

down by the Indians "to give them a better chance to watch the game
and note the movements of their enemies," and doubtless also for cul-

tivation, as their food was partly obtained in this manner.

THE HAMMOND MOUND.

This is a small, conical mound located on the laud of Mr. Hammond,
in Sec. 3, T. 36, E. 10, Butler towushii), about a mile west of the Staats

mound. It is on a terrace 20 feet higher than the bottom land of the

valley aiid at present is 45 feet in diameter and 4 feet high, though Mr.
Hammond says that when he first saw it it was fully twice as high,

pointed at the top, not over 35 feet in diameter, and with two large oak
trees growing on its top. The central core consisted of soil which must
have been brought from the bottom land. This was covered by a foot

of yellow clay, like that found on the terrace. The original surface of
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the ground under the northeast side had been heated for 6 or S inches

down and was covered by an inch-thick deposit of coals and ashes.

Toward the ui)per part of the mound was a thin horizontal layer of dark
soil about 4 inches thick. In the north side, G feet from the center, at

a depth of 2^ feet, lay some fragments of human bones, the skull not
among them. Six inches above them were a few burnt bones mixed
with ashes and coals, but these appear to have been brought in with

the earth when the mound was built. Scattered through the earth of

the central mass were two gorgets, a few flint knives, some arrow
points, a pendant, spearhead, chipped celt (quartzite), and a single

fragment of pottery. The top layer consisted of surface soil about
1 foot thick.

THE CEMETERY MOUND.

This mound was situated in the cemetery at Mount Vernon. A view
of it is given in PI. xxix, from a ])hotograph made shortly before its

Street

Fio. :JOG.— Plau of Cemetery moiiml, Mouut Vernon, Knox eonnty, Ohio.

removal.' It was conical in form, unusually symmetrical, the base being

almost a circle. Diameter, 80 feet, and height, 11. The top was slightly

depressed, in consequence of a pit sunk into it by a former owner, ])ut

afterward filled up. The mode of construction is shown in the plau

(Fig. 30G) and in the vertical section from east to west (Fig. 307).

Ffrst, a 2-inch layer {a) of surface sod, then 4 feet of fine yellow clay

(6) free of stones; below this, the central core (c) reaching to the origi-

nal surface, of soil, apparently fi-om the valley to the north. The
small masses or loads in which it was de]iosited were very distinct, as

is shown in Fig. 307 (c,/, </, and i). This central mass was interrupted

by a few thin seams of gray earth ; first, at the depth of 6 feet from the

1 This removal was made in .iccordance witli tlif wisln

tora oi" the cemetery.

(if ils owner after a lawsuit with the <Urec-
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top of the mound, a nearly horizontal layer (d) 2 inches thick; next,
a similar layer (c) connecting with the former at the margins, but
dipping a foot downward at the center; and thirdly, 2 feet lower, the
layer {h).

In the central portion of the mound, resting on the original siirface

of the ground, was an irregularly (luadrilateral stone inclosure (k).

This was built up loosely of rough surface sandstones, all with the
weathered side up. The east and west diameter varied from 10 to 13
feet, the north and south from 13 to 15. The thickness of the wall at
the base was from 5 to 10 feet, the height from li to 3 feet. The stones
were piled up without any attempt at regularity. The dotted portion
along the southern line of the wall (Fig. 306) shows where it was imper-
fect and in part wanting.
Within the space inclosed by the wall, and extending partly under it

on the east side, was the circular pit (,v), 12 feet in diameter and 2J feet

deep. The sides were slightly sloped, giving it a basin-like shape. It

was mostly filled with dark soil in small masses, like that of the over-
lying mass (i), with which it seems to be continuous, resting on a

Fm. 307—SectioD of the Cemetery mound, Monnt Vemun, Knox county, Ohio.

white substance [t) an inch thick, possibly the ashes of hickory bark,
which covered most of the bottom of the pit and extended over a
skeleton on the west side. The portion covering the skeleton was very
hard, being difficult to penetrate with a pick. The remainder of it was
quite loose. The skeleton («), which was badly decayed, lay at full

length with the head at the west margin of the pit and the feet toward
the center. Around it was a quantity of decayed vegetable matter,
possibly the remains of bark wrapping. On the under jaw was a
crescent-shaped piece of copper, about the hips several shell beads,
along the left arm a few bear's teeth, and about the head the remains
of some textile fabric.

The letters m, n, and o mark the position of lire-beds ; m and n were
on the level of the original surface, extending slightly over the pit, n
being mostly under the wall and m entirely so. Each was about 6 feet

in diameter, and the clay soil beneath them for a foot in depth was
burned to a light brick red. The one at o, about the center of the pit,

was comparatively small, and the clay beneath but slightly baked,
indicating that but a single fire had been kindled on it. Just outside
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the eastern wall were four small pits or holes in the njitural soil, each
about a foot in depth and 9 inches in diameter, arranged as shown by
p, q. r, and v (see Fig. 306). Two of them, q and r, were filled with a
dark-brown " sticky substance," iu which were a number of split animal
bones.

A careftil study of this exceedingly interesting mound leads to the
conclusion that it was a work of considerable time, the various steps

in its construction being about as follows:

First, the small holes j;, q, r, and v were dug possibly to hold posts

on which a scaflbld was built to support the corpse, the split bones
being cast into theui after the posts were removed for burning when
the final burial took place. Next, when the time came for this, the
central pit (.s) was dug, and the skeleton, the flesh being removed, was
deposited in it, then the layer of ashes sprinkled over the bottom (and
over the skeleton), and the pit filled up. The fire at o probably per-

tained to some superstitious burial rite, while those at m and h, which
were continued for a longer time, were built by the watchers. After
this a wooden covering was probably placed over the pit and the stone

wall built around it. There can scarcely be a doubt, judging by the

fact that the weathered sides of all the stones were uppermost, that a
considerable time had elapsed before the mound was built, possibly a

number of years. The mound was in all probability built in successive

stages, as seems to be indicated by the seams at d, e, and h. The holes

p, q, r, and c may have held posts which supported a temporary booth
for the watchers instead of serving the purpose above suggested, in

which case we must suppose the body was buried without first remov-
ing the flesh, and that the decay of the flesh hardened the white sub-

stance spread (^ver it. If these suppositions be in the main correct, the

individual buried here must have been an important personage in the

tribe to which he belonged, and one long remembered and revered by
his people.

THK SHIPLEY MOUND.

This mound is en the farm of Mr. Worthington Shipley, in Howard
township. It is on the brow of a steep bluff 75 feet high, overlooking

the valley of Owl creek ; is circular, flattened on top, 35 feet in diame-

tei', and i feet high. Under the center, extending north and south, was
a pit 7 feet long, 2i feet wide, and 2 feet deep, dug in the original soil.

In this was a single skeleton, face up and head south.

HOCKING COUNTY.

ANCIENT WOKS ON THE DAVIS PLACE.

These works, consisting of two small earthern iuclosures and ditches,

one surrounding a large mound which covers the greater part of the in-

cluded area, are situated on theSW. ^ of Sec. 8, T. 11, R. 19, in Salt Creek
township, Hocking county. They stand on the level top of a spur which
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juts out from the hills bordering the valley of Salt creek. The larger

work, wliich includes the mound, stands on the brink of the blutt',

which rises here to a height of 200 feet above the valley. Fig. 308 is a

plat of the works and the ground in the immediate vicinity. A plan

of the larger work, which, as before stated, consists of an earthern in-

FiQ. 308.—Works on the Davis place, Hocking county, Ohio.

closure, inner ditch, and included mound, is shown in Fig. 309. It will

be seen from this that the form of both the inclosure and the mound (a)

is somewhat quadrilateral or oblong, the longer diameter being east

and west. The mound, which covers the entire area, save a narrow
strip here and there, is 115 feet long and 96 wide at base, with a height
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of 23 feet. At the eastern end and at the corners (which are rounded
oft) are strips of the original level 2 or 3 feet wide between the margin
and the ditch. The top is rounded. The surrounding wall and ditch

are interrupted only by the gateway at the east, which is about 30

feet wide. The ditch is 3 feet deep and varies in width from 20 to

23 feet. The wall averages 20 feet in breadth and is from 1 foot to

3 feet high. Two
chestnut trees, one

6, the other 7 feet in

circumference, were
growing on the
mound.
A partial explora-

tion of the mound
gave the following

results: The first 5

feet of the top was
found to consist of a
layer («, Fig. 309, B
and C) of yellow clay

similar to the sur-

face soil of the spur

;

the remainder (b) of

earth, which must
have been brought
from the valley be-

low. In this latter

could easily be
traced the individ-

ual loads or little

masses by which it

had been built up,

as in the case of the
cemetery mound at

Mount Vernon. At
the base, 30 feet from
the south margin,

was a bed of burnt

ficu A

Section. .B.

Sectiorv

Fig. 309.—Plan of tbe large work, Da\'is place

Ohio.

Hockiug county,

clay, on which were

coals and ashes. In the center, also at the base, were the remains of a

square wooden vault. The logs of which it was built were completely

decayed, but the molds and impressions were still very distinct, so that

they could be easily traced. This was about 10 feet square, and the

logs were of considerable size, most of them nearly or quite a foot in

diameter. At each corner had been placed a stout upright post, and
the bottom, judging by the slight remains found there, had been wholly
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or partially covered with poles. It had evidently been built up in the

form of a pen, but neither the number of rounds nor original height

could be definitely ascertained. From appearances it is probable there

were not more than two or three tiers and the height not more than 2

or 3 feet. Near the center was the extended skeleton of an adult, head
south, with which were enough shell beads to make a string 9 yards in

length. The lower tier of logs was a foot or more down in the orig-

inal soil, showing that a slight excavation had been made in the sur-

face before the vault was built. The remains of some of the logs ex-

hibited traces of fire, though the dirt around them showed no indica-

tions of heat. A trench was dug through the surrounding wall south

of the mound. Near the middle were the remains of a post 6 inches in

diameter. In another trench through the south wall, near the corner,

was the burnt end of a post a foot in diameter.

A few yards south of this work is a small circular inclosure {b, Fig.

308) and inside ditch, the opening being toward the large inclosure.

The diameter north and south is 120 feet; east and west, 124 feet.

Owing to long cultivation only faint traces of them remain. The
greatest height of the wall at present is not more than 15 inches.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

ANCIENT WORKS NEAU DUBLIN.

The works represented in Fig. 310 are 1 mUe northeast of Dublin
and one-fourth of a mile east of the Scioto river. They are on a nearly

level area of the higher lands of the section. Contrary to what is

usual, the soil immediately around them is not nearly so fertile as that

a short distance away.
At 1 is a circular embankment with an inside ditch. The diameter,

measuring from the middle line of the embankment on one side to the

middle on the other side, is 120 feet, the wall is about 10 feet broad and
2 feet high, and the ditch 15 feet wide and 2 feet deep, leaving a level

inclosed circular area 80 feet in diameter. On the east side is a gate-

way 12 feet wide.

No. 2 is a rectangular inclosure with rounded corners. In measuring-

it, stakes were set where the middle lines of the embankment would
cross if produced. The distances between these stakes were as follows

:

North side, 287 feet; west side, 212 feet; south side, 262 feet ; east side,

220 feet. The outer line of the west wall forms a curve along its entire

length ; the other sides are straight. On the north, east, and west sides

the wall is 25 feet across the base; on the south side, 35; its height, quite

uniform throughout, is about 3 feet. It is bordered on the inside by a
ditch 10 feet wide on the south side, 20 on the east and north sides, and
30 on the west side; depth about 2 feet on the east side, gradually
increasing along the north from 3 to 4 feet, being widest and deepest
at the southwest corner. Thus more earth was taken out along the west

12 ETH 29
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liue of the ditch and added to the south side of the embankment. The
rounded outer corners of the embankment are 20 feet Avithiu the points

where the margins of the wall would intersect if carried on straight.

The corners of the inner sides of the ditch are about 10 feet withiu their

corresponding points. The passageway on the eastern side is 15 feet

wide. In all these inclosures the iiassage way is simply the natural sur-

face of the ground between the ends of the ditch and wall ; that i.s to

*****«««,»««•»****
~

\
/ \

say, it is not graded. On the level space inclosed by the ditch, 100 feet

from the top of the east line of embankment, is a mound (a) i feet high

and 35 feet in diameter. On the top were numerous flat stones, which

it is said had formed graves inclosing skeletons of very large size, but

nothing could be learned as to the manner in which they were buried.

Another stone grave (6), 8 feet in diameter, on the edge or bottom of

this mound on its western side, had been opened, and so torn up that
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its mode of L-oustructioii coultl not be determined. Still west, its edge
extending quite up to the ditch, is another mound (c) 1 foot high and
2-1 feet in diameter. This has never been disturbed. From the top of

the banlv at the northeast corner of 2 to the nearest point on tup of the

embankment of inclosure 1, is 133 feet; and the liue of the north edge
of 2, if produced, would touch the south edge of 1.

Southwest of 2 is another circular inclosure (3) similar in construction

to 1; the embankment is 18 feet across and 2 feet high; the ditch 22

feet wide and 3 feet deep in the deepest pai't; the level space inclosed

100 feet in diameter, making the entire diameter of the inclosure from
center to center of the outer wall 162 feet. The passageway (opening
directly toward 2) is 22 feet wide. In the inclosure is a mound (d) 40

feet in diameter and 3 feet high, its center being 60 feet from the inner

edge of the ditfh on the east. The amount of earth in this mound is

hardly sufBcieiit to account for the difference between tlie cubic con-

tents of the excavation and those of the embankment.
About 500 feet west of 3 is a single mound (4) 5 feet high and 50 feet

in diameter.

BROWN COUNTY.

MOUND GliOUP ON HILL PLACE.

The group shown in Fig. 311 is on a high hill near the Aruheiin pike,

4 miles north of Eipley, on the farm of Mr. James M. Hill, and consists

of eight mounds, two of which are surnninded by a ditch and embank-
ment.
The principal mound (1) is 72 feet in diameter and 8 feet high. Three

small tumuli (2, 3, and 4), which have been plowed over for many years,

are now from li to 2.J feet high and from 30 to 40 feet in diameter.

No. 5 is 2i feet high and 40 feet in diameter. This is surrounded by
a circular wall and inner ditch each about 15 feet across, the diameter
of the former from the middle line on one side to the middle on the

other side being 151 feet, and of the ditch from center to center 11&
feet. The wall is now only about 1 foot high, and the ditch scarcely

more than 1 foot in deptli.

No. 6 is a similar work, except that it is elliptical instead of circular,

the measurements being as follows : The mound 80 feet east and west
and 70 north and south; the ditch measuring from center to center 150

feet east and west and 120 feet north and south; the wall from top to

top 180 by 150 feet. The mound is 5 feet high, the ditch and wall each
about 15 to 18 feet wide, the height of the wall from 1 to 2 feet, and the

ditch but little over a foot deep.

Westward from the latter work, one at the distance of 365 feet and
the other nearly 1,200 feet, are two other mounds (7 and 8). The for-

mer of these is 3 feet high and 50 feet in diameter; the latter (8) 3J feet

high and 75 feet in diameter, is on a lower level than the other and not

visible from any other mound in the whole group, yet from its position
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must belong with them. The relative positions are correctly indicated

in the figure. The distances from center to center are as follows:

From 1 to 2

From 2 to 3

From 3 to 4

From 4 to 5

Feet.

120

120

155

180

From 1 to 5

From 1 to G

From 6 to 7

From 7 to S

Feet.

255

485

365

800

Lying S. 20° W. from 1 is a large mound, about half a mile distant,

in plain view. S. 50° E. about one-third of a mile is another, uot visi-

ble by reason of a low intervening ridge. About 1 mile S. 30° E. was
formerly an iuclosure, now entirely destroyed. Nothing definite could

be ascertained regarding its size or .shape. It had been locally known
as the Indian fort, and was on a hill overlooking the group. There is

a good spring within 150 yards of 8, and another 200 yards southwest
of 1. From 1 to the nearest \)ouit ou Straight creek is half a mile in a
northwest direction. The descent from the mounds to the creek is

about 500 feet and very steep. A luimber of relics were found in 1

some years since. It has never been opened to the bottom. A small

cache of very fine, large, leaf-shaped kiiives of Flint Eidge stone was
exposed by the plow near by.

STONE GUAVE.S.

On nearly every pi'ominent' hill in the neighborhood of Ripley are

stone graves, some small, apparently the burying places of a single in-

dividual, others large enough to contain a number. Nearly all of these

graves have been disturbed by the persons on whose farms they are

situated, either through curiosity or to utilize the stone. Very few
have ever yielded any relics, and then only a celt or a few arrowheads.
Over twenty different places were vi.sited where it was claimed the

graves were undisturbed before any were found intact.

Four miles east of Ripley, on a hill 500 feet high, overlooking the

valley of Eagle creek and commanding an extensive view in every
direction, were two that had never been opened.

The first was inclosed by a circle of large, flat limestone slabs set on
edge, and measui'cd 15 feet in diameter. The slabs fitted closely or

slightly overlapped, and the space thus inclosed was on the same level

as the siuTounding surface; it was filled mostly with stones similar to

those around the edge, with only enough dirt to fill the spaces between.

The mass of earth and stone was removed to a depth of 15 inches,

when large, fiat rocks, lyiiig horizontally, were reached. One of these

being removed disclosed the yellow clay subsoil beneath. This was dug
into about 2 feet, to make sure it was in place. There was nothing

to show that the edges of the slabs had been dressed, yet they fitted

so closely that only very small cracks were between them at any place

and formed a floor over the whole space inclosed. Lying directly upon
this rock floor, with head east, was an extended skeleton badly broken
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b> the weight of the material above. Only a few fragments of the

skull could be obtained ; enough to show that it was a full half inch

in thickness. With the exception of a few vertebrie, the bones of the

body and u])per extremities were so decayed that they could not be
taken out or even uncovered sufficiently for examination, the tough,

sticky soil adhering to them so that, when removed from its place, it

brought fragments of the bone along with it. The femora were still

solid enough to allow the dirt to be
scraped away with a knife. They
measured 22i inches in length.

Lying against the spinal column of

the skeleton, just above the posi-

tion of the pelvic bones, was a

fragnu'ut, about 2 inches across, of

a human skull not over one-six-

teenth of an inch thick. Besides

many small decayed pieces of

bones, there were found one other

femur of a size to correspond with

those of the skeleton, and three

femora of ordinary size. These
last were lying close together.

Why an odd number should be
found is not plain. Close watch
was kept, but no x>ieces of another
were seen. The bones of the ex-

tended skeleton were in their

proper position; so it wouhl seem
that a body had been buried soon

after death, and at the same time
portions of the skeletons of others

who had 'died previously were
placed in tlie grave. No two of

the smaller femora were in a posi-

tion such as could have corre-

si)onded with a whole skeleton

placed in the grave. None of the
bones were near the sides of the
grave; the skeletou lay nearly across the center, and the other bones
were close to its left side. The confused heaping of the stones made it

impossible to discover their original method of arrangement; however,
it was apparent that they were not the parts of a box grave. Possibly
the remains had been covered with logs, and stones piled on the top of
these. The grave was on a perfectly level spot.

Forty yards from this grave was another, on a gentle slope and at a
slightly lower level than the first. This also had a circle of limestone

Fig. 311.—Group of mouuds, Bruwu county, Ohio.
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slabs arouDd it, some of wliicli were perpendicular, but most of them
variously inclined. The space within, measuring 19 feet across, was
ou a level with the surrounding surface of the ground. Beginning
at the south edge, at first only dirt and small broken stones in about
equal parts, were found ; the yellow subsoil was 14 inches below the

top, and the position of the broken stones showed they had been
thrown in directly upon it. Six feet from the south side was a row of

large slabs, the tops being above the ground and the bottom edges
sunk into the yellow clay. Before these were disturbed the earth

around them was removed and the stones and dirt within the entire

circle thrown out, when it was seen that the slabs were arranged in the

form of an ellipse 13 by 9^ feet, with the longer axis east and west.

All the slabs of the south half of this ellipse sloped inwardly and over-

lapped, the western edge of every one being placed over the eastern

edge of the next one. On the north side they were so displaced by the

roots of some trees that the arrangement could not be made out; pre-

sumably it was the same as on the opposite side. Two feet within this

ellipse (on the south side) was another row of large slabs reaching

fi'om end to end in nearly a straight line, with the tops leaning inward;

on the north side were similar slabs, but the roots had moved them
about so that it was impossible to say whether they corresponded with

the others or not. Finally there were two rows within these just men-
tioned, with the tops leaning outward (away from the center) on each
side; this trough-like inclosure was 11 by 2 feet. Several large stones

were lying on or partly across this, their position showing they had
been laid over the top as boards are placed over a coftin. Within this

box was a number of fragments of badly decayed bones. Enough were
found to prove that at least one skeleton had been interred, extended
with head to the east, and that it had been the frame of a strongly-

built person of medium height. In addition to these there were found
here some pieces of the bones of a very young child. The femora were
lying in the proper position relative to each other, but so close that

the heads were in contact. All the space within the larger ellipse was
paved with flat stones lying ou the subsoil, as in the first grave, though
they were somewhat smaller in this one. No traces of bones were found
outside of the box.

The accompanying Fig. 312 {A denoting the ground plan and B a
vertical section north and south) is an attempt to represent as nearly
as possible this unusual burial place. The letters a, b, and e indicate

the same thing both in the plan and section. The outer circle (a «) is

19 feet in diameter, composed of upright stone slabs; b b is the ellipse,

the diameters being 13 and 9J feet. The stone slabs forming this ring

lean inwards, as shown in the section. The roof shaped, elliptical

passage (c c) was composed of two series of stone slabs leaning toward
each other and meeting at the top; d d denote the surface soil and e e

the clay subsoil on which the paving stones rest.
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Within a fourtli of a mile of these graves, on another hill, was for-

merly a number of stone cists, from which nearly all the stones have
been hauled away. The person who removed them said they had been
set on edge, forming rectangular boxes about 8 feet by 2, large slabs

laid across the top and other stones heaped on these. The position of
such of the stones as were too firmly set in the ground to be easily

removed, which were found still in place, showed that at least the first

part of his statement was correct.

A grave 2i miles east of Ripley, on a point giving a good view of the
Ohio riverand Kentucky hills, had been opened by other parties, whose
statements in regard to an arch led to an examination of it. The
inclosed portion, which had been pretty thoroughly cleaned out, was
elliptical, S by 11 feet, the longer iixis east and west. Like those

Ploji. A

.Secttoro. H._

Fig. 312.—Stoue gr:uf, IJrown roiinty, Oliio.

above described this had a floor of slabs resting on the yellow subsoil.

The boundary of the grave was a row of slabs set on edge, inclining
inward at an angle of 45 degrees, and supported underneath by a mass
of small broken rocks tightly wedged in. Surrounding this were other
rows similarly inclined, the whole series being about 6 feet in width
entirely around the grave, and resting on the stone pavement which
extended to the outside layer. Supported by these and reaching higher
up, the lower edges of the stoues in the upper tier being forced in

between the ipper edges of the ones beneath, were partial layers of
another tier; and in one or two places the third tier or series could be
seen, their lower edges, in turn, being between the upper edges of the
second tier, each layer having a little greater inclination than the one
below it. By continuing this plan an arch could have been formed
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clear across the space in which the body or bodies had been deposited,

and, as each side wonld liave to be drawn in only 4 feet at the widest

part, the stones would have been sufficiently strong for the purpose.

A section of this grave restored in part is shown in Fig. 313.

It will be seen that, altliough these graves differed widely in the con-

struction of the upper part, they all agreed in having a floor or pave-

ment of flat rocks laid upon the subsoil, upon which the body or skele-

ton was deposited, and that they differed materially from the box-shaped

stone graves. No relics of any description were found.

Although it is going beyond the limits of the county, it may not be

out of place to say here that for several miles up and down the river,

on the opposite hills of Kentucky, gi-aves similar to the above exist in

great numbers; but after much search and inquiry Mr. Fowke, who
examined those described, failed to find a single one which had not been

torn up. There was formerly, according to the old settlers, a very large

group of them in the bottom near Dover, Kentucky, 2 miles below Riidey.

A milldam, a limekiln, and a long string of fence are still standing,

built of stones from this cemetery, which, in addition, furnished lime to

the people around for several years. Whether for mortuary or other

all this stone had been carried from the neighboring hills.

I a ti c I, i

Fig. 313.—Section of a aluuc yrave, liruwu cuimty, Oiiio.

and thereis no place within the fourth of a mile wliere it could have been
obtained without carrying it up a steep bluff' fully 50 feet high.

In this bottom are also several mounds, the largest 20 feet high and
120 feet in diameter. A smaller one close by, on being opened, disclosed

about half a bushel of burnt limestone rocks from 2 to 4 inches through,

a plate of mica, and a little charcoal. The stones were at the center,

about half of them sunk into the original surface; the mica and char-

coal about 5 feet west of the center. A number of large, flat stones were
placed on edge, in no definite order, about the upper part of the mound.
Many relics have been found on or immediately beneath the surface,

Avithin sight of Eipley. Every plowing or flood reveals them all along

the banks and, in fewer numbers, on the hills and along the creeks;

and though many thousand specimens have been gathered, the supply

seems scarcely diminished. They are mostly celts, grooved axes, round
stones, hammer-heads, arrowheads, and other flint weapons and pitted

stones. Pestles and cupped stones ai-e plentiful; nor is there a lack

of pottery (always broken), perforated shells, slate ornaments, and
hematites of different patterns.

At the mouth of Eagle creek, near Eipley, is the site of a former vil-
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lage and what Las been an extensive aborginal cenieteiy ; the latter is

now nearly gone, owing to the encroachments of the creek on one side

and the river on the other.

The indications are that this region was formerly occupied by a people

who had villages, but lived more by hunting and fishing than by agri-

culture.

COSHOCTON COUNTY.

Beginning in Jefferson township, a short distance above "Warsaw,

and extending in a southwestern direction for 10 or 12 miles, is a series

of flint deposits, the remains of what was once a continuous bed. The
ground has been eroded into numerous peaks and ridges, and the flint

is now found only in those hills whose tops remain above its level. At
several points these deposits bear evidence of aboriginal workings,

mostly along the outcrop, as the deptJi of earth and stone above them
was too great to be removed by prinative means. Many places that

have been left undisturbed are apparently no more difficult to excavate

than some that have been worked. The jnost extensive quarrying was
done on the hills immediately south of the Walhonding river, 3 miles

southwest of Warsaw.
On the farm of Gol. Pren Methani, southwest of his house, is a long,

narrow ridge, whose top slopes downward toward the north for some
distance and then gradually rises to the end. In the depression, or

"saildleback," thus formed, the flint was covered only a few feet at

any point. The ancient diggers began at the outcrop on one side of

the ridge and worked across to the other side, removing the flint and
throwing the dirt behind them as they went. The soil is thickly cov-

ered and intermingled with spalls and fragments. There are a few
pits on the ascending slope to the south of this ridge, but the thick-

ness of the overlying soil soon becomes too great to justify its removal.

The space dug over comprises about 5 acres.

Half a mile east of this, on land of Mrs. Oriss, between two small

ravines that intersect a short distance to the southward, is a nearly

level area of about 2 acres, rising from G to 12 feet above the outcrop,

on which are several large pits filled with muck and water. The largest

is about 100 feet across, and a high bank of earth still surrounding it

shows that a large surface of the flint has been uncovered. From the

hill, on one side of which this level is found, a narrow point extends for

some distance to the east, and along both sides of this point the exca-

vations or pits reach trom the outcrop up the hill to a distance varying
according to the thickness of the overlying stratum. At other places

in the immediate vicinity are similar excavations; but those mentioned
are the principal (mes. Some of the pits have been cleared out by
persons living near, and the method of excavating was found to be
analogous to that followed at the flint quarries of Licking county.

This flint varies considei'ably. At the ])its on Mrs. Criss's farm it is

an opaque blue, with a small amount of included chalcedony and crys-
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ta!s. At tLe jioiut east it is white, resembling a much weathered chal-

cedony. Nearer the river there is considerable chalcedony, and a clear

yellowish or "honey-colored" stone, much resembling that found in

Europe, though less translucent. The greater i)art, however, is a dark
variety, much of it being basanite. There seems to be no regular order

in its arrangement. Sometimes the different kinds are in strata, though
not always in the same relative position, while, again, three or four sorts

are seen in a single large block. There maybe thin seams of shale or

other rock between the flint layers, or the flint may be in a solid bed,

either with one color merging into another or the line of separation

sharply defined, without any change in the texture of the stone.

Just east of Col. Metham's residence, on a high point overlooking

the valley for 3 or 4 miles, was a mound about 5 feet high, made of flat

stones, ill layers one over another, with the spaces between (where they

did not fit up closely) filled with broken stone. This had been built

up over a stone box-grave containing a skeleton 7 feet long and a few
relics. On the north side of the river, northwest from this mound, nui-

ning out from a hill 300 feet high, on the farm of Eobert Darling,

is a point whose sides at the top are perpendicular fiom 12 to 20

feet. Across this point is a crescent-shaped wall of stone, convex out-

wardly, 3 feet high, and reaching to the bluff on each side. It measures
about 100 yards in length.

LICKING COUNTY.

mi^#^\^\P/W^

With the exception of Eoss, this is the most interesting county, arche-

ologically, in the state. From the great works at Newark, divergent

mound systems reach to

the Ohio at Portsmouth
and Marietta. Numer-
ous earth mounds and
inclosures occur, besides

several stone inclosures

and probably more stone
mounds (some of great

size) than in any other

equal area in the Missis-

sippi valley.

The plat (Fig. 314)

shows a group which
has not been heretofore

represented. It is lo-

cated 2 miles southwest
of the village of Brownsville and half a mile south of the National road,

on a higli hill, from which the siu'iounding country is in view for sev-

eral miles.

The most prominent mound, No. 1, is 120 feet in diameter, with a

Fig. 314 ilounils near Brownsville, Ohio.
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present height of 15 feet; it has been considerably lowered by persons
digging into the top of it.

Fifteen feet southwest of tliis (measuring from margin to margin) is

mound 3, 80 feet in circumference and about 8 feet high. Like No. 1, it has
been lowered by searchers. The first 5 feet from the bottom was found
to be u mingled compact mass of earth and stones; above that, stones

only. Possibly the entire mound was of earth and stone at first, the

former having gradually settled into the spaces between the latter.

An elevation around the margin of this mound indicates an encircling

wall of earth.

East of 3 is an earth mound (2) 100 feet in diameter and 5 feet high.

Surrounding it is a circular ditch 1 foot deep and outside of this is

a circular embankment 2 feet high.

The slope from the top of embankment to bottom of the ditch is

unbroken, the plow having destroyed the original lines. From the

center of the included mound to the top of the wall surrounding it is

120 feet, showing the diameter of the inclosure to be 240 feet.

Northeast of 1 is 4, an earth mound 2 feet high and .'jO feet in diam-
eter. It has also been long cultivated.

Large trees are growing on the stone mound, but not even a bush on
the largest earth mound.

THK NEWARK WORKS. '

As the ancient works at this place have become noted the following

facts, in addition to what is given by Squier and Davis in their excel-

lent work, may be of interest to American archeologists.

The northern parallels, marked g h on their plan, a copy of which is

shown in our PI. xxx, extend eastward to the brow of the upper
terrace, but if they ever went down the slope and out on the next ter-

race, as shown in their plan, there is not now the slightest indication

of it, nor does any one we were able to find in Newark remember them
as so extending. Col. Whittlesey, by whom the original survey was
made, is noted for his accuracy, and possibly the plan is correct in

this respect, but all the evidence we could obtain is against such con-

clusion.

There are two large excavations immediately north of the octagon,
from which it is probable the dirt was taken for the walls. There are

also slight depressions along some of the walls and at a few points

within and without them, from which dirt was also taken. Under the
terrace, near the creek, immediately north of the opening at the north-

ern corner of the octagon, is a strong .spring of cool, limpid water.

There is considerably more space between the small circle marked G
near the east end of the northern parallel, and the southern line of these

parallels, than the plan of Messrs. Squier and Davis allows. This fact

is worthy of notice, as within this space is the singular work shown in

' Squier and Davis, Anc. Hon., PI. xxv.
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Fig. 315. This is omitted by Squier aud Davis, but is iiidlcated in the

tigure of this group in McLean's Mound Builders, page 33, though the

form he gives is erroneous. As will be seen by I'efereuce to the figure

now given, it is an inclosure in the form of a figure 8, with an inside

ditch, an opening at the east, and a wall or embankment in the form
of an arc in the interior, near the middle. The entire length of the

wall, following the curves from the end on one side of the gateway' to

the end on the other side, is 529 feet; width of gateway, 53 feet; the

north and south diameters of the circles, measuring from the top of

the wall, 125 feet; the length of the crescent, 107 feet; the wall and
ditch are each about 9 feet wide, the one about a foot high and the other

a foot deep, but quite distinct throughout.

The three mounds in a row west of the "pond" or swamp in Squier

and Davis's iilan are in a northwest and southeast line, and not noi'th-

east aud southwest, as represented; the fourth is not to be found. Two
are in the woods on a level,

10 feet above the swamp

;

the third is in a cultivated

field. The north and south

two are each about 33 by
G3 feet, with the longer axis

nearly north aud south;

the third, circular, 32 feet

in diameter, is about mid-

way between them. All

are about 3 feet high.

The ditch witliin the fair-

ground circle (E) is 5 or 6

feet lower at the entrance

than at other part, and the

dirt in it just such as may
be found in any old ditch, being of a grayish clay color when dry, but
resembling the loam around when wet. There is no evidence of the

puddling which some late investigators have professed to find.

The earth for the embankments was taken in part from the ditch and
in part from outside excavations plainly visible. The largest of these

is marked by Squier and Davis, but there are many other places where
dirt seems to have been taken up from the suiface to the depth of

from 1 to 2 or 3 feet. The same is true of the various works in the

vicinity.

Thex'e are four distinct terraces in the bottom-lands on which these

remains are situated; only the lowest one has ever been overflowed

since occupation by the whites.

In order that parties desirous of doing so may have an opportunity

of testing the previous surveys of the works at this place, the field

notes of the survey of the " Fair ground circle," the " Observatory cir-

r
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cle," the " Octagon," and " Square," made by Mr. J. D. Middletou in

1888, are inserted here.

In measuring the circles chords of equal length were used, the sta-

tions being on top of the wall and always as near the middle as could

be ascertained by measurement and judgment and the stakes all set

before the bearings were taken. The course of each chord was taken.

In measuring the Octagon, the middle lines of the wall were followed

and the corners established where the lines cross each other.

FAIR GROUND CIRCLE.

This is the large circle (see PI. xxxi) situated in the southern ex-

tremity of the group and marked E on PI. xxv of Ancient Monuments,
and has received the above name from the fact that it embraces within

its circuit the fair grounds of the Licking County Agricultural Society.

It is undoubtedly one of the best preserved ancient monuments of our
country; it is uninjured by the plow and trees of the original forest

are still .standing on it. The ditch has been but slightly filled by the

wash of the many years which have passed since its abandonment.
The wall varies in width from .3.'* to .55 feet and in height from 5 to 14

feet. The ditch varies in width from 28 to 41 feet and in depth from 8

to 13 feet.

The following are the notes of the survey, commencing at station 1,

in the gateway

:

stations.
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the survey along the top of the wall, and the circular dotted line the

nearest approximate circle. Great care was taken in making the sur-

vey, and the plat and calculation were found to confirm the accuracy
claimed.

Measuring the various diameters, the maximum is found to be 1,059

feet and the minimum 1,050, the mean of which is 1,054.5 feet, but it is

found by trial that the nearest approximate circle has a diameter of

1,051 feet. The widest divergence between the line of the survey and
the circumference of the true circle is 4 feet.

The aggregate length of the chords surveyed is 3,301 feet, while the

circumference of the approximate circle is 3,311 feet; adding to the sum
of the chords the additional length of the arcs they subtend (0.1508 of

a foot to each 100-foot chord) we have a total of 3,.309 feet. It is there-

fore evident that the inclosure approaches, in form, very nearlj' an abso-

lute circle. The area including the inner half of the wall is 20 acres,

but of the interior level area it is only 18.6 acres.

This inclosure, which is connected with the "Observatory Circle"

according to resurvey, is shown in PI. xxxrii. The southern portions, a

to b, and h to o, remain almost uninjured, being still more or less covered
by the original forest growth. The other lines of wall have been con-

siderably worn by the plow, though they are still quite distinct, the

height not being less at any point than 2^ feet, as shown by the figures

of the field notes. Nevertheless the wearing makes it difficult, often

impossible, to determine with absolute certainty the middle line, though
there is never any good I'cason why the survey should vary from the
middle line of this, or any other of these Ohio inclo.sures distinctly

traceable, more than 3 feet at most.
The field notes of the survey are as follows: Commencing at station

No. 36 (so numbered in the survey of the Observatory Circle) at the

point where the northern parallel joins the Octagon; thence to station

37, the point where the southern parallel joins the Octagon ; thence to

b and round to the place of beginning.

station.
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The two uumbers to each course, iu the width and height cohimus,
are two measurements of each wall near the ends in the direction of the

survey.

The stations indicated by letters are at the intersections of the mid-
dle lines of the walls extended; station a is at the intersection of the

lines of the /t-36 and 37-6. The diameters as ascertained from the plat

(in all cases to the intersections) are as follows:

From /( to 6 1, 21S

From dtof 1, 213

From 6 to / 1, 708

From a to e I, 483

Feet.

From * to (/ 1, 219
From / to 7i 1, 202
From htod 1, 720
From g to c 1, 487

The widths of the gateways are as follows, the measurements being
from base to base: At «, 40 feet; at h, 23 feet; at c, 47 feet; at d, 2(>

feet; at e, 37 feet; at/, 12 feet; at ft, 60 feet.

The angles at the crossings of the diagonals and diameters at the
center o are so nearly right angles as to be worthj^ of notice in this con-

nection. For instance, the angles at crossing of the diagonals 6/ and
dh differ but 10 minutes from true right angles, while those at the
crossing of the diameters ae and eg differ but 2 minutes.

The inner angles at the intersection of the lines of the walls—that is

to say, the angles of the octagon—are as follows

:

At o lo5>^ 59'

Ate 155 32

At e 153 56

ktg 153 35

At b 113° 59'

At (J 114 42

At/ 117 12

At A 115 05

THE SQLARE.

This is the smaller square inclosure on the east side of the works,
and iu PL xxv, "Ancient Monuments," is directly east of the pond. It

connects with the fair-ground circle (E on the plate) by a broken line

of parallels. According to Col. Wliittlesey's plat it varies considerably
from a true square, being distinctly narrowed on one side, but, as will

be seen from the notes of the resurvey, it must have been very nearly
square. As it is well nigh obliterated it was found impossible to trace
the lines throughout, hence only those xjarts are marked in the figure
(see PI. XXXIV) which were satisfactorily determined ; theuntraced por-
tions are represented by dotted lines.

The following are the field notes of the resurvey which commenced
near the middle of the southeastern line of wall at 1, running thence to

2, and so on around, following the walls to station 7, whence, as the
wall was visible no farther, the close was made by running directly to
station 1

:

12 ETH 30
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ments are more or less distinct. Ninety-six feet beyond this point, at

Station 35 on the plat, a bend was taken to S. 70° E. in order to follow

as closely as possible the original covuse of these embankments as
marked out on the Whittlesey plat, PI. xss. This latter course ran
263 feet to Station 3G, where another bend was taken S. 65° E. This
ran 1,914 feet to Station 39. At Station 39 a bend to S. 00° E. was

SC£Mf^riceetOets^on.

ifS^f^<3/KeOc/.sgonn I O)

D

. _^S£Cfr»ancs0cr3^l CD

made, which ran 730 feet to the middle of the northwestern enti'ance

of the Square, the parallels reappearing here this entire distance. The
fall from the southeastern entrance of the Octagon to this point was
thereupon determined to be 13.22 feet, over a rather undulating course,

as will be seen in the plat.

Owing to the presence of a number of dwelling houses on the land
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just south of the Square, and the complete absence of the original

parallel embankmeuts, uo defined course could be followed between the

Square and Circle E. The line given on the plat ran S. 15° W. 541

feet; thence S. 10° W. 384 feet; thence S..20° W. 842 feet; thence S.

40° W. 878 feet to connect with' the middle of the entrance way of the

circle. The fall from the Square to this point was ascertained to be

19.27 feet.

Before commencing the line between the parallels running eastward

from the Octagon the difference in level between the southeast and the

east entrances of the Oc-

tagon was determined, re-

sulting in a fall of 3.1 feet

at the latter. From this

point the parallel em-

bankments could be fol-

lowed 3,970 feet. The
course was found to be
due east this entire dis-

tance, and continuing the

direction after it could no

longer be traced the creek

terrace was reached, at a

point Station 13, where it

had evidently been artifi-

cially hollowed to produce

a descent less abrupt and
steep. From this jioint,

Station 13, a continuation

of the course due east to

the creek would strike the

thickest settled part of
Fig. 317. —Ancieot inclosure. Licking county, Oliio. j-|jg tOWn. A deflection

was therefore made here, IS". 70^ E. 1,.503 feet, to Eaccoon creek, the

level of which was determined to be 47.10 feet below the level of the

southeast entrance of the Octagon.

THE MOORE AND COULTER INCLOSURE.

This inclosure, shown in Fig. 317, is on the lands of Messrs. P. F.

Coulter and Thomas Moore, 6i miles southeast of Newark, on the south-

east side of the road leading to Flint ridge. It is located on a hill that

is cut off in every direction from the surrounding height, thus render-

ing the position an admirable one for defense. It is an earthen wall

with the unusual feature of an outside ditch from which the dirt was
taken to form the wall. The form, as shown in *the figure, is an oval,

with the largei' end noitliward and a single gateway at the smaller

end—southern. This entrance is on a level space and is 89 feet wide.
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The wall varies in width from 16 to 20 feet; height on the inside from

1 to 2 feet and ou-the outside to the bottom of the ditch from 3 to 5 feet.

The ditch iu some places presents no outer bank, having been dug
apparently only for the purpose of increasing the distance to the top of

the wall, thus rendering access to the inclosure more difficult.

The entire circuit of the wall, exclusive of the gateway, is 2,176 feet,

the greatest width 675 feet, and greatest length 785 feet. On every

side, except in front of the gateway, the ground slopes directly from

the ditch to the bottom of the hill. There are three small mounds con-

nected with it, one at each side of the gateway and one partly on the

wall near the northeastern extremity.

The three following mounds are plainly visible from the level space

in front of the gateway. The large mound near the Amsterdam church,

S. 480 W., distance

2J miles; the large

"Stone mcmnd," S.

620 E., three-fourths

of a mile; and anoth-

er, S. 3(»o W., half a

mile away.

SrONK FORT ON KI.INT

RIPGE.

This inclosure, S

miles southeast of

Newark, is located on
the point of nn elon-

gate level spaceabout
a mile in length. It

IS composed, with the

exception of a short

space on the east side,

where it is chiefly
earth, of flint blocks

gatheredfrom the out-

crops in the immediate vicinity, and is of the form shown in Fig. 318.

The length of the north wall (the measurements in all cases being to

the middle line) is C03 feet; of the eastern wall to the edge of the ra\'ine

at the southeast corner, 422 feet; of the south wall from the ravine to

the southwest corner, 511 feet; of the west wall, 607 feet. Width of

the wall varies from 20 to 30 feet; present-height, from 1 to 2 feet.

There are two included and two exterior mounds (the latter not shown
iu the figure), the larger one, on the inside, being a little over 100 feet in

diameter and about 15 feet high; the others, small, varying li-om 20 to

30 feet in diameter and from 1 to ."! feet in height. The area inclosed is

about 7 acres.

Fk;. :il8.—Stono fort on Flint ridge, Lirkiug fouDty, Ohio.
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PERRY COUNTY.

STONE FORT KEAR GLENFORD.

This structure, shown iu Fig. 319 is located j)artly on the SE. J of

section 17 and partly on the NE. i of sec. 20, T. 7, E. 16, about
three-quarters of a mile southeast of the town of Glenford. It stands

on a peninsular projection, or spm- of a hill, about 300 feet above the

creek, on the west. The wall follows the margin of the bluifs which
form the three sides of the spur, and which, for some 6 to 10 feet of their

upper portion, consist of rock with perpendicular face. The wall con-

sists of rough stones laid up without order and varies in height from
mere traces across the level area at the east to 5 and 6 feet, the highest
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portion, at the southeast and northwest. There are several breaks in

it at i^oints where it is crossed by little ravines, some of which may
have been formed since it was constructed. At /' a large piece of the

rock across which it ran has moved out and downward several feet, and
the break was repaired by filling in with stones; at c-d it passes

below the margin of the bluff and over a considerable space of the

descent. Why this was done, when it would have been as easily car-

ried around the top, is a question difficult to answer. At e it crosses

directly over a large bowlder. It is probable there was a gateway
somewhere on the level area at the east, but the wall has been so much
disturbed in this portion that it is impossible to decide this point now.
There is a well-marked gateway at the southeast corner (g). At the

corner northwest of the mound the wall is much lower than on the

adjacent sides. This was in'obably a crossing iilace on the way to the

spring at the foot of the hill, though the descent for the first few feet

is somewhat I'ough
;
yet we passed up at this point without much diffi-

culty. The entire length of the wall, following all the curves and bends,

is 6,010 feet, and the area embraced about 26 acres.

lu the' western portion is a stone mound slightly over 100 feet in diam-
eter and 12 feet high. The section {a b) shown at the left passes through

c
Fig. 320.—Section of the Cryder mound, near Adelphi, Ross county, Obio.

this mound. All the stones of which the wall is built seem to have
been gathered ft-om the area witTiin the inclosure and above the rocky
margins of the bluffs. The inclosed area has been under cultivation

for a number of years.

ROSS COUNTY.

THE CRYDER MOUND.

This is situated on the SE. i of Sec. 1, T. 10, E. 20, on the farm of

Mr. Frank Cryder, near Adelphi. It stands on a spur 60 feet above
the level of the valley, is of the ordinary conical form, 32 feet in diam-

eter and 2J feet high, though much worn down by the jjIow. Mr. Cry-

der says it was formerly surrounded by a ditch, but without the corre-

sponding wall like that in the Davis works. It was composed entirely,

of the red clay of the surrounding soil.

Previous to its erection, a circular basin-shaped excavation (c, Fig.

320) was made in the original soil, 13 feet in diameter and 2 feet deeji

In this were the remains of five charred skeletons (1, 2, 3,4, and 5) with
coals and ashes about them. The skeletons (the flesh having been
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removed) bad probably been folded or bundled before burial, tbe few
fragments of skulls found being near the center of the piles. Tbe entire

bottom of the pit was covered 2 inches deep with coals and ashes.
Over the bones and ashes was a layer (fo) of blue clay, which tilled

the pit about even with the original surface of the ground. Six inches
above this, near the center of the mound, was a small quautity of burnt
human bones, the remains of a single skeleton ((>). These appear to

have been burnt where they lay. With skeleton No. 3 in the pit were
two stone gorgets and a stone tube. The letters f e indicate the orig-

inal surface, and a the mass of the mound.

THE HOPETON WOKKS.'

Neither the parallel walls nor the smaller circles can now be traced.

The walls reached the bank of the terrace just over an overflowed
bottom, and the river is now but a short distance away to the left. The
large circle is much iiattened on the easteru side. It reaches to the
foot of and slightly up the sloiie of the terrace above. If continued
with the same curve it has at the other parts, it would run up nearly

to the top of the slope. Numerous low places exist about the entire

work, where earth may have been removed to the depth of a foot.

These may, however, be in great i)art natural. A considerable amount
of dirt must have been taken from the bluff above, both at the points

marked by Squier and Davis and at the ravine, or wash, opposite

the junction of the circle and square. There would be no difficulty in

getting clay at the bluffs or at the ravine to the southeast of the works.

The walls of the square, so far as examined, are of the same material

as the soil around^a mixture of sand, gravel, and clay. At the north
west corner of the square the opening is partly filled up, the lowest

l)oint at the end of the western wall being about a foot above the

natural surface, rising and widening gradually ti'om that place to the

top of the northern wall, resembling somewhat a graded way on a small

scale.

A resurvey of the cu'cle and square was made by Mr. Middleton, on
behalf of the Bureau, in 1888, the notes of which are as follows

:

The only parts of this group we uotice here are the hirge circle and the connected
square.

These works are situated ou the general level of the Scioto valley, designated by
Squier and Davis " The .Second Terrace," which here stands about 30 feet above the

river level. The walls of the circle and sqiuire are yet generally distinct and, with
the exception of a single break in the circle and one or two slight ones in the square,

can be readily traced. In fact, the wall of the square is yet 5 feet high. The circle

is more worn, the western half averaging about 2 feet high, while the eastern half

is lower, fading out for a short distance near the northeast corner of the square.

They are situated close to the foot of the blntt', which lorms the slope to the upper
level, here between 30 and 40 feet above that ou which the work stands. As will be

' Squier & Davis, Anc. Mon., PI. xvii.
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seen by reference to the plate iu Ancient Monnments, instead of a passageway
between the circle and square the two are here in direct contact, part of the circu-

lar wall forming a large portion of the north line of the square.

THK SQl'ARE.

The resurvey iu this case, began with station 1, at the intersection

of the two adjoining lines of wall, at the southwest corner. (PI.

XXXV.)
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station 31
to—
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Belo^v is a low bottom, subject to overflow, covered with a thick growth
ofsmallmaplesaud sycamores, with some trees ofother species. Beyond
this bottom the river is reached, at a point where it forms a pool 300

feet wide with a riffle above and one below, giving several hundred
yards of smooth water, seemingly a good place for fish. The river

may have formed all this lower bottom since the construction of the

works. There is an oak tree 5 feet in diameter growing on the south

line of the embankment a short distance east of the entrance. There
has been ample time in the lifetime of this tree for the river to form
all the low ground.

Apparently there never was any wall along the west side, for if the

river did not touch at the foot of the bluff when the work was con-

structed, the bluff could not have caved in to the extent indicated;

and if it did touch it there would have been no necessity for a wall, as

the bank would have been almost perpendicular.

The supposed " graded way " to the water is only the ravine formed
by the drainage of part of the field above, and is now more diflScult of

ascent than any jiart of the steep bank. If ever used as a i)athway, it

had to be reworked and smoothed down after every heavy rain. There
may have been a road or pathway, now obliterated, cut along one side

of it, but that it is a natural ravine is beyond question.

At the bluff the south wall and ditch seem to have extended farther

out than the present edge of the bank; but the small amount of wear
necessary to cut the bank away to give this appearance could well re-

sult from the drainage through the ditch, as the soil here is gravelly

and quite loose. The north wall stops at about 30 and the ditch at

about 50 feet from the edge of the bluff.

There is no stream here known as " Dry run "; the meaning probably

is " a dry run"; but the meaning is immaterial, as there is no run of

any kind at the line so marked. Prairie run has a northeast trend along

the level, a short distance north of the work. At the northeast corner

the ditch makes a bend toward the south and extends for 90 feet to the

break of the bank over the so-called " Dry run." There was no ravine

on the east side when the embankment was made; the natural slope is

toward the north along this line and the water running through tlie ditch

has deepened and widened it; and being reenforced by that from the

northern ditch, the combined streams overflowing near this corner have
cut a channel to Prairie run. That portion of the ditch at the north-

east corner, on the east, is filled uj), but its course around the foot of

the wall is easily seen. That a sufticient amount of water could collect

to cut out such a course is shown by the height to which the drift is

piled against the bushes now growing here. Still, it would require a
long time for such a channel to wear, and this aids in giving an appear-

ance of greater antiquity to this work than seems to attach to the others

in this region. This eastern embankment is nearly, but not quite,
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stiaiglit. The soil within this iuclosiue seems less fertile than at the

other works; at least the growing corn is not so large or thrifty. An
abnndance of yellow clay is ou the surface of the tield to the north, close

to the northeast corner of the iuclosure. The north and east ditches

drain several acres of ground. In the woods on the north side, the

greatest elevation of the wall iibove the bottom of the ditch is about S

feet.

In regard to the square, flat tojiped mound to the south of the iuclo-

sure, it is to be noted that the topography is not as shown in the plate.

The point on which it is situated does not reach out to the terrace

below, the ravines on the two sides uniting before going that far and
allowing only a narrow strip of the bottom to be seen from the mound,
which is lower than the ground to either side of the nmin ravine below;

a fine view, however, of the valley and the hills beyond can be had
from the south side. The point on which the mound stands is smooth
and rounded, as stated by Squier and Davis, but no more so than many
others similarly formed and situated, and has no indications whatever

of having been artificially worked off.

IlKill HANK VVdHK.S.'

Between the circle and the square, west of the level area connecting

them near c d is an excavation; another is on the other side of the wall

within the square.

The smaller circles and jjarallels are about effaced. Those farthest

south can be partially traced. The wing wall from the smallest one

(in the group marked J) to the bluft', has been plowed away; the larger

circle, howcA'er, and its wing wall can be seen, and it is plain that the .

latter is only an irregularly curved endianknient running out to the bluff,

and was never continuous on a part of the terrace that has disappeai'ed.

The walls of the circle and octagon are still quite ])rominent and are

respecti\"ely 2 and 5 feet high.

This circle is very similar in size and other respects to the " observa-

tory circle " at N^ewark, and, like that, is connected with an octagon,

though the relative sizes of the two inclosures differ in this respect

—

the octagon of the Newark works is larger than the circle, while that

of the High bank works is smaller than the circle. We see in this

group the tendency to combine circles, octagon, and parallels as at

Newark, making it probable that the works at both points are due to

one people. According to Messrs. Squier and Davis, this circle is a-

perfect one, the diameter being 1,050 feet, which, as will be seen by
what follows, agrees very closely with the result of the resurvey.

' Squier :md Ujivis. Phite xv'I.
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The notes of the resurvey are as foHows, coiumeiK-iiii; in the, <tMiter
of the gateway leading to the octagon

:
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Plotting the figure carefully from these notes, and then drawing the

nearest possible coincident circle, we obtain results similar to those

obtained by the survey of the Observatory circle at ^Newark. This is

shown in PI. xsxvii. In this plate the solid black line of «hort chords

running along the middle of the wall marks the actual line of survey,

while the dotted line is the nearest approximate circle, the center of

which is at the intersection of the two designated diameters.' These
diameters are actually surveyed lines and relate to the line of chords.

The middle of that running from d to b is at the intersection, but the

middle of that running from a to c is about 2 feet from the intersection

toward c.

As it is imxjossible to show this satisfactorily in a llgiire on the scale

given here, the attention of the reader is called to the following facts,

which he can verify iudependentlj' by making for himself the ftlat on a
larger scale from the notes given above relating to the High Bank
circle.

(1) The chords forming the sides of the inclosed quadrilateral subtend
equal arcs of the surveyed line; that is to say, the distance along the

wall from a to b is equal to that ft-om b to c, also to that from c to d and
from dto a; the distance in each case beiug 830.4 feet or one-fourth of

the circumference according to the survey. As these chords are, respec-

tively 744, 746, 743, and 741 feet in length, showing an extreme varia-

tion of less than 3 feet from a medium and of but 3 feet from a triie

quadrant, we have an evidence of the close approximation to a true

circle.

(2) The extreme difference between the various diameters (except at

the eccentric jjoint at the southeast, between the gateways) does not

exceed 8 feet, or a variation from the medium of 4 feet, and from that

of the true circle of little more than 5 feet.

(3) A circle with a radius of 526 feet and center at the intersection

of the two given diameters varies at no point from the surveyed line

(except at the eccentric x>oint in the southeast) more than 6 feet; or, in

other words, both would fall on a wall only 6 feet wide.

It is evident, therefore, that we have here a very close approximation

to a true circle.

The Octagon at this jjoint (see PL xxxviii) differs from that at

Newark chieiiy in size and closer approximation to a square. The
variation from the usual form resulting from throwing the southern

gateway along the wall between the angles is readily accoiuited for by
the fact that there is here a somewhat abrupt depression which is

avoided by the curve given the wall. The field notes of the resurvey

are as follows, commencing at station 1 in the middle of the gateway
leading to the circle

:

' The actual scale on tlie plate (which was accidentally omitted) is 200 feet to the inch.
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station.
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timber, and a fence crosses the head of the ravine between this timber
and the cleared land to the south. If the circle had ever gone as far as

represented it seems that it would have been preserved here, as is true

of the wall on the opposite side of the gateway. Possibly the missing

portion has been worn away.
The large circle is obliterated and the curved lines between the

smaller circle and the square can be traced only partially.

The line indicating north and south on the plate should be changed
90 degrees, the top of the plate being east, and the directions given on

the plate should be made to correspond with this change.

^='=*?^^
N. ''<imi^^m̂

m%%

~7 - - "^'G/^^ IB t*

St.24

//M^'

IB^

Fig. 321.—Small circle, Liberty township worka, Ross coxinty. Ohio.

On the side next the pike the wall of the square can not be traced

The opposite side and most of the other two are still plainly visible ; the

cross walls, however, disapi^ear before they reach the one next to the

pike. But, this portion being covered with clover and weeds, it is

possible some traces were hidden; if it had been freshly plowed per-

haps the lines could have been found all the way.

At the north corner (the one toward the left side of Squier and
Davis's plate) the ends arc worn away, and at the south corner both walls

are covered with brush, so that the exact length of the northeast side conld

not be found. The angles at the north and east corners were obtained,

by taking the bearings of the three lines. These may be slightly in
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error, as owing to long cultivation it is impossible to tell with certainty

where the center of the embankment was ; but by placing the instru-

ment as near the center as could be determined, about midway of the
length, and placing the rod the same way near each end, the error will

be very slight; not more than a few minutes.
Great care was taken in measuring the sjnaller circle, as on it Squier

and Davis appear to base their claim to the mathematical accuracy of

the works constructed by the "Mound-builders."
In order to prove this accuracy they present a supplementary plan

on the plate, showing their method of determining the curves, and in

a footnote on the following page give the lengths of the arcs and the
directions. It is somewhat disappointing to find, on carefully examin-
ing this showing, that it relates wholly to a hypothetical case, and not

to a circle actually surveyed. This is apparent from the following-

facts: The circumference of the circle, given as an illustration, is 3,600

feet and the diameter 1,146 feet, which agrees with no circle given in

their entire work. Had they given an illustration from an actual sur-

vey it would have been much more satisfactory.

The courses and distances of Mr. Middleton's survey of Ihe smaller

circle of this group are inserted here, made after the plan Squier and
Davis suggest, but with shorter chords; also the plat made therefrom
(Fig. 321). The place of beginning is at station 1, the course south-

west, westward, and so on around.

The smnll circle.

Stations.
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As will be seeu by reference to these figures and the diagram, not
only is the curve irregular, but the diameters differ so much in length,

one being 860 feet and the other 748 feet, that the figure is much nearer

an ellipse than a true circle. These evidences of error in the state-

ments and plates of Messrs. Squier and Davis's work and manifest

tokens of carelessness havQ a tendency to lessen somewhat our confi-

dence in their statements as to measurements and dimensions, although
the figures of the works they personally examined are generally correct

as to form.

THE SQCARK.

This inclosure, shown in PI. xxxix, presents (juite a regular figure,

closely approximating a scjuare. The notes of the survey are as follows,

commencing at station (/, the southern corner. The stations are at the

intersections of the lines of the walls:

station.
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THE BAIM \V<)1;KS.

Altlioiigh ii complete resiirvey of tlie.se works was made, it is not
thonglit iieces.sary to iutrodnce here tbe notes relating to any part ex-

cept the square. It may be said, however, that the vesurvey of the cir-

eular portion revealed no very essential variation fioin the figure given

in Ancient Monuments, PI. xxi, No. 1.

The square, most of which has long been in a pasture, is rather

more distinct and inominent than such remains usually are, the walls

being from 2 to -t feet high, and the gateways well marked, though no
traces of the inclosed mounds remain. The circular portions of tbe
works are much Avorn and two sections of considerable length Are so

nearly obliterated that the line can not be traced with any certainty.

Mr. Middleton's field notes relating to the square are as follows, com-
mencing at station a at the western corner

:

Slaticiii.
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As the structure and contents of the few mounds which appear to be
connected with these works nia-y have some bearing on the question of

tlie origin, age, and uses ot the circles and squares, the description will

be given here of one connected with the Baum works just mentioned,

which are those figured in No. 1, PI. xxi. Ancient Monuments. The
mound referred to is that designated in this figure as a "Square pyram-
idal mound." It was carefully explored by my assistant, Mr. Henry
L. Reynolds, whose report is as.follows:

THE I>Y1!AMII>AI. MOINI).

TIms mound is distant from the nearest gateway of the circle, N.
21° 30' W., 1,420 feet. In the work of Messrs. S(iuier and Davis the

height is given as 15 feet and diameter 125 feet. Its height at the

time of this exploration was 12 feet above the level of the surround

ing surface, and its diameter from 135 to liO feet. This difference

is due to the annual disturbance of its surface by ])low and freshet.

The same agencies have likewise destroyed its pyramidal form, and it

resembles now an upturned wash basin. The mound was composed for

the most part of clay mottled considerably with black loam and
slightly in some places with patches of a grayish plastic lime. Cross

trenches were run due north and south and east and west, respect-

ively. The breadth of these at the side was from 5 to 6 feet, but as

they penetrated inward they widened gradually, so that at the center

the excavation became 13 feet iu diameter. Cou.siderable lateral dig-

ging was done from these trenches to uncover skeletons and other in-

dications appearing in their sides.

Two series of upright postmolds, averaging 5 inches in diameter,

equidistant 10 inches, and forming a perfect circle 36 feet in diameter,

constitute a preeminent feature of this mound. Within these circular

palings the mound was penetrated systematically by thin seams of tine

sand sagging in the center and averaging 1 foot apart. Resting upon
the natural black loam at the botttmi, timbers averaging 8 inches in

diameter radiated from the center, and in the south and west trenches

were noticed to extend continuously to the posts. These timbers were
detected, for the most part, by their burnt remains and also by the

molds of dark earth iu the yellow clay, ])rodnced by the decomposition

of wood. Directly over these timbers was a horizontal line of decayed
and burnt wood, but mostly decayed, averaging half an inch thick.

The upright ijostmolds of the lower series were very distinct and meas-

ured 5 feet iu vertical height. In one was found a small sliver of what
appeared to be black walnut. Several of them contained the burnt

remains of wood, and in many of these instances the black bark was
clinging to the sides.

Separating this from the superstructure, as will be seen by reference

to Fig. 322, was a thin, sagging streak of burnt clay. Here and there

upon its surface scant traces of black wood ashes were seen, while a
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small (juautity of white bone ashes lay scattered upon its western
border. This burnt streak overlaid a thin sand seam, below which it

seems it could not penetrate. The jjostmolds of the superstructure
consisted of a double row, the outer one being xmiformly directly over
the lower series in a vertical line, and separated from the latter en-

tirely around the circle by a solid line of gravel. The two rows of the
upper structure averaged 18 inches apart. Both might have ex-

tended originally above the surface of the mound, since they were dis-

covered between IJ and 2 feet beneath the surface, which had been
considerably plowed. Horizontal timber molds a little smaller in diam-
eter, filled, in places, with charcoal, could be distinctly seen lying

against the side of each line of posts at the points shown in the figure.

These appear to have been cross beams or stays used for bracing pur-

Section a.

# Tinnier aui*

Section a.

Fig. v(22.—Pyramidal nioiind, Bauin works, TIoss county, Ohio.

poses. In the eastern trench a gap, 3 feet 3 inches wide, was noticed
by the absence of postmolds in both ujiper and lower series.

All the skeletons discovered were in the area inclosed by these posts.

These lay at different depths and in different positions, the favorite or
predominant one, at least in the upper 2)ortion, being just inside and
alongside of the inner circle of palings. The skeletons unearthed
were all in a remarliably good state of preservation. None of them
could have been intrusively buried, for the stratification above them
was not disturbed. All excepting I^os. 15, 10, and i7 lay upon one or

another of the thin seams of sand. All except No. 10 lay stretched
out at full length. The latter lay partly upon the side, with knees
drawn up and head crouched down upon the ribs, as though originally

placed in a sitting jjosture. All except Nos. 1.3 and 10 had the arms
and hands placed at the sides. The right arm of skeleton No. 1.3 lay
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bent across the stonmcli. The right arm of skeleton Xo. 1(> was bent
so that the liauds toiiehecl the chiu. From both jaws of this hitter

skeleton all the teeth had been extracted before interment.

M^ith skeleton No. 1 a bone implement was found at the back of the
cranium, and an incised shell and fragments of a jar at the right side

of it. With No. 3, which was that of a child about 10 years old, a small

clay ves.sel was found 5 inches behind the cranium. At the left hand of

skeleton No. S was a shell such as is found in the sands of Paint creek.

A bone implement was at th6 back of the cranium of No. 9. With
skeleton No. 11 were found a lot of small semi-perforated shell beads,

and two bone implements directly back of the cranium. By the right

side of the cranium were the perfect skull and jaws of a wolf, and
beneath these were two perforated ornaments of shell. In the right

hand Avas a shell, such as is found in the creek near by, while in the

left was a pipe fashioned from stone.

At the right of the feet of this skeleton was the extremity of an
oblong ashpit about 4 feet long and li feet broad and 1 foot 10 inches

in depth. It was filled with white ashes which were evidently those of

human bones, since none but human bones could be identifled. In

these ashes and compactly filled with them was an earthen ])ot. It lay

at the right of the feet of skeleton No. 11. It was lifted out of the

ashes with gi-eat care, but the weight of its contents and its rotten con-

dition caused it to break in pieces before it could be i^laced upon the

grouad. Numerotis other pieces of pottery of a similar character were
found in these ashes, and it is not improbable, from the indications,

that all these ashes were originally placed in pots before interment. A
perforated shell disk 2 inches in diameter and a lump of soggy sycta-

more wood were gathered from the ashes. Neither wood nor shell bore

any signs of having been burnt. These ashes could not have been
buried intrusively, since the sand layer above them was undisturbed.

Skeleton No. 15 lay 7 feet deep and a half foot below the general

burnt streak. It was originally covered with a wooden structure of

some kind, for the cores of two red cedar timbers were resting length-

wise upon the body and the btirnt remains of j^robably two others could

be plainly seen on each side placed parallel to those upon the body.
This red cedar was still sound, but the Avhite wood which envelopes

the red cores seemed to be burnt entirely to charcoal. The indica-

tions are that these timbers were originally 1 foot above the body, for

the earth to that extent oxer the whole length of the body was very
soft. The timbers Avere noticed to extend slightly beymid the head and
feet, while the hefid upon which they lay was upon its right side. The
earth above them was a mixture of clay and fine sand and peculiarly

moist. The length of this skeleton to the ankle bones was fi feet and 1

inch. Two bone implements were found at its head, and at its right

side near the head were two fragments of polished tubes and a hollow

point of bone whidi ai)pears to have been shajied with a steel knife
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(Fig'. 32o). Three boiK' iinpletneuts were found beneath the right elbow
of skeleton No. 13. JSkeleton No. 16 corresponded in level and condi-

tions to skeleton No. 15. The timber, however, seemed to have nearly

all decayed, since only a few small pieces of red cedar could be gatli-

ered and scarcely any traces of black ashes could be seen. The earth,

however, for about a foot above was very soft, and two timber molds at

this level were distinctly traceable, extending from the direction of the
skeleton's side to a foot and a half beyond its feet. Bones of deer and
bear, stag antlers, mussel shells, and many fragments of coarse j)ottery

were fojjnd in the west trench 9.J feet beyond the postmolds.

It will be observed, if reference is had to the figure, that Nos. 2, 3, 7,

and 11 are all upon the same layer, as are also Nos. 9 and 10. Nos. 14,

15, and 16 also correspond in depth, but they did not, like the others,

rest upon sand. Fragmentary human bones, disturbed by the ])low,

were found corresponding in depth to the topmost sand streaks shown
in the diiigram. Black- walnut timber 1 feet long and lying 5 inches

above the general burnt streak was found in a decayed and soaked
condition at the point indicated in the figure. One end bore the marks
of having been burnt. The .soil around it was mostly a moist, dark
loam mixed with patches of what has
been above described as a grayish

plastic lime.

A foot and a half beneath the snr

face and a little to the southeast of

the center a curious double fire-bed or ^"- ^^-'-^one hnpiemeu, ,,„i„, r™,,, iv.u,,.

works.
hearth was uncovered. It was about
5 feet in diameter. ITppermost was a layer of white ashes varying
from 1 to 2 inches in thickness. They were the ashes of burnt shell

and bone, but nfi bone could ha found sufQciently large to* determine
whether or n<it it was human. Beneath this was burnt clay from 4 to

5 inches thick, resting upon a layer of sand, which at this point was
between 2 and 3 inches deep. The surface of this sand was ([uite hard.

Directly beneath it came another bed of ashes of equal thickness with
the one^above, and of like composition, except that it contained a quan-
tity of black wood ashes and several broken pieces of j^ottery. Below
this appeared burnt clay again from i to (! inches dee]), resting, as

before, upon a thin layer of sand.

A hearth somewhat similar to this, but lacking its double feature, lay

almost directly beneath this last upon the general burnt streak that has
been heretofore described.

This mound is situated upon the edge of the first general l)ott(>m

from Paint creek, which, though protected by a huge levee, is annually
inundated. In overflow times the smaller circle of the adjoining indo-

sure is almost entirely sidimerged and the summit of the mound is the

only land visible above a l)road expanse of water. Around the mound,
upon all sides, particularly to the east, are traces of former Indian occu-
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patiou. Xunieroiis fragments of pottery similar in texture, fabrication,

and ornamental features to those found in the mound bestrew the

plowed ground. These were iuterniingled with the valves of mussel
shells, pitted stones, shell disks, humau bones, arrowheads, pieces of

perforated stone gorgets, and a large quantity of chipped flint.

Specimens of all were collected and forwarded to Washington with the
relics taken from the mound.

TIIK SEir WOKKS.

A resurvey, so far as possible, was made of the square of this group,

the position of the south wall, wliich is now obliterated, being assumed.
. Station «, or beginning point of the siu-vey,is in the noi-thern gate-

way or passageway into the circle; h is at the northeast corner; c, in

the middle gateway of the eastern wall; d, at the southeast corner; e,

middle point of the assumed south wall; /', the southwest corner; </,

middle gateway of western wall; h, northwest corner. The center

line of the walls was followed and the points Av^here these lines crossed

were taken as the corners. As the sides are straight the middle station

is at the exact half-way point of each line. The result of the survey is

as follows

:
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eastern and,western walls so far as the lattei- extend. Of the eastern wall

thereyet remains distinctly traceable 070 feet from the northeast corner

b ; and of the western wall 990 feet from the northwestern corner /). The
walls vary in width ft'oin 40 to 44 feet.

The relation of the stations in the gateways to the ends of the walls

on either side is as follows: From o to the end of the wall on the east,

42 feet; on the west, 48; making width of gateway 90 feet; from /;.

west 46 feet, south HO feet ; from (• north 60 feet, south 00 feet ; from r/

south 40 feet, north 35 feet; from /(. south 135 feet and east 60 feet.

Part of the large circle, which is too nearly obliterated to be thor-

oughly traced, was surveyed in order to ascertain the curve, by com-
mencing at station a in the northern gateway of the square and running
thence to the nearest clearly definable point of the circle, which is num-
bered station 1.

From

—
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has beeu plowed away. The inclosure A is not e.vactly as jshowii; the

iuterior level area is ueaily square, but the ditch is uot of the same
width all around, leaving a level space betweeii it and the embank-
ment, as one would suppose from the sketch. When excavated the

ditch was made wider at four alternate parts^, so as to give a circular

outline around the outside and to leave at the same time a sqixare in-

closed area with rounded corners. (See Fig. 324, made from these sur-

veys.) A gravel pit which has been opened ou the slope of the terrace

west cuts off' that ])ait of the embankment almost to the ditch ; but the

structure of the Avail is so much like that of the ground below, that a

person ascending from the lower terrace would never suspect its exist-

ence until he had reached a i>oint where it can be seen from above, there

being no line of demarkation, all having the same appearance. The
"wall" shown south of this work, along the edge of the terrace where

it bends to the east, can no longer be traced. A ditch has beeu dug
along near tlfe edge, probably to get

dirt for mounds or circles, and the

wall, or supitosed wall, was i)robably

only the natural earth left outside

of this ditch. Its top is not so high

as the level just north of the ditch,

as shown by S(|uier and Davis, in

section e/, and no higher thau along

the brow farther east. At the point

where the ditch turns north, how-

ever, the earth from it has been

thrown up to form a wall along its

eastein margin- meeting the circle

as shown. That there has never
Fig. 324.—Circled, Seal townsbip ivorks.

, n i • i i , itbeen a wall which has beeu washed
away by the river is proven by there being a wide fence row outside

the ditch, and the ground along this fence row has been plowed. Mr.

Barnes, who remembers when Squier and Uavis made their survey,

says it was never much higher than now, the slight reduction that hai^

taken place being due to cultivation. He says also that he helped to

clear the work having the interior ditch, and its appearance was never

essentially different from what it is now.

Between the circle I) and the half circle east of it is a place leading

down to the next level like those at High Bank, namely, such a depres-

sion as would result fioni the wash of an old path. The half circle

extends quite up to tlie edge of the bluff" and the ends have fallen off",

showing a section. In the circle 7) the interior level area is very small

compared with the size of the ditch an<l embankment; the ground

begins to slope almost at the entrance.

The work shown in supplementary plan X is a mile above the other

grouj), close to the pike, on laud belonging to T. W. Sargent's heirs.
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Tliere was a small luouiul near this which rontained charcoal and ashes,

but no bones or relics. As a means of correcting' the errors made by
Messrs. Squier .and Davis in the measurements of this work, the result

of tlie Bureau survey is given here.

The lengths of the sides of the square, as shown by the survcj^-, are

8r>4 feet east and west and S.j2 north and south, being an average of

i53 feet greater than Messrs. Squier and Davis's measurements. The
work is, however, very nearly au exact S(iuare.

According to these autliors the parallels running north to the circle

are ] 00 feet apart and 47.") feet long. According to the resurvey they are

68 feet apart, measuring to the middle line of each wall, and the aver-

age length is 6.34 feet (the eastern 047 and western 621). The distance

from the square to the break of the ravine is 427 feet for the eastern

side and 400 for the western, the width of the r:ivine 110 feet.

THE GKADKD WAV.'
•

The excavation along which the walls extend is an old watercourse.

Beaver creek comes down from the hills almost directly east of this

work and turns south at the foot of the hill, gradually encroaching on

the terrace for a few hundred yards, when it is shurply deflected

toward the hill again. At tliis point is an old cut-off, formed when the

bed of the creek was much higher than at present, starting out toward

the west and curving until it has a direction almost north. It leaves

the upper terrace at the level of tlie second or next lower one and dis-

charges its waters into the slough wiiich extends along the foot of the

upper terrace, or perhaps into the river when that had its course along

here. This is a measure of its geologic age. It does not seem to

have been at anytime a regular channel for the creek, but only a place

through which a portion of its ,sui-plus wjiter was discharged in time

of freshets.

There is a secondary terrace along the west side of this cut-olf for

about half its length from the northern end; on the east there is a

slight terrace for a few hundred feet along the last turn; the east wall,

at its southern end, is built along this terrace, but rises to the main
level at a short distance. In the other direction (toward the south) the

terrace soon disajipears.

The west wall is built its entire length on the minor terrace. It is

much higher above the. ground on which it stands than the eastern

wall, though the absolute height of the latter is greater on account of

the greater elevation of its foundation. At each end of the east wall

there is a small mound. The south end of the west wall is higher and
wider for about 100 feet than the other portions, being heaviest at the

very end, resembling a donu»-shai)ed mound when looked at from the

level ground immediately south. Both walls have several turns or

angles to correspond to the irregularities of the banks. The slopes

' Squier and Davis, Plate xxxi.
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were dressed off sniootli, or else the dirt was piled close to the edge, m)

that a considerable part rolled downward ; at any rate there is a smooth

regular slope from toj) to bottom.

The north end of the west wall has been so cut up by digging gravel

that its form can not be determined, and it could not be learned

whether there had been a mound there or not. A deep ])ond has

been dug on the second terrace a little way out. The pond shown in

the plate is a natural depression.

The east wall has been dug into lately to a limited extent on the

top and sides, and a woodchuck has excavated at the bottom in one

place. All these exjiosures show sandy soil and tine gravel, but no

clay. East of the north end of the east wall there is a depression, where
dirt was probably obtained for the construction of this wall; and the

owner in setting out some apple trees has reached a stratum of compact
yellow clay, some of which may now be seen scattered about each tree;

so that, if clay had been desired by the buildere of the embankments,
a very little additional labor Mould have given it to them. They could

not have been ignorant of its existence, for it shows plainly along the

northern slope very close to the surface.

Both walls went down the northern slope to the level below; whether
they reached any distance out on it is not apparent now. Slight traces

of the wall leading southward to the mound may be detected where it

crosses the lowest part of the cut-ofi'. Beyond this cultivation has

effaced it.

Note.—In his Tvork entitled " Fort Ancii-nt" Mr. Warren K. Moorehead takes De-

cision to criticise my estimate of the cnbic contents of deposited earth in the walls

of lliis fort as follows:

"Prof. Thomas's description of the fortification Is quite accurate, hut he is in error

as to one thing : he says Mr. Locke's estimate as to the amount of earth in eniliank-

ment is a mistake. He figures it at 154,000 cubic yards of eiirth. Prof. Locke falls

short of the true ainpunt and Prof. Thomas makes it still smaller Hoth these gen-

tlemen seem to forget that the wall on

the r.avine side is carried down 30, 40,

aud in some places 50 feet from the top.

In some places one can plainly see that

from 50 feet up the angle is very steep,

being the fort wall, while from that

% point to the bottom the angle is much
T, o.ir r^ < Af 1 J' » .• QM T.1 ,., less, because it is the natural slope.
Fin. 32.). —Copy of Moorelicad .s station 241, 1*1. Vl. ' *

When the structure was built the earth

was thrown over and down into these ravines to make the ascent as steep as possible.

We can easily tr-ice the line of division where the artificial earth ends aud the natural

side of the ravine begins. In some cases this liue is 40 feet from (below or lower

thiin) the summit of the emb.ankment. This would give the embankment an aver-

age height of 31 or 32 feet and a lireadth of 69 feet. The length is one mile less

than th.at stated by Prof. Thomas. Thus we would have a few hundred more cubic

yards of earth than Prof. Locke states, aud many thousands more tliau is given in

Prof. Thomas's statement. This estimate is made after very careful consideration,

and is surely not far from the correct figures " (p. 79).

The fact that JUr. Jloorehead has made an egregious error is apparent to any one

who has visited the fort. First, because the embankments across the level space at
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THK .'iEKPKNT MOl'NI>.

P'or the purpose of comparison with other published figures of the

celebratetl Serpent mound of Ohio, we add here a carefully drawn illus-

tration (Fig. 326) made by Mr. W. H. Holmes while visiting this aiicieut

Fig. 236.—The Serpent mound, Aflams county, Ohio.

work in 18S8. It is given without comment, as our only object is to

place on record a drawing made by a well-known artist.

the northeast part of the "New Fort" next the " Parallels," which are the highest

in the entile wall measure, according to Mr. Moorehead, as slinwn fn his section of

Station i, Plate VI, only 17 feet in height. Second, because the earth necessary to

construct a wall 31 or 32 feet in height and 69 feet wide at the base would form a

ditch or series of excaviitions of a ch.iracter and dimensions of which we find at pres-

ent no indications, and which, if they ever existed, would still form a marked feature.

At no point is there a ditch exceeding 6 feet in depth and 30 in width.

The error in his method of estimating the contents of the wall is apparent fromhis
calculation of the deposited earth cut up to form the wall, whicli is the only portion

that should be included in the estimate. Talse, for examjile, his section of station

241, plate VI, of which we insert here a copy (Fig. 325), adding only a dotted line to

show the line of tbe original surface.

Now, instead of taking the difterence between 27.26 and 23.30 feet or 3.96 feet as

the height of the wall, he assumes 27.26 feet—measured perpendicularly down the

outer slope 23.30 feet below the bottom of the inside ditch—as the height of the wall,

and the distance from one perpeudi<-ular to the other as the width of the base. The
error in this method of estimating the contents isso manifest that it needs no further

illustration. A horizontal line drawn from the bottom of the ditch, that is to say
from the top of the perpendicular marked 23.30 feet, would probably gi\''e about the
correct height and width of the base, as the amount of the original soil above the
line on the left or inner side would about equal the added earth on the outer slope

above the dotted line.
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PENNSYLVANIA.

VALLEY OF THE JIONONCiAHELA.

Throughout the valley of tlic ^Moiiougahela liver are abuudaut evi-

dences of a former population. iTiclosures, village sites of all the dif-

ferent forms, togetiier with numerous (lei)i)sits of mussel shells, bones,

pieces of pottery, and other indicia of a settled iwpulation occur fre-

quently. From the river bottoms to the tops of the highest hills, rising

more than (iOO feet ab'ove the water, these remains are to be seen. At
a former time the river flowed at a greater elevation than now, forming
a broad terrace known as the " 100-foot level," that being its height

above the present bed at Pittsl>urg. Along this level, which for dis-

tinction will be called the " upper terrace," seeiiied to be the favorite

place of al)ode of the aborigines, as remains of e\ery kind are found
more plentifully here than on either the l)ottoms or liill lands.

Several miles back from the river, in either direction—that is, along

the water-sheds between the ( )hio and Monongahela and between the

latter and the Youghiogheuy—many mounds are repin-ted, but whether
they really exist is a matter f(n' future investigation.

Within a few miles of Monongaliela are, or have been, a few mounds
and not less than fifty stone graves. This refers to the part of the coun-

try lying immediately along the river. Of the mounds, only one was
found to l)e composed of earth, the others being entirely of stone or

of a stone interior covered with earth .How the stone was arranged
in them it was (with one exception, to be noted hereafter) impossi-

ble to determine. They have been repeatedly disturbed l)y parties who
took no note of the structure and could tell nothing more than that " the

rock was down at the bottom and the dirt thrown over it." It was only

after several days of search and visits to all the localities of which any
information could be obtained, along the entire eastern margin of Wash-
ington county, that .a few could be found intact.

On the upper terrace, within the corporate limits of Monongahela
city, are situated tlie garden and greenhouses of Mr. I. S. Crall. Two
ravines on the east and west sides open directly south into Pigeon
creek, and their erosion has lowered the ground until it is surrounded
by higher land on every side except along the bluff next to the creek.

The further side of the creek being bounded by a high hiU, the view
from the level land between the ravines is shut oft' in every direction,

except through a narrow i)ass looking up the river; thus the tract is

surrounded on every side by hills close at hand, ranging from 40 to 1'50

feet above its level. In excavating for foundation walls and other pur-

poses, Mr. Crall has, at different times, unearthed skeletons, some of

them of large size; the ground is strewn with mussel shells, flint chips,

etc.
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On the eastern side of this level, near the break of the ravine, and
dose to a never-failing' spring', stands the largest inonnd above the one
at McKee's rooks, nieasfiring '.) feet in heiglit by (50 feet in diameter.

Beginning on the eastern side, a 0-foot treneh was rnn in for o.") feet.

At 17 feet from the point of beginning was found a thin layer of (thar-

coal and burnt dirt, which at this point was between 3 and 4 feet from

the original surface. This, which seems to have resulted from burning-

weeds and trash that had sprung up when the building was temporarily

arrested at this stage, continued for 12 feet with an upward slope nearly

corresponding with that of the toj) of the mound, showing that tlie lat-

ter had been built from the center upward and outward, and not by a
succession of horizontal layers. This is further shown by the arrange-

ment of the dift'erent sorts of dirt used in its construction, which show
a central core or nucleus, with the successive deposits extending over

it from side to side. Underlying the bottom of the mound was a tough
gray clay, varying in thickness. On this the mound had been built up.

At the center a hole nu'asuriiig 3 feet aci-oss the top anil 2 feet across

the bottom had been dug down li feet into the original soil. In this

were fragments of human bones too soft to be preserved. They indi-

cated an adult of large size. The gray clay was unbroken over this

hole. Directly over this, above the clay and resting upon it, were i)or-

tions of another large skeleton, with which was found ])art of an
unburned clay tube or pipe. About 5 feet southwest of the las-f men-
tioned skeleton, and on the same level, were a few fragments of bones,

a copper gorget or breasti)late, some small pieces of a gorget made
apparently of stalagmite, and i)ieces of thin copper plate. The copper
gorget was rectangular in tbrm, 3 by 4^ inches in size, witli incurved
sides, and had two holes on the longer axi.j. It had been doubled over
along this axis until the opposite sides were in contact and then ham-
mered down flat. These, with some traces of charcoal and woody fiber,

were lying flat upon the gray clay, extending over a space 2 feet across.

The layer contained only traces of wood, as though the skeleton had
been covered or surrounded by thin slabs or bark, there being no indi-

catioii that logs or large pieces liad been used. T(j the large piece of
copper was adhering something like wood, which was rubbed off before
its nature could be determined, and some fragments of a leather or
buckskin string were preserved with it. On one of the smaller pieces
was some kind of fur. Four feet west of the center, a foot above the
bottom, were fragments of bones and skull.

These four skeletons had either been buried in a sitting postuie or
doubled up on the side, or else only the bones had been interred. All
the fragments were lying confusedly together. It seems probable that
they were either buried in a sitting posture or doubled up. as the size
of the hole at the center of the mound and the space showing traces of
wood (where the copper was Unind) was more than would have been
necessary to allow the interment of the bones alone.
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Over the center of the mound, 5 feet from the bottom, were a few
piei^e.s of bone and a tooth worn down nearly to the socket. Four feet

west of this was the fragment of a femur, with its axis toward the tooth

;

by the femur lay it small chalcedony kuife. These were no doubt
remains of an intiusive burial. One other skeleton had been ijlaced

at full length, about 3 feet above the bottom and 6 feet southwest from
the center, with head towai-d the east; only the leg bones were found.

This, as its depth indicates, could scarcely have been an intrusive burial;

yet none of those at a greater depth were buried in the same manner.
A trench was run in from the southwestern side to intersect the first.

One skeleton was found about 20 feet from the center, close to the top

of the mound. The skull was completely filled with snail shells. This

was very likely intrusive. Mr. Orall's workmen had previously found

remains of other skeletons near this one.

A small mound northeast of this, but in the same field, was removed
some years ago. Several skeletons werfe found in it, also a pipe, which,
ftom the description given, must have been either quartz or calcite.

I'"IG. 327.—Mound and f^raves near Mononjiuhi'la city, renusylvania.

In the larger mound were several flakes and chips of the flint found
only in Licking or Coshocton counties, Ohio.

On the farm of Capt. William Parkinson, 2^ miles below Moyonga-
hela city, is a long, narrow point bounded on one side by the steep bluff

at the foot of which flows Mingo creek, on the other by the river bottom
At the level of the upper terrace is an elevation formed by throwing np
the dirt on both sides toward the center, forming an elliptical mound
110 by 27 feet, 2 feet high, with the longer axis nearly east and west.

On this mound were four stone graves, all on the same general plan

(Fig. 327). Around the graves are bowlders from the river and flat

stones, the latter set on edge, most of them with tops leaning inward;
many, however, have been displaced by the roots of the trees growing
above them. It seems to have been the intention of the builders to

form complete circlf^s inclosed by these stones, though, from the cause
mentioned, their symmetry has been impaired. The bottom of eaph
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grave was paved with flat stoues, averaging 3 inches in thickness and
from 2 to 4 square feet in area. These were laid so as to fit closely

together and extend to the inclosing circle. Within the circle and
upon the pavement was a large mass of flat stoues with the outer ones

overlapping in regular order, just such an arrangement as would result

from leaning a number of boards or other flat objects, one after another,

against a support and then removing it. Above the stones in this posi-

tion were others thrown in regardless of order or arrangement.
The grave nearest the river (No. 1) was 12 feet in diameter within

the circle of upright stones. Above, in the center, had been placed
an adult body, extended with head toward the north. Only a few frag-

ments of bones were found. North of this, close to the edge of the

circle, were a few fragments of a child's skull, the milk teeth still re-

maining in the fragments of the jaw. Ou the west a number of large

rocks had been piled up against the outer side of the circle; the object

of this was not apparent. The second grave measured 8 feet in diam-
eter. The circle and pavement were in i)lace, but all the upper rock
had been removed. No bones remained. The third grave had been
opened by other parties; so no examination of the interior was
attempted. The circle, still undisturbed, was 20 feet in diameter. The
fourth grave measured 24 feet across. Most of the stones in the circle

were bowlders and the pavement was very irregular, owing to the dis-

placement of the stones by the roots of trees. Small pieces of bones
were found, too few and broken to tell nuich about their arrangement,
though it appeared as if the skeleton liad laid with head toward the
east. Two arrow-points were found with the bones.

All the pieces of bones found had been broken and mashed flat by
the weight of the overlying rock, and only such small pieces remained
as were under stones which protected them from water. Yellow clay

to the thickness of a foot covered the pavements and filled up the inter-

stices of the overlying stoues. All the space on top of the mound out-

side of the graves was covered with a pavement of rocks, the larger

ones being laid flat, the smaller ones thrown in at random.
Grave No. 1 had about 2 feet of stones and clay above the pavement;

grave No. 2, about 10 inches of clay only; graves No. 3 and No. 4, each
about 18 inches of clay and stones.

The appearance of the whole work seems to show that, first, the
mound was thrown up of dirt from its immediate neighborhood ; sec-

ondly, a circle of stone was set up, a pavement laid within it, on wliich

the bodies were placed, stones set on edge, and leaning slightly inward
were placed around the body and supported in position; thirdly, clay
was x)laced over these stoues, and a lot of stones thrown over all; and,
fourthly, all the space not taken up by the graves was paved with flat

stoues. Graves Nos. 1, 3, and 4 were in a straight line; grave No. 2
was a little to the north.

12 ETH 32
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MOUNDS ON THE FAItM OF CAPT. SPARR.

Ou the farm of Capt. SpaiT, opposite Belle Veruon, on the upper ter-

race, is a level tract comprising several lields, which is bounded on one

side by the river and ou the other by Maple creek, which here flows

jiarallel with the river for perhaps half a mile. Ou this tract are six

mounds or graves nearly in a straight line and bearing east of south

from the one nearest the point. This, which may be called No. 1, is 3

leet high and 25 feet across, composed entirely of stone. It has been
all torn up.

Fifty feet distant is No. 2, an earth mound <S feet high and 50 feet in

diameter. This had a trench through it, and a uumber of flat stones

wei'e scattered about over its sides, which were thrown out by the inves-

tigators
;
yet no one could be found who was able to tell anything about

its interior arrangement. Another 50-foot interval occurred between
this mound and the next.

No. 3 had been considerably disturbed, but not so much as to pre.-

vent its construction from being studied. A circle of bowlders and large

flat rocks, measuring 24 feet across, had been made, and the interior

paved with flagstones; next, large rocks piled above these; and earth

thrown over and around the whole. On the eastern side three rows of

the flat, up-edged stones remained. Any examination of the central

part of the mound was useless, as it had been torn up se\'eral times.

Two hundred yards from this is No. 4, a small stone grave, not over
12 feet in diameter. Sixty feet farther is a similar grave. Both of

these had been plowed around and the stones removed to such an
extent that nothing could be ascertained as to their arrangement.

Twenty-five feet from No. 5 is a stone mound, elliptical in shape, 55
feet by 125 feet in its two diameters, 3 feet high, with the longer axis

nearly north and south. This was composed almost entirely of water- •

worn bowlders of various sizes, some weighing fully 200 i>ounds. They
were thrown in promiscuously and rested directly on the soil. For
about 8 inches from the top there was no soil, save what had accumu-
lated from the decay of vegetable matter; below this the rocks were
packed in hard yellow clay ; there was a depression on the east side of

the mounds, whence the soil had been removed and the clay thrown
on the mound obtained. Whether this had been done as the work
progressed or whether the dii-t had been thrown on after the mound
was completed, is uncertain; in either case it would have settled to the
bottom, lea\ing the upper stones dear. The entire mound was removed,
but nothing found; it may have been modern.

It is reported that in the fields to the south and southwest of these
mounds skeletons have been found in a sitting position, under flat

stones a few inches below the surface. The statement as to the posi-

tion may be considered doubtful, although the rest is quite probable.

There are two such cemeteries about 5 miles from Monongahela city^
on the farms of John Van Voorhis and Lewis Colvin. They are both
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oil level fields overlooking Pigeon creek and on the same elevation as

the upper terrace. On Mr. Colvin's farm over one hundred of these

graves have been opened, nearly all having children buried in them;
not over a dozen adults have been found. In most of the graves noth-

ing but bones has been found; in a few, some simple ornaments, such

as beads, were discovered; and from two of them vessels of pottery

were obtained. The general arrangement is the same in all. From 8

to 12 inches under the surface is a large tlat stone; on removing this,

which is always upon or just under the yellow subsoil, a hole is

found varying from 12 to 24 inches in diameter and from 10 to IS inches
in depth. In this hole is found the skeleton which had been doubled
up until the knees t(mch tlie skull and the feet are brought in contact

with the pelvis. Such was ISIr. Colvin's description, and a personal
examination of three graves showed its correctness. In the first,

measuring 12 inches across and 10 inches deep, covered by a stone 24
by 28 inches, were found mere traces of bone. In the second, of the

same size, but covered by a stone somewhat larger, were the remains
of a child not over 2 years old; with this were found five canine teeth

of some carnivorous animal, pierced at the roots. In the third grave,

24 inches across and 14 inches deep, was the entire skeleton of a child

about 9 years old. There was a large stone over this grave, as over
the others, and in addition three smaller ones. The latter had fallen

in and broken several of the bones, including the skull.

At Shire Oaks, on a point overlooking the river, are two mounds
which were opened by some miners, a large one on the break of the slope

and a smaller one farther back. Both resembled ordinary earth mounds,
but had stone graves inside. Of the larger they could give no account,

but their description of the smaller is as follows

:

A quantity of dirt was thrown out and presently they found a skull;

continuing to dig downward they gradually imcovered the rest of the
body to the pelvis; this was at the original surface. The legs were
extended at right angles to the body. The whole was inclosed by a

boxlike arrangement, 6 feet in length and 3 feet in- breadth at the
widest part, elliptical in shape. Lying across the feet were a polished

green syenite celt 7 inches long; a very symmetrical, thin, finely chipped,

delicately tinted knife of chalcedony, 7^ inches long; and a slate pipe
carved to represent a catamount, with the bowl opening at the back
of the neck, the stem hole near the lower end of the back and with
shell rings set into deeply countersunk holes to represent the eyes.

WARREN COUNTY.

MOUNDS XEAR IRVINETON.

The mounds at this place are three in number, situated on the level

bottom half a mile southeast of Irvineton and near tlie point where
lirokenstraw creek flows into the Alleghany river, on the Irvine farm.

They are of tlie ordinaiy conical tyi)e, Imt much worn down, having
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been under cultivation for more tbau forty years. The spot was long

the site of a Seneca village known usually by the name of Ruccaloou.
Nothing reliable seems to be known in regard to the date of the estab-

lishment of this village, but it was destroyed by Gen. Broadhead in

1781. The Seneeas were driven off, but sought refuge in the surround-

ing mountains and for a number of years small parties of them returned
from time to time to hunt and tisli in the vicinity of tixeir old haunt.

When the whites began to settle here in 1809 the ground was covered

with a thick growth of hazel bushes, the removal of which brought to

light abundant evidences of both habitation and cultivation. House
sites were discovered, and fragments of broken jjottery, arrowheads,
and other relics were picked up from the surface or turned out by the
plow. With these were also found gun locks, hatchets, and other

weapons. The corn hills, says an eyewitness, were then as plainly dis-

cernible as though but a single year had passed since they were made.
The house sites, which were rings of earth with a central hearth or

firebed, were more abundant along the river about half a mile above
the creek than in the immediate locality of the mounds.
On the right bank of the river, about a mile above the mouth of the

creek, there existed at the time of the settlement spoken of a semicircu-

lar earthen wall, then about 3 feet high and including some 8 or 10 acres.

Fig. y28.—Sectiou of Ii'vincton luouiul. Warreu fomity, Pennsylvania.

On the same side of the livcr, about half a mile below the mouth of

the creek, was an ancient burying ground subsequently used by the

white settlers. In digging graves the bones of the ancient buried were
frequently unearthed. This was probably the cemetery of the Seneca
Indians, as no other for the old village has been discovered. Some
bodies, as will hereafter be noticed, had been buried in the mounds,
but these were few in number.
The smallest of the three mounds, which is on the bank just at the

mouth of the creek, was 52 feet in diameter and 3^ feet high, though
evidently much worn down and expanded by the plow. The chief fea-

tures of this mound, as shown in Fig. 328, which represents a vertical

section of it, are the pit and large central stone vault (No. 1). The
former was found to be 2| feet deep below the natural surface line

a b, and about 40 feet in diameter, the diameter probably indicating

the original extent of the mound. The upper portion of the vault had
fallen in, wedging the stones so tightly together that it was somewhat
difflcult to remove them, but the original form and mode of construc-

tion could easily be made out without the aid of imagination, as the

lower portion was uudistui-bed. The builders had evidently miscalcu-
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lilted the itroportions necessary for stability, as the outside diameter

was 15 feet, though the walls were very thick near the base (fully 4

feet), while the height could not have exceeded 7 feet ; hence, it is prob-

able that it fell in soon after the dirt was thrown over it. The stones

of which it was built were obtained in part from the bed of the neigh-

boring stream and partly from a bluff about half a mile distant, :ind

were of rather large size, many of tliem being singly a good load for

two men. The bottom of the vault was formed of two layers of flat

stones. se])arated by an intermediate layer of sand, charcoal, and remains
5 inches thick at the time it was excavated. It was apparent that these

layers had not been disturbed since the.v were placed there, save by
the pressure of the superincumbent mass. The intermediate layer was
composed in great part of decomposed or finely pulverized charcoal.

In this were found the teeth, decaying jaws, a single femur, and a few
minute, badly decayed fragments of other bones of an adult, and witli

them the joint of a large reed or cane, wrapped in thin evenly ham-
mered silver foil. The last had been wrapped in soft, spongy bark of

some kind, and this coated over thickly with mud or soft clay. The
weight of the stones was so great that the femur was found pressed
into a flat strip and the
reed split. It was not

possible to determine cer-

tainly whether the burn-

ing had taken place in

the mound or not. The
few bones found did not

appear to be charred, and
the same was true of the

cane joint; on the other hand, the bark, although wrapped in clay,

was very distinctly charred.

A careful analysis of the metal foil has been made by Pi'of. F. W.
Clarke, the chemist of the U. S. Geological Survey, who pronounces it

comparatively pure native silver, containing no alloy. Although
wrapped around the cane, a iiortion of it appears to have been cut into

small pieces of various shapes, two of which are represented in Fig. 329,

a and b. Where the margins remain uninjured, they are smoothly and
evenly cut. Thejoint of cane, which has been taken between the nodes,

is 9 inches long and must have been about an inch in diameter. A
small stone gorget was obtained from the same layer.

At No. 1', on the northeast side of the i)it, were a few large stones

which may have formed a rude vault, but were in such a confused con-

dition, this being the point disturbed by the first slight excavation
madesome twentyyears ago, that it was impossible to ascertain their orig-

inal arrangement. Among them were found parts of an adult skeleton.

The person who dug into the pit at this point, finding human remains,

stopped work and refilled the opening he had made.

Piprefl of silver i'roni Irviiieton iiioinid.
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Mound No. 2, situated about oue-fourtli of a mile northwest of No. 1,

measured 6.3 feet in diameter and a little less than 3 feet in height.

This, like the other, appears to have been built over a pit. At the

depth of 2 feet the remains of four skeletons were discovered. These,

so far as could be determined from what remained, had been placed hori-

zontally at full length, with the heads west. Near the head of No. 1

were se\eral pieces of small, brass wire in close and regular coils. At
the feet of No. 4 was a copper kettle, in which were the following arti-

cles : An iron handle for a case knife, an iron lamj), and a wooden ladle

;

near the head weie several glass beads. Somewhat to the east of the
center was a pile ofvery small stones, apparently heaped up irregularly,

extending downward to the depth of 3i feet and measuring about 8

Fig. 330.—Inclosurt- near Pittsfield. Warren county, Penn.sylvauia.

feet in diameter at the bottom. Below these stones was a laj-er of yel-

lowish sand about 2 inches thick, and below this a stratum of very dark
earth about 10 inches thick, which showed distinct evidence of fire.

The latter rested upon the bottom of the pit. The pit was not verj-

carefully traced; hence its exact dimensions can not be given; the
dejith was about 2 feet. Fragments of decayed wood or bark were
found near each of the skeletons, indicating burial in bark wrappings
or rude wooden coflins. Near No. 4, and at the same dejjth, a leaden
bullet was discovered.

These facts render it almost certain that the Indians who resided
here or visited the locality in more recent times selected these mounds
as burial places.
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The accouipauyiug sketch (Fig. 330) from a survey by Mr. Middle-
ton represents an iuclosui'e situated on the farm of Mr. Kansom Mead,
half a mile north of Pittsfleld. It consists of an embankment and
exterior ditch, is somewhat oval in form, 340 feet in diameter fi-om

northwest to southeast, and 280 feet from northeast to southwest. It

is on the lowest terrace, a few feet above the banks of the Little Bro-
kenstraw creek, there Ijeing two other terraces between it and the hill.

On the western side, where it has not been disturbed, the ditch is 2
feet deep and 7 feet wide, with the wall about the same dimensions;
the remainder is nearly leveled by the plow. On the southwest side is

an entrauceway about 25 feet wide, but owing to the high grass and
the leveling spoken of exact measurement was impossible. The work
seems to have been a stockaded inclosure similar to those of western
New York.
Xo other remains exist in the vicinity, though relics of various sorts

have been found within and around the wall.

NEW YORK.

MADISON COUNTY.

CAZENOVIA TOWNSIIlr.

Immediately east of lot 44 of Pompey township, Onondaga county, is

the site of a fort mentioned by Clark,' as on the farm of Atwell. He
gives a plan of it, representing graves within and without the inclosure,
the area of which he estimates at 5 acres. The gateway is placed at the
east. This fort, which has never been described, is so interesting in

some respects that Eev. W. M. Beauchamp, who furnishes this descrip-
tion, accurately sixrveyed and platted it in 188C, finding the included
area to be only 2f acres. It is remarkably narrow for nearly half its

lengtli and occupies a ridge between two ravines east of Limestone
creek about a mile west of Oazenovia. No graves have been found so
far as known, but some coarse relics have been exhumed. The ground
has been cleared, but little of it has been plowed as yet, and the post
holes, in a narrow, shallow trench, can be traced almost all the way
arcmnd. They average about 2i feet from center to center. The east
line crosses the ridge, extending nearly to the ravine on the north side,

but not to that on the south, and is 225 feet long. The north line runs
westwardly 320 feet to a point where the width of the fort is contracted
to about 80 feet (see Fig. 331, which represents a plan of the fort);

thence it pursues a slightly winding course westward 224 feet farther
to the west end. This end curves southward about 100 feet. The
southern side runs eastwardly, slightly curving, to the narrow point,

thence a little south of east, almost in a direct line to the place of begin-

I Hist, of Ononduga. Vol. 2, pp. 268. 269.
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ridge becomes very uai'row, butiiiug. From this smaller eud the

exteuds some distance farther west, coming to a point. This fort

belongs to the class generally designated prehistoric, but judging by
the relics found is so closely related to other sites near by as to lead to

the conclusion that it may have been occupied early in the seventeenth

century. The pottery found has tlie human faces on the angles, which

characterize that of the other Delphi forts, and the bone and horn
implements are much the same.
Some clay pipes ornamented with

human faces have been obtained,

and here was found the barbed fish-

hook of horn which formed the only

American example of the kind

known when Dr. Eau published his

work on "Prehistoric Fishing."

Since then, the barb of another has

been found on the Seneca river,

and Mr. Twining, of Copenhagen,
has another complete hook of the

kind found at Watertown, N. Y.

As no sea shells have been found

on the more ancient sites of Onon-
daga county, the presence of a scal-

lop shell, a long bead made from

Fuh/Kr caricd, and a small polished

white bead made from a univalve,

lead to the conclusion that the fort

is com])aratively recent, although

no recent relics have been obtained

here.

KENNER TOWNSHIP.

At a point on Mchols pond, (>

miles south of Canastota, and .3

miles east of Perryville, is a village

site of peculiar interest, as it is

claimed that here stood the Onon
daga town attacked by Champlaiu
in 1615. A small pond bounds it

on the north, which was dry when
examined and ma])ped in 1882. The topography, as shown in the an-

nexed diagram (Fig. 332), agrees very well M'ith the historical descrip-

tion and the figure as given by Cliamplain and in The Documentary
History of New York.' The figure is also copied into various other

modern works. Gen. J. S. Clark, of Auburn, first drew attention to

Fio, 331.—Ancient fort on Atwell farm. Madison
county, New York.

1 Vol. 3, p. 14.
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this site. The relics found here are of horn, stone, earthenware, and
shells from Oneida river and other streams.

CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY.

Very many vestiges of aboriginal occupation were found abont the

shores of Chautauqua lake. The first works visited were some mounds
on the farm of Mr. Alouzo Felton, at Bemus point, on the north shore

of the lake, situated about 100 rods from it. Mound No. 1, 6 feet high
and 39 feet in diameter, was explored with the following results:

Fragments of decayed human bones, some copper beads, a fragment
of a copper ornament and scraps of mica, were found at a depth of 3^
feet. An ordinary brick similar in composition to those in the neigh-

=3
Si' ^irJ^tre plitces

Fig. 332.—Seat of ancient Onoudaga town, Madison county, New York.

borhood, but only 3 by 7^ inches, was discovered at a depth of 4i feet,

and below a channel made by a woodchuck. Five woodchuck holes

were noticed near the apex of the mound. An arrowhead was found U

feet below the surface; animal bones, with a piece of decayed wood, at

from 2 to 3 feet. The mound was explored to the natural svirface with-

out any further results.

Mound No. 2, about 4 rods directly east of No. 1, measured 05 feet

in diameter and 5 feet high. Mr. Felton states that seven or eight years

ago this mound was explored, but nothing of interest found in it.

According to Mr. James Sherrard,^ of Dunkirk, an ancient canal and

' Smith.-^oniun Kept. 1881. p. C4.5. (The writer's nan.i* is ^iven erroueonsly as Sbeward.)
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basin exist at Long point, 2h miles up the eastern shore of the lake

ft-om Bemus point, hut this is not artilicial. Faint traces of an aborig-

inal embankment were noticed upon the high land back from this point

overlooking the lake.

MoixDs AT Whitney's landing.

Three miles fioin the Chautauqua Assembly grounds, at a place

called Whitneys lauding, are two mounds, situated upon the Whitney,
farm, aboiit GO rods apart. The land upon which they are situated

rises considerably above the level of the lake. No. 1 is 25 feet in

diameter and 4 feet high. At a depth of 18 inches were four very large

flat stones, placed side by side and forming a perfectly level layer.

The trench was carried down to the original surface of the ground, but
uothing else was found, except some fi-agments of humau bones and the
broken parts of an unbaked clay pipe.

It was afterwards ascertained from Mr. A. W. Whitney that this

mound had been partially ex])lored forty years i^reviously, which
exploration resulted in the finding of one plain stone pipe, seventeen

spear-heads of the long or knife-like type, and human bones. An old

pine tree, 2 feet in diameter, then stood directly on top of the mound.
The second mound measured 38 by M feet in diameter. It was opened

at the same time as No. 1 by the same party, with no other result than
that they came upon a layer of ashes at a shallow depth. A little dig-

ging was done in this mound and a biperforated stone gorget found.

BONE PIT AT 8TEDMAN.

A so-called "Indian pit" was dug into while making some road

improvements near this place. Twenty or twenty-five bodies were
uncovered which lay in rows. There were no relics of an aboriginal

character.

Two mounds formerly stood upon the land of Mr. Albert Tiffany, a

mile and a half from Jamestown on the Ellington road, but have been
removed, and nothing reliable is known in regard to their contents.

While examining the site of these mounds a stone gorget similar to

that found at Whitney's landing was obtained.

The remains of an ancient earthwork near Falconer's, which fol-

lowed the bank of the stream at this place, were examined. It was
semicircular in form, the length, following the ciirve, being about 5-tO

feet. It was utilized in the construction of a mill race (now abandoned)
and was built up 3 or 4 feet higher than it was originally, and some-

what lengthened.

•OLI> FORT," OR ••FORT HILL," NEAR ELLINCrTON.

This was figured and described in 1860 by Mr. T. Apoleou Cheney.'

Although the wall has, to a large extent, disappeared, yet it can be

I New Tork Senate Documeut No. 89, 1859, PI. vi, No. 2, p. 43.
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traced tliidugliout. A diagram showing its ])resent appearance is

given in Fig. .'533. It is on tbe extremity of a high spnr of land rising

abruptly about 100 feet above the valley, a position whicli commands
a magniflceiit view of Clear creek valley to the soirth and southeast.

This work, as Mr. Cheney states, is elliptical, the diameters .320 and
175 feet, but accoi'diug to the remeasurements they are 270 and 170.

A north and south fence crosses the work a little ea.st of the center.

The land on the eastern side of this has been cultivated, while that on
the other side has not. A break in the wall (5 feet wide at the south-

Fia. 333.—Old fort near ElUujitou. Chautauqua couuty. New York.

east may have been a gateway. The wall here was at the time of

examination 2J feet high on the exterior and li on the inside. The
area covered by the inclosure is ti'eeless, but large trees have evidently

grown ou the wall, as is shown by indications which remain, and as

averred by old citizens. The people of Ellington, as a rule, believe this

work to be of French origin, and, as they state, much digging has been

done here in search of sujiposed hidden treasure. The pits they have

made bear evidence of their search, but it could not be learned that

anything of interest had been found except some stone implements
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and hiimiin bones. A man named Grates discovered, along with some
human bones, a piece of an iron ketth'. A Mr. Baldwin obtained, near

the surface immediately inside of the southeast wall, what appears

from examination to be an old-fashioned French ankle-cuflf or manacle,

with its key in the lock. Numerous arrowheads, celts, concave disks,

and a stone pipe have been found in and around the work.

Mr. Baldwin says a circular embankment, 5 feet high, existed on his

place fifty years ago, directly south of the above described earthwork

and on the other side of the creek. It covered about 2 acres, and had
small timber on it.

Mr. Cheney mentions and figures an elliptical inclosure on the south

side of Clear creek, which he says was situated on the first terrace or

gradual rise from the creek. He gives the longer axis as 218 feet, the

shorter, 168 feet, and states that the wall had then " an altitude above
the exterior surface of 9 feet, and above the surface of the interior of

the work of only .5 feet; it was 32 feet in width."' No traces of it now
remain. It was on a farm now owned by Charles Gapleson, 2 miles east

of Ellington, and situated under the shadow of his house and barn.

The site of the large ijarallelogram, of which Mr. Clieney speaks and
which he represents on PI. vii of his paper, was visited. This work
was situated on the south side of Clear creek, on a high bluff, 2 miles

above Ellington, on what is known as tht- old Boyd farm. It ran to the

edge of the bluft", which runs about 1.50 feet above the creek valley, but
no traces of it now remain. Mr. Isaac Staftbrd, who worked the ground
twenty-six years ago, found about this fort bushels of stone implements,

comprising arrowheads, celts, concave disks, mortars, pestles, etc. Mr.

Hiram Lawrence, who also worked the land, found on the site two curi-

ously shaped ])ipes, one of stone, the other of clay.

INCLOSUKE ox THE FAHM OK MR. FRANK LAWRENCE.

This is on the other side of the creek, iu the woods, on the high laud

directly opposite the site oftheoiie last mentioned. It is an embankment
or earthen wall, forming an almost perfect circle, 190 feet in diameter, and
now consists only of portions at the southeast and southwest, where
the walls are still standing, ranging in height from li to 2 feet, meas-

uring on the outside. It is shown in Fig. 334. The site is covered with

forest trees, chieiiy beech and maple, some of which, measuring from 18

inches to 2 feet in diameter, stand on the wall. This work is on the

farm of Mr. Frank Lawrence. In this same field and almost adjoining

this last is a portion of what may have been a similar structure. It

extends across the fence into the cleared field beyond. Here the culti-

vation of the land has rendered it untraceable.

On the farm of Mr. N. E. G. Cowan, near Rutledge, a mound 20 feet

in diameter and C feet high was opened some years since. Nine liodies

were found buried in a sitting posture, in a circle, back to back, with

feet outward. Beneath the bones was a layer of ashes. Twenty-four
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arrowheads, a drilled stoue ornament painted red, and a celt were
obtained.

A circular embankment exists on Ehn creek on tlie farm of J. N.

Metcalf. It is in the forest and comprises about 1 acre. This may be
the one referred to by Larkiu in "Ancient Man in America."'

Mr. Thatcher, of Rutledge, an old man who lived on Clear creek when
a boy, says there formerly existed two semicircular embankments 3

miles west of the village of Ellington and a mile above the two pre-

viously described. Both were situated on bluffs, and. each embraced
about an acre and a half. One was double-walled, with a gateway at

which the walls turned outward several feet, and in front of which was
a small mound.
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there are also at this point some iudicatious of a graded way or path-

way down the slope, but a slight ravine which has been washed out

here renders it impossible to decide in regard to this with certainty.

The wall in the woodland varies in height from li to 3 feet, most of it

being over 2 feet high. The width varies from 16 to 20 feet. In the

central portion is a basin-shaped excavation or depression, 40 feet in

diameter and (! feet deep, evidently artiflcial. No trees are growing
in it. .

An inclosure formerly stood on the farm of Mr. B. F. Denuison on
lot 46, Gerry township. It is stated by those who remember it that it

was circular and embraced about 3 acres. There is one piece of its

wall 90 feet long yet standing. It is 2 feet high on the outside, and,

in form, the arc of a circle. Other works of a similar character for-

merly existed in the same section, but have all been effaced except two
on Mr. Almy's farm.

CIKCl'LAK WORKS ON THK AI.MY FARM, SOl'TH STOCKTON.

On the farm of Mr. John Almy in South Stockton, 4 miles southwest

of Sinclairville, are two circular works. They are in the woods and
the walls have been worn considerably by hauling over them the

heavy timber that grows here. The first measured 132 feet north aud
south aud 1,129 feet east and west. A fence cuts off a small portion

on the south, beyond which the laud descends. If the embaukment
were a continuous circle it must have ruu down this slope, but no traces

of a wall can now be seen here. On the western side is seen a broad,

deep ditch, which must have entirely encircled the embankment.
Though the bank can be traced entirely around north of the fence, per-

fect walls are seen only from the north to the west; they measure fi'om

li to 3 feet high.

The second iuclosure lies 163 feet northeast of the first. It is 184

feet north and south by l.'jl east and west, as near as could be deter-

mined in the absence of a wall on the eastern side. The portions of

the wall standing measvu-e from 2i to 5i feet high on the outside and
from 6 inches to 3 feet inside. The outside ditch, therefore, is quite

deep. On the east a somewhat steep declivity is seen. To continue

the embankment in the line marked out by the circular wall would
cari-y it down the declivity. It is not unlikely that this embankment,
considering its circular form, was originally a continuous circle, as well

as the one last described, and that the declivity by washing away in

course of time encroached upou the wall and carried it away at this

Ijoint. A steep declivity is also seen near the northeast part of the

embankment. No relics were found here.

A circular inclosure, embracing about 2i acres, formerly stood on
the low land about SO rods south of the above described works, on the

land of Mr. S. M. Tower. This laud has been cleared and plowed, and
numerous stone implements and ornaments and fragments of pottery
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with incised oiuamentation have been picked up on the site of the
work. Many of these in Mr. Tower's possession were examined.
Three miles from the village of Forestville, on the Dunkirk and For-

estville road, on the farm of Mr. J. G. Gould, was formerly a. semicir-

cular inclosure of 3 acres. It was nearly on the brow of a bluif above
Walnut creek, back of which there is a level area that extends many
miles. In the same field, on the opposite side of the road, there were
formerly forty or fifty pits, only seven of which can now be seen.

They average about 2 feet in diameter and from 2 to 5 feet in depth.

Two of them were dug into and at the depth of 5 feet very fine gravel

,

was reached. Nothing else was found in them.
In front of Mr. Gould's residence and 80 rods to the east a bone pit

was opened several years ago. Remains of skeletons of each sex and
of all ages were found; the number could not be determined. A grave
had been previously opened near the above and five skeletons found
in a circle with the feet outward. The position and size of the bones
corresponded closely with those on Mr. Cowan's place near llutledge.

On the high land within the village of Fredonia a mound 7 feet high
was opened several years ago on the land of Mr. Levi Bisley disclosing

some skeletons, a pestle, a mortar, and some arrowheads.
On the road between Sheridan and Pomfi-et, 2 miles east of Fredonia,

is what is locally known as "the Indian mound." It measures at the
base 274 by 200 feet, and on top 13G by 21 feet, the maximum diameter
being northeast and southwest. It is between 25 and 30 feet high and is

composed of coarse gravel. There is a depression to the south as though
the gravel for the mound had been obtained there. The country is per-

fectly level on all sides for miles, giving the mound a prominent and
artificial appearance. No relics have ever been found in the vicinity.

It is probably a natural formation.

About 1 mile east of Fredonia, on the road to Laona, there was formerly

a circular embankment of which no trace remains. Whether it was con-

tinuous or not is unknown. The site is peculiar; it occupied, as is said,

the entire area of an eminence of about an acre, rising precipitously

from Canadaway creek. Directly back of this and in front of which
the work must have been placed was a precipitous bluff about 25 feet

in height, rendering the position in no wise suited for defense. Many
arrowheads, a large number of pottery fragments with rude incisions,

celts, and other Indian lelics have been found on this site. There was
a deep circular pit within the work, in which were some grains of charred
corn and near by were found fragments of human bones very much
decayed.
On the farm of Mr. Joel Button, 2 miles east of Fredonia, on the

road to Forestville, was a work, now leveled, which, from Mr. Button's
description, must have been almost circular and continuous, embracing
3 acres. The wall ran down a steep declivity 12 or 15 feet, making the
land inclosed of difterent levels. If Mr. Button's descrii)tion is correct
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tlie work must liavc inclosed a brook, now dry. An artificial depres-

sion which was originally similar in size and shape to that on the Scott

farm in Gerry, thongh perhaps a little larger, conld be seen upon the

higher land within the inclosure, bnt nearer to the embankment than

to the center. The land everywhere about here is generally tlat, the

same level extending to the shore of Lake Eiie. A few celts, arrow-

heads, fragments of pottery with rude incisions (some of which were
dug up with bones very jiiuch decayed), a biconcave disk, two chisels,

and a highly polished celt of black stone, which had been picked up on
the site, were examined.

It is stated that an old fort formerly stood on the west bank of Fay's

creek, in the town of Portland, on the central part of lot 38, T. 5. The
Erie road runs through what was the northern portion. It was a heavy
earthwork, slightly elliptical in shape, and embraced about an acre,

t'lay and stone pipes and stone implements have been found within and
around the walls.

There was also another, some remains of which may still be seen, on
the farm of Mr. Hugh !Neil, half a mile south of West Main street, in the

village of Westtield.

NIAGARA COUNTY.

In Turner's History of the Holland Land Purchase reference is made
to an earthwork near Lockport having a covered way leading to a

spring. This was found upon the land of Mr. Sharpe, 1 mile west
of Lockport. A short examination sufticed to show that it was a long

natural ridge of limestone. No evidences of Indian occupation could

be found. Near by, however, was the site of a small mound, dug into

many years ago, which was found to consist almost entirely of small

stones.

On the northern hord(;r of tiie Tuscarora Indian Reservation there

was formerly an earthern inclosure. It was situated on the brow ofthe

high steep blutt'that constitutes the first terrace from Lake Ontario and
the beautiful level country that stretches unbrokeuly 10 miles to the lake.

Many pieces of human bones and innumerable flint chips were observed
scattered about. The embankment inclosed about an acre and a half.

The blutlbeiug a suthcient defense upon the north, no wall existed on

that side. At the southeast portion is a ravine, now dry, but formerly

a considerable stream flowed through it. iNIount Pleasant, the Tusca-

rora chief, stated that inside of this work, in Revolutionary times, stood

the Seneca " Refuge house," where dwelt a Seneca woman named
Ge-gah'-sa-seh, or Wild Gat. This was the place of safety for criminals

fleeing from the tribes, east or west. Across the ravine and two rods

southwest from it was a small heap of stones where Mount Pleasant

said the Tuscaroras, seventy years before, had a dance of thirty days
and nights around a woman in a trance.

Upon this reservation, a little over half a mile west of the in('losure
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last described and about 20 rods from the edge of the same bluff, was a
large bone pit. It was marked by a low conical elevation, not over a
foot and a half high and 27 feet in diameter. Directly in the center

was a slight depression in which lay a large flat stone with a number
of similar stones under and around it. At the depth of IS inches the

bones seemed to have been disturbed. Among them was a Canadian
penny. This, Mount Pleasant thought, may have been dropped in

there by a missionary who, thirty years before, had found on the reser-

vation a skull with an arrowhead sticking in it; or by some Indian, for

it is, or was, an Indian custom to do this where bones have been dis-

turbed, by way of paying for the disturbance or for some article taken
from the grave. The bones seemed to have belonged to both sexes and
were thrown in without order; they were, however, in a good state ot

preservation. Three copper rings were found near finger bones. The
roots of trees that had stood above the pit made digging quite dii5flcult;

yet sixty skulls were brought to the surface, and it is quite likely that

the pit contained as many as a hundred skeletons. The longest diam-
eter of the pit was 9 feet; its depth o feet. Therewere no indications on
the skulls of death from bullet wounds.
Two similar elevations, one 18 or 20 feet, the other 10 rods, directly

east of this i)it, were opened sufficiently to show that they were burial

places of a similar character. Like the first, these contained flat stones,

lying irregularly near the top. Charcoal occurred in small pieces in

all. Indian implements and ornaments, and several Revolutionary
relics, were found in the adjoining field.

About one-fourth of a mile directly west of the inclosure, close to the

brow of the bluff overlooking the ridge road and on land adjoining

the reservation on the north, are one hundred and eighteen small pits,

which seem to be artificial. They extend oO or 60 rods parallel with
the edge of the bluff', which here is little more than 100 feet from the

level land below. They run back 10 or 15 I'ods, are mostly uniform
in shape and size, and are from 1 foot to 2^ feet deep, and average 3

feet in diameter, one being 5 feet. Six of them extend in a straight

line for 10 rods parallel to the edge of the bluff'.

WYOMING COUNTY.

INCLOSURE ON THE DUNN FARM.

On the farm of John Dunn, on the west bank of the Genesee river,

4i miles above Portage, is a large embankment on the summit of a
large mound-like liill 125 feet high. The embankment, shown in

Fig. 335, follows the brow of the liill except on the west, where the

hill forms a narrow spur, extending 57 feet beyond the inclosure

on the same level, and at the northeast, where a point of the hill is

cut off' by the embankment. At these places the bank is higher

and the ditch deeper than at other points, \he former being 5^ feet on
12 ETH 33
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the outside, 3 on the inside, and U wide. The ditch averages 3 feet

deep and runs from the western side, around the northern to the north-

east corner. On the north side the hill is less steep than on the other

sides. On the east it is quite stoei) and there is scarcely a doubt that

the Genesee once washed its base; its jiresent channel is nearly 100

rods away. The wall terminates near the northeast corner, there

being no necessity for it along the east side. The south side being-

less precipitous has the wall extending along its edge. A passage-

way is feet wide leads through the western eml to the level spur,

whence the descent is easy to the land below. There is a similar open-

ing at the noi'theast corner facing the easier slope at that point. The
length of the work is 272 feet.

.ipi'i. r ».« TTir, ,.11,,,, ,,

^^
.'sS

{fi;&i^ .^# c^^. ,- « « #$?'

-^^iiiiS-^'

Fig. 335.—Inclosure on Dunn farm, Wyomiu;r county, New York.

Northeast of the center is a circular i)it 7 feet in diameter and 3 feet

deep; it was originally much deeper and lined with cobblestones, but
has been partially fllled up. This was partly excavated some years

ago, but without any further results than the Mndingof a few grains of

corn, which suggest its use as a cache. No relics have been discovered

in the iuclosure except a couple of large stone net-sinkers.

It is stated by Mr. Dunn that a mound once stood in the low, flat

meadow, 25 rods north of this hill. A i)estle, a " spoon-like" stone im-

jjlement, and some fragmentary human bones wei'e found in it.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY.

An effort was made to find the work at Avon referred to by Col. W.
H. Hosmer in " Yonnomlio," but no one in the vicinity seemed to know
anything about it. If it ever existed no trace of it remains to-day.
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KMUAN'KMENT ON THE SWEET-BRIER FARM.

On Brimmer's " Sweet-Brier Farm," 2i miles from Geuesee, 60 or 70

rods south of the road leading to Jones's bridge across the Genesee
river, are the remains of an ancient fortification. Two parallel ravines,

the northern about 100, the southern 60 or 6.5 feet deep, with precipit-

ous sides, cut through the highest portion of the land. From one to the

other stretch two breastworks ; the eastern one is 03 feet long, and there

appears to have been a ditch on each side of it. The western one is 87

feet long, with an exterior ditch. The ravines curve in such a way as

to widen the space between the walls; and the land to the west slopes

gradually for about 80 rods to the bank of the Geuesee. No relics have
been found here.

A circular inclosnre is reported to have been situated on the Hats 30

rods north of the residence of the late Col. Wm. Jones, which was 2 or

3 feet high. No trace of it now remains.

On Wadsworth's " Big Tree farm," southwest of Geneseo, are two
mounds; the tirst, 40 to 45 feet in diameter, and 4 feet high, is located

just west of the dairy house. The second is half a mile to the north-

west of this, and after having been under cultivation for many years,

is now 40 feet in diameter and 2^ feet high. It is on the level land of

the flats.

A trench was run through this from north to south. Two feet from
the north end of the trench and 2 feet deep was a bed of black soil filled

with charcoal 4 feet in diameter and 1 foot thick. Directly under this

and lying witliin a radius of 2 feet, were the fragmentary remains of a
human skeleton. On the west side of the pieces of skull lay a rudely

nmde copper bead, much (jxidized; on the east side, a foot distant, a
similar bead. Mica was found here and there, about on a level with
the bones. Four small sinkers, a flint arrowhead, fragments of some
clay object, and a very small quantity of lime, w<ne also found. The
bones crumbled at a touch. Some very small bones seemed to be
charred.

It is reported that a fort of some kind once stood at Bosley's mills,

on Conesus lake, and that various Indian and Eiiroiiean articles had
been found in the neighborhood ; whether together or not could not be
ascertained.

A fort is also I'eported half a mile west of the village of Dansville,

across Oanaseragus creek and a few rods south of the Ossian road. It

is said to be on a bluft' overlooking the creek. To the north of it is a
gorge .50 feet deep.

One mile north of Lima, knives, hatchets, and other weapons are

occasionally found along with skeletons; and remains of Indians have
been discovered in a sitting posture holding in theii- laps pots filled

with corn and the bones of squirrels.
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MICHIGAN.

ItlFLK lilVKK I'OKTS.

Near what is kuown as the Eitie river bridge on the state road lead-

ing from West Branch in Ogemaw county to Lake Huron are five

iuclosures commonly known as Indian forts. Three are on the east side

aud two on the west side of the river, whose course is almost due south.

Those on the east side are all in Churchill township, T. 22 N., E. 3 E.

The first one examined is on section 9, three-fourths of a mile below
the bridge, 40 rods from the river and on a level piece of grouud about
10 feet above the water level. The laud is in heavy hemlock timbei-

and there stands on the wall a stump 4 feet in diameter.

The heavy timber and dense underbrush made an accurate survey

impossible ; the notes here given are the best that could be obtained by
the Bui'eau ageutwiththemeansathand. Tlie work is located at a point

formed by a bend in the river aud consists of an irregularly ciu'ved

wall of earth and inner ditch forming an inclosure.

The following measurements were taken, beginning at the southwest

entrance aud going toward the south

:

stations.
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above tbe watei* level and liigher than auy grouiul in the iiujuediate

vicinity, with tlie exception of a narrow strip of the same hillock which
gradually rises for 200 feet to tlie west, where it reaches a height of 10
feet above the top of the wall. At every other part the slope is away
from the embankment.
The inside area is not level, being several feet higher at the south

and southwest sides than at the north.

The ditch is from 3 to 4 feet deep; the wall, which is cut by five

gateways, varies in height from 1 foot on each side of entrance d, to .>

feet at a, where it is about 1(5 feet wide; the ditch at the latter point

being 12 feet wide and from 8 to 10 feet at other parts.

j^Pa=-=^,

"2'd,

Fl(., :;:i6.--l;illi- ]i\.r l„rl Nil Miiit\ . Mi<lii(.';iii

The circumference, measured along the top of the wall, is 020 feet,

the diameter east and west 310 feet, and north and south 280 feet.

The widths of the gates are iis follows: a. 12 feet; h, 14 feet; c, 13 feet;

<l, IG feet, and c, 11 feet.

Fj-om a point a little north of c to one a little south of it, the wall

crosses a dei)ression or shallow gully, and either from wear or because

it was intentionally made so, is lighter than elsewhere; being not over

a foot high on each side of tlic entrance, but it becomes heavier in either

direction until the points designated ;in' reached, where it acquires its

ordinary size.

The third fort is on section i, half a mile above the one last described,

20 feet above the water and directly on the river bank, the wall ending

at a jioint where access to the water is easy.
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Like the fii-st, this was covered with a deuse growth of brush. The
circumference, measuring along the top of the wall, was found to be
504 feet.

The width of entrance in every case means the distance across the
opening, half waj' between top and base of the wall.

It was not practicable to visit the worlis on the west side of the
river.

The statement made that large mounds exist within the iuclosures is

an error; there are no mounds anywhere in the neighborhood.
The wall and ditch in each work are still well defined, being appar-

ently very little altered by weather. The works are very much like

those of western New York, which are attributed to the Irocjuois, and
it is well known that these Indians made frequent forays to this section.

Two of these works are figured and described in the Smithsonian
Eeport for 1884, by Dr. M. L. Leach.
There are two small mounds in Bellaii'e, Antrim county, that have

been examined. They are on a jioiiit—but not at the highest part

—

that slopes southward to Intermediate river, overlooking a lake on one
side and a wide bottom on the other. Both are small, not over i feet

high and 20 feet in diameter, and have a small depression or ditch

around the base, as if a small amoimt of earth had been scooped up
and thrown on the mound after it was about completed. This feature

seems common to all the mounds rej)orted in this section. In each was
a skeleton in a sitting posture, the feet extended. With the largest

was the outer whorl of a Busycou shell, probably used as a cup, the outer

surface covered with incised lines crossing at right angles. At what
would be the bottom if held level, it was worn nearly through from the
outside. The skull was of unusually fine form and texture.

There are a great many holes on this hill, both above and below the

mounds; they are from 3 to 4 feet across, nearly or quite filled with
leaves, etc., and some of them have been dug into a depth of 6 feet

without reaching the original bottom. They are probably old caches.

There was no one in the vicinity of the foot of Clam lake who knew
anything in i-egard to the earthwork reported there; and the jungle

about the i^lace rendered any examination impossible. Neither could

anything be learned at Rapid river of a similar earthwoi'k. There are

two mounds there, each about 6 feet high and 20 feet in diameter. An
old Chii^pewa chief says there was a battle between that tribe and the

Sioux a century ago, and that each party erected a mound over its

dead. A number of skeletons was found in each.

From here to Fond du Lac, Minnesota (near Duluth), very diUgent
search and inquiry failed to reveal anything whatever of an aboriginal

nature, except what is known to pertain to the Indians resident there

within the historic i>eriod. There is a mound at Point Iroquois at the
head of Ste. Marie river, another at Mille Coquiu, and a third about
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20 miles west of the last, whicli have been built by the Sioux or Chip-
pewas.
At Little Traverse bay, Beaver islands, Mackinac straits, Sault

Ste. Marie, Grand island bay, Marquette, L'Anse, Houghton, Calumet,
Ontonagon, Bayfield, Ashlaud, and Fond du Lac, and in the neighbor
hood of every one of them, are still to be found traders, trappers, and
hunters who have explored almost every mile of the territory, some of

them having spent fifty years iu such work; and the statement is

unauimous that nowhere about any of these places, nor along the shores

of Lake Superior generally, are any mounds to be found. A few which
have been rejjorted are either the remains of old root houses, or else

due to natural causes.

It may be safely said that at none of the places where the ancient

Jesuit missions were located, in any part of the country included in

the above limits, are any mounds or other earthworks—using the term
iu its ordinary meaning and excluding those known to have been made
in recent times, and of these there are but few.

Those reported at Beaver island are only the natural sand dunes or

hills used occasionally like those about the foot of Lake Huron as

burial places.





ARCHEOLOGICAL AREAS AND DISTRIBUTION OF
TYPES.

PRIMARY ARCHEOLOGICAL SECTIONS.

Notwithstandiug the uuineious volumes aud articles which have beeu
Ijublislied, rehitiug' wholly or in part to the aucieut I'emaius aud prehis-

toric times of North America, we search through their pages in vaiu
for a chapter ou the distribution of the different forms aud types of

the works of the mound builders. We look in vaiu for any adequate
reference to these types, or discussion of the evidence bearing upon the
question of ethnic or tribal distiuctions. This important branch of our
archeology seems to have beeu entirely overlooked by these writeis. This
is ijrobably due in part to the undeniable fact that the data relating to

North American Archeology are in a chaotic coudition, no adequate
system having been adopted or satisfactory arraugement proposed by
which these may be so correlated as to lead to couclusions generally

acceptable to antiquarians aud ethnologists. For tliis reason consider-

able attention is devoted to this subject which, as can be readily seen,

has an important bearing ou the problems that arise in regard to these

ancient monuments. It is chiefly by the study of the distribution of

the types of the works, the forms and features of the vestiges of art,

and of the customs and peculiarities indicated by these, that we can
hope to outline tlie districts occupied by the different tribes or peoples

of the mound-builders. In carrying out this purjiose reference has
not been limited to the explorations of the Bureau, as the published
results of the work of other explorers have been freely used.

Before referring to the distribution of types in the mound area under
consideration, attention is called briefly to the question of primary
archeological sections of North America.
No attempt has so far been made to point out and define the different

primary or comprehensive archeological sections of our continent, a

fact probably due to the scanty data on which to base such an attempt.

Nevertheless an examination of the general works on prehistoric

America will show, by the terms used, a decided tendency to arrange,

or at least consider, the antiquities in a few couiprehensive classes per-

taining to different sections; such, for example, as "The works of the

Mound-builders;" the remains of the '•Clift Dwellers," and ^f the
"Civilized Races of Mexico and Central America."

521
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In his work ou the '' Tribes of tlie Extreme Xorthveest," published as

vohime 1 of the " Contributions to North American Ethnology," Dr.

Dall indicates three archeological sections, and suggests a fourth, as is

inferred from the following language:

In our archeology, as well as iu our paleontology, we must break away from
received ideas and nomenclature, whicli fulfill their puriiose in accelerating the

study of the successive epochs in Europe, but which, when applied to the diflering

conditions of America, to a certain extent at least fetter and confuse. Even iu

America the conditions are by no means so uniform as to authorize a single system
of nomenclature in archeology. For intelligent study we must separate at least

three regions—the Mississijipi valley, the Pacific slope, and the Slexican region,

and perhaps to these should be added an Atlantic region, extending I'rom the Chesa-

peake to Labrador.

'

It would seem from this that he then was inclined to unite the inter-

montane region and the Pacific coast from California northward into

one grand section. However, iu his article on "Masks, Labrets," etc.,

publishedjn the Third Annual Report of the Bureau, for the purpose

of his treatise he arranges the west coast into the following divisions:

" Central America and Mexico; New Mexico and Arizona; the region

occupied by Indians from Oregon to the northern limit of the Tlinkit;

the Aleutian islands; the Innuit region from Prince William sound to

Point Barrow."-
It is not my intention to enter at this time into a general discussion

of the number, extent, and boundaries of these primary sections; yet

it is necessary to allude to some of them, in order that the relation

archeologically of the area under consideration in this volume to the

other sections may be understood. The data which have been ascer-

tained can not be considered sufficient to justify the attempt to give

exact boundaries to all, nor, iu fact, to any of these more comj^rehensive

districts; nevertheless the geographical position of the more important

ones may be defined with suffic^ient accm-acy for present purposes.

A careful examination of what has been published in regard to North
American archeology, of the figures which have been made, and the

specimens collected, with special reference to their bearing on the ques-

tion of archeological sections, leads, in the first place, to the following

conclusion: That the ancient remains belong, in a broad and conipre-

liensive sense, to two general classes. One of these classes is limited

geographically to the Atlantic slope, the other chiefly to the Pacific

.slope, the eastern or Rocky mountain range of the great continental

mountain belt fi-om the fifty-fifth degree of north latitude to the vicinity

of the mouth of the Rio Grande where it approaches the Gulf of Mexico,

forming approximately the dividing line between the two areas.

While there are manifest and marked differences in the types and
character of the ancient works and remains of different areas within

these two comprehensive sections, yet when those of the Pacific slope

(in which are included Mexico and Central America), taken as a whole,
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are compared with those of the Athiutic slope, there is a manifest dis-

similarity. Commencing with Nicaragua and moving northward on the
Pacific side, we see a gradual shading of one type or series of ty^jes into
another until we reach the Alaskan region. What is particularly
worthy of notice in this survey is, that at points widely apart a char-
acteristic which has faded out iu the intermediate area reappears in a
modified form. There seems, however, to be evidence of an intrusive
element in the region of California, as the types here differ from those
north and south.

Dr. Brinton, in his late wcfrk "The American Race," arranges the
various stocks of North America into three groups, which he names
"The North Atlantic Group," "The North Pacific Group," and "The
Central Group." The primary archeological groups, however, so far as
the data enable us to judge, keeping iu mind the facts above stated,

may be in part provisionally defined as follows

:

1. The Isthmian section, including Costa Rica and the isthmus south-
ward, which should be arranged with the South American groujis, as
the types of its antiquities ally them with those of that continent.

2. The Mexican and Central American section, including most of
Mexico and the Central American states southward to Costa Rica.
This section is less homogeneous as regards its types of works than
the "Mound-builders" district, and in fact embraces two or more toler-

ably well marked subsections or rather classes of types. One is con-
fined chiefly to Nicaragua, the others extend over the remainder of the
section, which reaches northward to Chihuahua.

3. The Pueblo or Intermontane section, embracing New Mexico, Ari-
zona, portions of Nevada, Utah and Colorado, and the extreme north-

ern part of IMexico; in other words, the area between the Rocky and
Sierra Nevada mountains from the latitude of Salt Lake southward
to Chihuahua. The distinguishing characteristics of this area are well

marked, and the section is, archeologically, quite homogeneous, the
types being few and not widely variant. Its closest relation is evi-

dently with the Mexican section.

4. The California section. Our knowledge of the antiquities of the
Pacific slope north of the Pueblo section is not sufficient to indicate

the archeological districts with any degree of certainty. The most that

can be said is that the remains in the region of California present fea-

tures which seem to separate them from those south as well as north,

but how far northward these peculiar features reach we have no means
of judging. That the ancient remains of Alaska form a class marking
this region as another section, may be taken for granted. I am strongly
inclined, however, to believe that when the antiquities of the region
lying between the main body of this territory and California have been
carefully examined, it will be found that there are one or two more well
marked archeological districts. The works of art, for instance, of the
region occupied by the Haida Indians and the congeneric tribes, pre-
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sent marked distiuctious to those of other surrouudiug sections, and
seem to couform more nearly to the characteristics of the works of the

Mexican and Central American district than to those ofany other section.

5. The Mound builders' section, embracing that part of the United
States and the adjoining portion of the Dominion of Canada east of the

Rocky mountains. The northern boundary is, as yet, wholly conject-

ural, but it is quite probable that it extends farther toward the north-

west than toward the northeast. Tliis section, though moi'C homogen-
eous in its archeological features, which are well marked, than the

Mexican and Central American districf, is less so than the Pueblo
section.

If we examine carefully the distinguishing characteristics of the

ancient works of these primary sections, we shall find that they relate

chiefly to tha culture status or position in the scale of civilization of

the peoples who occupied these difierent areas. But these characteris-

tics pertain chiefly to the progress made along certain lines of culture.

There are, however, other peculiar features which appear to be the

outgrowth of local or ethnic influences.

When we come to stirdy carefully the works of any one of these pri-

mary or comprehensive sections it is found that there are peculiarities

limited to more restricted areas which justify us in making a further

division into districts.

The present work relates only to the fifth or last of the above divi-

sions, which is designated the " Mound-builders' section." This section

is fairly well defined, except as to its northern extension, being limited

on the east by the Atlantic ocean (though, as usually given, it only

reaches the coast in its southern portion), on the south by the Gulf of

Mexico and on the west by the Rocky mountains. Tlie southwestern

line has not been carefully defined, as but few explorations of the

antiquities of Texas have as yet been made. Nevertheless enough is

known to show that the statement, frequently made, that there is a con-

tin nous series of ancient works from the Gulf states, through Texas to

Mexico, is erroneous and without any foundation. The westeru bound-

ary line, when more carefully traced, will probably be found to bend
rapidly eastward of the range as we proceed southward from the Platte

valley and westward somewhat into the range uortli of that valley.

The northern limit, on the west, has not been ascertained; it is known,

however, that the section reaches to the Saskatchewan river.

In attempting to obtain a true conception of the distribution of the

types of the ancient works in this section, it was soon found that the

first step necessary in this branch of the subject was the preparation of

a catalogue of the various localities where ancient wcn-ks have been

discovered, noting as far as possible tlie character of these various

works. From this a general map was constructed showing the distri-

bution over the whole area, also maps of certain states in which the

works are most numerous. As this catalogue and the maps have been
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published as a bulletin by the Bureau, it is ouly necessary to introduce
here such of the maps as may serve to illustrate the text. PI. xx
is the general map, showing by means of dots the distribution over the
whole area. As each dot indicates the site of one or more, generally

several, ancient works, the relative number of dots in the diflerent

areas will show approximately the relative frequency of these works
in the different sections. On this, therefore, we may study the general

distribution of the antiquities without reference to types.

This study reveals some important facts, but at the same time pre-

sents some features which are calculated to mislead. In the first place

it shows that the ancient works, instead of being distributed uniformly
over the face of the country, are found chiefly along the larger water
courses and in the vicinity of the lakes. The ])rincipal apparent excep-

tions to this rule are seen in Wisconsin, Ohio and eastern Tennessee,

but these, when examined on maps of a larger scale, are found to con-

form mostly to the rule and can scarcely be considered exceptions. The
larger groups or masses, as the map shows, are in southern Wiscon-
sin; along the Mississippi river from the southeast corner of Minne-
sota to the mouth of Red river; along the Wabash and extending from
the mouth of that river across western Kentucky into middle Teunes
see; along the eastern side and across the southern portion of Michi-

gan; in southern and eastern Ohio; central and southwestern New
York ; in eastern Tennessee and along the eastern coast of Florida,

though the antiquities in the last named section consist chiefly of shell-

heaps.

While this presentation gives a substantially correct idea of the gen
eral distribution of the works, it must not be accepted as wholly correct,

as it indicates to some extent the more thoroughly explored areas rather

than the true proportion of the ancient works in the different sections.

There is little doubt that when Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia have
been thoroughly explored many localities will be added to those indi-

cated on the map, but it is not likely that the number will be found to

equal those in the area drained by the Ohio and its affluents or in the

immediate valley of the Mississippi.

One somewhat singular feature is found in the lines of former occu-

pancy indicated by the archeological remains. The chief one is that
reaching fi'om New York through Ohio along the Ohio river and onward
m the same direction to the northeastern corner of Texas; another
follows the Mississippi river; another extends from the region of the
Wabash to the headwaters of the Savannah river, and another across

southern Michigan and southern Wisconsin. The inference, however,
which might be drawn from this fact—that these lines indicate routes of

migration—is not to be taken for granted. It is shown by the explora-

tions of the Bureau, and a careful study of the diflerent types of mounds
and other works, that the generally received opinion that the lines of
migration of the authors of these works were always along the princi-
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pal water courses can uot be accepted as entirely correct. Although
the banks of the Mississippi are lined with prehistoric monumeuts from
Lake Pepin to the mouth of Bed river, showing that this was a favorite

section for the ancient inhabitants, the study of these remains does not

give support to the theory that this great water highway was a line of

migration during the mound-building period, except for short distances.

It was, no doubt, a highway for trafiBc and war parties, but the move-
ments of tribes were across it rather than up and down it. This is not

asserted as a mere theory or a simple deduction, but as a fact proved
by the mounds themselves, whatever may be the theory in regard to

their origin or uses. The longest stretch where those apparently the

works of one people are found on one bank is from Dubuque, Iowa, to the

month of Des Moines river. As we move up and down we find repeated

changes from one type to another.

This fact must have a strong bearing on the study of this map with

reference to the direction from which the mound-builders entered this

general area and their chief movements after reaching it. The attempt,

however, to follow up this thought would lead us into the domain of

sijeculatiou, where we do not desire to enter at present.

In order to show this distribution more in detail, archeological maps
of several of the states in which large luimbers of the works are found

have been prepared. On these symbols are introduced indicating the

difterent classes of anticiuities. Tliese have been giveji in the Bulletin

above referred to and need not be introduced here.

Examining these, we see that in New York the works are found chiefly

about the lakes which have their outlet through the Oswego river ; around
Sackett's Harbor ; ak)u g the Genesee ; near the Niagara river and around
Lake Chautaucpia ; in other words, in the drainage area of Lake Ontario,

exceiit a small section at the extreme southwest corner of the state.

In Ohio the works are chiefly in the iuterior and southwestern part

of the state, with the exception of a number in the northeast near Lake
Erie, along the Cuyahoga river, and a few groups scattered along the

Ohio. These may be considered as belonging chiefly to three more
limited areas and river systems, viz: First, the upper basin of the

Muskingum a little east of the center of the state; second, the valley

of the lower Scioto; and third, the valleys of the Great and Little

Miami rivers.

Examining the maps of Indiana and Illinois, which are given together,

we see that the works are confined principally to the eastern portion of

the former and the western border of the latter. In the eastern part of

Indiana the rule of following the streams seems to have been to a large

extent abandoned; especially is this the case with the cluster in the

extreme northeastern corner and the belt commencing a little north of

the middle of the state and extending down the eastern border to the

Oliio river. This belt, which pertains to the group in southwestern

Ohio, seems to be connected with the Wabash series by lines of works
along the east and west forks of Wliite river. The group along the
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Wabash is confined chiefly to the middle and lower portion of the
valley. A short distance west of this, in Illinois, is a small group
which appears to form almost the only archeological mark in the
eastern half of this state. Turning- to the western side we And a con-
tinuous belt along the Mississippi from the northern boundary to the
most southern point. There is an apparent break immediately above
the mouth of the Illinois river, but this stretch is known to be as well
occupied by ancient works as the valley north of it. The special locali-

ties of these works had been but in part obtained at the time the map
was made, but they have been added on the general map in this volume.
The Illinois river formed another highway along which the mound-
builders located their villages. The groups in Knox and Sangamon
counties, like that in Wayne, are somewhat isolated and probably mark
the dwelling places of weak tribes or separated clans. The small group
in Winnebago county at the northern boundary belongs to the effigy

series of Wisconsin, which lies along the Eock river.

Turning to Wisconsin, we find that nearly all the works, a large
portion of which are effigy mounds, are situated along the i^rincipal

rivers or clustered about the small lakes which dot the southern half of
the state. This rule has, in fact, very few exceptions in this state. The
principalareas are : A belt along the Mississippi from the mouth of Black
river southward to the southern boundary; another, along the Wiscon-
sin river from the forty-fourth parallel to its mouth; a third, about the
lakes which flow into Fox river.

This mapping of the mound areas is important as indicating the
portions of our country occupied by the mouud-builders, and also as
possibly furnishing some indications, when connected with the distribu-

tion of types, of the directions whence came the people who built these
works and of their migrations within the mound area.

Another question connected with the geographical distribution of
these remains is that which relates to the possibility of outlining areas
according to the characteristics of the works; or, in other words, of
determining whether it is possible to designate the geographical range
of works which appear to have been built by one tribe or people. As
a matter of course, the answer to this inquiry involves the discussion
of the question. Are all these remains the works of one people, or are
they due to different tribes or peoples ? As this question will be dis-

cussed elsewhere, only the following is added here:

Wilson, in his "Prehistoric Man," afUrms that

—

Assuming a community of arts and certain intimate relations in race antisocial
conditions among the ancient people who worked the mines on Lake Superior and
constructed the various earthworks that reach southward into Indiana, Ohio, and
Kentucky, there is no reason to suppose that they were united as one nation. While
coincidences of a remarkable kind in the construction, and still more in the dimen-
sions, of their great earthworks point to a common knowledge of geometrical con-
figuration and a standard of measurement,' no two earthworks so entirely correspond

' It is extremely doubtful whether they bad any other standard than the pace and the parts of the
body.
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as to show absolute identity of purpose. The niarkod diversity betwee:: the trim-

catod pyramidal iiioiiiids of the states on the Gulf, the geometrical inclosures of Ohio,

and the symbolic earthworks of Wisctmsin indicate varied usages of distinct com-
munities. * * * The Scioto and Ohio valleys, it may be presumed, were the seats

of separate states,'

MacLcan, who lias studied the Ohio works and has had the advan-
tage of living in the midst of them, declares it as his opinion that

"there could not have been a centnil government, but there must have
been separate, although cognate, nations. * » » if the mounds of

Wisconsin belong to the same era as those of Ohio we have another

distinct nation."-

The idea of one great nation is very fascinating, but the facts and
reason are against it. If allowed to have their due weight on our

minds they must lead us to the more prosaic conclusion that the mound-
builders were divided into different tribes and peoples, which, though
occupying much the same position in the culture scale, and hence resem-

bling each other in many of their habits, customs, and modes of life,

were as widely separated in regard to their ethnic relations and
languages as the Indian tribes when first encountered by the white

races. The extent alone of the area over which the ancient works are

distributed ought to lead to this conclusion. It is scai'cely possible that

there could have been a nation of pre-Columbian times without beasts

of burden or domestic animals, not yet sufficiently advanced in the arts

to build houses of brick or stone, and evidently not above the Pueblo
Indians in their cidtiire status, yet with a central, controlling power,

governing villages and communities so widely separated as Wisconsin
and Florida, New York and Louisiana. Even if due allowance be made
for all the changes and migrations which occurred during the mound-
building i)eriod, and for the differences in the ages of the works, it will

not do away with this difficulty.

We are, theri^fore, forced to the conclusion that the mound-builders

belonged to several different tribes or nations. Analogy also leads to

the same conclusion. History, linguistics, and archeology make it

evident that the aiea of the section above mentioned as tlio "Mexican
and Central American" was occupied not only by various tribes, but

by several distinct ethnic stocks or families. The ruins of Nicaragua
and Oaxaca present marked ditferences to those of Yucatan and Ana
huac, while the latter otter dissimilarities sufficient without other

evidence to justify us in attributing them to different peBples. In addi-

tion to tiiese broad distinguisliing features there iire minor variances

which we nuxst attribute to tribal peculiarities or local inffuences. If

there be just grounds for assigning the works of the section, where
culture had reached its highest grade on the continent, to different

tribes and peoples, is it reasonable to suppose that the antiquities scat-

tered over the broad extent t)f the mound area are attributable to a

single nation?

I Kilitiou IS-li, vol. 1, p. :i20. »lIi)iMiilHiiilcliTa, p. 140.
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ARCHEOLOGICAL DISTRICTS OF THE MOUND AREA.

Any attempt to iii;iik out aiid detiiie iiiclieologii'al districts iniist bo

based upon two assumptions: First, tliat tlie mound builders pertained

to various tribes differing iu customs, habits, arts, and bcliets to a suf-

ficient extent to be niauifest iii their enduring works, aud, second, that

these tribes had tixi-d seats and were (•oniparativoly sedcutary, occu])y-

iug their respective areas for periods of considerable length. In other

words, it would be scarcely possibh^ to ascertain aud mark out such

districts if the aboriginal ]»oi)ulatiou which left behind these monu-
ments was constantly shifting. The number and magnitude of the

monuments afford in themselves ample pi'oof that the builders were
•sedentary and long occui)ied their respective seats. It is because of

this fact that so many writers have rejected the iilea that the Indians

could have beeu the authors, judging the character of the latter errone-

ously by their lif(> after they had been disturbed by the Eui()])ean set-

tlements.

That the people who built the mounds belonged to different tribes is

being generally admitted by archeohjgists of the preseut <lay, aud that

these tribes were sedcutary is conceded by all. Nevertheles*, the con-

clusions ujjon these points, to be entirely satisfactory, must be reached

by a careful study of the monuments. If they afford data by wliicli

archeological districts can be satisfactorily outlined the just inference

is that the people who left behind them these monuments were substan-

tially sedentary and belonged to different stocks.

Although this be true in a general wiiy it docs not follow as a neces-

sary conclusion that these districts corres])ond in all cases with the areas

occupied by different tribes, fandlies of cognate tribes of the different

linguistic stocks. The study of art in its relation to ethnology has

shown too clearly for anyone to doubt the conclusion that lines of art

are not governed wholly by ethnic or racial identity. There are numer-
ous agencies equally potent with racial peculiarities and ethnic charac-

teristics, in directing and intlueiu'iiig the.se lines; such, for example, as

necessity, environment, materials, vicinage, etc. The mind and recpiire-

ments of man being substantially the same everywhere and in all ages,

the primitive works of art which relate to sui)plying these recpiirements

will be substantially the same where the conditions are alike. Hence
we see the stone arrow-point, the stone celt, and tlie clay vessel common
to most uncivilized peoples throughout the world. Nevertheless, racial,

tribal, and even more restricted peculiarities will manifest themselves

to a certain extent in the structures, burials, and works of art of all

peoples in a savage, barbarous, or even seinicivilized state. There ai'e

minoi' differences, dependent u|)on traditional usages or tiibal customs,

which in most cases manifest theinsehes in some way njxm llie works
of the most savage and barl)ar(nis peoples. These may l)e discovered

by close and careful study.

11' ETll .54
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THE NORTHERN SECTION.

Tbe aiicieut iiioimmeiits of the Northein states aud tbe minor vestiges

of art found in them, considered in the aggregate, differ so materially

from those of most of the Sontliern states that it will be best to con-

sider them geograi)hically in two sections, the one to be called the

Northern Section and the other the Southern Section, each to be subdi-

vided into archeologieal districts, determined by the characteristics of

the worl<s and the indications of diHerences in customs. ( )f course the

boundaries of these districts can not be delinitely given until the ancient

works hav(^ been thoroughly explored and all the data obtainable care-

fully studied, hence all we can do at present is to indicate these areas

in general terms and give provisionally their geographical boundaries.

The dividing line between the two sections as lixed provisionally

runs from the vicinity of Kansas City to the confluence of the Missouri

and the Mississipjji; thence southeast so as to leave the greater part of

Illinois, most of Kentucky, all of Tennessee, except the western third, all

of North Carolina and, of course, all the States north of these in the

Northern Section ; all south of the line to t he Gulf of .Mexico Ibnning the

Southern Section. A number of the works, however, of Kentucky, Ten-
nessee, and Southern Illinois appear to be more closely allied to those

south than to those nortli. There is, as might b(^ expected, a mingling of

the two classes of types along this dividing line. The reader must
understand that, although considered in the aggregate, the distinctions

bet\vc(ai the works of the two sections are ijuite manifest, they are not

so marked as the differenct'S between the divisions of the Mexican and
Central American Section, hei-etofore referred to.

The subdivision into districts is of more im])ortance, as this is based
ujion differences between the antiquities of different areas, presumed
to have resulted from varied custcmis and to have some relation to

tribal or ethnic peculiarities. These districts will be noticed and pro-

visionally outlined as we jjroceed in our r(niew of the various types of

works, reference being matie lirst to those of the Northei'n Section.

THK IJAKOTAN UISTKlc;T.

This includes North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin,

the adjoining portions of Manitoba, the extreme northeastern corner of

Iowa, and a narrow strij) along the northern boundaiy of Illinois.

The distinguishing features of this district are the singular earth-

works made to resemble various animals, to which the name " efitigy

mounds" or simply "eftigies" is usually ai)plied'; the long narrow

'X;ii(lalli)C in "L'Ani^-ritiiU' PnOnstoriqiU'." p. 127, ku.vs: " Tlii'st' m-i^ fouml in Iowa. Ohio, UlinoiN,

Missi>ui-i, Iniliana, and in yt-neral, in all Ihi' statt'.s i-oniprisoil iu tlit* F.ar West ; Imt tlif pi-incipaU'cnter

«if tlicsc .sin;iular strnctnrca apin'ar.s tn hnvv lici-n in Wist-onsin, uln-re they may la- cnunti'd liy llnm-

sauda." 'riii.4 statonicnt i.s i-rront'ous si» far as it rcli-rs to jniy otluT ,sci-tii)n tliaii what is incliuh-d iu

this dititricl ami Ohio. No such works have hcen I'tanal in XrhfaaUa. Missouri. Iniliana, iuMirlii.i:an-
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earthen embaukiueiits known as " elongate " or '' wall-like mounds ;'' the

connected series of low conical mounds; lines or rows of conical mounds,
and the various modes of bui-ial.

The earthen effigies are confliied almost exclusively to the eastern

portion of the district and constitute the most noted and chief distin-

guishing feature of the ancient works of that area. Minnesota, excejjt

the extreme southeastern corner, is devoid of works of this type; but
in the Dakotas, esiiecially South Dakota, they are replaced liy the

"bowlder mosaics" or surface figures formed of bowlders. Notwith-

standing the fact that the effigies are considered the distinguishing

ar<'heologic feature of this area, yet the peculiar oblong or wall-like

mounds to be noticed more particularly farther on, the connected series

of low conical tumuli, and the arrangement in rows, are features con-

fined almost exclusively to this district. The peculiarity of the effigy

mounds, as all readers of archeological literature are aware, is that

they are made intentionally to resemble the forms of varioirs animals
known to the builders and apparently, in a few cases, to resemble inani-

mate objects. The supposed " man mounds " are most likely poor
representations of swallow-tailed birds. The animals indicated by
these peculiar works, so far as they can be identified with reasonable cer-

tainty, pertain to the modern fauna of the district. The supposed excep-

tion to this rule—the so-called " elei)hant mound "—as proven by the

evidence presented in the report of field work, was probably intended to
represent a bear.

The portion of the district over which mounds of this type extend
may be designated by the following boundary line: Starting on the
shore of Lake Michigan a little south of the line between Wisconsin and
Illinois, it runs westward to the vicinity of Rock river, where it makes a
sudden curve southward to include an extension down the V'alley of that
river a short distance into Illinois. Eending northwest, it strikes the
Mississippi very near the extreme southwest corner of Wisconsin. Pass-

ing a short distance westward into Iowa, it bends northward, including

about two counties in this state and the extreme southeastern county
of Minnesota. Thence, recrossing the Mississippi a little north of La-
crosse, it continues in a nearly direct line to the head of Green bay;
thence south along the shore of Lake Michigan to the starting point.

It is possible the boundary will be extended farther northward when
that portion of the state has been more thoroughly explored. Never-
theless, the indications are that comparatively few effigies will be found
outside ofthe line given ; in fact, when we jiass north of Fox river on
t^ .^ eastern slope, and the latitude of Adams county in the Wisconsin
valley, works of this class are rare.

An examination of their distribution leads to the inference that here
the leading water courses have, to a large extent, determined the lines

and areas of settlement. Much the larger portion of them are found
along the main streams or leading branches of the Wisconsin, Fox,.
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aud Itock rivers, aud aloug the east side of the Mississippi from Giaut

to Lacrosse counties.

There appears to ha\'e been no rule in reference to the character of

the ground by which the builders weve governed iu selecting the locali-

ties for their imitative works, as they are found on the level shore of

Lake Michigan in the vicinity of Milwaukee, on the gentle slopes that

border the lakes about Madison, while at and around Prairie duChieu
they are found fi-om the bottoms subject to occasional overflow, up to the

crests of the sharpest ridges which divide the drainage areas of the

streams ofthat region. Nor is a level spot oftener selected than one that

slopes to a greater or less degree. They occasionally occur on quite steep

hillsides and on sharp crested spurs where the summit is so narrow as

to necessitate lapping over from one side to the other. The preference

of the builders, however, seems to have been for the highlands, espe-

cially those bordering upon the rivers and lakes. Even the summits
of the high bluffs which flank the Mississippi were selected as the sites

of the most complicated groups of effigies. As a general rule they

are iu groups or connected with groups, few being found wholly iso-

lated; aud even the groups of a given section, as Rev. S. D. Peet con-

cludes, appear to have been arranged or located with reference to a
village or tribal system of some kind.

The various forms which these works were made to assume have been
displayed so graphically and, for the greater ])art, so correctly by Dr.

Lapham in his justly celebrated work, "The Antiquities of Wisconsin,"

that but little is left for the archeologist of the present day to do iu

this direction, except to multiply examples of the forms there given.

No one who has examined these works will hesitate to acknowledge

that it was the intention of the builders to imitate the Ibrms of partic-

ular animals. Although it is true that in the majority of cases there

may be some doubt as to the particular species intended, yet in very

many instances careful insi)ectiou will leave but little uncertainty in

the mind of the observer in this respect. Even the untrained aud
careless eye will distinguish the characteristics which mark one as a

bird, another as a (luadruped, and another as a reptile. But the care-

ful student will soon learn to detect the features which mark the more
characteristic species. Rev. S. D. Peet, who has devoted much time

to the study of these peculiar works, is decidedly of the opinion that

he can determine in most cases the species represented where the

mounds are uninjured. Even the shape and proportions of the body
are often so well imitated as to justify a decision.

One of the most remarkable tilings iu relerence to these works, which

has not heretofore been particularly noticed, is the truly imitative curv-

ing and rounding of the body of the animal. Standing at the extrem-

ity and looking over one which has suttered but little wearing, it is

difficult to exclude the idea that the builders had the animal lying

before them when thev built the mound.
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Of course they vary greatly iu size and the relative proportions they
bear to the animals re])resented, but this variation is greater when the
similar effigies of different sections are compared than when those of
one locality are compared with each other. Take for illustration the
following measurements of the spread of the birds' wings, that is, from tip

to tip. Six iu Crawford County. Wisconsin, are as follows (two of thb
measurements being duplicated) : 280, 228, 230, and 253 feet, while iu

other sections they are found varying thus : 133, 150, 189, 32, 360, 412,

and 325 feet. The sizes of the efiSgies of (juadrupeds are indicated by
the following lengths of the body in feet: 110, GO, 115, 83, 50, SO, 98,

70, etc. The elevation varies from a few inches to 4 or 5 feet, though
very few exceed 4 feet.

It is a somewhat singular fact, and one that should be taken into

cousideration in the study of these anomalous works, tliat, as a general
rule, the heads point southward, especially in the vicinity of rivers

running in this direction. In several instances entire series of these
effigies, which have been termed not inaptly " droves," are observed
pointing southward or down stream. This general direction of these
structures is mentioned more than once by Lapham and is to some
extent observable in his plates.

Rev. S. D. Peet remarks '

:

It is singular that the emblematic mounds should be so strictly coutiiied to the seo-
grajihii'iil limits of this single state. The iniagiuary line known as the southern
limit of Wisconsin certain!}- forms no geographical or physical barrier which should
nuike a separating boundary between the aucueut races. The barriers of natuie,
whiili are presented by Lake Michigan on one side and by the Mississippi river on
the other, might have separated the jirehistoric inhabitants and to a degree isolated

those dwelling in Wisconsin from those to either side, but to the southward
scarcely a shadow of difference can be discovered. The same soil and scenery extend
in this direction far beyond the limits of the state, and the geographical characteris-
tics are nearly the same throughout the several states surronndiug.

This fact, therefore, we may presume is owing to some cause which
has disappeared, and what more likely, we may ask, than that in this

soirthern direction were other tribes which prevented further extension
into the prairie region of Illinois f The occurrence of a few of the unmis-
takable elongate, waU like mounds as far south as the region of Spoon
river in the latitude of Peoria, indicates an attempt on the i)art of tlie

effigy builders to i)ush out in this dii'ection, either when entering their

more northern home or after they had established themselves there.

The comparatively few excavations which have been made in these
works indicate that they were not intended for burial purposes, nor has
anything yet been observed which would lead to the belief that they
were thrown up for dwelling sites. Several theories have been advanced
as to the use and object for which they were built, but these will be
referred to elsewhere.

If the following, by an unknown writer whose article appeared in the

' Am. Aiitiij.. Vol. 3. p. 2.
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IS^ew York Siuiof August 2, 1S85, is to be relied upon, the westeiu por-

tiou of tbi' district is not devoid of effijjy mounds:
Among the Bail lands of Dakota there are se\eral effigy mouuds resembling

auimals and fishes. Along the Little Missouri river, commencing at its head water,

are 30 or 40 mounds, most beautil'ully arranged on terraces one above the other.

These are made to resemble liirds, fishes, and beasts. Some of the fishes have fins

plainly marked, while in many cases the birds have their wings spread as if ahout
to fly. On one terrace there are about 50 small round mounds scattered promis-

cuously in every direction. On another just above it is the effigy, probably, of a

frog that measures nearly 100 feet in length. The next terrace has 1(5 ordinary
mounds, square and oblong, while the next one has a pair of beavers side by side

that measure 54 feet from tip to tail. On the summit of one of the buttes is a red-

dened circle of earth which has been cut down by the continual wa,shiug of the

rains, thus exposing some partially burned brick dust or clay. The mound was
opened some years ago by a part}' of buffalo hunters passing through the Had lands,

and from all that could be learned from an inspection of the mound it scorned to

have been either an aboriginal crematory or else a place of torture. A mass of

human skeleton) was found inside and all the bones were partially burned.

The account given by A. Barnmdt in tlie Smithsonian Report for

1870' of some ancient works on tlie Yellowstone seems to lend color to

the above article. He mentions not only groups of mounds, some of

comparatively large size, but alludes specially to "elongate mounds,"
which indicate that the authors pertained to the efQgy-buildiug tribes.

l!<lWI.l>i:i! MOSAICS.

From the emblematic mounds we pass naturally to the surface bowl-

der figures, or, as they are aptly named by Prof. Todd, " bowlder mo-
saics," of Dakota. According to Mr. T. H. Lewis, antiquities of this

type are found " from western Iowa and Nebraska to Manitoba and
from western Minnesota through Dakota to Montana;" they appear,

however, to be more frequent in South Dakota than in any other

region.

These curious remains consist of animal, human, and other tigures

outlined with granite bowlders (occasioually with bulialo bones) upon
the surface of the ground, usually upon elevated positions, and some-

times upon the summits of the highest buttes. Tlii' human form, the

turtle, and the serpent are the usual and, in fact, almost the only fig-

ures found. They are generally accompanied by numerous stone cir-

cles, which are known to be old tepee or wigwam sites. In some
instances long lines of bowlders or buffalo bones and small stone cairns

are also associated with them or found in the same neighborhood.
Like the bowlder circles they are more or less imbedded in the ground,
but this fact does not necessarily indicate any great antiquity. It

shonld also be observed that, as a general rule, they appear to bear

some relation to the tepee circles, since the latter occupy the most
prominent sites and best positions, while the figures are placed in the

midst of them in an area apparently left open for the purpose, the tepees

I Pp. 406. 407.
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having- been previously located. There are, however, exceptioii.s to this

rule. Whether their siguitieance be mythical, religious, or totemic is

a question which yet remains to be determined. Although of much
smaller dimensions than the massive elHgies of Wisconsin, yet there
can be scarcely a doubt that they represent in this more western area
the others in the eastern section, and that they are the latest and com-
paratively modern indications of a long maintained custom abandoned
only when the influence of European civilization began to be felt. This
seems to be proved beyond any reasonable doubt by their association

with other remains which are explained by historical evidence and by
the fact that a few are formed of bones.

ELON(iATE MOUNDS.

The elongate or wall-like mounds form another feature peculiar to

this district; in fact, they may properly be called the peculiar feature,

as the effigies, though more striking and attracting most attention,

are not confined exclusively to this district, a few, as before stated,

being found elsewhere, while true elongate mounds, so far as I am
aware, have not been obserA'ed in any other district except those in

northern Illinois referred to and one or two in northeastern Missouri.
Tumuli of this class appear more like sections of earthen walls than

true mounds in the limited sense and are quite different in appearance
from the oblong or elongate oval mouuds. They vary in length from
50 to 900 feet, though the usual length is from 75 to 200 feet, the width
from 15 to 35 feet, and the height from a few inches to 4: feet. They
are usually straight, terminating abruptly at the ends

;
yet in a few

instances they are bent abruptly or are slightly curved, and are occa-

sionally tapered to a point at one end. Examples of the different forms
may be seen by referring to the plates of Dr. Lapham's " Antiquities
of Wisconsin," especially Pis. 11, '2(>, 42, 43, 47, 48, and 49; and also

to that part of the preceding "Fiehl Report" relating to Crawford
county, Wisconsin. They are usually connected with groups contain-

ing other forms. Although there is seldom exact uniformity in their

relation to each other in a group, as to direction, that is to say, they
are not always placed parallel to one another, or at right angles, yet
there is a general trend in one direction in each group; the direction

may be quite different in one group from what it is in another but a

short distance away. They are not confined to level ground, as some
are found running directly, or obliquely, up and down quite steep slopes,

as, for example, those represented in Dr. Lapham's plate 26, where the
slope is nearly 40 degrees.

The area over which works of this type extend is somewhat broader
than that to which the effigies are limited (omitting from consideration
the few of the latter in distant districts), as they are found as far soixtli

in Illinois as the latitude of Peoria, northward along the Souris river,

and westward, if we rightly interpret Mr. Barrandt's statement, as far
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as the valley of the Yellowstoue. Yet there are broad areas withiu

these bounds where neither eiiigies uor elongate mounds have as yet

been discovered.

The use of these elongate embankments is a mystery yet remaining
to be satisfactorily solved. That they were not intended as burial

places is proved by excavations, the tindiug of human remains in them
being of very rare occurrence, and these, in some, if not most instances,

beiug evidently intrusive or subsequent burials. Rev. S. D. Peet
expresses the opinion that they were chiefly used as game drives. He
thinks it jjossible that a wooden or brush screeu of some kind extended
along the top as a means of forcing the animals in the desired direc-

tion, while hunters hidden behind the earthen ridges could shoot into

the herd as it passed along withiu the lines. However, the necessity

in such arrangement for the embankment is not obvious.

A somewhat unique variety of this class of mounds occurs along the

Souris river in southern Manitoba and the adjoining portion of North
Dakota. These, some of which are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, differ from
the ordinary elongate tumuli only in the fact that they have a mound-
like enlargement at each end. The only example given by Lapham is

found on his PI. 13. As these terminal expansions do not appear to

have been intended for burial ])urposes they may be considered as in-

termediate forms between the preceding tyi)e and that which follows.

LINES OF CONXECTED MOUNDS.

Another class of works which appears to be peculiar to this district

consists of series or rows of low, conical mounds connected by low,

wall-like embankments. Examples of this class may be seen in Lap-

ham's PI. 48, and in some of the figures of the preceding Field Report,

relating to Crawford county, Wisconsin. The walls of Fort Aztalan '

are composed chiefly of connected series of this type, a fact worthy of

special notice, as it justifies us in attributing this remarkable groui) of

works to the authors of the elongate and efiigy mounds. The intimate

relation between tlie elongate and efiigy mounds convinces everyone

that the two classes are attributable to the same people. The transi-

tion from the simple, elongate form to the connected series is too evi-

dent to he overlooked.

Excavations have been made in quite a number of these connected

tumuli by the Bureau agents, but generally without any other result

than finding them to be simple heaps of dirt with occasional indications

of fire. In one opened by Lapham at Aztalan were found the remains

of two skeletons which he supposed had been buried in a sitting pos-

ture, though it is quite as likely they were bundled. In the mounds of

this fort were burnt clay and charred grass, from which it seems prob-

able that they were dwelling sites. In fact the only reasonable sugges-

' Antiii. Wis., PI. :i4.
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tion which can be offered in regard to the use of these low, connected
tumnli is that they were wigwam or house sites. The burnt chiy mixed
with charred grass at Aztahm indicates that, in some instances, they
were plastered, probably dome-shaped, or at least earth-walled, as were
many of the residences of Indians in former times. If this supposition,

which is strongly sn])ported by the data, be accepted, we must conclude
that in the northwest some change of custom had taken place, as here
we find but two mounds in a series, connected by embankments from iiO

to 1.50 yards in length.

As will be noticed a little further on, there are a few conical (usually

burial) mounds which have uan-ow, ridge-like embankments extending
from them to a gi'eater or less distance.

ROWS on LINKS OF CONICAL MOUNDS.

We come now to another feature which appears to be confined almost
exclusively to the works of this district. This is found in the arrange-
ment of the ordinary conical mounds of the groups in rows, usually in a
single series. That this custom prevailed among the mound-builders of
the eastern portion of the district will be seen by referring to the plates

of Dr. Lapham's work and the figures of groups in the preceding field

report. In several instances this seems to be due to the topography of
the locality, such as the margin of a lake or bluff; but there are numer-
ous other cases where the level, open, and expanded area occupied per-

mitted any arrangement of the mounds and other structures agreeable
to the fancy of the builders. Hence we conclude that lines or rows of
mounds in siu'h localities furnish evidence of some peculiar custom of
the people who erected them. That they are attributable to the au-

thors of the efligy and elongate mounds is proved by several facts. One,
which seems to settle the question, is their intimate association with
these types. As illustrations of this statement the reader is referred to
Lapham's plate 48 and the plat of the Vilas group, Crawford county,
Wisconsin, in this volume. In both cases we see lines of works formed
of the three types, elongate, connected and separate mounds accom-
panied by effigies, and this on level, open areas, where there is ample
room for any desired arrangement. The intimate relation between
these forms and the propriety of attributing them to one people must,
therefore, be conceded.

Another conclirsion which seems to be justified by a study of these
works and which has an imjiortant bearing upon their comparative
ages, is that there has been a gradual transition during the mound-
building age from one form to another. Api>arently this change has been
from the more conij)licated and massive forms to the* simple, conical

tumuli, ending with groups of this type, showing no decided tendency
to any specific arrangement, as in this last tyi)e we find evidences of
the most recent construction. The indications of sucli change were
noti<'ed by Dr. Lai)hain. who remarks:
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Auothcr curious circuinstaiieu that may be noticed by inspection of the figures of

mounds accomintnying this work is the gradual transition, as it were, or change of

one form into another. Examples can be found of all forms from a true circle [cir-

cular mound], through the oval and elongate-oval, to the oblong mounds and long

ridges. Again there is a succession of mounds, from the simple ridge of considerable

size at one end and gradually diminishing to a point at tlie other [this form is, how-
ever, rare] tlirough the intermediate forms having one, two, three, or four projections

to the "turtle form." In this way. also, we may trace ;i gradual development (so

to spe.ak) of nearly all the more complicated forms.

It is not i)retended that this was the order in which the mounds were erected, or

that the aborigines gradually accjuired thi^ art by successive essays or lessons.

Indeed we are led to believe tliat the more complicated forms are the most ancient.

The relative ages of the different works in Wisconsin, so far as they can be ascer-

tained from the facts now before us, are probably about as follows:

First and oldest. The animal forms and the great works at Aztalan.

Second. The conical mtmnds built for sepulchral purposes, which come down to a

very recent period.

Third. Thi- indication of garden beds planted in regular, geometrical figures or

straight lines.

Fourth. Tlie plantations of the present tribes, who plant without system or regu-

larity.

Thus the taste for regular forms and arrangements and the habits of construction

with earthy materials seem to liave been gradually lost, until all traces of them dis-

appear in our modern, degenerate red men.
The animal-shaped mounds and accompanying oblongs and ridges, constituting

the first of the above series, aie composed of whitish clay or the subsoil of the

country. The mounds of the second series, or burial mounds, are usually comiio.se<l

of black mold or loam, itromiscuously intermixed with the lighter-colored subsoil.'

BUKI.M. MOl'ND.S.

As a general rule the burial mouuds of this district are comiiara-

tively small, seldom exceeding 10 feet in height and usually ranging

from 3 to (i. They are in nearly all cases of the siinide conical form.

There is, however, one peculiarity in regard to form, which occasionally

occurs, that is worthy of notice. This peculiarity consists of one or

more ridges or long, narrow emhaukmcnts which extend from the mound
directly outward. These have been noticed in Wiscf>nsin by Lapham-
and by the present writer in Xortli Dakota. What these appendages
signify is unknown; nevertheless it is ])robable that they are a result of

the custom of building embankments with a mound at each end as seen

in North Dakota and Manitoba.

It seems to have been a custom prevailing to a greater or less extent

over the entire di.strict and to some extent in other northern sections

to first dig a shallow, basin-shaped pit in the original soil, bury the

dead in this, and heap the mound over them. In other cases the bodies

or skeletons were deposited on the original surface. In many instances,

where there are no indications of intrusive burial, they were placed at

different depths in the mound: and what is strange, this frequently

occurs where the mounds are uustratifled.

lAutici. Wis., pp. 91.92. nbiil., i.jv :;.. fil, 57.
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The methods of placing the bodies were various; sometimes they
were placed hoiizoiitally without regard to the relation of one to the

other, but occasionally they were laid regularly side by side. Very often

the skeletons were "bundled;" that is to say, the bones were dislocated

and formed into a bundle, the skull being placed on the toj) or at the

end. Sometimes they were folded as completely as possible by drawing
up the knees to the chin. In other eases the bones are found in a con-

fused heap. It is evident that in the latter case, and where bundled,

the burial took place after the tlesh had been removed by exposure on
scaffolds, j)revious burial, or otherwise. The very common opinion that

these confused heaps have resulted from hasty burial after a battle is

erroneous, as it is absurd to supi)ose that bones would have become
wholly detached from the skeletons to which they pertained and become
mixed in a confused manner in the mass by the mere process of decay.

Instances occur where the skeletons are found in a sitting posture,

sometimes in a circle, with the faces inward. It is probable that some
of the cases of sitting posture reported are inferred from finding the

bones in a heap, with the skull on top, when in fact they were origi-

nally bundled. It is due to Mr. James D. Middleton to state that it

was by his study of the methods of burial while exploring mounds in

Wisconsin that special attention was called' to this mode of bundling.

In the western or Dakota area, which includes the immediately ad-

joining portion of Manitoba, only three modes of burial appear to have
pi-evailed: The excavated pit, in which bundled skeletons were de-

posited; burial in a horizontal position on the original surface or in

strata, the mounds in the latter case always being stratified, and the
iipjier burials being apparently much more recent than the lower ones;

ami burial of bones in confused masses. The mounds in this portion

of the district frequently yield evidences of contact with the whites by
the presence in them of glass beads and other articles of European
manufacture.
The burial mounds of central and southern Minnesota have not been

sufficiently explored to justify a discussion of their relation to the

works of the other portions of the district; however, some of them are

of comparatively lecent date, as articles of European manufacture,

which can not be attributed to intrusive burial, have been found in

them.
In the eastern or Wisconsin poitiou of the district there is greater

variety in the modes of burial and construction of burial mounds. In

the northwestern part of the state, especially in Barron county, the
burial mounds, which are small, usually consist of two or three layers,

the bottom one, or central core, consisting chieflj' of very hard clay.

Lying on the original surface or in an excavation in the original soil

are usually from one to four bundled skeletons. Intrusive burials,

which fi'equently occur, are usually above this central core, though
occasionally it has been penetrated to a slight depth.
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lu the southei 11 or effigy belt the excavated jiit is of very comuiou
occurrence, but as a rule the mounds, especially the small ones, are

unstratifled. The skeletons, however, are rleposited in all the methods
known to the district—horizontally, bundled, folded, sitting, and in con-

fused heaps. Here, as in the western area, indications of a wooden
covering over the skeletons are occasionally found; and in the larger

mounds, usually stratified, slight stone walls appear to have been built

in some cases around the skeletons. Charcoal, ashes, and other indica-

tions of fire have been frequently observed in the mounds of Crawford
and Grant counties, but to a less extent elsewhere.

Vestiges of art are comparatively rare in the burial mounds of this

district, yet here and there are found an aiiowi)oint, a chipped flint

scraper, or celt (in some instances remarkably fine specimens), a few
copper gorgets, copper beads, copper si)indles, etc. ; but pottery is rare,

though some specimens have been discovered.

Intrusive burials are common, some of which can very readily be
distinguished fi-om the origii.al burial, but this is by no means trne of

all, as in some of the unstratified mounds skeletons are found at all

depths, the upper ones in some instances showing unmistakable evi-

dence of having been inclosed in plank coffins.

THE Hl'RON-IROQUOIS DISTRICT."

Throughout the district here termed Huron-Iroquois (see Fig. 337)

are works of a simple kind, many of which are apparently defensive.

These may be banks of earth, sometimes of a rectangular outline, but
oftener of an irregidarly circular form, which has an outer ditch, in most
cases, and forms a walled inclosure. Others are simply defensive walls

across points of land, as bluffs, or ridges between ravines. Often the

stockade takes the place of the bank of earth, the interior signs of hab-

itation remaining unchanged. Besides these are camp and village sites

which show no traces of defensive w<n'ks, though their other remains
may not always ditt'er from those found in inclosures. Burial mounds
and ossuaries occur, as well as simpler cemeteries.

DISTRIBlTn)X.

These monuments are often in groups, in which one or more forms may
be prominent, while a general family likeness may be seen through all.

In Canada walled inclosures prevail in a section of country lying

north of the west half of Lake Erie, but they do not extend far inland.

Near the west end of Lake Ontario, and also about Lake Simcoe and
the southeast part of the Georgian Bay, the stockade and ossuary are

as marked features, yet with distinctions which allow of local classifi-

cation. Along the bay of Quiutic, in Prince Edward county, is a series

of burial mounds of a somewhat peculiar type, some of which have been

' Tliis ohaiiter was i»rf]iar«Mi >)y Ht-v. W. M. I{»^aiichanii>.
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reported farther iiurtli, along the river Trent. They occur in pair.s ot

equal size, and are lined with stones. The St. Lawrence river also

has mounds, mostly on islands. From the Thousand ishinds eastward,

defensive walls, earth iuclosures, and uudefended villages occasionally

occur on both sides, but usually at some distance from the river. The

general features of the site commoulj' called Hochelaga, at Montreal,

indicate a stockade, but no certain traces of this remain.

In New York the Mohawk valley is almost limited to the stockade in

its defeu.sive works. The solitary exception, mentioned by Squier in

his Antiquities of New York and the West,' as being a little west of

Fort Plain, is closely connected, by its other remains, with the palisaded

'l:aitinii 18.^1, pji. 82,83.
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towns of that vicinity, some of the historic examples of wliicli may
have nsed postholes. The valley is also without burial mounds or hone
])its, unless, jiossibly, at its extreme western end.

Westward of this valley to Canandaigua lake, stockades, earthen

walls, and inclosixres are found single or in small groups, but mounds
and ossuaries are rare. The monuments of the Susquehanna valley,

reaching south to Wilkesbarre, are connected with these, but are fewer

in number. The detached groiij) about Black river and Sandy creek,

in Jefterson county, New York, with its numerous earthworks, has also

plain relations to the monuments of central New York, but small ossu-

aries are more frequent. The ditch and bank are the rule in its defens-

ive works. The low, circular mounds, found near Perch lake, are now
considered hut-rings.

West of Canandaigua lake, inclosures maintain much of the same
character, occurring singly, in clusters, or in lines, but burial mounds
and ossuaries are much more numerous and inclosures often larger.

The stockade is not rare east of the Genesee river, but earthworks

form the rule thence to the western border of the state. Allusion is

nuide, of course, to those which have been obliterated in recent times,

as well as those of which traces remain.

W^est of New York there are few traces of sedentary occupation near

Lake Erie until the Aalley of the Cuyahoga river is reached, on both

sides of which works occur. Mounds and inclosures of earth extend

south into Summit and Ashland counties and thence westward ; most
of the works of Ashland county, however, pertain to the district south

of this. A few monuments, ai)i)arently of this district, are found in

northeastern Indiana. They closely resemble those of New York.

Similar works occur in Michigan, mostly on the eastern side of that

state. The north line of Ogemaw county and thence northwestward

may be taken as a provisional northern line, though indications of

sedentary occupation, such as characterize the district, have been

reported trom Alpena and Antrim counties. In the extreme northern

part of the htwer ijeninsular nothing has been found excepting the

ossuary described by Schoolcraft.' This was on Isle Ronde, at the west

end of Lake Huron. The rock region about Lake Superior is destitute

of mounds and defensive works on all sides.

In all this large district the mounds seem almost exclusively intended

for burial purposes, and in a large part of those opened remains of

several persons have been found. Stockades, earthen walls, and inclo-

sures vary in their outlines according to their situation ; cutting off

points of land, following the contour of hills or ridges, or taking more
regular forms where the surface allowed it. Some differences in design

occasionally appear, but their general uniformity makes it unnecessary

to give examples from all parts. Indications of agricultural pursuits

are everywhere found.

* In Xo. 7 of his "Lettfrs on the Aiuiquitics nf the Western Country, " written in l>i43.
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nURIAL M(HTXDS.

Tliese are foiiud over nearly the whole district, though rare iu some
parts. If the term be applied to slight elevations over graves, they may
have been once common, but liave been overlooked or obliterated. In

many instances, as in Michigan, sand dunes have been mistaken for arti-

ficial mounds, especially where they have been chosen for burial. In New
York a similar error may often be found, where gravel and sand have
taken the form of the tumulus, through purely natural causes. Xoneof
the mounds are of great size, and the form is nsually a low and broad
round topped cone.

An exceptional example of the burial mound was described by Mr.
T. A. Cheney.' It was in Conewango township, Cattaraugus county,

and on the brow of a hill. The account is not perfectly clear, but is

here given in Mr. Cheney's own words:

The form of the tumulus is of intermeiliate character between the ellipse aud the
l)iiiallelogr;im; the interior mound, at its base, has a major axis of 65 feet, while
tlie minor axis is 61 feet, with an altitude above the first platform or embankment
of 10 feet, or an entire elevation of some 13 feet. This erabaukmeut, with an entrance

or gateway upon the east side 30 feet in width, has an entire circumference of

170 feet. * ' * In ranking an excavation, eight skeletons, buried in a sitting

posture and at regular intervals of space, so as to form a circle within the mound,
were disinterred. Some slight appearance yet existed to show that framework had
inclosed the deadattime of interment. These osteologicalremains were of very large

size, but were so much decomposed that tliev mostly crumbled ti> dust. Tlie relics

of art here disclosed were also of a peculiar and interesting character—amulets,

chisels, etc., of elaborate workmanship, resembling tlic Mexican and Peruvian an-

tif|uities.

There is an evident error in the above outside measurement, which
may have been either 370 or 470 feet. Mr. Cheney's observations were
usually accurate; aud this work, which consisted of an inclosure and
interior mound, may be considered intrusive in this sectiou if exactly

described. No other like it has been found in the district.'

Mounds within large defensive inclosures are rare. One near Cary-

ville, Genesee county, New York, was of so marked a character as to

give the inclosure the name of the " Bone fort." It was noted by the
Eev. Samuel Kirkland in his Jourual as an immense mass of bone.s

slightly covered with earth. Other small elevations elsewhere seem to

have been simple heaps of refuse, left within the walls for convenience,

as in a work in Augusta, Canada,, near the St. Lawrence. Some small

interior mounds reported in Michigan, if more than this, may have
been dwelling sites.

Many of these burial mounds are but piles of human bones covered
with earth, a common type in western New Y'ork. Others show care-

ful arrangement. One, which Squier examined,^ differed internally

from others known. It was on Tonawanda island, Niagara river, and

"Ancient Monuments in western New Tork," 13tli Ann. Kept. Reg. TJniv. N. Y., 1860, p. 40, pi. 3.

*Thi8 mound la now obliterated. 'Antiq. of New York, p. 97.
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was origiually about 15 feet in Leiglit. At the base appeared to

have beeu a circle of stones iierliaps 10 feet in diameter, within which
were several small heaps of bones, each comprising three or four skele-

tons. The bones are of individuals of all ages and had evidently been
deposited after the removal of the flesh. Traces of fire were to be dis-

covered upon the stones. Some clappings of flint and broken arrow
points, as also some fragments of deer's horns which appeared to have
been worked into form, were found among the bones.

Traces of fire are frequent, and were quite marked in the mound at

Greene, Chenango county, NewYork, which has been so often described.

In this there was an intrusive burial, but the lower deposits of bones
unarranged are said to have beeu burned. In a mound recently re-

moved, on a ridge near the outlet of Onondaga lake, New York, several

.skeletons lay side by side in the southwest part. These were much
decayed, some crumbUug, and others hardening on exposure to the air.

There were no traces of fire upon them when the mound was destroyed

in 1S84, and stone imjdements and ornaments were found with them.

In opening the center of the mound in 1S80 these were not disturbed,

and nothing of importance was then found. There were fragments of

flint, broken earthenware, burned human bones, and stones showing
the marks of fire. As the material was taken from the ridge and as

this had been occupied, it would not follow that the fire had any direct

relation to the mound. This was elliptical, about 4 feet high in 1880,

and must have been built over a natural or artificial depression, as the

original surface was reached at that time at a depth of 7 feet. The
most remarkable mounds in this district are those described by Mr. T.

C. Wallbridge.' They are mostly on the southern shore of the bay of

Quinte, Ontario, Canada, in the township of Ameliasbnrg, and there

form a group of one hundred or more distinct tumuli. Generally they

occur in pairs of uniform size, and are truncated cones 30 to 50 feet in

diameter and about 12 feet high. A shallow basin is found at the top,

which may be due to the sinking of the intei-ior. Few were found
which had uot been opened. Internally there weremany large stones,

and those in the best condition seemed examples of stone burial cists,

with a lew human remains. The articles found were mostly of bone.

STOXK MOUNDS OR HKAPS.

Since the colonizing of New York the practice of casting stones upon
heaps was continued by some of the Indian tribes in the eastern part

of that state. In the Livingston Manor Patent, New York Document-
ary History,^ mention is made of " heaps of stones which the Indians

throw upon one another as they pass by, irom an ancient custom
amongst them." In 1753 the Rev. Gideon Ilawley saw this act by his

Mohawk guide, in the Schoharie valley, and thought it one of supersti-

tion. Other stone heaps have been found within iudosures, and are

C.iuailiyn .Io\innil. lu'w series, 1860, vol. v., pp. 401M17. ' Vol. :i. p. fi9:i.
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recognized as defensive amniunitiou. lu other cases they marked
phices of burial. Two such instances occurred near Baldwinsville,

K. Y., where skeletons were found beneath the heaps, and they have
been noted else(7here. Some have been supposed to mark treaties, but
they are nowhere hirge in this district.

HUT RINGS.

The best examples of these occur about Perch lake, Jefferson county,

New York. They were at first described as circular mounds, but recent

investigation has proved them to have been the floors of lodges,

gradually raised. They are depressed in the center, and tlie outer,

circular edge is from 2 to 5 feet high, comj>osed of burnt stone and
camp refuse. No earthenware is found in them, but plenty of flint

chips. The diameter ranges from 20 to 30 feet. A few examples in

Onondaga county, New York, differ from these in their lower out-

lines, and iu the presence of pottery. In the same county, J. V. H.
Clark' described, in Pompey, "numerous circular elevations made of

stones, some 12 or 14 feet in diameter and about 18 inches high. They
were arranged in regular rows, some 2 or 3 rods apart, and were proba-

bly the foundations of cabins or wigwams."

OSSUARIES.

One mode of burial, known as the ossuary, is most common about
Lake Simcoo and a part of the Georgian bay, and about the shores of

the western end of Lake Ontario, in Canada. In this the bodies, the

skeletons, or the bundles of large bones were placed in a common grave
below the surface, which soon regained much of its customary appear-

ance. Mr. A. P. Hunter, of Barrie, Ontario, who has thoroughly studied
Simcoe county, rei>orts over 150 of these, of all sizes, mostly mapi)ed
and described by him. Early accounts of iutermcTit in these are well

known and need not be repeated. Ossuaries near Lake Simcoe are

usually circular, but at Beverley, near Lake Ontario, they are quite long

and of considerable width. In the former case there is often a per-

ceptible ring around the edge. This would depend on the amount of

perishable material buried, and the filling in of the pit. They vary
greatly in size, ranging from a few skeletons to many hundreds. Mr.

Hunter estimated the average number at 300. The (dipper kettles often

found iu these pits usually have a hole in the bottom, revealing a fear

that these graves might be robbed.

An ossuary was opened in Beverley, iu 188G, by Mr. David Boyle,

which was 25 feet long by 12 feet broad. This is about one-fifth of the

superficial area of the one in the same town described by Mr. School-

craft in 1843. Except in outline they do not difl'er from those of Sim-

coe county. A rude pit of this kind at Ottawa, opened in 1843, is the

Onondaga, vol. 2, p. 261.

12 ETH 35
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northernmost known in Canada, east of the Great lakes, but their occur-

rence woukl not be surprising farther north in the valley of the St.

Lawrence. The New York ossuaries, or bone pits, present no unusual

features, but are usually reported as instances of " promiscuous " or

confused burial. By this is inteuded interment without respect to the

age of the i)erson or position of the bones, as though these had been

gathered without care and thrown into a common mass. This may
have been done in some cases, but the practiife of arranging tlie bones

in bundles would give the impression of confusion to the casual observer.

In these the long bones were placed together, with the skull at one end,

and some of the smaller bones were often lacking. If the bundles were
buried singly, they might be taliea for sitting or crouching ligures.

In some graves recently opened near Cayuga lake, iSTew York, suc-

cessive tiers of skeletons were found, arranged horizontally, the layers

being separated by a thin stratum of earth. In one pit there were four

tiers, with twenty skeletons. The others had less. This was near

Union Springs. Such careftil arrangement seems rare. Relics were

found in every pit, but not with each skeleton, and it may be added
that articles in New York aboriginal graves are usually perfect.

Some ossuaries may be due to hasty burial, as after a severe battle.

A case in point is recorded in the second Bsopus war of 1063.' The
Dutch " came to the fort of the Esopus Indians # * * and there

found five large pits into which they had cast their dead. The wolves

had rooted up and devoured some of them. Lower down on the hill

were four other pits, full of dead Indians." The frequent practice of

giving final burial only when the flesh was removed from the bones may
have originated in guarding against wild beasts.

Usually .skeletons in these pits lie horizontally. Mr. T. A. Cheney ^

describes three pits, or ossuaries, in Terry township, Chautauqua
county, in which a diflereut arrangement was fonud. Within and
about an elliptical inclosure skeletons were found buried in a horizimtal

position. Fifty rods away were three rectangular pits 9 feet in diam-

eter and shghtly depressed. In these were many skeletons in a sitting

posture. In an ossuary at the village of Barrie, Simcoe county, On-

tario, nmny skulls had arrows in the forehead, and were buried face

downward.
There seems, therefore, to have been no settled plan of burial of this

kind, and taste, convenience, or time produced many variations in the

internal arrangement. In most cases there are no remaining .signs of

protection, but in one described by Turner ^ piles of sandstone were

placed over the bones. Another instance occurred in Jefl'erson county,

New York, and is described by Sijuier.^ Both of these seem interme-

diate between the ossuary and the stone heap or mound.

' N. Y. Doc. Hist., vol. i, p. 80.

2 Thirteenth Ann. Rep. of the Regents of tlie University of the .State of New Yorl4, 1880, ii.45.

3 Holland Purchase, p. 27.

^Antiquities of the state of New York, p. 29.
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GRAVES AND CEMETERIES.

Ill single graves and eeuieteries burial is by no means uniform. The
sitting or crouching ijosture is frequent and the horizontal almost as
much so. Articles may be found with the dead or not. Besides imple-

ments and ornaments, vessels containing food were often placed in the
tomb. Gi'aves are often marked by depressions in cemeteries in New
York, and without mentioning this, Mr. Clark alludes to its cause' in

speaking of an early burial place: "The skeletons were universally

found buried in a sitting j)osture facing the east, with some domestic
utensil or weapon of war between the thigh bones. They are usually
found 2 or 3 feet below the surface. The skull and bones of the body
are uniformly sunk to a level with the legs. From ajipearances, the
bodies, after being placed in their graves, were covered with brush
previous to casting the earth upon them."
A Dutch account, written in 1632,^ says that a dying person was

placed in this position, which was retained after death. Another account
in 1671,^ adds that when the body was thus placed in the ground they
" stow wood all around, which they cover with planks; on the planks,
which are covered with earth and stones, palisades are fastened in such
a manner that the tomb resembles a little house, to which they pay
divine reverence."

Occasional examples of stone graves are found, and one such was
reported at Bast Syracuse, New York, in 1879. As described at the
time, flat stones set on edge formed a carefully made vault, but with
no mortar. As the other graves opened were of the ordinary type, this

may be doubtful. In opening the West Shore railroad through the
Mohawk valley occasional graves were found reported as covered with
large flat stones, and others have been described in Chenango county,
New York, as having layers of cobblestones above and below the
bodies.^

The most remarkable example of this kind in New York was described
by Mr. S. L. Frey in the American Naturalist.^ A group of graves
was opened which contained some curious tubes and other remarkable
relics, still retained at Canajoharie and Palatine bridge. The spot was
on the hillside, a little east of the latter place. The graves had been
lined with flat stones and varied from 3 to i feet in depth, bowlders
being placed above the bodies when buried. The position was not the
same in all, and in one case two skeletons were found in one grave.
The peculiar tubes and reddish earth connect this with graves in

Swanton, Vermont.
IKCLOSURES.

Stockades and earthworks both occur, but the latter have naturally
attracted the most attention. If the bank was partly intended to sup-

' Onondaga, vol. 2, p. 257. ^ ibid., vol. 4, p. 127. ' Vol. i:), 1879, pp. C37-G44.

'H.Y. Doc. Hist., vol. 3, p. 46. ' Historical Magazine, 1873, p. 13.
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port jtalisades, it yet was liigli enough for a breastwork, and probably

served as such. A single gateway sufficed for some small inclosures,

but there were usually more. These works vary greatly in size, some
having an area of large dimensions. Quite rarely they present no
marks of occupation. While often on commanding spots, they are fre-

quently overlooked by some near eminence, and are occasionally found
on low lands or in swam^js. If the situation has natural defenses, as

steep banks, either of ravines or streams, these parts may be left

apparently open.

Stockades and embankments have been found near together, and
palisades may have had supports of earth, piles of wood, or cross tim-

bers, such as the Hurons and Iroquois commonly used when first known.
The first would remain, the last two would leave no trace. There is

little direct evidence that palisades surmounted the earthworks, and
reasons can be given for this. Besides cross timbers, other supports

were sometimes used, suggestive of the bank of earth. The Seneca
village visited by La Salle in 1669 had "palisades 12 or 13 feet high,

bound together at the top and supported at the base behind the pali-

sades by large masses of wood of the height of a man."
A well-preserved trace of an oblong stockade near Cazenovia, New

York was recently examined by the writer. The line of the palisade was
a trench a foot wide and deep, in which the posts were set at intervals

of about 30 inches fi-om center to center. No holes were dug, but the

sjiace between was refilled. By the settling of the ground and the

decay of the posts the trench became distinct again. With so slight a

hold the need of binders at the top and cross timbers at the sides

becomes evident. With these appliances there may sometimes have
been no digging at all.

. As a rule gateways show no signs of defense, though some there

must have been. In a few instances these are found. The double

walled inclosure in Shelby, Orleans county, New York, has not its

inner and outer gateways opposite, but the inner gateway is protected

by the outer wall. A large earthwork, nearly a parallelogram, de-

scribed by Mr. T. A. Cheney,' had a wide gateway, " with elevated

mounds upon each side, to giuird the entrance." These formed really

an outer and inner wall. An overlapping wall, forming a gateway,
occurred in Macomb county, Michigan, but a simple inside barrier of

wood may have been the usual defense, protecting the approaches
within.

The outside ditch is rarely lacking in earthworks, and rarely found
with stflckades, if at all. In one instance, in Michigan, the trench

appears ]iartly within and partly without, as though a matter of indif-

ference, and convenience may commonly have governed its position

more than considerations of defense, being simply the places where
earth for the wall was most easily procured.

'Auc. Mon. in western New York, p. 44, PI. vii.
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CNINCLOSEl) VILLAGES AND CAMPS.

Many places vrliicli were inhabited show uo signs of inclosures, aiitl

yet may liave had simple defenses of wood. They are known by indi-

cations of occupation, as the blackened earth, collections of burnt
stones, aud articles found in the ground. Many minor distinctions may
be founded on these, but they are most frequent along lakes and streams,

es]iecially at fords and fishing- places. They range from single lodges

to considerable villages, and sometimes show indications of successive

occupation. Many yield articles not found within inclosures.

The use of caches is well understood, but those of New York and
Canada are among the proofs of the agricultural pursuits of the early

inhabitants. Large quantities of corn are found in them, with occa-

sional remains of other vegetable productions. They are not peculiar

to this district. They appear to have been usually lined with bark.

FISH WEIRS AND POUNDS.

Very few bone fishhooks occur, but the bone harpoon or spear is

more common. Flat net sinkers are abundant in New York, but have
escaped notice in Canada. Stone fisli weirs yet remain in some Xew
York streams, though many have been destroyed. In the Vanderkemp
letters of 1792,' i)ublished by the Bufialo Historical Society, is an
account of a voyage down the Oneida river.

'' We passed," says the writer, " sometimes, through our unexpert-
ness, large rifts with difficulty. It was said here was an ancient Indian
eel-weii', by which this natural obstruction in the bed of the river had
been increased."

Another large one yet exists on the Seneca river, a dozen miles or

more from this. In low water it is partly visible, and what remains
was measured by the writer a few years since. Towards the north
bank it has been removed to allow the passage of large boats. Com-
mencing on the south shore, a stone wall runs down the stream at a
moderate angle with the bank for 210 feet; then uj) the river at a simi-

lar angle with the current for 3-10 feet ; then down stream 145 feet,

returning 160 feet. This point is about 100 feet from the north bank,
to which another may have extended. If 3.30 feet were added for this,

there would be a total length of 1,200 feet by 2 feet deep. There are
others on the same river, also well made of field stones of considerable

size.

Fish pounds of stakes, although used in both Xew York and Canada,
have proved more perishable. The best known example is at " The
Narrows," Orillia, Canada, which was described at an early day, and
was once called " Hurdle lake." The stakes forming the pound were of

tamarac.

I p. 85.
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G.VliI>EN DKDS AND CORN HILLS.

Many of tlie garden beds of Michigan fall witliiu this district, but
these low mounds extend also into other states. Tliej- are mainly dis-

tinguished from the large corntields farther east by their symmetrical
arrangement and accuracy of outline, forms possibly due to differences

of natural surface. No relics have been found to prove a connection,

and the question of their origin may be deferred.

In several parts of New York very large corn hills remained until a

recent date, and have been described by Schoolcraft, Clark, and others.

They were much larger than those made by the whites, a small mound
being raised sutiicient to contain several hills, and this was used for

many years. These mounds were arranged in rows, but did not form a
continuous plat, as in the garden beds.

THE AXCIENT INHABITANTS OF THE DISTRICT,

In this brief summai'y no attempt has been made to distinguish the

tribes which may have dwelt in the district or to point out when they

did so. It is sufficient now to say that the constant progress of coloni-

zation in New York and Canada produced a gradual change in the arts

of savage life, so that primitive implements, ornaments, and utensils

are found on the same village sites and in the same graves with those

derived from the white man. Those who received European articles

are well known in history, but they had in this district arts like those

found in its graves and inclosures. Its builders of simple walls and
mounds, in such ways, are directly connected with the historic red man,
and the latter transition stages can be fully traced.

THE ILLINOIS DISTRICT.

The limits of this district east and west have not as yet been satis-

factorily determined; hence it can only be defined as including the

middle and eastern portions of Iowa, northeastern and possibly cen-

tral Missouri, Illinois as far south as the mouth of the Illinois river,

and the western half of Indiana. Nor are the type characters by any
means so well marked as those of most of the other districts. The dif-

ferences in the features and types of the works and relics indicate the

presence in the area embraced of different tribes, some of which must
have occuitied in succession the same sections. Especially does this

appear to be true of the eastern portion of Iowa and the western part

of Illinois. There are certain types of this last-mentioned region

which bear such strong resemblance to some of the works and remains

of southeastern Indiana and southern Ohio as to ju^'^tifv the belief that

there was some relation between the mound-builders of the two areas.

On the other hand, however, there are works in eastern Illinois and
western Indiana which seem to justify the belief that they are attrib-

utable to other tribes than the authors of those last mentioned. The
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antiquities of northeastern Missouri and some of tliose of (Jallioun

county, Illinois, present nuulced peculiarities not found in other ])or-

tions of tlie district, yet do not seem to be connected with those of the
regions immediately south. Tlie district has therefore been designated
rather because of the want of conformity in types with the works of

surrounding areas than on account of indications that they are to be
attributed to a single family or a number of cognate tribes.

As will be seen by reference to the map showing the distribution of

ancient works, they are found in this district chiefly alojig the larger

watercourses, three-fourths of all those noted being situated along the
Mississippi, Illinois, and Wabash rivers. There are, however, a few
interior clusters in Illinois, as the one in and about Knox county,

another in Sangamon county, and another in the southeastern part of
the state. Along the Mississippi and Illinois rivers they are found
upon the uplands, ridges, and bluffs as well as on the bottoms which
border the streams. In Calhoun county, Illinois, and northeastern
Missouri, which are more broken than other parts of the district, the
groups generally consist of single lines of tumuli along the narrow
crests. As a general, though not ixniversal, rule the larger mounds are
found on the lowlands or valley levels.

Contrasting the works of this district with the tyi>es of tlie Dakotan
district, it is sufficient to state that (except along the northern border
where there has been an overlapping and intermingling of types) we do
not find here the imitations of animal forms, the elongate, wall-like

tumuli, nor the series of connected mounds. I^or does it appear to have
been a custom of the mound builders of this district to arrange the small
tumuli in lines. It is true, however, that series and irregular lines are
found along the margins of the bluft's and on the crests of ridges in

western Illinois, especially in Calhoan county, and also in nortlieastern

Missouri, but the arrangement appears to have resulted from the topo-
graphical features rather tlian from design. Messrs. Hardy and
Scheetz, ' who made some important explorations in the latter section,

were however inclined to believe liomtheir observations that tlierewas
a tendency here to place the mounds in rows even on the level areas.

The works of this district are distinguished from the archeologic re-

mains immediately south cliiefly by the absence of pyramidal mounds

—

less perhaps than half a score being found within the designated bound-
ary; by the marked differences in the pottery and other minor vestiges
of art, especially the pipes, and by the differences in the burial customs.
The frequent occurrence here of tlie "monitor" or broad, curved base
pipe, wliich is found neither north nor south, is a marked feature.

nuHIAL MOUNDS.

As the cliief variations in types observed within the district are found
in the burial mounds, attention is called to them first. It is necessary

I Smithson. Rep., 1881, pp. 533-5P.6.
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to state here, lest an eironeoiis impression be conveyed to tlie reader

wlio may be acquainted •with the works of the northern part of the dis-

trict, that one class of mountls fonnd in the northeastern part of Iowa
and northwestern part of Illinois, although within the limits assigned

to the district, is omitted from consideration, as the modes of construc-

tion and burial show this class to belong unquestionably to the Dakotan
types. On the Iowa side these appear to fade out going soiitli by the

time the Maquoketa river is reached, but continue on the Illinois side

into Rock Island and Stark counties.

Excluding these we notice the following types as those which appear

to be most characteristic, some of which seem to be limited to particular

sections of the district and to indicate the locations of different tribes.

In the region of Scott, ^Muscatine, and Louisa counties, Iowa, on the

west side of the Jlississippi but extending as fiir south as Calhoun
county, Illinois, on the east side, certain types both of mounds and
specimens of art are found which resemble so closely some of the an-

tiquities of the Ohio and Appalachian districts (hereafter described)

as to indicate some relationship between the mound builders of these

different sections. For example, M'e find at the bottom of some of the

mounds of the section indicated the basin-shai^cd clay mass, or more
correctly clay mass with basin-shaped depression in the middle, remind-

ing us of the so-called " altars" of the Ohio moxmds. These are usually

the larger mounds of this region, and are generally, though not always,

found on the low lauds. They are also in some cases burial mounds,
which is seldom true of the type in Ohio. A description of one is given

here in order that the reader may see upon what evidence this claim of

resemblance is based. A full description will be found in the account

of the field work, and also in Science.

'

This mound, which forms one of a group of five located on the spur

of a bluff about loO feet high, overlooking the Illinois river, stood on
the very brink of a precipice. Roundly conical in form, it measured 95

feet in diameter at the base and about 17 feet in height. From the top

to the depth of 11 feet it consisted chiefly of yellow clay obtained from
the surrounding surface of the bluff'. In this, at the depth of 4 feet,

was a horizontal layer of hard, gray earth vS inches thick and 20 feet in

diameter. Three feet lower was a layer of burnt clay about the same
thickness and extent. Although particles of charcoal were mixed
through it, no ashes were observed on or about it (see Fig. 65).

At the depth of 14 feet was reached what seemed to be a nucleus or

oiiginal mound over which the heavy mass of clay had been thrown.

Over this lay a thin covering of whitish material, apparently light ashes,

not more than 2 inches thick and extending entirely over the upper
surface of this nucleus, winch was nearly circular in otitline, about 40

feet in diameter, and rounded up to a height of a little over 3 feet in the

I A'ol, 13 (1889), p. 349.
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middle. Under tlie layer ol' aslies was a single layer of stones extend-

ing over the central portion bnt not reaching the outer margin. When
these were removed it was ascertained that a basin-shaped depression,

oval in outline, 10 by 13 feet and nearly 3 feet deep in the middle, had
been made in this central mass. This was lined throughout with a layer

of stone and was filled with the yellow surface soil of the ridge, but
immediately over the stones was a thin layer of white ashes mixed with
charred leaves and grass. Under the stones, resting on the natural
surface of the ridge, was a thin layer of decayed vegetable matter.

Under the center of this, in a slight excavation in the original soil, was
a single skeleton lying at full length on its back—but, strange to say,

the head was wanting. Xot a tooth nor any otliei' part of it could be
found, though careful search was made. As the other bones were com-
paratively well preserved it is presumed that the head was removed
before burial. It is worthy of note that the stones bore evidence of

having remained in position exposed to the air for a considerable length

of time before being covered. The similarity of this structure to the
so-called " altars" of the Ohio mounds is so apparent that it is only nec-

essary to call attention to it.

In other mounds of the section under consideration cubical piles ot

stones occur similar to those observed in some of the mounds of west-

ern North Carolina. In one instance a beehive-shaped vault i if hard-

ened clay covering a skeleton was observed, reminding us of similar

clay vaults in some two or three mounds of Kanawha valley, \Yest Vir-

ginia, and the little ^tone vaults in the mounds of western North Caro-
lina and eastern Tennessee. In addition to these resemblances is the
well-known fact that in the section now referred U) the curved base or

monitor pipe, so characteristic of the typical mounds of Ohio, is found
in large numbers.
There are, however, other features of the mounds ot this region

Avorthy of notice, some of which indicate the jjresence of other tribes

than the builders of the mounds alluded to. It is assumed that, as a
rule, the presence of the monitor jjipe in a mound may be taken as
evidence that the builders, notwithstanding the differences in the con-

struction of the mounds and mode of burial, were related to the authors
of those referred to or had adopted some of their peculiar customs from
long, intimate association. It is often the case that different modes of

construction and burial dependent upon station, condition in life, calling,

achievements, etc., are found in the mounds apparently constructed by
the people of a single tribe or even a single village. For example, the
mounds of the Cook farm group, Scott county, Iowa, from which the
well known engraved tablets of the Davenjiort Academy of Sciences

were taken, presented the following different features: Some were
stratified, others not; in some the skeletons were placed horizontally

on the ground, in others they were in a sitting posture, while in others

they were dismembered and in a confused heap; in some there were.
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cubical piles of stoue which were wantiug in others; in some the skele-

tons were covered with a hard layer or mortar-like coating which was
wanting in most of them ; and lastly there were evidences iu one or two
of the use of fire in the burial ceremonies, though not found iu the
others. Most of the mounds, though not all, covered a burial pit or

slight excavation in the original soil.

Sev'eral iustauces have been noticed where the mounds examined
were found to contain stone vaults of various forms. In some two or

three cases these A'aults were s(]uare, or oblong inclosures consisting

of a surrounding wall built up of unhewn stone to the height of li or 3

feet. "Within these were found a number of skeletons supposed, from
the position in which the bones were found, to have been buried in a
sitting posture. In one case the vault, which was divided by cross

Ijartitions, was covered with timliers from which the bark had been
removed. Another was without a covering, the dirt having been
thrown in on the bodies to iill the vault and i)iled up over it to form
the mound. These vaults vary in size from 7 to 12 feet on a side, and
have been observed in Jo Daviess and Cass counties, Illinois, and Clay
county, Missouri. Similar shaped vaults, sunk in the natural soil and
not covered by mounds, have been discovered in Pike and Montgomery
counties, Missouri.

In some instances dome-shaped stone vaults have been observed.

In these cases it would seem that the bodies or skeletons had been
placed on the natural surface in a sitting i)osture, then inclosed by a

circular wall of rough stones contracted toward the top and covered

with a single flat stone. It miist be borne in mind, however, that

mounds of these particular types arc usually accompanied by others

presenting quite difl'erent modes of burial. For example, we are

informed by Dr. J. F. Snyder,' who has made a somewhat careful

study ot the antiquities of Cass county, Illinois, where mounds of the

last mentioned type occur, that there are three kinds of burial mounds.
First, those with dome-shaped vaults, as described; second, those with

oblong or square cists formed by setting up stone slabs on edge and
covering with similar slabs—a^jparently the box-shai^ed stone graves;

and third, small mounds, usually in rows along the crests of ridges,

each containing the bones of several individuals uninclosed. In some
of these the skeletons are folded or sitting up with the feet drawn
under the hips; in some the bones are in confused masses. A few
have basin-shaped excavations beneath them.

The mounds of northeastern Missouri present some peculiarities

worthy of notice. As to composition they are made wholly of earth, of

•earth and stones, or wholly of stones. In the latter two the bodies

buried in them are covered by stones thrown over them, or are inclosed

in stone receptacles of various forms. In a few cases these receptacles

are box-shaped stone cists similar to those so common in southern Illi-

Smithson. Eep., 1881, pp. 568-573.

N.
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iiois aud iniddlo Teuuessee. There arc, liowever, peculiarities in tlie

modes of burial whieb seem to iiidieate that ditiereut i)eoples were the

authors of the works of the different sections. It seems that the mouud-
builders of nortbeasteru Missouri often burned the bodies, then gath-

ered up the charred bones aud ashes and mixed them into a mass with

clay. Where the bodies were buried without being thus treated, a flat

stone was sometimes laid on the head.

In the eastern portion of the district, which includes western Indi-

ana, the mounds occur principally upon the small streams emptying
into Lake Michigan and upon the lower waters of the Wabash river,

few, if any, being found in the intermediate area.

The mounds of northwestern Indiana are found chiefly in Laporte
county. Some of them are of medium or comparatively large .size,

ranging from 10 to 20 feet in height. All are composed of earth and
are generally burial tumuli. Quite a number of cojiper articles, siuih

as celts and awls, some vessels of pottery, and an occasional carved
pipe, have been obtained from them. In some the skeletons seem to

have been placed in a sitting iiosture, while in others they were placed
horizontally. In some ca.ses there is evidence that after the bodies

were deposited on the natural surface and covered with earth a fire

was kindled on this and the mound heaped over it. A number of the

mounds from 2 to 3 feet high contained no indications of having been
used for burial ])urposes, but, Judging from the fire-beds and refuse

material found in them, were built as dwelling sites.

In the valley of the lower Wabash mounds occur in considerable

numbers and of various types. Near Merom, on the Indiana side, is

an extensive grou]> partially surrounded by an earthen wall. This

consists largely of hut rings, reminding us of similar groups in south-

ern Illinois and southeastern Missouri; as in the latter, there is one
chief mound and a few .snuiller ones. The former was a burial mound.
Another extensive group is found near Hutsonville, on the Illinois side.

There are, however, no indications that this was surrounded by an
embankment, though some of the large tumuli present the rather un-

common feature in this section of being surrounded by a circular

embankment or ridge. Most of the small mounds, as well as some of

the larger ones, appear to have been only dwelling sites, as they con-

tained no indications of having been used for burial purposes. " The
absence of human remains aud all refuse in the shape of kitchen heaps,

as well as iuiplements," led the explorers to the conclusion that the

place was not inhabited for any great length of time, and that it may
have been simply a place of resort at special seasons for some particu-

lar purpose.

Numerous "earthworks" are leported in the vicinity of Merom, but,

no description being furnished nor any examination made by the
Bureau agents, we are unable to judge of their character or type. Mr.
Coliett, the state geologist of Indiana, who makes the statement, adds
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that they are "of such an extent as to require for their construction

tioie and the persistent labor of many people. Situated on the river

blnfifs, their location combines jiicturesque scenery, susceptibility for

defense and convenience to transportation, water, and productive lands."

He also states that there is evidence here that conical knolls of the
loess have been artificially rounded and used for sepulchral purposes.
Other mounds on the Indiana side of the lower Wabash, especially

in Knox county, are of comparatively large size and appear in some
instances to have been truncated, earthen pyramids. Very little evi-

dence of biirial has been found in them; it is, therefore, to be presumed
that they were built for other than burial purposes. They contain
traces of lire, the prevailing feature being the presence of one or more
strata of ashes in which are found fragments of bones. On the Illinois

side of this part of the valley and in the region of Sangamon river

in the central part of the state, the mounds, which occur in considera-

ble number, are comxiaratively small, unstratified, and used only for

burial purposes. Some of them at least are comijaratively recent, as
articles showing contact with the whites are found in them where there

are no indications of intrusive burial. The same is true also of a i-lass

of small mounds found in northwestern Illinois. It is frequently the

case that the skeletons found in mounds of this type ai'e in a sitting

posture; occasionally the bones are in a confused heap; liowever, the
horizontal position is probably more common than any other. As a
rule, but few implements or ornaments are found in mounds of this

class.

In reference to this north and south belt of the district, extending
from the northwest part of Indiana southward and including the

Wabash valley, it may be stated with considerable confidence that its

archeological features indicate the presence here of several different

tribes. It may also be aflirmed that these tribes were small ones, or

portions of large ones which remained for a comparatively short period
in this section.

There is a group of mounds in Vanderburg county, Indiana, that
seems out of place in the region where it is found.

These mounds, as will be seen by leference to our " Catalogue of Pre-

historic Works East of the Itocky Mountains," were first noticed by Mr.
John CoUett' and subsequently briefly described by Floyd Stinsou, in

the Smithsonian Report for 1881. Recently I have examined the group
and had a surva-y made of it. As the description is not included in the

report of the field work, it is given here.

This group, commonly known as the "Angel mounds," is situated

about 8 miles southeast of Evansville, in Vanderburg county, near the
Warwick county line, close to the Olno river. At this point of itscourse

the Ohio sends off a branch or bayou which cuts ofi" the " Three Mile
island." It is on the margin of this bayou opposite the lower end of

1 Geol. Surv. Ind., 1875.
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tlie islaud that the group, consistiug of six luouuds and an eaitheu
wall, is lot-att'd. A plat of the group is given in PI. XLI.

Starting from the bank of the bayou and moving northward we first

cross a strip of low laud several rods wide which borders the stream
and is subject to annual overflow.s. We then come to a low bluff some
8 to 12 feet high which forms the break or edge of the terrace or general
level, and which is undoubtedly the old bank of the Ohio. Ascending
this and moving north by tlie mouiul marked D and
turning our face to the east, we have a full and clear

view of the large luoimd (A) which is the prominent
feature of the group as shown in Fig. .'538, which rep-

resents the elevation as seen from the west. A plat

of it is given in Fig. 339. It is a Hat-topped mound,
oblong in fonu, capped at one end by a conical mound,
and furnished at the same end with an apron-like ex-

tension. The height at the northern end (A) is 27 feet,

but this increases as we approach the lower end (1 ))

to oO feet. The height of the apron varies from fi to 10

feet. The entire length of the base from north to south
is about 520 feet, the width varying from 130 to 150 feet.

The length ofthe top of the up])er level on the west side ? [20ft.

is 230 feet; of the apron, alxmt 150 feet. The width
of the top of the upper level varies from 93 to 110 feet.

The conical portion at the southeast corner of the
main structure rises to the height of 20 feet above the
upper level, the circunrfereiice at this level being 290
feet, giving a diameter of 93 feet. This is, more cor-

rectly speaking, an addition to the original structure

and not simply a superimposed mound, for the slopi-

on the southeast portion extends down to the original

surface of the ground and Ijeyond the base of the
main structui'e. This feature, though rare, has been
observed in some two or three other cases, as, for ex-

ample, in one of the mounds of the Seip works, in

Ross county, Ohio, and one of the Linn mounds. Union
county, Illinois.

The structure marked B, PI. xli, is a low, conical

mound about 100 feet in diameter, much worn by the
plow, so that at present it is only some 3 or i feet high.

N. 540 E. of A (measuring fiom the point d on the top of the latter).

Near by is a small excavation from which part of the earth used in

building the mound was probably taken. The surface of the ground
between these two mounds is strewn with fragments of jjottery, broken
mussel-shells, flint chips, etc.

Mound C is situated 650 feet N. 80° W. of the large mound. It is a
low, conical tumulus, the north and south diameter being 102 feet, and

-o

It is 665 feet
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the east and west 108 feet. It has been explored by Mr. Charles Artes,
who has made a study of the archeology of this region. He found it

to be composed throughout of sandy soil, with no relics or burials

except one stone cist near the southern edge, in which nothing was
discovered.

Mound D (the smallest of the group) lies 425 feet S. 40° W. of A, is

75 feet in diameter and similar in form and construction to B and C.

It has also been explored by Mr. Artes, who found near the center a
stone cist 3 feet square containing thirteen skulls. Twelve of these

were arranged in a circle near the sides of the cist, while the other was
lying in the center with two thigh bones
resting by it. Xo other bones were found.

Nine hundred and sixty-five feet N. 51*0

W. of the large mound is a flat-topped

circiilar mound (E), .338 feet in circumfer-

ence at the base. The diameters across

the level top north and south and east

and west are respectively Gl and 52 feet.

It is about 12 feet high.

Undoubtedly the finest mound of the
group (F) is situated 1.480 feet S. 56° W.
of A. It is a flat-topped circular struc-

ture about 15 feet high and very symmet-
rical. Tlie slope is nearty the same on all

sides. The circumference at the base is

550 feet, while the diameters of the top
ai-e 98 feet north and south and 100 feet

east and west. On the southwest there

is a depression in the slope of the side,

resembling an indented or depressed
graded way, but whether it was origi-

nally so or is of modern origin can not
well be ascertained. The toj) of the mound
has been used as a cemetery by the whites
who have owned it. On the southern side

stands an oak tree 4 feet 3 inches iti diameter. The field surrounding
this mound is subject to overflow during very high water.

An inclosing embankment or surrounding wall may be traced from
mound C in a circular direction around to the eastern extremity of the

bluff skirting the field in which mounds A, B, C, and D are situated.

This, as will be seen by reference to the figure, includes A, B, and D,
but does not inclose mounds E and E. In width it vai'ies from 15 to 25

feet. Its height, in places where least disturbed, is from 3 to 5 feet on
the west and north and from 4 to 8 feet on the east. The length of the

entire wall is 2,600 feet. At a distance of 1,400 feet from mound C,

following the line of the embankment, and 1)00 feet northeast of the

Fio. 339 Plat of large mound, Angel
group.
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large tuunilus A, is a gateway (G), tlie original width of which, judgiug
from i>resent appearances, was 20 feet. The drainage of a portion of

the field is at present through this gateway. Along tlie line of the

embankment, where not effaced by the plow, are buttress like enlarge-

ments (S), projecting oiitwards from 20 to 30 feet. The distance be-

tween these enlargements varies, increasing fi'om east to west. Two
measured on the east were 07 feet apart, two on the north 107, and two
on the west 120 feet. Standing on the outer edge of one of these en-

largements a person commands a clear view along the line for some
distance. The eastern portion of the embankment rises C to S feet

above the level of the adjoining field and the top is nearly level with

the general surface of the field containing mounds A and B.

Careful search was made for an embankment extending to the bluft"

on the west, but no indications of such could be discovered. There is

a ridge (shown by hachured lines on PI. xli) somewhat resembling

the earthwork already mentioned, which was found to extend east and
west for a short distance north of the regular embankment. It is wider
than the other and was traced to the edge of the woods, where all signs

of it were lost, nor could it be found beyond mound E. It is probably a
natural swell of the surface rather than an artificial structuie. No
ditches were found near either of the earth walls, if the latter may be

so called.

There is an excavation of considerable extent, in which large forest

trees are growing, a short distance north of the inclosure. It is from

this excavation that the earth composing the large mound was in all

probability taken, as on the side towards this the slope is very gradual.

Mounds A and B are situated on the farm of Charles Grimm, C, D,
and E on Silas Angel's farm, and mound F on Edward Collius's farm.

The distances between the mounds, measuring from center to center,

are as follows:
Feet.

A to B 665

A to (
• 650

AtoT) 425

A to E 965

A toF 1,480

C to D 500

Feet.

C to E 50O
C to F 1, 080

D to E 1, 050

D toF 1,0.30

E toF 1,556

In a few instances both in the eastern and western parts of the dis-

trict mounds have been explored containingstonegravesof the regular

box-shaped tyi)e. Also some instances occur of earth-mounds covered
over with a layer of stones, as mounds in southeastern Indiana and in

the Kanawha valley in West Virginia are found occasionally to be.

A number of ordinary small burial mounds found on the bluffs and
higher grounds of Pike and Brown counties, Illinois, opened by the

Bureau agent, were con.structed in the usual method in this portion of

the district—that is, with a layer of hard mortar-like substance, or clay

and ashes mixed, covering the skeletons or bottom layer. The positions
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of the skoletons found were various aud the uumber of intrusive burials

unusually largo. The peculiarity observed was that in a number where
there were intrusive burials near the surface no skeletons, or but the

slightest fragments of bones of the original burial below the hard, un-

disturbed layer, could be found, although there were clear indications

that the mounds were built and had apparently been used for general

interment.

As yet but comparatively few cemeteries, or burials nut in mounds,
have been discovered, although they are quite common in southern

Illinois, which, for reasons hereafter given, is included in the Tennessee
district. In the latter, however, the bodies are usually iuclosed in

stone graves, which is very rarely the case with those in the northern
part of the state. In some graves discovered on the gravelly point of

a lidge in Lasalle county, among the relics found were riide stone pipes,

shell beads, and a clay vessel made to represent a squatting human
tigure. Image pottery of this type is quite common in southern Illinois

and soutlieastern Missouri, but is exceedingly rare in the northern part

of the state, or in fact in any part of the district.

Although as a general rule the conical mounds of this district are

burial tumuli, yet there is a class found in considerable numbers at

certain points which appear to have been intended simply as dwelling

sites. Some of these have already been noticed. Others are found

along tiie Mississippi in its course between Iowa and Illinois. They
are small, varying from 15 to 50 feet in diameter and from 1 to 3 or 4

feet in height, flattish on top. They are always in groups, occasion-

ally of considerable extent. Excavations have revealed beds of burnt
clay and ashes aud a few burnt stones. It must be remarked, however,
that the tumuli of this type found in northern Illinois appear in several

cases, judging by the accompanying works, to be attributable to the

authors of the effigy mounds. Those last mentioned are found chiefly

in Mercer, Whitesides, aud Eock Island counties.

In this district are found also hut-rings or lodge sites marking the
locations of ancient villages. These however arc not in so great num-
bers as in the district immediately south, yet they are discovered oc-

casionally from western Iowa to eastern Indiana, thus extending over

an area that must have been occupied in prehistoric times bj' several

difl'crent tribes.

True i)yramidal mounds are of rare occiurence in tlie district; be-

sides those mentioned, two or three have been observed in western

Illinois, one in Iowa, and one or two in the central part of Missouri,

though it is doubtful whether the last mentioned should be included iu

this district.

Tliere are but few iiu'losures, the most important l)eing those in Alla-

makee county, Iowa, described in the preceding partof this volume, aud
also in the Fifth Annual Report of theBureau. On the bauks of Fox
river, in La Salle county. Illinois, there is an irregularly semicircular wall
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forming an inclosure of comparatively small size. There are, at one
point in Louisa oounty, Iowa, two parallel walls acroSs a bluff point.

As each has a ditch on the side of approach it is evident they were
thrown up as defensive works. There are a few inclosures in western
and middle Indiana. In addition to those alluded to, one in Orange
county is worthy of passing notice. It consists, of a double wall and

.

an intervening ditch ; on the inclosed area are twelve small mounds sup-

posed from the slight exploration made to be dwelling sites.

There have been discovered in Oass and Whitesides counties, Illi-

nois, some rather singular antiquities in the form of stone floors or pave-

ments ; some in mounds but others under the surface with no mound
above them. These are described as composed of flat stones fitted as

closely together as possible without dressing, usually over a space
about 12 by 8 feet iind depressed in the middle to the depth of 10 inches.

Some of these floors consist of only one layer of stones, others of two.

The stones are found reddened and cracked by long exposure to heat, and
in one instance were covered with a mass of ashes and coals a foot thick

in the center. Scattered through this mass were the charred human
bones of at least three skeletons, but there wc^re indications that more
bodies than these had been burned here. This mass, however, had evi-

dently been covered with dirt while yet suKUxldering. St<nie floors, so

far as I am aware, have as yet been discovered at but three or four

other points—one in southern Illinois, another at Fort Ancient, Ohio,

and .another in western Pennsylvania. Those, however, of Cass and
Whitesides counties, if we may judge by the description, which is not
very clear, geem to bear a (closer resemblance to the basin-shaped clay

beds of the mounds in Little Tennessee valley than to any other re-

mains yet observed.

Several caches of flint "implements Inxve been- found in the valley of

the Illinois river. In some cases those found in a single cache amounted
to several hundred. In one instance, where the number hidden away
amounted to some hundreds, a pit had been dug and the -implements

deposited in regular layers with alternate layers of sand between.

Tliis seems to justify the conclusion reached by some ai-cheologists that

the object was to render them more easily forked to the desired finish.

.

THE OHIO DISTRICT.

This includes, as at present defined, the eastern part of Indiana, all

of Ohio, except the northern V)elt along the lake border belonging to

the Huron-Iroquois district, and the southwestern x)ortion of West Vir-

ginia. The eastern and western limits are not well marked and no
attempt is made here to give definite boundaries in these directions.

On the south, the Ohio river appears to form a pretty well defined

limit, the peculiar features of the opposite districts showing themselves
but seldom on the northern side.

12 ETH^ 3fi
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As the principal works of tbis district have betyi often described and
are well known, a brief nieutioii of tlie distingnishing features and
notice of some types not so well known is all that is deemed necessary
here.
.' INCLDSUIiES.

The works of this kind found in the district are generally and justly

considered its distinguishing arclnJological feature. These may, in a
general sense, be treated under three heads: First, the hill forts; sec-

ond, the geometrical inclosureS; and third, the defensive walls foruiiug

partial indosures.

The first class, which corresponds witli Sijuier "and Davis's '' works of

defense," includes those works built unquestionably for defense on ele-

vated an'd luitnrally strong positions. The localiHes selected are usually

bluii' headlands, isolated. hills, and elevated points .defended ou either

hand by deep ravines, leaving only a narrow neck connecting the upper
level witli the level of the high i)latean. Tlie sides of these elevations

are geneially steep and ditticnlt of access, in some cases precipitous

and apparently inaccessible to any attacking party.

If We examine the works figured on Pis. iv, V, Vi, Vil, Tin (Nos. 1, 3,

and-1), ri. IX (JSios. 1 and 2), and (No. 3) PL xii of "Ancient Monuments,"
• we find evidence of deliberate and tlioughtful attempts to fortify posi-

tions naturally very s"trong. In nearly all of these instances the l)osi-

tions chosen are elevated, isolated, or nearly isolated, areas with pre-

cii)it()us descentson two or more ^ides. Along the margin of the descent,

usually following the windings and indentations of the bluff, a wall of
stone, of stones and earth, or earth alone, has been thrctwn up, a ditch,

running algng the inner side furnishing the earthy material. In some
cases where the conmiencement of the descent from the upper area is

not abrflpt the wall it? carried along the slope a short distance below

theui)iier level, as, for exapiple, at "Fortified Hill," in P>utler cqiinty,

Ohio.'

It is true, as the authors of " Ancient Monuments " state, that works
of this ])articiilar type "are never commanded from neighboring posi-

tiouvS," a fact no doubt of some significance when we come to compare
these works with other inclosures which seem to have been intended

for.a similar purpose, tha't of defense. This, however, will be referred to

hereafter.

Some of these works pi'esent indications of growth or change subse-

quent to their erection. For example, the smaller area of Fort Ancient,

occupying the point of the bluff, appears to be somewhat older than tlie

remaining portion, a theory advanced by the author in an article in

"Science," in 188G,- and .ivdo]ited by Mr. Moorehead in his "Fort An-

cient,'' in which he rei)eatedly uses the terms "Old Fort!' and " New
Fort" for the two parts, and in the sense here indicated.* The-iu-

' Auc. Mon., PI. VI.
.

'' Vol. s, Dec. 10, 1886, p. 538.
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closure shown iu N». 3, I'l. xi, "Aucient MomimcTits," where thei-e are

two walls s(une distance apart, is probably an instance where the in-

closed area was contracted subsequent to its first occupancy. This i,s

inferred from the fact that tlie inner wall passes over a mound (j>robabiy

natural) which it seems would have been avoided iu the original plan

when the line might have beea fixed wherever desired. It is also pi'ob-

able that some of the short walls about the chief gateway of "Forti-

fied Hill," Butler county, shown in I'l. VI, "Ancient Monuments," are

additions to the original plan. The reasons for this supposition become,

more apparent upon a personalexainination of the tapographical featui'es

of the locality. The easy appr oach at this gateway renders it the weak
point of the fort.

The work with the double wall above mentioned and some others in

central and southwestern Oliio, similar in character, except that they
usually consist of a single wall and ditch, belong to a slightly difterent

type than the "hill forts" referred to, and constitute the third class

above mentioned. They occupy peninsulas iblnied by the bends of the

iivers or larger streams, and the headlands at the junctions of deep
ravines or uniting streams, and consist of a curved or irregular line of

wall and ditch across the isthmus, or running from one bank to the

other, the precipitous descents at the sides and around the point forming,

the defenses at these points of the area. Some of these works bear a

strong resemblance to the works iu the northern part of Ohio, which
we have ascribed to the tribes of the llurou-Iroquois district, and, pos-

sibly, may be due iu part to-some tribes of this fiunily. It is to be

observed that a few of the same type occur in Kentucky. They may
have been erected by the people who built the more elaborate hill forts,

yet I am rather inclined to doubt this. However, as they are simi>le in

character and are found at widely separate points in the moiuid area*

it is unsafe to consider them of ethnic sigifificance without further

liroof. We will probably be justified in assuming that they can not be
ascribed to the builders of the geometrical works which constitute our
second class of inclosurcs. •

•'

• The works of this second clitss are usually more or less regular iu

form and are located on level areas, generally in the river valleys.

The leading types of this cl.ass are the well known circles, squares, and
octagons, or, as they are collectively termed, " geometri(!al works," tbuud
chiefiy in the Scioto valley and about i!^ewark, Ohio. Others which
may be included in the class, though varying from the typical forms,

are found in the Kanawha valley. West Virginia. Most of those of

southern and central Ohio are figured with comparative accuracy by
Messrs. Squier aud Davis iu "xVucient Monuments." But when deduc-
tions are to be drawn depending upou accixrate measurements, it will

be necessary to take into- consideration certain errors in th«ir work
pointed out by the present author iu a bulletin entitled "The ttirculai-,

Square, and Octagonal Earthworks of Ohio,".published by the Bureau
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ill 18^. Tliis iivecautioii is necessary becimse important inferences in

regard to tlie origin and authors of these, works have been drawn from
the measurements given in "Ancient Monunfents" and the assur^in'g

statement of the autliors that these were made by them in person witli

great care. Notwithstanding this and the undeniable fact that a few
of the circles and squares approximate very closely to true geometrical
figures, and that some three or four are found to correspond pretty

closely in size and form, yet the apparent eirors in this respect mani-
fest in their work and shown by a resurvey of some of the groups,
reiider it necessary in Tnaking close comparison to have recourse to a
more exact survey. The Bureau has endeavored to have this done, the

result of which is shown in tlie bulletin referred to and in the preced-
ing pai't of this volume.

The statement bj' the above named authors in regard to the general

character of the works of this type, condensed as follows, may be
accepted as correct:

They are mostly regular in their structure antl occupy the broad and level river

bottoms, seldom occurring upon the tablelands or where the surface of the ground
is undulating or broken. They are usually squ.are or circular in form; sometimes
they are slightly elliptical. Sometimes Tve find them isolated, but more frequently

in groups. The greater number of the circles are of comparatively small size, vary-
• ing in diameter from 150 to 400 feet, and having the ditch, when present (as is usu-

ally the case), interior to the wall. Tliey have, as an almost universal rule, a single

gateway. Apart from these, numerous little circles 30 to 50 feet in diameter are

observed in the vicinity of large works. [These hut-rings, for such undoubtedly
they were, have nearly all been obliterated, scarcely a single one remaining at this

time.] The larger circles are oftenest found in combination with rectangular works
connected with them directly or by avenues. Some of these circles are of great

extent, embracing 50 or more acres,. though generally from 15 to 25. They seldom'
have a ditch, but whenever it occurs it is interior to the wall. The connected square
«r rectaugnlar works never have ditches exterior or interior. The walls of these
inclosures are comjjosed of earth taken up evenly from the surface or from large

shallow pits near by. They vary in height (with <me or two exceptions), where not
worn down by the ])low,'from 3 to7 feet, and in widthat base from25 to45 feet. The
" Fair-Ground Circle " E at Newark, however, has a wall which, at some points,

reaches a height of from 15 to 17 feet above the ground level. In one or two instances
the circles are formed l>y two walls with a ditch between them, as .the one at C'ircle-

ville described by Atwater.

These authors express the belief that the works of this type were
not erected for defensive purposes, but were designed for sacred or

religious uses and as places for performing superstitious rites. This
theory has been ac('e])ted by a large portion of subsefiuent writers

.

upon this subject, among whom we may name asjiromincnt Dr. Daniel
Wilson. There are, however, exceptions worthy of notice. Baldwin,
in his Ancient America, expresses no decided opinion on the question,

bitt sugg-ests "that a portion of tliem, it may be, encircled villages or

towns.". Foster (Prehistoric Races), although a decided opponent to the
theory of the Indian origin of the mounds, objects to the suggestion tlult

these valley iuclosiu'es were built for religious purposes, basing his
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opinion largely upon his knowledge of the Indian modes of defense. His
remarks on this jwint have so much force in them that we quote ihe

following paragrajih :
*

Those works ill northern Ohio an<l Western New York, which exhiliit the trenches
on theoutsiileofthe p;irapet, are also chisseil as defensiye, while those which ocenpy
level plateaux in tin? valley of the Ohio, with the trench inside, which are by far

the most numerous [?] are classed as sacred inclosures. I do not recognize the ini-

portauce«f this distinction. Many writers, who have speculated up'on this feature,

setHU to have adopted the idea thut the enemy, whoever he may have been, settled
down before these works, as did the Greeks under the walls of Troy, and engaged
in a protracted siegf . Now, every one acquainted with Indian warfare knows that
it consists in surprises. A blow is struck, a massacre ensues. -and a retreat follows.

Savages have not the means of subduing a fortification by regular approaches, nor
the accnniuhited provisions to sustain them while awaiting the result. A company
of infantry on the plains, protected by an enclosure of palisades, trunks of trees set
upright and sharpened to a point, may defy the combined power of the Indians
indefinitely, or until their supplies give out. The inoiiud-builders, if thc-ir enemies
were like modern Indians, had only to guard against sudden attacks, and a row of
pickets, without reference to whether the trench were inside or outside, would be
effectual. Catliu has shown that the Maudans; in fortifying their villages, con-
structed the ditch instde, the warriors using the embankment as a .shelter while they
shot their arrows through the interstices of the iiiokets.'

Short'* carefully avoids any discussion of the question, which fact may
be accepted as a-clear indication that he did not feel inclined to give
his assent to the view advanced by the authors of ''Ancient Monu-
ments." Nadaillac,^ on the other hand, is disposed to adopt it in a
modified sense.* But in the American edition, the following words
introduced by the editor, Prof. Dall, express an entirely, opposite
view: " It is more reasonable to suppose theid to have been fortified

villages, according to a usage met with in various parts of the Missis-

sippi valley by the first explorers.""

Lewis H. Morgan^ remarks that " with respect to the large circular

inclosures adjacent to and communicating with tjie squares, it is not
necessary that we should know their object. The one attached to the
High Bank Pueblo contains 20 acres of land, and doubtless subserved
some useful purpose in their plan of life. The 'first suggestion which
presents itself is, that as a substitute fbr a fen'ce it surrounded the gar-

den of the village in which they cultivated their maize, beans, squashes,

and tobacco. xVt the Minnitare village a similar indosure may now
be seen by the side ofr the village surrounding their cultivated land,

consisting partly of hedge and jjartly of stakes." This is the most
likely explanation of these works that has yet been presented. Whether
these dirt walls were mere supports to stockadesj is a question hot yet
settled ; nevertheless, as they were intended as a protection not only
against wild beasts, but also against human foes, it is probable that they

' Letters and notes * * " on the X. A.Indians, ^ L'Ain6'riqu« PMbistoriqne:
London, 1844. vol. I. p. 81. .Prehistoric races 4 P 301.

1881. jip. 174-175. '* Houses and House Lite of the American Abo-
'^ North .\iuerieans of Antiquity. riginese.
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were surmounted by stakes or supported a woodeu fence" or sQreen of
some' kind. The fact that the ditch, when present, is ou the inside, is

not an important factor in reaching a couchision, as this is quite con-

sistent with the Indian mode of warfare, as suggested by Foster.

In addition to the types of iiiclosures and defensive walls mentioned,
there are soiiie other varieties that deserve a passisig notice. The
lines of paraHel^fcalls, as those at Kewark and Portsmouth, Ohio, are

. well known examples of one i)eculiar type. Some of the singular works,
described and figured in Ancient Monuments and elsewhere are to a
large extent imaginary. Of these we may name Nos. ] and 2, PI. xxxiv
of that work. The wing tQ No. 1 is not only imaginary, but, according"

to the Bureau assistant who visited the locality, was made impossible

by the toi)ography.-

In the Kanawha valley the forms seem to be related to the regular

works of Ohio, though much changed. We see hill fflrts here as there,

and circular inclosures with a single gateway; but, instead of the com-

bined circle and square, we see here elongate figures with parallel sides
* and semicircular ends. -But it nui'st be remembered that here the space

Is.mucli contracted, rendering the construction of such extensive and
elaboi'ate works as those of the Scioto valley impossible. Moreover,

these mountain valleys could only have been temporary retreats for

large tl'ibes or oiily for those devoted to hunting.

NEWARK AND HIGH HANK CIIiCI.F.S,

We insert tiere figures of the "Observatory" (Pj. xxi) and "Fair
Ground" (PI. xxii) circles at Newark (Pis. xxxi and xl), and of the

"High Bank" circle (PL xxiii) near Chillicothe from a recent survey

made Ijy Mr. Henry Oaunett, Geograiiher of the U. S. Geological
" Survey, in person, with use of plane table, in order to show the form
. of- the walls. The dimensions and form as found by this survey are

in Kuch close agreement with that made by Mr. Middletou that tCey

may be considered practically the same.

lUniAL MOINDS.

The peculiarity of the mounds of this region which has been most
frequently referred to as a marked •characteristic is the presence in

those of comparatively large size of a basin-shaped mass of clay at

the bottom, to which tli* term " altar" has been applied; but as this is

limited to a particular class, a more general description is necessary in

order to throw light upon the customs of the mound-builders of tliis dis-

trict. We therefore refer first to the burial mounds. •

'The conclusion reached by the authors trf Anci'ent Monuments in

regard to the burial tumuli of this region is given in genera! terms as

follows: ' .

Moiiuds of this class arc very uumeroiis. They are generally of conaideraMe size,

varvinj; from G to 80 feetiu height, l)ut haviug au average altitude, of from 15 to 20 or

25 feet.. They stand without the walls of inclosures at a distauce more or less remote
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from them. Many are isolated, with no othcu monuments near them; hut they fre-

quently oecnr in gTon])S, sometimes in close connection with each other audexhih-
. iting ii dependence which was uot-withont its meaning. They aredestitjute of altars,

nor do they possess the regiilarity which characterizes the " temple mounds." Their
usual form is -that of a simple cone; sometimes they are elliptical or pear-shaped.
These mounds invariahly cover a slceleton (in very rare instances more than one,

•as in the case of the 'Grave creek mound), which at the time of interment was envel-
oped iu hark or coarse matting, or inclosed in a rude sarcophagus of timher, the
traces and, in some instances, the very casts of which rcffiaiil. O.ccasionally

• the chamherof the dead is built of stone, rudely laid up without cement of any
kind. Burial- by fire seems to have been frequently practiced by tlie mound-build-
ers. Urn burial also appears to have prevailed to a considerable extent in the South-
ern .States. With the skeletons in these mounds are found various remains of art,

comprising ornaments, utensils, and ^'capons.'

Tliese conclu.sion.s can not Iw, acce])ted as generally applicable even
in the region now being con.sitlerecl. Instead of the average altitude

being from 15 to 25 feet, it is less tlian 10 feet. Nor is the statement
that they very rarely cover more than one skel(jton to be taken as a
general rule, but as ai)plica}ile only to those examined by these authors.

The mounds of this class in this district (which, as before state3,_

includes West Virginia) present the following types:
• (1) Those containing a vault or sarcophagus constructed of timber,

in wiiich the body or bodies were interred. This is in most casei^" at the

bottom of the mound, resting on the original .sTirtace of the ground, though
it is occasionally at some distance up in the mound, and a few instances

occur where it is sunk in the original soil. The bodies interred in

the.se w.ei;e usually wrapped in bark. These vaults are either round or •

quadrangnlar, the latter .sometimes built up of logs laid lengthwise,

but iu other cases, as are the former, of posts i)l'aced perijendicuhwly

side by side. In a few instances tho.se in which the logs are laid hori-

zontally are sfrengthened by upright posts at the corners, and in one
or two instances one cii'cular vault stood, immediately above another.

.Some of these differences are slight, but^mportaut from the fact that

they are not common and, so far as known, found in no other district,

. being limited to a comparatively few mounds; but most of these are

important ones. They also form connecting links which Indicate .some

relation between the builders of the works (rf Ohio and West Virginia.

In some cases tire beds occur within the larger vaults, while in

cases of some smaller ones there are indications that tire was -kindled

on top of the vault after being completed. Prof. E. B. Audi-ews
describes one of the latter, which he opened- in Athens county, as fol-

lows:

This is a low mound, abont feet high, with a bn^ad base, perh.aps 40 feet. iu

diameter. It ha.s for yearS been plowed over and its original heighf has been con-

siderably reduced. " My atti'btion was drawn to this mound by the burnt clay on
its top. A trencli 5 feet wide was dug through the center. On the 'east side much
burnt yellow clay was tfliind, while on the west end of the treucli cijnsiderable

black earth apjieareil, which I took to be kitchen refuse. About 5 feet below the

I P. 161.
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top we came upon largo (iiiantitics of charcoal, especially on the western side.

Underneath the' charcoal was found a skeleton with the head to the ea'st. The
body had evidently been inclosed in some wooden structure. First, there was a

.

platform of wood placed lipou tlie ground ou the original level of the plain. On
this wooden floor timbers or logs were placed on each side of the body longitudi-

nally, and over these timbers there were laid other pieces of wood, forming an in-

closed box or coffin. A part of this wood was only charred; the rest was burnt to

ashes. The middle part of tlie body was iu the hottest lire, and many of the verte-

bra>, ribs, and other bones were burnt to a black cinder, and at this point the

inclosing timbers were burnt to ashes. The timbers inclosing the lower extremities

were only charred.

I am led to think that before any lire was kindled a layer of dirt was tiirown over

the wooden structure, making a sort of burial. Ou this dirt a lire was built, but by

some misplacement of the dirt the lire reached the timbers below, and at such points

as the air could penetrate there Wiis an active combustion, but at others, where the

dirt still remained, there was only a smothered iiYe, likejhat iu a charcoal pit. It is

difficult to explain the existence of the charred timbers in any other way. There

must have been other lires than that immediately around and above the body, and

mapy of them, because on one side of the mound the clay is burned even to the top

of the mound. In one place, ."? feet above the body, the clay is vitrified.

Jt is possible that fires were built at different levels and'that most of the ashes

.were blown away by winds which often .sweep over the plain. 1 have stated that

there was first laid down a sort of flourof wood, on which the body was placed. Ou
the same floor were j)laced about .500 copper beads, forming a line almost around the

body.'

.

'

.

{2) Mouiids contaiiiins .structure.s of stoues. These stritctui-es are

of two or three diftereut types, which are apparently of ethnic signifi-

cance.
• The two jirinciixil varieties an-e the box-shaped cist and the dome-

shaped vault. The latter are seldom found of the usual form in this

district; some in the extreme southern portion of Ohio which seem to

be of ethnic significance and to belong to a small separate district,

mostly in Kentucky, are made of angular stones arranged in succes-

sive series from the ba.se to the top. In a few cases these cover other

little vaults of various form? made by setting stone slabs on edge or

leaning them 'together so as to form a roof-shaped structure.

Stone vaults and cists are usually foutid in earthen, mounds, yet they

occasionally occur in those of stone. Atwater says;'^

I saw one of these stone tumuli which liad been piled on the surface of the earth,

on the spot where three skeletons had been buried iu stone coffins, beneath the sur-

face. ' * * The graves ai)pear to liave been dug to about the depth of ours in

the puesent time. After the bottoms and sides were lined with thin, flat stoues, the

corpses were placed iu these graves. "
,

In some cases a low stone wall, a foot or "so iu height, is built around

the outer margin of the mouyd, but so as to be vrithin the outer line

and covered*by the earth of the mound. But these do not appear to be

iu all cases burial mounds.
In one or two instances the floor of the mound has been found cov-

ered witll stones placed in from one to three regular layers. A stone

layer in the body of the mound or ovfer the burials, in other words' a

' Tciilh Eep. Peabody Mus., Vol. ii, pp. 59-60. ^Xr.ins. Amer. Autiq. Soc, Vol. i (1820). p. 184:
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stoue stratuin, is not rare, but doors of the kind nientionett an- exceed-

ingly uncommon.
A soniewliat singular type occurs sparingly in tlie-Indiana and West

Virginia portions of the district. In tins variety, instead of the stones

being inside, tbey form a covering over the outside, usually in the form

of a single layer. . •

(3) Mounds in which the skeletons aie inclosed neither in wooden
lior in stoue vaults, nor in pits in the original soil. As the cljaracteris-

tics of this class arc negative, a few examples will convey a better idea

of them than any .attempt to give a general description.

Messrs. Squier and Davis' describe'a mound G5 or 70 feet in diame-

ter, 1") feet high, nnstratified, and composed of earth taken from the
surrounding plain. Nothing worthy of remark was found uutil the

base was reached. Hele a single skeleton was discovered, lyntg hori-

zontally, which had been siinply enveloped in bark. The burial in this

case tliey supj'osed to have been as follows:

The surface of the ground was tirst carefully leveled and ])ackcd over au area

perhajis 10 or 15 feet square. This area was then covered with sheets of bark.rfm

which, iu the center, the hody of tlie dead was deposited, witli a few articles of

stone at its side, and ii few small ornaments near the head. It was then covered

over with another layer of bark and the mound heaped above.
•

A mound in the Kanawha "valley, West Virginia, opened by Col.

Norris, and describe<l in the preceding part of this volume, presented
precisely similar features.

'

,

Atwater, speaking of a mound at Ohillicotlie, says:^

Its perpendicular height was about 15 feet-and the diameter of its base about 60. It*

was composed of sand and contained human liones l)eloiigini; to skeletons w liich were
buried iU different parts of it. It was not until this pale of earth was carefully removed
and the original surface exposed to view that a probable conjecture of its' original

design could be formed. About 20 feet 8(jiiare of the surface had been leveled and
covered with bark. On the center of this lay a human skeleton, oyer which had
been spread a mat manufactured cither froui weeds [reeds?] or bark.

OtJier mounds of this class show no i)rei)aration of the original sur-

face nor indications of bark wrapi)ings, the bodies having been simply
laid ujion the surface-of the ground and covered with eartii. In other

cases the bones, partially charred, are found iu ashes, the earth b-'ueath

and about them bnrnecl. In a. few instanoeS the bones are in a confused
heap, more or less charred, and ashes are about them, but no other in-

dications of heat, the burning having been done before depositing. In

some cases of burial on the original surface and in excavations in the
original soil, some of the skeletons are folded, though this method of
iarranging the body does not api)ear to have been practiced to any
considerable extent in this district. '

"

(4) Mounds wholly or partly of stone. Some r!)tlicr .singular mounds
have been described as found in ditferent parts of Ohio, but unfortu-

nately they liave nearly all been removed anil the descrixitions are based

' Alio, ilon., p. 1C4. 'Trans. Amor. Antiij. Soi., Vol. I. ]>. 181.
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largely on uiemory and second-hand statements and hence" do not have
that stamp of accuracy and authenticity desirable. For example, a large

stone mound, wliicli foinierly stood a short distance from Newark, is

described' as circular in form, 182 feet iu diameter and some 40 or 50.

feet high, composed of stones. These, when removed, were found to

cover soiiTe flfteeu or sixteen small earth mounds. In one of these were
human bones and river shells; in another was a layer of hard, white,

fire clay, andji or 3 feet below this was a wooden trough covered with a
layer of small logs, in which was a skeleton tliat appeared to h<ave been
wrapped in some kind of coarse cloth: ' With it were fifteen copper rings

and a breastidate (gorget) of the same, metal. The clay above jt being
injpervious to water, the wood and bones were well preserved. The
wood bore whqt appeared to be the marks of some hard, metallic

tool. Another of these earth tumuli contained a large number of human
bones. .

^A mound near Madisonville opened oii behalf of the Peabody Museum
was found to cover a stone heap 5 feet high and 90 feet in diameter.

In this the remains of 71 skeletons were found. " Iu addition to the
outer stones of the mound, each body had been surrounded with stones*
at the time of burial," some set on edges^ others simply piled around
the bodies. 'A small mound in the- Kanawha valley, covei'ed with a
layer of stones, was found to be composed of stoues and clay mixed.
In the center was a single skeleton in a cist formed of stone slabs.

Simple stone cairns, some of which cover human remains, and others

that show no inrlications of having been used for burial purposes,
although not common, are found at various ]I()ints in this district.

A singular variety of stone mounds, though not generally used for

burial purposes, has been observed in Kanawha valley. These are

usually sharply conical, built uji generally by placing layer after layer
of stones shingle fashion around a central space, so that when complete
a well-like hole is left in ttie center. In a few instances two of these
holes are found in one mound.

.

"

Of the tumuli suiiposed to have been erected for other than burial

'

pui-poses tlle*most noted are those whicli Messrs. Squier and Davis
have designated "sacrificial mounds," but are' more commonly known
at the' present time as "alfar.mounds." They are usually compara-
tively large in size and conical in form, ofteii having a top layer of gravel
and pebbles. At the "bottom, on the original surface of the ground, is

usually a regularly shaped hiass of burned clay, with a basin- like depres-

sion in the middle, to which the authors above named have applied the
term "altar,^ supposing it to have been used as a place to oft'er up pro-

pitiatory sacrifices, 'j^his mass of clay is circular, square, or oblong in

form, varying iu diameter or length from 4 or 5 to 50 feet and in height
from 1 to 2 feet. Tlie basin-shaped depression in the toj) is'always circu-

' Sraithson. Repv, 1866, p. 350.
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. lar and the oiitei' luargJns .of tlie mass are usually much sloped. Be-

tween the top layer of gravel and the clay structure at the bottom there

are generally frotu one to four thin layers of sand_. This type is co-'ifined

.almost exclusively to the southern half of Ohio; the' exceptions, so far

as known, being in Illinois and West Virginia.

Some of the mounds of this typ«, as has been shown by thv ('x]ilora-

tions of the Bureau ageiits and others, were certainly used by the build-

ers as ])laces for depositing the dead.

Other mounds not used for burial pur^joses are quite generally sup-

posed to have been erected as signal stations. Whde many of them
are undoubtedly well situated for this purpose and no other exi)lana-

titjn caw now be given for their use, yet I must confess to considen'ble

df>ubt of the correctness of this conclusion. Of all those seen by the

writer the one best situated for this purpose is found.in Knox county,

Ohio, and* described in the preceding volume as the'Staats.mound. It

was opened by Mr. Middleton,.of the Bureau, and found to contain a

large amount of ashes, but no indications of burial. The outer border

was surrounded by a low stone wall. From this, which is located upon
a high bluff point that projects' into the valley, the o])posite range of

hills and the valley, in which we may supjtos'e the aboriginal village

tf) have been situated and where-ari Indian .village was actually located

in early pioneer days, may be clearly- seen for some miles both above
and below. It is more than x^robable that the point where the mound
is situated was 'selected as a signal station, and that the mound waii

in some way connected therewith; nevertheless the idea that mounds
on such elevated i)oints were built to add to the height, to extend the

view, seems to the writer preposterous.

I'YliAMIDAl. ^IOl'^•DS.

Structures of this class, though Hot cpmmon in this districf, 'iive not

entii-ely wanting. As examples we may reffer to those forming part of

the Marietta group so frequently described arid figured in works relat-

• ing to American archeology. Besides these we notice mounds of. this

class in connection with the Cedar Bank works and one with theBaum
works, a description of which is given in the preceding part of ihis re-

port. The exploration of the latter proves that in some cases luounds

of this class were used as depositories for the dead.

STONK (lliAVKS.

The fact that these areo(!casionally found in mounds has incidentally

been noticed. Others, however, of the box-shaped type not in mounds,
have been discovered in limited numbers in various parts of the dis-

trict. These have perhaps been observed in tl'e greatest number in

^ Ashland county, Ohio, at points where old Delaware villages were
located. Others occur in eastern Indiana, especially in Franklin

county; in the Kanawha valley. West YirginiiH and elsewhere.
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CEMETEIUKS AND ASH I'lTS.

A somewhatr remarkable cemetery, in coniiectiou with vrliich are

numerous ash pits, has been discovered b.y tlie agents of the Peahody
museum iuihe vicinity of Madisbuville, Ohio. This cemetery extends
over an area of 15 acres. It seems to consist of bodies simply bui ied

. in the earth to the depth of 2 or 3 feet below the surfoce. Under the
leaf mold, scattered among the graves and almo.st as abundant, are
small, well-like pits from 3 to 4 feet in diameter and from 4 to 7 feet

deep. Froni the fact that most of tliem contain ;islies they have been
desig,nated " ash pits." The ashes found iu them are generally mixed
with kitchen refuse or the remains of cached material, such as maize.
In some of them corn, sometimes yet ou the cob, has been fouu'd, and,
in a few, human bones. • •

It is said that the hilltops bordering the Mad river valley "arelit-

erally_ sown*'ith the dead." In these cases "a pit has l)een dug and
the remains interred below the surface," but the surface indications

are obliterated. "The bodies occur singly, or in graves grouped
together, or crowded promiscuously into large ti-euches, and are in

^almost every position, prostrate and' sitting." Sometimes the parts of

the skeletons are separated, haying been thrown in without order or

arrangement.
An insttince was observed in Butler county, Ohio, in which a num-

bcsr of bodies buried in a natural mound had been ijlaced in a circle

with the heads toward the center, a mode of burial noticed in middle
Tennessee.

Shell and refuse heaps are rare. One, however, of considerable size,

has been discovered on Blcnnerliasset island, containing shells and
refu.se materials. A small refuse-heap was found beneath a mound in

West Virginia.

Some remarkable inscriptions or sculptured ligiires occur on rocks

in the vicinity of Barnesville, Belmont county, Ohio. These consist of

footprints, serpent lignres, face outlines, and various other forms.

Other inscrii)tions have been found iu Cuyahoga county, near Newark,
in Licking county, and el.sewliere.

Burial caves are of rare occurrence.in this district, two or three only
having been discovered.

•The most extensive. series ojf ancient flint quarries in the United
. States is found in the central part of Ohio, along what is known as
"Flint ridge," extending across the southern part of Licking and west-

ern part of Muskingum counties. "Its most western point is on the
road leading from Newark to Zanesville, about 8 miles from the former
place and half a mile from the eastern line of Franklin township. From
here it extentls eastward across Hopewell township aiul about 2 miles

into Muskingum county, making its entire length very nearly 8 miles,

counting by section lines, and fully 10 miles following the turns of the
road. At about 2 miles from its western end, north of the village of
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Brownsville, it reaches its greatest breadtli, 2i miles.'" Pits are found
in great numbers over this area. At one point 10 or .12 acres have
been dug over, at another 6, at another 2, and so on. In some i)laces

the pits extend in continuous lines for half a mile or mon;. Ancient
"\7ork-slioi)s" are abundant here. Of these Mr. Smith distinguishes

two classes or varieties, the "blocking-out shop.s " ahd the "finishing

shops." "At the first kind, which are always near the pits, it seems the
flint blocks were brought to a size and sh'ape convenient for dressing
into such imi)lements as were desired. In them are always found the
largest hammers", though snuiller ones are sometimes picked up as well.
* * * These finishing shops are characterized by the smaller frag-

ments, thin tiakes, and broken or unfinished implements, very seldom
found in the blocking-out shops. The hammers found in them are
gener.ally of small size." ^

The peculiar features of the district are to be found in the form, size,

and regularity of the lowland inclosures, the size and character' of the
bill forts, the so-called "altars" in the typical mounds, some certain
forms of vaults, the presence in large numbers of I'nonitor pipes, and
certain ornamental lines and figures of pottery. Yet these features
apply more particularly to the central and southeru portions of Ohio
than to the whole district. Nevertheless they are so intimately related

to what Seem to be but niodifications-of these types in easterfl Indiana
and West Virgliua that there can be but little doubt that they ai'e

attributable to the same people. There are, however, clear indications

of the presence of three or four different tribes of mound builders or.
diii'erent waves of population in this district. •

THE APPALACHIAK DISTRICT.

This district includes east Tennessee, or that part of the state east of
the Cumberland moiintains; the western part of Ndi'th Carolina; the
extreme southwestern part of Virginia and a strip along the noithern
jiart of Georgia. The portion of (ileorgia mentioned is also included in

the. " Tennessee district," and perhaps should also lie included in tJie

Gulf district, as there appears to be an intermingling here- of the tyites

of the three districts.

The ancient works of this district present some marked jteculiarities

in the construction of the mounds, the modes of. burial, and the fijrm^

of the pipes.' As these peculiarities have been brought to light through
the explorations carried on by the ^gureau of Ethnology, the descrip-

tions of the mounds will be found in the precedilig part of this volume'
and hence need only be referred to here. They are also i>artly described
and contents noted in the paper l)y the present writer entitled " IJurial

Jlounds of the Northern Section," in the Fifth Annual Report of the
Bureau of Ethnology, and in a work entitled "The Cherbke<'s in ]>re-

Columbian Times."

I C. M. Smith. Siuithson. Rep., 1884, p. 853. • ^ Ibid., pp. 864-86.').
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BUniAL MOVNDS.

As the most characteristic archeologic features of the district are

found in the form of the burial mounds, their contents and the modes
of burial, reference is made to the mounds of this class first.

They are of several difi'ei'ent types, but apparently the work of one

. people. • • • '

A tyi)e confined chiefly to Caldwell county, North Carolina, presents

some peculiar and interesting- features. ' In this a pit, usually circular,

but in one case triangular, is dug in the original sojl 30 to 40 feet in

diameter and to the depth of 2 to 3 feet. On the level bottom of this

pit the bodies (or skeletons) are placed, generally separately, some sit-

ting and' covered over by little beehive-shaped vaults of cobble stone,

others without any such covering. Some of these skeletons are in a

sitting posture, others IJing horizontally on the back or side. OA^er the

whole, dirt is thrown to fill up the pit and raise a slight mound. In

'some cases a number of skeletons are found together in one part of

the i>it. Buried with these skeletons are numerous stone pipes, polished

celts, engraved shells, copper beads, and small, rude discoidal stones.

Another feature worthy of notice is the presence, in some of these

mounds, of altar-shaped piles of stones.

In one instance in east Tennessee; instead of a pit there was a circu-

lar stone wall some 2 or 3 feet high, the little vaults being iu this and

the mound built over all.

Some of the burial mounds along the -Little Tennessee river are of

comparatively large size, each usually marking the' site of an ancient

village. In most of these was found a series of basin-shapetl fire-beds

placed oue above another. Scattered through the mound, excejit in

the lower stratum of from 2 to feet, were numerous skeletons placed

horizontally in varioiis directions. In some cases as many as ninety

skeletons have been found iu one nlound.

Of other types we may mention ^the following as occasionally occur-

ring: Comparatively small mounds in which the skeletons are lying on

.OS near the original surface, side by side, with heads in one directiou, or

in two series, the heads of the two series in. different directions. In

some cases a mound contains a rude stone vault built up to the height

of 1 or 2 feet in a square' or circular form in which are the remains

of Cne or more individuals. A most singular type has been ot)served

in western North Carolina, though it can not be stated positively that

it was erected for burial purposes. One of these, which will illustrate

the type, was^ a mouud about 45 feet in diameter and feet high. In

the center of this, resting on the original sui'face of the ground, was a

conical mass of charcoal and ashes, 10 feet in diameter at the base and

5 feet high. The oiiter portion of thismass consisted of charcoal, evi-

dently the remain's of pine poles, whicli Iwid been placed in several

layers sloping toward the apex; the inner portion consisted of asjies

and coals mixed w'ith earth, in which were found some burnt human
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bones, aiui a few iicconipauyiiig iirticles, among: which were, two .stones

Vitli holes drilled tlmsugh them. Fragments of l)ones and some relies

were at the base, in the center.

Another type, which is •found also in other districts, is the simple
burial mound heaped over bodies laid upon the original surface. ' In
.this section they are geaerally stratified; the bodies, however, in these
mounds are often placed with e\ident reference to relative i)osition,

contrasting iu this respect with burials in thfe. large mounds, where
skeletons are found with heads iu various directions.

An important tact regarding the large mounds of tliis region, most
of which appear, to have been used for burial purjioses, thoTigh some
but incidentally and not as the primary object of their constiuction, is

the frequent occurrence of the remains of upright posts. These are
so placed as to leave no doubt tliat they farmed parts of buildiugs
erected on the mounds. In some cases they are in sufflcient numbers
to indicate the form of the structure, which is generally circular, though
occasionally rectangular.

STON^': <;l!AVICS.

stone graves of the regular box shai)e are found in the valley of the
Little Tennessee and in themountains through which it passes, as well
as iu certain portions of northeastern Georgia. The last mentioued,
however, are embraced in the Tennessee district, that and the present
district overlajtping at this iK)int. Tlie^raves of this type in the valley
of the Little Tennessee rivel-.are probably due, as will be shown here-
after, to an intrusive elemeutwhich teiojiorarily obtained a foothold in

this part of the district. A single stone-grave mound has been discov-
ered in the district; this was al.so iu the valley of the Little Tennessee.
One of the cists in this tumulus, the only one described, presented the
iipusual feature of a roof-shaiied covering.

The most characteristic articles fnuud in the mounds of this.distript

are shell masks; engraved shells, usually bearing the- conventional
serpent symbol; conical copper ear pendants ; cylindrical copper beads

;

stone pipes, usually with stems; polished celts; discoidal stones and
shell beads. A faw articles IndicatiHg contact with European civiliza-

tion, such as friaginents of iron implements, hawk- bells, and glass
beads, have also been discovered in mounds of this section.

THE CENTRAL OR TENNESSEE DISTRICT.

.This district, which is iA'egular in form, is governed iu its limits, ex-

cept perhaps at its eastern extremity, by no geographical or topograph-
ical features ; commencing on thewest at or near the Mississippi between
the mouths of the Missouri and the Ohio, it extends southeast to the head-
waters of the Savannah. It includes that part of Illinois south of the
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mautb of the Illinois river; all of Kentucky except the extreme north-

eastern portion; all of middle and most of west Tennessee and a strip

across the northern part of Georgia; and probably that portion of nortli-

•ern Alabama lying north of the Tennessee river.

There is strong evidence of an intrusive element, ©r, as appears

more likely, a i)receding and independent element, in the northern por-

tion of Kentucky and the extreme southern portion of Ohio, which area

should perhaps constitute a separate district, were it not for the over-

lapping and intermingling of types characteristic of the adjoining por-

tions of the ueighboring districts.

The cfiaracteristics whi'ch distinguish the antiquities of this district

as a whole from those of most of the southern districts aswell as from

those of the more northern areas are the following: The general dis-

tribution and large number of stone graves herein designated the ."box-

shaped" type, showing that this was the usual mode of burial practiced

by tlie aborigines of this area, and the occurrence of certain types of

copper articles and engraved shells. These may be considered as the

peculiar features. The other characteristics, which also prevail to a

greater or less extent in one or more adjoining districts are the forms,

character, and comparative abundance of pottery, the long-necked wa-

ter jar being a typical variety—southeastern Missouri and eastern Ark-
ansas being the only rivals in this respect; the occurrence of hut rings

found in e(£ual abundance only in southeastern Missouri; the engraved
shells and shell masks of certain varieties, which seem to be confined

chiefly to this and the Appalachian distficts, and the scarcity of carved

stone pipes, which is true also as to some southern sections. As serv-

ing further to mark the district it may be added that here we find a
much larger p'roportion of pyramidal mounds than in eitherof the other

northern districts, though not so many as in Arkansiis; also numerous
iuclosures. Stone walls, stone inclosurcs, and burial caves are perhaps
more frequent here than in .any other area except West Virginia.

The boundary of the district can not be well defined geographically,

as there is in some parts such an intermingling of forms and types,

and in others such gradual changes from one variety to another, as to

leave the investigator in doubt wh&ther to include certain areas of con-

siderable extent. Especiallj' is this true in regard to the western exten-

•sion. Therefore I have been goVerned in my decision chiefly by the
limits of the stone-grave area and the occurrence of certain varieties of

monuments which appear usually to accompany them and certain classes

of articles found in them.

IXCLOSURKS.

Iuclosures or embankments of earth abound in the central counties

of Tennessee, ancl while not confined exclusively to this poi-tion of the

state, are of more frequent occurrence here than elsewhere in the lim-

its of the region 'denominated " The Central or Tennessee district."
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Located on a laap, tliey form a series exteuding iu a northeast and
southwest direction through the central portions of Kentucky and
Tennessee. They occur most frequently, however, along the Big Har-

peth river and its branches, but are scattered in an irregular line

through the eastern and southern counties surrounding Davidson and
Williamson, with a few outlying posts to the northwest and southwest,

reaching in the former direction as far as Union county iu Illinois and
in the latter to the soutliern border of Tennessee. Thougli aboriginal

remains, as mounds, stone graves, hut rings, cemeteries, etc., are prob-

ably more abundant in Davidson county in and around Nasliville than
in any other section of the district, there is a noticeable absence of any-

thing like fortifications in that immediate vicinity. Dr. Joseph Jones
mentions traces of an ancient earthwork in connection with stone graves
and hut rings on a hill 9 miles to the north of Nashville, and remains

of a similar character about the same distance to the south of that city,

near Brentwood, in Williamson couiity.

The works of this kind bear a general resemblance to each other,

though there are some minor points of difference and a few strongly

marlced exceptions to the usual type. The inclosures are generally

more or less circular or seuucircular in form, and situated on a bluff or

steep bank of a stream or river. In many instances this bluff, where
very steep, forms the protection for one side of the inclosure, the ends
of the wall terminating on the edge of the bluff. They are almost

invariably accompanied by stone graves, hut rings, and ditches, the

latter generally inside, following the line of the inclosing wall. The
mounds are mostly of the conical type, but each inclosure contains one

and sometimes two that are decidedly larger than the others, and usu-

ally pyramidal and flat-topped, though not generally symmetrical in

form, most of them being oblong. Occasionally a round one is found,

but as a general rule they are truncated. The smaller mounds and
hut rings are scattered irregularly over the inclosed area, and not

infrequently are found outside the wall. The works near Saudersville,

iu Sumner county, those near Lebanon in Wilson county, the De Graf
fenried works near Franklin, in Williamson county, and others on the

Big and West Harpeth rivers, are good types of this class of works. In

Jackson county near Floyd's lick, and in Henry county in the vicinity

of Paris, similar inclosures have beeii discovered. There are a few
instances, as in the iiorther]i districts, where the embankment is merely
a straight or slightly curving wail thrown across a spur or ridge of laud

at the junction of two streams wliere the banks are of sufiicient height

to prevent surprise from that quarter, and the wall is thrown across to

guard the iaudward or more easily accessible side. A work of this

kind was found about 12 miles below Carthage, on the Cumberland
river, in Smith county. The wall was accompanied by an interior ditch,

and liad an entrance way, opposite which, and about feet from it, on
the inside, were the remains of a wall so placed as to form a rear guard.

12 ETii 37
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A similar work is reported iu Hickman couuty at the intersection of

Duck and Piney rivers, near Centerville, and another in La Rue county,

Kentucky. An embankment of earth and stone iu the fork of Duck
river, in Cofi'ee county, near Manchester, though much more elaboi'ate,

really belongs to the latter class, the wall having been thrown from
bluff to bluff across one end of a narrow strip of land between the east

and west branches of Duck river. Across the other end is a similar

wall; beginning where the bluffs terminate on each side of the strip of

land, and diverging from the streams, it forms an angle about midway
between the two. This work also has a guarded entrance, a short

wall extending inward on each side of the main entrance forming a

parallelogram. The right wall, extending a little beyond the other,

bends at a right angle across the end of the sjiace thus inclosed,

leaving room for an inside gateway between it and the end of the left

wall. Two stone mounds, some 3 feet higher than the general wall,

guard the main entrance from the outside. This work is an exception

to the general rule, as no mounds, graves, hut riugs, or other remains
of archeologic interest are found in or about it, except a single large

mound, elliptical iu form, and built of earth and loose stones, which
stands about half a mile from the main entrance.

It is not unusual to tind along these walls slight elevations or pro-

jections, sui)posed by some to have been the foundations for towers or

some such works for observation or defense. The inclosure near San-

dersville, in Sumner county, before mentioned, furnishes an example
of this kind; also that in Wilson county, near Lebanon, which is a cir-

cular earthwork having an interior ditch. Slight elevations occur at

regular intervals along the inside of this wall. They are somewhat
higher than the embankment and slope to the bottom of the ditch.

This slope is divided into two parts by a level bench nearly.} feet wide.

Another inclosure in Williamson county, on the West Harpeth river,

is of this type, the irregularly circular embankment being wider at

intervals as if some tower or defensive structure had occupied each of

these points.

The most remarkable examples of this class of works, however, are

found in Hardin county, in the neighborhood of Savannah. On the

east side of the Tennessee river, on the high grounds adjoining the town,

are extensive earthworks inclosing a group of mounds. The embank-
ment is five-sided, the ends terminating ou the high bluff of the river.

At intervals of 80 yards along this wall are the remains of bastions

which extend about 20 yards to the front along the main line and
30 yards at the main angles. About 55 yards in advance of this line,

and parallel to it, is a similar but less elevated embankment, now
partly obliterated, but still traceable. The bastions of this latter line

project 40 feet in front and alternate with those of the main line.

Three miles below Savannah, in the same county, a similar system of
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earthworks is found at tlie foot of a bluff wliich rises 50 feet above the

bottom hinds of the Tennessee river. There is in this instance, how-
ever, only a single line of wall with the bastions iH'ojecting' to the front.

In the construction of the walls these works bear a remarkable resem-

blance to those of "Aztalan" in Jefferson county,Wisconsin. The work
in Vanderbnrg county, Indiana, in the group known as "the Angel
mounds," heretofore described, evidently belongs to this type and was
probably built by the same people.

"Coveredways," orpassages, protected l)y embankments leading down
to an adjacent stream or siting, are found in some of the inclosures of

Tennessee, and open gateways through the walls, as well as raised

passageways over them, afford the common means of entrance.

A few inclosures in Kentucky may be noticed as being within the

limits of this district. In Fayette county, on a slight hill nea- Xortli

Elkhorn creek, is a circular inclosure, consisting of a ditch from which
the earth was thrown up to form an embankment. Near this is another

work of similar construction, but diflering slightly from the usual type.

The circular platform defined by the ditch is on a level with the top of
the outside wall, and seems to liave been raised above the natural surfVice

of the ridge. A raised pathway on a level with the platform interrupts

the ditch on the northwest side. In a hollow between the two last-

mentioned works is a shallow ditch inclosing an area of about 82 feet

in diameter. An inclosure in the form of an irregular polygon,

resembling closely those in western New York, is mentioned in Collins's

History of Kentucky as existing in this county. In Montgomery
county, in what is denominated the "Old Fort Woods," there are three
circular inclosures, each having the inner space excavated.

Pyramidal mounds, with which are classed all rectangular and trun-

cated tumuli, are to be found in most of the inclosures, the usual ar-

rangement being as follows: A large truncated mound around which is

a space clear of other remains, while scattered through other portions

of the inclosed area are smaller conical mounds, stone graves, hut
rings, and sometimes pits or excavations. Tliere are occasionally two
or three mounds of a larger size in each group or system of earthworks,
but there is, as before stated, almost always one that exceeds all the
others in its dimensions, and that often contains beds of ashes and
hearths of hard-burned earth, indicating that it had been used as a
residence site rather than as a burial mound. Isolated groups of
mounds, or groups not connected with embankments or any system of
works, are of frequent occurrence. A group of this kind, containing
between 10 and 50 mounds, is noticed near the mouth of Lost creek,

opposite Wabash island, in Union county, Kentucky. Three such
groups occur near Uniontowu, in the same county. Some of the latter

were burial mounds ; others were without human remains, but contained
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other relics. About -' miles from the ferry hiudiiig, opposite feaawnee-

town, is a remarkable group of mouuds, eonsistiug of three subgroups,

each of which has its jirincipal mound superior iu size to others of its

group.

The large truncated mound, though a leadiug feature of almost every

group of mouuds or system of earthworks, is not always of the regu-

larly square or even of the rectangular form, being sometimes pear-

shaped and sometimes oval. These are most numerous in the middle

and southwestern portions of Tennessee, though those at Mount Ster-

ling, Kentucky; one in Yanderburg county, Indiana; the great Cahokia

mound, iu Madison county, Illinois; the Linn mound, in Union county,

of the same state, and the celebrated Etowah mound, in Bartow county,

Georgia, all included in this district, show a distribution of this type

over a considerable area. The true pyramidal mound is found most
frequently in Davidson,Williamson, and some adjacent counties.

There are a few cases where roadways have been found leading to

the top of some of these large mounds. A mound connected with the

l^eculiar embankment a few miles from Savannah, in Hardin county,

Tennessee, had three arms running out from it, apparently ijathways,

affording means of easy ascent to the top. A mound in Montgomery
county, Kentucky, has an inclined way leadiug to the top; the roadway
to ttie Etowali mound is iieculiar iu winding up the side instead of

approaching at riuht angles.

Stone-grave mounds are found iu connection with most of the ancient

works in the valleys of the Cumberland and Tennessee rivers and along

many of their tributaries, also in some of the southern counties of

Illinois and in northwestern Kentucky. One or two have been found

in northern Georgia and also in southern Indiana.

There seems to be no particular rule observed in depositing the dead
in these mounds. Sometimes the graves are placed irregularly through
the mound, no systematic arrangement being observed; sometimes they

are found in tiers, one above another. A group of five mounds iu

Davidson county, Tennessee, about 4^ miles southwest from ISTashville,

presents this latter arrangement. The mounds contained the bodies

of from 600 to 800 people arranged iu regular layers or tiers. Frag-
ments of pottery, stone implements, and other articles were found on
the covering stones and beside the graves. On the original soil be-

neath the graves were several beds of ashes. One mound of this group,
conical in form, had apparently been built up by the accumulation of

stone graves, placed in live tiers, the one above having fewer iu number
than the one beneath it. No regularity was observed in placing the
bodies. One bjdy was buried here without the stone cist.

A stone grave mound about 10 miles from Nashville near Brentwood
presents a good example of this arrangement, being one of the most
l)erfect in its construction. The stone graves, especially toward the
ce. iter of the mound, were placed one upon another, forming in the
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ceutral and highi'st part of the moiiud three or four rauges. The oUl-

est and lowest graves were of the small square variety similar to the

well known type found near Sparta, thought at first to be pigmy graves,

and like them containing detached bones or bundled skeletons, while
those on or near the summit were of the natural length and width of

the inclosed skeleton. The lids of the upper stone cists were so placed
as to form a uniformly rounded sloping rock surface. In one of the
graves of this mound was an inner compartment containing the bones
of a child.

A uiound inside the inclosure near Lebanon, in Wilson couuty, Ten-
nessee, presented a different mode of construction, the graves being-

arranged about the oiiter portion of the mound in' the form of a hollow

square in two or three irregular rows and in three tiers. In this mound,
as in the one near Nashville before mentioned, one body was found
buried witlumt a cofliu. Pottery, I'elics of copper and stone, and pieces

of mica^were found in these graves.

Another method of .arranging the stone cottins was by placing them
with the heads to the center, the feet extending toward the circumfer-

ence of the mound like the radii of a circle. Stone graves disposed in

this manner have been found in a mound in Davidson county, Tennes-
see, on the bank of the Cumberland river, opposite Nashville. It^tlie

center of the mound, the point from which the sarcophagi radiated,

was a large vase or basin-shaped vessel compo.sed of clay and pulver-

ized river shells. It still retained the impression of the basket or cloth

in which it was molded. The rim was a true circle and was covered
an inch thick with ashes from some incinerated matter. There were
two rows of stone coflins ranged around this central basin, the circle

of graves being constructed with great care and all the bodies orna-

mented with beads of bone and shell.

\ mound iu Williamson county, Teunessee, on the West Hai-peth
river, and another in Sumner county presented the same arrangement
of stone graves like the spokes of a wheel.

A number of mounds discovered in TJuiou couuty, Kentucky, show
a renuxrkable blending of different modes of sei)ulture which is worthy
of notice. For instance, in one mound of the Lost creek group, oppo-
site Wabash island, some of the earlier burials were without stone cof-

fins and unaccompanied by relics of any kind, while others were cov-

ered by stone slabs set up " roof shaped " over the bodies. In the later

burials the bodies wera arranged in the form of a wheel, with the heads
to the center and accompanied by clay vases or pots. With one body
were found two copper bells. In this mound, at a depth of 6 feet from
the summit, was a circular pavement of limestone, and a foot above
this a layer of clay. Bones were found in all parts of the mound.
Another mound in the same (county contained a number of stone

graves and two layers of bodies without the stone coffins, but having
pots buried with them. Tiic stone grave burials appeared to be more
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recent tbau others and the latter were mncli disturbed by them.
Where not disturbed tliese earlier burials presented the wheel-like ar-

rangements before noticed. Two stone pijies and a few burial urns
with seveu ears were found in the disturbed portion of this mound.

In the Lindsay mound, near Ralei,!>h in the same county, the bodies

were arranged in a circle <ni their backs with heads to the center, faces

turned to the left side, and feet toward the margin of the mouud.
The circle was extended toward the circumference by an additional

row of bodies. On the west side the bodies were live layers deep.

The regularity in placing the bodies was somewhat broken toward the

margin on the east side. In the earlier burials, or those at the bottom
of the mound, the bodies wei-e laid on the surface of the ground, which
had been scraped clear of vegetable matter. No relics were deposited

with these. With the later burials were found burial urns or pots.

In this mound were two or three deep pits or excavations filled with

mixed or discolored earth, at the bottom of which were human remains.

One of these, in which only a few animal bones were found, was shaped
like au inverted cone. Some of these pits reached into the original

surface. Thus there were three different modes of burial in this mound

:

Those where the bodies were laid on the surface without the accom-

paniment of vases or other works of art, and covered with yellow

sandy loam; those of a later date, with which burial ur-is had been de-

posited, three or four tiers of which were covered with clay; and those

of the deep pits or excavations. Another mound in the vicinity of

Raleigh, explored many years ago, displayed an unusually systeuuitic

arrangement in its internal construction. In all cases, without excep-

tiou, the bodies were laid on the left side with heads tiu-ned to a com-
mon center. At the head of each was an earthen vessel, and these

were graded in size according to the age or size of the individual. The
bodies were laid on the original surface of the ground, and on the fore

heads of some was placed a single valve of a Unio shell. The heads of

some of them were artificially compressed. This mouud contained uo
stone cists, though there were many in the neighborhood, of the short,

square variety, lined with black bituminous shale and containing

folded or bundled skeletons.

In some of the tumuli classed as ''stone-grave mounds" the graves

are not of the regular box-shaped type, being sometimes, as in the one
in Union county, Kentucky, " tent" or " roof shaped," that is, the stones

are set up on their edges ou each side of the body and slanted so as to

meet above it, thus forming a triangular covering.

Another variety was found in a mouud in Allen county, Kentucky,
which consisted of a vault 10 feet deep and 8 feet in diameter, i-ound,

and walled up with stones like a well. The bottom was made of stones

laid edgewise and keyed in with smaller stones. At every 2 feet in

this well was a layer of large flat loeks, and between these layers were
human remains. Stone graves of the roof-shaped variety were found
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in the \iciiiity, varying in length from 24 to S feet. Occasionally a
mound is found the internal construction of which differs so materially

from the usual type as to he worthj' of notice. One of these anomalies
is a small, double mound within the inclosure at Savannah, Hardin
county, Tennessee. This contained three furnaces or trenches, with
rude arches thrown over them of irregular masses of hardened clay.

From these a number of small flues 8 or 10 inches in diameter went uj),

some of them directly toward the surface of the mound, others twisting
and winding about through it in all directions. Large logs completely
charred, in both upright and horizontal positions, the ends burned off

by iire, human bones, and ashes were found in it.

Another type is the stratified mound built up of layers of different

materials, as sand, clay, ashes, stones, etc. Examples of this kind are
found in several localities in the central portions of Tennessee and
occasionally in Kentucky. One in Union county, Kentucky, was con-

structed in a peculiar manner, having a hard central core of sand, over
which the mound was built by depositing loads of earth of about half

a bushel each; these were distinctly marked in sections in the mottled
layers. A few stone cairns or rock piles are noticed throughout this

region, some of them covering ashes and charred bones.

Sometimes the remains of wooden posts are found in the mounds in

such a position as to indicate that they upheld or formed part of a
building or structure of some kind, as those in one mound of the Leba-
non group, and remains of wooden vaults have also been discovered,

though they are rare. A mound already mentioned in Union county,

Kentucky, near Ealeigh, appeared to contain a vault or chamber of some
kind, from the presence of the remains of charred logs, both in an
upright and a horizontal position. A wooden structure was found in

the earth in the vicinity of an aboriginal cemetery in Williamson
county, Tennessee. It M^as traced about 10 feet in length and 5 in

width, but no graves were found in or under it.

liUHIAL CAVKS.

Cave burials occur in this district in the following counties: In
Grayson, Hart, Edmonson, Barren, Warren, and Fayette counties,

Kentucky ; Smith, White, Warren, Giles, Marion, and Fentress counties,

Tennessee, and Bartow county, Georgia. These localities lie mostly in

a belt extending in a north and south direction through the center of
the district.

In most of these caves, both in Kentucky and Tennessee, the bodies
appear to have been laid on the floor of the cave, sometimes in beds of
ashes, sometimes on a pavement of flat stones. Tliere are, however,
some instances in which the bodies have been found incased in stone
slabs, and afterwards imbedded in clay or ashes. In Smith and War-
ren counties, Tennessee, and in Warren and Fayette counties, Ken-
tucky, the flesh of the bodies was preserved and the hair was yellow
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and of fine texture. In some cases the bodies were enveloped in sev-

eral thicknesses of coarse cloth with an outer wrapping of deer skiu.

Some of the bodies were wrapped in a kind of cloth made of bark tiber,

into which feathers were woven in such a manner as to form a smooth
surface. In two cases the bodies, placed in a sitting or squatting pos-

ture, were incased in baskets. In one of the caves in Smith county the
body of a female is said to have been found, having about the waist a
silver girdle, with marks resembling letters.

A cave was discovered iu Giles county wliich had several rooms and
was entered by a concealed passage. A Hat stone partly closed the
entrance and other stones were rolled in to till up the mouth. In
Bartow county, Georgia, a human skeleton was found in a cave in a
limestone blutt' walled in, in a similar manner.

In some localities, as in Fentress, Grayson, and Marion counties,

caves have beeu discovered which, in the great quantities of ashes, the

numerous fragments of pottery, animal bones, implements, and orna-

ments of various kinds, bear evidence of having beeu used as dwell-

ing places.

These cave burials are iound along the rivers and streams in the

vicinity of fertile valleys and cool springs.

STONE GRAVKS.

The stone grave cemeteries are found on the hill slopes and in the

valleys, along the rivers, and scattered over the richest and most fertile

lands of Tennessee and Kentucky. They occur in connection with

nearly every system of earthworks, but are not confined to them, as

large cemeteries exist where there are no mounds or emb.ankments in

the vicinity. When connected with fortifications they are usually

within the embankments, though sometimes a few are scattered out-

side. The rectangular, box shajied stone cist is the prevailing type,

both in the cemeteries and in the stone grave mounds. These often

vary in size from the small square grave 2 feet in length and the same
in width to 7 feet in length and 3 in width. There are, however, a few
variations from this type which inerit description. The roof-shaped

grave has already been alluded to. These are made by setting large

pieces or slabs of rock on edge and slanting them toward each other

until they meet above the body, forming a covering like the roof of a

house. Graves of this type are found in widely separated localities

both in Kentucky and Tennessee and are met with iu mounds as well

as in cemeteries. They are not always of a uniform size, but vary iu

length from 2i to 8 feet.

On a bluff near Newport in Campbell county, Keutucky, were two
graves which were formed by placing a curbing of regular fragments
of stone of considerable size so as to form a circle of 10 ieet in diame-

ter, from which flat stones were inclined outward shingled one over the

other so as to form a band 6 feet wide. Bones were found beneath the

stones of this band. It has beeu suggested that these graves were
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more recent than the box-sliaped cists, but this is doubtful. Others

somewhat similar luivc been observed in southern Ohio.

Graves of a peculiar eliaracter liave been discovered on the brow of

a hill near Pageville, in Barren county, Kentucky. These were circular

in form, between 4 and 5 feet in diameter and 3 feet deep. Slabs of

limestone about 3 feet long and from 1 to '2 feet wide, brought from some
distance, had been i)laced on end around this pit and the bottom cov-

ered with thin shale brought from the creek a quarter of a mile away.
Bodies of adults were placed in a sitting posture against the upright

slabs. Earth had been thrown over all and a few flat stones jdaced on
the top. A few bones of children were also found, but their position

could not be determined. The bodies were evidently all placed in this

grave at the same time. There were about thirty graves of this kind
at this point.

Besides these variations there are a few minor ditteiences, such as

graves lined with large pieces of broken i^ottery neatly iitted together;

a pottery burial case made in two sections, or a case with a cover;

rectangular cists large enough to contain several bodies, etc.

HtIT RINGS.

Hut rings are frequent adjuncts of mound groujis, and are often

found inside the inclosures and also scattered about outside the earthen

walls. Floors of hard-burned earth are sometimes found in the center

of these rings, underneath which are human bones and sometimes
stone graves.

RELICS.

Of the relics found in the numnds and graves of this district, the

most characteristic is the pottery, which is found in greater abundance
here than in any other section of the United States, exce^it southeastern

Missouri and Arkansas. Like that of the last-mentioned two areas,

which it resembles very closely, the chief types are the narrow-necked
water bottles and the image pottery. Another distinguishing feature

is found in the engraved shells, some of which are peculiar to this dis-

trict, while other types are found elsewhere only in the Appalachian
section. Engraved or stamped copper plates of a peculiar type have
also been found in limited niimbers. These are important, not only
because of the figures they bear, but also because they appear to be
limited exclusively to the stone grave area.

Other articles not confined exclusively to the district, but occurring

more frequently here than elsewhere, arc the copper spool siipposed to

have been worn in the ear, and wooden ornaments probably used as

ear pendants, covered with thin plates of copper. The latter, however,
are comparatively rare, having been found only in southern Illinois

and in the vicinity of Nashville. A few stone idols have also been
found in this district, and, what is strange, they have been discovered

at the extreme eastern and westein ends of it—in northern Georgia
and southern Illinois.
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THE SOUTHERN SECTION.

Tliis .sec^tion is limited, as at present arranged, to the Arkansas and
Gulf distriets, though it is probable that future investigations will

show that it should be further subdivided.

THE ARKANSAS DIS'I'RICT.

This district includes the southeastern counties of Missouri, the state

of Arkansas, and the northern i)art of Louisiana. The ancient works,

however, are confined chietiy to the eastern portion of the area included

in these bounds. Although embraced in the district, a large portion

of the groups of works and types of pottery of southeastern Missouri

resemble those of southern Illinois and the Cumberland valley so closely

as to leave no definite marks of distinction between the two classes.

This strong resemblance between the works of these sections, which
has been repeatedly noticed, possibly indicates the presence for a time

in this region of some of the same people who occupied the Tennessee
district, though the important characteristic of the latter—the box-

shaped stone grave—is wanting here.

The chief distinction between the archeology of southeastern Missouri

and the rest of the district is found in the numerous groups of hut
rings marking village sites, often surrounded by earthen walls, usually

forming quadrangular inclosures.

The distinguishing features of the district as a whole, especially

when compared with the archeology of the northern areas, are the large,

oblong, terraced, pyramidal mounds, and the low, flatfish, domiciliary

mounds or lumse sites, which seem to take the place in Arkansas of

the hut-rings in southeastern Missouri. Other characteristics are the

occasional remains or marks of rectangular dwellings, the forms and
ornamentation of the pottery, and the forms of the few pipes which
have been discovered.

A brief notice of the leading types, based almost exclusively on the

results of the explorations carried on by the Bureau of Ethnology, the

details of which have been given in the preceding part of this volume,
is presented here that the reader mayjudge of the propriety of consid-

ering this a separate district.

The remains of this type consist of low, tlattish mounds, from 1 to 5

feet high and from 15 to 100 feet in diameter. In opening them the
strata are usually found to occur in the following order: First, a top

layer of surface soil trom 1 to 2 feet thick; next, a layer of burned clay,

varying from 4 to 12 inches (though usually from 4 to 8 inches thick),

and broken into lumps, seldom in a uniform unbroken layer; immediately
below this is a layer of ashes and charcoal, in which are usually found
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fragments of pottery and occasionally whole vessels, stone chips, broken
i){)ues of animals, and other refuse material; immediately below this

is sometimes a layer of hardened muck or dark clay; at this depth
there is often found, in the eastern pai-t of the state, a skeleton, or
sometimes two.

The burnt clay often contains impressions of grass or small twigs,

and sometimes is ornamented on one side by being stamped apparently
with an implement made of split reeds of large size. Hard-burned
fragments of this clay have given origin to the statement often made
that brick is found in southern mounds.
That this clay is plaster from the houses of the mound-builders is

shown by the fact that remains of the upright posts and of the cane
lathing forming the walls of the building have been found, and from
other facts mentioned hereafter.

These remains of the houses of the mound-builders of Arkansas are
not confined to the small mounds of the type mentioned, as they fre-

quently occur in tlie larger mounds, both of the pyramidal and conical

form. Sometimes the i-epeated building, burning, and covering on the
same spot results in forming a mound of considerable size, as, for

example, the one in Butler county, southeast Missouri, explored by Col.

Norris and heretofore described in this volume. So far as the explora-

tions which have been made indicate, these small, domiciliary mounds
appear to be CDuflned chiefly to the low alluvial sections of Arkansas,
and seem to have resulted from the following customs: First, that of
forming an eartheru platform a foot or two in height on which was
placed a dwelling, and, second, that of burying the dead in the floor,

then burning the house over them and covering the ruins with earth.

Examples illustrating these statements will l)e found in the first part

of this report.

Kemains of ancient hoiises, apparently of the mound-building age,
and connected with or pertaining to mound groups, but not in mounds,
were discovered in a few localities. These were some 2 or .3 feet

beneath the surface of the ground with the usual mass of burned clay

plastering, remains of the posts of the walls, etc. In the two or three

cases observed, the buildings consisted of two or three rooms, each
about 10 or li' feet square.

The ordinary conical burial mounds of Arkansas and also of Mis-

sissippi present marked differences from those of southern Missouri.

These are fully illustrated by the examples given in the reports of the
Bureau assistants. The chief variations were found in the condition

ofthe skeletons ; in some groups nearly or quite all were closely folded up,

though seldom in a sitting posture; in other localities they were found
chiefly lying at full length. In a few instances promiscuous masses,
like those of the northern section heretofore described, were found, but
these appear to be comparatively rare in the south. In some cases,

especially in the graves, remains ot the bark wrapping (apparently
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elm) were observed. Stone graves seem to be entirely viuknowu in this

section.

The eastern portion of Arkansas is noted for the nniuber and size of

its pj^ramidal luonuds, many of which are terraced and very regnlar in

form, as maybe seen by reference to tlie tignres in this volume, part 1.

Others, precisely of the same form, are fonnd in all of the Gulf states,

but not so numerous as here, unless possibly in the central x)art of

Alabama, a region that has been but partially explored. The oblong

is the prevailing form, the square pyramid being comparatively rare.

In addition to the oblong and square truncated pyramids, there are

fonnd here and there truncated mounds of several difterent forms. For
example, the " Eogers mound," Phillips county, Arkansas, figured in

the first part of this volume, which is oval in outline, the longer diam-

eter at the base 247 feet, the shorter nearly 200 feet, height 20 feet. On
top of this is a small hemispherical mound 50 feet in diameter and 5 feet

high. Excavating the small tumulus, Col. Norris found near the sur-

face a very heavy fire-bed. Other similar beds were found at various

points near the surface of the terrace or main mound.
Another found near Osceola, Mississippi county, same state, is of the

form shown in Fig. 132.' The dimensions of this somewhat unusual,

th(mgh not unique, structure are as follows: "Altitude of the first ter-

ra('e 11 feet, width 129 feet, length 158 feet; altitude of the second ter-

race 3 feet 7 inches, width 60 feet, length 93 feet; altitude of the third

terrace (i feet, width 63 feet, length 78 feet." As the writer makes the

whole length 375 feet, it is probable the measurements given apply to

the upper levels. Excavations brought to light, near the . surface, a

layer of burnt clay, broken, as usual, into fragments, which Mr. Evans
denominates brick. At the depth of 8 feet some hunmn bones were

found in an advanced state of decay, but no skulls were observed.

Messi's. Squier and Davis ^ make the statement that the principal

mound of the gronj) at the junction of the Washita, Tenzas, and Cata-

houhi rivers (now Troyville), Louisiana, has a spiral pathway winding

around it from bottom to top. An examination of it was made by a

Bureau assistant in ISSS, at which time no indication of such a path-

way was visible. It is true much of the top had been removed and the

mound much defaced during the late war, but sufficient remained

to indicate such a pathway if it existed. A description and figure

of these works will be found in the preceding pai't of this volume.

They also state, in a note on the page of their work above referred to,

that "mounds with spiral pathways are frequent at the south and are

occasionally found at the north." Later investigations have failed to

confirm this assertion ; in fact, they prove it to be entirely erroneous, as

not one such has been discovered.

There is no intention of entering at this point into a discussion of

the object and uses of these pyramidal and truncated mounds, yet we

I S. B. Evans, in Chicago Times. April 9, 1881. ' Anc. Mon. p. 117.
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veutuie tlie assertion, which is borne out by history and explorations,

that in the south as a general rule they were the sites of council houses,

residences of the chiefs, and possibly of temples.

INCLOSURES.

Though not numerous in the district, inclosures are by no mean
wanting. They occur, however, in the largest i>roportion in south-

eastern Missouri. The latter, as heretofore remarked, are usually

quadrangular and inclose groups of hut-rings, with an occasional

mound. These, I am inclined to believe, should be considered a dis-

tinct type, due jirobably to one or more tribes different from the

avithors of the Arkansas works. Tlie few inclosures found iu Arkansas
and Louisiana and two or three in southeastern Missouri are usually

irregularly semicircular, abutting on water courses or swamps. As a
general rule they inclose one, rarely two, large and from two or three

to several smaller mounds. It is to be remarked that the large mound
is seldom if ever a regular pyramid. This fact, though seemingly of

slight importance, may prove of value in studying the archeology of

this region, as the same fact is found to be true of some groups in

southern Illinois, southern Indiana, and middle Tennessee. It is

scarcely necessary to state that the walls as well as the mounds are in

all cases built wholly of earth. In or immediately adjoining some of

the inclosures are irregular excavations, a few of which are of consid-

erable size, whether for other purposes than obtaining earth for the
mounds is a question yet undecided.

URADEI) WAYS AND KAMPS.

These occur in connection with a few of the large mounds of Louisi-

ana and southeastern Missouri, but very lew are found in Arkansas.
The best examples of these appendages are seen in a group in Stoddard
county, Missouri, known as the " Rich Woods mounds," figured in the

first part of this volume, and the Moorehouse group of Louisiana, fig-

ured in " Ancient Monuments." The former is, in some respects, one
of the most remarkable groups in tlie entire district. The very large
number of mounds it contains, the fact that three different series of

these are united by ramps, the various forms ijresented (one of which
is unique), and the large area over which the group extends, render it

exceedingly interesting and worthy of more careful study. The only
true crescent-shaped mound observed during the explorations carried

on by the Bureau, is found here.

The pottery, which is found in great abundance, affords one of the
chief archeological features of the district. As has been repeatedly
remarked, the pottery of southeastern Missouri—the necked jar or
water bottle, and vessels ornamented with bird, animal, or human
heads, being prominent types—resembles so closely that found about
Oahokia, Illinois, and in the vicinity of Nashville, Tennessee, as to be
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generally iiidistiuguisbable from it. But as we pass southward into

Arkansas and approach the mouth of the Arkansas river we observe a
change in the quality and color of the ware, it being of a tiner grade and
lighter color; it is also more highly ornamented, with colored or incised

lines and figures. New and peculiar types are also found here; in fact,

the finest collections of ancient potteiy of the mound region have been

made in Arkansas. It is here alone that full-faced globular jars, or

oUas, have been obtained, which may be supposed to be genuine attempts
to portray features. As these and other characteristic specimens are

shown by Mr. Holmes in his various papers, further mention here is

unnecessary.

One thing which appears somewhat remarkable is the very small

number of pipes which have been found in this district. It is true that

some three or four of the finest specimens of stone pipes yet discovered

have been obtained here, but these are large and evidently those used
only on ceremonial occasions. On the other hand, those for individual

use are comparatively rare, usually of clay and rudely made.

THE HULF DISTRICT.

This district, as at present defined, includes the Gulf states east of

the Mississippi (except a narrow strip along the northern boundary of

Alabama and Georgia) and South Carolina. It is probable, however,

that more thorough explorations will lead to the separation both of

South Carolina and peninsular Florida each as a separate archeological

division.

As the archeology of this southern area has been admirably and
somewhat fully written by Mr. C. C. Jones in his work on the Antiqui-

ties of the Southern Indians, it will be unnecessary for us to present

at this point more than a very brief outline of some of the leading

types.

The works of this district are distinguished from those of the north-

ern section chiefly by the large proportion of truncated pyramidal
mounds, the occurrence of extensive ditches and canals, and the large

uumber of shell heaps, the last being confined to the coasts of Florida

and Alabama.
I'YRAMIDAL MOUNDS.

All varieties of this type are represented, though the simple four-

sided structure is the most common, those of other forms being of rare

occui'rence. One or two i>entagonal and hexagonal pyramids have
been noticed, but these are of such rare occurrence that they can not

be considered as types. A few truncated cones, which are included

under this head, have also been observed. Pyramidal mounds with

terraces occur here and there, but are far less frequent than in Arkan-
sas. They also difi'er from the latter in having frequently one or more
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graded ^Yays or ramps. Few inouiuls with these appendages have been
observed in this or in the Arkansas district, the "Eich Woods"
group in southeastern Missouri being exceptional. In one instance

(as is true also of the Rich Woods group) a series, consisting in this

case of live pyramidal mounds, is formed by connecting ramjis or

graded ways. The graded ways leading up to the summit of mounds
usually jiroceed from a point opposite a side, directly toward the center

of the mound or middle of the side, the only instance knowu of one
winding up the side being that of the large mound of the Etowah
group, Bartow county, Georgia, which, though not included in this

district, was probably built by the ancient inhabitants of it. Mention
is made by several authors of winding ways up mounds, but so far the
Bureau explorations have failed to confirm these statements.

Explorations in mounds of this type have been carried on only to a
limited extent and haverevealedbutlittleof interest, though the nega-

tive evidence furnished on one point is valuable, to wit: That they were
not built for burial purposes, though there are a few instances in which
human remains have been found in them. In some instances layers of

burnt clay, charcoal, and ashes have been observed. In other cases
burnt clay in fragments, showing the marks of twigs or grass, and
pieces of charred wood, most likely the remains of ])lastered wooden
structures, have been observed. In short, the evidence obtained, though
scanty, points to tlie correctness of the generally received opinion that
these structures were erected as sites for the public buildings of the
tribe or village and for the dwellings of the chiefs or leading personages.
Some two or three mounds of peculiar form have been discovered in

Mississippi and the Arkansas district that have not been observed
elsewhere in the mound area. These may be described as earthen plat-

forms surmounted by a conical mound or a conical mound surrounded
by a terrace. Sometimes the conical mound is small in jiroportion to

the platform and is not central, in which case the first definition best

describes the work ; in other cases the platform appears only as a narrow
terrace running around the mound. These, however, are very rare, only
three or four being known. A double mound of this type, or mound
with two apices, has been observed in western Mississippi, which is

described and figured in the previous part of this volume.

lU'RIAI, MOUNDS AN1> Modus oI' niHIAI-.

One distinguishing feature between the modes of burial in this dis-

trict and those immediately north is the absence of stone graves and
wooden vaults. Of the former none have been noticed, so far as known,
in the entire district, except where it is overlapped by the Tenaes.see

disti'ict in northern Georgia. Of the latter very few, if any, examples
have been observed. Sometimes indications of a bark wrapping or
wrapping made of cane matting are noticed. It is also the case that
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remaius of leather aiefouud in such relation to the skeleton as to show
that the body had been wrapped in buckskin and this surrounded by
cane matting.

The skeletons as a usual thing are found in a horizontal position, but

generally without any rule in regard to direction. Exceptional cases

occur in which all the bodies in a mound, or most of them, are placed

with the head in one direction or in a circle. For example, in a mound
of western Florida there were three groups of skeletons, from 7 to 14

in a group, those of each group forming a circle, the heads being toward
the center. This would indicate that the burial had taken place after

the flesh had been removed, or, in other words, that they were brought
here at a general burial from other depositories. Examples of bundled
skeletons sometimes occur, but these are confined pi'iucipally to the

Florida i)eninsula. One mound in which the burials were of this type

has been observed in Alabama. Burials in a sitting posture are com-
paratively rare, the only examples known being those mentioned by
Jones in his Antiquities of the Southern Indians. Burials in con-

fused masses or ossuaries are also comparatively rare. The somewhat
singularfact was noticed in Yazoo county, Mississippi, of extended and
bundled skeletons and round heads and compressed heads in the same
mound, which was of comparatively large size. Indications of lire are

found in a large portion of the burial mounds of this district.

An ancient cemetery has been discovered here and there, but the

explorers have failed to give sufficient details by which to make com-
parisons with the graves of other sections. So far as observed they

are mostly in the vicinity of mounds; in some, undoubted indications of

contact with the whites have been found, showing them to be of com-
paratively recent date.

BURIAL CAVES.

Some burial caves iiave been discovered in northern Alabama. In

one of these the bodies appear to have been laid in wooden troughs and
covered with matting and these placed in crevices, of the rock. In the

same cave were several wooden bowls and trays. The floor of another

cave was covered to the depth of 4 feet with fragments of human bones,

earth, ashes, and stone chips. From this debris two or three spool-

shaped, copper ear ornaments were obtained. Around the middle of

oue of these was a ])orti(m of the string with wliich tliey were probably
wound when in use.

IN('I.<).SCRE.S AND WALLS.

Notwithstanding the fi'e(pient mention by the early writers of walled

villages in this district, the number of inclosures is much less in pro-

portion to the other works than in Ohio. Nor is there sufficient uui-

foi'mity to indicate any particular form as the prevailing type; yet we
can say confidently that there is nothing in the form or size of these

structures to indicate relation to those of the more northern districts.
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Stone walls, wliicli Col. Jones thiuks were made for defense, are found
on Stone mountain, Mount Yona, and other peaks of northern Georgia.
These, liowever, are in the area overlapped by other districts, and hence
can not be attributed with certainty to the authors of the works of the
district now under consideration. They are, however, ofmuch interest as
indicating- a state of bitter warfare, as this only will explain the neces-
sity of retiring to these mouutaiu fastnesses and fortifying them. There
is, however, one of these fortified hills on the line between Bibb and
Twigs counties, same state, which must be included geographically in

this district.

Of the earthen inclosures some are semicircular, resting on the banks
of streams; some are circular, but these are of comparatively small
size, and a few are irregularly quailrangular. The regular forms both
of inclosures and mounds of the southern states figured by Squier and
DaAis chiefly from Raflnesque's MSS. are to a large extent works of
imagination. The groups, it is true, exist or did exist, but so far as
they rcnmin correspond in few respects with the figures or descriptions.

CANALS Ol! DITIIIES.

In addition to the ditches which usually line the walls of inclosures,

a few instances occur wheie the surrounding defense consisted of a ditch
only. This is true in regard to the celebrated Etowah group, and some
two or three other groups in Georgia.

Canals of considerable extent which are considered prehistoric are
found at several points. One of these is said to be 14 miles in length.

I'OTTKRV AND OTHER iMINOR VESTUiES OF ART.

The prehistoric remains of this kind found in this district have been
so thoroughly described by C. C. Jones, that it is unnecessary to do
more here than refer to a few prominent tyjjes. The chief variations

from the more northern and trans-Mississippi types are found in the
forms of the jyipes and the forms and ornamentation of the i)ottery.

Pipes, however, are not abundant among the archeological collections

from this district, and a large portion of them approach in form the
modern type, or tyjie in use subsequent to European colonization. One
Ijeculiar type of pottery is the laige vase with conical bottom. These
are found chiefly in Georgia and South Carolina. Another form pecu-
liai- to this region is the more elongate vessel with rounded bottom, to

which the name "burial urn" has been applied, because in a few
instances human bones have been found in them; these, however, are
comparatively rare, as urn burial was a mode of disposing of the dead
but seldom practiced in any part of the mound regioii.

The finest si>eciniens of polished discoidal stones, supposed to have
been used in the game of " chunkee," have been found in this district,

chiefly in (ieorgia.

lli ETH 3«





THE MOUND-BUILDERS.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

Having given the results of the monnd explorations carried on by
the Bureau, and a review of the types of the works with reference to

their geographical distribution, we propose to discuss under the above
title some of the questions relating to the authors and uses of these

works. The chief object in view, however, is to determine if i)Ossible

whether or not the Indians were the authors. The reasons for this

course can be stated in a few words.

If the explorations ofthe ancient monuments of the mound area imder
consideration should prove that the authors were Indians, the investi-

gations in regard to the objects and uses of these works will be greatly

limited; will in fact, lie merged into the study of the habits, customs,

arts, etc., of the Indians as they were before being modified by contact

with European civilization. If, on the other hand, the opposite conclu-

sion should be reached, the field of investigation will nevertheless be
much restricted, as one very important fiictor will be eliminated, and
the attention of students will be turned in a different direction.

There is, however, the possibility, as maintained by some authorities,

that an intermediate result may be reached; that is to say, that part

of these works are attributable to the Indians, while the remainder
must be attributed to another or other races.

Even should this conclusion be reached after careful examination of

all the data obtained, the result will tend to limit greatly the field of

investigation. For it will be impossible to reach such conclusion with-

out having determined the characteristics which distinguish these

classes of works from one another. This, as will be admitted, will be a

very important step toward the solution of the chief problems pre-

sented by these remains.

Such being the case, a discussion of tiie question "'^ho were the

mound-builders?" or, as we prefer to put it, "Were the mound-build-
ers Indians?" should not be considered out of place in this connection,

particularly as this is the pivot on which the conclusions in reference

to all the other problems relating to these works must turn.

Doubt has been expressed by some archeologists as to the sufficiency

of the data so far obtained to justify a conclusion on this subject. This

is owing, in part at least, to the fact that the wealth of material obtained
by the Bureau of Ethnology bearing upon this question had not, at the

.595
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time tliis doubf was expressed, become generally kuowii. It is prob-

iible that tlie evideuee i)r(!seiited in the preceding part of this report,

together with the reports of recent explorations made by others, will

serve, to some extent, to dispel such doubt. In any case the projtriety

of undertaking the discussion of the question atthistime will be deter-

mined by the result.

As difteient conclusions are often reached because of the different

senses in wliich the principal terms used are understood, it m.ay be well

to define at the outset the sense in which they are here used. In the

present case the terms that need to be most clearly defined are "Indians,"

as referring to the former inhabitants, and " mound area,'' as referring

to the geographical district alluded to.

As already stated, the term "mound area," as herein used, is lim-

ited to that portion of the United States east of the Rocky mountains,

and the adjoining sections of the Dominion of Canada. The name
"Indians," although generally used in a much broader sense and as

embracing the entire American race, is, in this discussion, limited to

the aboriginal tribes found occupying the above descril)ed area when
first visited by Europeans, and to their immediate ancestors. This re-

striction is, of course, an arbitraiy one, but is adopted here to avoid

confusion.

Within these limitations tiie lirsl and chief (piestioTi folic considered

may be stated briefly as follows:

"Were all the mounds and other ancii^nt works of the mound area as

above defined, constructed by the Indians, in the restricted sense above

mentioned, or are they wholly, or in part, to be attributed to other and

more highly cultured races, as the Nahuatal tribes, the Mayas, the

Pueblo tribes, or some lost race of which there is no historical mention?
Xo one believes it possible to ascertain the history of the construc-

tion of each mound and earthwork; the utmost that can be hoped for

is that we nniy be able to determine with reasonable certainty that

works of a particular class or locality were built by a known tribe or

people; or negatively, that works of a given type can not be attributed

to any people of whom we possess historical infornnition.

One step, therefore, in tlu' investigation, and a very important one,

too, is to reach the general conclnsion whether all classes of these

remains in the region designated may be.justly attributed to the Indians,

in the sense stated above, or whether there are some types which must
be ascribed to a diflcrent race; to a people who had attained a higher

positi(m in the scale of civilization than the Indians. This the author

believes is ])ossible., although we may not be able to determine con-

clusively what tribe or people erected any given work. Nevertheless,

the conclusion will be strengthened by every proof that the works of

particulai' sections, or certain types, aie to be ascribed to particular

tribes or stocks.

The author's ])ositi<ni in regard to the (luestion, as aliove stated, will

appear further on.
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DIFFERENT OPINIONS.

Before euteriiig upon tbe disciissiou of the question juoponnded, it

will be best to present a brief revie^Y of the different O])inions whieh

have so far been published to the world.

It was not until about the close of the eighteenth century that the

scientific meuof the eastern states became fully impressed with the fact

that remarkable antiquities were to be found in our country.

About this time President Stiles, ofNew Haven, Dr. Franklin, Dr. Bar-

ton, and a few other leading minds of that day, becoming thoroughly

convinced of the existence of these antiquities, and having received

descrii)tions of a number of them, began to advance theories as to

their origin. Bartram had come to the conclusion, from personal obser-

vations and from the statements of the Indians, that they knew nothing

of the origin of certain monuments; that these belonged to the most
distant antiquity.' Nevertheless, it is an error to iufer from this, as

some have done, that he attributed these works to a highly civilized

peoi)le who had become extinct, or, in fact, to any other than the Indian
race. Schoolcraft remarked truly :

'' " Bartram, a writer and traveler

of eminent merit as a naturalist, and close observer of the Indian arts

and society, who, in 1773, passed through their territories from Florida

to the Mississippi, speaks often of the 'Indian mounts or tunuili and
terraces, monuments of the ancients,' terms applied by him to Indian
nations who had preceded the then existing stocks. Tradition among
them had denoted such prior occupants, with manners and customs
like themselves, whom they had disphuted. Tlie great Muscoge or

Muscogulgee confederacy was then at its height. The Natchez had
fallen forty years before. The IJtches had been conquered, and, with
the Coosidas and Alabamas, had become a i)art of ' The Nation,' a term
coumionly applied to them in the South. He had observed some works
of this ancient race of tribes, and particularly a stone sepulchre at

Keowe, of which tradition ascribed the origin to these ' ancients.' Yet
he closes his travels with this observation: 'Concerning the monu-
ments of Americans, I deem it necessary to observe, as my opinion,

that none of them that I have seen, discover the least signs of the arts,

sciences, or architecture of the Europeans, or other inhabitants of the
old world; yet evidently betray every mark of the most distant anti-

quity.'"

lie might have added also that in speaking of the works at '' Apa-
lachuda, old town," he says : " Those Indians lia ve a tradition that these

remains are the ruins of an ancient Indian town and fortress."-'

Dr. Franklin in reply to the impiiry of President Stiles suggested
that the works in Ohio might have been constructed l)y De Soto in his

wanderings. This suggestion was followed up by Noah Webster with

' " Tiuvi-ls (1791)," pp. 367 mill .liiii. •Uist. Imli.iu Tribes i(1866). Vol. 5, p. 115. ' " Travels, " p. 522.
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an attempt to sustain it,' but subsequently this able lexicographer
entirely abandoned this position and attributed these works to the
aboriginal Indians. Capt. Heart, in reply to the inquiries addressed

to him by Dr. Barton, gives his opinion that the works could not have
been constructed by De Soto and his followers, but belonged to au age
preceding the discovery of America by Columbus; that they were not

due to the Indians or their predecessors, but to a people not altogether

in an uncultivated state, as tJiey must have been under the subordina-

tion of law and a well governed police.-

This is probably the first clear and distinct expression of a view
which has subsequently obtained the assent of so many of the leading

writers on American archeology.

About the commencement of the nineteenth century two new and
important characters appear on the stage of American archeology.

These are Bishop Madison, of Virginia, and Rev. Thaddeus M. Harris,

of Massachusetts. " These two gentlemen," as remarked by Dr. Haven,

^

• * * "are among the first who, uniting opportunities of personal

observation to the advantage of scientific culture, imparted to the pub-

lic their inq^ressions of western antiquities. They represent the two
classes of observers whose opposite views still divide the sentiment of

the country; one class seeing no evidence of art beyond what might be

expected of existing tribes, with the simple difference of a more numer-

ous population and consequently better defined and more permanent
habitations; the others finding proofs of skill and refinement, to be

explained, as they believe, only on the supposition that a superior native

race, or more probably a peoi)le of foreign and higher civilization once

occupied the soil."

Bishop Madison was the representative of the first class. Dr. Harris

represented that section of the second class maintaining the opinion

that the mound-builders were Toltecs, who, after residing for a time in

this region, moved south into Mexico.

As the princii>al theories which are held at the present day on this

subject are substantially set forth in these authorities, it is unnecessary

to follow up tbc history of the controversy except so far as is required

in order to notice the various modifications of the two leading views.

Those holding the opinion that the Indians were not the authors of

these works, although agreeing on this point, and hence included in one

class, differ widely among themselves as to the people to whom they are

to be ascribed; one section, of which Dr. Harris may be considered the

pioneer, holding that they were built by the Toltecs, who occupied the

Mississippi valley i>revious to their appearance in the vale of Anahuac*

' American Magazine Dec 1787, Jan. and Feb., 1788, Am. Museum. Also referred to by Haven,
Smithson. Contri., vol. viir, pp. 24, K.

» Tnins. Am. Phil. Soc. vol. Ill, 1793, pp. 217-218.

s Archeology of the United States. Smithson. Contri. vol. viii, p. 31.

* In iilludiug bore and elsewhere to tile Toltecs, wo do not intend to assort thereby a beliet in the

reality of such a people, nor do wo wish to be understood by this note as denyini^ their existence, as

tiiis is a question that does not enter into the present discu.ssion.
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Among the more recent advocates of this view may be classed the
following authors: Messrs. Squier and Davis in their "Ancient Monu-
ments of the Mississippi Valley" (though Mr. Squier subsequently

changed his opinion so far as it related to the antiquities of New York,
which he became convinced should be attributed to the Iroquois tribes)

;

Mr. John T. Short in his " North Ameri(-ans of Antiquity;" Dr. Daw-
son in his ''Fossil Man," who identifies the Tallegwi with the Toltecs;

Eev. J. P. McLean in his "Mound Builders, " and Dr. Joseph Jones in

his "Antiquities of Tennessee."

Wilson, in his " I'rehistoriu Man," modifies this view somewhat, look-

ing to the region south of Mexico for the original home of the Toltecs

and deriving the Aztecs from the mound-builders.

Another section of this class includes those who, although rejecting

the idea of an Indian origin, are satisfied with simply designating the

authors of these works a "lost race," without following the inquiry into

the more uncertain field of racial or ethnical relations. To this tyjie

belong most of the authors of recent short articles and brief reports on
American archeology, and quite a number of diligent workers in this

field whose names are not before the world as authors.

J. D. Baldwin, in his " Ancient America," expresses the belief that

the mound-builders weie Toltecs, but thinks they came originally from
Mexico, or further south, and after occupying the Ohio valley and the

Gulf states, probably for centuries, were at last driven southward by
an influx of barbarous hordes from the northern region, and appeared
again in Mexico.' Bradford, thirty years previous to this, had sug-

gested Mexico as their original hoine.^ Lewis n. Morgan, ou the other

hand, supposes that the authors of these remains came from the Pueblo
tribes of New Mexico.' Dr. Poster^ agrees substantially with Baldwin.

In this general class may also be included a number of extravagant
hypotheses, such as those advanced by Eafinesque, George Jones, Dela-

field, and others.

The class maintainiug the view that these monuments are the work of

Indians found inhabiting the country at the time of its discovery or

their ancestors, numbered, up to a recent date, but comparatively few
leading authorities among its advocates; in other words, the followers

of Bishop Madisou are, or at least were uutil recently, far less numer-
ous than the followers of Dr. Harris. The differences between the ad-

vocates of this view are of minor importance and only appear when the

investigation is carried one step further back, and the attempt made
to designate the ijarticular tribe, nation, people, or ethnic family to

which they pertained.

The tradition of the Delawares, as given by Heckwelder, having
brought upon the stage tlie Tallegwi, they are made to play a most
important part in the speculations of those inclined to the theory of an

' Ancient America, pp. 70-75,

* AtuiTican Antiquities, p. 71.
• Beaeli, Indian Miscellany, p. 17C. Also, N'ortii Anierican Review, October, 1888.

« Prehistoric Races, pp. 339-342.
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ludiau origin. And a.s this tiaditiou agrees very well with a number
of facts brought to light by antiquarian and philological researches, it

has had considerable influence in shaping the conclusion even of those

who are not professed believers in it.

One of the ablest early advocates of the Indian origin of these works
was Dr. McCulloh ; and his conclusions based, as they were, on the

comparatively slender data then obtainable, are remarkable, not only

for the clearness with which they are stated and the distinctness with

which they are defined, but as being more in accordance with all the

facts ascertained than perhaps those of any contemporary.

Samuel G. Drake, Henry Schoolcraft, Dr. Haven, and Sir .Tohii Lub-

bock are also disposed to ascribe these ancient works to the Indians.

Among the recent advocates of this theory are the following, who have

made known their position in regard to the questicm by their writings

or addresses

:

Judge C. C. Baldwin, in a paper read before the State Archeological

Society of Ohio, expresses the belief that the mound-builders of Ohio

were village Indians. Col. F. M. Force expresses a similar opinion iu

his paper entitled "The Mound-Builders," read before the Cincinnati

Literary Club. Dr. D. G. Brintoii brings forward, in an article pub-

lished in the October number, 1881, of the American Antiquarian, con-

siderable historical evidence tending to the conclusion that the Indians

were the authors of these aniiient works.' Dr. P. E. Hoy, in a paper

entitled "Who built the Mounds?" published in the Transactions of

the Wisconsin Academy of Science,'' brings forward a number of facts

to sustain the same view. Mr. Lucien Carr, of Cambridge, Mass., in a

paper entitled " The Mounds of the Mississippi Valley, historically

considered" (contained in the memoirs of the Kentucky Geological

Survey), has presented a very strong array of historical evidence, going

to .show not only that the Indians east of the Mississippi, at the time

tliey were first discovered by Europeans, were sedentary and agricul-

tural, but also that several of the tribes were in the habit of building

mounds. Several articles and two small volumes have also been pub-

lished by the author of this volume, taking the same view. The arti-

cles will be found in the ''American Antiquarian," "Magazine of

American History," "Scieuce," "American Anthropologist," and else-

where. The two small works are " The Cherokees in pre-Columbian

Times," and "The Shawnees in pre-Columbian Times."

These recent papers may justly be considered the commencement of

a rediscussion of this (luestion, in which the Indian, after a long exclu-

sion, will be readmitted as a possible factor in tlie problem.

Prof. Dall has likewise taken an advanced step in this direction in

the excellent American edition of Marquis de Nadaillac's "Prehistoric

America," boldly accepting the results of later investigations; and the

same is true in regard to Prof. N. S. Shaler's " Kentucky."

I Comp.->io Hist. Mag., Feb., 1866, \t. 35, Am. Antiq., IMl. V..1. 4, p. 9 ;lnil Americm Riicc, p. 88.

"Vol. VI, 1881-'83, p. 84.
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One leason wliy so little progress has been made in unraveling this

riddle of the American Sphinx is that most of the authors who have
written ui)on the subject of American archeology have proceeded upon
certain assiun])tions which virtually closed the door against a free and
unbiased investigation.

Even the most intelligent writers on this subject connnence or inter-

lard their discussicuis with such expressions as the following:

An aucient ami uiikiKiwii peo]>le left remains of settled liie and of a certain degree

of civilization in the vall<'ys of tlie Mississippi and its tributaries.'

Among tliosc nations who are without recognized descendants are the Monnd-
builders, wlio lived east of the Mississijipi.-

The evidences of the former existen<-e of a prehistoric race linown as the Mound-
builders, who at one time occupied the principal affluents of the Mississippi, the

Gulf coast, and the region of the Great Lakes, are too conclusive to admit of doubt.

These evidences consist of tumuli symmetrically raised and often enclosed in mathe-
matical figures, such as the square, the octagon, and circle, with long lines of cir-

cumvallation; of pits in the solid ro<k, and rubbish heaps formed in the prosecu-

cutiou of their mining operations; and of a variety of utensils wrought in .stone or

copper, or molded in clay, which cvivce ii hiowledye of art and melhodictil labor J'oreitjn

to the red man.''

An ancient race entireli/ distinct from the Indian, possessing a certain degree of civil-

ization, once inhabited the central i)ortion of the United States.

<

The monuments described are not the uorii of the Indian tribes fonnd in the conntri/,

norof anji tribe reaemlitimi them in instilntionn.^

The only evidence we have of the existence of a people conventionally called the

Mound-ljuilders, precedintj the modern Indiana in the occupancy of this continent,

consist of material relics.''

The professor [alluding to Dr. Joseph Jones, author of The Antiquities of Ten-
nessee] has clearly shown that the Alnund-builder people and the Indians were distinct,

and has .set at rest a question upon which some doubts were still entertained by a
certain school of archeologists which has really nev<'r been very strong.'

And so on in the same strain through most of the works relating to

this subject, thus virtually deciding the question before, or without,

]n"operly discussing it. A few have -s'entured the suggestion that pos-

sibly these ancient works were due to the Indian race found in posses-

sion of the country at the time of its discovery by the Europeans.
But this suggestion, instead of receiving serious attention and being
properly and thoroughly investigated, has generally been thrust aside

as unworthy of consideration. For examiile, one writer dismisses it

with the remark

:

I am not aware that the opinion that the red men were the authors of the most
extensive works, though maiutaine<l bj- some scholars of high repute, is held by any
who have given them personal and thorough examination."

Another unfortunate and unwarranted assumption which has been a
serious stumbling block in the way of the solution of this problem is,

that there is such a general similarity in these ancient monuments as

' Baldwin, AnciCDt America, p. 14. *• Farquharaon, in Iroc. Davenport Acad. Sci., Vol,
* Lewis U. Morgan, Be.irli'9 Indian Miscellany. u. p. 103.

p. '243. * Short. North Americans of Antiquity, p. 05.

-^ Foslcr'a Prcliistoric Races, p. 97. "t'onant. Footprints ni" a Vanished Hare, p iv

4 McLean. Moinul Bnihlcrs, ji, 13. (preface).

'Bancroft. Native Kaccs, iv, ]^. 787.
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to .justify the couclusiou that they are the woik.s of oue people, of cue

great iiatiou. Scattered through the large majority of works where
allusiou is made to this subject ar<^ to be fouud such espressious as the

following:

The differences whicli liavn iiheady been ipointed out between tlie monumeuts of

the several i)ortions of tlic valley, of the uortheiu, central, aud southern divisions,

are not siiHieieutly marked to authorize the belief that they were the worksof sepa-

rate nations. The fraturcs comniiin to all are elpnieutary and identify them asapper-

iainini/ to ii sini/le ijrand siixteni.'

While the character of these striictiin^s, as traced over wide areas, differs In minor

particular.s still there is a general uniformity which slamiin the unlhorH us one people,

the >iiihjectii of one conlrollini/ iiovernmeni."

ThiG ancient people, whose remains indicate unity and civilization, m«s/ hare been

organized as a nation with a central administration which all recoynised.''

They [the mound-builders] were probably one people; that is, compo.sed of tribes

living under similar laws, religion, and other institutions. Such variations as are

observed in the monuments are only those that would naturally occur between cen-

tral and frontier regions, although the animal mounds of the northwest present

some difficulties.'

Short, in his " North Americans of Antiquity," proceeds upon the

same theory as, in fact, do the large majority of those who have written

upon the subject. Yet, as will soon become apparent to any one who
will study the different forms of these works with any care, the only

siudlarity between the extremes of form and construction is the fact

that they are built of earth. Between these extremes, if the earth-

works of the world were classified, would fall nnicli the larger jjortion

of both hemispheres. The conical tumuli bear a far more striking re-

semblance in form to the mounds of Japan, Siberia, and northern Eu-

rope, and some of the burrows of the British isles than they do to the

effigy mounds of Wisconsin, the circles and squares of Ohio, or the

pyramidal and truncated tumuli of the Southern States. It is proba-

bly not going too far to say that if the most skillful engineer of the

present day were to undertake the task of building as many different

forms of earthworks as his skill could devise, it would be difficult for

him to exceed the variety now found. So varied are they that it has

been found im])ossible to classify them according to form, except in a

very loose and general way.

Almost every animal their builders were acquainted with has served

as a model, and almost every geometrical form from a spiral to a pjTa-

mid has been imitated. Examining their internal structure, they are

found to be equally varied.

That there are certain types in form and^construction which prevail

in certain sections is true, but the claim that there is throughout a

general similarity which stamps their authors as one people, unless

this term is used as denoting one race, is wholly without foundation.

It is admitted that these works and the minor vestiges of art found

1 Squier and Dnvia, Ane. Mon., p. .101. » Baliiwiii, Aucient America, p. 57.

2 Fostpr. Prchistdiii- It.iccs. p. 97. « Bancroft, Nativo Races, IV. 785.
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ill tliciii iudicate that their authors bekiiiged to one race, and differed

but little trom each other in regard to the position reaelied in the grade
of culture; but the inference to he di-awn from the expressions aud
statements referred to, and in most cases intended to be conveyed by
them, is that the mound-builders belonged to one great nation, one
people connected together by one system of government. Even where
these writers are most guarded their speculations in reference to these

monuments are based upon this theory, and their exitressions are con-

stantly revealing the fact that their minds are pervaded with this idea.

The thought that once a mighty nation occupied the valley of the

Mississippi with its frontier settlements resting on the lake shores and
gulf coast, nestling in tlie valleys of the Appalachian range and skirt-

ing the broad plains of the west; a nation with its systems of govern-

ment and religion, but which has disai>peared, leaving behind it no
evidences of its glory, power, and extent, save these silent, forest-cov-

ered remains, has something so fascinating and attractive in it, that

once it has taken possession of the mind it warps and biases all its

investigations and conclusions.

There seems to pervade the minds of many explorers, and in fact of

some American archeologists, no doubt under the spur of this enchant-

ing thought, the hope and expectation that some great and astounding
find will yet be made which will contirm this theory.

One reason why this view has so generally prevailed is, that the con-

clusions of later authors have been based mainly on the descriptions

and characteristics of the Ohio mounds. For instance, the work enti-

tled " The Mound-Builders " by the Rev. J. P. McLean, is—with the

exception of the ap])endix—based almost wholly on the statements of

Squier and Davis, although tlie author lesided in the very heart of the

mound area, and, as his "Archeology of Butler ('ounty '' shows, was
familiar with the works of this region.

Yet in the face of all this is the undeniable fact that, wherever
these remains are found we see, as is well known even to the writers

who express these views, evidences of warfare, of precautions against

attack and surprise, of attempts at defense; not <ilong the borders

alone of the mound area, but in every section of it; proving beyond
any reasonable doubt a condition of tribal warfare, and hence of tribal

divisions.

It is strange that these writers should so press this idea of a single

nation, when in the same work they speak of numerous fortifications

scattered over the mound regions, of signal mounds and lookout sta-

tions on numberless hills, and of other indications of warfare. To
supijose that all these could be accounted for on the idea that they

were constructed as a defense against incoming liordes of savages
by a people whose ".settlements were widespread as the extent of

their (the ^Mound-builders) remains indicate,"' is preposterous, for they

'Short: Nnrtli Americans of Antiquity, p. 97.
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accompany, to a greater or less exteut, almost every village site

throngbout the vast area embraced.
A third serious hindrance to legitimate progress is found in the uo-

nieiiclature which has cdine into use, a number of the terms commonly
employed being nothing more nor less than theories crystallized into

names; such, forexami)lc, as " Sacred Enclosures," " Temple Mounds,"

"Altar Mounds," " Sacrificial Mounds," etc. So deeply have these

become embedded in the minds of most writers on American arche-

ology, that in alluding to our ancient earthworks they are used as

though no question could arise as to their correctness. In fact, many
writers on this subject seem to proceed upon the theory that the mound-

builders devoted most of their time to religious ceremonies. A charred

bone or an ash bed in a tunuilus suggests to them sacrifice, a mound-
covered stone heap or hard mass of clay is at once construed into a

sacrificial altar, and in every truncated mound they behold the site of

a temi^le, where the people, led by their priests, assembled to perform

their religious rites and ceremonies. Even the plates of mica, found

so frequently in these structures, are supposed by some to have been

used by the priests as reflectors to concentrate the rays of the sun for

the purpose of igniting tiie fuel on the altar, thus causing the people

to believe they had called down sacred fire from the sun, their supreme
divinity.

Take, for example, the expression of a no less able and conscientious

writer than Dr. Lapham. Speaking of tlie masses of burnt clay and
other evidences of fire found in the walls of the earthworks at Azta-

lan, Wisconsin, he remarks: " From all the facts observed it is likely

that the clay was mixed with the straw and made into some coarse

kind of envelope or covering for sacrifices about to be consumed. The
whole was probably then placed on the wall of earth, mixed with the

requisite fuel, and burned. The promiscuous mixture of charcoal,

burned clay, charred bones, Ijlackened pottery, etc., can only in this

way be accounted for."

'

Examining the facts as given in his most excellent work on the

Anti(]uities of Wisconsin, we are astonished to find how small a basis

he had upon which to build such a theory.

The Aztalan remains consist in part of surrounding walls, which

have mound like enlargements:

Whether these walls are only a feries of orilinary mounds, such as are t'ouud all

over the western country, ilitierinu- only in being united to one another, it may, per-

haps, be difficult to decide. Tliey may, possibly, have been designed for the same

and for other purposes. On opening the walls near the top it is ociasionally fiiunil

that the earth has been burned. Irregular masses of hard, rc-ddish clay, full of cav-

ities, bear distinct impressions of straw, or rather wild liay, with which they liiid

been mixed before burning. These places are of no very considerable e.Ktent, nor

are they more than 6 inches in depth. Fragments of the same kind are found scat-

tered about, and they have been observed in other localities at a great distance

'Antiquities of Wisconsin, p. 44.
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from tlnwe anficiit ruius. "As iiicliiutinj;' the urigiu oC this huniod ihiy, it

is iui)M)rtant to state that it is usually mixiid with pieces of charcoal, i)artialiy

burned boues, etc. Kragaients of pottery are also found in the same connection.'

If these eiiibaukinent.s are true walls, the places selected for cremat-

ing bodies would seem to be very unusual and wholly inappropriate.

Moreover, we find on tlu^ next page of his work proof that burial was
practiceil by the occupaTits. At the bottom of one of the mound-like
enlargements were found the remains of two bodies which he judged
had been buried in a sitting ])osturc. Near the surface of the same
mound were found fragments of pottery, charcoal, half-biirned human
bones, and masses of burned clay. If the theory advanced be correct,

we would have here evidence in the same mound of two methods of dis-

posing of the dead. If the object were to consume the body, it would
be very strange that it should be first inclosed in a mass of day and
the l)urned remains afterward left uncared-for.

It is much more probable that the clay mixed with wild grass was
used as plastering for winter bouses which were built on these enlarge-

ments or mounds, oi' for wooden palisades. The presence of partially

buriR'd human bones may be easily ac«'ounted foi' without resorting to

the theory of human sacrifice or intentional cicmation, as will here-

after be shown.
I am inclined, from personal examination, to accept Dr. Lapham's

suggestion tliat these supposed walls are only a series of mounds
united by embankments. iSimilar series are found in ("rawford county,

in the same State.

In the latter case they seem to have been used only as house sites.

Dr. Lapham was, beyond question, one of the most careful and con-

scientious students of our anticpiities, yet this idea of the predomi-
nance of religious ceremonies in the customs of the mound-builders
had taken such strong hold on his miud that the evidence of tire, even
in the inclosing walls, was sufficient to bring sacrifice forward as an
ex]ilanation of the coiulition observed, notwithstanding that he was in-

clined to the opinion tliat the mounil-l)uilders aiul Indians belonged to

the same race.

Messrs. Squier and Davis in the explanation of their reasons for

designating certain woi'ks '> sacred inclosures'' remark- as follows:

Thus, when we liud an inclosure cmitaiuiuj;' a uumbcr <<( nioiinds. all of which it

is capable of demonstration were religious in their purposes, or in some way con-

nected with the superstitions of the people who built tliem, the conclusion is irre-

sistible that the iuclosure itself was also deemed sacred.

How are we to demonstrate that a mound was intended lor reli-

gious purposes'? The iinswer given by these authors is to be gathered
from their chapter on "altar or sacrificial nuiunds," and is in substance
as follows: If it has a (so-called) "altar " in it and is stratified, it has
been built for religious i)urposes, thongh the altar alone would doubt

' Lapham. Antiquities of Wisconsin, p. 43. ^ Anc. Hon., p. 47.
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less have sufiSced with them to pUice a luouud in this category. Even
the character of the sacrifices is supposed to be clearly indicated, as

they remark that

—

The inference that human sacrifices were made here aud the remains afterwards

thus collected and deposited, or that a system of burial of this extraordinary char-

acter was practiced in certain cases, seems to follow legitimately from the facts and
circumstances here presented.'

According to Short, " Prof. E. B. Andrews has shown that the sup-

posed uniformity of stratification in altar mounds is a fallacy. In many
instances the earth has been dumped together indiscriminately."^

The Bureau explorations also tend to throw doubt upon the theory of

the authors of "Ancient Monuments" in tliis respect, aud also on the

supposition that " altar mounds" are never used for burial purposes.

Although there will be occasion hereafter to allude to this subject,

it will not be amiss to notice here some reasons for protesting against

the use of terms implying sacrifice.

It is evident that the use of the terms " sacred Jinclosures " and "sac-

rificial mounds " by Messrs Squier and Davis hinges upon the object aud
use of the so-called " altars." If they are in error in this respect their

whole theory falls to the ground and the use of these terms is unwar-
ranted and misleading.

If these altars were used for sacrificial purposes in a religious sense,

or in any true sense of the term, as tliese authors evidently imply, and,

moreover, for human sacrifice, it is remarkable that so many of them
(some ten or twelve) should be found in the single inclosure denomi-
nated " Mound city;" that a single village should have nearly a dozen
different places of oiferiug sacrifices. It is very strange that true sacri-

ficial altars used by the same peojile, by the inhabitants of a single

village, shoidd have varied so greatly that while some were circular

and some elliptical, others were squares or parallelogTams ; some but

li feet across, while others were 50 feet or more in length, by 12 to 1.5

in breadth. A basin-shaped mass of clay 45 or 50 feet long, 12 feet

wide, and not more than 18 inches high, with broad, sloping margins,

would be an unusual altar.

Passing by these serious objections, let us examine the evidence upon
which Messrs. Squier aud Davis base their conclusions respecting these

structures. It appears that they examined some forty or fifty of tliese

altar-containing tumuli: their statement is, " of one hundred mounds
examined, sixty were altar or temple mounds." ^ Allowing ten of this

number for temple mounds, the number belonging to the other class

would be fifty. Of these, they describe and figure as types ten or

eleven, seven of which were on the restricted and inclosed area of 13

acres, designated " Mound city."

The altar basin of one was filled to the brim with fine dry ashes,

intermixed with which were some fragments of ornamented pottcy

' Anc. Mod., p. 15ft. *Xortb Americans of AntirniUy. i>. Ki. note. ^ Anc. Mon., p. 142.
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aud a few copper disks, and opaque mica in slieets so laid as to over-

lap one auotlicr. Resting- on these were some charred linman bones,

probably those of a single skeleton.

There certainly is nothing in this to indicate that there had been a
sacrifice. The facts might warrant the conclusion that cremation had
been attempted ; but to base the theory of sacrifice on these facts is

unjustifiable. It was apparent that the mica and bones were care-

fully placed there after the fire had died out, and with the evident

intention of sepulture. Moreover, as the authors inform us, "the lay-

ers of mica aud calcined bones * * * were peculiar to this indi-

vidual mound, and were not found in any other of the class."

In the basin of another was " a deposit of fine ashes, intermixed

with charcoal, 3 inches thick." In these ashes were some fragments of

pottery and a few shell and pearl beads. The basin of another con-

tained nothing more than a mass, -i or o inches thick, of something
like lime mortar, apparently made from calcined sjiells, fragments of

the shells being intermixed. It will scarcely be claimed that these

contain any indications of sacrifice.

The basin of another of large size was filled with relics, chiefly

articles of stone and copper, and fragments of pottery mixed with coal

and ashes. A single fragment of a partially calcined bone was found

on the altar; it was the patella of a human skeleton.

In the basin of mound No. S was found the collection of articles which
has become so noted in works relating to American archeology. This
deposit, we are informed, consisted of "not far trom 200 pipes carved

in stone; many pearl aud shell beads; numerous disks, tubes, etc., of

copper, and a number of other ornaments of copper covered with silver,

etc.," intermixed with much ashes.

The altar of mound 18 "contained no relics, but was thinly covered

with a carbonaceous deposit resembling burned leaves."

The altar of mound 7 was nothing more than "a smooth, level floor

of clay slightly burned, which was covered with a thin layer of sand an
inch in thickness. A small portion of one side was covered with a
layer of mica, the rounded pieces overlapping as the scales of a fish."

The basin of a small altar in another mound was rich in relics con-

taining "several instruments of obsidian;"' " several scrolls tastefully

cut from thin sheets of mica ;" traces of cloth made of dcnibled and
twisted thread; a numljer of bone implements; a quantity of pearl

beads, and some fragments of copper in thin, narrow slips.

The altar of one was simply a mound-shapeil mass covered with

stones; that of another consisted of sand with a median stratum of

charcoal, aud a dished surface paved with small cobblestones.

These are all the examples of the type designated " sacrificial mounds"
which these authors describe, and they furnish the evidence upon which

archeologists are expected to accept the theory that these structures

were built and used for sacrificial purposes. If this be sufficient to
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warrant such a theory, what is to be the conclusion in reference to the

hundreds of burned clay beds of the mounds described in the preceding

descriptive part of this report ? Are we to suppose that all were intended

for sacrificial purposes ? Is it not far more probable that the iuhabi-

tauts of the little village iu the inclosure made use of fire for some other

purpose than for human sacrifices, which seems to be virtually implied

by the theory advanced? Nor is this said iu jest, for every evidence

of lire mentioned as being found in this inclosure is supposed to have
been connected with religious ceremonies. Even a deposit of chipped

Hints is supposed to be a religious or sacrificial offering. Speaking of

this deposit or cache, these authors say

:

IftUey were thus i)laced as an oft'eiing we can form some estimate, iu view of the

facts that tliey must have beeu brought from a great distauce aud fasliioued with

great toil, of the devotional fervor which induced the sacrifice, or the magnitude of

the calamity which that sacrifice was intended to divert. " * * There is little

doubt that the deposit was final, and was made in compliance with some religious

requirements.

As caches of stone implements have been discovered in different

localities, sometimes where no mound has been raised over them, it is

more likely that iu this case the workman adopted this plan of con-

cealing his treasure to prevent its being disturbed.

Sir John Lubbock' remarks as follows in regard to the opinion ex-

pressed by Messrs. Squier and Davis respecting these constructions:

"This conclusion does not seem to us altogether satisfactory, and although these

altar-coutaiuiug mounds differ iu so manyrcspects from the above described tunuili,

we still feci disiioscd to regard them as sepulchral rather than sacrificial. Not having,

however, had the ad\iantage of examining them for ourselves, we throw this out as a

suggestion rather than express it as an opinion. We confess that we feel much diffi-

culty in underst,an<ling why altars should be covered up in this manner. We call to

mind no analogous case.

Had this author beeu aware of the fact that tiiere are hundreds of

mounds stratified mnch after the manner of those described by Messrs.

Squier and Davis that are true burial mounds; many others which
have no altar and yet are not burial mounds ; and others that have been
explored as widely ajiart as Iowa and North Carolina which contained

true, altar-sliaped masses built of cobblestones, some of which showed
no indications whatever of fire, while others were covered Mith layers

of charcoal and ashes in which were imbedded skeletons or human
bones bearing no marks of heat, he would jiroliably have expres.sed a still

more decided dissent.

It may not be possible, at the present day, to decide with certainty

as to the object and u.se of those so-called altars, but the theory that

they were used for sacrificial purjwses seems to be wholly gratuitous

and without the shadow of evidence iu its favor. There are some
grounds, as will appear further on, for believing that .some of these clay

beds were used as places for torturing prisoners of war, the chief sacrifice

the Indians were accustomed to make.

' Smithson. Eept. 1862, p. 328. Al.so Prehistoric Times, 4lh eilu., 1878, p. 276.
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There are i>erbaps sufficient data on which to base a theory of cre-

mation, as has been done l)y Dornian,' whose remarks on the subject

are appropriate in this place

:

It> is extremely doubtful whether a groat error has not been made by many
able Ainoricau archeologists in (leMominatiiisj; a class of artificial mounds " altar

mounds." Manj' things have tended to lead tlniiu into this error. The burial cus-

toms of the aboriginal Americans ha\'0 not been thoroughly investigated. A sup-
posed great antiquity has been ascriljod to them, and a special race of monnd-
builders has been created to furnish builders for tlic great monuments of what has
been called an extinct race. Whence they came and where they have gone has puz-
zled the brain of many an antiquarian. This imaginary people, with an elaliorate

ritual of sacrifice oftered on the altars so carefully covered with an abuiulance of
earth to protect them from tbe sacrilegious hands of barbarian intruders, will, how-
ever, eventually be resolved into a very primitive people and tlieir sacrificial altars

turned into cremation pyres, where the bodies of the dead were liurned with their

worldly effects and a tumulus erected over their remains. Upon most of these suj)-

posed altars human bones have been found ;^ in a few, however, their absence is

noted by explorers. They may have been reduced to ashes, but it is not necessary

to account for their absence in this way alone, for the custom, as we have seen, was
very prevalent of preserving the bones after cremation and removing tliem, and
among many of the tribes they were reduced to a powder, which was used in some
liquid as a drinking potion for the relatives. The altar-mound theorists have had
to. account for the presence of human biraes by the hurrible rite of human sacrifice.

The conclusion that the mounds of this class were devoted to this superstitious rite

does not appear to be satisfactorj-. They rather appear to indicate that cremation
was practiced. The sacrificial origin of these mounds has been inferred from the fact

that articles of only one class occur in them. This would only indicate that a divis-

ion of labor was established, becau.se with their belief iu a future life and a contin-

uance of all the eniplojnients of the present life many of the products of any skillful

person and material for new labor would be deposited with sucli a person. On this

subject of sacrifice, running as it does through all their ceremonial life, I would refer

the reader to that part of this work devoted to that subject. Evidences have been
found of cremation iu Florida mounds.

Notwithstandiufi tlie opinion in regard to cremation so confidently

expressed in this quotation, there are some strong reasons for doubting
its correctness, as will hereafter be shown.
The term "mound-builders," although adopted from necessity, is an

unfortunate one, as its constant use has accustomed the mind to look

upon the authors of these ancient works as one people, thus fixing in

the mind an unproven theory and checking to some extent that inves-

tigation of the subject which is necessary to a correct conclusion.

It is not asserted, nor does the author wish to be understood as now
maintaining, that all these expressed and implied theories are incor-

rect. Whether the mound-builders devoted much of their time to

religious ceremonies, whether they were accustomed to make religious

sacrifices, whether there were sacred inclosures, sacrificial and temjile

mounds, etc., are questions to be settled, if possible, by careful inves-

tigations and legitimate deductions. ^Tlie protest expressed is against

the method which has been so generally followed of taking them for

granted, and then, without any proof of their correctness, proceeding

' Origin of Primitive Superstitions, p. 187. ^ This is an error.—C. T.

12 ETH 39
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to build lip theories and arrive at conclusions based upon theni; and
also against tlie pernicious practice of grafting into our archeological

nomenclature terms which involve these assumptions.

For example, it has been assumed that the mound-builders were sun

worshippers, and this theory is given such prominence and intluence

that legitimate conclusions from material data are set aside because

they seem to contradict it. So strong is the hold that these assump-
tions have taken ui>on the minds of many students of American arche-

ology that it is well nigh impossible to persuade tbem to examine care-

fully a theory which seems to contravene them.

OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

As it is necessary to a proper and legitimate discussion of the (jues-

tion before us to free ourselves, as far as possible, from the unwar-
ranted assumptions mentioned in the previous pages, it may be well

to examine briefly a few tif the more imi)ortant ones—which are pre-

sented as objections to the theory that the authors of the mounds were
Indians—before entering upon the direct discussion.

It is proper to state at this point, however, that the author believes

the theory which attributes these works to the Indians (using this term
in the limited sense heretofore explained) to be the correct one. Ex-
cluding such remains as pertain to civilized European races of a date

subsequent to the discovery of America by Columbus, he attributes aP
the ancient artificial works found in the Mississippi valley and Gull

states, or in that part of the United States east of the Rocky mountains,

to the Indian tribes found in possession of this region at the time of

its discovery, and their ancestors. This limitation excludes from con-

.

sideration the cultured tribes of Mexico and Central America, and also

the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico and Arizona. That there may have
been intercourse between some of the tribes who occupied this region

and the people of Mexico and Central America and the Pueblo tribes

of the southwest is not only possible, but very probable. It is to be
understood, therefore, while the position the avithor takes on this ques-

tion does not exclude the idea of such intercourse, it does exclude the
supposition that these works are due in whole or in part to the more
cultivated people of Mexico or Central America, as well as all theories

which attribute them to any other people than the Indians in the limited

sense heretofore mentioned. That some of the tribes may have become
extinct or merged into others in the past is more than i)robable, but
this in no way affects the proposition.

One reason why the Indian has been so generally, so persistently,

and so unceremoniously refused admission as a possible factor in this

problem is because of the opinion, which seems to be almost univer-

sally held, that when first encountered on our continent by the European
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explorers he was the same restless, roving, unsettled, unhoused, and
unagrifultural savage, wherever found, as we have learned to consider

him ill more modern times.

As it is conceded that the mound-builders, judging by the extent
and magnitude of their works, must have been to some extent a seden-

tary people, having fixed villages and depending very largely for sub-

sistence u])on the' products of the soil, it is assumed as a necessary
inference that they could not have been Indians, as these were nomads
depending for subsisteuce almost wholly upon the chase, spurning the
restraints of settled life and agricultural pursuits.

Although this idea had been advanced previous to his time, yet Gal-

latin may be considered the father of the theory, as he was the flrst to

clearly formulate it, and it is largely through the influence his writings

exerted upon the scientitic world that it has taken such hold on the
minds of subsequent writers.

It is apparent that Messrs. Squier and Davis took the work of this

author as their chief guide in forming their theories, so far as they re-

late to the points on which he touched. As most authors of general

works on American arclneology, .written since the publication of the
'' Ancient Monuments," have taken therefrom the larger portion of their

material as well as their conclusions in regard thereto, so far as these

relate to the region under consideration, Gallatin may be considered

the father of the theory to which we have alluded. Even in one of

the latest works on American archeology—Nadaillac's ''Prehistoric

America "—this statement occurs:

'

Between 1845 auA 1847 more thau two hundred mounds were excavated by them
[S(iuier and DaviesJ.and the description they give, iiublishod by the Smithsonian
Institution, is still our l)est guide with regard to these remains.

Attention is therefore called for a moment to Gallatin's reasons for

concluding that the Indians could not have been the mound-builders,

as these are based almost wholly on the theory above mentioned.

1 quote the following from the general observations in the " Intro-

ductory Essay" to his justly celebrated " Synopsis of the Indian Tribes

of North America." ^

But we know that north of the latitude of the Kio Gila there is nothing west of

the Rio Colorado but a sandy desert, nothing between that river and the Rio Norte,

but accumulated ridges of mountains; nothing east of the last river but the buffalo

plains. In fact we find in no part of the country, whether east or north, adjacent

to the northern (jvilized jiroviuces of Mexico, any trace or any probability of the

former existence of an agricultural people. But we may easily understand that the

civilization of Mexico gradually extended its inliuence, as from a common center,

northwardly as well as southwardly; that the northerly tribes, as far north iis the

thirtieth degree of latitude, and perhaps the Rio Gila, without having made the

same progress in arts or attained the same degree of wealth as the ancient inhal>it-

ants of Mexico, may have been gradually converted into an agricultural people, and
that, like the German nations in Europe, they may ultimately have conquered their

less warlike southern neighbors.

' Am. Ed. 1884. p. 81. ' Trans. Am. Autiq. Soc. (1838) Vol.2, pp. 146-151.
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The next and more immediate subject of inquiry is, Iiow we shall account for

those ancient tumuli, furtitications, and the remnants, both east and west of the

Mississippi, the origin of which is entirely uulcnown to the Indians, who in the

seventeenth century were the sole inhabitants, and still continue to occupy a part

of that country.

On this, as on many otlier .subjects relative to our Indians, we are still in want of

facts. We are not yet sufliciently acquainted with the extent of the country over

which the monuments are spread, or how far they difl'cr in character, extent, or num-
ber in the different sections of the country. They only appear to have been more

numerous and of greater importance in the vicinity of the Mississippi and the v,alley

of the Ohio. There is nothing in their cou.structiou or the renmants which they con-

tain indicative of a muchmore advanced state of civilization than that of the present

inhabitants. But it may be inferred from their number and size that they were the

work of a more populous nation than any now existing; and if the inference is cor-

rect it would necessarily iniply a state of society in whicli greater progress had been

made in agriculture. For wherever satisfactory evidence of a greater population is

found this could not have existed without adequate means of subsistence, greater

than can be supplied by the chase alone.

Those monuments seem, in two respects, to differ from any erections that can be

ascribed to the Indians, such as they were first found bythe first French or English

settlers. Some are of a cTiaracter apparently different from those purely intended

for defense. It may be doubted whether those extensive mounds, so regularly

shaped and with a rectangular basis, such as that ne.ar the Mississippi on which

the refugee monies of La Trappe had built their convcnt,'100 feet in height, facing

the four cardinal points and with those platforms designated by the name of apron,

are entirely the work of man, or whether they may not have been natural hills

artificially shaped by his hands. But, if they have been correctly described, they

have a strong family likeness to the Mexican pyramids, as they are called, and were

prol>ably connected with the worship of the nation. Of these, for there appears to

be at least two more, an<l of other inclosures or works which can not be accounted

for by a reference to military purposes only, we want full and precise descriptions.

But, if considered only as fortifications, ramparts of earth in a forest country

strike us as a singular mode of defense against savage enemies and Indian weapons.

All the defensive works, without exception, that were used by the Indians ea.st of

the Mississippi, from the time they were first liuown to us, were of a uniform char-

acter. The descriptions of Mauville, at the time of De Soto's expedition, and of

Hochelaga, by Cartier, agree entirely with the Indian forts within our own knowl-

edge, with that of the Five Nations in the siege of which Champlaiu was engaged

in 1615, and of whi(^h he has left a correct drawing, and with every other description

given by the early writers. They all consisted of wooden palisades strongly secured,

with an intirnal gallery, from which the besieged party might under cover repel

the assail.ants with missile weapons. And they were also of a moderate size, and

such as could be defended by the population of an Indian village. Wood aftbrds

the natural means of fortification against a savage enemy, where the material is

abundant. It can not indeed be understood how these works could have been

properly defended, unless they were surrounded not only by the rampart but also

by a palisade. And it is, on any supposition, extremely difficult to account for works
containing 500 acres, such as that ou thv banks of the Missouri, which was correctly

measured by Lewis and Clarke.

The only conjecture I can form, and it is but a conjecture, is that the people who
erected those works came from the west, and that it was during their residence iu

the prairie country that they were compelled to resort to that species of defensive

works. They may, as is often the case, have persisted in the habit wlien there was

no longer occasion for it. From the Colorado on tlie Rio Norte, the way to the Mis-

sissijrpi was easy by the river Platte or the Arkansas. The conjecture is entitled to
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consicleratiou only in case further investigation should show a probable connection
between the monuments of the valley of the MississiiMii and those of Mexico. The
extensive tract of alluvial land along the Mississippi opposite St. Louis, now calleil

the American Bottom, is the place in which are found the strongest indications of
a concentrated i)oi)ulation.

Although lie admits that "there is nothing in the constructiou of

these [anoieut| works or tlie character of the articles found in tliem in-

dicative of a much higher civilization than that of the Indians," yet he
ascribes them to a different people. The process of reasoning by which
he reaches this conclusion need not be quoted, Jis it can be briefly

summarized as follows: The nnuiber and magnitude of ancient works
indicate a dense population, hence a people depending to a large ex-

tent upon agriculture for subsistence—ergo, they could not have been
Indians, as Indians relied but little ui)on agriculture for subsistence.

Although admitting that agriculture was practiced to a limited extent
by' Indians, he insists that the population was scattered and sparse
because the food supply derived from the chase had not reached its

maximum limit at tlie time they became known to Europeans. This
may have been true in regard to the buttalo region of the Northwest,
but can not be correctly affirmed of the southern section, as will here-

after be shown. Moreover his own statements, found elsewhere in the
paper referred to, refute his argument, so far as it relates to the south
and some other sections.

Compare-, for examiile, the following:

Whatever opinion maybe entertained of the respective pojiulation of the four
greatsoutheru nations three hundred and one hundred and fifty years ago, it appears
certain tliat their Iiabits and social state had not, during that interval, undergone
any material alteration. They were j)robabIy as fiTocicms, but less addicted tt; war
than the northern Indians. Those of New England, the Iroquois tribes, the Sanks
and Foxes, had perliaps made equal progress in agriculture; but, generally speaking
the-southern depended more on the cultivation of the soil and less on hunting than
the Algoukin Linape tribes. We find the Spaniards under De Soto feeding .almost

exclusively on maize and complaining of the want of meat. Two hundred years
later, Bernard Romans says, that near one-lialf of the Choctaws have never killed a
deer during their lives, and that, whilst in their country, he had but two or three
opportunities of eating venison in as many months. Those southern tribes have
also remained respectively united together as one nation. The Choctaws and Chic-
asaws are the oiily exception of any importance; and the Muskhogees, as has been
seen, incorporated, instead of exterminating subordinate tribes." '

It is evident from this and abundant proof which can be adduced,
not only that the maximum supply from the chase had been reached hi

the southern sections, but had long since ceased to afford even a moiety
of the food necessary for subsistence. He adds, that the Indians " of

New England, the Iroquois tribes, the Sauks and Foxes had i)eiliaps

made equal progress in agriculture." That the entire argument is with-

out foundation will appear further on.

But this is not the only inconsistency into which this able author

' Trans. Am. Ant. Soc, Vol. 2, pp. 107, 108.
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runS in consequeuce of his positiou iu regard to the mound-builders.

His statement in the quotation made froui his iiaper, that " we find in

no part of the country, whether east or north adjacent to the northern

tvivilized provinces of Mexico, any trace or any probability of the former

existence of an agricultural people," is not only incorrect as shown by
subsequent explorations and even by- earlier historical evidence, but is

inconsistent with his supposition in regard to the former home.of the

mound-builders. For, as will be seen by reference to the extract from

his "synopsis"—it_is from this same desert, barren western country
which he pronounces void of any indications of former cultivation that

he derives the agricultural mound-builders. In this he agrees witli Lewis
H. Morgan, who looks to this area as their former home because, as he
says, "the evidence of Indian occupation and cultivation throughout
the greater part of this area is sufficient to suggest the hypothesis that

the Indian here first attained to the condition of the middle status of

barbarism and sent forth the migrating bands who carried this advanced
culture to the Mississippi valley, to Mexico, and Central America and
not unlikely to South America as well."'

Turning to the more recent authorities we take the following as

specimens of the usual method of disposing of this question:

A broad chasm is to be spauue I before WP cau link tlio mound-liuilileis to the

North American Indians. They were essentially ditt'erent in their form of govern-

ment, their habits, and their daily pnrsuits.

The latter, since known to the white man, has spnrned the restraints of a seden-

tary life whicli.att.ach to agriculture, and whose reciuirements, in his view, are ignoble.

He was never known to erect structure! which would survive the lapse of a gener

ation. His lodges consist of a few poh^s, one end planted iu the ground and the

other secured with withes at the top, and over wliich were stretched jilaits of niat-

tingl or of birch b.ark, or of the skin of the buftVilo.'

The proofs hereafter presented will show how far this is from being

correct, and that this writer, though of acknowledged ability, was igno-

rant of the evidence bearing on this subject, or, carried away by a pre-

conceived theory, wholly disregarded it.

As a single item, we give here a statement from the accouiit of " the

first voyage of Ealeigh (1.584) to Virginia:" '

After they had been divers times aboard our ships myself with seven mori^ went
20 miles into the river that runneth toward the city of Skicoak, which river they

call Ocam, and the evening following we came to an island which they call Roanoke,

distant from the harbor which we entered seven leagues ; and at the north end there-

of was a village of nine houses built of cedar and fortified round about with sharp

trees to keep lUit their enemies, and the (utrance into it made like a turnpike very

artilicially. When we came toward it, standing near to the water side, the wife of

Granganimo, the king's brother, came running out to meet us very cheerfiilly and

friendly. * ' * When we were come into the outer room, having five rooms in her

house, she caused us to sit down by a great fire, aud after took ofi' our clothes and

washed them and dried them again ; some of the women plucked off our stockings,

I Contrib. N. A. Ethn., Vol. 4, p. 192; also lipacli's Iiiilian Miscellany, pp. 2:i5.

* Foster : Prehistoric Races, p. 347.

3 Haklnyfs Voy.lges. London Ed., 10(10, Vol. a, p. 3(14,
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washed them, some washed ntir feet in warm water, and she herself took greatpains

to see all things ordered iu the best manner she could, making great haste to dress

some meat for us to eat. * " " Their vessels are earthen pots, very large, white,

and sweet; their dishes are wooden i>latters of sweet timber.

Yet the writer above tiuoted adds:

To suppose that such a race threw uj) the strong lines of circumvallation and the

symmetrical mounds which crown so many of our river terraces is as preposterous

almost as to suppose that they built the pyramids of Egypt.

Another says

:

There is no trace or probability of any direct relationshipwhatever between the

mound-builders and the barbarous Indians found in the country. The wild Indians

of this continent have never known such a condition as that of the mound-builders.

They had nothing in common with it. In Africa, Asia, and elsewhere among the

more uncivilized families of the human race there is not as much really original bar-

barisms as some anthropologists are inclined to assume, but there can be no serious

douVit that the wild Indians of North America were original barbarians born of a stock

which had never at any time been either civilized or closely associated with the in-

fluence of civilization. » » It is absurd to suppose a relationship or a connec-

tion of any kind between the original barbarism of these Indians and the civiliza-

tion of the mound-builders.'

Why this opinion has prevailed in the minds of the masses who have
learned it from the history and tradition of Indian life and Indian war-

fare Since the establishment of Enropean" colonies in this country, can

easily be understood, but why writers should so speak of them who
had access to the older records, giving accounts of the habits and cus-

toms of the Indian tribes when first observed by European navigators

and ex])lorers, is difticult to conceive, when the records, almost without

exception, notice the fact that although addicted to war, much devoted
to the chase, and often base and treacherous, they were generally found

from the Mississippi to the Atlantic dwelling in settled villages aud
cultivating the soil.

In fact, when first visited by Europeans there was scarcely a tribe

from the Atlantic to the borders of the western plains but that had its

fixed seat, its local habitation, and subsisted to a very large extent

upon the products of agriculture.

DeSoto found all the tribes he visited, from the Florida peninsula to

the western part of Arkansas, cultivating maize and various vegetables.

The early voyagers along the Atlantic shore found the same thing true

from Florida to Massachusetts. Capt. John Smith and his colony, and
in fact all the early colonies, depended very largely for subsistence upon
this fact. Jacques Cartier found the inhabitants of old Hochelaga
cultivating maize. Champlain testifies to the same thing's being true of

the Iroquois. La Salle aud his companions observed the Indians of

Illinois, and from thence southward along the Mississippi, cultivating

and to a large extent subsisting upon maize.

The truth of these statements has been so thoroughly demonstrated

by Mr. Lucien Carr in his " Mounds of the Mississippi Valley Histori-

' Baldwin. Ancifiil Anierira, pi». 60,61.
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cally Considered," that but little is left for others to offer on this sub-
ject. Nevertheless a somewhat fuller presentation of some of the state-

ments of the early authorities bearing;' ou the subject is given here.

Thomas Hariot, a very intelligent and reliable observer, gives the
following notes in regard to the method of cultivating maize and other

vegetables by the Indians of the Virginia coast:

Pagatowr, a kind of grain so called by tlie inhabitants ; the same in the West Indies

is called Mayze, Englishmen call it Oniny-wheat or Turkey-wheat, according to the

names of the countries from whence the like hath been brought. The grain is about
the bigness of our ordinary English peas and not much ditt'ereut in form and shape;

but of divers colors, some white, some red, some yellow and some blue. All of these

yield a very white and sweet Hour, being used according to his kind, it maketh a

very good bread. We made of the same in the country some liialt whereof was
brewed as good ale as was to be desired. So likewise by the help of hops thereof

may be made as good beer. » • »

Okindgier, called liy us beans, because in greatness and partly in shape they are

like the beans in England, saving that they are flatter. * » *

Wickonzowr, called by us pease, in respect" of the beans for distinctions sake,

because they are much less although iu form they little differ. • * •

Maeoqwer, according to their several forms, called by us Pompions, Melons, and
Gourds because they are of like forms as those kiuds in Englaud.

All the aforesaid commodities for victual are set or sowed, sometimes iu grounds
apart and severally by themselves, but for the most part together in one ground
mixtly : the manner thereof with the dressing and preparing of the ground, because

I will note unto you the fertility of the soil, I think good briefly to describe.

The ground they never fatten with niucli, dung or an.vthiug, neither plow nor dig

it as we in England, but only prepare it iu sort as folio weth: A few days before

they sow or set, the men with wooden instruments made almost iu the form of mat-
tocks or hoes with long handles, the women with short peckers or parers, because
they use them sitting, of a foot long, and about five inches iu breadth, do only break
the ujiper part of the ground to raise up the weeds, grass, and old stubs of corn-

stalks with their roots. The which after a day or two days drying in the sun, being
scraped up into many small heaps, to save them lalior for carrying them away, they
burn to ashes. And whereas some may think that they use the ashes for to better

the ground, I say that then they would either disperse the ashes abroad, which we
observe they do not, except the heaps be too great, or else would take special care to

set their corn where the ashes lie, which also we find they are careless of. And this

is all the husbanding of their ground that they use.

Then their setting or sowing is after this manner. First, for their corn, beginning
in one corner of the plot with a pecker they make a hole wherein they put out four

grains, with care that they touch not one another, (about an inch asunder) and cover
them with the mould again ; and so throughout the whole plot, making such holes

and using them after such manner, but with this regard, that they be made iu ranks,

every rank differing from the other half a fatliom or a yard, and the h(des also in

every rank. By this means there is a yard of spare ground between every hole;

where, according to discretion here and there, th(\v set as many beans and pease; in

divers places also among the seeds of Macocqwer, Melden and Plauta Soils. ' » »

There is an herb which is sowed apart by itself, and it is called by the inhabitants

Uppowoc; in the West Indies it has divers names according to the several placeu

and countries where it groweth and is used ; the Spaniards generally call it tobacco,

the leaves thereof being dried and brought into powder they use to take the fume or

smoke thereof by sucking it through pii)cs made of clay, into their stomach and
head, from whence it pnrgeth superfluous fleame aud other gross humors, and open-

eth all the pores aud passages of the body ; by which meaus the use thereof uot only
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preserveth the body from obstruction, but also (if any be so tbat tbey have not been
of too long continuance) in short time brealictli tlicm: whereby their bodies are

notably preserved in health, an<l know not many grievous diseases, wherewithal we
in England are oftentimes afflicted.'

This, we must bear in mind, was written in 1587, nearly twenty years
before the first permanent Enropeau settlement in Virginia. Another
point worthy of notice as indicative of considerable experience in cnl-

tivation is that there were in nse in the section visited by Mr. Hariot
four varieties of maize.

Beverly, in lii.s History of Virginia,^ says:

Besides all these, our natives hlid origin.aily .imongst them, Indian corn. Peas,

Beans, Potatoes (.Svyfeet Potatoes) and Tobacco.

This Indian Corn was the stall' of food upon which the Indians did ever depend;
for when sickness, bad weather, war or any other acciilcut kept theui from hunting,
lishing and fowling, this, with the addition of some Peas, Beiins and such other
fruits of tbe Earth, as were then in season, was the family's dependent'O and the
sn]iport of their women and children.

There are four sorts of Indian Corn, two of which are early ripe, and two late

ripe, all growing in the same raaunc^r. Every single grain of this when planted pro-

duces a tall up-right .Stalk which has several ears hanging on the sides of it, from
six to ten inches long. » » * The late ripe corn is diversify'ed by the shape of
the grain only, witlio)it respect to the .accidental dift'erences in colour, some being
lilue, some red, some yellow, some white and some streak'd. That therefore which
makes the distinction is the plumjmess or shrivelling of the grain ; the one looks as

smooth and as full as the early ripe corn and this they call flint corn: the other has
a linger grain and looks shrivell'd with a dent on the back of the grain as if it had
never come to perfection, and this they call shc-eorn.

All these sorts arc planted alike in rows, three, four or five grains in a hill, the
Larger sort at four or live foot distance, the lesser sort nearer. Tln^ Indians used to
give it one or two weedings .and make a hill about it, and so thr. labor was done.
Tbey likewise plant a bean in the sanii^ hill with the corn, upon whose stalk it sus-

tains itself.

The Indians sow'd peas sometimes in the intervals of the rows of corn, but more
generally in a patch of ground by themselves. * » »

Their potatoes are either red or white, about as long as a boy's leg, and sometimes
as long and big as both the leg and thigh of a young child, and very nuuli resem-
bling it in shape.

How the Indians order'd their tobacco I am not certain, tliey now depending
chiefly upon the English for \\ hat they smoak.

This long- e.\ tract from Beverly has been given, as it furnishes addi-

tional evidence of the long cultivation of maize, the varieties being
the same now chiefly in use in the South.

Marijuette, .speaking of the Illinois Indians as seen by him ou his

first visit,^ remarlis:

They live by game, Ti'ISich is abundant in this country, and on Indi.an coin (bled

d'inde), of which they .always g.ather a good crop, so that they have never sutfered

by famine. They also sow beans and melons, which are excellent, especially those
with a red seed. Their sijuashes are not of the best; they dry them in the sun to

eat in the winter and spring.

' Hariot (Thomas)—"A Brief & True Report," etc., of Virginia, Keiirint, N. Y., 1872, pp, K-\ti.

sSec'onileilD., Lomlou, 1722, p]i, 12:i-128,

^ Voyages and Di.scov., Eii^lislj traus, Hisl, Coll, La., 1852, vol, iv, ji, Xi. Original French, p. 246,
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Ill the "Relatiou," l)y Vimoiit,' twenty-nine tribes living sonthof the

lakes are mentioned as sedentary and enltivators of the soil. Le Clercq

says'' that "The Algoinqniiis, Iroquois, Hiirons, Nipsiriniens, Neuters,

and Five Nations were indeed sedentary."

Du Pratz says

:

'

"All the nations I h-ive known, and who inliabit from tlie sea as far as the Illinois,

and even farther, which is a space of about 1,500 miles, carefully cultivate the maize
corn, which they make their jiriucipal subsistence."'

According to Jacques Cartier, who visited Canada as early as 1535,

and was, so far as known, the first European explorer who passed up
the St. Lawi'ence, the Indians of Hochelaga (now Montreal) " had good
and large fields full of corn, * * * which they preserve in garets

at the tops of their houses."^

Chaniplain,^ A. D. 1010, speaking of the Indians immediately around
Lakes Erie and Ontario, says that most of them cultivated corn, which
was their priucii)al article of food, and which they also exchanged for

skins with the hunter trilies living to the north. They stored it in the

tops of their houses, and cultivated it in quantities so that they might
have on hand a supply large enough to last three or four years in case

of failure ot the crop.*

The wheat (Indian corn) being thus sown in the manner that we do beans, of a

grain obtained only from a stalk or cane, the cane bears two or three spikes, and
each spike yields a hundred, two hundred, sometimes 400 grains, and some 5'ield

even more. The cane grows to the lieight of a man ami more, and is very large (it

does not grow so well or so high, nor the spike as large uor the grain so good in

Canada nor in France, as there) in the Huron country.

The grain ripens in four months and in some places in three. After this they
gather it and bind it by the leaves turned u]) at the top and arrange it in sheaves,

which they hang all along the length of the cabin from top to bottom on poles,

which they arrange in the form of a rack (rattelier) descending to the front edge
of the bench. All this is so nicely done that it seems like tapestry hung the whole
length of the cabins. The grain being well dried and suitable to press (or pound),
the women and girls take out the grains, clean them, and pnt them in their large
tubs or tuns made for this purpose, and ])laced in their porch or in one corner of the
cabin."

The amount of corn of the Iroquois destroyed by Denonville in 1687
is estimated at more than a million bushels." According to Tonty,
who took p^rt in the expedition, they were seven days engaged in cut-

ting up the corn of four vilteges.'

It is unnecessary to allude to the testimony given by Mr. Carr in

'Jesuit Relation.s for 1640 (Repriut 1858) vol. i, p. 35.

-Esliih. of the Faith. Sheas trausl. (18S1), vol. I, p. llu.

3 1)11 I'latz, Hist.La., vol. It. p. L'il!) (Lonilon, 1763.) Freneli eil.. I'aris. 1758, vol. in, p. 8.

. "Hakluyt's Voyaj;es (Lomluu, 181(i), vol. ui, p. 272.

^Voyages tie (,'hamplaiii, liv. IV. cap. 8, Paris. U!H2.

'Voyajies de Chaniplain, p. 301. Sagard, Voyagesa ilu parades Huroii.s, Paris. 1632. p. 134. £dn.
1865, part 1, p. 92.

'Sagard, Voyages des Hiirona (cdii. 1865), jit. 1, p. 93.

8Charlevoi.\, Hi.st. Xouv. Fiaiu'e. Paris 1744, v, II, p. 355. Doc. Hist. N. Y. 1st series, 1849, p. 238.

"Hist. Coll. La., vol, I. p. 70.
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regard to agriculture among the Algonquin tribes east of the Hudson
river, as Jhis is a part of the history of the early Pilgrim settlement,

and is too well known to need repeating here. Had it not been for the
corn fui'nished this settlement in its eai'ly days by the Indians willingly

or through force, there would be few if any descendants of the Pil-

grim fathers to write their history or sing their praises.

So far as history tells us anything in regard to the Indians of Penn-
sylvania and l^ew Jersey in reference to this subject, it shows them to

have been cultivators of the soil.

The evidence iu regard to thb agriculture of the Virginia Indiaiis has
been given in part, to which may be added the fact that the Jamestown
colony depended entirely on the natives for corn during the first few
years of its existence.

The evidence that the tribes of North and South Carolina were
largely dependent upon agriculture for subsistence is found in Lawson's
" Carolina " and Adair's " History of tlie American Indians." From
the former we learn that the tribes toward the coast cultivated many
kinds of " pulse " (by which term he means chiefly corn), part of which
they ate green in summer, keeping great quantities for their winter
supply.!

It is from the southern Indians that the farmers of to-day derive the
method of constructing cribs on posts to secure their corn against ver-

min, as is evident from the following passage in Lawson's History.

These Santee Indians » » * make themselves cribs after a very curious man-
ner, wherein they secure their corn from vermin, which are more freiiuent in these

warm climates than countries more distant from the sun. These pretty fabrics are

commonly supported with eight feet or posts al)out 7 feet from the ground, well daubed
within and without upon laths with loam or clay, which makes them tight and fit

to keep out the smallest insect, there being a small door at the gable end, which is

made of the same composition.

-

In regard to the Gulf States east of the Mississippi and also Arkan-
sas, the evidence on the point under consideration is so abundant that

we can not give space here for more than a mere summary. Corn was
grown everywhere in great abundance. De Soto and his Spanish fol-

lowers, amounting at the outset to more than 600 men, 200 horses, and
a drove of hogs, subsisted during the four years they were traversing

the country almost wholly upon the products of the natives' fields.

The amount of game taken during this time would scarcely have sufficed

them for a single month.
Such expressions as the following are abundant in the narratives of

the chroniclers of this ill-starred expedition

:

"In the barns and in the fields great store of maize. * * * Many
sown fields which reached from one town to the other." ' "The maize'

that was in the other towns was brought hither; and in all, it was

London ed. 1718, p. 207.

'Raleigh ed. I860,' p. 35.

^Gentlem.™ of Elvas, Hist. ("nil. I,:i , vol. ll. p. 152.
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esteemed to be six thous.ind hanegs [fanegas]."' "As soon as
they came to Cale the governor commanded tliein to gather all the
maize that was ripe in the field, which was sufficient for three months, "^

When we remember that this was sufficient for (iOO men, 200 horses,

and a hundred or more hogs, and that it was taken from the field of a
single Indian town, we can more readily appreciate the fact that these

natives were agriculturists, notwithstanding the statements of modern
archeologists to the contrary.

It is stated in Barnard de la Harpe's " JoiirnaP" .that M. le Sueur
" sent two Canadians to invite the Avavois and -the Octotatas to settle

near the fort because they were good farmers and he wished to employ
them in cultivating the land and working the mines."

M. Thaumerde la Source,* speaking of the Tounicas, says they live

"entirely on Indian corn; they do not hunt like other Indians."

It is unnecessary to add further testimony, as Mr. (Jarr's summary
of evidence which applies to the entire mound area, unless it be the

Dakotau region, leaves no ground on which the doubter (^an find a

foothold.

Such is the testimony of the older authorities and of those who have
studied the history of the discoveries of our continent and the early

European intercourse with its aborigines.

Marquis de Nadaillac, reviewing Mr. Carr's work, admits that- " at

numerous points inNorth Americathe Indians were much more advanced
than their numerous descendants,"* but he contends that the evidence

dates from the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, and
hence leaves a break unclosed and the chain incomplete. Such an
objection is, to say the least, out of i)lace in the writings of so able an
author. The evidence reaches back to the first contact of Europeans
with the natives of the different sections, and shows their habits and
customs before being affected by European civilization, and, as the

reader will observe, it applies generally and almost without exception

to the tribes living east of the Mississippi.

In the American edition of his " Prehistxiric America," edited by Dr.

Dall, the position taken by the authoron the question now under con-

sideration appears to be abandoned, but this is probably due to the

editor of this edition.

The evidence adduced seems conclusive that, excepting a few unim-

portant cases, the tribes from the Atlantic to the i)rairies of the west

and from the lakes to the gulf were cultivators of the soil, which is

sufficient ])roof, if other evidence were wanting, which is not the case,

that they must have been sedentary, or at least had fixed villages and
determinate localities.

That from time to time, as was the case with the more civilized

' Gentleman of Elvaa, Hist. Coll. La., vol, ir, p. 203.

2 Ibid., p. 130.

' Hist. Coll. La., vol. in, p. 2C.

*Sbea's Early Voyuj^es up-and down the Mississippi, p. 81.

*Iievue d'Authropologie, Jan. 15, 1885,
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nations of Mexico iiiul Central America, the fortunes of war may have
compelled a tribe to change its location is undoubtedly true, but this

does not warrant tlie belief so geuerally entertained that they were
uothiufj m(n'e than wandering- hordes of savages without any fixed

'4 liM

^^ ^(% '

m^t^M
Ylfi. ^40.—The village of Sei-otaii.

abodes. It is also true that the dwellings of some of the tribes were of

a primitive and very simple character, easily destroyed and easily re-

built, but in most casfts each prominent village had its public h<nise or

hguses, such as a council house, temxjle, and barracoa or grain house,
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indicating permaneucy. In the southern i-egiou, and even in some
northern sections, the buildings, although of perishable materials and
primitive architecture, were more substantial: and, as will be shown
further on, fortified villages were not uncommon in both sections.

A few references to the statements of early explorers and tra\elers
will be sufticient to substantiate the above conclusions in regard to the
houses of the aborigines.

We present first a figure from De Bry,' drawn by Le Moyne de
Morgues, the artist of Laudonuiere's expeditions to the coast of Florida.

(See PI. XLii.)

This, which represents a scene on the Florida or Soutli Carolina
coast about 1585, was drawn by the artist to show one phase of the
burial ceremonies of a deceased chief. In one part we observe a few
of the liouses of the native village.

We also give a second sketch (Fig. 340), drawn by John Wyth, an
artist who accompanied Sir Eichard Grenville's expedition in 1585. We
copy this also from De Bry: '-Some of their towns," says the artist,^

"are not inclosed with a palisade, and are much more pleasant; Seco-

tan, for example, heie drawn from nature. The houses are more scat-

tered, and a greater degree of comfort and cultivation is observed, with
gardens in which tobacco (E) is cultivated, woods filled with deer, and
field of corn. In the fields they erect a stage (F) in which a sentry is sta-

tioned to guard against the depredations of birds and thieves. Their
com they plant in rows (H), for it grows so large, with thick stalk and
broad leaves, that one plant would stint the other and it would never
arrive at maturity. They have also a curious phice (C) where they con-

vene with their neighbors at their feasts, * * * and from which
they go to the feast (D). On the opposite side is their place of prayer
(B), and near to it the sepulcher of their chiefs (A). * * * They
have gardens for melons (I) and a place (K) where they build their

sacred fires. At a little distance from the town is the pond (L) ffom
which they obtain water."

Although the artists may have brought together what were observed
at different times, there is no reason to question the realitj' of what is

pictured. If so, no one who looks at these iiictures can doubt that the

people whpse homes ai-e represented were sedentary and cultivators of

the soil.

In order to show the interior of an Indian house we present this cut

(Fig. 341) from Gapt. John Smith's "History of Alrginia."' Morgan,
speaking of this figure, says:^

The engraving is probably an imiirovement upon the original house in tlio syni-

uietry of the structure, but it is doubtless a truthfulrepresontationof its mechanism.
It seems liliely that a doulile set of upriglit poles were used, one upou the outside

' Brevis Nairatio (1591) Tab. xi.

'Coiitriliutions to Xortli Am. Eth. A'ol. iv, p. 117.

^Eicliinond ed., 1819, p. 130.

* Houses and House Life of llio Aiuerirjin Aborijiines. Conirilmtioii-s to North American Ethn.
Vol.4, pp. 117,118.
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and one ou the in8i<le, l)etween which the niattiugs of caues or willows wore secured,

as the houses at Pomeiock and Secotan are ribbed externally at intervals of about
eight feet, showing four, five, and six sectious.

As the writer last inentiouod made a cai'sful study of all tlie evidence

relating to the Iroquois liouses, his eonelusion in regard to their size,

form, and mode of coustruction is given rather thau extracts from the

original authorities:

Tlie " hmghonse" of the Iroquois • * » was from fifty to ciglity and sometimes
one hundred feet long. It consisted of a strong frame of ttpright poles set in the

^^^ POWTHATAJS^
J^id tMsJtale &Lji^/ifm u/Aen Cqpt:SmA

-unzs delizeered to /im^ri/oner
1G07

Fi(;.341.—Inlerior of lioiiso of Vir^iinia Tndi.Tiis. From Smith's Uistory, «

ground, which were strengthened with horizontal poles attached with withes, and
surmonnti'd with a triangular, and in some cases with a round roof. It was covered

over both sides and roof with large strips of (dm bark tied to the frame with strings

or splints. An external frame of ]>oles for the sides and of rafters for the roof wore
then adjusted to hold the bark shingles between them, the two frames being tied

together. The interior of the house was comparted at intervals of six or eight feet,

leaving each chamber entirely open like a. stall ui>on the passageway whicli jiassed

through the center of the house from end to end. At each end was a doorway cov-

ered with susi>endcd skins.
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The following from Sagard'.s " Voyages des Ilurons" ' relates to the
dwellings of the Hurons

:

These twenty-five cities aud villages are inhabited by two or three thousand men
of war, at the most, without including the entire poimlation, which nunil)crN per-

haps thirty or forty thousand souls in all. The jirincipal town ha(i formerly two
hundred large cabins, each one containing a number of households. » * » Xheir
cabins, called by them " Gauonchia," are built, as I have said, in the shape of arbors

or garden bowers, covered with the liark of trees, of th(^ lengtli of 2.5 to 80 toises [50

to 60 yards] more or less, for they are not all of the same length, and six [12 yards]

in width, leaving in the center a hall ten or twelve feet wide extending I'rom one
end to the other. On each side there is a sort of bench or platform four in' live feet

high.

Among the ''tracts and otlier papers relating to the origin, settle-

ment, and progress of the colonics in North America, coHccted by Peter
Force," is "A Relation by William Hitton of a discovery made on the

Coast of Florida." In this '' is the following statement:

That which we note<l there was a fair house, round, two hundred fet^t at lesist,

completely covered with palmetto leaves, the wall plate being twelve feet high or

thereabouts, and witliin, lodging rooms and foums. Two pillars at tlie entrance
and a higli seat aliovo all the rest.

This was probably a council lionse, but at that early day little was
known of the Indian customs.

Marquette, speaking of the Illinois Indians, says:

Their cabins are very large; they are lined and floored with rush-mats.^

Gravier, who passed down the Mississippi in 1700, speaks as follows

of the customs and cabins of the Arkansas Indians living near the
mouth of tlic Arkansas river :^

The men do here what the peasants do in France ; they cultivate and dig the earth,

plant and harvest tlie crops, cut the wood and bring it to the cabin, dress-the deer

and buftalo skins when they have any. They dress them the best of all Indians that I

have seen. The women do only indoor work, make the earthen jpots and their clothes.

Their cabins are round and vaulted. They are lathed with canes and plastered with
mud from bottom to top, within and without, with a good covering of straw. » » *

Their bed is of round can«s raised on four posts three feet high, and a cane mat
serves as a mattress. Nothing is neattr than their cabins. * * * Their grana-

ries are near their caliins, made like dove-cotes, built on four large posts, 15 or 16

feet high, well put together and well polished, so that mice can not climb up, and
in this way they protect their corn and squashes, which are still better than those

of the Illinois.

As reference will be made hereafter to the Indian forts and fortifica-

tions, it is unnecessary to mention tlieni here. Nevertheless we give

the following quotation from Jaccjues (Jartier's account of his second

voyage tip the St. Lawrence

:

We went ahmg and al)0ut a mile and a lialf farther we began to flnde goodly and
large fields, full of such come as the countrie yieldeth. It is even as the Millet of

'Paris oa., 18G5, ]ip. 80, 81.

'Pages.
^Relation of A'dyagos anil Diacovorii'S of Marquette, by Dahlon, Hist. Coll. La, vol. 4, p. 33.

'*Jonm.'il of the Voyage of Father Gravier in 1700, Shea's Early Voyages up aud down tlie Missis-

sippi, p. 134.
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Brasll as great ami somewhat bigger tliaii small peasou wherewith they live even as

we doe with ours. In the midst of the fieldes is the citie of Hoehelaga [site of Mon-
treal] placed neere and as it were joined to a great mountain that is tilled round
about very fertill, on the top of which you may see very farre, wo named it Mount
Roiall. The citie of Hoehelaga is round, compassed about witli timber with three
courses of rampires, one within another, framed like a sharpe spire but laidc? acrosse
above. The middle most of them is made and built as a direct line, but perpendicu-
lar. The rampires are framed and fashioned with peeces of timber, layed along on
the ground, very well and cunningly joined together after their fashion. This
enclosure is in height about two rods. It hath but one gate or entree thereat which
is shut with piles, stakes and barres. Over it, and also iu many places of the wall,

there l)e places to runne along and ladders to get up, all full of stones for the defence
of it. There an^ in the towne about fiftie houses about tiftie paces long and twelve
or iifteeue broad, built all of wood covered over with the barke of the wood as broad
as any boord, very tinely and cunning joined together. Within the said houses there
are many roomes lodgings and chambers. Iu the middle of every ime there is a great
court in the middle whereof they make their fire. -> <f * They liave also on the
top of their houses certaine garrets withiu which they keep their I'orn to make their

bread withall.'

Further reference to the houses of th<^ Indians will be made when we
come to speak of the dwellings of the mound-bnilrters.

It is evident, therefore, from the abundant evidence relating thereto,

that the statement iu regard to the habits and customs of the Indians,

found in most works on the archeology of the United States, and on
which the objection to the theory that the jjeople of this race were the

mound-builders is founded, are incorrect and not justified by the facts.

That most of the tribes were savage and cruel in some of their customs
and practices must be admitted; but this is e({ually true of the more
civilized. people of Mexico and Central America.

OTHER OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

Another objection which was formerly urged, but is now giving way
before the light of more recent investigation, is the supposed great

antiquity of the mounds and other ancient works, as indicated by the

assumed fact that they are always found, when near streams, on the
upper or older river terraces. This assumption, which has been fol-

lowed by most writers on the subject of our antiquities down to a very
recent date, was first clearly stated by Squier and Davis in the closing

paragTai)h of their oft-quoted and standard work on the '' Ancient
Monuments of the Mississippi Valley," but was hinted at by Atwater
as early as 1820.' The theory, as given by Squier and Davis, is as fol-

lows:

The fact that none of the ancient monuments occur upon the latest formed terraces

of the river valleys of Ohio, is one of much importance in its bearings upon this

question (the antiquity of these works). If, as we are amply warranted in believ-

ing, these terraces mark the degrees of subsidence of the streams, one of the four

which may be tracedhas been formed since those streams have followed their present

' Haklnyt, vol. 3 (Loudon id., 1810), p. 272. ' Trans. Amer, Antiq, Soc, vol, i, p. 219.

12 ETH 40
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Cdurses. There is no good reason for suiiposing that the luouud-builders would have
avoided building upon that terraee while they ereeted their works promiscuously
upon all the others.

While it may be true that few (for there are some) aucieut works
occur on the last formed river terrace in Ohio, for the vei"y good reason
that the builders had learned, probably by sad experience, that this

lower terrace was subject to repeated overtiows, it js well known that

in other sections, as, for example, along the southern and middle Mis-
sissippi, where this arrangement of successive terraces is not found, the
mounds as a rule are on what is known as the "bottom" or flat valley

which borders the river throuj^hout most of its course. In fact, they
are so common on levels sulyect to overflow as to lead many who are

cognizant of this to believe they were built for the purpose of raising

the dwellings of the inhal)itants above the floods. Xor is this belief

without some foundation if credence is given to the following state-

ment of Garcilasso de la Vega.' Speaking of the inundation which
occurred when Moscoso was preparing to go down the Mississippi, he
says

:

During similar inundations or risings in tin; great river, the Indians contrive to

li\e on any high or lofty ground or hills, and if there are none they build them
with their own hands, principally for the dwellings of the eaciciues; they are 3 or 4
" estados " highfrom the ground, bnilt on heavy timlier firmly fixed in the ground,
with stakes intervening, and on top of these they place other timber, all of which
is roofed over and divided into four ])art8to contain their provisions, their valuables,

etc.

This description, which is somewiiat confused, appears to a])ply to

the mound and dwelling on it, or a kind of scaftblding. Throughout
eastei'u Arkansas, and at some points in southeast ^lissouri, the

mounds are often the only retreat for cattle and other stock in time of

high water. One great hindrance to the mound explorations carried

on in this region by the United States Bureau of Ethnology has been
the unwillingness of the owners of mounds, on this account, to have
them opened.

A foolish idea li;is iirevailcd in the minds of many x)ersons that the

Indians and mound-builders were wiser in this respect than the people

of the present day, and would never plant their villages where they

were subject to overflow. In addition to the evidence already given it

happens that in one of the old authorities there is mentioned an inci-

dent bearing on this question which concerns both mound-builders and
Indians, if the two people be distinct.

Herrera, who generally follows Garcilasso, but who certainly had
access to other data which arc not now extant, states - that when Mos-

coso, who was placed in command of the Spanish expedition after De
Soto's death, returned to an Indian town named Amenoya, situated on

'Hist. Fla., p. 231. Edition before jiieutioned.

= Doeade iv. Bk. x, Cl).-i]). n, vol. vi. )i. 18, Stevens'.'! Knj;. tTaie.1. (1726) ; Decadi- vii. Hk. vu. ( li;!!). v,

p. j;!G. ofori-r. Sp.
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the banks of the Mississippi, probably uot far distant from Ileleua iu

Arkansas, and there pi-epared for his descent of the Mississippi, "An
old Indian woman who conld not make her est-ape with the rest' asked
them why they staid there, since that river overflowed every fom-teen
years, and that was the year when it would happen." The prediction

proved true, as " the river began to rise on tlie 10th of March and
increased so much that on the 18th the water broke in at the gates of

the town so that there was no going along the streets two days after

without canoes. This inundation was forty days in rising to the lieight

—

that is, to the 20th of Aj^ril—the river extending itself above 20 leagues
on each side, so that nothing was to be seen iu all the country about
but the tops of tlie highest trees, the people going about everywhere
in canoes."

The expression " broke in at the gates " shows that this town was
surrounded by an earthen wall, and the fact that the people could go
from house to house in canoes perhaps shows that they were on mounds.
We have, moreover, the statement in the same work that in a town on
the same side of the river, a short distance below, some of the houses
were on mounds.
Notwithstanding the fact that the oj)iuion on this point advanced by

Squier and Davis, Baldwin, and others, seems to have been generally

abandoned, it isre])eated in Bancroft's " Native Races " ^ and Maclean's
" Mound Builders."

'

Another argument used to support the theory of the great antiquity

of these works, and hence that which holds that the Indians were not
the aiithors of them, is drawn from the supposed great age of trees often

found growing on them. It is stated that from one in Ohio a tree was
cut (species not given) which presented eight hundred consecutive rings

of growth, indicating that at least eight hundred years had elapsed

since this work was abandoned. That on another, a chestnut, 23 feet

in circumference and having about six hundred rings, was observed.

From these and numerous other similar cases which might be men-
tioned, though but one or two others have been found equal to these in

girth and number of rings, it is taken for granted as beyond contro-

versy that the mounds of the region mentioned must have been aban-

doned at least seven or eight centuries ago, and as several generations

of trees must have preceded these giants of the forest, the reasonable

inference is that they were abandoned one or possibly two thousand
years ago.

Recent investigations have served to destroy confidence in this

hitherto supposed certain test of age, as it is found that even within

the latitude of the northern half of the United States from one to three

rings are formed each year; and that there is no certainty in this respect,

even with the same sijecies in the same latitude.

' Herrera speaks of this peVson as a man, but Garcilasso aays expressly "a woman."
2 Vol. IV. p. 789. ' Page l.'iS.
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Nor will size turiiish ii ,siue iiiid .satisliiftory iiidicatiou. We are there-

fore at sea, as yet, on this question, and must be until botanists take

hold of tlie subject and work out some better rule for determining the

age of trees than has bcretofore been given. Dr. Lai>liaui undertook a

few years ago to reach a conclusion on the point at issue by an investi-

gation of the trees of Wisconsin. The result as given by Dr. Foster '

is as follows

:

By placing the i-dge of :i sheet ot pajier aeross a newly felled tree lu the direction

of the radius, one may with a .sharp pencil mark the thickness ot the several ring.s of

growth, and by measuring a nuiuber of such rings we may tind the average increase

of wood each year. It was thus that the items were collected for the following table,

showing the number of rings measured, their aggregate width, the average annual
growth thus found, and tlie number of years retiuired lor an increase of 1 foot in

diameter of a number of our common forest trees:

(livit'lli of iialire foiTSt trees of TViiKonsin.
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Seveu times tliis quantity, or nijilit liiiiulri'd iiiul sixty years, is thiMel'nic tin- aye

of this exceptionally large trie.

Further south, where trees attain a larger size, they have ha<l, at the same time,

owiug to the more geuial climate and more fertile soil, a much more rajiid growth,

so that they probably do not exceed the trees of Wisconsin in age.

There can be no means of determining how many successive forests may have pre-

ceded the present, and occupied the soil since any given epoch, as that of the Mound-
builders, all traces of the former trees having been long since effaced. A few years

suffice to convert a fallen trunk into humus that can not be distinguished from the

other portions of the a(^cumulatiiig soil.

This result, as will be seen, is based entirely uii the theory of one

ring per year. It is somewhat strange that the number of years for

one foot of growth given in his table is, as ai rule, about double that

given by English botanists. The following is given here as possibly

throwing some light on this subject in reference to the growth of ti-ees

of one kind in the latitude of southern Illinois.

Old Fort Chartres, «f Mtuiroe county, Illinois, situated on bottom

land, was finally abandoned in 1772.' In 1802 it was visited by Gov-

ernor Keynolds, who states that, at that time, " Large trees were grow-

ing in the houses which once contained the elegant aiul accomplished

French officers and soldiers.'" Maj. Stoddard visited it in 1804, when,

according to his statement, "the enclosure was covered with trees from

7 to 12 inches in diameter."-' 'J'his was but thirty-two years after its

abandonment, hence the rate of growth of the largest trees must have

been 1 foot in thirty-two years, or 0..'{75 inch per year. As the species

oftreeisnot mentioned, this leaves the matter somewhat indefinite.

But there is another witness who is more explicit. In 1820 Mr. Beck,

the publisher of the " Illinois and Missouri Gazette," not only visited

the ruins, but made a careful survey of them.

He states that at that time he found "in the hall of one of the houses

an oak growing, 18 inches in diameter.'' ' As this was forty-eight years

after the abandonment, the rate of growth of this tree was 1 foot in

thirty-two years, or 0.375 inch per year, precisely the same as the

largest tree mentioned by Maj. Stoddard. As the tree measured by Mr.

Beck was growing in the hall of one of the houses, it must have sprung

fi'om the acorn after the premises were abaiuloned.

This probably aflbrds one of the best tests for the latitude indicated

that has been, so far, placed on record. Supposing the growth of the

large chestnut, 23 feet in cii'cumference, heretofore mentioned as stand-

ing on one of the Ohio works, to have been at the same rate, its age

was 233 years, instead of COO, as the rings indicated. This, it is ad-

mitted, is little better than mere guessing, but taking for granted, as

recent investigations show, that the rings of growth cannot be relied

'E. G. Mason. "Old Fort Cbartres" in Fergus' Hist. Series, No. 12. "niinois in the 18th Cen-

tury," p. 42. (Paper road before (.'hieago Hist. Soc, .Tune 16, 1884.)

'Hist. Illinois, ed. 1879, p. 26.

3E. G. Mason, loc. eit.

Beck'sGazetteer of Illinois Willi Missouri. -Vlliiniy, 1X21!, p|i. 1011-1 111.
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on as a sure indicatiou of age, the couclusiou reached is as Iikel.\' to be
correct as that based upon any other data we now possess.

Dr. Hoy, whose testimony will be accepted without (juestion, states

in a little pamphlet, entitled "AVho built the mounds?"^ that white

elms planted in the streets of Racine, Wis., in IS-tT and. IS-tS, measured
in 1882 from (J to 8 feet in circumference, 2 feet from the ground.

Maples planted at the same time measured from 4 to 5 feet in circum-

ference; black and golden willows, 8 feet; poplars, 8i to feet. He
also makes the following statement:

At the time Dr. Laphara and I surveyed the liirge group of mounds near Raciue, in

September, 1850, there was a pin oak sapling growing on the center of a small mcnind
situated near the house of William Bull. That sapling is now (1882) 5() inches in

diameter, although that species of tree is ordinarily not a rapid grower.'

xVs will be seen from this statement, the time required for the growth
of one foot in this case was less than one-fourth that given by Dr.

Lapham.
We may suppose that generation after generation of trees have

grown to maturity on the mounds, and crumbled to dust before those

now found on them began their existence. Such a supposition, however,

is wholly gratuitous, unless based upon some evidence. But no such

evidence has been found during the explorations carried on by the

Bureau, nor has any been adduced by any other explorers. On the

contrary, there are some reasons for believing the reverse of this sup-

position to be true. The roots of oaks and some other trees found
growing on mounds will often jienetrate to a great depth in search of

moisture. One instance was observed in southeastern Missouri, where
the roots of an oak ran down more than 10 feet, most of the distance

through a solid mass of clay so hard that it had to be cut with an ax.

These roots, after the tree is dead, will, as a matter of course, decay

;

but they will often leave traces of their existence, especially where
they pass through clay or earth of any other color than that into which
they' are converted.

It is not likely that several generations of trees would have grown
to maturity on the mounds without some of them being blown down
and leaving the little mound ami depression so often seen in forests

from this cause. Had this occurred, it is not probable that the indica-

tions would have been obliterated much sooner than the little depres-

sions and rings marking the ancient dwelling sites.

These facts, alone, it is admitted, would not furnish a satisfactory

te.st of age, yet they have some bearing on the question and are worthy
of consideration. Notwithstanding the opinion of botanists, we are

j.istifled in the conclusion that the age of trees has been nmch over-

rated, especially as there is mu<'h error in counting rings by those not
thoroughly acquainted with the subject, the number given often being

' Page 16.

' See .ilso same jiaper in Trans. Wis. Acail. Sei.. Aits, aijil Letters, vul, vi (1881-83). ]ip. 84-86.
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double the true count, autl that the one with 800 rings was more likely

under than over 400 years old. Botanists apparently neglect the only

satisfactorj' test, which is, to examine the rings and measure the growth
of trees of difterent species whose age is known. No other test can he

accepted by the other branches of science.

It is also contended that the magnitude of some of the earthworks

indicates a much higher culture and a more systematic government
and centralized power than have been found in Indian history. That
there must have been sufficient intelligence to plan the works is evi-

dent; that there must have been some means of bringing into harmony
the views of the people and of combining their forces is also apparent.

But the fact that at the discovery of the country several of the tribes

were accustomed (as will hereafter be shown) to build villages, surround

them with palisades and moats, and in some cases to erect just such

mounds as we now find, shows, beyond contradiction, that they had the

necessary intelligence to plan such works and the means of combining

forces to build them.

The supposition of a lost race, or of a migration from the more cul-

tured people of Central America, aids but little in explaining the means
by which they^were built, as it does not suiiply them with beasts of

burden nor metallic implements to assist them. There is nothing found

in these monuments or elsewhere to indicate that the mound-builders

had any other implements or any other means of conveying earth or

of building these works than the Indians possessed.

It is rather strange that most writers who claim for these remains

such high antiquity contend at the same time for a much more advanced
culture than that attained by the Indians. It is true that when we
stand at the base of the great Cahokia mound and study its vast pro-

portions, we can scarcely bring ourselves to believe it was built with-

out some other means of collecting and conveying material than that

possessed by the Indians. But what other means could a lost race

have had ? The Indians had wooden spades, baskets, skins of animals,

wooden and clay vessels, and textile fabrics; they also had stone imple-

ments. Moreover, the fact should be borne in mind that this great

mound is unique in respect to size, being more than treble in contents

that of any other true mound in the United States. Nor has it yet

been ascertained with satisfactory certainty that it is entirely artificial.

The very large mounds are the exceptions, there being but four or five

of them in the entire area under consideration, the contents of the

largest, save of the single exception noticed, being less than 5,000,000

cubic feet. In fact, when they are measured accurately the height is

found iri some cases to diminish to half that usually given, as in tlie

case of the one near New ]Madiid, Missouri; and as a general rule the

labor necessary to build them could not have exceeded that which has

often been performed by Indians. It is also more than likely that all

the people of a tribe, both men and women, aided in the work, and that
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the large works were built by additions made duriug successive genera-

tions. But the best evidence that they could build such structures is

the fact that they did build them, that iu truth they made every form

of ancient works known to exist in the bounds of our country, even to

the large canals of which there are yet traces. Nor should this astonish

us, since it is known that the cyclopean works of the old world, the dol-

mens, great stone circles, etc., were built by the earliest inhabitants of

these countries, who had n(it advanced beyond the stage of barbarism.'

INSCRIBED TABLETS.

Another objection to the Indian origin of these ancient monuments
is based upon certain inscribed tablets bearing supposed letters or

hieroglyphs, which are claimed to have been found in mounds. For
example, the " tablet of tlie Grave creek mound." over which School-

craft exercised all liis linguistic knowledge, and after corresponding

with Prof. Page, of Copenhagen, and M. Jomard, of Paris, arrived at

the conclusion that, though mainly Celtiberic, the twenty-two alpha-

betic characters include fimr corresponding with ancient Greek letters,

four with Etruscan, five with old northern runes, six with ancient

Gaelic, seven with the old Erse, ten with the Phoenician, fourteen with

the Anglo-Saxon, and sixteen with the Celtiberic. Prof. Jomard, after

a laborious investigation, pronounced the iuscription Lybian, and Mr.

W. B. Hodg.son, Numidian.
The folly of relying upon such relics as this Grave creek tablet as

evidence of a written language is apparent from the above conclusions.

That Schoolcraft and the other savants mentioned could have believed

the inscription to be alphabetic, and a genuine mouud-builder's relic,

and yet made up of several alphabets, would be inconceivable but for

the undeniable evidence. This simple fact ought to be sufdcient to

cast it aside as unworthy of consideration. However, it may be added
that since Dr. Daniel Wilson's sharp criticism,^ and Prof Bead's critical

examination of the evidence,' this relic is discarded by most archeolo-

gists.

Other tablets have been accepted by some of our archeologists and
linguists as conclusive evidence that the mound-builders had a written

language, one author even going so far as to give to the world a (sup-

posed) translation of an entire inscription.^

If the marks upon these tablets are true letters or alphabetic signs,

and are the work of the veritable mound-builders, it must be admitted

that those who made them were not Indians, but a people much farther

' This, being the point at issue, must of rourse lie maintained with satisfactory evidence, which

will Ije attempted further on.
' Prehistoric Man. 3d ed. (1876), vol. u, pp. I11O-IO2.

'Am. Antiq., vol. I, pp. 139-14!!.

« Ibid., vol. IV, 1882, pp. 145-153.
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advanced in the arts of civilized life than most of the known aborigines

of the continent.

As the decision ou this point appears to hinge almost entirely on the

conclusion reached in regard to the inscribed plates known as " the

Davenport tablets," our report would be incomplete and unsatisfactory

to archeologists without some expression of oiiinion in regard to the

claims of these relics to genuineness and antiquity. These tablets,

which are deposited in the Museum of the Davenport Academy of

Natural Sciences, Davenjiort, Iowa, have become so well known to the

world through the publications of that society that it is unnecessary
to give here the history of their discovery, as it is given in full in these

publications.

There are three of them, two of shale found in one mound, known as

Xo. 3 of the Cook farm group, and one of limestone from mound No. 11

of the same group.

In order that some references made herein may be understood, we
must refer the reader to I'ls. i, ii, iii, and vii of the second volume of

the Proceeding's of the Davenport Academy of Sciences. In si>eaking

of these, the inscription on the shale tablet showing the ares and per-

sons dancing around the fire (PI. i) is designated, as the finders term

it, "the cremation scene;" that on the reverse (PI. n), "the hunting-

scene;" the smaller tablet (PI. iii), " the calendar; " the other (PI. vii),

" the limestone tablet."

The two shale tablets, being found in the same grave of mound No. 3,

and side by side, must of necessity stand in the same category. What-
ever conclusion is reached in regard to the antiquity, authenticity, and
origin of one must apply to the other. Is the limestone tablet so inti-

mately related to these that it must also be placed in the some cate-

gory? It was found in a mound of the same group, which presented
no characteristics different from the rest; in fact, it was an almost
exact copy in ev'ery detail of mound No. 10, which is described and
figured by Mr. Gass.'

Examining the excellent albertypes (Pis. i and vii. Proceedings,

Vol. 2—"the cremation scene"), the reader will observe that there are

three Arabic S's on the former, one of which is so much like that on the

latter as almost to lead to the belief that the two were made by one
hand. Moreover, there are, as stated by the finder of the latter, four

other characters on it identical with characters in the "cremation
scene." It is also stated in the proceedings that the bird figures on
the limestone tablet " have each a bit of quartz crystal set in for an eye
like the eyes of the animal figure from mound No. 3, * * * and,
like those, they are held in place by white cement of some kind."

While this fact is calculated to excite surprise, it renders it almost

impossible to avoid the conclusion that all these tablets belong to the
same category and to the same age and that what is true in regard to

' Proci-etliiiL's. vol. n. ji. 141.
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tlie antlieuticity of one is tine of all. We shall tlierefore proceed upon
this basis.

At the outset, doubts of their authenticity are raised in the mind by
their anomaluus character; nothing in any respect like them haviug
been found which has stood the test of criticism for a moment save,

perhaps, the Grave creek tablet, and even this, since the examination
by Whittlesey and the scathing criticism by Dr. Wilson, heretofore

alluded to, can no louger be considered an accepted antiquity. This
doubt is somewhat intensified by the fact that the discoveries are made
in one locality, in quick succession, and through the same instrumen-
tality which brought to light other anomalous relics. This feeling of

doubt and uncertainty seems to have been entertained at first by mem-
bers of the Academy, if we may judge by the language of one of their

leading and ablest scientists, Dr. Farquharson,' who say.s:

It is objected, aud seriously, too, that this discovery comes too apuopos, too pat, in

fact, and so partakes in the mind ol'some too much of the nature of a stage trick, a Deitx

ex- maclnna. However, if it is a true, a bona fide discovery, some one else among
the great army of searchers, in tlie I'ourse of time and from the very necessity of the

case, mnst have made the same or a like one ; nor need we fear that our find, remarka-
ble as it is, will loug remain uni(iue aud solitary, for, as Mr. Haven truly says,
" Science and civilization do not leave solitary monuments.''

But it is prox^er to remark that, notwithstanding these seeming
doubts at the outset. Dr. Farquharson and all the other members of the

society (with possildy one exception), after examination and discus-

sion, settled down into the firm belief in the autlienticity and genuine-

ness of the tablets as veritable mound relics, and as entitled to accept- -

ance on the part of archeohigists.

The characters on these tablets render it absolutely certain that they
can not be ascribed to any American tribe or people of ante-Columbian
time of whose work aud art we possess any knowledge. A few of the

inscribed characters and several of the figures can be found in the
in.scriptions and rock carvings by In<lians, but there are others which
can not be attributed to them unless after long intercourse with Euro-
pean civilization. It will doubtless be admitted by all that, if genuine
relics of tlie mound builders of pre-Columbian times, they must be
attributed to a lost race or people of whom we i)ossess no knowledge,
or that they are waifs from the eastern continent.

A still more serious objection to their acceptance as genuine is the

foct that the characters on the '' cremation scene," if true letters, must
belong to not less than half a dozen ali)habets.

Dr. Seyffarth, in his attempt at an explanation, published in volume
•i of the Proceedings, was forced to go to at least half a dozen different

alphabets to find tlie letters given in this single short inscrijition. The
remarks of Di-. Wilson in regard to the Grave creek tablet '' are so

applicable here that we can not refrain from quoting them:

' Prot:. Dav. Acad. Xat. Sci., vol. ll. p. 103.

' Preli. Mail, :iil od.. vol. u, p. 100.
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It thus ai)poai's that this iugeuious littUi stoue is even more accommodating than
the Dighton rock in aihipting itself to all couceivalile theories of aute-Cohmibiaii
colonization, anil, in fact, constitutes an epitome of the prehistoric literatnre of the
new world. Had Sir Henry Rawlinsou dug up such a medley of languages at one of

the corners of tlic tower of Babel it might ha\'e less surprised us. This curious

analysis, so contrary to all previous philological experience, does not seem to have
staggered the faith of the clncidatnr.

Nor does tlie same fact appear to liaAO staggered Dr. Seyflarth,

undoubtedly an excellent linguist, who made an analysis of the char-

acters, or the Eev. J. Campbell, who presented a translation of the
Davenjtort tablets.

Taking them up one by one, let us examine them somewhat critically.

In doing so, the excellent albertyi)es prepared by Bierstadt and pub-
lished in volume 2 of the Proceedings, which are all that could be de-

sired in this resi)ect, will be taken as the basis.

We will consider first the limestone tablet found iu mound No. 11.

It will be seen that this plate has carved npon it, too plainly to be
misunderstood, tigiires of two '^Monitor" pipes. This is admitted by
Mr. Harrison in his description,' as he says: "At each of the upper
corners is cut a complete figure of a bird pipe, such as are found
carved of stone in these mounds, and nearly of full size." In addition

to this there is cut, immediately over the Isead of the personage re])re-

seuted, a figure in the usual form of the copper "axes'' found iu the
mounds, or of the ordinary axes of the present day. Tliere is, there-

fore, no escape from the conclusion either that this is a genuine relic of

the mound-building age, or that it was made siuce the explorations of

recent times have brought these axes and pipes to light.

The representation of the sun with a fare and rays is an anouialy in

motiud-builders' art. The circle with denticuli, probably intended to

represent the sun, is found occasionally, carved on shells, and stone

disks somewhat of the same form have been found. Shell and even
stoue masks with the human face outlined are not uncommon, but it is

believed that nothing like the figure ou this stoue is to be found else-

where on mound relics of this country. Nevertheless, as it is somewhat
common among barbarous and civilized people, and is occasionally found
among the rock etchings of the Indians,^ it would not excite siu'prise at

beuig represented here, were it not for the connection iu which it is

found. But it is impossible to avoi<l surprise at finding to the left of

the "ax" a regularly formed Arabic 8, made as is customary with
writers of the present day, and near the upper right-hand corner the
Eoman numeral VIII or VI and II, the middle space being slightly

wider than between the other strokes. Tiiese, be it remembered, are

not museum marks, but parts of the original inscription on the stone

when found.

Oomjjariug the Arabic 8 on this stone with that on the cremation scene

['roe. I):i\t'nport A<-;ul. Si-i., vol. n. p. 22;i. ^ First Ann. Rept. Bureau Etlin.. p. 371.
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near the upper righthaud coiner of the phite, the resemblance is

fouuil to be so stroug as to indicate that both were made by one hand.

As they were found in moimds of tlie same group and apparently of

the same age, it is not improbable tliat tliis is the case.

The facts as to the flnding, given by the members of the Academy
and published in the proceedings, are not calculated to strengthen

belief in its genuineness. In the. first place, although situated in the

immediate vicinity of, and in the triangle formed by, ISfos. 1, 9, and 10,

this mound seems to have escaped notice iiutil the latter part of 1877.

In the second place, although constructed like some of the other mounds
of the group, it seems to have been the only one not used as a place of

sepulture. No. 10, which it resembles in almost every particular, con-

tained comparatively few human bones, though enough to show that

one individual had been buried there.

Yet in this case the whole object in view in digging the pit, build-

ing the stone heap, and throwing up the tumulus seems to have been

to make a resting or hiding place for this tablet. Still, this is not im-

FlG. S42.—Section t'f uimiiid 11, ("(mk farm jirnup. Iowa.

possible, as one of the Ohio mounds mentioned by Messrs. Squier and
Davis seems to have been intended simply as a cache for flint imple-

ments.
In the third place, the condition of the tablet and immediate sur-

roundings, when found, seems so contrary to all experience in refer-

ence to ancient mounds as to lead to the belief that it was recently

made or recently meddled with.

The account bj' Mr. Harrison' is accompanied l)y a cut. Fig. 17, of

which our Fig. ;>4-' is an exact copy. By reference to this, it will be seen

that there was an excavation in the original earth, T T indicating the

line of the original surface and H H the original earth forming the sides

of the pit.

This pit, as we are informed by Mr. Harrison, extended down to the

clay, the floor being a level and very compact stratum of yellow clay,

such as has been frequently noticed and described in reference to otlier

mounds of this group. In this excavation, resting on the floor, was the

stone pile X, over which the mound of earth was thrown. This earth,

alter ])assing through the frozen crust, was, as we are told, "easy to

' Proc. Dav. Acad.Nat Sci., pp. 221-223.
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handle, being comiJosed of dark soil with some adniixtuie of day;"
moreover, there appears to have been no indication of stratificatiou.

At the bottom, and jnst under the stone pile, was a miniature vault,

A, 5 inches in depth and a " little larger than the tablet," probably
about 13 or 14 by 8 or 9 inches, the bottom of the excavation forming
the bottom of the vault.

This vault appears to have been walled around by the outer lower
stones of the pile and covered by a single flat slab. In the bottom of
it, immediately under A. lay the tablet, an inch and a half thick, on
which were four arrow jioints, a little quaitz crystal, and a Unio shell.

With the exception of these, which occupied considerably less than
half the space, this little vault was empty; for it is stated in the pub-
lished account that, " on raising the flat stone, an irregularly rectangu-
lar engraved tablet was suddenly exposetl to view as it lay face up in

a walled vault evidently built for its reception."

But, in order to be certain as to this inference, the following inquiry
was addressed to Mr. W. H. Pratt, the curator of the museum of the
academy, who was fiimiliar with all the facts: " Was the cavity A, Fig.

17, Proc. Dav. Acad. Sci., j). 222, Vol. 2, filled with dirt when first dis-

covered ?"—to which he kindly returned this answer: '< Mr. C. E.
Harrison, who assisted iu the work, states that the cavity in which the
limestone tablet was found contained scarcely any dirt when the flat

stone with which it was covered was raised, exposing it to view."

That there should have been an unfilled space in the base of a pile

of h)0se or "uncemented" stones, standing in an excavation beneath a
heap of comparatively loose dirt which had stood there for centuries,

is certainly most extraordinary. The excavation in which the pile was
placed would necessarily gather about it the water that i)erc(i]ated

through the earth above and the layer of compact clay below would
have prevented its rapid escape downwards.
The interior of mounds lias frequently been found comparatively dry

when there was ojqiortuiiity for drainage and the body was composed
of hard, compact, mortarlike material. A stone gravehas occasionally

been found only partially filled with earth wherewell covered, and stand-

ing high eiHJUgh in a mound to shed the water. But here the conditions
are entirely different. The mound ^^'as so low that for three years it

had escaped the trained eyes of eager searchers, was composed of com-
paratively loose earth, and had been plowed over for years; beneath it

was a i3it which acted as a reservoir into which the water gathered, and
at the bottom was compact clay to prevent its ready escape. The stone
slab over the little vault and loose nnmortared stones at the sides

would not prevent the water from entering at the sides. Moreover it

must also be borne in mind that there was no side drainage except as the
water soaked into the earth. It follows, therefore, that all the sedi-

ment carried down by the water would have been deposited in this little

vaiilt and the exca\atiou around it.
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lu a letter writteu in 1882 by Mr. A. S. Tiffany to Col. Xorris, and
subsequently, in a letter to the present author, avowed by him, before

the academy, to be genuine, is the following statement:

The limestone tablet I am certain is a fraud. Mr. Gass was assisted iu digging it

out by Mr. Harrison and Mr. Hume. Mr. Hume informs me that there was a wall of

small bowlders around the tablet. On the tablet there were some arrow points, a

<iuartz crystal and a Vniu shell filled with red p.aint, the whole being covered with

a rougli limestone slab, the space between it and the tablet not filled with earth,

and the paint bright and clean.

Mr. Tiffany wa.s one of the founders of the academy and, as appears

from the proceedings, was long one of its most prominent, active, and
tmsted members and was still a member at the time the letters referred

to were written. It is proper to state that he accepts the shale tablets

as genuine, but stands by the above statement in regard to the lime-

stone tablet, and did so in a meeting of the academy iu presence of

all the members.
If these statements concerning the conditions under which this

tablet was found be correct, which we have no reason to doubt, as they

are made by the parties concerned, there are strong reasons for sus-

pecting that it was a " plant " made probably by some unknown person,

to deceive the members of the academy. The simple fact that the

little vault under the pile of rough, uncemeuted stones was empty,

save for the relics, appears absolutely to forbid the idea of age; for

under such conditions as in this case it would, unless hermetically

sealed, have been filled, in the length of time, with earth from the sides,

carried in by the intiltrating water.

THE SHALE TABLETS.

As the evidence in regard to the limestone tablet seems not only to

preclude the idea of any great age, but also to indicate that it was a

"plant" made to deceive the members of the Davenport Academy, we
are led to incpiire whether the authenticity of the shale tablets rests on

any better foundation.

If the conclusion iu regard to the fin-mer be correct, and the reasons

given for considering them all as belonging to the same category be

deemed conclusive, the question is settled and requires no fitrther dis-

cussion. But the object at present is not merely to make a point in

argument, but to arrive at truth: therefore the following suggestions

in regard to the latter are presented. As the two were found in the

same grave, they will be eniisidered together, conclusions reached iu

regard to the age of one necessarily applying to the other.

Some blunders made by the society and its members in bringing

before the public the lacts in reference to these relics and their discov-

ery, though readily accounted for, excite a fear in the mind that proper

care was not taken at the time to verify statements and guard against

imposition. Compare, for example, Fig. 3, I'l, il Proceedings, Vol. i,
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w itli Fij;-. 8, p. 1)2, Proceedings, Veil. ii. both purporting to be tigures

of nioiiud .i. Cook lariu group, in wliicli tliese relics were found. The
former, it is true, was made when only the southern part of the mound
containing the grave, or pit, «, had been examined. It shows neither

the layers of shells nor the int in which the skeletons were found, and
only one skeleton is indicated in the supplemental plan. As the com-
plete exploration of this part was made in 1874, these facts must have
been known at that time, and Mr. (lass, the explorer, was at hand to

refer to at any time; yet, here is a figure presented to the public, which
is evidently to a large extent, if not wholly, imaginary, but still pur-

porting to be given to a scale. ."Moreover, attention appears to have
been called at the time to the possibility of error, as Dr. Fanpiharsou
says:' " Of this [mound 3] the liev. Mr. (lass (the explorer) says ' the

outer and inner arrangements were quite similar to the first.'' But his

further description shows that it was not, no layers of stones or of

shells being mentioned."' The italics are his own. In the subsequent
description of the whole mound, by Gass, the portion relating to the
south half is based entirely on the first exploration made in 1874. and
uot only are the shell-beds and tlie pits mentioned, hut he goes on to

say:

The fact that the Ijottoiu (it this grave sloped uiiward ami outward, in all direc-

tious, eontiruied our opinion that all the contents of this mound had been discovered,

and a farther search would be useless. Messrs. Fanjuharson, Tiffany, and Pratt, to

whom full permission was given to prosecute a further research, concurred in this

opinion, and did not thiuli it advisable to avail themselves of the opportunity. The
work on this mound was therefore discontinued. ^

Notwithstanding all these facts, a figure is presented in the Proceed-

ings vol. I, PI. II, purporting to represent a section of this mound,
which is erroneous in every particular, in fact is purely imaginary.

What are we to infer from this in regard to the figures of other mounds,
on the same plate ? As a rule, the illustrations by the Academy appear
to be not only correct, but very well done; but we feel constrained

to exi)ress a fear that those on Pis. ii and ill of Vol. i have been made
without proper care. We feel it a duty to express this fear, because,

relying upon their correctness, not having carefully studied their his-

tory, we copied them into a preceding work and based conclusions on
what they show.

The description by Mr. Gass leaves the impression that the layers of

shells over the two graves Avere undisturbed, though he does not posi-

tively assert this to l)e the case. Xevertheless, the following facts

which he mentions are somewhat difficult to account for on this suppo-

sition. Scattered through the soil above the first layer of shells over
grave B, in which the tablets were found, were a number of human
bcuies, but no entire skeleton, wliile in the corresjioiuling position over

A were two entire skeletons. Stones were also found here, correspond-

1 Proc. Davenport Acad. Xat. Sci., Vol. i, p. 119. * Op. cit., p. 95a.
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ing with those found in couuectiou with the skeletons. "Associated
with the.'^e bones," says Mr. Gass, "wliich, like those on tlie other side

of the mound, were doubtless of modern times, we found a few glass

beads and fniyiuents of a brass ring." Below tlie second layer of shells

and within the pit or grave B "was a stratum of loose, black soil or

vegetable mold of IS or 20 inches. * * * In this soil were discov-

ered fragments of human bones and small pieces of coal slate or bitu-

minous shale."

In this grave there was no entire skeleton, but "south of the tablets,

i. e., in the southwest corner of the grave, were found a few pieces of

skull bones, one piece of which was saturated with the green carbonate

of copper. Also, several i>ieces of human cervical vertebrse. * * *

In this grave were a great number of bones of the body, and also in the

northeast corner, as in the southwest corner above mentioned, some
pieces of skull and bones of the neck. It seems jirobalile that here had
been two skeletons, tying one with the head to the west and the other

to the east, but this can not positively be determined."

It is diflicult to account for this condition of aft'airs on the supposition

that there had been no disturbance subsequent to burial, more espe-

cially as it contrasts so strongly with the condition of grave A. The
copiier ax found in B bore no indication of having been wrapjied in

cloth; here were also crystals of "dog-tooth spar." In all parts of- the

grave were many pieces of rotten wood.
The tablets were not discovered until " about 5 o'clock in the after-

noon" (January 10). " They were covered on both sides irith ehiy, on

removal of icliich the markings vere for the first time discovered.'''' Yet
we are informed which side of each lay upward. Possibly this may have
been determined in the case of the one by the spade mark ; but how it

<'Ould have been ascertained in reference to the other is an enigma.

Attention is called to these things because they indicate a want of

proper care in the observation, or an unintentional weaving of theory

into the description, and, though doubtless made in good faith, tend to

lessen in the opinion of archeologists the value of the statements of the

discoverers.

An inspection of the albertypes of the "Calendar tablet" (PI. in,

Vol. II) is sufficient to satisfy anyone that it is based upon the idea of

dividing the year into twelve parts or months and the four seasons.

This is admitted by Dr. Farquharson, who says:

If, again, we consider it as zodiacal, the signs in llie onter circle being symbols of

the constellations along tlio sun's path, then, though the signs are different, yet the

resemblance to the common zodiac is so great as to suggest contact witli one of the

many nations or races which have adopted that very ancient delineation of the sun's

pathway through the heavens.

'

Dr. S. Seyfifarth, who seems to have full faith in it, has no hesitancy in

expressing the same opinion. " This," he says, " is, no doubt, the most

I Proc. Davenport Acad. Nat. Sci., vol. It, p. 109.
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interesting and most iuipoitant tablet ever discovered in North Amer-
ica, for it represents a planetary configuration, the twelve signs of

the zodiac, known to all nations of old, and the seven planets, conjoined

with six different signs."'

It must, therefore, be Ijost-Oolumbian or have been obtained in some
ancient time through contact with i^eople of the eastern hemisphere,

as it corresponds with no native American system of which we have
any knowledge. The fact that the diameter of the inner circle is

exactly 2 inches, of the next 3.4 inches, and the next to the outer one

5 inches, " certainly has a modern look," as Dr. Farquhar.son readily

adnuts. The circles have every appearance of having been made with

compasses or dividers of some kind, though the hole made at the center

by the stationary point has been erased by grinding out a broader

depression, seemingly for this very purpose.

Turnin g next to the large tablet on which are found the " Cremation "

and " Hunting"' scenes (Pis. i and ii, Vol. ii, of the Proceedings), it is

impossible to avoid surprise, mingled with strong suspicion of a trick,

at the incongruities of the inscriptions, especially when taken in con-

nection with the '' Calendar." As a whole, except the lettering, the

two scenes remind us at the first glance of the rock etchings of the

Indians, and have what may be termed " an Indian look." Probably this

is mainly due to the form of the dancing figures and sun figure in the

cremation scene and the squatting figures in the hunting scene. But
the letter inscription (for that they are intended for letters can not be
doubted) dispels any such idea. Nor could it long be entertained, even
without this, for, inspecting them closely, we notice that the large tree

on the one side and the smoke on the other side are not like the usual

representation of these things in Indian pictography, but more like the

rude efforts of a civilized life.

There can be little doubt that the animal figaire under the large tree

was intended for an elephant; hence it must have been drawn either

long ages ago or else since this animal has been brought to America
in modern times, or the tablet must be a waif from the Eastern conti-

nent. The two figures facing each other near the upper right-hand

corner, same scene, bear abetter likenetis to pigs than to any thing else,

and the middle one at the top is more like a cow than like a buffalo.

It may be said these variations are too minute to be worthy of notice.

Alone perhaps they are, but, when they constantly vary in the direction

of animals known at the present day and are taken in connection with
the numerous other causes for suspicion, they become valuable in mak-
ing up a verdict. The interrupted bar across this scene appears to be
a stream or waterway, as the animals in it are aquatic, one of them
being a seal or possibly a manatee.

It may not be out of place to call attention to the fact that nearly

' Proc. Davenport. Acad. Nat. Sci., vol. in, p. 77.

12 ETH 41
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all the letter characters of the " cremation scene," as represented on

the alhertj pe, may be found on page 1766 of Webster's Unabridged
Dictionary, edition of 1872, where the letters of the ancient alphabets

of the Old World are figured. A few, it is true, are reversed, and in

some instances the form is slightly varied but the resemblance in most
cases is very apparent. Tlie reader can make the com])arison for him-

self, but special notice may be taken that in the uppei' of the two trans-

verse curved lines, near the right-hand end, the two forms of the "Gal-

lic O " appear together just as given on the page referred to. He will

also observe that in some instances a number of characters in close

relation on the tablet are found near together in the dictionary. Here
also we find the " 8" so often repeated on the tablet. A photograph

or the albertype must be used for this comparison.

It is true that on this page of the dictionary may be found letters of

almost every form; but this comparison not only confirms the state-

ment heretofore made, that the inscription must have been made up of

letters pertaining to half a dozen different alphabets, but tends to

streng then the suspicion that these tablets were prepared and "planted"

in order to deceive the members of the academy.
The theory that the mounds were the work of a lost race of compara-

tively civilized people who occupied this country in the far distant past,

had taken hold of a hirge portion of our archeologists. Theie have long-

been a hope and belief that at some time discoveries would be made to

(confirm this. It was also further believed that the mammoth or Amer-
ican elephant was still in existence when this civilized race inhabited

the country, but satisfactory evidence on these points was wanting.

The objects and uses of the so-called " altars " found chiefly in the

Ohio mounds were unsettled questions.

Suddenly the archeological world is surprised at finding itself in

possession of proof on all these points. A tablet is taken from a

mound under the very shadow of one of our leading scientific acad-

emies on which is an iiiscrii)tioii of sufficient length to silence all doubt

as to its being alpluibetic, and immediately under it is the altar with

the smoking sacrifice or burning body on it. Nay, more, on the reverse

is the figure of the ('lei)haut. Nor is this all: In the same mound is

another tablet with markings for the zodiacal signs, a calendar in fact.

But good fortune, not satisfied with this generosity, throws into the

hands of the same individual two elephant pipes, so distinct that there

can be no doubt as to the animal intended. To clinch this evidence

and show that it relates to the true mound-builders, the fairy goddess

leads the same hands to a mound which contains a tablet bearing fig-

ures of the veritable mound-builders' pipes and ('((jjijcr axe, some of

the letters of the other tablet and the sirn symbol. Thanks to the

energy of one person the evidence on all these questions is furnished,

which, if accepted as credible, nuist forever settle them.

A consideration of all the facts leads us, inevitably, to the conclu-

sion that these relics are frauds: that is, they are modern productions
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made to deceive. It is by no means a pleasant task to present this

subject to tlie ijublic in what we believe to be its true lij^ht. It is

pi-oper, however, to add that the members of the Davenport Academy
are, with the single exception named, so far as known, firm believers
in the genuineness and authenticity of these liuds.

,

Mr. Gass, the finder, we understand, has always, in the sectious

where he has lived, been considered a man of honesty and truthful-

ness. If these have ev^er been questioned, it has been in regard to
his archeological transa^-tioiis. Nor is there any reason to donbt that
these tablets were taken from the mounds substantially in the manner
recorded. Admitting this to be true (and it is the evidence on which
members of the Academy seem to hang their faith), it falls far short of
proving them to be genuine monnd-builder relics.

Such remains should therefore be put aside as not entitled to any
other consideration than as simple curiosities, unless supported here-

after by other and well authenticated finds of a similar character.

Whether found as stated or not, they ought uot to have any weight in

determining the status of the mound-builders unless more like them are
discovered. There is an immense mass of undoubted data to be stud-
ied, upon which our conclusions may be safely based.

OTHER TESTIMONY.

Another objection to the theory that the mound-builders were Indians
is based upon the oft-reiieated statement of the Indians that they know
nothing of the origin of these works; that when they first entered the
territory they found them already built and abandoned. This objection
has already been sufficiently answered by others, by calling attention

to the fact that these same Indians have not the faintest tradition of
some of the most important events in their own history dating back
less than two centuries. For example, De Soto's expedition, although
it must have been the most remarkai)le event in the past history of the
southern tribes, seems to have been forgotten by them when the French
adventurers, one hundred and thirty years later, appeared on the scene.

It is pro])er, however, to state that Thomas S. Woodward, in his " Eem-
iniscences of the Creek or Muscogee Indians," asserts that the Indians
of this tribe did have a traditionary remembrance of this expedition.

Other similar instances have been referred to by recent authorities and
need uot be rci)eated here. However, as will be showi'i lierealtcr, the
Indians were not wholly without traditions in regard to the mounds.
It is apparent, therefore, that when the real facts are ascertained most
of these objections will disappear as being without foundation.

The historical evidence is clear and undis])utcd that when the region
under consideration was discovered by Europeans it was inhabited by
Indians only, of whose previous history nothing is known except what
is given in vague and uncertain traditions and what has been gleaned
by a study of their languages, customs, folklore, and beliefs.
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On the other hand, there is no liistorical or other evidence, ixnless it

be derived from the antiquities themselves, that any other race or peo-

ple than the Indians ever occupied this region or any part of it pre-

vions to its discoverj^ by Europeans, at the close of the fifteenth century.

The discovery in the eleventh century by the Northmen is not denied,

but, as this left no permanent result, it can have no bearing upon the

question, and hence is not taken into consideration.

We enter the discussion, therefore, with at least a presumption in

favor of the view that these works were built by the Indians, apresump-

tion which has not received the consideration it is entitled to, as every

fact ascertained by the exploration of these works which indicates a

similarity between the "mound-builders'' and Indians in customs, arts,

religion, government, or mode of life is an argument in favor of the

theory of an Indian origin. In fact, the presumption is so strong, that

it can be overcome only by showing that these works, or the specimens

of art found in them, which are unquestionably the work of the build-

ers, are beyond the capacity of the Indians before their habits, cus-

toms, etc., were modified by contact with Europeans. Even should a

few specimens of art of undoubted ante-Columbian origin be found in

them, which are evidently beyond the capacity of any of the tribes

known to have inhabited this section, this will not be sufficient to

establish the theory that these works, or any of them, were built by a
*' lost race," or by the cultured races of Central America or Mexico, as

they may have been obtained by intercourse with these cultured races,

or may be relics wafted by winds and waves, in wrecked vessels, from

the eastern continent.

Suppose, for example, that a mound is found in Tennessee, which in

appearance, construction, and contents—with a single exception—is

in every respect i^recisely like those attributed to the so-called " veri-

table mound-builders," and that this single exception is an ordinary,

old-fashioned, steel-bladed -'case knife" with a bone handle, found at

the bottom of the tumulus, where it could not reasonably be attributed

to an intrusive burial, must we conclude that the " veritable mound-
builders" manufactured knives of this class? Yet a case precisely of

this kind in every particular occurred during the investigations carried

on by the Biu'eau of Ethnology in 1884.

Unless there should be corroboratory proof to connect them with the

mound-builders, and other evidence indicating a corresponding advance
in art, these anomalous waifs, such as the tablets with letters engraved

upon them, even if genuine, are of no value in the question now under
discussion. The whole of the testimony fiumished by an examination

of these ancient works and the specimens of art contained in them
nnist be taken into consideration and must decide the question.
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THE HISTORICAL EVIDENCE.

One serious objectiou iirged against the theory that the Indians

were the authors of the ancient works is that the great number of them,

tlie magnitude of some of them, and the art displayed in their con-

struction, indicate a centrahzed and systematic form of government
and a skill foreign to and entirely above the culture status of the

Indians.'

This opinion is based largely upon the statements made in regard to

these works and their contents, which a more careful examination has

shown to be in many cases erroneous and overdrawn.
For example, the estimates as to size, where given without careful

measurements, are, as a very general rule, largely in excess of the true

dimensions. The statement so often made that many of these monu-
ments have been constructed with such mathematical accuracy as to

indicate not only a unit of measure, but also the use of instruments, is

found uijon a reexamination to be without any basis, unless the near

approach of some three or four circles and as many squares of Ohio to

mathematical correctness be sufficient to warrant this opinion. As a
very general, and in fact almost universal, rule the tigure.s are more or

less irregular, and indicate nothing higher in art than an Indian could

form with his eye and by i)acing. Circles and squares are simple

figures known to all savage tribes and easily formed ; hence the fact

that a few, and a very few, approach mathematical accuracy is not

sufBcient to counterbalance the vast amount of evidence on the other

side.

The size of a few of the mounds and extent of some of the works

are therefore the only difliculties to be explained in attributing these

monuments to the Indians, unless the specimens of art or remains found

in them are incompatible with such a conclusion.

If it can be shown that any of the tribes found occupying that part

of the country where these works arc located did, at the time they

were first visited, occupy and use mounds of the same kind as those

now seen, as though accustomed to them, and also did in many in-

stances bnild them, we shall be justified in ascribing all these struc-

tures to the same race. At least this will be a fair and reasonable in-

ference until some fact is presented which is irreconcilable with such

conclusion, or some certain proof is brought forward showing that

other races have, at some time in the past, occupied this region.

As has been justly remarked by Mr. Lucien Carr,- " In pursuing this

branch of our inquiry the only method open tons is to proceed by com-

parison." Should evidence be produced showing that Indians did erect

'Squier and Davi3, Ancient Mouunu*nla. pp.45 and ^01; Foster Prehistoric Races, pp. 97 and 300;

Baldwin Ane. America, p. 34: ilcLean. Mounil liuilders, pjt. 88, 89; Couant. Footprints of a Vanished
Race, p. 14: Bancroft Native Races, \ol. iv. p. TSti- Xadaillac. Kevue de Authrop.
"Mounds of the Mississiii[>i \'allH\'. ji. .'w.
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such stnictuies, it is not likely that it will he possible, except in a few-

cases, to identity the particular works alluded to by this evidence, nor
to fix upon the precise time when they were erected. The utmost that
can be hoped for in this direction is that by a more careful and thor-

ough study of the remains it may be found jjossible in some cases to

determine the peculiar characteristics which mark them as the work of

certain tribes. If this can be done tlie mound problem will be .solved,

and it will be ijossible with this basis to commence the reconstruction

of the history of the mound-builders and the mound-building age.

Let us, then, turn to the historical evidence bearing on this question,

and compare the monuments which have come down to the i)resent

time with the statements found in this evidence.

Commencing with the history and monuments of the southern sec-

tion of our country, the well known narratives of tlie expedition of the
unfortunate Adelautado, Hernando De Soto, are the first authorities

to which reference is here made.
It is probable that six original chronicles of this famous expedition

were written,' only three of which are now in existence. These are,

iirst, a brief narration by Luis Hernandez de Biedma; second, a more
lengthy relation by a "Fidalgo of Elvas," a Portuguese;-' and, third,

a secondhand account by Garcilasso de La Vega, made up from the

manuscript of Alonzo de Carmona, and information furnished by John
Cole and other survivors of the expedition. The first and second nar-

ratives are by eye-witnesses of the events they describe. In each of

these are frequent mentions of mounds and other works similar to

those now found scattered over this section.

Biedma, in his "Narrative," states that "The caciques of this coun-

try make a custom of raising near their dwellings very high hills, on
which they sometimes build their houses. On one of these we planted
the cross." ^

The descriptions of mounds given by Garcilasso are so exact, and
correspond so perfectly with the remains found in the southern states,

that, although his work is looked upon by many as a semi-romance, we

' In addition to tlie tliree n-anied in tbe text there was, as we learu from Garcilasso, a "Kelacion" Ity

'Alonzo de Carmona," of which he made nse when preparin;;; liis "Florida." .According to Bucking-
ham Smith (Bradford Cluh Series, Vol. v.. p. XXVIU), an account was written by Roderigo Rangel,
the private secretary of the Adclantado, "which atlbrded the nuiterial for the cliai>ters, now incom-
plete, of Oviedo." Also, that another account was composed by a captain who remained in America,
"for which pictures in colors, of the battle scenes with tlu- Indians id Florida, were at one time in the

cabinet of Philip II." Smith alsouftirma that the last named was the source from which Herrera drew
siijiiilie.s. It may be true that this was one of the sources from which he drew, but it is certain that

Gaicilasso's "Florida" was hi.s tdiief reliance. There were .several individuals named Alonzo who
returned from the ex]iedition, bui it is probable the one alluded to by Garcilasso is the .\lonzo men-
tioned in the list of the survivors as from Seville.

^Buckingham Smith is inclined to believe this Fidalgo was Alvaro Fernandez, but for reaaoim not
necessary to be presented here I take this autlior to be Antonio Martinez Segurado. But it is possi-

ble the ,\lonzo dt^ Carmona of Garcilasso is the author, as one of the retuVned Portuguese bore the

name of Alonzo (Jutierrez, which name, strange to say, is rejieated three times in the list of survivors.

* English Trausl. iu French's Histor. (*oll. La. II, p. lOj. Bradford Club series, v. £», p. 251.
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are forced to the coiicliisiou that his iuformatiou was derived fntm par-

ties who had seen them. Take for example the following passage:

The town and the houses of the caci(iue Ossaehile are like those of other eaciiiues

in Florida. » ' • The Indians try to place their villages ou elevated sites; hut
inasmuch as in Florida there are not many sites of this kind where they can con-

veniently build, they erect elevations themselves in the following manner : They
select the spot and carry there a quantity of earth, which they form into a kind of

platform two or three pikes in height, the summit of which is large enough to give
room for twelve, fifteen, or twenty houses, to lodge the cacique and his attendants.

At the foot of this elevation they mark out a S(iuare place, according to the size of
the village, around which the leading men have their houses.' » * To ascend
the elevation they have a straight p.assageway from bottom to top, 1.5 or 20 feet

wide. Here steps are made by massive beams, and others are ])lanted (irmly in the
ground to serve as walls. Ou all other sides of the platform the sides are cut steep.

-

The gentleman of Elvas, speaking of the town of Ucita,where De Soto
first lauded in Florida, which was undoubtedly some point on Tampa
bay, says^ "The town was of seven or eight houses. The lord's house
stood near the beach upon a very high mount made by hand for

strength." It is quite probable that tradition is correct in fixing the
final landing place at Phillippi's point, near the head of what is known
as " Old Tampa bay," as it is stated by the authority last quoted that
after the horsemen had been landed " the seamen only remained on
board, who going u]) every day a little with the tide, the end of eight

days brought them near to the town."*

Now it so happens that, at this point of De Soto's fruitless expedi-
tion, which can be determined ^\ith greater certainty than any other,

the shore is lined with mounds and shell heaps; for full description and
plats of which the reader is referred to the report of Mr. S. T. Walker.'*

Speaking of a mound at Phillippi's point, he says:

This is one of the largest mounds on Tampa bay, and it is unfortunate that there
are impediments in the way of exploration. The structure is nearly half an acre in

extent and four different men claim an interest in it, a land corner being located on
it; besides this, it supports an orange grove. The location is beautiful, the laud
fertile, and fresh water abundant. Some years ago a storm drove the waters of the
bay against it, carrying away a portion of the eastern base and exposing its internal
structure. It is built of sand and shell in alternate layers. It is said that many
bones were washed out of it at the time; but its structure and general appearance
indicate that it was designed as a domiciliary mound like others of Its class."''

Mr. Walker found on opening another mound, 8 miles south of the
one just mentioned, a mass of human bones disposed in three strata or
layers

:

lu the lower stratum I found no ornaments and but little pottery, but in the mid-
dle and top layers, especially the latter, nearly every cranium was encircled by

' The opeu area or square liere spokeu of is still very frequently observed in the village sites of tlio

mound-builders, as noticed several times ou the preceding tield report.
' Historia de la Florida. Edition 1723, Lib. l. Pt. I, cap. xxx, p. 09.

3 Bradford Club Series. Vol. 5, p. 2;i. Hist. Coll. La. vol. 2, p. 123.

' Op. cir. p. 23, Hist. Coll. La., vol. 2, ]>. 123.

' Smithsonian Ee|)ort, 1879, pp. :i92-422.

'Op. lit., p].. 410-411.
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strings of colored beads, brass and copper ornaments, trinkets, etc. Among other
curious objects were a pair of scissors and a fragment of looking-glass. By using
patience and care I obtained many strings of beads in the order they were worn by
their owners. In two cases fragments of string remained in the beads, preserved by
the copper. The beads, many of them being of cut glass and of various colors, were
very beautiful.'

These facts form a cliaiu of evidence relating to the authors of these

works so complete as to leave no doubt regarding the conclusion to be
drawn. Some at least of these mounds were there when De Soto

landed and were then occupied by the Indians who evidently informed

the Spaniards that they had built them.

In one low mound but 3 feet high are found three tiers of skeletons,

the mode of burial alike in all and similar to that in other neighboring

mounds, but during the time that elapsed between the deposition of

the lower and middle tiers the Europeans had appeared on the penin-

sula and brought with them the implements and ornaments of civilized

life.

Tiu'uing again to the chronicles, let us examine what further is said

in Them in reference to mounds.
It is quite probable that where Biedma says, speaking of what was

seen at Cutifachiqui, " the governor opened a large temple btiilt in

the woods, in which were buried the chiefs of the country, and took

from it a quantity of pearls amounting to six or seven arrobes, which
were sj)oiled by being buried in the ground,"* he really alludes to a

burial mound opened by the Spaniards. The Gentlemau of Elvas, men-
tioning the same transaction, states that ' "the lady [of Cutifachiqui],

perceiving that the Christians esteemed the pearls, advised the gover-

nor to send to search certain graves that were in the town, and that he
would find many; and that if he would send to the dispeopled towns he
might load all his horses." These two statements together probably

justify the conclusion that burial mounds are alluded to.

The extravagant and probably somewhat imaginative description,

given by John Cole to Garcilasso, of the temple at Tolomeco (the

adjacent " dispeopled town " mentioned by the Gentleman of Elvas)

doubtless relates to what the Eidalgo calls the "barbacoas," in which

he says " were large quantities of clothing, shawls ofthread made from
tlie bark of trees, and others of feathers, white, gray, vermilliou, and
yellow, rich and proper for winter; * * * also many well-dressed

deerskins, of colors drawn over with designs, of which had been made
shoes, stockings, and hose."'' There is, however, one statement in this

fancy sketch worthy of notice in this connection. " It [Tolomeco] is

'Loc. cit.

^Hist. Coll. La., n, p. 101. Buckingham Smith's translation varies slightly from that given here.

He uses the word "mosque" instead of "temiile," and adds after " buri.il in tin- ground." tlie words
*' and in the adipose substance of the dead."

' Hist. Coll. Louis.in.i, 11, 144 ; Bradford Club Scr. 5, p. (i3.

* Bradford Club Series, .'i, p. (5:1.
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situated Oil the high land above the banks of the river. * * * ^t
a distance were seen the dwellings of the chiefs .situated on an emi-

nence, and were conspicuous for their size and the work which had been
bestowed upon them."

'

That the pearls here alluded to were in part at least nothing more
than shell beads may be assumed without any doubt. Had tliey been
genuine pearls it is not likely De Soto would have left them there so

willingly. Moreover, nothing is heard afterwards, when other adven-
turers visited this region, of its wealth in ])earls. Shell beads are com-
mon in southern mounds, often occurring in great numbers, while pearls

are comparatively rare.

This Portuguese gentleman (Gentleman of Elvas) also frequently

mentions towns surrounded by "walls" and "palisades."^ These he
describes as follows :

'

The wall, as well of that [town] as of others which afterwards we saw, was of
great posts thrust deep iuto the ground and very rough, and many long rails as big
as one's arm laid across between them, and the wall was about the height of a lance,

and it was daubed within and without with clay and had loop-holes.

He speaks of another town "where the cacique used to reside,

which was very great, walled, and beset with towers, and many loop-

holes were in the towers and walls. * * * Within a league and
half a league were great towns all walled. Where the governor was
lodged was a great lake that came near unto the wall, and it entered

into. a ditch that went round about the towu, wanting but little to

environ it round." •

If the reader will compare this description with the works on
Etowah river, Georgia, figured by C. C. Jones,^ and also from a resur-

vey in the preceding part of this volume, with the works of Moorhouse
parish, Louisiana, figured by Squier and Davis,* the works at the Knapp
place near Little Kock, Arkansas, and those in Catahoula parish, Lou-
isiana, figured in this volume, he can not fail to observe the close corre-

spondence between the narrator's statement and these lemains.
Speaking of the arrival of De Soto at the province of Guaxule, evi-

dently in the northern jiart of Georgia, and probably on the headwaters
of the Coosa river, Garcilasso says:

The chief, whose name was also Guaxule, came out with 500 men to meet him and
took him in the village [jraeblo] in which were 300 houses, and lodged him in his
own. This house stood on a high mound [cerro] similar to others we have already
mentioned. Round about was a roadway sufficiently broad for six men to walk
abreast.'

There are good reasons, as will hereafter be shown, for believing that
this refers to the celebrated Etowah mound near Cartersville.

The town of Talisse is described as "strong in the extreme, for,

'Hist. Florida, Lib. 3, cap. xiv, p. 130. •• P. 72.

»Hi9t. Coll. La., n, pp. 153, 158. 159,162, 165,172, « Autiquitiea Soiitheru Indians, pi. 1.

186. anil 203. c Ancient monuments, pi. xxxvni, fig. 4.

= P. l.l:!. ' Hist. Florida, cd. 1723, lib. III. cap, XX. p. 139.
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besides the iiielosure of timber and earth, it was nearly surrounded by
a jjreat river."'

He describes the Indian fortress called Alibanio as being "quad-

raugular, the four fronts of eciual length, built of jointed timbers, each

front being 400 paces. On the inside there were two other palisades

from side to side. The front wall had three small gates, quite too low

for a horseman to enter. One door or gate was in the center of the

front and two others at the sides, next to the corners. On the right

[rear] of those three gates each front has three other walls, so that if

the Spaniards should gain the first the second would be defended, and

so with the third and fourth. The gates of the posterior front (or face)

opened upon a river which flows by the rear of the fort. This river

though narrow is very deep, and the banks very high and difficult to

ascend.'" It will be observed that this fort, between 1,000 and 1,200 feet

square, corresponds very well with the average size of the mound

-

builders' inclosures. The method of strengthening the main entrance

by inner walls was also followed in some instances by the mound-build-

ers, as is shown in some of the Ohio works, as, for example, " Fortified

Hill," Butler county. Other quotations of a similar tenor to those

already given might be made from this book, but these will suffice.

Herrera's account of De Soto's wanderings is taken chiefly from Gar-

cilasso's work, which he says he consulted, still, as it is possible, in

fact certain, that he had access to documents not now obtainable, the

following quotations are given from Stevens's English translation

:

.Some made their escape to tlie Lord's house, which stood on a ridge to which there

was no way up but by stairs." * » * 'pjjg frontier town to Casiiuiu was fortified

with a Ditch * * full of water, conveyed to it througli a canal from the great

River, being the distance of three leagues. The Ditch enclosed three parts of the

town, the fourth being secured with high and thick Palisades.'

Having entered the province of Amilco they traveled 30 league* through it to a

town of 400 houses, and a large square, where the Cacique's house stood upon a

mount made by art on the bank of the river.''

Entered upon a woody desert, and came into the province of Ouachacoya; the

first town they came to being the cai)ital thereof, seated on hillocks by the great

river's side, on one of which was the Lord's house.''

As heretofore stated the town which Moscoso and liis companions

occupied on their return to the Mississippi, which was 17 leagues above

Guachacoya and in the province of Aminoya, must have consisted of

houses i^laced on mounds and surrounded by an earthen wall as it is

stated that " when they were at the procession of Palm Sunday * * *

the water brol:e in at the gates of the toirn so that there was no going

along the streets two days after without canoes."'

The next evidence is found on a plate by Le Moyne, in the Brevis

Ifarratio.' Here a small mound' is figured in the scene which is repre-

Lib. ni, cap. xxiu, p. 144. = Vol vi, p. 5. Oi-ig. Sp., Vol. iv, Dec. vil, p. 132.

2 Lib. IV, cap. I, p. 173. ' Vol. vi, p. 6. Orig. Sp., Vol. IV, Dec. vu, p. 132.

'Vol. v, ]!. :W. Orig. Sp.. Vol. IV, Dec. vu, p. 31. ' Vol. VI, p. 18.

-" Vol. V. p. :i:it). Orig. S]!., Vol. iv, Dec. vu, ii. :'.:!. ' I'mv.s. i. Tab. xi.
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seuted (iu our PI. xlii) ; on top is placed a single univalve .shell and
around the base of the mound there is a circle of arrows thrust into the

ground. The accompanying note states that this represents the sepul-

ture of a chief or ruler of a province, and that the cup from which he

was accustomed to drink was placed on the " tumulus," and that many
arrows were planted about the "tumulus." It is true the mouud
appears so small that it is scarcely worthy of the name. But it is pos-

sible this is the core on which additional layers are to be placed, as is

often found to be the case with mounds. It is not an unusual thing to

find large univalve shells, especially Busycori perversum, in southern

mounds, and occasionally one of very large size converted into a drink-

ing cup is found, as for example that represented in Fig. 133.

Another important fact observable iu this picture is that the large

building, which was undoubtedly the dwelling of the deceased chief,

and others, whi ?h probably belonged to the members of his family, are

on fire. As is well known, it was a custom among some tribes to burn

the houses of those who died. As no mention of this is made iu the

accompanying note, we have proof in this fact that the artist has tried

to reiH'esent faithfully Avhat he saw.

We have taken for granted that the interested reader will make the

comi)arisou, as we proceed with these extracts, between the customs of

the Indians mentioned iu them and those of the mound-builders as re-

vealed by the exploration and study of the mounds. Still it may not

be amiss for us to call attention from time to time to some facts which

have special bearing upou the question under consideration.

The frequent statements in the chronicles of De Soto's expedition

that houses stood on " mounts made by art," or hand, the positive as-

sertion that the natives were in the habit of building mounds, and the

total absence in these chronicles of any word or hint referring them to

any former inhabitants or other Y)eople, .leave no doubt that De Soto

and his followers understood clearly and beyond question that the

people they found occupying the country were the builders of these

mounds.
The resemblances iu many respects of the fortifications and other

works of the Indians mentioned l>y these chroniclers to the works of

the mound-builders, are so many arguments in favor of the theory of

the identity of the two peoples. That such resemblances do not neces-

sarily imply relationship is admitted. But iu this discussion we must
constantly bear in mind the fact that the only people known to history

as inhabitants of the region under consideration, other than those

derived from the eastern continent in post-Columbian times, are

Indians in the limited sense heretofore noted. It follows, therefore,

that each of these resemblances is a fact that must be explained away
by those who deny the Indian origin of the mounds.

After the termination of De Soto's fruitless expedition, but few and

slight glimpses are obtained of this southern region until the French
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adventurers began to appear upon the scene one liundred and tliirty

years afterwards, in the latter part of tlie seventeenth century. The
numerous narratives and accounts of their voyages which have been
left furnish comparatively few notices of these mounds and earthworks,

so few, as has been supposed, that modern investigators have expressed
astonishment at the fact, as it is evident that iu many instances they
were upon the spots where these works are now found ; as, for example,

the Cahokia group; those near the mouth of the Arkansas, those in

the Chickasaw country and in northern Mississii)pi, and elsewhere.

But a more careful examination of the records brings to light a inimber

of corroborative items.

Joutel, iu his account of the return journey of his jiarty after the

death of La Salle, speaking of their halt among the Arkansas Indians

at the mouth of the Arkansas river, says:

The house we were then in was built of pieces of cedar laid one upon another and
rounded away at the corners. It is seated on a small eminence half a musket shot

from the village in a country abounding iu all things.'

The French as given by jMargry ^ is as follows: " Celuy (village^ dans
lequel nous estions, estoit sur uue petite hauteur ofi la dite riviere ue
desborde point. La maison est postee, a une demi port^e de pistolet

du village, sur un lieu itn pen eleve." It is true that this may have been
a natural elevation, anil there is nothing in the statement to warrant
the positive conclusion that it was not, bxit the generally level area of

the locality in -which it was situated, the manner in which it is alluded

to, and the fact that nioirnds are found there, lead to the belief that it

was au artificial mound.
Father Gravier, in the account of his voyage down the Mississippi,

notes the following fact, which probably refers to the earthworks that

mark the sites of abandoned towns. Speaking of the Akansea he says

:

"We went out and cabined a league lower down, half a league from the

old village ofthe Akansea, where they formerly received the late Father
Marquette and which is discernible now only by the old outworks, there

being no cabins left."^ As there were no cabins left what were the
" old outworks" to wliich he alludes ? Speaking of the " Tounikas" he
says: "They have only one small temple, raised on a mound of earth."*

M. Thaitmer de la Source, in -a letter included by St. Cosine in the

account of his voyage, alluding to the manners and customs of the same
people (the Tounicas) says that " their houses are made of palisades

and earth and are very large: they make tire in them only twice a day
and do their cookery outside in earthen pots," and that they " have a

temple on a little hill."-^

M. de la Hai'pe, speaking of the Indians located along the Yazoo

1 Journal in Hist. Coll. La.. 1. p. 176.

2 Decouvertea. Vol. 3, p. 442.

^She.'i's Trans, in Early Frfn<-h Vi»ya;it's on I lie Mi..^sissiiij)i, p. 12G.

' Ibid, p. 136.

^Sbea'sEarly Freuiii Vnya;;(-s ini tin- Mis.sissipiti. pj). HO-81.
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rivei at the commencement of the eighteenth century, says: "The
cabins of the Yasous, Oourois, Offagoiila, and Ouspie are dispersed

over the country upon mounds of earth made with their own hands,

from wliich it is inferred tliat these nations are very ancient aiid were
formerly very numerous, although at the present time they hardly num-
ber two hundred and fifty ])ersons.'

This language would seem to imply that at this time there were
numerous mounds unoccupied, otherwise there could be no grounds for

the inference drawn by this author.

Dumont'^ notes the fact that in one of the Natchez villages the house
of the chief was placed on a mound.
La Petit remarks that " tlie temple of tlie Xatchez in shape resembles

an earthen oven 100 feet in circumference," and " to enable them better

to converse together they raise a mount of artificial soil on which they

build his [the chief's] cabin, which is of the same construction as the

temple, * * * and when the great chief dies they demolish his

cabin and then raise a new mound, on which they build the (;abin of

him who is to replace him in this dignity, for lie never lodges in that

of his predecessor." ' This will account in part for the seemingly large

number of mounds compared with the supposed Indian population.

Le Page Du Pratz, who visited the Natchez nation in 1720, has given

the following notice of the mound on which their temple was placed:

As I was an intimate friend of the sovereign of the Natchez he showed me their

temple, which is abont thirty feet square, and stands on an artiticial mount about
eight feet high, by the side of a small river. The mound slopes insensibly from th&,

main front, which is northwards, but on the other sides it is somewhat steeper.'

He also states that the house of the Great Sun, " not less than thirty

feet on each face and about twenty feet high, is like that of the temple,

upon a mound of earth about eight feet high and sixty feet across." ^ The
size given here and elsewhere of the mounds should not be overlooked,

as they correspond closely with those now found in the same sections.

He also mentions the following mode of defense, which may serve to

explain the origin of some of tlie isolated circular walls occasionally

met with

:

When a nation is too weak to defend itself in the field they endeavor to i)rotect

themselves by a fort. This fort is built circularly of two rows of large logs of wood,
the logs of the inner row being opi)osite the joining of the outer row. These logs

are about tifteen feet long, five feet of which are sunk in the ground. The outer

logs are about two feet thick and the inner about half as much. At every forty

paces along the wall a circular tower juts out, and at the entrance of the fort, which
is always next the river, the two ends of the wall pass each other and leave > side

opening."

"

1 Historical Journ. in Hist. <'oll. La., in, p. 106.

2Menioin*a Historique de la Loui,siana, Tome n. ]k 109.

5 Hist. Coll. La., ni. 141-2 (note) ; also i.etti-es Ediliantes et Curieuses, Touie I, p. 260-1.

* Hist, of La.,EuK. Tr.aus., new ed., 1774, p. 35:1; ed. of 1763, vol. n, p. 211. Original ed.. I7.i8, vol.

ni. p. 16.

50|>. cit.. ed IT.'iK, v(d. II, p. 301.

'Ed. 1774. p. 375.
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If this description be compared with the ttgureof the inclosure near

Evausville, given in the seeond part of this volume, the stron.i>- re-

sembhmce -will be seen at once.

Adair, in his " History of the American Indians." says the Indians

daub their houses with " tougli mortar mixed with dry grass;" that they

buihl winter or hot houses after tlie manner of Dutch ovens, covered

with chiy mixed with grass, and, as "they usually build on risiufj f/round,

the floor is often a yard lower than the earth, which serves them as a

breastwork against an enemy, and a small peeping window is level with

the surface of the outside ground to enable them to rake any liu'king

invaders in case of an attack." In reference to the town house he says:

"The only difference between it and the winter house, or stove, is in its

dimensions and application. It is usually built on the top of a hill.'" '

There is scarcely any reason to doubt that he refers, by the exi)res-

sions italicized, at least the last one, to artificial mounds. Further ref-

erence will hereafter be made to some of his statements in this connec-

tion, as they give at least a hint as to the explanation of some things

found in the mounds.
Following up the recorded accounts of these works in the order of

time, we next refer to the notices found in William Bartram's notes of

a jfmrney through the scmthern states made in 1773. In this work fre-

<iueut mention is made of mounds, but notice will be taken of those

only which appear to connect them in some way with the Indians then

occupying that region, or that indicate their recent desertion.

Hemakes the following remarks in regard to a movmd on Lake George:

At about fifty yards distauce from the liinding jilai-i? stands a iiiaguitieeut Indian

mount. About tiftei-n years ago 1 visited this place, at which time there were no
settlements of white people, but all appeared wild and savage

;
yet in that unculti-

vated state it possessed an almost inexpressible air of grandeur which was now
entirely changed.

At that time there was a very considerable extent of old Jield>i round about the

mount ; there was also a large orange grove, together with palms and live oaks, extend-

ing from near the mount along the banks downwards. ' * * But what greatly con-

tributed towards completing the uiagniticence of the scene was anoble Indian liigbway
wliich led from the great mount on a straight line, three-(|uartcrs of a mile, first

through a point or wing of the orange grove and continuing thence through an awful

forest of liveoaks, it was terminated by palms and laurel magnolias on the verge of an
oblong artilicial lake, which was on the edge of an extensive, green, level savanna.

I'his grand highway was aliout fifty yards wide, sunk a little lielow the common
level, and the earth thrown up on each side, making a bank of about two feet high.'-

The condition observed here certainly does not warrant the belief

that the place had been abaiidoiK'il for centuries before this intelligent

traveler visited it. Yet the historical records relating to the region

reach back two centuries and a half previous to that visit. Had any

l)eople (if superior culture to that of the Indians inhabited the region in

that time or within a century previous thereto, some notice of the fact

would be found in the somewhat abundant literature relating to the

Pp. 417-421. ' Hnitrinirs Travels, p. 90.
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section. As all the fiicts are easily explained upon the very natural

and reasonable supposition that the Indians were the authors of these

^Yorks, it is incumbent upon those who hold a different theory to give
a satisfactory explanation thereof in accordance with such theory.

At another point he found the ground covered with small tumuli,

which marked the burial places " of the Yamassees who were here slain

by the Creeks in the last decisive battle, the Creeks having driven them
into this point between the doubling of the river, where few of them
escaped the fury of the concjuerors. These graves occupied the whole
grove, consisting of 2 or 3 acres of ground ; there were near thirty of

these cemeteries of the dead, nearly of an equal size and form ; they
were oblong, 20 feet in length, 10 or 12 feet in width and 3 or 4 feet

high, now overgrown with orange trees, live oaks, laurel magnolias, red
bays, and other trees and shrubs."

'

In the midst of his poetical description of the Cherokee country about
the sources of the Tennessee river, be pauses to record the following

observation (the italics arc ours)

:

On these towering hills ai)i)eare(l the ruius of the auoieut famous town of Sticoe.

Here was a vast Indian mount or tnmnlns and great terrace w/i which stood the cnuncit

house, with banks encompassing their circus; here were also olil ])each and jdum
orchards.^

The council house of the Cherokees at Cowe he describes as a "large
rotunda, cajiable of accommodating several hundred people; it stands
on the top of an ancient artificial mount of earth, of about twenty feet

perpendicular, and the rotunda on the top of it being above thirty feet

more gives the whole fabric an elevation of about sixty feet from the com-
mon surface of the ground. But it may be proper to observe that this

mount on which the rotunda stands is of a much ancienter date than
the building, and perhaps was raised for another purpose. The Chero-
kees themselves are as ignorant as we are by what people or for what
purpose these artificial hills were raised."

"'

He describes the ancient town of Apalachucla as follows:

It had l)een situated on a peninsula formed by a doubling of the river, and indeed
appears to have been a very famous capital l)y the artificial mounds or terraces, and
a very populous settlement from its extent and expansive old fields stretching beyond
the scope of the sight along the low grounds of the river. We viewed the mounds or
terraces on which formerly stoo<l their town house or rotunda and square or areo|pa-

gus, and a little back of this on a level height or natural step .above the low grounds,
is a vast artificial terrace or four square mound, now seven or eight feet higher than
the common surface of the ground; in front of one square or side of this mound
adjoins a very extensive oblong square yard or artificial level plain, sunk a little

below the common surface, and surrounded with a bank or narrow terrace formed
with the earth thrown out of this yard at the time of its formation.^

In the following quotation he states expressly that the Choctaws
were in the habit of raising mounds over their communal graves

:

As soon as a person is dead they erect a scaftold eighteen or twenty feet high, in

a grove adjacent to the town, where they lay the corpse, lightly covered with a

' P. 139. 2 P. 345. ' P. 367. « P. 390.
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mantle; here it is suttered to remain, visited aud protected by tlie frieuds and rela-

tions, until the flesh becomes putrid, so as easily to part from the boues, then under-

takers, who make it their business, carefully strip the flesh from the boues, wash
and cleanse them, and when dry aud purified by the air, having provided a curi-

ously wrought chest or coftin fabricated of bones' aud splints, they place all the

bones therein, which is deposited in the bone-house, a building erected for that pur-

pose in every town. Aud wheu this house is full a general solemn funeral takes

place. When the nearest kindred or friends of the deceased, on a day appointed,

repair to the bone-honse, take tip the respective coffins, and following one another

in order of seuiorit.y, the nearest relations and connections attending their respective

corpse and the multitude following after them, all as one family, with united voice of

alternate allelu.jah and lamentation, slowly proceeding to the place of general iuter-

ment, where they jilace the coffins in order, forming a pyramid, and lastlj' cover all

over with earth, which raises a conical hill or mount. When they return to town
in order of solemn procession, concluding the day with a festival, which is called

the feast of the dead."-

Reuiaius of coffins or wiappiugs of cane matting have frequently been

found in southern mounds.
The description of the walls connected with the chunk yards as given

in the Bartraui MS.' is familiar and need not be repeated here.

These statements, mostly mere incidental mentions in works of ti'avel-

ers and explorers, whose minds and thoughts were intent on things

more directly appertaining to practical life than archeological researches,

made without regard to their bearing on the questions relating to the

(U'igln of these works, are entitled to credit; and, although they do

not prove positively that all ancient monuments of the mound region

are to be attributed to the liulians, they do prove beyond contradiction

that some of them were built by Indians and that at the iirst advent of

the white man they were in common use among this people in the

.southern section. In other words, this evidence makes out a prima facie

••ase. which must be rebutted by facts which are, or appear to be

inconsistent with this conclusion.

How soon are things familiar to a preceding generation relegated

to the domain of antiquity ! A century after the close of the forego-

ing testimony these renmins, long forsaken and forgotten, begin to be

discovered one by one, and are looked upon by the new generation

tion which has arisen, as strange and mysterious mementos of a ''long

lost" and "unknown race," and are classed, according to modern
archeological nomenclature, as "i)rehistoric remains." Where the plow

has not invaded them the oak, walnut, and beech, taking root in the

rich, rank soil, have grown to full stature, and their size and numerous

rings of growth are taken as indications of the vast antiquity of these

strange works. The imagination, having once obtained the rein, runs

back over the ages until it is lost in the haze of the past. Is it strange

that the "untutored savage," without writings or records, should in a

few—a very few—generations lose sight of the past when our own civi-

lized race forgets in the same time?

I IJoiies is evidently :i misprint lor ' canes." ' Squier & Davis, Anc. Mon.. p. 12, and Squier

= Ibid, 11.516. Aborig. Mon. of New York, p. 135.
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Turning to the older records relating to the northern section of the
country, we are surprised at fiudiug in them so few references to the
artificial mounds of this region. I have succeeded iu finding, after a
somewhat laborious and careful examination, but one mention or indica-

tion of them in the Jesuit Relations and none iu the writings of the
Eecollects (though there are several mentions of southern mouuds). Yet
one of the missiouaries must have passed a good portion of the winter
of 1700 in the very midst of the Cahokia group, as Father Gravier says

:

"Uue de nos missionaires les doit visiter durant tout I'hyver de 2 et 2
jours, et en autant aux Kaowikia qui out pris leur quartier d'hyver a 4
lieues plus haut que le village." '

One of the early notices of mounds in this section is by Cadwallader
Golden, in his '' History of the Five Nations," in which he notes the fact

that " a round hill " was sometimes i-aised over the grave in which a
corpse had been deposited.*

Carver noticed ancient earthworks on the Mississippi near Lake
Pepin, but knew nothing of their origin.^

Heckwelder observed some of these works near Detroit, of which Dr.
Steiuer published an account in a Philadelphia periodical in 1789 or

1790. This description was afterwards given briefly in his history of
the "Manners and Customs of the Indian Nations," and is quoted in

other papers.

Although so little relating to mounds is to be gleaned ft'om the older
records, they do mention some facts which afford a reasonable explana-

tion of some of the ancient monuments found in the northern section of
our country.

As, for example, the communal or tribal burials, where the bones and
remains of all the dead of a village, region, or tribe who had died sub-

sequent to the preceding general burial (usually eight or ten years) were
collected together and deposited in one common grave. This method,
which, as we have seen, was also followed by some of the southern
tribes, has been frequently described; among others, by William Bar-

tram iu the quotation already giveu; by Dumont," and by Barnard
Eomans.'' But the fullest and most vivid description is that by Jean
de Breboeuf, in his account " Den Ceremonies quails (Jes Hurims) (jurdent

en leur sepulture et rle leur deuil,'^ and "De la Feste solemnelle des
morts." '^

Although it is stated in reference to these burials by the southern
tribes that they closed by heaping a mound over the grave, so far no
statement has been found that such was the case in regard to those in

' Rcl. ou Juurn. (Iu Voyage, by Jaques Gravier, orig. Fr., p. 8.

^Introductiou, p. 16, London, 1747.

^Travels, ed. 1796, Phila., pp. 35, 36; ed. 1779, London, p. 57.

•Memoircs, Hist. La., T. 1, p. 246.

6 Adair, <moted by Dr. Brinton and C. C. Jones. ' 'Antiq. Southern Indians, " p. 190, does Dot describe

or nuMition at tlie place referred to, or elsewhere, that I can rind, the communal burial.

'.Jesuit ReLations for 1636, pp. 129-139, translation 5tb Ann. Kept. Bureau Ethn., pp. 110-119. See
also Lafitan, "Moours des Sauvuges," ii, pp. 447-455.
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the nortlioiu section. That this method prevailed eaii only be infened

from the southern custom and from what is found in the mounds of the
northern region, which will be noticed hereafter.

Another item under this heading furnished by historj- is the well

attested fact that it was a very connnon custom among the northern as

well as the southern tribes to erect palisades around their villages for

defense against attack. As there will be occasion to speak of these

again, further reference to them at present is omitted.

Although there are so few references to mound building by the north-

ern tribes in the older authorities, we are not without evidence on this

point, as is shown by the following statements made by comparatively
modern writers:

Lewis 0. Beck, in his Gazetteer of the States of Illinois and Missouri,

affirms that ''one of the largest mounds in this country has been thrown
up on this stream (the Osage of Missouri) within the last thirty or forty

years by the Osages near the great Osage village in honor of one of

their deceased chiefs." ' It is probable that this is the mound referred

to by Maj. Sibley in his statement to Featherstonehaugh, in which he
says that "an ancient chief of the Osage Indians informed him whilst

he was among them that a large conical mound, which he (Ma,]. Sibley)

"was in the habit of seeing every day whilst he resided amongst them,

was constructed while he was a boy. That a chief of his nation unex-
pectedly died while all the men of his tribe were hunting in a distant

country; his friends buried him in the usual nuinner, Avitli his weapons,
his earthen pot, and the usual accompaniments, and raised a small

mound over his remains. When the nation returned from the hunt
this mound was enlarged at intervals, every man assisting to carry

materials, and thus the accumulation of earth went on for a long period,

until it reached its present height, when they dressed it off at the top

in a conical form. The old chief said he had been informed and believed

that all the mounds had a similar origin." ^

Lewis and Clark, as is well known, mention not only the erection of

a mound over a modern chief, but also numerous earthworks, includ-

ing mounds, which were known to be the work of modern Indians.-'

(leu. L. V. Bierce, in his " Historical Reminiscences of Summit
County" (Ohio), states that when Nickasaw. an old Wyandot Indian

of that county, was killed, " the Indians buried him on the ground
where he fell, and according to their custom raised a mound over him
to commemorate the place and circumstances of his death. His giave
is yet to be seeu."^

The author of the Histoiy of Wisconsin states that " it is related by
intelligent Indian traders that a custom once prevailed among certain

" p. 308.

' Excursion throush the Slave StAtes. p. 70. It is proper to state that Mr. Collet, of St. Louis, says

he made a search for this mouml. but was unable to find it.

' Travels. Dublin ed., 1817. pp. :«), .'il. 5'., 67, 115, 117, 118, 122, etc.

' r. 128.
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tribes, ou tlie burial of a thief or braA'e of distinction, tu coiisidi'f his

grave as entitled to the tribute of a portion of earth from each passer-by,
which the traveler sedulously carried with him on his journey. Hence
the first grave formed a nucleus around which, in the accumulation of

the accustomed tributes ofrespect thus paid, a mound was soon formed."'

According to the same author^ the tumulus at the Great Butte des
Morts (" great hill of the dead ") was raised over the bones of Outaga-
mie (Fox Indian) warriors slain in l)attle with the Prencli in 1706.

lu 1706 au expeilition, under Capt. Monmd, was sent from Michilimackinack
against them, and in the attack upon them by surprise at this their stron;;hold

more than 1,000 of their warriors perished, and tlie " great hill of the dead" was
raised over their bones by the survivors, who, a few years afterwards, left this part
of the country and removed further to the west. Other accounts ditter in regard to
the time when the great battle was fought which nearly destroyeil the tribe and
caused their removal; but all agree that the mound was raised and received its sig-

niticant name from such an event.

There is given in the lirst reportof the Wisconsin Historical Society^
a Winnebago tradition, in which it is stated that mounds of certain
localities in the state were built by Winnebagoes and others by the
Sacs and Foxes.

There is also an Indian tradition, apparently founded on fact, that
the Essex mounds, Clinton county, Michigan, are the burying places of
the dead killed in a battle between the Chippewas and Pottawatomies,
which occurred not many generations ago.''

Other instances of Indians, both of the northern and southern sec-

tions, erecting mounds over their dead in modern times might be
referred to, but the evideiifc adduced is sufficient to show that history
bears out the assertion thiit the Indians found inhabiting this country
were in the habit of building mounds.

A COMPARISON OF THE WORKS OF THE MOUND-BUILDERS WITH
THOSE OF THE INDIANS.

The historical evidence adduced is apparently sufficient to prove
beyond a reasonable doubt that some Indian tribes inhabiting the
southern portion of the country at the time it was first visited did
erect mounds and construct walls for defense. ^Nevertheless, as this

evidence does not appear to be wholly satisfactory to a number of

archeologists, and applies almost exclusively to one section, it is neces-

sary, in order to clear the question of doubt, to present such other
proofs as the subject will admit of. From the character of the subject
these pioofs must consist, to a great extent, of comparisons.
As has already been stated, every similarity shown between the

works, art, customs, etc., of the mound-builders and the Indians is an

I Smith's History of Wisconsin, Tol. in. pp. 245, 246. s pp. $8, 89.

'Lor. cit.. ni. p.262. 'Smithson. Reji., 18«4, p. 848
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evidence in support of the view here maintained, a fact which the

reader shouhl constantly lieep in mind as he proceeds. Every com-

parison and every fact which tends to eliminate from consideration, as

the possible authors of these monuments, the Mexican and Central

American peoples, is, to this extent at least, an argument in favor of

the theory that they are due to Indians in the sense in which this term

is here used.

ARCHITECTURE OF THE MOUND-BUILDERS.

One of the first things which strikes the mind of the archeologist

who carefully studies these works, as being very significant, is the

entire absence in them of any evidence of architectural knowledge and
skill approaching that exhibited by the ruins of Mexico and Central

America, or of that exhibited by the structures of the Pueblo Indians.

It is true that truncated, xjyramidal mounds of hirge size and some-

what regular proportions are found in the region designated ; and that

some of these have ramps or roadways leading up to them. But when
compared -with the teocalli or pyramids of Mexico and Yucatan the

diU'erences in the manifestations of architectural skill are so great and

so fundamental, and the resemblances so faint and few, as to furnish

no giouuds whatever for attributing the two classes of works to the

same people. The fact that the works of the one people consist chiefly

of wrought stone, and that such materials as worked stones are wholly

unknown to the otlier, forbids the idea of relationship.

Mexico, Central America, and Peru are dotted with the ruins of

stone edifices, but in all the mound-building area of the United States

not the slightest vestige of one attributable to the people who left

these earthen structures, is to be found. The utmost they attained to

in this direction was the construction of stone cairns, rude stone walls

and stone vaults of cobblestones and undressed blocks. This fact is

too significant to be overlooked in this comparison and should have its

weight in forming a conclusion, especially when it is backed by numer-

ous other corresponding differences.

If, as some authorities maintain, the mound-builders came from Mex-

ico or the Pueblo region, where the custom was to use stone in their

structures, it is remarkably strange that they should so suddenly and
completely abandon the use of this material as to leave not a single

edifice to bear testimony to their knowledge of its use. If, on the other

hand, as maintained by others, the mound-builders, after abaiuloning

the Mississippi valley passed into Mexico and Central America, it is

strange that they should have so suddenly become proficient masons

without leaving in their original home or marking their line of march
with some indications of their budding architectural proclivities. It is

true that the same question may be raised in regard to other customs

which seem to have developed, flourished, and died out in particu-
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lar areas. But tlie rbauge iu this ca.se is so radical that it would scorn

we ought to find some remains of their earlier and ruder efforts; and
if we accept tlie generally received opinion of the migration of the

Nahuas from the Northwest, .so strongly and, as I believe, successfully

argued by numerous authors on linguistic, traditional, and other

grounds, we should find some examples of their earlier efforts. Atten-

tion is called to an article by Becker, which seems to have been gener-

ally overlooked.'

Though hundreds of groups of mounds, marking the sites of ancient

villages, are to be seen scattered over the Mississippi valley and Gulf

states, yet in none of all the.se is there a single house remaining. The
Inference is, therefore, irresistible, that the houses of the mound-build-

ers were constructed of perishable materials; that the people who made
the mounds were not yet .sufficiently advanced in art to use brick or

stone in building; or that they lived a roving, restless life that would
not justify the time and trouble necessary to erect such permanent
structures. A-S the latter supposition is at variance with the evidence

furnished by the magnitude and extent of many groups of these

remains, we are forced to the conclusion that the former is the true

explanation of the fact observed. One chief objection to the Indian

origin of these works is, as already stated, that their builders mu.st

have been sedentary, depending largely upon agriculture for subsistence.

It is evident, therefore, that they had dwellings of some kind, and as

remains of neither stone nor brick structures are found, which could

have been used for this purpo.se, they must have been con.structcd of

perishable materials, such as was supplied in abundance by the forests

of the region in which they dwelt.

It is apparent, therefore, that in this one respect, at least, the dwell-

ings of the mound-builders were similar to those of the Indians. But
this is not all that can be said in reference to the houses of the former,

for there still remain indications of their form and character, although

no complete examples are left for inspection. In various places, espe-

cially in Tennessee, Illinois, and southeast Missouri, the .sites of thou-

sands of them are yet distinctly marked by little circular depressions

with rings of earth around them. These remains give the shape and
size of one class of dwellings common in the regions named. E}xcava-

tions in the center usually bring to light the ashes and hearth that

mark the place where the tire was built, and occasionally unearth frag-

ments of the vessels used in cooking, the bones of animals on whose
flesh the inmates fed, and other articles pertaining to domestic use.

The form and size of these rings and the relics found in them would
seem to be sufficient to justify the inference that they are the remains of

the houses of the authors of the ancient works with which they are

connected; and such was the conclusion reached by Prof. Putnam, who

' Cong. Intern. AratTic-anisteH, Luxembourg, 1877, pp. 325-350.
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fouud many of tliese hut rings or lodge sites during liis explorations in

Tennessee. He writes as follows concerning them

:

.Scattered irregularly within the inelosure [the earthen wall which incloseil the
area] are nearly one hiiniUed mure or less ileliued circular ridges of earth which are

from a tew inches to a little over three feet in height, and of diameters varying from ten

totiftyfeet. * * * Au examination of those numerous low mounds or rather earth

rings, as there eould generally be traced a central depression, soon convinced me that

I had before me the remains of the dwellings of the people who had erected the large

mound, made the earthen embankment, buried their dead in the stone graves, and
lived in this fortified town, as I now feel I have a riglit to designate it.'

The force of this conviction can be felt only by those who carefully

examine these ancient works in ]ierson ; words can not convey the im-

pression, in this respect, that is carried to the mind through the eye.

Further testimony as to the meaning of the circular remains of this

kind is found in the fact that they are seldom, if ever, met with except

on the site of an ancient village, and often one that was defended by
an inelosure. For examples of this class the reader is referred to the

illustrations and descriptions given in the previous part of this volume of

works in Tennessee, southern Illinois, and southeastern Missouri. For
proof that these are similar to Indian villages at the time the latter

were tirst known to the whites, see the preceding historical evidence.

iSome of the villages described by the early travelers and explorers would
have left precisely such remains as some of those herein described and
figured. The want of regularity in the arrangement of these hut-rings,

their size and circular form; the central lire, and the perishable mate-
rials of which they were made furni.sh evidences of customs and modes
of life too strongly resembling those of the Indians in the earlier his-

torical days to be overlooked.

But the testimony in regard to the dwellings of the mound-builders

is not yet exhausted, meager as it has generally been supposed to be.

Daring the progress of explorations by assistants of the Bureau of

Ethnology in southeast Missouri, Arkansas, and Mississippi, especially

in Arkansas, in numerous instances, probably hundreds, beds of hard-

burned clay, containing impressions of grass and cane, were obser\ed.

These were generally found 1 or 2 feet below the surface of low flat

mounds, from 1 to .5 feet high, and from 15 to 50 feet in diameter,

though by no means confined to tumuli of this character, as they were
also observed near the surface of the large flat-topped and conical

mounds. iSo common were these burnt clay beds in the low flat mounds
and so evidently the remains of former houses that the explorers gen-

erally speak of theui in their reports as "house sites."

As a general rule, in opening them, the strata are found to occur in

this order: first, a top layer of soil frotn 1 to 2 feet thi<k; then a htyer

of burnt clay from 4 inches to a foot tiiick (though usually varying ft'om

4 to 8 inches) which formed the plastering of the walls. This was

' Eleventh Kept. Peabody Mus., vol. 2, pp. 347-.348.
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always broken into lumps, nevei* in a uuifonn uDbrokeii layer, showing-

that it had fallen and was not originally i)laced where found ; immedi-
ately below this is a thin layer of hardened muck or dark clay, though
this does not always seem to be distinct; at this depth, in the mounds
of the eastern part of Arkansas are usually found one and sometimes
two skeletons.

Take for example the following statement by Dr. Palmer' in refer-

ence to these beds. Speaking of the slight elevations which here are

not rings, as farther north, but low, flat mounds, he says:

As an almost universal rule, after removing a foot or two of top soil a layer of
burnt clay in a broken or fragmentary condition would be found, sometimes with
imjiressions of grass or twigs which easily crumbled, but was often hard and
stamped apparently -with an implement made of split reeds of compar.atively large

size. This layer was in places a foot thick and frequently burned to a brick red or

even to clinkers. Below this, at a <lepth of 3 to 5 feet from the surface, were more
or less ashes, and often U inches of charred grass immediately covering skeletons.

The latter were found lying in all directions, some with the face up, others with it

down, and others on the side. With tlie.se were vessels of clay; in some cases one
sometimes more.

At another place, in a broad platform-like elevation not more than 3
feet high, he found and traced, by the burnt clay, the outlines of three

rectangular houses. The edges of the upright walls were very appar-
ent in this case, as also the clay which must have fallen from them, and
which raised the outer marginal lines considerably higher than the
inner area. " The fire," Dr. Palmer remarks, " must have been very
fierce, and the clay around the edges was evidently at some height
above the floor, as I judge from the irregular way in which it is scat-

tered around the margins."

Excavations in the areas showed that they were covered with a
layer of burnt day, uneven and broken; immediately below this a layer

of ashes ('> inches thick, and below this black loam. On these areas
were growing some large trees, one a poplar (tulip tree) 3 feet in diameter.
Below one of these floors were found a .skeleton, some pottery, and a

pipe. A large oak formerly stood at this point, but has been blown
down. Close by these dwelling .sites is a large mound, 10 feet high,
in the form of a truncated pyramid. A plan of these houses is shown
in Fig. 13(!. Subsequently the remains of another dwelling of precisely

the same form—that is, two square rooms joined and a third of the
same size immediately behind these two—was found in the same region
by Col. Norris. In this case the remains of the upright posts and reed
lathing forming the walls were found, also the day plastering. The
sides of the room varied in length from Hi to something over 12 feet.

These are represented in figs. 117, 118. Numerous cases, .similar in

character, differing only in details, will be found in the preceding part
of this volume, but it will be necessary to refer particularly only to

two others.

I Ante p. 227.
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Mr. Thing, digging into the summit of a medium-sized mound in

soutlieastern Missouri, where there was a slight circular depression^in

the toj), found at the depth of 2 feet a layer of burnt day similar to

those already mentioned, which he describes as follows: "In the top of

the mound, in a small, circular depression, I dug down about two feet,

when I came to a sort of platform of burnt clay. It seemed to be made
of irregularly slmped pieces, one side being smooth and the other rough

;

and, what was peculiar, the smooth side was down." It is easy to

account for this on the supposition that it had been the plastering of

an u[)riglit wall, which, when the wooden support gave way before the

flames, had fallen over in a broad sheet, thus carrying the smooth
outer side downward. In confirmation of this view we may state that

<lown the slope, on one side, were also found loose fragments of the

burnt clay which had evidently broken loose from the mass and rolled

down the side.

Our next illustration is from the report of (Jol. Norris; the locality,

Butler county, Mo.; the group consisting of an inclosure and ditch,

two large outer excavations, and four mounds inside. The largest of

these four mounds measured about 150 feet in length, 120 in width, and
20 feet high at the highest point. A longitudinal section is shown
in the figure.

The description by Col. Xorris, made on the ground, leaves but little

doubt that the poles and burnt clay which he describes were the re-

mains of houses, the fire having been smotliered by dirt thrown over
the burning heap before the timber portion was entirely consumed.

Prof. Swallow describes a room formed by poles, lathed with split

cane, plastered with clay both inside and out, forming a solid mass,
which he found in a mound in southeastern Missouri. This plast-

ering was, as he says, left rough on the outside but smooth on the

inside, and some of it was burned as red and hard as brick, while

other parts were only sun dried. Some of the rafters and cane laths

were found decayed, some burnt to coal, and others all rotted but the

bark. The inner plastering was found flat on the floor of the room as

it had fallen in, and under it were the bones and pots.'

The discoveries made by Prof. Swallow, Col. Norris, Mr. Thing, and
J)r. Palmer all harmonize and show T)eyond a reasonable doubt that

the layers of Ijurned clay so frequently found in southern mounds are,

in part at least, the i)lastering of houses which have been destroyed by
fire. The numerous instances of this kind which have nowbeen brought
to light, and the presence of skeletons under the ashes and clay, render
it probable that the houses were abandoned at the death of a mem-
ber or members of the family, burned over them after they had been

' Eighth Rep. Peabody Mus. pp. 17-18. I may as well add here that I have examined in person one of
these clay beds found near the surface of ,i large mound, and that specimens of those found by three
Unreau assistants arc now in the National Museum, also spe^.'i]uens of the charred grass or straw of

which Dr. Palmer speaks.
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l)uried (ir covered with earth (for the bones are very rarely ciiarreil), and
that immediately a monnd was thrown over the ruins. The mode of

burial in houses was common among the Muskoki or Creeks' and the

Chickasaws.'^

(J. C. .Jones says that the Indians of Georgia " often interred beneath

the floor of the cabin and then burnt the hut of the deceased over his

head.'" In PI. xlii, copied from De Ery, the houses of the deceased, as

before stated, are being burned, although the burial appears to be tak-

ing place outside the village inclosure. It also appears that in some
cases the mound so made was afterwards used as a dwelling site by the

same or some other people, as it is not unusual to find two, and even

three, beds at different depths.

That the houses of the Indians occupying this region, when first vis-

ited by whites, were very similar to those of the mound-builders is evi-

dent ft'ora the statements of the early writers, a few of which are given

here.

La Harpe, speaking of the tribes in some parts of Arkansas, says:
" The Indians build their huts dome-fashion out of clay and reeds."

Schoolcraft says the Pawnees formerly built similar houses. In Iber-

ville's Journal ^ it is stated that the cabins of the Bayagoulas were round,

about 30 feet in diameter and plastered with clay to the height of a
man. Adair says " They are lathed with cane and plastered with mud
from bottom to tox>, within and without, with a good covering of straw."

Henri de Tonty, the real hero of the French discoveries on the Mis-

sissippi, says the cabins of the Tensas were square, with the roof

dome-shaped; that the walls were plastered with clay to the height of
V2 feet and were 2 feet thick.*

A description of the Indian square houses of this southern section by
Bu Pratz'^ is so exactly in point that I insert a translation of the whole
passage

:

The cabins of the u,itive8 .are all perfectly square, none of them are less than fifteen

feet in extent in every direction, but there are some which are more than thirty.

The followiuy is their manner of building them: The natives go into the new forest

to seek the trunks of young walnut trees of four inches in diameter and from
eighteen to twenty feet long ; they plant the largest ones at four corners to form the

l)readth and the dome; but before fixing the others they prei)are the scaftblding; it

consists of four poles fastened together at the top, the lower ends corresponding to

the four corners; on these four poles others are fasb'ned crosswise at a distance of a
foot apart; this makes a ladder with four sides, or four ladders joined together. This
<Ume, they fix the other poles in the grounil in a straight line between those of the

I Bartram's Travels, 1791, p. 515.

"Barnard Romans, "A Concise Nat. His. of I-'awt and West Florida," ii, ji. 71.

•* Antiq. Southern Indiau.s, p. 203.

^Relation in Margry, D^couvertes, 4tli part, p. 170.

"•Relation of Henry de Tonty in Margry, [)ecouvertes. vol. i, p. 60C. ' L'on nous tit d'abord entrer

iians une cabane de40 pieds de face: les nmraille.s en aont de bouzillago, espaisaes de deux pieds et

bautes de douze. La couverture est faite en dome, de nattes de Cannes, si bien travaill6es que la pliiye

ne perce point a travers."
' Hist. La. II, p. 173. (Frencb ed.) English ed. lTti4, p. :e-8.
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corners; when they are tlms plauteil they are lightly bound to a polo which crosses

them on the inside of each siile (of the house). For this purpose large splints of

stalks are used to tie them, at the height of five or six feet, according to the size of

the caliiu, which forms the walls; these upright peles are not more than about

fifteen inches apart from each other; a young man then mounts to the end of one

of the corner poles with a cord in his teeth, fastens the cord to the pole, and as he

mounts within, the pole bends because those who are below draw the eoril to bend

the pole as much as is necessary ; at the same time another young man fixes the pole

of the opposite corner in the same way; the two poles being thus bent at a suital)le

height, they are fastened strongly and evenly. The same is done with the poles of

the other two corners as they are joine.l at the point, which make altogether the

figure of a bower or a summer house, such as we liave in France. After this work

they fasten sticks on the lower sides or walls at a distance of about eight inches

across, as high as the pole of which I have spoken, which forms the length of the

wall.

These sticks being thus fastened, they make mud walls of clay in which they put

a sufficient amount of Spanish moss. These walls are not more than 4 inches thick.

They leave no iipeuiiig but the door, which is only 2 feet in width by 4 in height.

There are some much suuiller. They then cover the frame work, which I have just

described, with mats of reeds, imtting the smoothest on the inside of the cabin,

taking care to fasten them together so that they are well joined. After this they

make large bundles of grass of the tallest that can be found in the low lands, and

which is 4 or 5 feet long; this is put on in the same way as straw, which is used to

cover thatched houses. The grass is fastened with large canes and splints also of

canes. When the cabin is covered with grass they cover all with a matting of canes

well bound together, and at the bottom they make a ring of " bind weeds" (lianes)

all around the cabin; then they turn the grass evenly, and with this defense, how-
ever great the wind uuiy he, it can do nothing against the cabin. These coverings

last twenty years without being rejiaired.

Numerous other quotatioii.s to the same ett'ect might be given, but

these are svifficieiit to show that the rcuiaiiis found in the mounds of

the south aie precisely what wonkl result from the de.strnction by fire

of the houses in use by the Indians when first encountered by Euro
peans. Combining the testimony furnished by the mounds with the

historical evidence, which the close agreement between the two cer-

tainly justifies, it is evident that the houses of the mound-builders

were built of wooden materials or wood and clay combined, and were

of at least two forms, circular and rectangular; that the fire was usu-

ally placed in the center and the smoke allowed to escape through an

opening at the top; that in the southern sections they were usually

plastered with clay and thatched with stra* or grass, and that the

plastering was often ornamented by stamping it with a stamp nmde of

split cane, and, in some cases, was painted red. Prof. Swallow noticed

this color on the plastering of the burned room he discovered. A coat

of paint has also been detected on some of the pieces which we have
obtained in our explorations. This testinn)ny would seem to be well-

nigh conclusive that Indians were the builders of the houses, traces

of which are finind in the Arkansas mounds, and, if so, of the mounds
also.
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FORTIFICATIONS, ETC.

Mr. Sqiiier, who caretully studied the antiquities of Ohio aud arrived

at the coudusion tliat they are to be attributed to a people occupying

a much liigher culture-status than the Indians, subsequently entered

upon the investigation of those of New York, little doubting that he
would arrive at a similar conclusion in reference to their origin. The
result of this examination is best given in his own words:

111 full view of tbe facts before presented, I am ilriveu to a coucliisiou little antic-

ipated when I started upon my trip of exploration, that the earthworks of western

New York were erected by the Irocjuois or their western neifjihbors, aud do not pos-

sess an anti(|uity goiuj; very far back of the discovery. Their general occurrence

iipou a line parallel to and not far distant from the lakes favors the hypothesis

that they were built by frontier tribes, an hypothesis entirely conformable to abo-

riginal ti'aditions. Here, according to these traditions, every foot of ground was
contested between the Iroquois and Gah-kwahs, and other western tribes ; and here,

as a consequence, where most exposed to attack, were permanent defenses most
necessary.'

The facts presented by this author are sutficient to satisfy anyone
not wedded to a i)rec()nceived opinion of the correctness of his con-

clusion as to the authors of these works. Here we hnd earthen embauk-
nients and inclosures often, with accompanying ditches, which this

author has satisfactorily proven mark the sites of palisaded inclosures

similar to those observed by Champlain during his vo,yages of dis-

covery. (See also the evidence presented in the preceding part of this

volume relating to the antiquities of New York.)

As similar earthworks are ftmnd in Ohio, in the Soutliern states, and
elsewhere, and, as we know from what is stated by the narrators of De
Soto's expedition and by other authorities, that Indians in different

parts of the country when first encountered by Europeans were in the

hiibit of fortifying their towns with palisades, there is good reason for

believing that many of these remains had a similar origin to those of

New York. That some may owe their existence to different customs,

of which no notice has been preserved, is true, but, the correctness of

Mr. Squier's conclusion being admitted, we certainly have a satisfactory

explanation of the origin of a large portion of them.

The (rentleman of Elvas, as already quoted, states that " The wall,

as well of that town as of others wliich we afterwards saw, was of great

posts thrust deep into the ground, and very rough and many long rails

as big as one's arm laid across between them, and the wall was about

the height of a lance, and it was daubed within and without with clay,

and had loopholes."^ The decay of a work like this would leave a cir-

cular wall of earth like those seen in various sections ot the countiy.

Caleb Atwater states that the wall of an inclosure at Circleville,

(.)hio, showed evidences of having supported a palisade or wftoden

I Alinri^'iii:il %rniiiHiH-iits ,.r New Vnrk.p.H:!. '' French's Hist. Coll. La., vol. M, p. IfiX
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stockade: ''Tlie round fiiit was picketed in, if we are to Judge from
tbi' appearance of the yromid ou and about the walls. Ilalfway up
the outside of the inner wall is a place distinctly to be seen, where a
row of pickets once stood and where it was i)laced when this work of

defense was originally erected.''

'

The town of Talisse was fortified by an inclosure of timber ,and

earth.^ Garcilasso's description of the fortress of Alibanio heretofore

given is also important in this connection, as in this case the figure was
quadrangular and had gates, behind which were three parallel short

walls to defend the ])lace against an attempted entrance by an attack-

ing party. An almost exact parallel is seen in tliedefenses to the chief

gateway of the work iu Butler county, Ohio, known as Fortified Hill,

figured in Ancient Monuments, PI. 0.

The reader is also referred to Du Pratz's des(!ription of Indian forts

heretofore given.

Strong defensive forts were comnu)n in tlie north as well as iu the

south. Charlevoix represents the villages of the Canadian Indians as

defended by double, and frequently triple rows of palisades, interwoven
with branches of trees. Jacques Cartier found the town of Hochelaga
(now Montreal) thus defended in 1535. (See his description hereto-

fore given; ante, p. (i24.)

Another early writer, speaking of one branch of the Hurons, remarks
as follows

:

Iu this extent of couutry there are about twenty-tivi! cities aud villages, some of
whicli are not inclosed or protected, but the others are fortified with strong iialisades

of wood in three rows, interlaced together aud redoubled iusideby large and strong

pieces of bark to the height of 8 or 9 feet. Beneath, there are l.irge trees placed
lengthwise on strong, short forks of tree trunks. Then ou the top of these palisades

there are galleries or watch towers which they furnish with stoni'S in time of war,

to cast upon the enemy, and also water with which to extinguish the fire if applied

to their palisades.^

The villages of the Pequots in Xew England were similarly protected.

Ohamplain tbund the villages of Irocpiois defended by strong walls, form-

ing forts, apparently impregnable to any mode of attack witli which they
were acquainted. In fact, one withstood all liis attempts to capture it.

De Bry,** John Smith and Beverly,^ and Lafitau,'' note the fact that

many of the Indian villages were surrounded by palisaded walls, the

gate or entrance being formed by one eud of the wall overlapping or

passing by the other which according to the last named author was
the usual method. (See Fig. 343 from De Bry's Brevis Narratio.)

Attention is called to the ancient work in xVUamakee county, Iowa,

heretofore described and figured. The resemblance in thi.s case to

those described by the above named authors is so striking, that we
can scarcely doubt that this work marks the line of a former i)alisade.

• Trans. Am. Autq. Soc. (1820), vol. I. p, 145. * Erevis Xarratio, etc.

' Garcilasso Hiat. Florida, Lib. ^. cap. 23. p. 144. " History of Virginia.
^ Sagard, " Le grand Voyage tlu pays dcs Hurons," r*l. lb*».'«, p. 79. ^ MoeuVs des Sauvages.
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Many other exaujples niiglit hv giveu; but these will .suffice to show
that the Iiidiau.s were accufstomed to eoiistruct fortiflcatious similar in

lonu aud size to the iiiclo.sure, uow attributed to the luouudbuilders,

which, if burned down or allowed to decay, would in all probability

leave just such walls as form these inclosures. The ouly objection to

this explanation is the" fact that in some of the sections where the

Indian towns are known to have been surrounded by palisades no such

circular earthern walls have been discovered. This may be accounted

for on the supposition, which is in fact confirmed by abundant evi-

dence, that in some sections the walls were braced by earthen embank-
ments or heavily plastered with clay, while in other sections they were

not. The foinier would leave the earthen rings, while the latter would
not.
The inclosing and other

walls of the Ohio works ixsu-

ally have a very distinct layer

of clay. Some of the lines of

Fortified Hill, in Butler loun-

ty, can now be ti'aced only

by this layer of clay, when
turned up by the plow, as I

observed during a visit to it

in 1884.

Intimately connected with
this evidence, and tending

to strengthen the conclusion

arrived at, is the fact that in

some instances these defen-

sive works were surrounded
by ditches or canals. For ex-

ample, in the quotations al-

ready made we learn that

near one town "was a great

lake that came into the wall ; aud it entered into a ditcli that went round
about the town, wanting but little to environ it round ; from the lake to

the great river was made a weir by which fish came into it;"' that "the
frontier town to Casquin was fortified with a ditcli 40 fathoms wide and
10 in depth, full of water" ("fathoms" here is doubtless an error, and
shcmld be "cubits"). Biedma states that in one place they "reached
a village in the midst of a plain surrounded by ^\^llls and a ditch filled

with water, which had been made by the Indians."^

Although the examples given are not numerous, still they are suffi-

cient to show that the Indians did in some cases suiround their vil-

lages and fortifications with ditches and canals similar to those found
in several instances surrounding groups of ancient works in the South,

Fui. :t43.—Village of Pomeioeli, from Brevis Narratio.

1 Hist. Coll. La„ vol. 3, p. 172. ' ri)i(l., vol.2, p. 10.').
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as, for example, tlie Etowali group already referred to (see PI. i, p. 136,

Jones's " Southern ludiaus," and our Fig.l82in the preceding partof this

volniue). Another example, found in Hancock county, Georgia, is shown
in PI. II, p. 144, same work ; also another in PI. iii. Others are also fig-

ured in Sqnier and Davis's "Ancient jNfonuments" and elsewhere.

We are therefore compelled, unless we disci^rd the only authorities

we have on the habits, customs, arts, character, and condition of the
Indian tribes when first encountered by Europeans, to admit that they
did construct just such mounds, walls, ditches, and canals as are now
found in various parts of our country, especially the southern sections,

which have been generally attributed to a " lost race," or to a people
more highly civilized than the Indians.

Eev. S. D. Peet, in a series of aiticles relating to " Ancient Village

Architecture," published in vol. v, of the American Antiquarian', writes
as follows

:

We give these pictures [ol' villages from De Bry] and call attention to the descrip-

tion i'uruished by travelers, since tliey \>y their very nnilorniity atford us a clue to

the village life of those races which are not so well known. We may, in fact, take
these descriptions and study the works of the mound-builders, and in them perhaps
find an explanation of those very structures which have so long puzzled archeolo-

gists. * * * We now call attention, in the second place, to the village architec-

ture of the mound-builders. There are several ways in which the villages of the
mouud-bnilders may be identified. First, the descrijitions given by the early ex-

plorers. It is a remarkable fact that the earthworks in the Southern states were,
when discovered, occupied as village sites. A large number of these villages have
been described, and, although the sites have not been identilied in later times, yet
the descriptions indicate that the very mounds which are now being studied as

objects of so great interest were then used as residences for the various tribes. Fer-

dinand ( ?) de Soto and his army were the first to discover the mounds. Mention is

frequently made of them by the historians of the expedition. This mention is inci-

dental, and so connected with the aecouiit of the people and the various incidents of
the expedition as to escape notice, yet the descriptions correspond closely with the
works as they are now found. Some of the villages were surrounded by stockades,
and were so situated as to be used for defenses or for fortifications, but a large num-
ber of them are also described as having elevated mounds, which were used by the
caciques for their residences and as observatories from which they could overlook
the villages. It is not unlikely that some of the more prouiiueut of these mounds may
be identified. There are many such mounds described in tlie narratives. One such
is mentioned in Georgia, one in Alabama, and one in Mississippi. One mound is

described around which there was a terrace wide enough to accommodate twelve
horsemen. On another mound the platform was large enough to accommodate twelve
or thirteen large houses, which were used for the residence of the family and the ton-

ants of the eaciiiue. This was not far from New Madrid, in Missouri. It was upon the
terrace of one of these mounds that De Soto stood when he uttered his reproaches
against his followers, having found out the diss.atisfactiou and revolt which had
arisen among them. This was after he had passed the Missi8sii)pi ri^er and about
the time wlien he became discouraged in his fruitless exi>edition. The narrative
shows that these prominent eijrthworks were associated universally with village

life. Sometimes the dwelling of the caci(iue would be on the high mound which
served as a fortress, the only ascent to it being by ladders. At other times mention
is made of the fact that from the summit of these mounds extensive prospects could

I Vol. V. 1883, jip. IS-.III.
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l)e liad auil luauy nativo villages cduUl lie brought to view. The villages are
described as seated " in a plain betwixt two streams, as nearly encircled by a deep
moat fifty paces in breadth, and where the moat did not extend was defended by a
strong wall of timber near a wicbi and rapid river. The largest they discovered iu

Florida." This was the Mississippi : "On a high artilieial monnd on one side of the
village stood the dwelling of the cacii|ne, which served as a fortre.ss.'' Thns throngh-
ont this whole region, froyi the seacoast at Tampa bay, in the states of Florida,

Sonth Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, the.se ancient villages

appeared occupied by the various tribes, such as Creeks, Catawbas, Cherokees,
Cboctaws, Chlckasaws, Quapaws, Kansas, and possibly Shawnees.

At another point in the same series he remarks

:

We now turn to the mound-builders' works. The same .system of erecting military
inclosures and connecting them by lookout stations seems to have prevailed among
them that existed among the later Indians.'

Thu,s it is seen that, when the architectural works of the mound-
builders are compared with those of the Indians, there is such a general
similarity as to render it unnecessary to look further for the authors.

The mound-builders erected mounds, fortified their villages with
wooden palisades and ditches, dwelt in houses made of perishable
materials, many of which were plastered with clay. The Indians
erected similar mounds, surrounded thcirvillages with wooden palisades
and ditches, and dwelt iu houses made of perishable materials, which
in many cases were plastered with clay.

It is true that, when Cortez invaded Mexic(i, he found .some of the
villages fortified by wooden palisades^ much like those built by the
Tiuliaus of the Atlantic and Gulf states, even to tlie overlapping of
the ends. But the similarity holds good no further, as the >isual Mexi-
can method was to protect with stone walls.'' Their pyramids or mounds
were of stone in whole or iu part and their houses, of which traces

remain, were chiefly of the same material. There is in fact nothing to

be found in the remains of the mound-builders which can, even by a
reasonable stretch of tlie imagination, be considered Mexican or Cen-
tral American architecture in embryo.

SIMILARITY IN BURIAL CUSTOMS.

There are perhaps no other remains of a barbarous or unenlightened
])eoi)le which give us so clear a conception of their superstitions and
religious beliefs as those which relate to the disposal of their dead.
By the modes adopted for such disposal and relics found in the recep-

tacles of the dead, we are enabled, not only to understand something
of their superstitions and religious beliefs, but also to .judge of their

culture status and to gain some knowledge of their customs, modes of
life, and art.

i.Iuly, 1883, p. 238.

^ Herrera, Hist. Geu.. Bee. 11. Book u, Chap. [V, Stevens's Trans.
5 Cortez, Cartas de Relaeion, pp. 59 to 60.
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The iiiortuaiy customs of the mouud-builders, as gleaned from an
exaiiiiiiatiou of their burial mounds, ancient cemeteries, and otlier

depositories of their dead, present so many striking resemblances to

those of the Indians when first encountered by the whites, as to leave

but little room for doubt regarding the identity of the two peoples. Nor
is this similarity limited to the customs in the broad and general sense,

but it is carried down to the more minute and striking peculiarities.

Among the general features in which resemblances are noted are the
following:

The mound-builders, even within the comparatively limited area to

which the jjresent discussion refers, as shown in the preceding part of

this volume, were accustomed to dispose of their dead in many differ-

ent ways; their modes of sepulture were also quite varied, indicating

tribal distinctions among them. The same statement will apply with
equal force to the Indians.

"The commonest mode of burial among North American Indians,"

we are informed by Dr. YaiTow,' " has been that of interment in the
ground, and this has taken place in a number of ways." The different

ways he mentions are '' in pits, graves, or holes in the ground, stone

graves or cists, in mounds, beneath or in cabins, wigwams, houses or

lodges, and in caves."

The most common method of burial among the mound-builders was
by inhumation also, and all the different ways mentioned by Dr. Yar-
row, as practiced by the Indians, were in vogue among the former. It

was for a long time supposed that their chief and almost only place of

depositing their dead was i7i the burial mounds, but more thorough
explorations have revealed the fact that near many—and as may
hereafter be found most—mound villages, are cemeteries, often of con-

siderable extent.

The chief value of this fact in this connection is that it forms one
item of evidence against the theory held by some antiquarians that the
mound-builders were Mexicans, as the usual mode of disposing of the

dead by the latter was cremation.^ According to Brasseur de Bour-
bour^, the Toltecs also practiced cremation.' Attention is therefore

called to this fact as it is one of a number having a similar bearing
which will appear in the course of this discussion.

Turning now to the particular resemblances between the mortuary
customs of the mound-builders and those of the Indians, we notice the
following

:

(1) The custom of removing the flesh of the dead before depositing them
in their final resting places.—This custom, which has been incidentally

mentioned in the preceding references to the burial mounds of the dif-

ferent sections, appears to have been more or less common among the

' Ist. liep. Bureau Ethnology, p. 93.

^Claviger-o. Hist, ilex., Cullen's trausl., vol. 1, p. 325; Torquematla, ilonarq. lud., vol. 1. p. 60, etc.

iBaiiCioft, Native Races, vol. 11, p. 609.
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mouud-builders and Indians. The proof tliat it was followed to con-

siderable extent by the former in varions sections, is evident from the

following facts:

The confused masses of human bones frequently found in mounds,
which show by their relation to each other that they iiuist have been
gathered together after the flesh had been removed, as this condition

could not possibly have been assumed by decay if the bodies had been
buried in their natural state. Instances of this kind are so numerous
and well known that it is scarcely necessary to produce any evidence

in regard to them. The well-known example referred to by Jeflfersou

in his Notes on Virginia' is in point. Concerning this he says: "Appear-
ances certainly indicate that it [the barrow] has derived both origin

and growth from the accustomary collection of bones and deposition of

them together."

See notices of similar deposits as follows : In "Wisconsin, mentioned
by Mr. Armstrong'; in Florida, mentioned by James Bell ' and Mr.
Walker^; in Cass county, Illinois, mentioned by Mr. Snyder;"' in

Georgia, by Jones."

Similar deposits are mentioned, by the explorers of the Bureau of

Ethnology, as being found in Wisconsin, Illinois, northeastern Missouri,

North Carolina, and Arkansas.

Another proof of this custom was observed by the Bureau assistants,

Mr. Middleton and Col. Norris, in Wisconsin, Illinois, and northeast

Missouri. In numerous mounds the skeletons Avere found closely

packed side by side immediately beneath a layer of hard, mortar-like

substiince. The fact that this mortar had completely filled the iiiter-

stices, and in many cases the skulls, showed that it had been x^laced

over them while in a plastic condition, and as it must soon have hard-

ened and assumed the condition in which it was found, it is evident

the skeletons had been buried after the removal of the Hesh.

As another evidence, we may mention the fact that the bones of full-

grown individuals are sometimes found in stone graves (some of these

graves in mounds) wlii(;h are so small that the body of an adult could

not by any possible means have been pressed into them. Instances of

this kind have o<'curred in southern Illinois, ]\[issouri, and Tennessee.

In some cases the bones of a full-grown individual have been found iu

graves of this kind less than 2 feet long and scarcely a toot wide. In
some instances, where the tomb has not been disturbed, the parts of

the skeleton are so displaced as to make it evident they were deposited

after the tlesh was removed. The "bundled" skeletons so common iu

the northern mounds are all cases in point, as there can be no question

that the bones had been arranged after the flesh had been removed
or rotted away.

' 4th Americin edition, 1801, p. 146. «Il>iil.. 1879, p. 398.

"Smithson. Rep., IWil, p. 337. sibirt., 1881, p. 563.

' Iliid., 1«81, \i. 63C.. 6 Antiq. Southern Indians, p. 193.

12 ETH 43
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From personal examination I concliule tliat some, if not most, of the

"folded" skeletons' found in mounds were buried after the flesh had
been removed, as the folding, to the extent noticed, could not have been
done with the flesh on ; and the positions in most cases were such as

could not possibly have beenassumedinconsequenceof the decay of the

body and the settliug of the mound. The partial calcining of the bones

in vaults and under layers of clay, where the evidence shows that tire

was applied to the outside of the vault or above the day layers, can

be accounted for only on the supposition that the flesh had l)eeu re-

moved befoi-e burial. Other proofs that this custom prevailed among
the mound-builders, in various sections of the country might be adduced,

but this is unnecessary, as it will doubtless be conceded.

That it was the custom of a number of tribes of Indians when first

visited by the whites, and even down to a comparatively modern date,

to bui'^' the skeletons after the flesh had been removed or rotted away,

is well known to all students of Indian customs and habits.

Heckwelder says, " The Xanticokes had the singular custom of remov-

ing the bones of their deceased from the old burial place to a place of

deposit in the country they now dwell in."- The account of the com-
munal burial among the Hurons by Breboeuf has already been noticed.

The same custom is alluded to by Lafitau,^ and Bartram observed it

among the Choctaws.'' It is also mentioned by Bossu,^ by Adair," and
others. For a general account of the modes of burial among the Indian

tribes the reader is referred to Dr. Yarrow's paper in the First Annual
Eeport of the Bureau of Ethnology.

It is foreign to the present purpose to enter into a comparison of the

burial customs of the various aboriginal nations of the continent.

Moreover, the data bearing upon the subject are so numerous that a

volume would be reqiured for this purpose. But it is worthy of notice

in this connection that the custom of removing the flesh before burial

does not appear to have been practiced to any considerable extent, if

at all, by the IMexican or Central American nations, nor by the New
Mexican tribes or Indians farther west.

(2) ]ii(ri(ils heueath or in dwellinj/n.—The evidence brought to light

by the agents of the Bureau of Ethnology of a ctistom among the motmd-
builders of Aikansasand ^lississippi of burying in or undertheir dwell-

ings has already been alluded to. That such was also the custom of

some of the southern Indian tribes is awell attested historical fact. Bar-

tram' affirms it to have been in vogue among the '' Muscogulgecs" or

Creeks, and Barnard Romans " says it was practiced by the Chicka-

1 A distinction is made here between " lumdled '" and " folded. " The former refers to those which
have been disarticulated and placed in a compact bundle, the skull usually placed on top or at the end,

the latter where the knees are brought up at^Jlinst the breast, and the heels af^ainst the pelvis.

^ Hist. Indian Nations, p. 75. * Hist. Amer. Indians, p. 183.

3 Ma-urs des Sauvages. ' Xnavels, p. 515.

* Travels, p. 516. " Concise Nat. Hist, of East and West Flor-

^ Travels thron;^h Louisiana, Tol. I, p. 29S ida, p. 71.
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saws. C. C. Jones' says that "the Indians (of Georgia) often interred

beneath the floor of the eabiu and tlien burned the hut of tlie deceased
over Lis head." Dr. Brinton says, -'The burial of the priests was like

that of the ehiefs, except tliat the spot chosen was in their own houses,

and tlie whole burned over them, resembling in this a i)ractice universal

among the Oaribs and reappearing among the S^atchez, Cherokees, and
Arkansas."^ This furnishes a complete explanation of the fact observed
by the Bureair explorers.

(3) Burials in a sitting or sqiudtina posture.—It was a very common
practice to bury some of the dead in a sitting or squatting posture.

The examples of this kind are too numerous and too well known to

justify burdening these i)ages wnth the i^roofs. It is enough to add
that the descriptions in the reports of tlie assistants in tlie previous
part of this volume and the published accounts of other explorers show
that this custom prevailed to a certain extent in Wisconsin, Iowa, Illi-

nois, northeastern Missouri, Ohio, West Virginia, and Xorth Carolina.

Instances have also been observed elsewhere.^ That the same custom
was followed by several of the Indian tribes is attested by the follow-

ing authorities: La Hontaii, Bossu,^ Lawson,'' Bartram,'' Adair,' etc.

(i) The use of fire in burial ceremonies.—Another respect in which
the burial customs of the mound-builders corresponded with those of

the Indians, was the use of fire in the funeral ceremonies. As hereto-

fore remarked, the inference has been very generally drawn from the

evidences of tire found in the mounds that the people who erected these
monuments offered human sacrifices to their deities. It is true that

charred and even almost wholly consumed human bones are often found,

showing that bodies or skeletons were sometimes burned, but it does
not necessarily follow from this fact that they were offered as sacrifices.

Moreover,judging from all the data in our possession, I think the weight
of evidence is decidedly against such conclusion.

The presence of charred bones in these works might readily be ac-

counted tor on the sui)])osition that cremation was adopted by some of

the tribes as a means of disposing of the dead, and such is the opinion

of Uorman, who remarks:^ " Cremation appears to have been the usual

method of disposing of the dead among most of these northern tribes."

Tlie same view is also held by Wilson." Still, I am not disjiosed, as

will hereafter be seen, to accept this as the true explanation of the

facts alluded to, though cremation was possibly practiced to a limited

extent by the mound builders.

In assuming that Indians were the mound-builders, very little, if

anything, can be found to support the theory of human sacrifice in tlie

1 Antiq. Smithi-rn Indiana, p. 203. ' Hist. Carolina, p. 182.

FlDiidian Pt-niusula, p. 183. Si-e also Hak- » TraveLs, p. 515.

luyt's Voyajie.-*, vol. III. jt. ;{7. ' Hist. American ludian.s. \t. 1H2.

^Geor;.'ia and Florida. Jones' An(ii|. South " Orijrin Prim. Super.st., p. 171.

eru Indians, pp. 183-185. ^ Prelii.storii-. Man, ll, third ed.. 187ti, p. 211.

* Tr-avels tlirouirli Louisiana, vol, ii p. 251.
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uietliod supposed to be indicated by these remaius. Donnan says:

"Humau sacrifices never i)revailed to auy extent among the barbarous

tribes of the north. Very few eases of compulsory human sacrifice

are found."

'

This author quotes several authorities showing that hiiuiau sacrifice

was practiced by Indian tribes in that part of the United States now
under consideration, but a careful examination of these shows that they

do not sustain the allegation. For example, he says,^ " Human sacrifice

was practiced among the Miamis, for we are told by Mr. Drake that

Little Turtle, the famous Miami chief, did more than any other toabol

ish human sacrifice among his peoi)]e.'' An examination of Drake's

remark shows that it was (pioted from Schoolcraft, and that it refers

not to true sacrifice, but to the torture of prisoners by the use of fire.

He also refers to Haywood's statement that " there are mauj- evi-

dences of the practice of human sacrifice among those tribes living on

the Ohio, Cumberland, and Tennessee rivers,"^ when reference to that

author's work shows that it is only an opinion based upon what is found
in the mounds of these regions.

The other quotations, except those relating to the Natches Indians

and the nations of Mexico, Central America, and Peru, furnish nothing

to sustain the theory that the mound-builders were in the habit of offer-

ing human sacrifices, in the true sense of the word. There is some evi-

dence that they were in the habit of torturing prisoners with fire. By
referring to the description of ancient works in Union county, Illinois,

given in the first part of this volume, the reader will find an account

of a stone pavement which was probably a place where prisoners were
burned. This was found at the depth of 1 foot below the surface of

the ground, was neai-ly circular, and about 9 feet in diameter. It was
formed of flat stones so closely joined together that it was almost impos-

sible to run an iion prod down between them. Scattered through
the earth resting on it were the charred fragments of human bones,

ashes, and charcoal.

In several of the mounds opened by Mr. Emmert in Monroe county,

east Tennessee, circular beds of burnt clay were discovered. In the

middle of more than one of these were the remains of a burnt stake,

around which were ashes, charcoal, and charred human bones.

Haywood* and Dr. Ramsey' say that a Mrs. Bean, who was captured

by the Cherokees, was taken to a mound in this section to be burnt,

but was saved by one of the Indian women. It is a fair inference,

therefore, that these beds of burnt clay and charred remains mark the

places where prisoners were burnt.

I have exjiressed my doubts as to their resorting to cremation as a

means of disposing of their dead, but since the discussion of this ques-

' Origin Prim. Superst., p. 209. * Nat. and Ab. Hist, of Teiinesaee, p. 278.

'^ P. 200. 6 AuDals of Tennessee, p. 157.

3 Lot', i'it.
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tioii is not necessary to the object at present in view, will mention very
briefly some reasons for tliis opinion.

It is true Dorman, Wilson and many others believe that cremation
was a common practice with tlie mound-builders, but this theory is

founded, as before stated, almost wholly upon the presence of burned
bones and the evidences of lire in tlie Tnounds. Reference is made, by
those holding this theory, to the Indians who, it is affirmed in many
cases, followed this method of disposing of the dead, but after a some-
what thorough investigation I fail to find the data upon whiidi to base
this affirmation, except so far as the. tribes of the Pacific slojn' and of
Mexico and southward are concerned. Dr. Yarrow, in his able paper
on the "Burial Customs of our Indians,'" evidently leans to the same
view, V)ut it is apparent from the cautious manner in whicli he refers

to it that the proof is not entirely satisfactory.

Du Pratz^ says: "There is no nation of Louisiana which follows the
custom of burning the body." Louisiana, as used by its author, in-

cluded all the Mississippi valley south of the Ohio, and all the Gulf
states excejit Florida. In this statement he agrees with Romans and
other early authors who mention the modes of burial and of disposing
of the dead. Pickett^ says the Choctaws were in the habit of killing

and cutting up their ijrisoners of war, after which the parts were burned.
The same writer says:" "From all we have read and heard of the Choc-
taws we are satisfied that it was their custom to take from the bone
liouse the skeletons, with which tliey re])aired in funeral procession to

the suburbs of the town, where they placed them on the ground in one
heaj), together with the property of the dead, such as pots, bows,
arrows, ornaments, curious-shaped stones for dressing deerskins, and a
variety of other things. Orer this heap the if first threw charcoal and
ashes, probably to preserve the bones, and the next operation was to

cover all with earth. This left a mound several feet high." This cor-

respond.s so well with what has been found in some southern mounds
that it seems to furnish a satisfactory explanation of the presence of

coal and ashes in some of the tumuli.

By referring to the description of the N^orth Carolina mounds hereto-

fore given the reader will find that, in one of them, three skeletons were
imbedded in ashes and coal on an altar-shaped structure, yet none of
the bones were burned or even charred. Fire had also been applied to

the outside of some of the little beehive-shaped stone vaults to such an
extent as to show, in some cases, the ett'ect of the heat on the bones of

the inclosed skeletons, the burial having evidently taken place after

the tlesh was removed. In the mound opened in Sullivan county, east-

ern Tennessee, which is heretofore described and figured, the floor was
covered with charcoal and ashes, yet no evidence whatever of any burn-

ing of bodies or bones was found.

' Fir.st AuniKil Report Bureau Ethn. ^ Hist. Alabama, 3(1 ed., vol. i, p. 140.

2 Hist. Louisiiuiii, 1758, vi>l. in, p. 24. «Ibi(l., vol. I, p. 142.
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lu severiil inouuds opened by Col. Xorris auil Mr. IMiddletoii in south-

western Wisconsin and the adjoining sections of Iowa and Illinois, there

were abundant cvidcuces that after the body or bodies had been buried

and a layer, usually of a mortar-like substance, siiread over them, a fire

was kindled ou this layer. Sometimes this was so fierce and the layer

so thin and defective that the bones l)eueath were more or less cl'arred.

Hundreds of similar cases have been observed, showing that while tire

was connected in some way with the burial ceremonies, there is very

little evidence to be found indicating that there was an intentional cre-

mation. A few instances possibly have been found to wai-rant this con-

clusion, but in the great majority of cases where charred or partially

consumed human bones have been found, the explanation is easily given
without recourse to the theory of cremation or sacrifice.

The following account of an Indian burial by Mr. Robert H. I'oynter

of De Sha county, Arkansas, as given in the Smithsonian report for

1882, page 828, is exactly in point in this connection. He says that

Wal-ka-ma-tu-ba, an old Indian, was buried in 1834 in the following

manner

:

Tbe bouse in which the family lived was built of round lo^'s, covered with bark,

and daubed with mud. In the middle of tbe house a board was driven about 3 feet

into tbe ground, and the old man was lashed to this with thongs, in a sitting pos-

ture, with his knees drawn up in front of his chin and bis hands crossed and fastened

under his knees. The body was then entirely incased in mud, built up like a round
mound, and smoothed over. A fire was kindled over the pile and the clay burnt to

a crisp. Six months afterward the family were moved away and tbe mound opened.
Tbe body was well preserved.

The following statement by I'rof E. B. Andrews ' in regard to a

mound ojiened by him in Athens county, Ohio, may throw some light

on this STibject:

A trencli 5 feet wide was dug through the center. On tbe east side much burnt
yellow clay was fouud, while on the west end of the trench considerable black earth

appeared, wbicli I took to be kitchen refuse. About .5 feet below the top we came
upon large (juautities of charcoal, especially on the western side. Underneath tbe

charcoal was found a skeleton with the bead to the east. The body had evidently

been inclosed in some wooden stru<-ture. First there was a platform of wood placed

upon the ground, on tbe original level of tbe plain. On this wooden tioor timbers

or logs were jdaced ou each side of the body longitudinally, and over tlu'Se timbers
there were laid other pieces of wood, forming an inclosed Ijox or cofiBn. A ]iart of this

wood was only charred ; the rest was burnt to ashes. The middle i)art of the body
was in the hottest tire, and many of the vertebrie, ribs, and other bones were burnt
to a black cinder, and at this point the iuclosingtimbers were burnt to ashes. The
timbers inclosing the lower extremities were only charred.

lam led to think that before any fire was kindled a layer of dirt was thrown over

the wooden structure, making a sort of burial. On this dirt a fire was built, Iiut

by some misplacement of the dirt the tire reached the timbers below, and at such

points as the air could ]>euetrate there was an active combustion, but at others

where the dirt still remained there was only a smothered fire like that in a charcoal

I loth Reiit.TVabmly Mu».. vol. ii, pp. 59,60.
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l)it. It is difficult t(i I'XplMia tlic existence nfthe clianeil timbers in iiny other way.
Tliere must Lave lieen other tires than that innnetliately around and al)Ove the body,
and many ot'tliem, because on one side of the mound the clay is burned e%'cn to the
to]i of the mound. In one place 3 feet above the body the clay is vitrified. It is

jpossilile that tires were liuilt at diH'erent levels—oiien fires—and that most of the

ashes were blown away by this wiu<ls which often sweep over the plain. I have
stated that there was first laid down a sort of floor of wood, on which the V>ody was
placed. On the same floor were placed about 500 copper beads, forming a line almost

around the body. Of course the string (in another mound in the neighborhood co]i-

per beads were found strung on a buckskin string) was burned and the beads were
more or less separated by the movement of the timbers and earth. Sometimes sev-

eral were found in contact in proper order. Several beads were completely rusted

away. Where the timliers were not burned to a.shes but only charred, the beads
were found lying upon the lowest layer of charred wood with another layer resting

npcm them. From the small diameter of the concentric or growth rings in the

charcoal in the bottom layer I infer that there was nothing more elaborate than a

platform of poles for the resting place of the body. Where the wood was burned
to ashes the beads were found in the ashes.

(.5) Besemlilancoi in other respects.—That it was the custom of some
of tlie moiiiid-biiililiiij;' peojtk' to l)iiry their dead in box-shaped stone

cists is now well known. Tliiit a few Indian tribes followed the same
custom is attested by history and fully proved by other evidence, as

will hereafter be shown.
According to Lawsoii ' it was not uncommon among the Indiiins of

Carolina to wrap the body of the deceased at the time of burial in

mats made of rushes or cane. Eemains of rush or caue matting have
frequently been found about human remains in southern UKmnds.

It was also a custom with several Indian tribes to place bark beneath

and often above the body. Numerous evidences of a similar mode of

burial have been found in the mounds. Whether or not aerial or sctif-

fold burial was resorted to l)y any of the mound-builders is not, as a

piatter of course, susceptible at this date of direct proof, yet the fact

that communal or bone burial was practiced by the mound builders in

the same sections where this mode of preliminary sepulture was cus-

tomary with the Indians of historic times, indicates that it was also a
custom of the former.

In some cases it has been observed by the Bureau assistants while

exjiloring in the northwestern sections that some of the bones in these

buried masses bore what seemed certain evidence of exposure to the

eleiueuts previous to burial.

' Hist. Carolina, p. 81.
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GENERAL RESEMBLANCES IN HABITS, CUSTOMS, ART, ETC.

In addition to the si)ecial i)oints oi resemblance between the l)Uiial

customs of tbe Indian.s and monud builders alluded to, the facts wai-

raut the assertiou that in all respects, so far as they can be traced

correctly, there are to be found strong' resemblances between the hab-

its, customs, and art of the mound builders and those of the Indians

previous to change under the influeiu;e of contact with the Eui'opeaus.

Both made use of stone implements, and ,so precisely similar are the

articles of this class, that it is impossible to distinguish those made by
the one people from those made by the other. In fact, they are brought

together in most collections and attributed to the one people or to the

other according to the fancy or opinion of the collector or curator.

We find even Dr. itau, whose loug and careful study of articles of

this class, both of Europe and America, would certainly enable him, if

anyone, to decide in this case, thus frankly stating his opinion:

In North America chipped as well as groiiml stone incitements are abnndant, yet

they "conr proniiscuonsly, and tlins far can not be respectively referred to certain

epochs in the development of the aborigines of the country. '

Instead of burdening these pages with proofs of these statements by
specific references to finds and authorities, an allusion to the work of

Dr. 0. C. Abbott on the liandiwork in stone, bone, and clay of the

native races of the ISTorthern Atlantic seaboard of America, entitled

"Primitive Industry," will suttice. As the area embraced in this work,

as remarked by the author, does not "include any territory known to

have been permanently occupied by the so-called mound-builders," the

articles found here must be ascribed to the Indians, unless, as sug-

gested by the author, some of a more primitive type found in the Tren-

ton gravel are to be attributed to a prei'cding and ruder people.

Examining those of the fir.st class, which are ascribed to the Indians,

and to which much the larger portion of the work is devoted, we find

almost every type of stone article found in the mound area, not only

tlie rudely chipped si'rapers, hoes, celts, knives, spear and arrow heads,

but also polished or ground celts, axes, hammers, chisels, and gouges.

Here are also found drills, awls, and perforators, slickstones and dress-

ers, mortars, pestles and pitted stones, pipes of various forms and
finish, discoidal stones, and net-sinkers, butterfly stones and other sup-

l»osed ceremonial objects, masks or face figures and bird-shaped stones,

gorgets, totems, pendants, trinkets, etc. Nor does the resemblance

stop with types, but is carried down to specific forms and finish, leav-

ing absolutely no possible line of demarcation between them and the

similar articles attributed to tlie mound-builders. So persistently true

is this, that had we these stone articles alone to refer to, it is probable

' Siuithsoniau Arch. Coll., p. 7.
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^^e would be forced to the conclusion, as held by some writers, that the

former inhabitants of that ijortion of the United States east of the

Mississippi pertained to one nation, unless the prevalence of certain of

the forms or more elaborate types in particular sections should afibrd

some ground (or districting.

The full force of this evidence, which is considered valuable in this

connection, can only be clearly understood and appreciated by an
examination of the work alluded to. If every form and type of stone

imjilemeut and ornament found in connection with the works of the

mound-builders were also in use among the Indians, it is, of course,

unnecessary to look further for their origin.

The bone and shell articles found in the mounds do not present any
type or finish, except such as can be traced to the Indians. Some of

the figures on the engraved shells are difficult to account for and appear
to be derived from some other source, but in every case these ha^'e been
found in mounds or graves, whicli there are strong and satisfactory

reasons for believing are the work of Indians; this will be shown here-

after.

Mound and Indian pottery compared.—The pottery of the mound-
builders has often been referred to as proof of a higher culture-status

than, and an advance in art beyond that attained by the Indians. It

appears probable that some writers have been led to this conclusion

by an examination of the figures, drawings, and photographs, without

a personal inspection of the articles.

That all mound pottery is comparatively rude and primitive in type,

manufacture, and material nuist be admitted. It is true that specimens

are frequently found which give evidence of considerable skill and
advance in art as compared with the pottery of other barbarous people,

but there is nothing to remind us of the better ware of Peru, Mexico,

or Central America, and, so far as my examination extends, I have not

seen a single piece that is equal in the character of the ware to some
of the old Pueblo ])ottery. The finest quality of mound Mare I have

seen is a broken specimen which was found with an intrusive burial in

a Wisconsin mound, and, strange to say, the figures on it, which are

rather unusual, are almost exactly like those on i)ottery found in mounds
of Early county, Georgia.

The vase with a bird figure, found by Squier and Davis in an Ohio

mound, is presented in most works on American archeology as an evi-

dence of the advanced stage of ceramic art among the mound-builders,

but Dr. Eau, who examined the collection of these authors, says

:

Having seen the best spet^iraeus of moimd pottery obtained during the survey of

Messrs. Squier and Davis, I do not liesitate to assert that the clay vessels fabricated

at the Cahokia creek vrere in every respect eciual to those exhumed from the mounds
of the Mississippi valley, and Dr. Davis himself, who examined my specimens from

the first named locality, expressed the same opinion.'

' Smithsonian Rep., 1866. p. 349.
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The (Jabokia pottery, wbicli he fouud aloiij;' the creek of that name,
be ascribes to Indians, as he remarks:

The quest ioii now arises, Who were the makers of these manufactures of clay? I

simply ascri lie them to the Cahokia Indians, who dwelt, until a comparatively reecnt

period, on the banks of the creek that still bears the name of their tribe. Concern-

ing the antiquity of the manufactures described on the preceding pages, I am not

prepared to give an estimate. Only a hundred years may have el.apsed since they

were made, yet it is also jiossible that they are much older. The appearance of the

fragments rather indicates a modern origin.'

Those who are aware of the extreme caution of this distinguished

archeologist in expressing an opinion of this kind, will be fully assured

that be had carefully studied all the facts bearing upon the subject

before giving it publicity.

Most of the mound pottery, as the reader is probably aware, is mixed
with pulverized shells, which is also true of most Indian pottery.^

Dumont describes the method of jirepariug the materials and manu-
facturing the pottery as follows

:

The industry of these native women and girls is admirable. I have already spoken

of the skill with which, with their fingers alone and without a wheel, they make all

sorts of pottery. The manner in which they jiroceed to do it is as follows: After

having collected the earth necessary for this work, and cleaned it well, the.y take

shells and pound them up to a very fine and delicate powder. This they mix tbor-

ouu-hly with the earth which has been provided, and moistening the whole with a

little water they knead it with their hands and feet into a paste. This they make
into long rolls from 6 to 7 feet in length and of the thickness desired. If they

wish to form a basin or vase they take one of these rolls by one end; and marking

with the left thumb, on this mass, the center of the article to be made, they whirl

it (the roll) aliout this center with wonderful swiftness and dexterity, describing a

spiral. From time to tinui they dip their fingers in the water which they are always

careful to have at hand, and with the right hand they smooth the outside and inside

of the vessel which they intend to form, which without this care wonld be undulat-

ing. By this jjrocess they make all sorts of earthen utensils, as dishes, plates,

basins, pots, and ewers, some of which contain 40 to 50 pints. The baking of

this pottery does not require any great jjreparation. After it is dried in the shade

a great tire is lighted; and when they think there are coals enough they clear a

space in the center and arrange their vessels there and cover them with coals. In

this manner the pottery receives the necessary baking; after this they can be put on

the tire and are as tirm as ours. There is no doubt that their firmness is to be

attributed to the mixture which the women make of the powdered shells with the

earth.

Du Pratz says : " The [Natchez] women make pots of an extraordinary

size, cruses with a medium-sized opening, jars, bottles with long necks,

holding 1! pints, and pots or cruses for holding t)ear"s oil." ' Also that

they colored them a beautiful red by using oclier, which becomes red

alter burning. As heretofore remarked, the bottle-shaped vase with a

long neck is the typical form of clay vessels found in the mounds of

I Smitlisoniiin Ri-p.. 1880. p. 350.

-Diimoiit. Mem. Hist. La..u, p. 271 (175:1) ; Ailair. Hist. Am. lud., p. 421; Loslciel., Geach. dev Miss., p.

70. etc.

^Hist. La. (175K). Vi>l. II, p. 179.
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xVikaiisas and soutbe:i stern Missoiii'i, and is also common to the mounds
and stone gravesofmiddle Tennessee. Tliosecolored or ornamented with

red are also often found in tlie mounds of this section. The lonji-necked

bottles aud colored pottery form very important items of evidence in

the present discussion, for the description given by Du Pratz of these

vessels and Dumont's account of the method of manufacture leave but
scant room for doubt that those found in the mounds were nnide by the

same x>eople that made those of which the above named authors speak.

It is also worthy of notice in this connection that the two localities,

near St. Genevieve, Missouri, and near Slmwneetown, Illlinois, where
so many fragments of large clay vessels supposed by many to have
been used in " making salt" have been foun<l, were occupied for a con-

siderable length of time by the Shawnees. Nor should the fact be

overlooked that that they are marked with those impressions, so com-
mon in mound pottery, which are usually attributed to basketwork in

•which the vessels are sujjposed to have been placed while drying pre-

vious to burning, tliough in reality in these instances tliey are due to

a textile fabric or pattern -markers.

The statements so often made that the mound pottery, esiiecially that

of Ohio, far excels anything made by the Induins is a mistake and is

not justified by the facts. Wilson, carried away with this supposed
superiority of the Ohio mound pottery, goes so far in his comparison

with other mound ])ottery as to ascribe the ornamented ware found in

the mounds of Mississippi to the "red Indian," yet asserts in the same
pariigraph that it suggests "no analogy to the finer ware of the Ohio
mounds."' On the other hand, Nadaillac affirms that the i)ottery of

Missouri (that found in the southeastern part of the state) "is superior

to that of Ohio." ^

So far as I can ascertain, the supposed superiority of the Ohio mound
pottery, maintained by so many writers, is based on the description of

two vessels by Sciuier and Davis, and, as we have seen from what is

stated by Dr. Ran, a competent witness, is uot supported by evidence.

Mound-bHilderH and TiuJiaiis rnltirated maize.—A resemblance between
the customs of the mounil-builders and Indians is to be found in the

fa<'t that both cultivated and relied, to a certain extent, upon maize or

Indian corn for subsistence. As proofs have already been presented

showing that this statement is true in regard to the latter, it is only

necessary to add liere the evidence that it is also true as to the former.

That the mound-builders must have relied greatly upon agricultural

products for subsistence is maintained, as heretofore shown, by those

who contend they were not Indians, and is admitted by all. It is also

generally admitted that maize was their chief food product, but this is

uot left to inference alone, as there are proofs of it from the mounds.
Not only are there prints of the cobs on many clay vessels, but lumjis

of clay bearing the impress of the ears; also charred cobs, ears, and

' Proli. M.in.. II. p. 2;t. ' I/AmiTique Prehistoviqne, p. 141.
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grains have been repeatedly tound in mounds and in pits or caebes
wliicb appear to be tlie work of tlie " veritable mouiidbuilders."
Another fact may also be uientioned in this eonnection, whicli, though

negative in character, ap])ears to point to the same conclusion.

Although metates are, and Iroin time immemorial have been, iu com-
mon use among the Central Americans, Mexicans, and Pneblo Indians of

New Mexico and Arizona, not one has been found in connection with
the ancient works east of the plains; and so far as ascertained only
two or three have been found in this entire area. These were dug or

plowed up in Missouri not far ti'oni the Missouri river, but without any
indications of having i)ertained to the mound l)uilders. Probably
tliese may have been brought here by the plain tribes which shifted

back and forth from side to side or by the Sjianiards who visited ]\ris-

souri at an early day to form an alliance with the Osages.'
The mound-builders used stone mortars for grinding paint and for

other purposes, but none adapted to, or that we can suppose were ordi-

narily used for grinding maize have beeu observed. It is therefore

more than probable that they made use of the wooden hominy mortar
just as the Indians were accustomed to do.

The marked absence of this useful implement from all the works of

the mound builders east of the Kocky mouutaius is a very important
fact iu this connection. As it appears to have been used uot only by
the cultured but also by most of the wild tribes from New Mexico to

the isthmus, and was unknown to th<> mound-builders of tlie Missis-

sippi valley, we have in this fact an indication that the people of the
two regions were widely distinct from ca(^h other. It affords an argu-
ment against the theory which connects the mound-builders and Puelilo

tribes, and also against those which <-onnect the former and the Mexican
nations. At least it renders doubtful the theory which derives the
former from the latter. Coming into a forest-covered region wouhl
doubtless cause some change in customs, but this change would not be
so sudden as to leave no traces of them. Passing from a forest to a
woodless region would of course account for a change of custom in this

respect.

Articles of shell.—There are some marked resemblances in the cus-

toms of the two peoples iu regard to the various articles made by them
from shells. Several species of large, univalve, maiiue shells were
used by the Indians as drinking cups. These were usually prepared
for this purpose by removing the columella. Proof of this custom is

found iu the statements of several of the earlj- writers. The manner
in which thej^ were used is shown in the Brevis Narratio of De Bry,
Pis. XIX and xl, and described by Haywood.- The statement of the
latter author is as follows

:

Our southern Indians, at the annual i'east of harvest, send to those who are sick

at home or unable to come out one of the old couseerated shells full of the sancti-

' Du Pratz Hist. Louisiana, Enjflish Transl., p. 320 ' Xat. stud Aboriginal Hist. Tenn., p. 158.
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tied l)itter cas.?cH«. The Creeks used it in 1778 in one of their evening entertain-
ments at Altassa, where, after the assemlily were seated in the council, illuminated
Uy their mystical cane fire in the center, two middle-aged men came together, each
having a very large conch shell full of black drink, advancing with slow, uniform,
and steady steps, their eyes and countenances lifted up, and singing very low, but
sweetly, till they came within (i or 8 steps of the king's and white people's seats,

when they stopped, and each rested his shell upon a little table; but soon taking it

up again advanced, and each pi'eseuted his shell, one to the king and the other to
the chief of the white people.

The shells used tor this purpose appear to have been chiefly Bmycon
perrersum and Cwinin flammca.

Specimeus of these species, prepared for use as drinking cups, have
been found in mounds and ancient graves in most of the Southern states

and also as far north as Wisconsin. Clay vessels made in imitation of
them have also been found.'

A fact worth noticing in this connection is that a specimen of Busy
con perversvm obtained tiom a mound in Arkansas (see Fig. i;J3) has an
elaborate ornamental design engraved on the outer surface. As it is evi-

dent that this particular species was used by the Indians for sacred
drinking cups, and, as will hereafter be shown, there are the best of
reasons for believing the mounds of that part of Arkansas where this

specimen was found were built by Indians, we connect the most ad-

vanced art of the mound builders with the Indians.

I call special attention to these little details, as they are illustrative

of a multitude of minute threads which seem to bind these two peoples
together. It is in the details we are to find the strong proofs of the
theory we are contending for.

The shell beads form another of these threads of evidence. The man-
ufacture and use of shell beads is common among unenlightened peo-
ples, and hence the fact that both mound-builders and Indians made use
of them is nothing in point. But when we come to note the particular

ibrms and find that there are characteristics by which the prehistoric

specimens of the Mississippi valley and Gulf states can, as a general
rule, be distinguished from those of all other sections of North America,
we touch another of those threads of evidence just alluded to. This is

further strengthened by the fact that many and probably most of the
forms found in the mounds can be traced to the Indians of the same
region.

A number of these forms are mentioned by the old writers, notably
Beverly in his History and Present State of Virginia,^ and Lawson
in his History of Carolina.' Biedma also notes the fact that among
the riches of the Indians of Pacaha (Qua.paws ?) " were beads made of
sea snails," thousands of which have been found in the mounds.

Shell spoons and s<'rapers were used by the Indians and hundreds
have been found in the mounds.

' See Art in Shell, by Mr. Holmes, pp. 194-198, 2d Kept. Bur. Ethn.
2 P. 58. LiiiKlon. 1705. Alan cd. 1722, pp. 195-196.

3P.315, R.ilpii;h reprint. (1800.)
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The shell gorgets appear to furnish, by their jieouliar form aud orna-

mentation, a very evident connecting link between the two peoples.

The various forms taken from the mounds will be found figured in Mi".

Holmes's paper in the second report of the Bureau of Ethnology.
Some of these are also giveu in our figures in the previous part of this

volume. Beverly,' speaking of shell ornaments made by the Indians,

remarks: "Of this shell [which he calls the cunk shell] they also

make round tablets of about 4 inches diameter, which they polish as

smooth as the (ither, and sometimes they etch or (jrnve thereon circles,

stars, a half moon, or any other figure suitable to their fancy. These
they wear instead of medals before or behind their neck."

Lawson's' testimony corresponds with this: " They oftentimes make
of this shell a sort of gorge, which they wear about their neck in a

string, so it hangs on their collar, whereon sometimes is grav^en a

cross or some odd sort of figure which comes next in their fancy."

We have only to examine Fig. 3, PI. lii, 2d Aim. Eep. Bur. Ethn.,

and our Fig. Iil3 to find Beverly's circles and half moon, although
the chief engraved figure is intended to represent a serpent. On the

shell represented in the former of these figures we see Lawson's cross.

Moreover, we see in all the two holes through which to pass the

string for suspending them. As some of the shells have been found in

typical mounds, and with the original and lowest burials, and also in

stone graves, they form a connecting link between the true mound-
builders and historic Indians which seems to identify the two as one

people, at least in the region where these relics are found. Further

reference will hereafter be made to them for the purpose of identifying

certain tribes as mound-builders.

Dumont remarks that

—

There are still to be seen ou the seasliore beautiful shells made by suails (or

limaton), which are called burgaux; they are very useful for makiug handsome
tobacco boxes, for they bear their mother-of-pearl with them. It is of these

burgaux that the native women make their ear rings. For this purpose they take

the end of it which they rub a long time on liard stones, and thus give it the

form of a nail furnished with a head, in order that when they place them in their

ears they will be held by this kind of pi\ot. For these savages have much larger

holes in their ears than our Frenchmen ; the thumb could be passed through them,

however large it might be. The savages also wear around tlie neck plates made of

pieces of these shells, wliiih are shaped in the same manner ou stones, aud which
they form into round or oval pieces of about 3 (» 4 inches in diameter. They are

then ])ierced near the edge by means of tire aud used :is ornaments.

-

The nail-shaped pieces and circular ornaments alluded to are very
common in mounds. Examples of these tyijes are shown by Mr. Holmes
in his article entitled "Art in Shell of the Ancient Americans," Second
Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, and in our figures 283 and
284.-''

' Lawsou, Hist, of Carolina, p. 315, Raleigli » Mem. Hist. La. (Paris, 1753), vol. 1, p. 94.

reprint. (1800.) 3 pjg, xxx ami XLVI.
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Pipes awl tobacco.—That the raouud-builders were great smokers is

proven by the very large number of pipes which have been found in

their mounds and graves. So numerous are these and so widely dis-

tributed over the mound area east of the Kooky mountains that pipe-

making and pipe-smoking may be taken as a marked cbaracteristic of

tins ancient peo])le. Moreover the fact that smoking the pipe prevailed

to a greater or less extent over this entire area indicates that the mound-
building age was continuous.

That the pipe was an essential to Indian happiness is too well known
to need any proof here. We have therefore in the evidence of the very

general use of the pipe among the mound-builders one proof that they

were Indians in the limited sense mentioned. At any rate it furnislies

one reason for concluding that they were not directly connected with the

Nahua tribes of Mexico or the Maya-Quiche tribes of Central America.

The pipe was not an article in general use among either the Nahua or

Maya nations; not a single one appears to be rep'esented in their

ancient maimscriiits or paintings or their carved inscriptions; the cigar

is represented, but no pipe. According to Bancroft, " The habit of smok-
ing did not possess among the Nahuas the peculiar character attached

to it by the Nortli American natives, as an indispensable accessory to

treaties, the cementing of friendship, and so forth, but was indulged

in chiefly by the sick as a pastime, and for its stimulating effect."

'Tobacco,'' he adds, "was generally smoked after dinner, in the form
of paper, reed, or maize-leaf cigarettes, called pocyetl, ' smoking tobacco,'

or acayctl, -tobacco-reed,' 'the leaf being mixed in a paste,' says Vey-

tia, 'with xochiocotzotl. liquidambar, aromatic herbs, and pulverized

charcoal, so as to keep smoldering when once lighted and shed a per-

fume.""
Tliis appears, so far as my examinations have extended, to corre-

spond with what is stated by the older authorities, or, perhaps, it would
1)6 more correct to say, with what they do not state, as but very little

is said upon the subject which is corroborative, for, had the pipe been
in use among the Nahuas and Mayas, as it was among the Indians and
mound-builders, it would have had a prominent place in their paintings,

manuscripts, and sculpture, and the old S])anish authors would Lave
had much to say in regard to it. The museum at Mexico does not con-

tain above half a dozen pipes with bowls.

This fact is certainly one argument against the theory that the

mound-builders of the Mississippi valley were Aztecs or Mayas, and
what strengthens it is that the ancient stone i)ipes of the Pacific slope,

especially of southern California, are of an entirely different type ftom

those of the mounds east of the Rocky mountains, the prevailing form
being a flattened tube, as may be seen by reference to Vol. vii of Lieut.

Wheeler's Survey.

' Native Races, ii, 287.
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LINKS CONNECTING THE INDIANS DIRECTLY WITH THE MOUND-
BUILDERS.

THE ETOWAH MOUND—STONE GRAVES.

lu this class of ijroofs properly belouj's the historical evidence; but,

as this has been given in a previoiTS chapter, reference is made here

only to certain facts which seem to bridge over the supposed gap sep-

arating the Indians of historic times from the mound-builders, and to

identify certain tribes as pertaining to the latter.

THE LARGE ETOWAH Mt)UND.

As the historical evidence adduced shows beyond contradiction that

the Indians of the southern portion of the country at the time they

were first encountered by Europeans did erect mounds, construct walls

of defense, and dig canals, the question oftheir ability to plan and to com-
bine and control force for the constructi(m of such works must be con-

ceded. Yet there are probably some long wedded to the theory ofa " lost

race" or Toltec migration, who will still maintain that only the tumuli

and other works of inferior dimensions and simple designs, and the

ruder works of art are to be attributed to the Indians, bnt that the

larger and more extensive remains are due to a difi'erent race.

If De Soto's route could be traced minutely and with absolute cer-

tainty, it would be possible, no doubt, to identify, so far as they remain,

the mounds and other works of which the chroniclers of his expedition

speak; but unfortunately this can not be done. Still, there are some
parts of it that can be determined within reasonable limits. For

exami)le, scarcely a doubt lemains thath(> passed through the northern

part of G(^orgia, striking the head waters of the (Joosa river. Now it

so happens that while in this region he stopped at an Indian town
(Guaxule) in which the house of the cacique was situated on a mound
of sufficient size to attract the attention of those of his followers who
were Garcilasso's informants. This, there are reasons for believing,

was the celebrated Etowah mound near Cartersville. It is true Dr.

C. C. Jones, the leading authority on the antiquities of the southern

States, locates Guaxule in the southeast corner of Murray county,' bnt

in this instance I think he is certainly m error, as no mound has been

found there which will in any respect answer the description given.

Garcilasso says : "La casa estava en un cerro alto, como de otras

semejantes hemas dicho. Tenio toda ella al derredor un paseadero que
podian pasearse por el seis hombres juntos." " The house stood on a

high hill (mt)und) similar to others we h<(ve already mentioned. It had
round about it a roadway on which six men might march abreast." ^

' Hernando De Soto, p. 35.

2 History of Florida. Ed. 1723, Lib. in. Cap. .k.k, p. 139, and Eil. of 1605.
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This language is peculiar, and, so far as I am aware, can apply to no
other mound in Georgia than the large one near Cartersville, Georgia.

Nor is this a mere supposition, for my assistants have made careful

search throughout northern Georgia, the immediately adjoining portions

of South Cai'olina, and eastern Tennessee, without finding any other

mound that can possibly answer this description. The words "similar

to others we have mentioned" are evidently intended to signify that

it was artificial, and this is conceded by all who have noticed the pas-

sage: "alto" (high) in the mouths of the explorers indicates something
more elevated than ordinary mounds. The roadway or passage-way
round about it is peculiar and is the only mention of the kind by auy
of the three chroniclers. How is it to be explained?

Col. C. C. Jones says that this "roadway" was a terrace, but it is

scarcely possible that any terrace at the end or side of a mound form-

ing an apron-like extension (the only form which has been found in the
South), could have been so described as to convey the idea of a road-

way, which the mode of e.5timating the width shows was intended.

As Garcilasso wrote from information and not from personal observa-

tion, he often failed to catch from his informant a correct notion of the

things described to him. In this case it seems that he understood
there was a terrace running entirely around the mound or a roadway
winding around from the bottom to the top. The broad way winding up
the side of the Etowah mound (see Fig. 183) ajipears to answer the

description better than what is seen in any other ancient structure in

Georgia. It is broad and ascends at a gentle slope, giving to the
observer the idea of a roadway, for which it was evidently intended.

It is a large mound, (piite higli, and one that would doubtless arrest

the attention of tlie Spanish soldiers. Its dimensions indicate that the
tribe by which it was built was strong in numbers and might send
forth " 500 warriors " to gi'eet the Spanish adventurers. The locality

is also witliin the limits of I)e Soto's route as given by the best authoi'i-

ties; and, lastly, there is no other mound within the possible limits of

his rcmte which Avill in any respect answer the desci'iption. As Gar-
cilasso must have learned of this mound from his informants and
described it according to the impression conveyed to his mind, we are

Justified in accepting the statement as substantially correct. The agree-

ment between the statement and the fact that a mound of the peculiar

kind described is tbund in the limited region referred to, would be a
remarkable coincidence if the former were not based on the personal

observations of the informants. We are therefore fully Justified in

believing that the work alluded to by the ohl Spanish author is none
other than the great mound on the Etowah river, near Cartersville,

Georgia, and that here we can point to one of the Indian villages men-
tioned by the chroniclers of the Adelantado's unfortunate expedition.

If this conclusion be correct, there is no good reason for d(mbting
that the Indians were the authors of this, one of the largest mounds

12 ETH U
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found in tne coniiTry, its solid contents being not less tliau 4,000,000

cubic feet. Tlii.s is corroborated, as will hereafter be shown, by the

fact that one of the thi-ee prominent mounds of the group was found,

when excavated, to contain burials iu box-shaped stone cists of the

form so common in middle Tennessee.

As stone cists or graves have been meutioned, it may be as well to

direct attention at this point to this class of works which form a con-

necting liuk between the prehistoric and historic times.

STOXK GRAVES.

In order that the reader may understand cleai'ly the argument based
upon these works it is necessary to give here a brief explauatiou.

There are several forms and \ arieties of stoue graves, or cists, found

in the mound area embraced in this discussion, some being of cobble-

stone, others of slabs, some round, others polygonal, some roof-shaped,

others square, and others box-shaped, or parallelograms. The refer-

ence at jiresent is only to the last mentioned—the box-shaped type, made
of stone slabs, as heretofore described. If the evidence shows that

this variety is found only iu certain districts, pertains to a certain class

of works, and is usually accomi)anied by certain types of art, we are

warranted in using it as an ethnic characteristic, or as indicating the

presence of particular tribes. If it can be further shown that graves of

this foinn are found in mounds attributed to tlie so-called mound-
builders, and that certain tribes of Indians of historic times were also

accustomed to bury in them, we are warranted in assuming a continuity

of custom from the mound-building age to historic times, or, in other

words, that those graves found in the mounds are attributable to the

same people (or allied tribes) found using them at a later date. This

conclusion will be strengthened by finding that certain peculiar types

of art are limited to tbeVegions where these graves exist, and are found

almost exclusively in connection with them.

This will indicate the line of argument propose<l and the character

of the proofs to be presented. If the result jirove satisfactory it is

evident that we will have an index pointing to particular tribes known
to historic times, wlio were mound-builders in the numnd-building age.

It is scarcely possible that any tribe was so isolated as to leave no

marks of connection with others, hence it is more than likely that hav-

ing identified one we shall obtain clews to another. We should also

observe that while our evidence is pointing in one direction, it is at

the same time eliminating the supposed possibilities iu another.

These graves, as is well known, are formed of rough unhewn slabs

or flat i)ieces of stone, thus: First—in a pit some 2 or 3 feet dee]), and
of the desired dimensions, dug for the purpose—a layer is placed to

form the floor; next, similar pieces are set on edge for the sides an<l

ends, over which other slabs are laid flat, forming the covering, the

whole, when finished, making a rude, box-shaped coffin or sepulcher.
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Sometimes one or more of the six faces are wanting-; occasionally the
bottom consists of a layer of waterworn bowlders; sometimes the top
is not a single layer, but other pieces are laid over the joints, and some-
times they are placed shingle fashion. They vary in length from l-t

inches to 8 feet, and in width from 9 inches to 3 feet. It is not an
iiniisnal thing' to And a mound containing a number of these cists

arranged in two, three, or more tiers. As a general rule those not in

mounds are near the surface of the ground, and in some instances even
projecting above it. It is probable that no one who has examined them
has fiiiled to note their strong resemblance to the European mode of

burial. l']ven Dr. Joseph Jones, who attributes them to some "ancient
race," was forcibly reminded of this resemblance, as he remarks: "In
looking at the rnde, stone coflflns of Tennessee, I have again and again
been impressed with the ide<i thatm some former age this ancient race

must have come in contact with ICuropeans and derived this mode of
burial from them.''

'

After a somewhat lengthy review of the various modes of burial

practiced by the aborigines of America he arrives at the following

conclusion: "We have now carefully examined at the modes of burial

practiced by the American aborigines, in extenso, and it is evident that
the ancient race of Tennessee is distinguished from all others by their

l)eculiar method of iuterment in rude, stone cofdns. Whilst the custom
of burying the dead in the sitting posture was almost universal with
the various trilies and nations of North and South America, the :incient

inhabitants of Tennessee and Kentucky buried most commonly in long,

stone graves, with the bodyrestingat length, as amongcivilized nations
of the present day in Enrojie and America.''-'

Since the publication of Dr. Jones's paper much additional informa-
tion in regard to these graves has been obtained, and the area in which
they occur has been greatly extended, l)ut the result has been, as will

be seen in the sequel, rather to c<uihrm than to dispiove the opinion

here expressed. Graves of the same character have been observed in

northern (xeorgia, in the lower portions of eastern Tennessee, in the
valley of the Delaware river, at various points in Ohio and in southern
Illinois. Yet. strange as it may seem, all these places were at one
time or another occupied by the same people who formerly dwelt in the
("nndierland valley, or by closely allied tribes.

It appears from these facts that this is an ethnic characteristic, though
depending upon the presence of the proper materials. Our next step

is to prove that the same mode of burial was adopted by one or more
of the Indian tribes of historic times.

Dr. Jones, although believing in the great antiquity of these works,
was, as already noticed, so strongly impi'essed with the resemblance to

the European mode of burial that he exjiresses the belief that "in
some former age this ancient race must have come in contact with

' Aboriginal RemainB, Tenn., pp. 35; Sm. Cont., Vol. x.xii. '^ rbid., p. 34.
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Europeaus and (k'rived this luode ofliuiial from them. This view,'" he
continues, "is sustaiued not only by the presence of copper crosses

and of vases with crosses and scalloped circles painted around them,
and of bones evidently diseased by syphilis, in the stone oraves, but
also by certain traditions formerly preserved by the surrounding In-
dian tribes."

'

Dr. Jones may have been mistaken in some of iiis conclusions: this

language is therefore given here as nuich because it indicates the im-

pression made uj)on a well informed mind by the careful study of these
works, as for the statements in it. Attention, however, is called to the
copper crosses mentioned, as they are an indication of contact with
Europeaus. Not that the presence of a cross is necessarily an indica-

tion of contact with European civilization—for many are found which
must have been in existence long before the discovery by Columbus

—

but because of the peculiar form of some of those alluded to.

But the position assumed does not rest on such vague and uncertain

proof as it is stated positively by Loskiel that the Delawares were ac-

customed to bury their dead in this wise; his words are as follows:

They buried their dead by digging a grave of the required size and about one or

two feet deep; they put flat stones at the bottom and set others at each end aud each
side on the edge; then laid the body in, generally on the back at full length, covered
the grave with the same kind of stone laid as closely together as practicahle, without

cement, sometimet: laijin.j smaller stones veer the joints or cracks to keep the earth from
falling into the grave. Then they covered the grave with earth, not generally more
than two or three feet high.-

Barber states that

—

Several tribes were accustomed to incase their dead in stone boxes or tombs.

Among these were the Leuui-Lenape, or Delawares, of Pennsylvania, although the

graves already opened show an antiquity of probal)ly not more than one hundred
and fifty or two hundred years, because the native contents, consisting of frag-

ments of rude pottery and ornaments, are associated usually with articles of Eu-
ropean manufacture, such as glass beads, iron or copper implements, and por-

tions of tirearms. A number of graves have been examined in the vicinity of

the Delaware Watergap. The tumuli were scarcely distinguishable, but were
surrounded by traces of shallow trenches. The skeletons lay at a depth of about
three feet, aud were in almost every instance inclosed in rude stone coffins. In one
case the body had been placed in a slight excavation, facing the east, and above it

a low mound had been built.

'

This evidence is not only conclusive as to the fact that .some Indians

of historic times did bury in cists of this form, but it at the same time
specifies the tribes—the Delawares aud, by inference, the Shawnees—for

as, at the time indicated a part of the latter, as is well known, were living

with or in the vicinity of the former, the two tribes being ethnically re

lated. This introduces a new factor into the argument and limits its

scope, as it directs the inquiry along a particular line. The fact of the

' Aborigiual Remains. Tenn.. p. :i.">; Sm. Cont.. Vol. XSII.

' Hist. Miss. United Brethren, p. 120.

3 American N,iturali3t, Vol. XI. 1877. p. 199.
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I'emoval of a portion of the Shawnees from the south to the valley of
the Delaware, is too well known to require the proof to be given here.

Returning now to the Cumberland valley and regions of middle Ten-
nessee, already referred to, we find here, beyond any reasonable doubt,
if the number of graves be any indication, the chief home of the jieople

who buried in stone graves of the peculiar form mentioned. That we
can not attribute any of these graves south of the Ohio to the Dela-

wares will be conceded. The natural inference, therefore, is, if they
are to be considered as an ethnic characteristic, that they are due to the
Shawnees. There is undoubted historical evidence that this people
resided in the region of the Cumberland from the earliest notice we
have of them until their linal departure therefrom at a comparatively
recent date. Col. Force conectly remarks, ''We first find the Shawano
in actual history about the year IGOO and living along the Cmnberland
river, or the Cumberland and Tennessee."'

There existed formerly a tradition that this nation extended settle-

ments as far to the southeast as the banks of the Savannah river, and
the name of this river is yet supposed by some to have been derived
from the presence of this tribe. Although the latter supposition is

founded on a, slender and very doubtful basis, and much error has crept

into tlie explanations of the tradition which has led to its rejection by
some of our best investigators of the present day, there are good rea-

sons for accepting it as true when restricted to its more exact and lim-

ited form. This is found in Milfort,^ who places them in upper Geor-
gia, in the Tugelo region, and on the headwaters of the large Georgia
livers. If this be correct we have some foundation for the tradition

which places them on the Savannah, as the Tugelo river is one of its

upper branches. With this limitation, and the caution as to accepting

Milfort's date, which is evidently very far wrong, the tradition given

by Gen. Robertson found in Haywood's Natural and Aboriginal

History of Tennessee, ' may be considered as corroborative

:

In 1772 the Little Corn Planter, an intelligent Cherokee chief, who was then
supposed to be 90 years of age, stated, in giving a history of his own nation, that

the Savannechers, which was the name universally given by the Indians to those

whom the English call Shawanese, removed from Savannah river, between Oconjia

and Siiiitli Carolina, htj penmnaion of the Cherokves, io Cumberland, they having been

fallen U))OU and almost ruined by a combination of several of the neighboring tribes

of Indians. That many years afterwards a ditfereuee took place between the two
nations, and the Cherokees, unexpectedly to the Shawnees. marched in a large liody

to the frontiers of the latter. There, dividing into several small parties, they

treacherously, as he expressed himself, i'ell upon them and put to death a gre.'it num-
ber. The Shawanese then forted tliemselves and maintained :i long war in defense

of their possession of the country, even after the Chickasaws had joined tlie Chero-

kees. He observed that when he was a small boy, which must have been about

1699, he remembered to have heard his father, who was a great chief say he once

took a large party against the Shawanese, etc.

' Early Notices of the Indian.^ of Ohio. p. 40. See also Marquette's statements in Jes. Rel., 1670, p.

!tl. and in hi-s Journal, p. 32. Paris lieprint. 184.'i. etc.

•'Memoire(1802),p.i). ' I'. 222.
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The map <)f North America, by John Seuex, 1710, indicates villages

of the Chaouaiions on the headwaters of the Savannah. On the De
L'Isle map of 1700 the Outonagannha (Shawnees) are ])laced on the
headwaters of the great rivers of Soutli r'arolina. It is evident, there-

fore, that it was the understanding and belief at an early day that
Shawnees had at some time dwelt in the region of the ii^jper Savannah

;

also that this name and its synonyms were used to designate a par-

ticular i>eoi)le. In conlirmation of the theory advanced, stone graves
of the particular type we are now considering have been found in the
upper part of Nacoochee valley, which is in the Tugelo region.' Others,
as shown in Part i, have l)eeu found by the Bureau assistants on
Etowah river, farther west in northern Georgia.
The tradition given by Robertson helps to explain a jjuzzling fact

discovered by the Bureau explorers, to wit, that quite a number of

these graves have been found along the Little Tennessee river, in the

vicinity of the site of some of the Cherokee " Overhill towns." As
the evidence derived from history and the mounds, as will be hereafter

shown, indicated the occupancy of this region from time immemorial
by the Cherokees, who are known to have been long the deadly ene-

mies of the Shawnees, the presence of these graves seemed to conflict

with the theory herein advanced. But the tradition given by Robert-

son indicates a previous friendly relation between the two tribes which
will serve, in a measure at least, to explain this riddle.

Thert^ is also another item of e\idence on this point. By referring

to Schoolcraft's History of the Indian Tribes, the reader will find the

following statement:

A (liscdiiteuteil portion of the Shawnee ti'ilie from Virginia IjtoIcc oil' from the

nation, which ri'moved to the Scioto country, in Ohio, about the year 1730, .and

formed a tovru known by the name of Lulliegrud, in what is now Clark county
[Kentucky], about 30 miles east of this place [Lexington]. This tribe b'ft this

country about 1750, and weut to east Tennessee, to the Cherokee Nation.

-

The following remark in Haywood's "Civil and Political History of

Tennessee''-' is worthy of note here:

A nation of Indians called the Cheavanoes is laid down [on an old maii] as

settled below the Cherokees in the county adia<-ent to where Fort Deposit now stands,

on the Tennessee and southwardly of it, which is .siipjiosed to be th<^ peojile now
called the Shawnees, who may have settled there under the aus])ices of their old

friends and .allies the Cherokees, after the expulsion of the Shawnees from the

Savannah river. This conjecture is fortified by the circnnistance that the Frencii in

ancient times called what is now the Cumberland by the name Shauvanon, on which
the Shawnees were for many years settled.

The Cherokees had another tradition, that when they drst crossed

the Alleghauies to the west, that is, from North Carolina into eastern

Tennessee, they found the Shawnees at war with the Creeks.^ Tiiis

would indicate that the Cherokees had penetrated into North Carolina

before they had into the valley of the upper Tennessee or Hogohega.

' Jones's Southern Indians, p. 214. * P. 27.

'Hist, of till' Indians, Vol. i. p. :'.01. ' Ramsey's -\iiii:l1« ..f Tenn.. p. 84.
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Some years ago Mr. (lei)rge E. Sellers discoveied near the salt spring-

iu Gallatin county, Illinois, on Saline river, fragments of clay vessels

of unusually large size, which excited much interest in the minds of

antiiiuarians, not only because of the size of the vessels indicated by the
fragments, but also because of the fact that they appeared to have been
used by some prehistoric peojile in theuumufacture of salt and because
they bore impressions made by some textile fabric. In the same imme-
diate locality were also discovered a large number of box-shaped stone
graves. Tliat the latter \ver(^ the work of the people wlio made tlie

pottery Mr. Sellers demonstrated by flndiug that manj^ of the graves
were lined at the bottom with fragments of these large clay "salt
pans.''

'

It is worthy of notice that mention of this pottery luid been made
long previoitsly by J. M. Peck in the Gazetteer of Illinois.- He
remarks that "about the Gallatin and Big Muddy' salines large frag-

ments of earthenware are very fre(]uently found under the surface of
the earth. They appear to have been portions of large kettles used,
probably, by the natives for obtaining salt."

The settlement of the Shawnees at Shawneetown on the Ohio river

in this (Gallatin) county in comi>aratively modern times is attested, not
only by history, but also by the name by which the town is still known.
But there is some evidence that an older Sliawnee village was at one
time located at the very point where this " salt kettle" pottery and these
stone graves are found. In the American State Papers ^ is a commu-
nication by the Illinois and Wabash Land Comjjauy to the Senate and
House of Representatives in which occurs the following statements:

On the 5tli of July, 1773, the bargain was completed by which these Indiiins (Illi-

nois; for a large :ind valuaUli^ cunsidcratiou agreed to sell to Murray and his asso-
ciates two tracts of land which are thus bounded: the first begins on the east sido
of the Mississippi river at the mouth of Heron creek, called by the Freuch 'the

river of Mary,' being about a league below the mouth of the Kaskaskias river.

From thence the line runs a straight course northward of east about eight leagues,

be it more or less, to the hilly plains; thence the same course iu a direct line to a
remarkable place known by the uame of the Bull'alo Hoofs, seventeen leagues or
th<Tealiouts, l)e it more or less; thence the same course in a direct line to the Salt Lick-

creel-, al)Out seven leagues, be it more or less; thence cnmshij) the oTc/i about one
league below the nncietit ShnwncDC town, in au easterly, or a little to the north ofeast
course, in a direct line to the Ohio river, about four leagues, be it more or less; thence
down the Ohio by its several courses until it empties into the Mississippi," etc.

A copy of the deed is also given dated July 120, 1773,'' containing the
same bimndaries, and witli it the i)roof of record in the office at Kaskas-
kia the 2d of September, 1773.

Although the claim was rightly rejected by Congress and the direc-

tions given are slightly erroneous, as the geography of the west was not

' Popular Science Monthly, Vol. XI, pp. 573-584. ' Public Lands, class vni, vol. 2. p. 108. Gales
'1834, p. R2. ami Sratoii edition, 1834.

^I know from pcr.sonal oiisrrx'atiuii that this is ' P. 117.

true in regard Ut tlif l.-ittoi- loralitv.
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Avell understood at that time, we are justified in believing that the locali-

ties are correctly named, as it is not likely such avast claim would have
been based ou bouudaries determined by imaginary places. These
were real and given as correctly as tlie information then obtainable
would admit of. The location of the " ancient Shawanese town" is

pretty definitely fixed, as it is on Saline river, above where the line

crosses, and about four leagues from the Oliio, and was at that time,

1773, known as the Ancient Shawnese town. The Shawnee village of
modern times was on the banks of the Ohio where the city named after

them now stands, nor was it ancient at the making of the aforesaid

deed, as it was in its ijrime in 180(5, when visited by Ashe.' It is also

worthy of notice that the old town was not included iu the bounds
given, while the land on which the latter stood was.
The next point is to show that the Shawnees were in the habit of

making salt. Collins, in his History of Kentucky,^ gives an account
of the capture and adventures of Mrs. Mary Ingals, the first white
woman kncjwn to have visited Kentucky. In this narrative occurs the
following statement

:

The tii'st white woman iu Kentucky was Mrs. Mary Ingals, nee I>raj)or, who in

1756 with lier two little boys, her sister-in-law, Mrs. Draper, and others, was tiikeii

prisoner hy tlie Shawanee Indians from her home ou the top of the great Allegheny
ridge, iu Montgomery county, We.st Virginia. The eai>tives were taken down the
Kanawha to the salt region and, after a few days spent iu making salt, to the Indian
village at the mouth of the .Scioto river.

By the treaty of Fort Wayne, June 7, 180.), proclaimed December 26,

1803, between the Delawares, Shawnees and other tribes, and the United
States, it was agreed that in consideration of the relin(inishmentof title

to " the great salt spring upon the saline creek which falls into the
Ohio below the mouth of the Wabash, with a quantity of land sur-

rounding it, not exceeding 4 miles square, the United States * * *

hereby engage to deliver yearly and every year, for the use of said In-

dians, a quantity of salt not exceeding 150 bushels.^

Another very significant fact in this connection is that fragments of

large earthen vessels similar iu character to those found in Gallatin

county, Illinois, have also been found in connection with the stone

graves of Cumberland valley, the imjiressions made by the textile

fabrics showing the same stitches as the former. Another place where
pottery of the same kind has been found is about the salt lick near St.

Genevieve, Mo., a section inhabited for a time by Shawnees and Dela-

wares.''

Some graves of this type have been found in Washington county,
Maryland.'^ History informs us that there were two Shawnee settle-

ments in this region, one in the adjoining county of Maryland (Alle-

ghany) and another in the neighborhood of Winchester, Virginia.^

' Travels in America, 1808. j). 2G9. > Koyce in American Antiq.. Vol. in, pp. I8S-9.

2 Vol. n (1874), p. ari. ' Smithsonian Rep., 1832, p. 797.
'' Treaties of U. S. with Indian Trilies, ed. 1873, '• Koyce in American Antiq., Vol. III. p. 186; Vir-

p. 370. giuia State Papers. 1. p. 03.
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Mr. Taylor nieutious, in tlu^ 8mitlLSoiii;iii report for 1S77,' some .stone

gravco oftlie type under coiLsideratiou found on the Mahoniug river,

Jr'eiinsylvaQia. An iuiportaiit fact in this connection is tliat tliese

graves were in a mound. He describes tlie mound as 3.5 feet in diam-

eter and ') feet high, having on one side a projection 35 feet long of the

same height as the mound. Xear by a cache was discovered ('ontain-

ing twenty-one iron implements, such as axes, hatchets, tomahawks,
hoes, and wedges. He adds the significant fact that near the mound
once stood the Indian (Delaware) village of Keesh-kushkee.

Graves of the same type have been discovered in Lee county, Vir-

ginia, one of which is noticed in the Eleventh Report of the Peabody
Museum.^ I have also noticed some in ai mound on the Tennes.see side

near the southern boundary of Scott county, Virginia. Allusion has

already been made to the occasional presence of the Shawnees in this

region. In the map of North America by John Senex, Chouanon villa-

ges are indicated in this particular section.

The presence of these graves in any part of Ohio can easily be ac-

counted for on the theory advanced by the well known fact that both
Shawnees and Delawares were located at various points in it and were,

during the wars in which they were engaged, moving about from point

to point, but the mention of a few coincidences may not be out of ])lace.

In the American Antiquarian for July, 1881, is the description of one
of the.se cists found in a mound in the eastern part of Montgomery
county. Mr. Koyce's article, already referred to, states that there was
a Shawnee village three miles north of Xenia in the adjoining county,

also on Mad river, which opens into the Miami a short distance above
the location of the mound.

Stone graves have been found in large numbers at various points

along the Ohio, from Portsmouth to Ripley, a region known to have
been occupied at various times by the Shawnees.

Similar graves have also been discovered in Ashland county, of which
mention is made in the Smithsonian Report for 1881.^ These were, as

will be seen by reference to the same report, precisely in the locality of

former Delaware villages.

Without stopping to give other proofs, the evidence is now deemed
sufficient to assume tliat the Shawnees and Delawares were accustomed

to bury in stone graves of the type under consideration and that the

graves found south of the Ohio are to be attributed to the former

Indians and those north to the two tribes.

As graves of this kind are common over the West side of soutlicrn

Illinois, from the mouth of the Illinois river to the junction of theOliio

and Mississippi, we call attention to some evidence bearing on their

origin.

Hunter, whose travels were in tha West, states that some of the

Indians he met with during his captivity buried in graves of this kind.

1 p. 307. •' p. 208. » p. 598.
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^Vccordiug to a statement by Dr. Kau, furnished Mr. C. C. Jones and
repeated to me personally, "it is a faet well remembered by many per-

sons in this neighborhood (Mouroe county, Illinois) that the Indians

who inhabited this region during the early j)art of the present century

{probabl}' Kickapoos) buried their dead in stone coffins.""

Dr. Shoemaker, who resided on a farm near Columbia in ISCl,

showed Dr. Kau, in one of his fields, an empty stone grave of an Indian

who had been killed by one of his own tribe and there interred within

the recollection of some of the farmers of Monroe county.

It is doubtful whether Dr. Ran is correct in ascribing these graves

to the Kickapoos, as their most southern locality appears to have

been in the region of Sangamon county.'' It is more probable they

were made by the Kaskaskias, Tamaroas, and Cahokias. Be this as it

may, H is evident that they are due to some of the tribes of this section

known as Illinois Indians. ])ertainingto the s:une branch of the Algonkin

family as the Shawuees and Delawares. An old lady of Jackson county,

who the writer knew was accounted one of the first settlers of that

county, informed one of the Bureau assistants that she had seen a

Kaskaskia Indian buried in a certain stone grave which she pointed

out to him. The evidence that many of those in southern Illinois are

comparatively recent is sliown by Mr. Middleton's account of those he

explored in that region.

That the stone graves of southern Illinois were made by the same
people who built those of the Cumberland valley, ov closely allied

tribes, is indicated not only by the graves themselves, but by other

resemblances, as, for examjile, the similarity of works in Union and
Alexander counties, Illinois, to those examined by Prof, rutman near

Nashville, Tennessee.

On the Linn place, in ITnion county, as shown in the field report,

there is a wall inclosing an area of some 25 or more acres. Within

this inchisure are several mounds, one of considerable size, also a

number of small excavations or depressions, which evidently mark the

sites of circular dwellings. The large mound, about 140 feet in diameter

and 13 feet high, was, as sliown by the excavation made in it, built for

sonu^ other purpose than that of burial. First, there had been a fire

built appaiently on the surface of the ground, and over the ashes a

mound of comparatively small size raised ; this was coated over with

clay and liardened by a fire made by burning straw and brush on it.

Over this, probably while burning, a layer of clay and sand was made
and also burned, then more earth, and probably a third layer of clay

mixed with sand.

Not far away, only a few miles, was a mound (one on Mill creek

examined by Mr. Earle) literally crowded with stone graves, and at

various points in the intermediate region similar graves over which no

1 Aiiti<|. So. IIldi.^n^*, i>.
22n. * RoynoUls' Hist. Illiuois, p. 20.
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iiiouud had been raised. Tuniiug now Id Prof. Putuiim'.s aceouiit of
his exploration of the mounds and graves near Nashville, we And this

statement:

The exaiuiujition iil tlii' uiouiuls at (ireeiiwood uear Lebauoii, which were inside

au earth embaukment inclosing an area of several acres, proves conclusively that

in this case (aud by inference in all similar earthworks, of which several have been
desi-ribed in the State) the earthwork with its ditch was the remnant of a pro-

tecting wall abont a village, inside which the houses of the people were built aud
their dead buried; also that the large mounds similar to the one in this iuclosure

(which is 1.5 feet high by about 150 feet in diaini-ter) were for some purpose, other
than that of burial, possibly conueited with the religious rites or superstitions

of the people, or the erection of a particiihir building, as shown by the fact that
before this large mound was eri'Cted a very extensive fire had been liuilt upon the
surfai'e over which tlie mound was raised, while the remains of burnt bones and
other evidences of a feast were aiiparent; also from the remains of a stake of red
cedar. Again, after the mounds luul been erecti-d to the height of seven feet, another
similar and extensive fire had existed, leaving the same evidences of l>urnt bomw,
etc., with the addition of burnt corncobs. The mound had then been completed and
my removal of probably about one-third of it did not reveal any evidence of its having
been used for burial or for an ordinary dwelling, though it is very likely to have
been the location of some important building, and the extensive fires, which had
twice nearly covered its whole area might have been owing to the destruction of

such a building by fire.

The houses of the people were circular in outline, from tifteen to forty feet in

diameter, and probably made entirely of poles covered with uuid, mats, or skins, as

their decay has left simply a ring of rich black earth, mixed with refuse consisting

of bones, broken pottery, et<.'

The close resemblance between the works in thetwoi)]aces, evendown
to details, seems to leave no doubt that they were madeby oneand the

same people.

Bnt the resemblance does not sto]i here. Near the center of the large

monnd on the Linn place, at the depth of about 3 feet, I found a broad,

flat rock about 20 inches long by 12 wide. Prof. Putnam also found

three similar .slabs at a like depth in the large mound he opened.' In

the stone grave mound he also found "an ornament of very thin copper,

which was originally circular aud with a corrugated surface." ^ Mr.
Earle also found fragments of very thin copper with a corrugated sur-

face, or, as he correctly describes them, ''raised lines," in the mound on
Mill creek.

Lest it be said that there is no proof that the mounds on the Linn
place had any connection with the graves in the Mill creek mound, as

the two were some 4 miles apart, attention is called to Mr. Perrine's

statement in the Smithsonian Eeportfor the year 1872.'' Although our

measurements differ materially, his figures being simply estimates, yet

I know from his own .statement to me, from personal examination and the

description he gives, that he refers to the works on the Linn place. In

one of the mounds of this group (the one outside of the inclosure) lie

iKlevclitli Report Pealindv Musinui, vul. it. p. 21):".. niiid.. 341. »Ibid..343. » Pp. 418-419.
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fouiul a large number of skeletons wliieli "were carefully inclosed with

flat stones, each skeleton being separate.'' These were evidently stone

graves. The resemblance, therefore, between the two groups is com
l)lete, and leads to the conclusion that the works on the Linn place in

Illinois are to be attribirted to the same people who built those in Ten-

nessee described by Prof. Putnam. In other words, it affords some
grouiuls for believing that the Shawuees were in Illinois previous to

their return thither in more modern times from the Cumberland valley.

Taking all these corroboi'ating facts together, there are reasonable

grounds for concluding that graves i>f the type now under considera-

tion, although found in widely separated localities, are attributable to

the Shawnee Indians and their congeners, the Delawares and Illinois,

and that those south of the Ohio are due entirely to the first named
tribe. That they are the work of Indians must be admitted by all who
are willing to be convinced by evidence, and this is the only point at

present insisted upon.

That the authors of these graves were mound-builders is proved
beyond (luestion by the fact that in most cases the graves are con-

nected with mounds, and in numerous cases in the various sections

where found (except when due to the Delawares, who were never mound-
builders) are in mounds sometimes in two, three, and even four tiers.

The importance and bearing of this evidence does not stop with what
has been stated, for it is so interlocked with other facts relating to the

works of the "veritable mound-builders" as to leave no hiatus into

which the theory of a "lost race" or "Toltec occupation" can possibly

be thrust. It forms an unbroken chain, connecting the mound-builders

and historical Indians, which no sophistry or reasoning can break.

Not only are these graves found in mounds of considerable size, but
they are also connected with one of the most noted groups in the United
States.

The group alluded to is the one on Col. Tumlin's place, near Carters-

ville, (la., known as the Etowah mounds, of which a full description

will be found in this volume, and of which mention is made a few i)ages

back.

In the smallest of the three large mounds were found stone graves

precisely of the type attributable, when found south of theOhio, totbe
Shawuees; not in a situation where they could be ascribed to intru-

sive burials, but in the bottom layer of a comparatively large mound,
with a thick and undisturbed layer of hard packed clay above them.

It is also worthy of notice that the locality is intermediate between the

principal scat of the Shawnees in the Cumberland valley and their

eastern outposts in northeastern Ceorgia, where both tradition and
stone graves indicate a settlement. The tradition regarding this set-

tlement has already been given.

In these graves were found the renuirkable figured copper i)lates and
certain engraved shells elsewhere described and illustrated.
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It is apparent to every one who will inspect the figures that in all

their leading characters the designs are suggestive of Mexican or Cen-
tral American origin. In fact there can be no doubt that they were
derived in some way from these more civilized countries either directly

or, as is more probable, indirectly. While there is n(jthing to be found
in the designs or workmanship of the shells suggestive of European
influence, the same can not be said of the copper plates. First, the
wings arise from the back as angel wings, and do not replace the arms,
as in Mexican designs; second, the stamping seems to have been done
with a harder metal than the aborigines were acquainted with. But
the decision of this question is not essential to the point at pi'eseut

under discussion. What bears more directly on this point, and is cor-

roborative of the theory here advanced, is that the only other copper
articles similar to those described which have been obtained, were found
at the following points

:

Fragments in a stone grave at Lebanon, in middle Tennessee, by Prof.

Putnam; ' fragments in a stone grave in a mound at Mdl creek, south-
ern Illinois, by Mr. Earle; in a stone grave in Jackson county, Illinois,

by Mr. Thing; in a mound of Madison county, Illinois, by Mr. H. R.
Howland; and in a small mound at Peoria, Illinois, by Maj. J. W.Pow-
ell. All except the specimens found by Prof. Putnam and Mr. H. E.
Howland were obtained by the Bureau of Ethnology and are now in the
National Museum.
There can be but little doubt that the specimens obtained from the

simple stone graves by Prof. Putnam and Mr. Thing are to be attribu-

ted to Indian burials, but surely not to Indian manufacture. We have
therefore two unbroken chains connecting the Indians of historic times
with the " veritable mound-builders," and the facts which form the links
of these chains throw some additional light on the history of that some-
what mysterious people, the Shawnees. The engraved shells also form
another link which not only connects the mound-biulders with historic

times, as heretofore intimated, but tends to corroborate what has been
advanced in regard to the Shawnees.

ENGRAVED SHELLS, STONE PIPES, COPPER ARTICLES, STONE IMAGES.

ENGRAVED SHELLS.

These form another link connecting the Indians of historic times
with the mound-builders, and, what is of still more importance, their

presence in a given locality appears to be an almost certain indication

that that particular locality was occupied at some time by one of two
tribes. There are probably some exceptions to this rule, but it is be-

lieved they are few.

The following list of localities where specimens have been found,

I Fifteenth Kep. Peaboily Mus., 1882, Fig. 13, p. 102.
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iilthongli iiicludmg only a portion of those wliicli have been discovered,

will indicate correctly the area over which they have been carried:

Lick creek East Teunessee. ..from mound.
Near Kuoxville East Tennessee. ..from moiiiul.

Near Nashville Tennessee from mound.
Near Nashville Tennessee from stone grave.

Old Town Tennessee from mound.
Franklin Tennessee from mound.
Sevierville Tennessee from monnd.
Uartow county Georgia from stone grave in mound.
Monroe county East Tennessee. . . from mounds.
Lee county Virginia from mounds.
Virginia [county not known] from grave.

Caldwell county North Carolina. . .from mound.
Near Mussel-Shoals Alal)ama from cave.

New Madrid , Missouri from mound.
Union county Illinois from mound.
St. Clair county Illinois from stone grave.

One in the National Museum is marked " Mississippi," but the local-

.

ity given is more than doubtful.

In other words, they are found in all parts of Tennessee, except the

extreme western portion, in western North Carolina, in northern Georgia,

the extreme northern part of Alabama, southeastern Missouri, southern
Illinois, and in Virginia, particularly the extreme southwestern part;

but western North Carolina, eastern and middle Tennessee, especially

the Cumberland valley, are the places where they have been found in

the gxeatest numbers.
Although having a somewhat extensive range, they do not appear to

be found, except in isolated cases, beyond the i)os.sible haunts of the
Cherokees and Shawnees. At least, with the exception of those found
in western North Carolina and eastei'n Tennessee, they pertain to the

works of the authors of the stone graves. It is worthy of note in this

connection that the " bird head " so common on one class of engraved
shells (found almost exclusively in the stone graves of middle Tennes-
see) appears also, and in the same type, both on stone and bone imple-

ments in New Jersey.' In regard to the former Dr. Abbott remarks
as follows :

" Here we see a reference apparently to j ust such disks,

;ind the interest in the reproduction of the same figures on other objects

found in New Jersey lies in the i)robable indication that there is in the
latter a trace at least of tribal relationship with the southern Indians.
Did we not learn from the writings of Heckwelder that the Lcnape had
"the turkey totem," we might suppose that this drawing of such bird

heads originated with intrusive southern Shawnees, who at one time
occupied lands in the Delaware valley and who are supposed by some
writers to have been closely related to the earliest inhabitants of the
southern and southwestern states. Inasmuch as we shall find that,

' Abbott's Primitive Industry, pp. 71 and 207.
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not only on this slate knife, but on a bone implement also, similar beads
of birds are engraved, it is i)robal)le that tlie identity of the desi<in is

not a mere coincidence, but that it nuist be explained either in accord-

ance with the statements of Heckwelder or be considered as the work
of southern Shawnees after their arrival in New Jersey. In the

latter event the theory that these (shell) disks are the work of a people

different from and anterior to the Indians found in the Cumberland
valley at the time of the discovery of that region by th<^ whites, is

apparently not sustained by the facts." '

That engraved shell gcu'gets were in use among tlie Indians, both of

North Carolina and Virginia, is already established by the historical

references given, and that they were comnu)n among the people who
buried in stone graves and built mounds is known to and admitted by
all recent authorities on American archeology and proved beyond ques-

tion by the evidence furnished in the preceding Held report. The
only reasonable explanation of these facts is that the Indians were
the authors of these stoue graves and the builders of tlie mounds
associated therewith. If this be admitted, the conclusion is inevitable

that the Cherokees :iud Shawnees were mound-builders and thus as

investigatidu proceeds stei» by step the vision of a "lost race"' and a

Toltec occupation gradually iades from view.

The chief ditticulty which arises in connection with these shells is

tlie fact that a few of them bear undoubted Mexican designs which
pertain to pre-Columbian times. Take, for example, those found in

the "Big Toco mound," described and tigured in the preceding part of
this volume. The Mexican origin of the designs is admitted by every
one who sees them, yet the proof that this mound w;is built and used
by the Cherokees is so strong as scarcely to admit of a d<iul>t. How
these two facts are to be reconciled is a i^roblem not easily solved. As
this lias no si)ecial bearing on the particular point now under discussion,

its considerati(Ui is uuiu'cessary at present.

The iiucient works of Ohio, with their " altar mounds," " sacred

inclosures," and their " mathenuitically accurate," but mysterious cir-

cles and squares, are still pointed to as imi)regnable to the attacks of
this Indian theory. That the rays of light falling upon their origin are
few and dim is admitted; still we aie not left wholly in the dark on this

])oint.

If the proof is satisfactory that the mound.s of tlic southern half of
tlie United States and a large portion of those of the upper Missis.-<ip|)i

valley are of Indian origin, in the sense heretofore defined, there should

be very strong evidence in the opposite direction in regard to these
to lead to the belief that they pertain to a different race. Even should

the evidence fail to indicate the tribe or tribes by whom they were

2 Op. cit.. p. 73.
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built, this will not Justify the assertion that they are not of Indian
origin.

If the evidence relating to these works has in it nothing decidedly oj)-

posed to the theory, then the i3resumi)tion must, for the reasons hereto-

fore given, be in favor of the view that the authors were Indians. The
onus prohandi is on those who deny tJiis and not on those who advo-
cate it.

It is legitimate, therefore, to assume that the Ohio works were made
by Indians until evidence to the contrary is produced.
The geographical position of the defensive works connected With

these remains indicate, as has been often remarked by writers ou this

subject, a jiressure by northern hordes which finally resulted in driving
the inhabitants of the fertile valleys of tlie Miami, Scioto, and Mus-
kingum southward, possibly into the Gulf states, where they became
incorporated with the tribes of that section.' If this is assumed as
correct it only tends to confirm the theory of an Indian origin. But
the decision is not left to mere assumption and the indications men-
tioned, as there are other and more direct evidences bearing upon this

point to be found in the works of art and modes of burial of this region.

That the mound-builders of Ohio made and used the pipe is proved
by the large number of pipes found in the mounds, and that they culti-

vated tobacco may reasonably be inferred from this fact. Attention
has already been called to the very general use of the pipe among tlie

mound-builders as an evidence of their relation to the Indians; also to

the fact that in this respect and the forms of the pipes they differed

widely from the Xahua, Maya, and Pueblo tribes. The object in refer-

ring to them at this point is to show that the monuments of Ohio, which
have so long been represented as the typical works of the mound-
builders, were built by Indians.

Although varied iudetinitely by the addition of animal and other fig-

ures, the typical or simple form of the pipe of the Ohio mound-builders
appears to have been that represented by Scjnier and Davis in their

Fig. 68.^ The peculiar feature is the broad, flat, and slightly curved
base or stem which projects beyond the bowl to an extent usually equal
to the jterforated end.

Now, if it can be shown tliat any known tribe of Indians used pipes
of this form, this will furnish another link connecting the Indians and
mound-builders. It has, however, been asserted positively that no such
iwoof can be adduced, one writer, speaking of this question, remarking:
" I do not care to argue the question at ])resent, but it would be well

to bear in mind one fact, viz, no people have ever yet been found, so far

as reported, who ever made or used or who knew of any people who
did make or use the mound pipe, such as is found in our Mississippi

mounds, which is quite a distinct type. ' Platform,' ' curved base,' • mou-

' Foree, Some early notices of the Indians of Ohio. p. 7-1, etc.

^Anc. MoQiimeuts, p. 179.
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itoi' pipes tliey arc called and used without a stem. The bowl is

always central, whether having some animal carved around it or not."'

If this writer had referred to Adair's History of the American Indians,

page 423, he would have found this statement: "They [Indians]

make beautiful stone pipes; and the Cheerake, the best of any of the

Indians; for their mountainous country contains many different sorts

and colors of soils proper for such uses. They easily form them
with their tomahawks and afterwards finish them in any form with
their knives, the pipes being' of a very soft quality till they are smoked
with and used in the tire, when they be(;ome quite hard. They are

often a fnll si)an long and the l)owls are about half as large again as

those of our English pipes. The fore part of each commonly runs
out with a sharp peak two or three fingers broad and a quarter of an
inch thick;" and he adds further, as if intending to describe the typ

ical form of the Ohio pipe, " on both sides of the bowl lengthwise."

This addition is important, as it leaves no doubt in the mind as to the

particular form of pipe intended. As this statement was made over a-

century ago, it nuist have been from seeing them in use and not from
having discovered them in mounds.

E. A. Barber^ says: " Tlie earliest stone pipes from the mounds were
' always carved from a single piece and consist of a flat curved base of

variable length and width, with the bowl rising from the center of the

convex side' (Auc. Mon., 228). * The typical mound pipe is the ' Moni-

tor' form, as it may be termed, possessing a short, cylindrical, urn- or

spool-shaped bowl rising from the center of a flat and slightly curved
base."

According to this statement the " Monitor " type is considered the

oldest form of the monnd-builder's pipe and yet we not only have the

evidence that it was in use among the Indians of this region, but it is

easy to trace in the mound specimens the moiliflcatious which brought
into use the simple form of the modern Indian pipe. For example there

is one of the form shown in Fig. 301 from Hamilton County, Ohio;
another ft'om a large mound in Kanawha valley, West Virginia; sev-

eral taken from Indian graves in Essex county, Mass. ;
•' another found

in the grave of a Seneca Indian in the valley of the (lenessee;^ and
others found by the assistants of the Bureauof Ethnology in the mounds
of western North Carolina and east Tennessee.

So far the modification consists in simply shortening the forward pro-

jection of the stem or base, the bowl remaining perpendicular. The
next modification is shown in Fig. 3-14, which represents a type less com-
mon than the preceding, but found in several localities, as, forexamjiJe,

in Hamilton county, Ohio; mounds in Sullivan county, eastern Tennes-

see (by the Bureau assistants); and in Virginia.^ In these, although

1 Thti Young Mineralogist and Antiquarian. April, 1885, p. 79.

'Amcr. Nat., vol.10 (1882), pp. 26.'.--266.

3 Abbott, Primitivi' Industry, Fig. :ii:). p. 313: Bulletin Es.sox Institute, vol. :i. p. 123.

^ Morgan. League of tin- Iroquoi-s, p. 356.

5 Ran. Areb. Coll.. Smithsonian Inst., p. 50, Fig. 190.

12 KTH 4,')
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retaining the broad or wiuged stem, we see the bowl assuming the tbr-

wavd slope and in some instances (as some of those found in the mounds
of east Tennessee) tlie projection of the stem is reduced to a simple rim
or is entirely wanting. (See Figs. 233 and 285.)

The nest step brings us to what may
be considered the typical form of the
modern i)ii)c as shown in Figs. 217, 218,

and 219. This pattern, according to

Dr. Abbott,' is seldom found in New
England or the ^Middle States, "except
of a nuicli smaller size and made of
clay." He tigures one ii'om Isle of
Wight county, Virginia,"' made of com-

FiQ. 344.—Pipe from Virginia.
"

,,' . ,

'

pact Steatite." A large numbei' ot this

tbrm were found in the North Carolina mounds, some with stems almost
or ([uite a foot in length.

It is hardly necessary to add that among the specimens obtained
from the vai'ious localities can be found every possible gradation, from
the ancient Ohio type to the modern form last mentioned. There is,

therefore, in this ])ecu]iar line of art and custom an unbroken chain
connecting the mound builders of Ohio with the Indian of historic; times,

and, what strengthens the argument, in the same fact is evidence that
disconnects the makers from the Mexican and Central American peo
pies.

EVIDENCE OF TRIBAL DIVISIONS—SUBSEQUENT USE OF MOUNDS
BY INDIANS.

Allusion was made in the introduction to some reasons for believing

that the mound-builders consisted of various tribes; but one or two
additional facts bearing on the same i)oint may be mentioned here.

'f liat one tribe often occupied works which liad been built by other
tribes is undoubtedly true, as the fact is attested both by history and
by the works themselves.

For examjde, the relics found in and about the Etowah group in

northern (leorgia, so often mentioned, indicate that it was the scene of

many a^ sharp conflict between contending tribes. It was also the

scene of a severe (^(mtest between the Cherokees and Creeks in their

long and bloody war, one of the group being occupied by the former

and its summit surrounded by pickets as a place for the protection

of hundreds of their women aiul children,'' probably in the same man-
ner as the c!u-i(iue, who occupied it when l)e Soto passed through,

rendered it secure. At the time of the Rev. E. Corneliu.s's visit in 181 7,

the toi» of the mound, second in size, was encircled by a breastwork 3

feet liigh, intersected through the middle with another elevation of a

I I'riinilivr Iiiiliistry, p. ;i20. ' K. Cornelius. Am. .lour. Sci. (Silluian's), 7tli .Ser., vol. 1. p. 324.
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.similar kind.' He doe.s not state whetlier the.sc br(»astw<irks were those

left 1)y the Cherokees or were of an older da*e, and, althougli Sqiiier

and Davi.s^ and Jones appear to take for granted that it was this

lower mound the Cherokees occupied and that these "In-eastworks"

were the remains of their defenses, I think it doubtful, as they would
most probably have chosen the larger mound as more easily defended

and more secure than the lower one, so near the large one overlooking

it. Possibly they occupied both.

It is also well known that in the northern sections it was a very com-

mon cirstom among the Indians, at a comparatively recent date, to use

the mounds as depositories for their dead.

One very marked examjHe of subsequent occupanyfor a long jieriod,

sliown by the works themselves, is tliat of the group in Allamakee
county, Iowa, examined by (Jol. P. ^V. Xorris in 1882, of which an ac-

count has been given.

Another point worthy of notice in this connection is that we have
here one evidence, at least, that the mound-builders consisted of ditt'er-

eut tribes, as many, if not most, of the burial mounds of the grou]) are

evidently the work of tlie last occupants. Moreover, there are some
reasons for believing that these last occupants belonged to oi- were

closely related to the effigy mound-building tribes of Wisconsin.

Dr. Lapham, who made a long and careful study of the ancient works
of Wisconsin, and left behind a monument of his industry in this di-

rection in his well known "Antiquities of Wisconsin," i)ublislied in

the " Contributions of the Smithsonian Institution," gave it as his

deliberate conclusion that the custom of erecting circidar or conical

tumuli over the dead was followed by the Indians of that region down
to a comparatively modern date.

The explorations made by the agents of the P>ureau of Ethnology
heretofore described, have giveu results coinciding exactly with those

obtained by Drs. Lapham and Hoy and tending to the same conclusions.

As a general rule the conical tumuli, which, as we have seen, are usually

of comparatively small size, weie all found to be burial mounds, mostly

uustratified and of the same character as those opened by Dr. Lapham
and others.^

One fact observed by these agents to which attention has not hereto-

fore been called, but which must have had its influence on Dr. Lap-

ham's mind, is. that there appears to be no marked distinction between

the intrusive burials by modern Indians in a large portion of these

mounds and the original burials for which the tumuli were constructed.

In both there are from one to many skeletons in a place; in both they

are found stretched out Inuizontally and also folded; in both there are

• These had all disappeared by the tiftie of our next notice, about 1880, and wlien I exainined the

works in 188:^ uo sign of tht-se fortitirations could be seen, unless the remains of four jutsts. found

a few fet-t below the surface, formed a part of them.

''Aucient Monuments, p. 109.

^Laphaiu's Antiiiuities of Wis<'iMisin, p. 0.
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frequeut evideuces of tire and partially i-ousuuied bouesj in both we
flud iustances where the mortar-like covering', common in this district,

has been used ; and in both we occasionally meet with those confused
masses of bones which seem to have been gathered from temporary
depositories and brought here as a final resting place. Moreover, the
transition from one to the other is so gradual as to leave nothing, save
the position in tlie mound and tlie xnesence of articles of civilized life,

to distinguish the former from the latter.

A large number of these mounds, as already stated, are unstratitied,

each single mound having been thrown up and completed at one time,

as suggested by Dr. Hoy,' and not by successive additions; yet iu some
of these, as observed by the Bureau agents, skeletons were found at vari-

ous depths, some stretched out at full length and others folded up in the
same tumulus. In some cases the bones of all were so much decayed
that none could be preserved. Several instances of this kind were
observed ; in some cases those skeletons and accompanying articles near
the surface or top of the mound indicated hurinl after contact with
the whites.

It is apparent from these facts that although some of the burial

mounds of this district must be attributed to the so-called "veritable
mound-builders,'' others were undoubtedly built by the Indians found
inhabiting it at the advent of the whites. There can scarcely be a

doubt that some of the small unstratifled tunnili are the work of

Indians. If tliis is conceded there would seem to be no halting place

short of attributing all of this class to the same race. The fact stated

by Dr. Hoy and verified by the Bureau agents, that in some cases there

is evidence that the bodies had been " covered by a bark or log roof-

ing,"^ is in exact accord with a well-known burinl custom of some of

the tribes of the l^orthwest.''

These facts fully justify Dr. Lapham's conclusion that they are to be
attributed to the Indians. Some, which varied from this type, he was
inclined to as(u-ibe to tribes which had migrated, been di'iven off by
or incorporateil into other tribes previous to the advent of the white
race. But he maintained, and, as the evidence shows, with good rea-

son, that the subsecpient tribes, or those found by the Europeans,
occupying the country, "continued the practice of mound-building so

far as to erect a circular or conical tumulus over the dead.'' He also

adds significantly: "This practice appears to bea remnant of ancient

customs that connects the mound-builders with the present tribes." '

If it be conceded that theunstratifted mounds are the work of Indians,

there would seem to be no escape from the conclusion that most of the

burial mounds of the same section are tobeascribed to them, for although

Lapham's AutiqiiiHes of Wiacoosiu, p. 10.

Loc. cit.

3Dr. Yarrow s lldrliMn \ Ciisliii.is, 1st Aim. Kcji. Biireiiii Ethii., iiji. :i4;iiiil 141. Sili.i.ilinifl'.s Hist.

Inil. Trilie.**. Vol. ill, \t \'x\.

'Ibid., p. 89.
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there are some two or three types, yet the gradation from one to the

other is so complete as to leave no line of distinction, and Dr. Lapluun

is fallyjnstified in the assertion that the evidence connects the " monnd-

builders " with the modern tribes. The stratified mounds in which the

hard clay or mortar-like covering over the remains is found, which is

also common in Illinois and Iowa mounds, may be the work of different

tribes from those which constructed the small, unstratitted tumuli of

Wisconsin, but the distinctions between the two classes are not such

as to justify the belief that they are to be attributed to a different race,

or a people occupying a higher or widely different culture-status. The
differences are, in fact, iu)t more marked than has occasionally been

found in a single group.

Having reat^hed this conclusion, it is impossible to pause here. We
are compelled to take one step further in the same direction and ascribe

the singular structures known as "effigy mounds" to the same people.

The two classes are too intinuitely connected to admit of the supposition

that the effigy mounds were built by one race or people and the conical

tumuli by another. It would be as reasonable to assume that the

iiiclosures of Ohio were the work of one people, but the mounds accom
panying them of another. That the works of different tribes or nations

may frequently be found intermingled on areas over which successive

waves of population have passed, must be admitted, but that one part

of what is clearly a system is to l)e attributed to one peoph? and the

other part to another is absurd and unworthy of serious consideration.

The only possible explanations of the origin, object, or meanlug of these

singular structures' are based, whether confessedly so or not, on the

theory that they are of Indian origin ; for their illustrations and expla-

nations are drawn from Indian customs, arts and beliefs. Eemove the

Indian factor from the problem and we are left without the shadow of

a hypothesis.

The fact that the effigy mounds were uot generally used as places of

seitulture and that no cemeteries, save the burial mounds, are found in

connection with them, is almost conclusive proof that the two, as a

rule, must be attributed to the same people, that they belong to the

same system.

To what particular tribes the ancient works of this northwestern

section are to be attributed is of course a question which nuist be
answered chiefly by conjecture. Nevertheless, there are some good
reasons for believing that the effigy mounds and those works belong-

ing to the same system are attributable to one or more tribes of the

Siouan stock. As has been shown in the preceding part of the vol-

ume, the custom of placing the small tumuli in lines connected and
disconnected to form the long wall like mounds seems to have been

peculiar to the builders of the effigies. Following up this hint and trac-

ing the transitions in form from what appears to be the more ancient to

the more recent tyjjes, we are led to the comparatively modern surface
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figures of the Sionaii tribes. As this evidence is giveu in the preceil-

iii;4' part of tliis volume, it is unnecessary to repeat it here.

It is not only possibk? but apparently evident that there are many
mounds in the northwestern section of which we are now speaking
that were built by other tribes, but there is no longer any substantial

reason for denying that the effigies and other works ]>ertaiuing thereto

are due to the 8iouan tribes.

EVIDENCES OF CONTACT WITH MODERN EUROPEAN CIVILIZA-
TION FOUND IN THE MOUNDS.

It lias been customary whenever an article indicating contact with

Europeans was discovered in a mound to attribute it to an intrusive

burial, or where this was incompatible with the conditions, the moun<l
was placed in the category of modern Indian mounds, as distinguished

from the works of the tinu^ ''mound-builders." The more careful inves-

tigations of the past few' years show that these distinctions fail to

account for all the finds of this character, as many of the articles of Eu-
ropean manufai'ture, or those showing evidence of contact ^^•ith Euro-
peans, are often found so connected with undoubted works of the
mound-builders as to forbid both these explanations.

rOPPER ARTICLES.

For example, a careful examination of the copper articles found in

the mounds should lead anyone, not swayed by some preconceived
notion, to the conclusion that many of them were made of copper
brought over to America by Europeans, which would as a matter of
course indicate (if they do not pertain to intrusive burials) that the
mounds in wliich such specimens are found were erected subsequent to

the discovery by Columbus.
The copi^er articles found in the mounds and ancient graves belong,

as niaj' be readily seen by those who will inspect them, to two usually

very distinct classes; those of the one class evidently hammered out
with rude stone implements ; those of tlu^ other class showing as plainly

tliat they have been made from quite thin, siiu)otli, and even sheets. If

we examine, for instance, the bracelets, of which there are numerous
specimens in the various museums and collections of our country, this

difference will be found very ai)parent. Those of the one class are

solid, usually about the thickness of the larger end of a large iiorcupine
quill, and roughly hammered (mt. A figure of this type may be seen

on page 'M of the Fifteenth lleport of the Feabody IMuseum, and others

in Schoolcraft's History of American Indians, also our Fig. 299. Those
of the other class are made of sheet co])per by first forming a cylinder

of the required size, then bending it to the ])ro])er shape. These are

usually found in Indian graves and intrusive burials; but occasionally
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they arc obtained t'loni nioinicls also; for exainpli', one of the eiglit

found in the. large mound in Kanawha valley, near Charleston, West
Virginia, was of this type. A Lraeelet of the same tyiK', now in the
T'eabody Museum, was found in one of the mounds of Little Miami
valley.

Cylinders and cylindricall)eads made from sheet eopper have also fre-

quently been found in mounds and graves. See, for example, the one from
a North Carolina mound shown in Fig. 20!). One obtained from an In-

dian grave near Newport, IJhode Island, is ligured by Dr. Ran; ' others,

of various sizes, and also conical ear-bobs of sheet copper were found
in the North Carolina mounds. The copper bands figured by I'rof.

Putnam in tlie Fifteenth Report of tlie I'eabody Museum, as obtained
from the Ohio mounds, appear to be of the same character. Speaking
of the implement figured on page 01, Tenth Report Peabody Museum,
Prof. Andrews, who unearthed it from a miniud in Perry county, Ohio,

remarks as follows : "It was made from a single piece of copper, the
outline of which is indicated in the figure. The copper was hammered
out into so smooth and even a sheet tliat no traces of the hammer are

visible. It would be taken indeed for rolled sheet copper." And yet
the professor, who has given us one of the best descriptions of Ohio
mounds publislied, seems, by his remarks on the preceding page, to

discredit bis own eyes.

As a reference to all the articles made of sheet copper found in

mounds and graves woirld be a tedious recital, and would require a

l)ersonal insi)ection of all mentioned in order to determine the classes

to which they severally belong, it must suHice to repeat what has been
stated, that, as a general rule, the distinctive characteristics which
determine the class to wliicth they belong may be readily seen.

As a matter of course no one denies that the mound-builders made
implements and ornaments of native copijer, and frequently hammered
this copper into thin sheets with the rude implements of which they were
possessed. What is here alfirmed, and what, it is believed, can be suc-

cessfully niaintained by reference to and ins])ection of tlie articles, is,

that many of tliem, found in mounds as well as ancient grav(!s, have
been made from sheets of coi)i)er so uniform and even as to forbid the

belief that they were hammered out with the rude inqilements pos-

sessed by the mound-builders of pre-< Columbian times. A careful

chemical and microscopical examination of the various specimens might
])Ossibly settle the i)oint; however, as this lias not been done, we must
for the present rely upon inspection.

The amount of copper traded and given to tlie Indians along the

Atlantic coast was much greater than anyone W(mld imagine who has
not taken the trouble to look into the matter. It is necessary to refer

to the accounts of early voyages and to the early histories to prove
the truth of this statement. On almost every page of Smith's History

' Sinitlisninaii .Vrt'lieol(j;.;ical Cidl.. p. lU.Fii;
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of Virgiuiii is fouud iiicutioii of copper traded to the Indiaus for food
or pelts. 80 abundant was the supply, as learned from this author,

that in a short time goods " could not be had for a pound of copper
which before was sold lis for an ounce.'' ' Strachey, iiotwithsfainding

what he previously stated in regard to minerals of this country, and
among them copper, remarks as follows

:

It hath be(<ii Powhatan's great care to keep u« by all lucans from tlie acquaiutauce
of those nations that border and confront liiin, for besides his knowledge how easily

and Avillingly his enemies will be drawn upon him by the least countenance and en-

couragement from lis, he doth, by keeping us from trading with them, monopolize all

the copper brought into A'irginia by the English. And whereas the English are now
content to receive in exchange a few measures of corn for a great deal of that mettell

( valuing yt according to the extreme price yt bears with them, not to the estymacion
yt hath with us), Powhatan doth again vend some small f|uantity thereof to his

neighbor nations for one hundred tyme the value, reserving, notwithstanding, for

himself a plentiful (luautify to leavy men withal when he sh.ill find cause to use

them against us, for the before remembered weroance of Paspahegh did once wage
fourteen or fifteen weroaiices to assi.st him in the attempt u]Kin the fort of .lames-

towne, for one copper plate promised to each weroance.

-

But European copper fouud its way into the country along the Atlan-

tic coast long before the settlement iu Virginia. The various voyagers
who sailed along the shore, and there were many of whom no account

is on record, all left more or less of this metal in the hands of the In- •

dians. Much also was doubtless obtained from shipwrecked vessels.

Hawkins, who touched the coasts of Florida in loCi-'Go, says that when
the French first arrived in that region gold and silver were obtained in

considerable amount from the Ijidians, but the supply ere long gave out.

How they came by this gold and silver the Frenchman knew not as yet, but by
guess, who having traveled to the southw est of the cape, having found the same dan-

gerous, liy means of simdry banks, as we have also found the same ; and there finding

masts which were wrecks of .Spaniards coming from Mexico, judged that they had
gotten treasure by them. For it is most true that divers wrecks have been made of

Spaniards having much treasure, for the Frenchmen having traveled cape-ward an
hundred and fifty miles did find two Spaniards with the Floridians, which they
brought afterwards to their fort, whereof one was in a caraval coming from the

Indies which was cast away fourteen years ago, and the other twelve years ; of whose
fellows some escaped, other some were slain by the inhabitants. It seemeth they

had estimation of their gold and silver, for it is wrought flat and graven, which
they wear about their necks, other some round like a pancake with a hole iu the

midst to bolster up their breasts withal.'

We seem also t^i have proof in the preceding statement that the

Indians engraved figures on metallic articles, which is a very important

item in this connection, if true.

Laudonniere asserts that it Avas gotten out of the ships that were lost

upon the coast.''

llelics of the unfortunate expedition of Ayllou were dug up by De
Soto's followers from a grave or mound at Cutifachiqui, an Indian town

' Smith's History of Virginia, liichmoud repriut, 1819, vol. I, p. IBfi.

2 His. of Travels Into Va. Cap. vui, p. 103. London, 1849.

sHaklii.vt, III. p. '015. ' Hakluyt. Ill, p. :ili9.
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probably located on the SavauuaU river above Augusta.' Aucouutsof
other wrecked vessels were also given, but it is more than likely that

of much the larger number no record was ever made.
The rapidity with \vhi<'h articles obtained by barter on the coast or

taken from wrecks found their way into the interior and the distance

to wliich they afterwards traveled do not appear to be fully appreciated

by antiquarians.
OTHER METALS.

Smith states that he found hatchets, knives, pieces of iron and brass

in the hands of the Indians at the head of Chesapeake l)ay which he
learned were from the French on the St. Lawrence (or " river of Can-
ada," as he names it),' and yet but a short time had elapsed since the

entrance of the latter into that region. Cabeza de Vaca found a hawk-
bell in the hands of the natives of Texas (or Louisiana), which may have
been carried from hand to hand and tribe to tribe from Mexico, though
more likely obtained from some vessel wrecked on the coast. Father
Mar(juette, in his voyage down the Mississippi says he found guns,

axes, hoes, knives, beads, and glass bottles in the hands of some In-

dians below the mouth of the Ohio, probably Ohickasaws.'

These (if his statement is to be believed) nmst have come, as he sui)-

poses, from the "eastern side,'" that is to say, the English settlements

on the Atlantic coast.

From these and similar examples which might be mentioned, it is

apparent that articles of European manufacture found their way rap-

idly into the interior, passing from hand to hand in the course of trade

and traffic between the tribes or by capture in war. ISTor is this to be
wondered at when seashells, such as limycoii perversuin and others, are

found in the mounds of Illinois and Wisconsin and articles of native cop-

l)er probably from northwestern Michigan occur in the mounds of Ohio
and West Virginia and at even more eastern points.

Most authors writing on this subject also fail to appreciate properly

the fact that traders, trappers, hunters, adventurers, and coureurs de
bois were traversing the wilds of the new continent in advance of any
notice we have of such adventures. It is apparent from some state-

ments in the Ensayo Cronologico that Spanish adventurers had found
their way to the Coza region, probably in northern Georgia, a few years

after the return of the remnant of De Soto's followers. These vover.s

must have carried with them some articles of European manufacture
which, finding their way into the hands of the chief men of the tribes,

would be interred with them.
Here we may also appropriately refer to a fact which seems to be

generally overlooked by writers on Xorth American archeology, to wit,

the very early date at which the manufacture of articles similar to>

those in rise among the Indians for the purpose of traffic commenced.
Biedma alludes in his Relation of De Soto's Expedition to this subject.

I Freupli's Hist. Coll. Lii. ll, pp. 1(11 ami U4. Pnb. Haklnyt Soo. vol. I.x, pp. r,7 and IRl.

= Hist. ViVL'inia, Vol. l. p. 1«2- 18:1. ' Hi.al. Coll. I.a.. IV. p. 44.
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as he speaks of ''small pearls similar to those whieh are brought from
Spaiu to barter with the Indians." ' These I thiuk we may safely

assume to be shell beads, as it is not likely the Spaniards brought
true pearls to barter to the Indians for furs and pelts. Moreover, very
few pearls have been discovered in the mounds of that southern sec-

tion which have been opened, while on the contrary shell beads have
been found in great abundance.

In one of the mounds of east Tennessee three small copiier sleigh

bells were found by the skeleton of a child, in a large mound contain-

ing many other skeletons. These are perhaps wliat the early writers

call "hawk bells," but have precisely the form of the sleigh bell. The
mound in which they were found, as will be seen by referring to the

preceding held report, was of considerable size, and there was no rea-

son for supposing there were any intrusive burials. In fact, intrusive

burials in mounds seldom, if ever, occur in eastern Tennesse; no posi-

tive instance has been brought to light by the extensive exi^lorations

of the Bureau of Ethnology in this section.

In another mound in the same section, on which a small pine tree

was growing and which presented no indications whatever of having
been disturbed, was found a steel-bladed, bone-handled case-knife.

This was of the old style, having the end of the blade curved upward.
The mound in which it was found had never been plowed, was of com-
paratively small size, and about (! feet high. The knife was found near
the bottom; there was no intrusive burial in the mound, and if not
deposited at the time the mound was thrown up it must have fallen in at

a subsequent excavation, though the clayey soil of which it was formed
presented no indication of such disturbance.

Mention is made in the preceding part of this v(dume of a stone hav-
ing engraved upon it letters of the Cherokee alphabet, which was found
in a mound near the locality of the old Cherokee settlements in the

valley of the Little Tennessee. The strange circumstance in this case,

which presents a puzzle difficult to solve, is that the evidence seems
positive that the mound was at least a hundred years old, and that it

was known that it had not been disturbed in sixty years.

A small mound in Bartow county, (Georgia, on being excavated was
found to be composed wholly of clay and to contain no indications of

burial. This had not been disturbed since it was built, as was evi-

dent from the undisturbed strata, yet at the bottom, among other frag-

ments, was a small piece of glazed pottery, which Mr. Hohnes i)ro-

nounces of Spanish origin.

A mound situated on the bank of the Savannah river at Hollywood
was I'ecently opened by Mr. II. L. Reynolds, one of the Bureau assist-

ants, which contained undoul)ted evidence of contact with European
civilization. This is situated in the section wliere most authorities

agree in locating the Indian town of Cutifachiqui. visited by De Soto
in his famous expedition, and is heretofore raenth)ned.

' Hiikluyt .Soc. Pub., viil. ix, ji. 180.
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Mcntiou lias iilreacly been made of flurts by ]\Ir. ^Valkel• iii some
mounds near Tampa Bay, Florida, and therefore need not be repeated

here.

While exeavatiny- that part of the Ohio caual running through Ben-

ton township, Cuyahoga county, it became necessary to remove part of

a small mound. In this, says .Mr. W. H. Price, under wliose direction

the work was done, were the remains of one or more skeletons, a gun-

barrel, and perhaps some of the mountings of the stock.'

With one of the burials in the works of Union county, Mississippi,

Mr. Fowke, the Bureau assistant, found a piece of silver stamped with

the Spanish coat of arms, a figure of which has been given, also the

inms of a saddle-tree. As this locality is in the territory occupied by
the Chickasaws, a people visted by De Soto in his expedition, it is pos-

sible these articles are mementoes of the trials and hardships suffered

here by that unfortunate expedition.

In the rubbish thrown out of one of the stone graves of the Hale
mound, Alexander county, Illinois, heretofore desciibed and figured,

was found a small brass Catholic medal, which we know from the

saints' names stamped on it can not be older than the year 1700.

In one of the Arkansas mounds excavated by one of the Bureau
agents was an earthen bottle modeled after the old French decanters.

In another was discovered a tooth which Prof. Baird pronounced that

of a hog.

A circular mound of the group at Hazen Corners, Crawford county,

Wisconsin, which consists of effigies and elongate mounds, was opened
by one of the Bureau assistants. There were no indications of burial,

but at the bottom, in the center, was a small pile of stone implements,

among which was a regularly shaped, genuine gun-flint. In some of

the mounds of this section the Bureau assistants found a copi)er kettle,

silver bracelets with Koman letters stamped upon them, silver brooches
and crosses; but these pertained to intrusive burials and hence are not
introduced into this list of cases as bearing upon the point now re-

ferred to.

From mounds in Le Sueur county, Minnesota, about i miles north of

St. Peter, Mr. Blackistou obtained the following articles: A silver

wristlet with "Montreal" and " B. C." stami3ed ujjon it; tubular cop-

per ear-pendants; a string of thirty white china beads, a large brown
glass bead, four common pins, a needle, a small pearl ornament, and a
quartz airow jioint.^

From the Nintli Annual Report of the Geological Survey of Miniie

sota, above referred to,^ we learn that a " blue-glass bead " was obtaiued

by Prof. Wiuchell in one of the mounds at Big Stone lake.

The fragments of iron implements obtained from a mound in Clald-

well county, North Carolina, showing undoubted evidence of contact

I Adc. Mon., p. 146. ' 'P. 162.

'Gfu\. .mil Xal. Hist. Surv. jrinii.. vol. I (1872-'82), |i. 047. Ninth .A.nii. Geol. Reii. .Minn., 1880, p. 104.
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witli Ear(>i)eaii civilization, have already been lefeired toiu a previous
publication by the Bureau. Articles of iron were also found by the
Bureau agents in some two or three mounds in east Tennessee, of
wbicli mention is made iu the preceding- report of field works.

It is possible that Prof. Putnam is ccuTect in assuming that what Dr.
Hildreth found in the Marietta mound did not warrant his conclusion

that a swovd had been buried there. Butthereare very strong reasons
for believing that the corrugated silver band which Dr. Hildreth
believed to be part of a sword scabbard was a band for the hair made
by white men (some we know were traded to the Indians) or of mate-
rial furnished by them.' The brief manner, however, iu which he
disposes of Atwater's statement in regard to the articles found by him
in the mound at Circleville, Ohio, is by no means satisfactory to arche-

ologists. He says:

The reference to iron in the mound at Circleville ))y Mr. Atwater would not be
worthy of consideration were it not for the widesj>read belief that he found a steel

sword and piece of cast iron. He sinijily found a piece of antler, iu one eud of which
a hole had been bored and around this])art was a liand of silver. This he called ''the

handle of either a small sword or a larye knife," and he distinctly states that "no
iron wasfound, but an oxide remained of similar shajie and size." This is evidently

purely a case of imagination .and misconception. Similar pieces cut from antlers

have since proved to be common and are j;enerally believed to be handles for small

drills and knives made of stone or co]iper.-

Notwithstanding this curt dismissal of the subject it is a fact that

cau not be disputed that tlie Bureau agent found in one of the North
Carolina mounds a similar piece of an antler in which still remained a
part of the iron implement of which it fornu'd the handle. It is also

true that chemical analysis showed that this was not meteoric iron.

Prof. Putnam's assumption is therefore wholly gratuitous.

In reference to " plate of iron," he remarks

:

In these days, whe.; only the most careful and critical work is of any value, some-
thing more definite than this statement is required beforeit c; "i be claimed that cast

iron has been found iu Ohio mounds.

Mr. Atwater says he was present when the mound was removed and
" carefully examiued the contents." In speaking of the horn handle he
says, " The handle either of a small sword or a large knife, made of

elk's horn; around the eud where the blade had been inserted in a
ferule, yet no iron was found, but an oxide of similar shape and size."^ As
the minuteness of details as to size and relative positions, of articles in

themound indicate that he took notes at the time, his statements of facts

as to what he saw should not be rejected because they do not agree
with a preconceived theory—especially as he was the best qitalifled and
most careful observer of his day in this line. The silver ferule and
hole in the handle are surticient in themselves to raise a presumption
that there was a blade of some kind and to suggest contact witli the

' Proc. Am. Antiq. Soc. New Series, vol. 2, 1882-'83, \>f. 349-363.

- Loc. cit.. p. 350. 2 Trans. .\m. .Viitiq. Soc, vol. l, p. 178.
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wliites. Add to this the farther statemeut that ' an oxide remained of

a siuiihir .shape and size," and the e\idenee i.s too strong' to be set aside

by a. mere opinion. Moreover, his statement that "no iion Mas fonnd"
shows careful observation and a desire to state precisely what he saw.
As hunting knives witli deer-horn handles and silver ferules were com-
mon in the days of the first .settlement of the country, there would be
no hesitancy in accepting the statement where there is a willingness to

admit that the niound was built after the advent of the whites.

It is a very bold assumption that a man of Atwater's attainments
and experience as an antiquarian would take iron-coh)red clay for a

plate of oxidized iron. He does not say that it was cast iron, but, that
before being disturbed by the s])ade it '' resembled a plate of cast

iron."' We therefore feel fully justified in giving this mound as one
examj)lc where evidence of contact with European civilization was
found.

The following examples arc taken from Dr. P. E. Hoy's paper enti-

tled '• Who built the Mounds ?'" •

.lames Matluw, a biutUer iil' lv:'V. Father Mathew. uf Raoiue, settled on Zumliro
river in Olmstead comity, Miuuesota, in IStiO. When he first plowed the land there
w.as a mimud 6 I'eet high anil I'O feet in breadth, and so situated that it was in the
way of iiroperly cultivating- the land, so he made an attempt to plow it down. He
sank the plow to the beam repeatedly, but succeeded in reducing the height ouly
about 2 feet. The next year he procured a scraper and went to work .systematically

to remove the entire mound. After scraping down the eminen<e to within alvout 2

feet of the base he came to some rotten wood. On carefully removing the top he
discovered a kind of cage built of large stakes driven into the ground, as close

together as possible, and covered with a split log, finished liy plastering tlio outside
thickly with clay, this forming a rude lodge whidi was about 3 feet limg and a little

less in breadth. In this pen he found one skeleton of an adult in a good state of
preservation, and with tlie bones were found two iron hatchets, a dozen flint arrow
heads, a copper ring 2 inchi-s in di.iincter. a lot of shell beads, au<l a red st(uie pipe
of rather large size and ingeniously ornamented with lead. Fatlier Mathew visited

his brother a few days after this tinil. On his return he brought the entire lot of
implements home with liim.

From Mr. West, an intelligent and reliable gentleman of Kacine, Wis-
consin, Dr. Hoy received an accurate description of a mound opened.
From this it appears that the mound was small, being ouly about 10
feet in diameter and 2.^ feet high. The much decayed skeleton was in

a pit in the original soil under tiie mound, and near the center was a
copper kettle. " This kettle was about inches across, with straight

sides; it had ears and uo bale, and, in one place on its .side where there
had been a hole, there was a rivet inserted, made of copper.'"

He mentions other mounds situated near the Junction of Wiiite and
Fox ri\ers, in one of which had been buried on the original surface of

the ground four persons, two adults and two children. •' Each was
covered," continues the account, '' with a thick stratum of compact

' Ri^.nd liefore the Moutreal meeting (1882) of the Amer. As-soc. Adv. Sci., but imlilishuil in j)iimi>h-

li't fcirni.
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clay, tliiis foniiiuy a rude kind of saicophaguis. On breakingopen those

clay cases we t'onnd human liunes partly decayed, and three copper
kettles, one of which had some nuts in it. perhaps pecans; another had
what are supposed to lie bones of a rabbit; also there were many silver

earrings, breast pins, and one beautiful, double-armed, ringed, sil\cr

cross, with 11. 0. in Roman capitals engraved in the center of the ujjper

arm of the cross, also a large ipiantity of blue glass beads." In the

other was found one copper kettle_ of rather large size " and a small

fur-covered, brass-nailed truuk, 10 by 12 inches and S inches in height.

In this trunk were discovered a lot of cheap silver trinkets."

THE MUSKOKI TRIBES.

As I have in two small works, one entitled " The Cherokees in pre-

Columbian Times," ' the other ''The story of a mound, or the Shawnees-
iu pre-Columbian Times,"- discussed the probability that the tribes

named were mound-builders, there is no necessity for rei>eatiug the

discussion here.

By reference to these works it will be seen that I arrived at the con-

clusion that both the Clierokees and Shawnees were mound-builders,

the evidence leading to this conviction, some of which has been given

in preceding chapters, being apparently so strong as to dispel all doubt
on the subject.

I would, however, call attention to the very strong evidence that the

Cherokees Mere mound-builders, i)resented in the preceding report of

field work. By referring to the plat of the Little Tennessee valley,

PI. XXV, and Timberlake's ]\Iap, PI. xxvi, showing the localitj' of tlie

Cherokee " Overhill towns " and locations of the mound groups, it will

be seen that each of the former is marked by one of the latter.

^Ir. CTallatin, Dr. Brinton, and ~SIt. Oat.schet (especially the lattei- in

his I xcellent work on the "^Migration legend of the Creeks") have
demonstrated ft-om the aboriginal names of persons, places, and things

mentioned by the narrators of De Soto's expedition, that the tribes

then iiiiiabiting the southern states through which the wanderers

passed, were the same as those subsequently found occupying this

region. It follows, therefore, that the theory advanced by some
writers,' that the Creeks or Muskoki (JNIuscogee or Muscogulgee) ti'ibes

migrated to this region from some point west of the Mississippi, subse-

quent to the date of De Soto's expedition, is erroneims, and may be

dismissed from further consideration.

From tlie narratives of the Adelantado's march and a few faint

glimpses we catch from other sources, we are justified in concluding

' First imlilishi'fl ill tlir Aiiieric.iii Aiitliicipi)ln^ist. then in book form hy Judd & Detwi'iler, W.isli-

n-ton. T). C, IK91.

' First pnblishfd in Sciunci-. tlnn in book loini by X. 1>. Hodges. New Tork. 189".

^ililfort "Mumoire," etc-. I'iikiif History ol' Alabuniu," Vol. i ji. 7J. it seq.
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tliat tlie southern tribes east of the Mississippi were In a coiui)aratively

quiet and settled coiulition, and tliat must of them were at tlie time
settled ill villages and building and using mounds and defensive works
ill the maimer they had been accustomed to from au unknown period

in the past. That this was true of the Creeks, Choctaws, Ohickasaws,
and otlier tribes of the Muskoki family and also of the Natchez, may
be assumed with little fear of being in error.

Although the ancient works of tliese states have not been explored
sutticieutly to enable us to speak positively on this point, still the data
so far obtained indicate that the condition observed by De Soto and
his followers liad been maintained without any radical and general
moditication for a jieriod of considerable length previous thereto. In
other words, tliere is nothing in the character of the works or of the
vestiges of art found in them indicating extensive and general move-
ments, or successive waves of x>opulation materially differing in culture

or customs. But this general statement must be considered as here
applied only to the Gulf states, for when we reach the northern limits

of Georgia and enter Tennessee we And in the ancient works undoubted
evidences of the presence of ditierent tribes or peoples.

From the geograiihical distriimtion of the works of this southern dis-

tfict east of the Mississippi river and the lines along which certain

types of art are found, it is safe to assume that the general movement
has been from the west toward the east or the reverse. This inference

is drawn chiefly from the fact that there appears to be no continuous se-

ries of similar works, or those belonging to the same general type, along
the lines of the larger rivers (except theMississippi). In other words,
the direction of the movement does not ajipear to have been governed
here by the water courses. The works are scattered along the same
parallels of latitude, their lines of distribution crossing the main
streams at right angles. As this transverse belt ceases towards the
east before reaching the Atlantic coast, and its southern boi'der lies

mostly at a considerable distance from the Gulf, the most reasonable
and natural ex|)Iauation is that the migration was from the west.

There are but few, if any, indications in the works themselves of the
date of this movement, which, in all probability, consisted of successive
waves. That it preceded th(! discovery by Columbus at least by one or
more centuries is indicated by the works and their contents, and the
conditions obser\ed by De Soto, but on the other liand its antiquity
appears to be limited, if we suppose mound-building to have com-
menced soon after arrival, by the fact that we tind in the works no
evidences of any marked progress in art during occupancy.
The chief seats of power east of the Mississippi appear to have been

(judging from the works and history) at Cutifachiqui, the exact locality

of which has not been ascertained, but was probably on the Savannah
river a short distance above Augusta; the site of the Etowah mounds
near Cartersville, Georgia, probably the Guaxule of De Soto's chroii-
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ides
J
the locality iii Early county, (reorgia, marked by the Messier

mouuds; the " old town " of Apalachiicla, lueutioued by IJartraiu, which
could not have been far distant aud pertained to the same limited

tribe; the site of the Prince mouuds near Carthage, Alabama; the
Mauvilla of De Soto's day; Chisca or Chicasa, in northern Mississippi,

doubtless the chief village of the (Jhickasaws; and the vicinity of Nat-
chez. These localities, so far as known, are marked by mouuds and
the remains of other works. Even where we are unable now to deter-

mine them we have historical evidence that they were marked by
mouuds or othf^.r earthworks. I may remark in passing that the power
of the Chickasaw tribe does not appear to have reached its zeuith, in the

section in which they were then found, until after the date of De Soto's

visit. There are, in fact, some reasons for believing they had not then
occupied this locality for any great length of time. Judging by the
testimony of the mounds aud the narrative of De Soto's march, I am
not inclined to believe the statement of the ^S^atchez Indians regarding
their former great numerical streugth, controlling power, and extensive
sway, even after making due allowance for the usual exaggeration,

unless we can identify them with the builders and former occupants of

the great Cahokia group, which is very improbable.

Judging by the progress made in the ceramic art, I should think one
of the most polished tribes of this region was located during the mound-
building age in that portion of the country extending from Early
county, Georgia, to the valley of the Ochlochonee river. The orna-

mentation and form of the pottery is somewhat peculiar, and judging
from the latter I am inclined to believe the makers had seen some ves-

sels manufactured by the whites. Are we to ascribe these to the Lower
Creeks or shall we attribute them to the Yuchi (Uches) ? The latter, as

we learn from Hawkins, were more "civil, orderly, aud industrious

than their neighbors, the Lower Creeks."'

When we reach the northern portion of Georgia we tind indisputable

evidences of being in the marches, the debatable ground between con-

tending powers or hostile tribes. The site of the Etowah groups so

often mentioned must have been a place of some importance in mound-
building times. Here we find evidences of culture aud art equal to

that obtained from the mounds of any other locality in that portion of

the United States included in the scope of this W(U-k, not even except-

ing the far-famed works of the Ohio. The locality was well chosen
when we consider the means of security and defense adopted and the

necessity of relying largely upon the products of agriculture for sub-

sistence, yet the silent ruins, when compelled to yield up their hidden
treasures, give unmistakeable evidences of the ravages of war aud of

occupancy by different peoples. The fragments of stone inuiges found
liere are of such a character as to lead any one who examines them to

' For a (Uartiasidii of the localities occupied by this tribe, the reader is referred to Mr. Gatschet'a

work, before nu'Utioned, vol. 1. jip. 17-24.
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the i-onclusiou that tbey must liave beeu maHciously and intentioually

broken.

Some of the pottery, which, imfortTinatelj', has been discovered only
in fragments, bears a strong resemblance to that found in Early county,
indicating occupancy for a time by the Creeks or Uchecs. On the other
hand, the mode of sepulture and articles found in the small mound con-

nect the builders, as heretofore stated, with that people who made the

stone graves and built the mounds of the Cumberland valley, who, as
we have shown, we are warranted in assuming were Shawnees; and,
finally, we are justified by articles taken from graves discovered here
and from history in asserting that it was for a time occupied by the
Cherokees, though none of the works except some neighboring graves
can be ascribed to them; but I think it quite probable the fi'agmentary

condition of the stone images is due to their savage hatred of all per-

taining to a hereditary foe. In an article published in the Magazine of

American History,' I was inclined to attribute these works entirely to

the "Creeks," using this term in the broad sense, believing they were
occupied at the time of De Soto's visit by people under the sway of the
cacique of Cutifachiqui ; but the explorations made since that article

was written have introduced a new factor into the problem and mater-

ially modified the opinion there exiiressed. From the language of the

Gentleman of Elvas, as follows: "In that journey (from Xualla to

Gnaznle) the lady of ( Hitifachiqui (whom the governor carried with him,

as is aforesaid, with purpose to carry her to Guazule because her terri-

tory reached thither), going 07i with the bond women which led her,"

etc., I was led to believe that Guazule was then included in the domin-
ion of the cacique; but referring since to what is said by Garcilasso

on this point, I find he states very particularly, even repeating it, that

this town was beyond the limits of the territory of the cacique, and
governed by a cacique belonging to another tribe, though, to assist the

Spaniards, she sent ambassadors thither to solicit the aid of the inhab-

itants in their behalf.

Mr. Gatschet- refers to a tradition that tlie Shawnees once resided

in upiier Georgia around Tugelo (in the region of Habersham county)
and on the headwaters of the large Georgia rivers, but thinks it re-

quires further examination. We have, as already shown, satisfactory

evidences that this tribe not only held possession for a time of the
locality on Etowah river, but were probably also the builders of one, at

least, of the mounds there; we also have the testimony of C. C. Jones

'

that stone graves have beeii found in Habersham county, which fact

indicates their presence in that region. In addition to this we have the
statement of Milfort" that lands were obtained here from the "Savan-
ogiies, savages."

I May number, 1884. *Antiq Southern Indians, p. 214.

' Op. cit.. Vol. I, p. 23. < Ifenioiie, p. 9.

12 ETH 40
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

The hope of ultimately solving the great problem.s of the pre-Colum-

biau times of our coiitiueut is perhaps as lively today as iu former

years. But, with the vast increase of knowledge in recent years in

reference to the data bearing on these questions, a moditication of the

hope entertained has taken place. While no thought any longer exists

of ascertaining the exact date of or any definite particulars in regard

to the migration by which the western continent received its first set-

tlers; yet there is an exijectation that the advance in scientiiic knowl-

edge and methods of investigation, together with the long and careful

study of all the data, will result in determining in a general sense the

age in which this first introduction of population took place, and in

deciding what race or races contributed to this population.

This expectation includes the determination with reasonable certainty

of the route or routes of this migration. The method of treating the

subject has also been changed from that of mere theorizing to scientific

deduction. The literary world is now and then amused at the revival

of some old, exi)loded tlieory or the presentation of some new one equally

absurd; but allusion is made here only to those efforts which appear to

be based on some legitimate data.

The tendency at present appears to be to base the tentative efforts in

this direction on the linguistic evidence, leaving out of view the impor-

tant aid to be derived from a careful "study of the archeological data

bearing upon the subject or referring to it only where it seems to cor-

roborate the theories based on the linguistic evidence. This arises in

part from the fact that while the archeological data relating to a large

portion of the continent are few, and that archeology can not, as yet,

be considered a true science; on the other hand the linguistic material,

although not complete, is much more abundant, and the treatment

thereof reduced to true scientific methods. As the latter field affords

greater promise of reaching jjositive conclusions, it is more attractive

to methodical students.

As the discussion of this subject from the linguistic standpoint is

necessarily based upon the study of the various linguistic stocks and
families of the entire continent, and, to some extent upon the migra-

tions therein, so the discussion of the same questions from the archeo-

logical standpoint nuist be based upon the study of the various types

and tlieir distribution over the continent. And the same necessity for

generalization and classification arises here as iu the linguistic field.

Although the lines of demarkation between the types and groups with

which the antiquarian has to deal are ai)parently less distinct than
those with which the pliilologist is concerned, yet careful study will

.show that this difference is not so great as at first it seems to be. The
indications of comprehensive archeologic sections and also of minor
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districts arc too apparent to ([ucstioii their existence. The chief draw-
back in attempting to use these as evidences of etlinic distinctions

arises from three causes: First, the lacii of sufficient data by wliich to

outline the diifereiit sections and districts; second, the overlapping and
intermingling of types in consequence of the shifting of positions by
tribes; and third, the fact that types of art and other archcologic char-

acteristics are not governed strictly by ethnic lines, but are often the
result of environment, materials, and contact with other tribes. Never-
theless race characteristics and tribal customs impress themselves to a

certain extent under all variations in locations and conditions so long-

as the identity of the race or tribe is maintained. There is no dithculty

in distinguishing the Mexican and Central American antiquities as a
whole from those of the mound area of the eastern half of the United
States, yet the geographical boundaries of these sections can, with our
present knowledge, only be determined approximately. If, however,
we move from the Mexican district southward or nmthward along the
western side of the continent we shall find the distinguishing features

less marked than when compared with the types of the mound area.

There is no difficulty in distinguishing the types of the Hnron-Iroquois
district from the works of the Dakotan .area (Wisconsin, Minnesota,
and the Dakotas), and we can point out some specimens of the former
types within the latter area, yet, where not fixed by natural conditions,

it is imxiossible with present data to draw a definite boundary to either

district.

Although we meet with this difficulty in defining geographically the
boundaries of the districts and more comprehensive sections it does not
prevent us from drawing correct (conclusions from their general posi-

tions and peculiar types. That all the distinguishing types of a disti'ict

or section can not be attributed to the peculiar physical features ofsuch
districts or sections must be adnn'tted. Will any one claim that the
vast difference ijetween the archcologic types of Mexico and Wisconsin
have resulted wholly from the physical differences of the two areas f

If not, it follows that so much as has not resulted from physical pecu-
liarities must be attributed to racial or tribal customs.

It is necessary at this point, in order to present the thought in view,,

to repeat a few sentences given in the previous part of the volume
relating to "Archeological Areas and Distribution of Types." •

A careful examination of wliat has been ascertained in regard to North
American archeology; with special reference to the question of arch-

cologic sections, leads in the first place to the conclusion that the
ancient remains belong in a broad and comprehensive sense to two
general classes. One of these classes is limited geographically to the
Atlantic sh)pe, the other chiefiy to the Pacific slope, the eastern or

liocky mountain range of the great continental mountain belt to the
Rio Grande, forming approximately the dividing line between the two
areas. According to this division the Atlantic section includes that
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l)ait of tlie fontiuent east of the Rocky luountains and iiortli of the Gulf
of Mexico, and the Pacific section tlie remainder from Alaslva to the

isthmus of Panama. The arctic regions, except Alaska, are not taken
into consideration.

While there are manifest and marked differences in the t,vi)es and
characters of the ancient works and remains of different areas within

each of these two comprehensive sections, yet when those of the I'acific

slope as a whole are compare<l with those of the Atlantic slope, there is

a dissimilarity which marks them as the products of different races or

as the result of different race influences.

If this division into two great archeologic sections is based on suffi-

ciently reliable data to justify its adoption, it will form a very important
landmark in the discussion of the chief problems of the prehistoric times

of our continent. Reference to some, only of the evidences bearing upon
this point, is made here to show their character, as it would not be
possible to present them in detail in a short chapter.

One of the first impressions made upon the mind of the student of

North American ethnology is the resemblance in a broad and general

sense of the features, custcnns, arts, and archeological remains of the

west coast to those of the islands in and countries bordering on the

Pacific ocean, while on the other hand there is no such resemblance

between them and those of the Atlantic slope. In other words, the

types when classified in the broadest sense appear to arrange them-
selves in two general divisions—those belonging to the Pacific slope

and those confined to the Atlantic slope.

Although this classification in exjiress words has not been made, yet

we see a tendency in the works relating to the west coast ethnology

toward su(;h a classification and a disposition to form what may be
termed the Pacific types. This is perhaps most clearly indicated by
Prof. W. H. Dall, in his paper on " Masks, labrets and certain abo-

riginal customs," published in the Third Annual Report of the Bureau
of Ethnology. Referring to this subject in his summary, he says:

The original population of America is too distant to form tbr 8nl)ject of disiussion.

There can lie no doubt that America was populated in some way l>.v pco])le of an ex-

tremely low grade of culture at a ])eriod even geologically remote. There is no
reason for supposing, however, that immigration ceased with these original people.

Analogy would suggest that from time to time accessions were received from other

regions of people who had risen somewhat in the scale elsewhere, while the iuchoate
American population had been doing the same thing on their own ground. Be this

aa it may, we find certain remarkable customs or characteristics geographically

spread north and south along the western slope of the continent in a natural line of

migration with overflows eastward in convenient localities. These are not |)rimi-

tive customs, but things which appertain to a point considerably above the lowest

scale of development in culture.

Some are customs pure and simple; e. g., labretifery ; tattooing the chin ol' adult
females; certain uses of masks, etc.

.Some are characteristics of culture, e. g., a certain style of conventionalizing nat-

ural objects, and, in a higher stage, the use of conventional sigus in a hieroglyjihic
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way; ;i disposition to. and iieiiiliar I'acility in, certain arts, such as carvings in

wood, etc.

Some are details of art related to religious or mythological ideas, such as the rejio-

titiou of elaborate forms in a certain attitude, with relation to myths therefore pre-

sumably similar in foriu or origin.

Some are similar myths themsoh-es, a step further in the retrospect.

If these were of natural American growth, stages in development out of a uniform
state of culture, it might fairly be expected that we should lind them either sporad-
ically distributed without order or relation .as between family and family wherever
a certain stage of culture liad been reached or distributed in certain families wher-
ever their branches were to be found. This we do not find.

The only other alternative which occurs to me is that these features have been
impressed upon the American aboriginal world from without. If so, wheneef
Northern Asia gives us no help whatever. Tlie characteristics referred to are all

foreign to that region.

If nations from the eastern shores of the Atlantic were responsible, we should
expect thi' Atlantic shores of America to show the results of the intluence most
clearly. This is not the case, but the very reverse of the case.

We are then obliged to turn toward the region of the Pacific.

The great congeries of islands known to geographers as Polynesia and Melanesia
stretch toward South America in latitude 25^ south, as in no other direction. Here
we have a stream of islands from Papua to the Paumotus, dwindling at last to single
islets with wide ga])8 between, Elizabeth, Ducie, Easter Island, Sala-y-(jomez, San
Felix, St. Ambrose, from which comparatively it is but a step, swept by the northerly
current to the Peruvian co.ast. We observe also that these islands lie south from the
westerly south equatorial current, in the slack water between it and an easterly cur-

rent and in a region of winds blowing toward the east.

Here, then, is a possible way.
I have stated how the peculiar and remarkable identity of certain carvings asso-

ciated with religious rites turned my attention to the .Melanesian islands.

The customs, etc., I have called attention to are, ])articularly, the use of masks
and carvings to a more than ordinary degree, labretifery, human-head preserving;
Identity of myths.

'

Prof. Diill calls attention to the singular form of carving, repre.sent-

ing a figure with the tongue hanging out, and usually cominuuicatiiig

with a frog, otter, bird, .snake, or lish, observed on tlie northwest coa.st

ttoni Oregon to Prince William .sound and also in Mexico and Nica-
ragua. We may add that this feature is found in numerous instances
in statues and bas-reliefs from Mexico to the Isthmus, also in the codi-

ces of Mexico and Central America, but seldom if ever appears in the
antiquities of the Atlantic division.

The prominent Tlaloc nose of Mexican and Central American flgures,

of which the supposed elephant proboscis is but one form, and the
bird bill (thunder bird) of the northwest coast are but different methods
of representing the same idea, and one is undoubtedly an outgrowth of
the other. The method of superimposing, in totem posts and statues,

one figure upon another, usually combining hunuin and animal, is

found, except in California, from Alaska to the Isthmus, and is a true

Pacific type, being almost unknown in the Atlantic division.

The angular designs on the pottery and basketry are another marked

1 Pp. 146, 147.
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feature of the west coast clivisiou". Aud thus we might, if this were

the proper place to euter into details, go on enumerating marked dis-

tinctions between these two primary ethnological sections. As evi-

dence of the fact stated let any one compare the tigures in Ensign

Albert P. Niblack's excellent work on The Coast Indians of Southern

Alaska and Northern British Columbia,' with the Mexican and Cen-

tral American monuments and tigures. The marked resemblance in

many of the designs will probably be sufficient to convince him of some
relation between the peoi)les of the two sections or derivation from

some common source; for example, the headdress, PI. ix, with the head-

dresses of the Copan statues ; the superimposed heads on the skirt, No.

34, PI. X, with the similar series of ornaments on the fa^^ade of the Casa

de Rl »njas of Uxmal ^ and on other structures, and the general designs

of the totem posts and mortuary columns shown therein with statues

of Nicaragua. There is, however, a somewhat remarkable break in the

continuity of types along the western coast of upper California.

How are we to explain this? That the spread of particular types

over such a vast extent of country varies with environment and local

conditions, must be admitted. We must, therefore, consider these

types as ethnic peculiarities, having a common origin, or adopt the

theory of Prof. Dall that "they have been impressed upon the Ameri-

can aboriginal world from without," for which influence we must, beyond

question, look to the region of the Pacitic.' But the sonu'what distinct

limits to which some of the more marked of these types are confined,

especially as we find them on the most ancient monumeuts, must be con-

sidered ethnic, as pertaining to particular stocks or tribes. Prof Dall's

theory is, after all, but a different metliod of expressing substantially

the same idea. To impress peculiar characteristics in j)rehistoric times

re(piired long contact or intermingling, hence by settlement on the con-

tinent. Are we to presume from the differences between western and

eastern types that the latter are due to immigration on the Atlantic

side!

The general tendency of the more recent opinions in regard to the

peopling of the continent is that it was at least partly ii"om the Atlantic

side. This is shown by the fact that some recent authorities, abandon-

ing the more generally received theoiy that the original jxipulation

came from the Pacific side, are inclined to look to Europe as the original

source. For example. Dr. Brinton remarks in his " Eaces and Peoples :

"

"These knotty points I treat in another course of lectures, where I

marshal sufficient arguments, I think, to show satisfactorily that

America was peopled during if not before the great ice age; that its

first settlers probably came from Europe by way of a land connection

which once existed over the northern Atlantic." But he does not stoji

here, as he adds, " and that their long and isolated residence in this

1 Published by the Smithsonian Institution. 1890. ' Third Ann. Eep. Bureau Ethn., p. 147.

^ Bancroft's Native Races, vol. 4, p. 185.
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continent has molded tbem all into a singularly homogeneous race,

which varies but slightly anywhere on the continent, and has main-
tained its type unimpaired for countless generations. Never at any
time before Columbus was it influenced in blood, language, or culture

by any other race." Dr. Horatio Hale is inclined to substantially the
same view, though somewhat reserved. The theory certainly does not
require the molding process referred to, as the settlers, according to

his belief, were of one race and received thereafter no intrusive element.
It is evident that this idea of a migration on the Atlantic side

reached by linguists after a study of the large amount of data which
has been collected, is to be attributed largely to the unsatisfactory

results obtained in attempting to trace out the links in the other direc

tion. But the important fact is to be borne in mind that those who
reach this conclusion have i)rosecuted their studies on the Atlantic
slope, while the more recent authors who have carried on their studies

on the Pacific slope have reached an exactly opposite conclusion. It is

therefore highly probable that a more thorough and comprehensive
study of all the data bearing on the question will show, as appears to

be indicated by the archeology, that the truth lies between these oppo-
site views; in other words, will lead to the conclusion that the conti-

nent was peopled from two sources, one part coming to the Atlantic
coast, the other to the Pacific side. Some of the Central American tra-

ditions correspond with this view, but traditions purporting to reach
back so far in the past are of course worthless. This conclusion is not
incompatible with the fact that the aborigines of America form a com-
paratively homogeneous race. As remarked somewhere by Prof. Dall,

even though derived from different sources, the long continental isola-

tion and molding influence would have brought about this condition.

But it does not follow that there would have necessarily been a unifi-

cation of customs, habits, and religious beliefs.

The spread of types of custom and art would be governed in part by
several influences, as ethnic lines, migrations, contact, and physical
conditions. Where we find those of a character which do not depend
upon physical conditions, but upon superstitious notions, following a
given line without spreading out indefinitely, we may assume, until

satisfactory evidence of another cause is given, that they mark a line

of migration and are largely ethnic. It is in this light we are inclined
to view the coast-line extension of the types peculiar to the Pacific
slope.

It is somewhat significant that Dr. Brinton should, notwithstanding
the views he advances in regard to the origin and homogeneity of the
American race, arrange his linguistic groups geographically by sub-
stantially the same dividing lines as those we have indicated as sepa-
rating the archeological divisions. His "North Atlantic Group,"
omitting the Eskimos, corresponds geographically with our Atlantic
divisions, and his " North Pacific" and "Central" groups combined,
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witb oiir Pacific division. This arrangement, as he admits, is not one
of convenience only, as he attaches certain ethnographic importance to

it, " There is," he continues, " a distinct resemblance between the two
Atlantic groups, and an equally distinct contrast between them and
the Pacific groups, extending to temperament, culture, and physical

traits. Each of the g-roups has mingled extensively within its own
limits and but slightly outside of them." ' Elsewhere he remarks that
" a few of the eastern stocks, the Athabascan and the Shoshoniau,

have sent out colonies who have settled on the banks of the Pacific

;

but as a rule the tribes of the western coast are not connected with any
east of the mountains. What is more singular, although they difi'er

surprisingly among themselves in language, they have marked anthro-

pological similarities, i)hysical and psychical. Virchow has empha-
sized the fact that the skulls from the northern point of Vancouver
Island reveal an unmistakable analogy to those of southern California.

* * * There are many other physical similarities which mark
the Pacific Indians and contrast them with those east of the moun-
tains." '^

In his "Races and Peoples" Brinton emphasizes this eastern and
western division still more pointedly: "All the higher civilizations are

contained in the Pacific group, the Mexican really belonging to it by
derivation and original location. Between the members of the Pacific

and Atlantic groups there was very little communication at any period,

the high Sierras walling them apart."' This view, which is based on
abundant linguistic, archa'ologic, and custom data, and seems to be sup-

ported by the mass of evidence, is, howevei', at variance with Dr. Brin-

ton's theory in regard to the original populating of the continent, as

advanced in his "American Race."

As this separation is shown to have existed as far back as we are

able to trace customs by the archeological indications, is there not

in this fact a valid reason for believing that the original peopling of

the continent was from two difl'erent sections? Not necessarily from

the distant shores of the opposite oceans, for the characteristics of the

race, taken as a whole, as remarked by Nadaillac, and, we may add, as

shown by the archeologic remains, point toward affinities with people

belonging to the Pacific region rather than with those bordering the

ojiposite coasts of the Atlantic basin.

But to pursue this Hue of tlumght would carry us fai'ther into the

field of speculation than is consistent with the object of this work. Our
only object in view in touching upon the subject was to show that, tak-

ing the more comprehensive view of the ethnology of North America,

we reach the same couclusion as that arrived at by a study of the

archeologic details, viz, that the supposed relation between the mound-
builders and the civilized nations of Mexico and Central America is not

' American Race, p. 58. 'Op. cit., pp. 103, 104. »P. 248.
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sustained. The i)eoples of the two sections have been too long separated

from each other to render such a supposition admissible.

Linguistic evidence leads to the same conclusion. Time is an element
in the development of languages that can not be overlooked, notwith-

standing the widely different views entertained in regard to it. Even
accepting the views of those assigning the most limited period to the

formaticm of languages and adopting the theory of more than one origi-

nal migration, the time required for the differentiation into the numer-

ous stocks and dialects of the different sections of the North American
continent must have been very great. That the various stocks and
dialects of the Mexican and Central American section, as also of the

Atlantic section or mound area, have been differentiated since separa-

tion from the main stock, if ever they were united, must be admitted;

and that this development took place chiefly in their respective areas

maybe safely assumed from the respective positions of the branches.

This must have required a long period of time and presents a very
formidable obstacle to any other view than that the Indians of the

mound area were the authors of the ancient works found therein.

Analogy also leads to the same conclusion. The ancient remains of

other sections of North America and also of South America are trace-

able in most cases to the races found inhabiting those sections when
lirst discovered by Europeans. Few if any students of American arclie-

ology entertain any longer a doubt that the monuments of Mexico and
Central America are attributable to the direct ancestors of the people

found occupying those countries at the time of the Spanish conquest.

Hubert H. Bancroft, speaking of the remaining evidences of Central

American civilization, remarks as follows: "I deem tlie grounds suffi-

cient therefore for accepting this Central American civilization of the

past as a fact, referring it not to an extinct ancient race, but to the

direct anceistors of the people still occupying the country with the Span-
iards."' Dr. D. G. Brinton, in liis work entitled " Tlie American Eace,"

makes the following statement :
" We can not identify the builders of the

ruined cities of Palenque in Tobasco and Copan in Honduras with the
ancestors of any known tribe, but the archeological evidence is conclu-

sive that whoever they were they belonged to this stock (the Maya) and
spoke one of its dialects."^ A little further on he adds: "Atthetimeof
the conquest the stately structures of Copan, Palenque T'Ho and many
other cities were deserted and (^overeil with an apparently primitive

forest; but others not inferior to them, Uxmal, Chichen-Itza, Peten,
etc., were the centers of dense population, proving that the builders of
both were identical." ^ Marquis de Nadaillac, who embraces the Mayas,
Aztecs, and other Central American stocks in the " Nahaiitl race," says
that " it is to various branches of this conquering race that we owe the
ruined monuments still scattered over Mexico, Yucatan, Honduras,

' Native Races, vol. ii, p. 117. ' P. 153. » P. 155.
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Guatemala and Nicaragua and found, as far as the Istlimus of Tebuau-
tepec'

This view coincides with the conclusion of all the leading archeoh»-

gists of the present day. Nor could they reach any other decision if

led by the data which is conclusive on this point.

That the ruined i>ueblos of New Mexico and Arizona are attribu-

table to the ancestors of the sedentary tribes of those sections is not

questioned. It is also now conceded that the cave and difl' dwellings

and other remains of that region are attributable to the ancestors of

the present Pueblo tribes.

While it does not necessarily follow that because this is true in

regard to some sections it must be true in reference to all, yet it fur-

nishes a reason for concluding that the remains of the mound section

are due to the ancestors of the Indians of that section, especially as

they are the only pre-Columbian inhabitants of that region of which
we have anj^ linowledge.

' L'Amerique Prebistoriqne, p. 264.
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stocks by ,533

On mound-builders 600

Cited 675.718,726,727,739

Brisco, Mrs., mounds on plantation of

(Louisianai 252

Burial, method of btmdling skeleton in.. .539

Folding skeletons in ,539

Instance of hasty, after battle 546

Communal or tribal 657

Skeletons often bundled in 673

Skeletons sometimes folded in 674
Several modes of 672

Interment, the usual mode of 672

Removal of flesh before 672
Beneath or indwellings 674

In a sitting or squatting posture 674

Ceremonies, use of fire in 675

Of an Indian chief described 678

Burial case, boat-shaped, clay 360

Burial customs of Indians and mound-
builders compared 671-679

Burial motmds, classilication of, in Ohio
district 567

Of the Appalachian district 574

Of the Dakotan distaict 538

Of Wisconsin, built in part, at least.

by Indians 708

Burning captives, probably practiced by
nioimd-builders 676

Bitsycoi) perversum from mounds 83, 1 16, 131,

224, 325, 303, 343, 386, 518. 685, 713

Button. Joel, iuclosure on farm of (New
Yorki 511

C.

Caches 32,540

Cairns 31

California (Archeological) section 523

Campbell. J., translation of Davenport
tablets by 635

Canada, Orillia.fish pound near .549

Canals 32,593

Carr. Lucien. on Indians and mound-
builders 600.615

Cited. 645

earlier, Jacques, cited 618,624

Carver, Jonathan, cited 657

Cataloguing specimens, method of 32

Catlin. George, reference to North Amer-
ican Indians by. 42.43

Caves, burial 28,5.386

Chain or connected mounds, where fottnd 536

Chatnplain, Samuel de, cited 618

Charlevoix. P. P. X. de, cited.. 618.668

Chautauqua lake. New York, indications

of ancient works on the shores of 505

Cheney. T. Apoleon, describes burial pits

or ossuaries . .. 546

Cited 506,543,548

Cherokees. burnt captives on mounds. . . 676

Cherokees. mound-builders 175

Chidester. J. D., house sites on farm of

(Arkansas) 245
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Page.

Choctaws, communal burial ol. described 677

Chronologic arrangement 28

Clark, Johu. donates clay pipe 258

House sites on land of (Mississippi)- 258

Clark. J. V.H., cited 603,545,947

Clarke, F. W.. analysis of silver toil by.. 501

Clayton. Powell, mounds on land of— 242

Clavigero. F. S, cited 672

Coldeu, Cadvvallader. cited 657

Collections, number and character of 23-24

Collester, J. C, observations regarding

hut rings 42

Collet. John, notice of Angel mounds by .5.56

Statement regarding salt-kettle pot-

tery 168

CoUett, Mrs. .1. E., mound on farm of— 344

Collins, Lewis, notice of ancient work in

Kentucky by 579

Cited - 696

Colvin, Mr. . graves on land of i Pennsylva-

nia) «9
Conant, A. J., cited 601

Conical mounds defined 29

Conner. Mrs. Rebecca, mound on land of 348

Conyers. Mr., laud on farm of (< leorgiai .
313

Copper, various articles of, collected from
mounds - 24

Ax from mounds 325

Beads from mounds 77,79.

113,337,940,343,379,412,515

Bracelets from mounds 51.393,426.431

Chisels from mound 107

Crescents from mound 113.340

Cylinders from mound 336. 337

Cylinders made of sheet copper 711

Foimd by E. B. Andrews, smooth and
even as though rolled 711

Disks from mounds _ 76,324

Gorget from mound 426,495

Kettles from mounds 51, 163, .502

Medal from mound _ 246

Plates from mounds ... .67, 80, 81 , 337, 416, 495

Plates with impressed flgures 1.53,302,

303, 305-309, 320, 324

Rings - 513

Spindles from mounds 76, 97, 351 , 352

Siiools from mounds and stone
graves - 144. 2a5, 324, 335

Covered ear pendants 1,53

Sleigh bells or hawks' bells from
mound--- 376.714

Wire from mound 73

From burial cave, spool 285

From stone graves, plates, tigured ... 161

Articles from, in some instances in-

troduced byEuropeans 710

Copper plate, Bgm'ed. from Hollywood
mound. Georgia _ 320

Copper plate, tigured. found iu stone
graves 701

Cornelius. Elias. account of Etowah
mound, cited 293

Statement by referred to 298

Cortez. Hernando, cited 671

Coulter. P F.. inclosure on laud of 468

Com-ois. built mounds.for dwelling sites. 653

Cox, William, stone graves on old place

of 140

Crall. I. S., works on land of (Pennsyl-
vania) 494

Cremation among mound-builders .609, 675, 676

Criss, Mrs., fiint quarries on land of

(Ohio) -- 457

Crook, W. J., mound on farm of (Arkan-
sas) - 228

Crouch, Peter S.. rock heaps on land of

(West Virginia I
435

Cryder, Frank, mound on land of (Ohio) . 471

Cutifachiqni of De Soto's chroniclers.

supposed site of 317

D.

Dakotan district, archeology of 530-540

Efflgy mound.s of -.530,533

Bowlder mosaics of 531,534

Elongate mounds of 533,535

Connected mounds of 536

Rows of conical mounds in 5.37

Burial moundsof .538

Limits and characteristics of 530

Dall, W.H.. on moimd-builders HOO

Cited 522,f,6.5,620,724,727

Davenport tablets 633-644

Davis, William, mounds on land cf (Ar-

kansas) '307

De Bry, cited 668,684

De Frenne stone graves, near Prairie du
Rocher, Illinois -.. 136,1.17

De Haas, Willis, first in charge of mound
explorations 19

De la Harpe. Barnard, cited 6-20, 652, 657, 665

Delawares buried in stone graves 692. 697

Dennison. B. F., Inclosure on farm of

(Ne%vYork) - 510

De Priest, H. G., mound on laud of (Ar-

kansas) 243

Derby, D. W.. explorations by (Wiscon-
sin) 88.89

De Soto's expedition, chronicles of 646

De Soto and followers lived on corn ob-

tained from Indians 619

De Vaca. Calieza. found hawk's bill In the

hand of native 713

Dodd, Bi'own&Co.of St. Louis, Missouri.
obtain clay image 225

Dorman. Rushton M., cited 609,675.676

Douseman. H. L. . mound on land of 68

Drake, Samuel G.. on mound-builders... 600

Dumout, G. M., cited 653,657,682,686

Dunn. John, inclosure on farm of 513

Dunning, E. O., exploration of mounds
in east Tennessee by 359,369

Du Pratz, Le Page, quoted . .617. 653, 665, 677, 682

Dwellings of chiefs on mounds 6.50, 653, 669

Of Indians shown in figure .- 621,6'23

Of the mound-builders 661-664

Of southern Indians 665

Remains of mound-builders' . . .203, 106, '208.

209. 227, 229

Dwelling sites detiued 31
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Page.

Earle. F. S., engaged on special work 19

Examines certain ancient worlds 181

Obtains copper plate (rem mound 308

Finds figured copper plate in stone
grave.. _ 701

Earthworks, circular and crescent 43,44

Efflgy mounds, detiued.. i 31

Noticed 49, .M. .%, 56-63, C9. 73. 84, 85, 86, 88,

90.91,98,108,493

Of the Dakotan district ,530

Confined chiefly to Wisconsin .531

Comparative sizes of 533

Area of distribution of 530

Attributed to Siouau tribes 709

Eminert. J. W.. appointed assistant 19

Excavates mounds in Monroe county,
Tennessee 676

Procures specimens of fraudulent
articles 347

Engraved shells 575

Etowah mound, visited by De Soto 688

European civilization, evidence of con-
tact with found in mauy mounds. 18

Evans, R. B., description of Sherman
mound, Arkansas, by .322, 223, 588

Evans, R. H., mounds on land of (Tennes-
see) 364

F.

Farquharsou. R. J., on the Davenport
tablets 634

Cited... 001

Felton, Alouzo. mounds on farm of (New
York) 505

Fish weirs 549
Florida. Alachua county. Job Smith

mound 327
Enterprise, mounds at 328
Explorations in 327-333

Gainesville, mound near 328
Lake George, mound on bank of 654
St. Johns and Volusia cotmties,

mounds in 328-333

Satsiuna. mound at 332
Volusia county, mounds in 328

Force. M. F.. on mound-builders 600. 693, 704
Fortillcations of the Indians and mound-

builders compared 667-671

Foster, J. W., cited 564, 601 . 602, 614, 628
On origin of the mound-builders 599

Fowke, Gerard, engaged as a.ssistaut 19

Indebtedness to. acknowledged 25
Explorations by 449
Finds silver medal bearing Spanish

coat of arms in mound 715
Franklin. Benjamin, suggests that works

of Ohio were constructed by De
Soto .' 597

Fraudulent articles from North Carolina 347
Frazier.Samuel, mounds onland of (Ten-

nessee) _ 406
French's, B. F., Hist. Coll. Louisiana,

cited 618,619
French decanters, imitations of, found in

mound 716

Page.
French fort, Toulouse (Alabama) 288
Frey. S,L.. describes stone graves in New

York... 647

G.

Gallatin, Albert, cited 718

Theory advanced by 611

Gannett, Henry, surveys of Ohio circles

by .566

Gapbson, Charles, inclosure on farm of

(New York) ,'i08

Garden beds 33.,5,50

Gatschet.A. S..cited 718,721

Gentleman of Elvas, cited 619,

630.647.648,049,667,731

Georgia. Barton county, ancient works
of 292-314

Elbert County, mounds explored In. 315, 316

Explorations In 293-326

Habersham county, mound in 313

Richmond county, Hollywood mound . 317

Copper disk from 334

Copperplate (figured) from 330

Drawing knife from 330

Em"opean pottery from 321

Image pipes from 323,3:35

Iron nails from ..319,320

Painted vessel from 332

Porcelain from 336

Pot-bearing serpent figure from 324

Shell beads from 324,325

Tripod vessel from 322

Glass from mound ( Mississippi 1 275

Glass beads from mounds 715

Gold obtained by Indians from Spanish
wreck 712

Gould, J. G., inclosure on land of (New
York) oil

Gowen. N. E. G., mound on farm of (New
York) .508

Graded ways and ramps 689

Grave creek tablet 632

Graves, stone, defined 39

Randolph county, Illinois 134-140

Age of 136

Sometimes comparatively recent . . . 136, 698

Alexander county, Illinois 149

Union county.- 160

Copperplate from.. 308

Kanawha county. West Virginia 421

Of peculiar form. Brown county, Ohio 4.53

Occasioually found in New York 547

In Ohio district .571

In Appalachian district 575

In central or Tennessee district 580,584

Box-shaped, how constructed 690

Delawares bm'ied in 693

Most abundant in middle Tennessee. 693

Shawnees buried in 697

Gravier, Jacques, cited 624,652,657

Grimm, Charles, mounds on land of.— 559

Guess, George, inventor of the Cherokee
alphabet 393

Gulf district, archeology of 590-593

Pyramidal mounds of 590
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Page.
Gulf district, burial mounds of -.. 590

Modes of burial in _-. 591

Burial caves in 592

Inclosures and walls of 592

Canals and ditches in 593

Pottery and minor vestiges of art of. '593

C. C. Jones on ..590,593

Limits of 590

Characteristics of - . - — 590

H.

Hakluyt, Richard, cited 614

Hardy and Sheetz. explorations by. in

Missouri 551

Hariot, Thomas, on Indian agriculture _ 616

Harris. Thaddeus Mi, on origin of the

mounds 598

Haven, Samuel H., on mound-builders . _ 600

Hawkins, Beu,iamin, cited. -_ "20

Hawkins (Hakluyt), cited 712

Hawley, Gideon, noticed Indian custom
of casting stones on heap 547

Hawn, William H., mound on land of

(Ohio) _ 440

Hay, P. R., cited 708

On mound-builders 600,630,717

Hays. A. D., iuclosure onland of 104

Haywood, John, cited 356,676.684,693.694

Heart. .Tonathan, on origin of the mounds 598

Heckewelder, John G. E.. cited 657.674

Delaware tradition given by 599

Herrera, Antonio, cited 626, 627. 6.50

Hill, James M., mound group on the

£jirm of (Ohio) .- 451

I^istorical evidence that Indians built

mounds 645, 659

Hitton. William, cited 624

Hodgson. W. B.. on Grave creek tablet.. 632

Hoissen, Mr., mound opened by 93

Holmes, William H.. discusses designs
on copper plates 308

Figure of serpeut mound by 493

Figures Mississippi mounds 2.53

Figures pottery from Ark.ansas 240

Indebedtness to, acknowledged 25

Shows types of shell pens 686

Hosmer, W. H., quoted 514

Howland, H. R.. finds figured copper
plate in mound, - 701

Huddleson, A., iuclosure on farm of

(West Virginia) _ 407

Hughes, George, mound on farm of

(Arkansas) 246

Hull, Prof., survey of ancient works by 156

Hunt. Charles, cemetery on land of 345

Hunter, A. F., reports numerous ossua-
ries about Barrie, Ontario 545

Huron- [roquis district, archeology of . . .540-550

Burial raoiradsof 543

.Stone mounds of - 544

Hut rings of 545

Ossuaries of. 545

Graves and cemeteries of 547

inclosures of 547

Fish weirs and pounds in 549

Page.
Huron-lroquis district, garden beds of. . . 550

.^uclent Inhabitants of 550

Caches in 549

Hut rings defined 31

Hut rings in North and South Dakota... 41

Illinois, archeology of ;.: 112-163

Adams county, antiquities of ._ 120

Alexander county, antiquities of 148-155 -

Ava, mounds near 142

Baldwin, stone graves near 140

Big Mary river, village sites along. . . 141

Bluff ferry, stone graves near 140

Brown county, mounds in lis

Calhoun county, mound groups of - . 121-131

Carbondale, mound near 141

Cass county, modes of burial in 554

Chester, mounds near 140

Dunleith 114

East Dubuque, moundsnear 112, 114

Evausville, mottnd near 140

Hardin, mounds near 129

Indian grave prairie, evidences of

ancient occupancy of 120

Jackson county, antiquities of 141-147

Jo Daviess county, antiquities of 112

Lagrange, ancient works near 119

La Salle county, ancient wall in . 560

LawTence county, mounds of 163

Madison county, Cahokia mounds_ 133.361

Madison and St. Clair counties,
mounds of 131-134

Madison county. Wood River
moimds 132

Mercer county, mounds used as
dwelling sites in 560

Mill creek, "Indian diggings " near . 154

Mill creek, mounds near 148

Peoria, copper plate obtained Irom
mound near.. 308

Pike county, antiquities of 117

Prairie dti Roclier, mounds at 140

Prairie du Rocher, stone graves
near 134.136

Randolph county, antiquities of... 134-141

Rock Island county, mounds used as
dwelling sites in ,560

Rockwood, mound near 140

Rockwood, stone graves near 139

Rnssellville, mounds near 163

Sparta, mounds and stone graves
near 140-141

Union county, ancient works of 155-163

Whitesides county, mounds used as
dwelling sites in - 560

Illinois district, archeology of 550-.561

Limits and characteristics of 550

Burial mounds of... ._ 551-556

Image of clay from Arkansas mound 225

images, .stone 308,361

Inclosures 547-562

.Sacred, definition of. by Squier and
Davis . 605

Evidence regarding, discussed 606
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Page.
Intiiaua. Meron, mound groiipnear 5S4

Vauderbuvg county, Angelmouuds.D56-S5SI
Vanderburg county, mound group iu . SSii

Indians, Were the mounds built by. '->

Tlie tei'm dellned as used herein 596,610

Thie mound-builders - 610

Not nomads when first discovered. . . 615

Cultivatedseveral varieties of maize. 615.

617,618

Built mound.s, historical evidence
that 646.647,650,653,658

Obtained gold and silver from
Spanish wrecks 71-

Rapid spread of European articles

among 713

Indian theory, objections to. answered . . 610

Inscribed tablets 632

Iowa, Alamakee county, antiquities of. .99-107

Archeology of 99-112

Clayton county, mounds in 108

Dubuque county, antiquities of 108-110

Eldon. mounds near.- 110

Hays' farm, ancient earthworks on.lOl. 105

lowaville. mounds near 110

Jordan, J. H,, information furnished
by - 110,111

Lee county, mounds on bluff of 112

Moimds and earthworks in 38. 45, 99, 100

Peru, mound group near 108,109

Scott county, Cook farm group .553

Van Buren county, mounds in 112

Wapello county, remains in 110

lowas. mounds of 110

Iron blade, fragment of. from moimd in

North Carolina.. 336

Celt from motmd in North Carol ina , . .337

Iron nails, from Hollywood mound.
Georgia 319,320

Isthmi:>n (Archeological) section 523

Jackson, B. F., mounds on land of (Ar-

kansas) 222

Jackson, John, mounds on farm of (Ten-
nessee) 395,396

Jackson lake, mound on island in . 286

Jarrelt. Pattou. moundon farm of (Geor-
gia) 314

Jefferson, Thomas, cited 673

Johnson, G. B., mounds on land of ( Ten-
nessee j 364

Johnson. J. L., mounds on land of (Ten-

nessee 379

Jomard, M., onGrave creek tablet 632

Jones, C. C, archeology of the southern
section described by .590,593

Cited 649. 665, 673, 675, 688, 689. 698, 721

Work of, regarding southern antiqui-
ties mentioned 292

Description of Etowah mounds by.

quoted 294

Jones, George, opinion alluded to 599

Jones, Joseph, cited .599,691

Examination of Selsertowu mound
on behalf of - 266

Page.
Jones. Joseph, notices earthwork in

which are stone graves and hut
rings ..

Jones. W. Davenport, mound on land of

(North Carolina I --

Kentucky, explorations in 279-283

Hickman county, antiquities of 280

Kirkland, Samuel, inclosure noticed by. 543

Knapp. Gilbert, mounds on farm of (.Ar-

kansas) 243

Knife from motmd ( Mississippi i 275

Knife, drawing, from Hollywood mound
(Georgiai 320

Lafltau, J. F., cited 668,674

La Hontan, cited 675

99

.391

729

653

Lane, H. P., earthworks on land of

Lane, Samuel, mound on farm of (Ten-

nessee)
Languages, differentiation and develop-

ment of, require great length of

time
La Petit, Mathurin. cited

Lapham, I. A., figures of mounds b,v. re-

ferred to - .535.537

Graphical representation of effigy

mounds by 53-;

Mounds described by 47

Cited -.537,604,707.70s

Larkin, Frederick, cited . - ^D"

Latimore, J., mounds on farm of (Ten
nessee) -- 371

La Vega, Garcilasso de, cited . . .626, 647, 649, 688

Law, Robert, mounds on plantation of

(Arkansas) - 199

Lawrence, Frank, inclosure on farm of

(New Yorki - 508

Lawson, John, cited . . - 619, 675, 679, 685, 686

Leach. M. L., article by, referred to 518

Le Clercq, Maximus, cited 618

Lee, M, G,, mounds and cemetery on
land of (Tennessee)- 364

Le Moyne de Moi'gues, figures by 62i-650

Lenoir Manufacturing Company, mounds
on laud of ( Tennessee) 396

Lenoir, Rufus, burial pit on land of

(North Carolina) 342

Lewis, T,H.. cited 39

Remark of, on distribution of bowl-
der mosaics

Lewis and Clark, village visited by
Cited

Linguistic evidence as 'to local perma-
nency of population

Locke, John, alltision to investigations

of

Estimate by, of cubic contents of

walls of Fort Ancient - - . 492

Louisiana, archeoli^gy of 250-2,52

Catahoula parish. Troyville
mounds 250,251

534

42

658

729

440
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Page.
Louisiana. Tensas parish, St. Joseph.

mounds near 35:i

Wishita parish. Pargourd group 260

Lubboclj. John, on mouud-builders 600

On so-called allars" 608

Lytie, A. . mound on farm of { North Caro-

lina! 348

M
McAdams, William, engaged as tempo-

rary assistant . , .._ 19

Explorations and surveys by ... 131, 132, 134

McAndrews. Joseph, mounds on farm of

(Tennessee) 404

McCansland. John, mounds on land of
(West Virginia) 435

McCuUoch, Charles E., mound on land of 436

McCuUoh . James H. . ascribes t he mounds
to Indians 600

McGee, Mrs. Ann, mound on land of

(Tennessee) .j... 377

MacLeau, J. P., cited 599.601,603

Engaged on .special work 19

Investigations of, in Ohio 440

McMurray, Boyd and Samuel, mounds
on farms of (Tennessee) 368

McSpadden, T. T.. mounds on farm ol.. 372, 373
Madison, Bishop, on origin of the

mounds 598

Maize cultivated by mound-builders 683

Varieties of, cultivated by the In-
dians 617

Mallery, Garrick, drawings of rock etch-

ings by 107

Manitoba, archeology of 35-37

St. Andrews, mounds near 35

Snyder, Amos, mounds near resi-

dence of 37

Maps of motmd distribution referred
to 524,5:;6

Marquette. Jacques, cited ...617,624

Maryland, Washington county, stone
graves in 696

Mason, E. G., cited 629

Mayasnot mound-builders 18

Measurements of depth in mounds,
method of taking 210

Metcalf, J. N., inclosure on land of (New-
York) 509

Melham, Pren, flint quarries on land of
(Ohio) 457

Mexican and Central American (Archeo-
logical) section 533

Mexicans not mound-builders 18

Michigan, explorations In 516-519

Middleton, James U., appointed assistant 19

Indebtedness to, acknowledged 25

Survey of ancient works by 92, 181,263,

414,461,472,481

Survey of the Elephant mound by . . . 93

Finds stone graves of southern Illi-

nois to be in part comparatively
recent ."....136,608

E.\amines Selsertown mounds. 265

Fails to tlntl certain iuclosures 415 '

12 ETH 47

Page.
Middleton. James D., explorations by. .440, ,571

Reports survey of the Hopeton works 472

Calls attention to bundled skeletons
in mounds 539

Observes evidence of the use of tire

by mound-builders in burial cer- •

emonies 678

Observes evidence of skeleton burial . 673

Migration, lines of 525

In the Gulf states 719

Mlndelell, Victor, survey of large mound
of Etowah group by... 300

Minnesota, antiquities of 42, 45-47

Pipestone cotmty, antiquities of 42-44

Mississippi, Adams county, .Selsertown
group 263-367

Archeology of 253-278

Bolivar coimty, explorations in 258

Coahoma county, ancient works in .253-258

Union county, mound group in 267-278

Washington county, ancient works

j

in 259

I

Yazoo City, mounds near 260-263

Missouri, archeology of 163-199

Bollinger county, mounds in 170

Butler county. Powers' fort 194,195

CapeGirardeau county, antiquities in 166

Charleston, trade in mound pottery
by people in vicinity of 183

Clark county, mounds of 163

Clifton springs, salt kettle pottery
found near 167

Lewis county, antiquities in .. 167

Mississippi county, mounds and as-
tiquities 181-189

St. Louis county, antiquities in 167

Scott and Mississippi counties,
mounds of 183-193

Stoddard county, antiquities of 172-183

Monroe. Thomas, inclosure on land of . . . 468

Moorehead, Warren K., criticism by,

noticed 492

Theory adopted by 562

Morgan, Lewis H., cited 565,601,622,705

Derives mound-builders from Pueblo
tribes 599

On Indian migrations 614

Morude, Mrs., statement regarding age
of stone graves, Randolph county,
Illinois 163

Moscosa. Tradition ascribes Old Town
works, Phillips county, Arkansas,
to, and remnant of De Soto's
army 234

Mounds containing evidence of contact
with European civilization -..18, 42, 45,

51, 59, 65, 67, 73. 78, 80, 120, 154,

163, 274, 275. 314, 319-3-24, 337,

371, 376, 393, 398, 403, 43), 486

Number of, explored 23

Conical, defined 29

Elongate or wall-like 30, 35, 55,533, 534

Silver articles from 51. 53, 67, 27.5, 501

Connected or chain 53,536

Singular vaults in... 116, 334,

335, 353, 353, 417, 554
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Page.
Mounds of the Pottowatamies :..- 110

Of thelowas 110

Containing altai'S Iso called i 130,570

Bone implements from 153, 382

Glass from 163,275,321

Image vessels from 188. 205,

221,235,237,263.279

Gourd-Shaped vessel from 190

Owl-shaped vessels from 191,380

Fish-shaped vessels from- - 192

Efftct of earthquake on 199

Clay casts of maize from 205,207

Stone spool from 225

Double -- 253,254

Shell-shaped vessel from 359

Scissor blade from 274

Mode of depositing din in, shown . .270-274

Iron knife from - 275

Copper articles from 70, 81, 145. 285,

303-307. 309. 330, 324, 336. 338.

339. 351-352, 376, 383, 710-714

Kngraved shells from 306, 307, 338, 339,

376, 377. 383. 224, 384. 402, iJ75

Stone images from 308,361

Iron articles from 163,274,

275. 319, 320, 337

European pottery from 321,326

Pipes from 233, 235. 323. 3'.'5; 338, 339, 340,

341 . 353, 354, 383. 402. 403, 427, 573

Shell beads from 324, 326, 336, 337. 340

Shell pins from 376,377,402

Shell masks from 376,384

Moccasin-shaped pot from 376

Hawk's-bellsfrom 376-714

Connected (chain mounds) 536

Conical, in rows or lines.. 537

Of stone 544

Dome-shaped or beehive vaults in . . . 554

Of the Ohio district, wholly or partly
of stone 568, .569

Opinions regarding the origin of 597

And other ancient work, various types
of 602

Age of 626.627

Used as places of refuge in time of

overflow 626

Houses of chiefs placed on 649,6.50

Subset] uent use of by Indians - 706

Mound-builders, adopted several modes
of burial. - 17

Removed flesh before burial I7

Made use of fire in burial ceremonies 17

Consisted of numerous tribes 17, 528, 706

Houses of the _ 17.203,

208,227.229,587,661-604

Mexicans were not the 18

Pueblo tribes were not the 1 y

Mayos were not the 18

Cherokees were 18

Mode of lathing houses by 206,209

Section of defined 524

Relations of to the Indians dis-

cussed 595-730

General observations respecting.. .. 595

Were they Indians 596

Considered by many as one people. . . 602

Page
Mound-builders, wars among, proof of

tribal divisions 603

Were Indians _ 610

Works of compared with those of the
Indians _ 651.659-671

-Vrihitecture of 660-606

Fortifications of compared with
those of the Indians 667-071

Burial customs of compared "vyith

those of the Indians 671-679

Usually interred their dead 672

Often buried dead In a sitting pos-
ture 674

Cremation by, doubtful 675,676

Probably practiced burning captives 676

Probably tortured captives 676

Not addicted to human sacrlflce 676

And Indians cultivated maize 683

Shell ornaments of similar to those
used by Indians 684

And Indians used shell gorgets 686

And Indians used shell pins as ear
ornaments .. 686

And Indians made and used pipes 687

And Indians, links directly connect-
ing 688-706

Chief seats of power of, in the Gulf
states - 719

Mound-builders' and Indians' work com-
pared 659

Mound-builders' structures, mound con-
taining fragments of 400,401

Mound nomenclature heretofore given
a hindrance to legitimate arche-
ology 604

Mount Pleasant (Tusearora chief),

statement by 512

Mull, M. A., donates engraved shell (Ar-
kansas) 225

Muskokl tribes, probably mound-build-
ers 718

N.

Nadaillac. Marquis de, cited .565. 611

620, 683 729

Statement by, corrected 530

Natchez Indians, built their temple on a
moimd.- 6.53

Neil, Hugh inclosure on land of (New
York) 512

Nelson, T. F., moimds on the farm of. . 334, 335

Newark Works, Newark, Ohio 459, 468

Newberry, Gen., mounds on land of 85

New York, antiquities of, ascribed to
the Iroquois... 667

Cazenovia. stockade near . _ .548

Chautauqua county, ancient works
in 502-512

Explorations in 503, 545

Genesee county, bone fort 543

Geneseo, mounds near 515

Jefferson county,Perch lake hut-rings
about 545

Ijivingstou county, antiquities in .514, 515

Madison county, ancient works in. .503-505
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Page.
New York, Niagara county, antiquities

in 512

Syracuse, stone graves near 547

Wyoming county, Dunn farm, iiulos-

ureon ..'. S13,514

Niblack, A. P. , cited 73(3

Nicollet, J. N., observations ty 42

Cited 44

Nomenclature (see moundnomenclature).
Norris, P. W., appointed assistant, death

of. 19

Visits pipestone region ol Minnesota. . 42, 4 *

Mounds examined by 83, 253, .587

On elephant mound by 91

Cited on effect of earthquake on
mounds 300

Cited in reference to vessels lound . . . 332

On inclosure at Charleston, West Vir-

ginia 415

Ou evidence of skeleton burial 673

On evidence of use of fire by mound-
builders in burial ceremonies 678

On remains of mound-builders' houses 664

North Carolina, Buncoml>e county,
mounds in 348,350

Burke county, antiquities of 344

Caldwell couuty, mounds in 333-344

Caldwell CDUUty. Patter^c ngrading. 333

Caldwell com y, Ijenolr burial pit., 343

Explorations iu 333-3J0

Port Defiance, remains near 342

Haywood county, motmdsin. 346

Henderson couuty, mounds in 348,349

Waynesville, mounds near 347

Wilkes county, antiquities of 344,345

North Dakota, mound and hut-rings in. . 37, 41

Peculiar burial moundsin 538

O.

Obsidian implement.from mound 82

Ohio, explorations in 440 493

Adams county, serpent mound 493

Brown county, mounds and stone
graves iu _ .451-457

Brownsville, mounds near 4,58-469

Coshocton county, flintdiggingsin-4.57, 458
Flint ridge 572

Franklin county, ancient works in. 449-451

Hocking county, ancient works in ..446,447

Knox county. mounJs in 440-446

Lic'.iin? county, ancient works iu... 458-469

MadisonviUe mouud near, containing
skeletons surrounded by stones.. 570

MotmtVtrnon. mound at 444
Mount Vernon, cemetery mound 464
Newark, works at 459-468

Perry county, antiquities of 470
Pike county, antiquities of 489-492

Ripley, stone grave near 455
Ross county, antiquities of 4724-88

Warren county. Fort Ancient 492,561

0;iio district, archeology of o61-,573

Burial mounds of 566-567
Cemeteries and pits of 572
Inclostires in 5&z

Page.
Ohio district, limits and characteristics

of 561

Mounds wholly or partly of stone in

.

669

Pyramidal mounds of 571

.Stonegraves iu 571

Ornaments, brass, from mound 80

Ossuaries _ 545

Pacific slope, types of, resemble those of
thePaciflc Islands 724,726

Differ from those of the Atlantic
slope 724

Page, Prof., on Grave creek tablet 632

Paleographic objects 28

Painter. Edward, appointed assistant. . . 19

Reports previous expl iration of Me-
nard mound 231

Visits the Silvertown mound 263

Believes the large mound at Silver-

town to be a natural formation.. 365

Notices remains of mound-builders'
houses , 663

Parkinson, William, mouud on land of
(Pennsylvauia) 496

Patrick. Dr., collection of 133

Mentions peculiar arrangement of

shells in a mound 361
Peck, J. M.. cited _. 695
Peet, Stephen D., engaged as temporary

assistant _ _. 19

Explores effigy mound 98

Opinion in reference to efBgy mounds 532
Cited 533.670

Pennsylvauia, explorations in 494-i503

Monongahela City, mouuls and
graves near 496

Monougahela valley, antiquities of.. 494
Warren county, ancient works in ..499-503

Perrine, T. M., ancient works described
by .- 155

Cited 699
Excavations by 158, 161

Pot found by 142

Pettigrew, F, W., investigations by 38,39
Pickett, A, J,, cited 677
Pius made hy Indians and mouud-build-

ers .- 686
Used as ear ornaments C86

Pipes 323,325,

338, 339,'340, 341, 3.53, 354, 383, 402, 4u3, 427
Form a link connecting mbunil-build-

ers and Indians 701,703
Prom mounds differ from those used

by Maya, Nahau, and Pueblo
tribes 704

Typical form of the broad, curved
base

, 704
And tobacco, used by Indians and

mound-builders 687
Image 233,235.333,325

Pits 32
Potter, W. B . reference to work on

mounds of southeastern Mis-
souri 172
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Page.

Pottery, from Wisconsin mound 83

Pots 83,321,319

Flat-botiomed jar 142-34"

Image vessels ....188,203,221.235.237,26.3,279

Gourd-shaped vessel 190

Owl-shaped vessels 191,386

Fish-shaped vessel --- 193

Tripod ves.sels 189,210,332

Full-faced image vessels 221

Water bottles 222,223

Ornamented 247

ShBll-sh,aped vessel -- '-53

European, from mound 321

Painted vessels 332

Painted vessel from mound 323

Pot-bearing serpent figure 324

Vessels with figures engraved there-

on 334

Fragment of European, from
Georgia mound 326

Mocoasin-sh.iped, from mouud 376

Moimd and Indian compared _
681

Method of making described by Du-
mont -- --- GS'l

Glazed, fro:n mound - 714

Pottowatamies, mounds of 110

Powell, J. W., copper obtained by - 308

Poynter. Robert H.. statement ot, regard-

ing burial of an Indian chief 678

Pratt, W. H., answers inquiries respe.-t-

ing tablet 637

Pre-Columbian times, problems relat-

ing to - 722

Prehistoric problems discussed from
the linguistic standpoint 722

Price. W. H., finds gun barrel in mouud. 715

Pueblo or Intermontane (archeological)

section 533

Pueblo tribes not mound-builders 18

Putnam, F. W., finds figured copper
plate in stone grave 701

Cited _ 661, 699,716

Pyramidal mounds defined 30

Pyramidal mounds of Arkansas 588

R.

Rattnesque, extravagant hypothesis of . .

.

.i99

Ramsey, A., mound on land of (Ten-

nessee) - .356

Ramsey, J. G. M.. cited 676,694

Rau, Charles, cited 504, .680, 681 . 682, 705, 71

1

Red river valley, mounds of 35

Refuse heaps, defined 31

Reynolds, Henry L.. engaged as assist-

ant - !9

Indebtedness to. acknowledged , 25

Reports exploration of a Georgia
mound 317

Surveys lines at the Newark works
(Ohioi ,. 466

Finds European articles in nioimd. .

.

714

Reynolds. John, cited 629

Rlsely, Levi, mound on land of (New
York) 511

Rogan. John P.. appointed assistant 19

Surveys the Etowah mounds 298

Page.
Rogan, John P., explores the Etowah

mounds 3U2

Work in Florida by 327

Excavates North Carolina mounds.. 334

Romans, Barnard, cited 665,674

Royce. C. C. cited 696.697

S.

Sacrifice, indications of fire erroneously
takenas proof of 604

Human, seldom practiced by Indians . 676

Was it practiced by the mound-
builders? 676

Salt kettle i»ttery.. 167,683,696

Salt, Indians making 247

Sagard.TheodatG., cited 618,634

Schlimpert, Joseph, mounds on land of

(Illinois) 145

Schoolcraft, Henry R.,o ^saary, described

by... 563

On mound-builders 600

Cited... 597,665,694

Scott, William, inclosure on land of (New
York) 509

Secotan, village of 621

Sellers. G. E., discovers salt kettle pot-
tery in stone graves 695

Senex, John, m:ipof referred to 694

Seytfarth, Dr., attempts to explain Dav-
enport tablets 634

Shaler, N. S. , on mound-builders COO

Shawnee, band locates among the Chero-
keesof east Tennessee 694

Shawnees, chief home of on the Cum-
berland river 693

Made salt 696

Burled in stone graves 697

Probably in Illinois before entering
Cumberland valley 700

Shell, articles of, among mound-builders
and Indians, similar 684

Shell beads from moimd 324,326,337

Shell gorgets, used by Virginia and Caro-
lina Indians ...686,703

Shell masks, from mounds 376

Shell pins, from mounds .376, 377. 402

Describedby Duinont 686

Shell ornaments for the ear 402

Shells, engraved.... 224,306,307.

338,369,377,383,384,402

From North Carolina mounds 337,338

Found chiefly in areas occupied by
Cherokees and Shawnees 702

A link connecting mound- builders
and Indians 701

List of localities, where found 702

Sherrard, James, notice of antiquity,

by .50-1

Sherril. Sion J., mound on the farm of

(North Carolina) 344

Shipley. Worthington, mound on farm of

(Ohio) 446

Short, John T., cited .'i6.5,599,601,

602, 603,606

Sibley, H.F., cited 658

Silver foil, pieces of frommoimd 501
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Page
Silver obtained by Indians from Spanish

wrecks tij
Silver plate, with Spanish coat-of-arms

from Mississippi mounds 27n
Smith, C.M.,descriptionof flint quarries

by - 57i
Smith, Felix, mound on farm of (Arkan-

sas) 241
Smith, John, cited _ 668
"History ot Virginia," copy of figure

from 622,623
Smith, Q. C, Richwoods mounds. Mo.,

referred to by 175
Smith, W. R.. cited 658,669
Snowden, Mrs. Peter G., mound on land

of (Florida) 328
Snyder.J. F., cited _. 673
Snyder, J. P., describes modes of burial. 5oi
Souris river, mounds along 35-37
South Carolina, explorations in 326

Kershaw district, mounds in 317-326
South Dakota, bowlder circles ., 39

Bowlder figures in _ 40
Medicine butte, bowlder figures on.. 39
Mounds in 38-39
Sioux Falls, antiquities near

, 38
Snake butte, bowlder figures on 39
Village sites of 41

Southern section, districts of 586-593
Spalnhour, J. M., assists ia exploring

mounds 334
Spool made of stone 1 Arkansas) 325
Squier, E. G.. burial mound examined

by - 543
Defensive work meutioned by 541
Notices custom of placing,stones over

graves 545
Cited

.

667
Squier and Davis, classiflcat ion of 37

Cited 146, 266, 479, 662, 564, 566, 569,

688, 602, 605, 625, 656, 704, 707
Investigations of, in Ohio 440
On "sacred inclosures" 605

Staats, Jacob, mound on land of (Ohio). 441
Stafford, Isaac, discovery by (New York) 508
Stafford, S. C, mound on farm of (Ala-

bama) _ 283
Stakely. John B., mound on land of (Ten-

nessee) 35g
sterling, Mrs. P. J., group on plantation

of (Mississippi) _ 259
Stevens, G. R., mound on land of (Ar-

kansas) 225
Stinson, Floyd, discrlbes Angel group,

(Indiana) 556
Stoddard, Amos, cited 629
Stone bearing Cherokee letters, from

mound 393,394
Strong, Mo.ses, mounds described by 63,55
Swallow, G. C, cited 664

Tablets, inscribed 632-644
Tallegwi, identified with Toltecs by

Dawson p99

Page.
Tally, N. D., mounds on plantation of

(Alabama) _ 390
Tate, Z. A., mounds on land of (Georgia). 316
Taylor, J. M., mounds on land ot (Ar-

kansas) _._ 239
Taylor. W., statement in regard to old

settlement (Alabama) 290
Mentions stone graves in western

Pennsylvania 697
Temples and council houses on

mounds 648,652,653,655
Tennessee, Blount county, antiquities

of - 366,388
Carter county, antiquities of 354
Chilhowey (old Cherokee to-n-n) 371
Chote (Old Cherokee town ) 379
Cocke county, graves and mound in . . 356
Dandridge, mouud near 357
Explorations in 278,379,351^07
Frauklin, ancient works near ,577

Half-way town lold Cherokee town). 371
Jefferson county, mounds in 357,358
Lauderdale county, mounds in 278
Loudon county, antiquities of. ..366, 390-404
Meigs county, mounds of 404
Mialaquo (old Cherokee town) 389
Monroe county, antiquities of 366-390
Monroe aud Blount counties. Bacon

and McGee mounds 377
Obion county, mounds in 279
Paris, inclosures near 577
Khea county, mounds in 406
Roane county, ancient works in 3)8-364
Settacoo (old Cherokee town) 377
Sullivan county, ancient works in .. 351-354
Tommotley (old Cherokee town) 380
Toskegee (old Cherokee town) 388
(East) explorations in 351-407

Tennessee or Central district, limits of. .575

Characteristics of 575
Archeology of 575-585

Tennessee river, Little, archeology of
the valley of 366

Thaumer de la Source, M., quoted 620-652
Thibault, J. K., mounds on farm of (Ar-

kansas) 345
Donates specimen to the Bureau 345

Thing, L. H.. engaged as temporary as-
sistant 19

Obtains copper plate from stone
grave... 308

Finds clay plastering in mound 664
Finds figured copper plate in stone

grave 701
Thomas, B. G., group on farm of (Wis-

consin) gg
Thomas. Cyrus, papers by, cited or re-

ferred to.. .308,562,718,721
Thomas, John S., burial place on farm

of (Tennessee) 355
Thompson, Henry, mounds on land of . . . 142
Thorn, R. R, mounds on land of 121
Throsh, J. B., mound on farm of (North

Carolina) 350
Thurston, Mr., assists In excavating

moimd 417
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Tiffany, Albert, mounds on land of (New
Yorki SOG

Tiffany, A. S., pronounces the Davenport
limestone tablet a fraud 63H

Tiller, J. T., mound on farm of (Arkan-
sas) — - 240

Timberlake, Henry, map by, referred

to ..367,371,377,379,388,389

Tipton, M. M. , moundson land of (Tennes-
see) ..: 391

Todd, J. E., name "bowlder mosaics"
givenby 534

Toltecs, nationality of, not asserted f)9><

Tonty, Henri de, quoted 66.5

Tower, M. S., circular inclosure on laud

of (New York) .510

Triggs. W.A., mound on larmof (Arkan-
sas) 247

Tumlin. G. H., mound group on land of

(Georgia} - 292

Turtle figure, made of bowlders -. 39,40

V.

Vaults in mounds. Beehive shaped 334.

335, 3.52, 353

Wooden 417,427,448,485

Conical clay vaults 4)7

Double, wooden 485

Vegetables and plants cultivated by the
Indians described 616

Vimont. Barth^lemy, cited 618

Vogel, Henry, mounds on land of 143

W.

Walker, S. T., statements about Florida
mounds quoted 647.673

Wallbridge, T. C. mounds described by
(Canada) 544

Warner, Jared, sketch of elephant
mound by 93,93

Water bottle, ornamented 247

Watkius, T.J,, mounds on farm of (Ten-
nessee) 405

Webb, Jasper, mounds on land of (Ar-
kansas) 201

Webster, Noah, on origin of the mounds. 597

West Virginia, explorations in 407-440

Barboursville, moirad group near..438, 439

Cabell county 438

Charleston, ancient works near 424-434

Criel mound, near Charleston 41.5-416

Payette county, ancient stone wall.. 409

Fayette county, inclosure in 407

Fayette county, rock circles 407,408,410

Great Smithmouud, near Charleston 425

Kanawha county, antiquities of 410-434

Mascin county. McCuUoch mound... 436

Mason county, rock heaps and
mounds in 435

Putnam county, antiquities of 434

Page.
West Virginia, rock wall near Clifton ... 411

White, George, mention of Rembert
mound. Georgia, by 315

Whitman. James P .donatescopperspool
(Alabama) 285

Whittlesey, Charles, description of Eto-
wah mounds by. cited 296,301

Allusion to work of . in Ohio 440

Survey of Newark works by 459

Whitney, A. W., moundson farm of,

(New York) 506
Wilkinson. Williaml., mound on land of. 123

Williamson. Dempsey. mounds on land
of 142

Wilson, Daniel, cited 527,675,683

Belief regarding certain inclosures.. .564

Identifies mound-builders with Az-
tecs 599

On Grave creek tablet 632

Winchell, N. H., finds glass bead in
mound 715

Wisconsin, antiquities of 47-77

Archeology of 47-98

Barron county, mounds of 94-98

Cassville. work.s near 84-86

Crawford county, Cmrtois group ... 63-67

Crawford county. Sue Coulee group. . 75

Earthworks near Eastman... 52,54

Fliicke, Joseph, mounds on land of . . 72

Grant county, antiquities of 83-93

Hazen Corners, earthworks at 55-58

Lynxville, Armstrong group near... 73,74

Lynxville, Polander group near 69,73

Mound group 47

Mound group near Madlsou-- 46,47

Prairie du Chien, Douseman mound. 68

Prairie du Chien, Fliicke group near. 72

Prairie du Chien, mounds in vicinity

of 47.50,63,68,69,72,74

Rice lake mounds 94,96

Rock county, antiquities of 98

Sheboygan county, antiquities of 93

Slanmer's land, mounds on 62

Vernon county, antiquities of 77-84

White. H.. mounds on land of 79

Wyalusiug. works near 87-91

Wise. William, mounds on farm of 163

Witting, August, mounds on farm of
(Missouri) 169

Wislizenus, stone gr.aves examined by.. 138

Works of mound-builders and Indians
compared 651, 659-671

Wyman, Jeffreys, reference to mono-
graph of 329,333

Wyth. John, cited 622

Y.

Yarrow, H, C, on burial customs 672,

675, 677, 708

Yasous Ijuilt mounds for dwelling sites . 653


